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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this book, we study equidistribution and counting problems concerning locally geodesic arcs
in negatively curved spaces endowed with potentials, and we deduce, from the special case of
tree quotients, various arithmetic applications to equidistribution and counting problems in
non-Archimedean local fields.
For several decades, tools in ergodic theory and dynamical systems have been used to ob-
tain geometric equidistribution and counting results on manifolds, both inspired by and with
applications to arithmetic and number theoretic problems, in particular in Diophantine ap-
proximation. Especially pioneered by Margulis, this field has produced a huge corpus of works,
by Bowen, Cosentino, Clozel, Dani, Einseidler, Eskin, Gorodnik, Ghosh, Guivarc’h, Kim,
Kleinbock, Kontorovich, Lindenstraus, Margulis, McMullen, Michel, Mohammadi, Mozes,
Nevo, Oh, Pollicott, Roblin, Shah, Sharp, Sullivan, Ullmo, Weiss and the last two authors,
just to mention a few contributors. We refer for now to the surveys [Bab2, Oh, PaP16, PaP17c]
and we will explain in more details in this introduction the relation of our work with previous
works.
In this text, we consider geometric equidistribution and counting problems weighted with
a potential function in quotient spaces of CATp´1q spaces by discrete groups of isometries.
The CATp´1q spaces form a huge class of metric spaces that contains (but is not restricted to)
metric trees, hyperbolic buildings and simply connected complete Riemannian manifolds with
sectional curvature bounded above by ´1. In Chapter 2, we review some basic properties of
these spaces and we refer to [BridH] for more details. Although some of the equidistribution
and counting results with potentials on negatively curved manifolds are known,1 as well as
some of such results on CATp´1q spaces without potential,2 bringing together these two
aspects and producing new results and applications is one of the goals of this book.
We extend the theory of Patterson-Sullivan, Bowen-Margulis and skinning measures to
CATp´1q spaces with potentials, with a special emphasis on trees endowed with a system of
conductances. We prove that under natural nondegeneracy, mixing and finiteness assump-
tions, the pushforward under the geodesic flow of the skinning measure of properly immersed
locally convex closed subsets of locally CATp´1q spaces equidistributes to the Gibbs measure,
generalising the main result of [PaP14a].
We also prove that the (appropriate generalisations of) the initial and terminal tangent
vectors of the common perpendiculars to any two properly immersed locally convex closed
1See for instance [PauPS].
2See for instance [Rob2]
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subsets jointly equidistribute to the skinning measures when the lengths of the common per-
pendiculars tend to `8. This result is then used to prove asymptotic results on weighted
counting functions of common perpendiculars whose lengths tend to `8. Common perpendic-
ulars have been studied, in various particular cases, sometimes not explicitly, by Basmajian,
Bridgeman, Bridgeman-Kahn, Eskin-McMullen, Herrmann, Huber, Kontorovich-Oh, Mar-
gulis, Martin-McKee-Wambach, Meyerhoff, Mirzakhani, Oh-Shah, Pollicott, Roblin, Shah,
the last two authors and many others. See the comments after Theorem 1.5 below, and the
survey [PaP16] for references.
In Part III of this book, we apply the geometric results obtained for trees to deduce arith-
metic applications in non-Archimedean local fields. In particular, we prove equidistribution
and counting results for rationals and quadratic irrationals in any completion of any function
field over a finite field.
Let us now describe more precisely the content of this book, restricted to special cases for
the sake of the exposition.
Geometric and dynamical tools
Let Y be a geodesically complete connected proper locally CATp´1q space (or good orbispace),
which is nonelementary, that is, whose fundamental group is not virtually nilpotent. In this
introduction, we will mainly concentrate on the cases where Y is either a metric graph (or
graph of finite groups in the sense of Bass and Serre, see [Ser3]) or a Riemannian manifold (or
good orbifold) of dimension at least 2 with sectional curvature at most ´1. Let GY be the
space of locally geodesic lines of Y , on which the geodesic flow pgtqtPR acts by real translations
on the source. When Y is a simplicial3 graph (of finite groups), we consider the discrete time
geodesic flow pgtqtPZ, see Section 2.6. If Y is a Riemannian manifold, then GY is naturally
identified with the unit tangent bundle T 1Y by the map that associates to a locally geodesic
line its tangent vector at time 0. In general, we define T 1Y as the space of germs of locally
geodesic lines in Y , and GY maps onto T 1Y with possibly uncountable fibers.
Let F : T 1Y Ñ R be a continuous map, called a potential, which plays the same role
in the construction of Gibbs measures/equilibrium states as the energy function in Bowen’s
treatment of the thermodynamic formalism of symbolic dynamical systems in [Bowe2, Sect. 1].
We define in Section 3.3 the critical exponent δF associated with F , which describes the
logarithmic growth of an orbit of the fundamental group on the universal cover of Y weighted
by the (lifted) potential F , and which coincides with the classical critical exponent when
F “ 0. When Y is a metric graph, we associate in Section 3.5 a potential Fc to a system
of conductances c (that is, a map from the set of edges of Y to R), in such a way that the
correspondence c ÞÑ Fc is bijective at the level of cohomology classes, and we denote δFc by
δc.
In this introduction, we assume that F is bounded and that δF is finite and positive in
order to simplify the statements.
We say that the pair pY, F q satisfies the HC-property if the integral of F on compact locally
geodesic segments of Y varies in a Hölder-continuous way on its extremities (see Definition
3.13). The pairs which have the HC-property include complete Riemannian manifolds with
3that is, if its edges all have lengths 1
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pinched sectional curvature at most ´1 and Hölder-continuous potentials, and metric graphs
with any potential. This HC-property is the new technical idea compared to [PauPS] which
allows the extensions to our very general framework. See also [ConLT], under the very strong
assumption that Y is compact.
In Chapter 4, building on the works of [Rob2]4 when F “ 0 and of [PauPS]5 when Y is a
Riemannian manifold, we generalise, to locally CATp´1q spaces Y endowed with a potential
F satisfying the HC-property, the construction and basic properties of the Patterson densities
at infinity of the universal cover of Y associated with F and the Gibbs measure mF on GY
associated with F .
Using the Patterson-Sullivan-Bowen-Margulis approach, the Patterson densities are limits
of renormalised measures on the orbit points of the fundamental group on the universal
cover of Y , weighted by the potential, and the Gibbs measures on GY are local products of
Patterson densities on the endpoints of the geodesic line, with the Lebesgue measure on the
time parameter, weighted by the Gibbs cocycle defined by the potential.
Generalising a result of [CoP2], we prove in Section 6.2 that when Y is a regular simpli-
cial graph and c is an antireversible system of conductances, then the Patterson measures,
normalised to be probability measures, are harmonic measures (or hitting measures) on the
boundary at infinity of the universal cover of Y for a transient random walk on the vertices,
whose transition probabilities are constructed using the total mass of the Patterson measures.
Gibbs measures were first introduced in statistical mechanics, and are naturally associated
via the thermodynamic formalism6 with symbolic dynamics. We prove in Section 4.2 that our
Gibbs measures satisfy a Gibbs property analogous to the one in symbolic dynamics. If F “ 0,
the Gibbs measure mF is the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM. If Y is a compact Riemannian
manifold and F is the strong unstable Jacobian v ÞÑ ´ ddt |t“0 ln Jac
`
gt|W´pvq
˘pvq, then mF is
the Liouville measure and δF “ 0 (see [PauPS, Chap. 7] for more general assumptions on Y ).
Thus, one interesting aspect of Gibbs measure is that they form a natural family of measures
invariant under the geodesic flow that interpolates between the Liouville measure and the
Bowen-Margulis measure (which in variable curvature are in general not in the same measure
class). Another interesting point is that such measures are plentiful: a recent result of Belarif
[Bel] proves that when Y is a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with pinched nega-
tive curvature and topologically mixing geodesic flow, the finite and mixing Gibbs measures
associated with bounded Hölder-continuous potentials are, once normalised, dense (for the
weak-star topology) in the whole space of probability measures invariant under the geodesic
flow.
The Gibbs measures are remarkable measures for CATp´1q spaces endowed with poten-
tials due to their unique ergodic-theoretic properties. Let pZ, pφtqtPRq be a topological space
endowed with a continuous one-parameter group of homeomorphisms and let ψ : Z Ñ R be
a bounded continuous map. Let M be the set of Borel probability measures on Z invariant
under the flow pφtqtPR. Let hmpφ1q be the (metric) entropy of the geodesic flow with respect to
m PM . The metric pressure for ψ of a measure m PM and the pressure of ψ are respectively
Pψpmq “ hmpφ1q `
ż
Z
ψ dm and Pψ “ sup
mPM
Pψpmq .
An element m P M is an equilibrium state for ψ if the least upper bound defining Pψ is
4itself building on the works of Patterson, Sullivan, Coornaert, Burger-Mozes, ...
5itself building on the works of Ledrappier [Led], Hamenstädt, Coudène, Mohsen
6See for instance [Rue3, Kel, Zin].
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attained on m.
Let F 7 : GY Ñ R be the composition of the canonical map GY Ñ T 1Y with F , and note
that F 7 “ F if Y is a Riemannian manifold. When F “ 0 and Y is a Riemannian manifold,
whose sectional curvatures and their first derivatives are bounded, by [OtaP, Theo. 2], the
pressure PF coincides with the entropy of the geodesic flow, it is equal to the critical exponent
of the fundamental group of Y , and the Bowen-Margulis measure mF “ mBM, normalised
to be a probability measure, is the measure of maximal entropy. When Y is a Riemannian
manifold whose sectional curvatures and their first derivatives are bounded and F is Hölder-
continuous, by [PauPS, Theo. 6.1], we have PF “ δF . If furthermore the Gibbs measure mF
is finite and normalised to be a probability measure, then mF is an equilibrium state for F .
In Section 5.4, we prove an analog of these results for the potential F 7 when Y is a metric
graph of groups. The case when Y is a finite simplicial graph7 is classical by the work of Bowen
[Bowe2], as it reduces to arguments of subshifts of finite type (see for instance [CoP1]). When
Y is a compact8 locally CATp´1q-space,9 a complete statement about existence, uniqueness
and Gibbs property of equilibrium states for any Hölder-continuous potential is given in
[ConLT].
Theorem 1.1 (The variational principle for metric graphs of groups). Assume that Y is a
metric graph of finite groups, with a positive lower bound and finite upper bound on the lengths
of edges. If the critical exponent δF is finite, if the Gibbs measure mF is finite, then PF 7 “ δF
and the Gibbs measure normalised to be a probability measure is the unique equilibrium state
for F 7.
The main tool is a natural coding of the discrete time geodesic flow by a topological Markov
shift (see Section 5.1). This coding is delicate when the vertex stabilisers are nontrivial, in
particular as it does not satisfy in general the Markovian property of dependence only on
the immediate past (see Section 5.2). We then apply results of Buzzi and Sarig in symbolic
dynamics over a countable alphabet (see Appendix A written by J. Buzzi), and suspension
techniques introduced in Section 5.3. See also [Kemp].
Let Y be any geodesically complete connected proper locally CATp´1q space, and let D
be any connected proper nonempty properly immersed10 closed locally convex subset of Y .
In Chapter 7, we generalise for nonconstant potentials on Y the construction of the skinning
measures σ`D and σ
´
D on the outer and inner unit normal bundles ofD in Y . We refer to Section
2.4 for the appropriate definition of the outer and inner unit normal bundles of D when the
boundary of D is not smooth. We construct these measures σ`D and σ
´
D as pushforwards of
the Patterson densities associated with the potential F to the outer and inner unit normal
bundles of the lift of D in the universal cover of Y . This construction generalises the one in
[PaP14a] when F “ 0, which itself generalises the one in [OhS1, OhS2] when M has constant
curvature and D is a ball, a horoball or a totally geodesic submanifold.
In Section 10.1, we prove the following result on the equidistribution of equidistant hyper-
surfaces in CATp´1q spaces. This result is a generalisation of [PaP14a, Theo. 1] (valid in Rie-
mannian manifolds with zero potential) which itself generalised the ones in [Mar2, EM, PaP12]
7that is, a finite graph of trivial groups with edge lengths 1
8a very strong assumption that we do not want to make in this text
9not in the orbifold sense, hence this excludes for instance the case of graphs of groups with some nontrivial
vertex stabiliser
10By definition, D is the image in Y , by the universal covering map, of a proper nonempty closed convex
subset of the universal cover of Y , whose family of images under the universal covering group is locally finite.
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when Y has constant curvature, F “ 0 and D is a ball, a horoball or a totally geodesic sub-
manifold. See also [Rob2] when Y is a CATp´1q space, F “ 0 and D is a ball or a horoball.
Theorem 1.2. Let Y,D be as above, and let F be a potential of Y satisfying the HC-property.
Assume that the Gibbs measure mF on GY is finite and mixing for the geodesic flow pgtqtPR,
and that the skinning measure σ`D is finite and nonzero. Then, as t tends to `8, the pushfor-
wards pgtq˚σ`D of the skinning measure of D by the geodesic flow weak-star converge towards
the Gibbs measure mF (after normalisation as probability measures).
We prove in Theorem 10.4 an analog of Theorem 1.2 for the discrete time geodesic flow
on simplicial graphs and, more generally, simplicial graphs of groups. As a special case,
we recover known results on nonbacktracking simple random walks on regular graphs. The
equidistribution of the pushforward of the skinning measure of a subgraph is a weighted version
of the following classical result, see for instance [AloBLS], which under further assumptions
on the spectral properties on the graph gives precise rates of convergence.
Corollary 1.3. Let Y be a finite regular graph which is not bipartite. Let Y1 be a nonempty
connected subgraph. Then the n-th vertex of the nonbacktracking simple random walk on Y
starting transversally to Y1 converges in distribution to the uniform distribution as nÑ `8.
See Chapter 10 for more details and for the extensions to nonzero potential and to graphs
of groups, as well as Section 10.4 for error terms.
The distribution of common perpendiculars
Let D´ and D` be connected proper nonempty properly immersed locally convex closed
subsets of Y . A common perpendicular from D´ to D` is a locally geodesic path in Y starting
perpendicularly from D´ and arriving perpendicularly to D`.11 We denote the length of a
common perpendicular α from D´ to D` by λpαq, and its initial and terminal unit tangent
vectors by vα´ and vα` . In the general CATp´1q case, vα˘ are two different parametrisations
(by ¯r0, λpαqs) of α, considered as elements of the space
p
GY of generalised locally geodesic
lines in Y , see [BartL] or Section 2.2. For all t ą 0, we denote by PerppD´, D`, tq the set of
common perpendiculars from D´ to D` with length at most t (considered with multiplicities),
and we define the counting function with weights by
ND´, D`, F ptq “
ÿ
αPPerppD´, D`, tq
e
ş
α F ,
where
ş
α F “
şλpαq
0 F pgtvα´ q dt. We refer to Section 12.1 for the definition of the multiplicities
in the manifold case, which are equal to 1 if D´ and D` are embedded and disjoint. Higher
multiplicities for common perpendiculars α can occur for instance when D´ is a nonsimple
closed geodesic and the initial point of α is a multiple point of D´.
Let PerppD´, D`q be the set of all common perpendiculars from D´ to D` (considered
with multiplicities). The family pλpαqqαPPerppD´, D`q is called the marked ortholength spec-
trum from D´ to D`. The set of lengths (with multiplicities) of elements of PerppD´, D`q
is called the ortholength spectrum of D´, D`. This second set has been introduced by Bas-
majian [Basm] (under the name “full orthogonal spectrum”) when M has constant curvature,
11See Section 2.5 for explanations when the boundary of D´ or D` is not smooth.
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and D´ and D` are disjoint or equal embedded totally geodesic hypersurfaces or embedded
horospherical cusp neighbourhoods or embedded balls. We refer to the paper [BridK] which
proves that the ortholength spectrum with D´ “ D` “ BM determines the volume of a
compact hyperbolic manifoldM with totally geodesic boundary (see also [Cal] and [MasaM]).
We prove in Chapter 12 that the critical exponent δF of F is the exponential growth rate
of ND´, D`, F ptq, and we give an asymptotic formula of the form ND´, D`, F ptq „ c eδF t as
tÑ `8, with error term estimates in appropriate situations. The constants c that will appear
in such asymptotic formulas will be explicit, in terms of the measures naturally associated
with the (normalised) potential F : the Gibbs measure mF and the skinning measures of D´
and D`.
When F “ 0 and Y is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature and finite
and mixing Bowen-Margulis measure, the asymptotics of the counting function ND´, D`, 0ptq
are described in [PaP17b, Theo. 1]. The only restriction on the two convex sets D˘ is that
their skinning measures are finite. Here, we generalise that result by allowing for nonzero
potential and more general CATp´1q spaces than just manifolds.
The counting function ND´, D`, 0ptq has been studied in negatively curved manifolds since
the 1950’s and in a number of more recent works, sometimes in a different guise. A number
of special cases (all with F “ 0 and covered by the results of [PaP17b]) were known:
• D´ and D` are reduced to points, by for instance [Hub2], [Mar1] and [Rob2],
• D´ and D` are horoballs, by [BeHP], [HeP3], [Cos] and [Rob2] without an explicit form
of the constant in the asymptotic expression,
• D´ is a point and D` is a totally geodesic submanifold, by [Herr], [EM] and [OhS3] in
constant curvature,
• D´ is a point and D` is a horoball, by [Kon] and [KonO] in constant curvature, and [Kim]
in rank one symmetric spaces,
• D´ is a horoball and D` is a totally geodesic submanifold, by [OhS1] and [PaP12] in
constant curvature, and
• D´ and D` are (properly immersed) locally geodesic lines in constant curvature and
dimension 3, by [Pol2].
We refer to the survey [PaP16] for more details on the manifold case.
When X is a compact metric or simplicial graph and D˘ are points, the asymptotics of
ND´, D`, 0ptq as t Ñ `8 is treated in [Gui], as well as [Rob2]. Under the same setting, see
also the work of Kiro-Smilansky-Smilansky announced in [KiSS] for a counting result of paths
(not assumed to be locally geodesic) in finite metric graphs with rationally independent edge
lengths and vanishing potential.
The proofs of the asymptotic results on the counting function ND´, D`, F are based on
the following simultaneous equidistribution result that shows that the initial and terminal
tangent vectors of the common perpendiculars equidistribute to the skinning measures of D´
and D`. We denote the unit Dirac mass at a point z by ∆z and the total mass of any measure
m by }m}.
Theorem 1.4. Assume that Y is a nonelementary Riemannian manifold with pinched sec-
tional curvature at most ´1 or a metric graph. Let F : T 1Y Ñ R be a potential, with finite
and positive critical exponent δF , which is bounded and Hölder-continuous when Y is a man-
ifold. Let D˘ be as above. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF is finite and mixing for the
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geodesic flow. For the weak-star convergence of measures on
p
GY ˆ
p
GY , we have
lim
tÑ`8 δF }mF } e
´δF t ÿ
αPPerppD´, D`, tq
e
ş
α F ∆vα´ b∆vα` “ σ`D´ b σ´D` .
There is a similar statement for nonbipartite simplicial graphs and for more general graphs
of groups on which the discrete time geodesic flow is mixing for the Gibbs measure, see the
end of Chapter 11 and Section 12.4. Again, the results can then be interpreted in terms of
nonbacktracking random walks.
In Section 12.2, we deduce our counting results for common perpendiculars between the
subsets D´ and D` from the above simultaneous equidistribution theorem.
Theorem 1.5. (1) Let Y, F,D˘ be as in Theorem 1.4. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF
is finite and mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow and that the skinning measures σ`
D´
and σ´
D` are finite and nonzero. Then, as sÑ `8,
ND´, D`, F psq „
}σ`
D´} }σ´D`}
}mF }
eδF s
δF
.
(2) If Y is a finite nonbipartite simplicial graph, then
ND´, D`,F pnq „
eδF }σ`
D´} }σ´D`}
peδF ´ 1q }mF } e
δF n .
The above Assertion (1) is valid when Y is a good orbifold instead of a manifold or
a metric graph of finite groups instead of a metric graph (for the appropriate notion of
multiplicities), and when D´ and D` are replaced by locally finite families. See Section 12.4
for generalisations of Assertion (2) to (possibly infinite) simplicial graphs of finite groups and
Sections 12.3 and 12.6 for error terms.
We avoid any compactness assumption on Y , we only assume that the Gibbs measure mF
of F is finite and that it is mixing for the geodesic flow. By Babillot’s theorem [Bab1], if
the length spectrum of Y is not contained in a discrete subgroup of R, then mF is mixing if
finite. If Y is a Riemannian manifold, this condition is satisfied for instance if the limit set
of a fundamental group of Y is not totally disconnected, see for instance [Dal1, Dal2]. When
Y is a metric graph, Babillot’s mixing condition is in particular satisfied if the lengths of the
edges of Y are rationally independent.
As in [PaP17b], we have very weak finiteness and curvature assumptions on the space
and the convex subsets we consider. Furthermore, the space Y is no longer required to be a
manifold and we extend the theory to nonconstant weights using equilibrium states. Such a
weighted counting has only been used in the orbit-counting problem in manifolds with pinched
negative curvature in [PauPS]. The approach is based on ideas from Margulis’s thesis to use
the mixing of the geodesic flow. Our skinning measures are much more general than the
Patterson measures appearing in earlier works. As in [PaP17b], we push simultaneously the
unit normal vectors to the two convex sets D´ and D` in opposite directions.
Classically, an important characterisation of the Bowen-Margulis measure on closed neg-
atively curved Riemannian manifolds (F “ 0) is that it coincides with the weak-star limit
of properly normalised sums of Lebesgue measures supported on periodic orbits. The result
was extended to CATp´1q spaces with zero potential in [Rob2] and to Gibbs measures in
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the manifold case in [PauPS, Theo. 9.11]. As a corollary of the simultaneous equidistribution
result Theorem 1.4, we obtain a weighted version for simplicial and metric graphs of groups.
The following is a simplified version of such a result for Gibbs measures of metric graphs.
Let Per1ptq be the set of prime periodic orbits of the geodesic flow on Y . Let λpgq denote
the length of a closed orbit g. Let Lg be the Lebesgue measure along g and let LgpF q be the
period of g for the potential F .
Theorem 1.6. Assume that Y is a finite metric graph, that the critical exponent δF is positive
and that the Gibbs measure mF is mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow. As tÑ `8,
the measures
δF e
δF t
ÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF qLg
and
δF t e
δF t
ÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF q Lg
λpgq
converge to mF}mF } for the weak-star convergence of measures.
See Section 13.2 for the proof of the full result and for a similar statement for (possibly
infinite) simplicial graphs of finite groups. As a corollary, we obtain counting results of simple
loops in metric and simplicial graphs, generalising results of [ParP], [Gui].
Corollary 1.7. Assume that Y is a finite metric graph whose vertices have degrees at least
3, such that the critical exponent δF is positive.
(1) If the Gibbs measure is mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow, thenÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF q „ e
δF t
δF t
as tÑ `8.
(2) If Y is simplicial and if the Gibbs measure is mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow,
then ÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF q „ e
δF
eδF ´ 1
eδF t
t
as tÑ `8.
In the cases when error bounds are known for the mixing property of the continuous time or
discrete time geodesic flow on GY , we obtain corresponding error terms in the equidistribution
result of Theorem 1.2 generalising [PaP14a, Theo. 20] (where F “ 0) and in the approximation
of the counting function ND´, D`, 0 by the expression introduced in Theorem 1.5. In the
manifold case, see [KM1], [Clo], [Dol1], [Sto], [Live], [GLP], and Section 12.3 for definitions
and precise references. Here is an example of such a result in the manifold case.
Theorem 1.8. Assume that Y is a compact Riemannian manifold and mF is exponentially
mixing under the geodesic flow for the Hölder regularity, or that Y is a locally symmetric
space, the boundary of D˘ is smooth, mF is finite, smooth, and exponentially mixing under
the geodesic flow for the Sobolev regularity. Assume that the strong stable/unstable ball masses
by the conditionals of mF are Hölder-continuous in their radius.
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(1) As t tends to `8, the pushforwards pgtq˚σ`D´ of the skinning measure of D´ by the
geodesic flow equidistribute towards the Gibbs measure mF with exponential speed.
(2) If the skinning measures σ`
D´ and σ
´
D` are finite and nonzero, there exists κ ą 0 such
that, as tÑ `8,
ND´, D`, F ptq “
}σ`
D´} }σ´D`}
δF }mF } e
δF t
`
1`Ope´κtq˘ .
See Section 12.3 for a discussion of the assumptions and the dependence of Op¨q on the
data. Similar (sometimes more precise) error estimates were known earlier for the counting
function in special cases of D˘ in constant curvature geometrically finite manifolds (often in
small dimension) through the work of Huber, Selberg, Patterson, Lax and Phillips [LaxP],
Cosentino [Cos], Kontorovich and Oh [KonO], Lee and Oh [LeO].
When Y is a finite volume hyperbolic manifold and the potential F is constant 0, the Gibbs
measure is proportional to the Liouville measure and the skinning measures of totally geodesic
submanifolds, balls and horoballs are proportional to the induced Riemannian measures of
the unit normal bundles of their boundaries. In this situation, there are very explicit forms
of the counting results in finite-volume hyperbolic manifolds, see [PaP17b, Cor.21], [PaP16].
These results are extended to complex hyperbolic space in [PaP17a].
As an example of this result, if D´ and D` are closed geodesics of Y of lengths `´ and
``, respectively, then the number N psq “ ND´, D`, 0psq of common perpendiculars (counted
with multiplicity) from D´ to D` of length at most s satisfies, as sÑ `8,
N psq „ pi
n
2
´1Γpn´12 q2
2n´2pn´ 1qΓpn2 q
`´``
VolpY q e
pn´1qs . (1.1)
Counting in weighted graphs of groups
From now on in this introduction, we only consider metric or simplicial graphs or graphs of
groups.
Let Y be a connected finite graph with set of vertices V Y and set of edges EY (see [Ser3]
for the conventions). We assume that the degree of the graph at each vertex is at least 3. Let
λ : EY Ñ s0,`8r with λpeq “ λpeq for every e P EY be an edge length map, let Y “ |Y|λ
be the geometric realisation of Y where the geometric realisation of every edge e P EY has
length λpeq, and let c : EY Ñ R be a map, called a (logarithmic) system of conductances in
the analogy between graphs and electrical networks, see for instance [Zem].
Let Y˘ be proper nonempty subgraphs of Y. For every t ě 0, we denote by PerppY´,Y`, tq
the set of edge paths α “ pe1, . . . , ekq in Y without backtracking, of length λpαq “ řki“1 λpeiq
at most t, of conductance cpαq “ řki“1 cpeiq, starting from a vertex of Y´ but not by an edge
of Y´, ending at a vertex of Y` but not by an edge of Y`. Let
NY´,Y`ptq “
ÿ
αPPerppY´,Y`, tq
ecpαq
be the number of paths without backtracking from Y´ to Y` of length at most t, counted
with weights defined by the system of conductances.
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Recall that a real number x is Diophantine if it is badly approximable by rational numbers,
that is, if there exist α, β ą 0 such that |x´ pq | ě α q´β for all p, q P Z with q ą 0. We obtain
the following result, which is a very simplified version of our results for the sake of this
introduction.
Theorem 1.9. (1) If Y has two cycles whose ratio of lengths is Diophantine, then there exists
C ą 0 such that for every k P N´ t0u, as tÑ `8,
NY´,Y`ptq “ C eδc t
`
1`Opt´kq˘ .
(2) If λ ” 1, then there exist C 1, κ ą 0 such that, as n P N tends to `8,
NY´,Y`pnq “ C 1 eδc n
`
1`Ope´κnq˘ .
Note that the Diophantine assumption on Y in Theorem 1.9 (1) is standard in the theory
of quantum graphs (see for instance [BerK]).
The constants C “ CY˘, c, λ ą 0 and C 1 “ C 1Y˘, c ą 0 in the above asymptotic formulas
are explicit. When c ” 0 and λ ” 1, the constants can often be determined concretely, as
indicated in the two examples below.12 Among the ingredients in these computations are
the explicit expressions of the total mass of many Bowen-Margulis measures and skinning
measures obtained in Chapter 8.
See Sections 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6 for generalisations of Theorem 1.9 when the graphs Y˘
are not embedded in Y, and for versions in (possibly infinite) metric graphs of finite groups.
In particular, Assertion (2) remains valid if Y is the quotient of a uniform simplicial tree by a
geometrically finite lattice in the sense of [Pau4], such as an arithmetic lattice in PGL2 over a
non-Archimedian local field, see [Lub1]. Recall that a locally finite metric tree X is uniform
if it admits a discrete and cocompact group of isometries, and that a lattice Γ of X is a
lattice in the locally compact group of isometries of X preserving without edge inversions the
simplicial structure. We refer for instance to [BasK, BasL] for uncountably many examples
of tree lattices.
Example 1.10. (1) When Y is a pq ` 1q-regular finite graph with constant edge length map
λ ” 1 and vanishing system of conductances c ” 0, then δc “ ln q, and if furthermore Y` and
Y´ are vertices, then (see Equation (12.11))
C 1 “ q ` 1pq ´ 1qCardpV Yq .
(2) When Y is biregular of degrees p` 1 and q` 1 with p, q ě 2, when λ ” 1 and c ” 0, then
δc “ ln?pq , and if furthermore the subgraphs Y˘ are simple cycles of lengths L˘, then (see
Equation (12.12)) the number of common perpendiculars of even length at most 2N from Y´
to Y` as N Ñ `8 is asymptotic to
pp` qq L´ L`
2 ppq ´ 1q CardpEYq ppqq
N`1
The main tool in order to obtain the error terms in Theorem 1.9 and its more general
versions is to study the error terms in the mixing property of the geodesic flow. Using the
12See Section 12.4 for more examples.
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already mentioned coding (given in Section 5.2) of the discrete time geodesic flow by a two-
sided topological Markov shift, classical reduction to one-sided topological Markov shift, and
results of Young [You1] on the decay of correlations for Young towers with exponentially
small tails, we in particular obtain the following simple criteria for the exponential decay of
correlation of the discrete time geodesic flow, where we only assume Y to be locally finite
(and maybe not finite). See Theorem 9.1 for the complete result.
Theorem 1.11. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF is finite and mixing for the discrete time
geodesic flow on Y. Assume moreover that there exist a finite subset E of V Y and C 1, κ1 ą 0
such that for all n P N, we have
mF
`t` P GY : `p0q P E and @ k P t1, . . . , nu, `pkq R Eu˘ ď C 1 e´κ1n .
Then the discrete time geodesic flow has exponential decay of Hölder correlations for mF .
The assumption of having exponentially small mass of geodesic lines which have a big
return time to a given finite subset of V Y is in particular satisfied (see Section 9.2) if Y
is the quotient of a uniform simplicial tree by a geometrically finite lattice,13 such as an
arithmetic lattice in PGL2 over a non-Archimedian local field, see [Lub1], but also by many
other examples of Y. This statement corrects the mistake in [Kwo], as indicated in its erratum.
These results allow to prove in Section 9.3, under Diophantine assumptions, the rapid
mixing property for the continuous time geodesic flow, that leads to Assertion (1) of Theorem
1.9, see Section 12.6. The proof uses suspension techniques due to Dolgopyat [Dol2] when Y
is a compact metric tree, and to Melbourne [Mel1] otherwise.
As a corollary of the general version of the counting result Theorem 1.5, we have the
following asymptotic for the orbital counting function in conjugacy classes for groups acting
on trees. Given x0 P X and a nontrivial conjugacy class K in a discrete group Γ of isometries
of X, we consider the counting function
NK, x0ptq “ Cardtγ P K : dpx0, γx0q ď tu ,
introduced by Huber [Hub1] when X is replaced by the real hyperbolic plane and Γ is a
lattice. We refer to [PaP15] for many results on the asymptotic growth of such orbital counting
functions in conjugacy classes, when X is replaced by a finitely generated group with a word
metric, or a complete simply connected pinched negatively curved Riemannian manifold. See
also [ChaP, ArCT, Pol3].
Theorem 1.12. Let X be a uniform metric tree with vertices of degree ě 3, let δ be the
Hausdorff dimension of its space of ends, let Γ be a discrete group of isometries of X, let x0
be a vertex of X with trivial stabiliser in Γ, and let K be a loxodromic conjugacy class in Γ.
(1) If the metric graph ΓzX is compact and has two cycles whose ratio of lengths is Diophan-
tine, then there exists C ą 0 such that for every k P N´ t0u, as tÑ `8,
NK, x0ptq “ C e
δ
2
t
`
1`Opt´kq˘ .
(2) If X is simplicial and Γ is a geometrically finite lattice of X, then there exist C 1, κ ą 0
such that, as n P N tends to `8,
NK, x0pnq “ C 1 eδ tpn´λpγqq{2u
`
1`Ope´κnq˘ .
13See for instance [Pau4].
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We refer to Theorem 13.1 for a more general version, including a version with a system
of conductances in the counting function, and when K is elliptic. When ΓzX is compact
and Γ is torsion free,14 Assertion (1) of this result is due to Kenison and Sharp [KeS], who
proved it using transfer operator techniques for suspensions of subshifts of finite type. Up
to strengthening the Diophantine assumption, using work of Melbourne [Mel1] on the decay
of correlations of suspensions of Young towers, we are able to extend Assertion (1) to all
geometrically finite lattices Γ of X in Section 13.1.
The constants C “ CK,x0 and C 1 “ C 1K,x0 are explicit. For instance in Assertion (2), if X
is the geometric realisation of a regular simplicial tree X of degree q ` 1, if x0 is a vertex of
X, if K is the conjugacy class of γ0 with translation length λpγ0q on X, if
VolpΓzzXq “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx|
is the volume15 of the quotient graph of groups ΓzzX , then
C 1 “ λpγ0qrZΓpγ0q : γZ0 s VolpΓzzXq
,
where ZΓpγ0q is the centraliser of γ0 in Γ. When furthermore Γ is torsion free, γ0 is not a
proper power and ΓzX is finite, as δ “ ln q, we get that there exists κ ą 0 such that
NK, x0pnq “ λpγ0qCardpΓzXq q
tpn´λpγ0qq{2u `Opqp1´κ1qn{2q
as n P N tends to `8, thus recovering the result of [Dou] who used the spectral theory of the
discrete Laplacian.
Selected arithmetic applications
We end this introduction by giving a sample of our arithmetic applications (see Part III of this
book) of the ergodic and dynamical results on the discrete time geodesic flow on simplicial
trees described in Part II of this book, as summarized above. Our equidistribution and
counting results of common perpendiculars between subtrees indeed produce equidistribution
and counting results of rationals and quadratic irrationals in non-Archimedean local fields.
We refer to [BrPP] for an announcement of the results of Part III, with a presentation different
from the one in this introduction.
To motivate what follows, consider R “ Z the ring of integers, K “ Q its field of fractions,pK “ R the completion of Q for the usual Archimedean absolute value | ¨ |, and Haar pK the
Lebesgue measure of R (which is the Haar measure of the additive group R normalised so
that Haar pKpr0, 1sq “ 1).
The following equidistribution result of rationals, due to Neville [Nev], is a quantitative
statement on the density of K in pK: For the weak-star convergence of measures on pK, as
sÑ `8, we have
lim
sÑ`8
pi
6
s´2
ÿ
p,qPR : pR`qR“R, |q|ďs
∆ p
q
“ Haar pK .
14In particular, Γ then has the very restricted structure of a free group.
15See for instance [BasK, BasL].
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Furthermore, there exists ` P N such that for every smooth function ψ : pK Ñ C with
compact support, there is an error term in the above equidistribution claim evaluated on
ψ, of the form Opspln sq}ψ}`q where }ψ}` is the Sobolev norm of ψ. The following counting
result due to Mertens on the asymptotic behaviour of the average of Euler’s totient function
ϕ : k ÞÑ CardpR{kRqˆ, follows from the above equidistribution one:
nÿ
k“1
ϕpkq “ 3
pi
n2 `Opn lnnq .
See [PaP14b] for an approach using methods similar to the ones in this text, and for instance
[HaW, Theo. 330] for a more traditional proof, as well as [Walf] for a better error term.
Let us now switch to a non-Archimedean setting, restricting to positive characteristic in
this introduction. See Part III for analogous applications in characteristic zero.
Let Fq be a finite field of order q. Let R “ FqrY s be the ring of polynomials in one
variable Y with coefficients in Fq. Let K “ FqpY q be the field of rational fractions in Y with
coefficients in Fq, which is the field of fractions of R. Let pK “ FqppY ´1qq be the field of formal
Laurent series in the variable Y ´1 with coefficients in Fq, which is the completion of K for
the (ultrametric) absolute value |PQ | “ qdegP´degQ. Let O “ FqrrY ´1ss be the ring of formal
power series in Y ´1 with coefficients in Fq, which is the ball of centre 0 and radius 1 in pK for
this absolute value.
Note that pK is locally compact, and we endow the additive group pK with the Haar measure
Haar pK normalised so that Haar pKpOq “ 1. The following results extend (with appropriate
constants) when K is replaced by any function field of a nonsingular projective curve over Fq
and pK any completion of K, see Part III.
The following equidistribution result16 of elements of K in pK gives an analog of Neville’s
equidistribution result for function fields. Note that when G “ GL2pRq, we have pP,Qq P
Gp1, 0q if and only if xP,Qy “ R. We denote by Hx the stabiliser of any element x of any set
endowed with any action of any group H.
Theorem 1.13. Let G be any finite index subgroup of GL2pRq. For the weak-star convergence
of measures on pK, we have
lim
tÑ`8
pq ` 1q rGL2pRq : Gs
pq ´ 1q q2 rGL2pRqp1,0q : Gp1,0qs q
´2 t ÿ
pP,QqPGp1,0q, degQďt
∆P
Q
“ Haar pK .
We emphazise the fact that we are not assumingG to be a congruence subgroup of GL2pRq.
This is made possible by our geometric and ergodic methods.
The following variation of this result is more interesting when the class number of the
function field K is larger than 1 (see Corollary 16.7 in Chapter 16).
Theorem 1.14. Let m be a nonzero fractional ideal of R with norm Npmq. For the weak-star
convergence of measures on pK, we have
lim
tÑ`8
q ` 1
pq ´ 1q q2 s
´2 ÿ
px,yqPmˆm
Npmq´1 Npyqďs, Rx`Ry“m
∆x
y
“ Haar pK .
If α P pK is quadratic irrational over K,17 let ασ be the Galois conjugate of α,18 let
16See Theorem 16.4 in Chapter 16 for a more general version.
17that is, α does not belong to K and satisfies a quadratic equation with coefficients in K
18that is, the other root in pK of the irreducible quadratic polynomial over K defining α
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trpαq “ α` ασ and npαq “ αασ, and let
hpαq “ 1|α´ ασ| .
This is an appropriate complexity for quadratic irrationals in a given orbit by homographies
under PGL2pRq. See Section 17.2 and for instance [HeP4, §6] for motivations and results.
Note that although there are only finitely many orbits by homographies of PGL2pRq on K
(and exactly one in the particular case of this introduction), there are infinitely many orbits
of PGL2pRq in the set of quadratic irrationals in pK over K. The following result gives in
particular that any orbit of quadratic irrationals under PGL2pRq equidistributes in pK, when
the complexity tends to infinity. See Theorem 17.6 in Section 17.2 for a more general version.
We denote by ¨ the action by homographies of GL2p pKq on P1p pKq “ pK Y t8 “ r1 : 0su.
Theorem 1.15. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRq. Let α0 P pK be a quadratic
irrational over K. For the weak-star convergence of measures on pK, we have
lim
sÑ`8
pln qq pq ` 1q m0 rGL2pRq : Gs
2 q2 pq ´ 1q3 ˇˇ ln | tr g0|ˇˇ s´1 ÿαPG¨α0, hpαqďs∆α “ Haar pK .
where g0 P G fixes α0 with | tr g0| ą 1, and m0 is the index of gZ0 in Gα0.
Another equidistribution result of an orbit of quadratic irrationals under PGL2pRq is
obtained by taking another complexity, constructed using crossratios with a fixed quadratic
irrational. We denote by ra, b, c, ds “ pc´aqpd´bqpc´bqpd´aq the crossratio of four pairwise distinct elements
in pK. If α, β P pK are two quadratic irrationals over K such that α R tβ, βσu,19 let
hβpαq “ maxt|rα, β, βσ, ασs|, |rασ, β, βσ, αs|u ,
which is also an appropriate complexity when α varies in a given orbit of quadratic irra-
tionals by homographies under PGL2pRq. See Section 18.1 and for instance [PaP14b, §4] for
motivations and results in the Archimedean case.
Theorem 1.16. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRq. Let α0, β P pK be two quadratic
irrationals over K. For the weak-star convergence of measures on pK ´tβ, βσu, we have, with
g0 and m0 as in the statement of Theorem 1.15,
lim
sÑ`8
pln qq pq ` 1q m0 rGL2pRq : Gs
2 q2 pq ´ 1q3 |β ´ βσ| ˇˇ ln | tr g0|ˇˇ s´1 ÿαPG¨α0, hβpαqďs∆α
“ dHaar pKpzq|z ´ β| |z ´ βσ| .
The fact that the measure towards which we have an equidistribution is only absolutely
continuous with respect to the Haar measure is explained by the invariance of α ÞÑ hβpαq
under the (infinite) stabiliser of β in PGL2pRq. See Theorem 18.4 in Section 18.1 for a more
general version.
19See Section 18.1 when this condition is not satisfied.
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The last statement of this introduction is an equidistribution result for the integral repre-
sentations of quadratic norm forms
px, yq ÞÑ npx´ yαq
on K ˆ K, where α P pK is a quadratic irrational over K. See Theorem 19.1 in Section 19
for a more general version, and for instance [PaP14b, §5.3] for motivations and results in the
Archimedean case.
There is an extensive bibliography on the integral representation of norm forms and more
generally decomposable forms over function fields, see for instance [Sch1, Maso1, Gyo, Maso2].
These references mostly consider higher degrees, with an algebraically closed ground field of
characteristic 0, instead of Fq.
Theorem 1.17. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRq and let β P pK be a quadratic
irrational over K. For the weak-star convergence of measures on pK ´ tβ, βσu, we have
lim
sÑ`8
pq ` 1q rGL2pRvq : Gs
q2 pq ´ 1q3 rGL2pRvqp1,0q : Gp1,0qs s
´1 ÿ
px,yqPGp1,0q,
|x2´xy trpβq`y2 npβq|ďs
∆x
y
“ dHaar pKpzq|z ´ β| |z ´ βσ| .
Furthermore, we have error estimates in the arithmetic applications: There exists κ ą 0
such that for every locally constant function with compact support ψ : pK Ñ C in Theorems
1.13, 1.14 and 1.15, or ψ : pK ´ tβ, βσu Ñ C in Theorems 1.16 and 1.17, there are error terms
in the above equidistribution claims evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κq where s “ qt in
Theorem 1.13, with for each result an explicit control on the test function ψ involving only
some norm of ψ, see in particular Section 15.4.
The link between the geometry described in the first part of this introduction and the
above arithmetic statements is provided by the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2, pKq, see [Ser3] and
Section 15.1 for background. We refer to Part III for more general arithmetic applications.
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General notation
In this preamble, we introduce some general notation that will be used throughout the book.
We recommend the use of the List of symbols (mostly in alphabetical order by the first letter)
and of the Index for easy references to the definitions in the text.
Let A be a subset of a set E. We denote by 1A : E Ñ t0, 1u the characteristic (or indicator)
function of A: 1Apxq “ 1 if x P A, and 1Apxq “ 0 otherwise. We denote by cA “ E ´ A the
complementary subset of A in E.
We denote by txu “ suptn P N : n ď xu the lower integral part of any x P R and by
rxs “ inftn P N : x ď nu its upper integral part.
We denote by ln the natural logarithm (with lnpeq “ 1).
We denote by CardpEq or by |E| the order of a finite set E.
We denote by }µ} the total mass of a finite positive measure µ.
If pX,A q and pY,Bq are measurable spaces, f : X Ñ Y a measurable map, and µ a measure
on X, we denote by f˚µ the image measure of µ by f , with f˚µpBq “ µpf´1pBqq for every
B P B.
If pX, dq is a metric space, then Bpx, rq is the closed ball with centre x P X and radius r ą 0.
For every subset A of a metric space and for every  ą 0, we denote by NA the closed
-neighbourhood of A, and by convention N0A “ A. We denote by N´A the set of points of
A at distance at least  from the complement of A.
Given a topological space Z, we denote by CcpZq the vector space of continuous maps from
Z to R with compact support.
Given a locally compact topological space Z, we denote by á˚ the weak-star convergence of
(Borel, positive) measures on Z: We have µn á˚ µ if and only if limnÑ`8 µnpfq “ µpfq for
every f P CcpZq.
The negative part of a real-valued map f is f´ “ maxt0,´fu.
We denote by ∆x the unit Dirac mass at a point x in any measurable space.
Finally, the symbol l right at the end of a statement indicates that this statement will not
be given a proof, either since a reference is given or since it is an immediate consequence of
previous statements.
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Part I
Geometry and dynamics in negative
curvature
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Chapter 2
Negatively curved geometry
2.1 Background on CATp´1q spaces
LetX be a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, let x0 P X be an arbitrary basepoint,
and let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries of X.
We refer for example to [BridH] for the relevant terminology, proofs and complements
on these notions. In this Section, we recall some definitions and notation for the sake of
completeness.
A metric space is proper if its closed balls are compact. A geodesic in a metric space X 1
is an isometric map c from an interval I of R into X 1.1 A metric space X 1 is geodesic if for
all x, y P X 1, there exists a geodesic segment c : ra, bs Ñ X 1 from x “ cpaq to y “ cpbq. A
geodesic metric space X 1 is geodesically complete (or has extendible geodesics) if any isometric
map from an interval in R to X 1 extends to at least one isometric map from R to X 1. A
comparison triangle of a triple of points px, y, zq in a metric space X 1 is a (unique up to
isometry) triple of points px, y, zq in the real hyperbolic plane H2R such that dpx, yq “ dpx, yq,
dpy, zq “ dpy, zq and dpz, xq “ dpz, xq.
X
x
p
q
H2R
y
zz
x
y
p
q
A metric space X 1 is CATp´1q if it is geodesic and if for every triple of points px, y, zq
in X 1, for all geodesic segments a, b respectively from x to y and from x to z, and for all
points p, q in the image of a, b respectively, if px, y, zq is a comparison triangle of px, y, zq,
if p (resp. q) is the point on the geodesic segment from x to y (resp. z) at distance dpx, pq
(resp. dpx, qq) from x, then dpp, qq ď dpp, qq.
We will put a special emphasis on the case when X is a (proper, geodesically complete)
R-tree, that is, a uniquely arcwise connected geodesic metric space. In the Introduction, we
1We say that c is a geodesic segment if I is compact, a geodesic ray if I is a half-infinite interval, and a
geodesic line if I “ R.
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have denoted by Y the geodesically complete proper locally CATp´1q good orbispace ΓzX,
see for instance [GH, Ch. 11] for the terminology.
Two geodesic rays ρ, ρ1 : r0,`8r Ñ X are asymptotic if their images are at finite Hausdorff
distance, or equivalently if there exists a P R such that limtÑ`8 dpρptq, ρ1pt ` aqq “ 0. We
denote by B8X the space at infinity of X, which consists of the asymptotic classes of geodesic
rays in X, and we endow it with the quotient topology of the compact-open topology. It
coincides with the space of (Freudenthal’s) ends of X when X is an R-tree.
Let x, y P X and ξ, ξ1 P B8X. We denote by rx, ys “ rx, ys the unique image of a geodesic
segment from x to y. We denote by rx, ξr the image of the unique geodesic ray ρ : r0,`8rÑ X
in the asymptotic class ξ with ρp0q “ x, and we say that ρ starts from x and ends at ξ. We
denote by sξ, ξ1r “ sξ1, ξr the unique image of a geodesic line ` : R Ñ X with t ÞÑ `ptq and
t ÞÑ `p´tq in the asymptotic classes ξ and ξ1 respectively, and we say that ` starts from ξ1 and
ends at ξ.
We endow the disjoint union X Y B8X with the unique metrisable compact topology
(independent of x0) inducing the above topologies on X and B8X, such that a sequence
pyiqiPN in X converges to ξ P B8X if and only if limiÑ`8 dpx0, yiq “ `8 and, with ci :
r0, dpx0, yiqs Ñ X the geodesic segment from x0 to yi and ρ : r0,`8rÑ X the geodesic ray
from x0 to ξ, we have limiÑ`8 dpciptq, ρptqq “ 0 for every t ě 0.
We denote by IsompXq the isometry group of X, and we endow it with the compact-open
topology. Its action on X uniquely extends to a continuous action on X YB8X. We say that
a discrete subgroup Γ1 of IsompXq is nonelementary if it does not fix a point or an unordered
pair of points inXYB8X. We denote by ΛΓ the limit set of Γ, which is the set of accumulation
points in B8X of any orbit of Γ in X. It is the smallest closed nonempty Γ-invariant subset
of B8X.
A subset D of X Y B8X is convex if for all u, v P D, the image of the unique geodesic
segment, ray or line from u to v is contained in D. We denote by CΛΓ the convex hull in X of
ΛΓ, which is the intersection of the closed convex subsets of X Y B8X containing ΛΓ. When
X is an R-tree, then a subset D of X is convex if and only if it is connected, and we will call
it a subtree. In particular, if X is an R-tree, then CΛΓ is equal to the union of the geodesic
lines between pairs of distinct points in ΛΓ, since this union is connected and contained in
CΛΓ.
A point ξ P B8X is called a conical limit point of Γ if there exists a sequence of orbit
points of x0 under Γ converging to ξ while staying at bounded distance from a geodesic ray
ending at ξ. The set of conical limit points of Γ is the conical limit set ΛcΓ of Γ.
A point p P ΛΓ is a bounded parabolic limit point of Γ if its stabiliser Γp in Γ acts properly
discontinuously with compact quotient on ΛΓ ´ tpu. The discrete nonelementary group of
isometries Γ of X is said to be geometrically finite if every element of ΛΓ is either a conical
limit point or a bounded parabolic limit point of Γ. See for instance [Bowd], as well as [Pau4]
when X is an R-tree, and [DaSU] for a very interesting study of equivalent conditions in an
even greater generality.
For all x P X YB8X and A Ă X, the shadow of A seen from x is the subset OxA of B8X
consisting of the endpoints towards `8 of the geodesic rays starting at x and meeting A if
x P X, and of the geodesic lines starting at x and meeting A if x P B8X.
The translation length of an isometry γ P IsompXq is
λpγq “ inf
xPX dpx, γxq .
An element γ P IsompXq is elliptic if it fixes a point in X, and then λpγq “ 0. An element
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γ P IsompXq is parabolic if it is not elliptic and fixes a unique point in B8X, and then λpγq “ 0.
An element γ P IsompXq is loxodromic if λpγq ą 0, and then
Axγ “ tx P X : dpx, γxq “ λpγqu
is (the image of) a geodesic line in X, called the translation axis of γ. In particular, the
restriction of γ to Axγ is conjugated, by any isometry between Axγ and R, to a translation
of R of the form t ÞÑ t˘ λpγq. For all β P IsompXq and n P Z´ t0u, we have
Axβγβ´1 “ βAxγ , λpβγβ´1q “ λpγq, Axγn “ Axγ , λpγnq “ |n|λpγq . (2.1)
A loxodromic element γ P IsompXq has exactly two fixed points γ´, γ` in X Y B8X, with
γ´ P B8X its repulsive fixed point2 and γ` P B8X its attractive fixed point.3
We will need the following well-known lemma later on. An element of Γ is primitive in
Γ if there is no γ0 P Γ and k P N ´ t0, 1u such that γ “ γk0 . Note that there might exist a
primitive loxodromic element γ in Γ, whose translation length is not minimal amongst the
translation lengths of the loxodromic elements γ1 P Γ with Axγ “ Axγ1 .4
Lemma 2.1. (1) For every loxodromic element γ P Γ, there exist k1 P N´t0u and a primitive
loxodromic element γ1 P Γ such that γ “ γk11 , and there exist k P N ´ t0u, a primitive
loxodromic element γ0 P Γ whose translation length is minimal amongst the translation lengths
of the loxodromic elements γ1 P Γ with Axγ “ Axγ1 , and an element γ1 P Γ pointwise fixing
Axγ such that γ “ γk0γ1.
(2) For every compact subset K of X, for all A ą 0 and r ą 0, there exists L ą 0 such
that for all loxodromic elements γ, α P Γ, if Axγ meets K, if λpαq “ λpγq ď A and if Axγ and
Axα have segments of length at least L at Hausdorff distance at most r, then Axα “ Axγ.
(3) For every compact subset K of X and for every A ą 0, there exists N P N such that
for every loxodromic element γ P Γ whose translation axis meets K, the cardinality of the set
of loxodromic elements α P Γ with Axα “ Axγ and λpαq ď A is at most N .
Proof. (1) If γ P Γ is loxodromic, then the group of restrictions to Axγ of the elements of
Γ preserving Axγ is conjugated, by any isometry between Axγ and R, to a discrete group
of isometries Λ of R. Since replacing γ by an element of Γ having a power at least 2 equal
to γ strictly decreases the translation length and by Equation (2.1), the first claim of (1)
holds. The normal subgroup of Λ consisting of translations is isomorphic to Z, generated by
the conjugate of the restriction to Axγ of an element γ0 P Γ. Any such element has minimal
translation length, hence is primitive since if there exist γ1 P Γ and n P N ´ t0, 1u with
γ0 “ γn1 , by Equation (2.1), we would have Axγ1 “ Axγ0 and λpγ1q “ 1n λpγ0q ă λpγ0q. There
exists k P Z ´ t0u such that the restrictions of γ and γk0 to Axγ coincide. Hence γ1 “ γ´k0 γ
pointwise fixes Axγ , and up to replacing γ0 by its inverse, Assertion (1) of Lemma 2.1 holds.
(2) Since the action of Γ on X is properly discontinuous, there exists N “ NpK,A, rq ě 1
such that for every loxodromic element γ P Γ whose translation axis meets K and whose
translation length is at most A, for every x P Axγ , the cardinality of tβ P Γ : dpx, βxq ď 2ru
2For every x P X Y pB8X ´ tγ`u, we have limnÑ`8 γ´nx “ γ´ .
3For every x P X Y pB8X ´ tγ´uq, we have limnÑ`8 γ`nx “ γ` .
4For instance, if X is the real hyperbolic plane H2R and if Γ contains an orientation preserving loxodromic
element γ such that the stabiliser in Γ of Axγ is generated by γ and by the symmetry σ with respect to Axγ ,
then γ2
n
σ is primitive for all n P Z.
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is at most N . Let L “ AN . For every loxodromic element α P Γ with λpαq “ λpγq ď A,
assume that rx, ys and rx1, y1s are segments in Axγ and Axα respectively, with length exactly
L such that dpx, x1q, dpy, y1q ď r. We may assume, up to replacing γ and α by their inverses,
that γ translates from x towards y and α translates from x1 towards y1. In particular for
k “ 0, . . . , N , we have dpα´kγkx, xq ď dpγkx, αkx1q ` dpx1, xq ď 2r since γkx and αkx1 are
respectively the points at distance kλpγq ď kA ď L from x and x1 on the segments rx, ys
and rx1, y1s. Hence by the definition of N , there exists k ‰ k1 such that α´kγk “ α´k1γk1 .
Therefore γk´k1 “ αk´k1 , which implies by Equation (2.1) that Axγ “ Axα.
(3) Since the action of Γ on X is properly discontinuous, there exists N 1 P N such that
the cardinality of the stabiliser in Γ of a point of K is at most N 1, and there exists η ą 0
such that λpγq ě η for every loxodromic element γ P Γ whose translation axis meets K. Let
us fix such an element γ P Γ. We may assume that its translation length is minimal amongst
the translation lengths of the loxodromic elements γ1 P Γ with Axγ “ Axγ1 . Then as seen in
the proof of Assertion (1), for every loxodromic element α P Γ with Axα “ Axγ , there exist
k P N ´ t0u and α1 P Γ pointwise fixing Axγ such that α “ γkα1. Thus if λpαq ď A, then
|k| “ λpαqλpγq ď Aη , and there are at most N “ N 1p2rAη s` 1q such elements α. l
For every x P X, recall that the Gromov-Bourdon visual distance dx on B8X seen from x
(see [Bou]) is defined by
dxpξ, ηq “ lim
tÑ`8 e
1
2
pdpξt, ηtq´dpx, ξtq´dpx, ηtqq , (2.2)
where ξ, η P B8X and t ÞÑ ξt, ηt are any geodesic rays ending at ξ, η respectively. If X is an
R-tree, if ξ, η P B8X are distinct, if p P X is such that rx, ps “ rx, ξr X rx, ηr, then
dxpξ, ηq “ e´dpx, pq . (2.3)
For all x P X, ξ, η P B8X and γ P IsompXq, we have
dγxpγξ, γηq “ dxpξ, ηq .
By the triangle inequality, for all x, y P X and ξ, η P B8X, we have
e´dpx, yq ď dxpξ, ηq
dypξ, ηq ď e
dpx, yq . (2.4)
In particular, the identity map from pB8X, dxq to pB8X, dyq is a bilipschitz homeomorphism.
Under our assumptions, pB8X, dx0q is hence a compact metric space, on which IsompXq acts
by bilipschitz homeomorphisms. The following well-known result compares shadows of balls
to balls for the visual distance.
Lemma 2.2. For every geodesic ray ρ in X, starting from x P X and ending at ξ P B8X, for
all R ě 0 and t P sR,`8r , we have
Bdxpξ,R e´tq Ă OxBpρptq, Rq Ă Bdxpξ, eR e´tq .
Proof. In order to prove the left inclusion, we adapt the proof of the left inclusion in [HeP2,
Lem. 3.1] (which only uses the CATp´1q property). Let ξ1 P Bdxpξ,R e´tq ´ tξu, let ρ1 be
the geodesic ray from x to ξ1 and let p be the closest point to w “ ρptq on the image of ρ1.
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For every s ą t, let y “ ρpsq and z “ ρ1psq. Let px, y, zq be a comparison triangle in H2R ofpx, y, zq, and let θ P r0, pis be its angle at x. Let w be the point on rx, ys at distance t from x,
and let p be its orthogonal projection on rx, zs. By the CATp´1q property, we have
dpw, pq ď dpw, pq .
x
H2R
θ
p
w “ ρptq
z “ ρ1psq
y “ ρpsq
By the hyperbolic sine rule for right angled triangles in H2R, we have
sin θ “ sinh dpw, pq
sinh t
and sin
θ
2
“ sinh
1
2 dpy, zq
sinh dpx, yq “
sinh 12 dpy, zq
sinh s
.
Hence
dpw, pq ď dpw, pq ď e
dpx,wq
2 sinh dpx,wq sinh dpw, pq “
1
2
et sin θ ď et sin θ
2
.
Since
lim
sÑ`8 sin
θ
2
“ lim
sÑ`8 e
1
2
dpy,zq´s “ dxpξ, ξ1q ď Re´t ,
we hence have dpw, pq ď R, so that ξ1 P OxBpw,Rq, as wanted.
In order to prove the right inclusion in Lemma 2.2, let ξ1 P OxBpρptq, Rq and let ρ1 be the
geodesic ray from x to ξ1. The closest point p to ρptq on the image of ρ1 satisfies dpp, ρptqq ď R,
hence dpx, pq ě t´R. Therefore, for t1 large enough, dpρ1pt1q, pq ď t1 ´ pt´Rq, and
dxpξ1, ξq ď lim sup
t1Ñ`8
e
1
2
`
dpρpt1q, ρptqq`dpρptq, pq`dpp, ρ1pt1qq
˘
´t1
ď lim
t1Ñ`8 e
1
2
`
pt1´tq`R`pt1´t`Rq
˘
´t1 “ eRe´t .
Therefore ξ1 P Bdxpξ, eR e´tq, as wanted. l
The Busemann cocycle of X is the map β : B8X ˆX ˆX Ñ R defined by
pξ, x, yq ÞÑ βξpx, yq “ lim
tÑ`8 dpξt, xq ´ dpξt, yq ,
where t ÞÑ ξt is any geodesic ray ending at ξ. If X is an R-tree, if p P X is such that
rx, ξr X ry, ξr “ rp, ξr , then
βξpx, yq “ dpx, pq ´ dpy, pq . (2.5)
The triangle inequality gives immediately the upper bound
|βξpx, yq | ď dpx, yq . (2.6)
The horosphere with centre ξ P B8X through x P X is ty P X : βξpx, yq “ 0u, and
ty P X : βξpx, yq ď 0u is the (closed) horoball centred at ξ bounded by this horosphere.
Horoballs are nonempty proper closed (strictly) convex subsets of X. Given a horoball H
and t ě 0, we denote by H rts “ tx P H : dpx, BH q ě tu the horoball contained in H
(hence centred at the same point at infinity as H ) whose boundary is at distance t from the
boundary of H .
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2.2 Generalised geodesic lines
Let
p
GX be the space of 1-Lipschitz maps w : RÑ X which are isometric on a closed interval
and locally constant outside it.5 This space has been introduced by Bartels and Lück in
[BartL], to which we refer for the following basic properties. The elements of
p
GX are called
the generalised geodesic lines of X. Any geodesic segment or ray of X will be considered as
an element of
p
GX, by extending it continuously to R as locally constant outside its domain
of definition.
We endow
p
GX with the distance d “ d p
GX
defined by
@ w,w1 P
p
GX, dpw,w1q “
ż `8
´8
dpwptq, w1ptqq e´2|t| dt . (2.7)
The group IsompXq acts isometrically on
p
GX by postcomposition. The distance d induces
the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets on
p
GX, and
p
GX is a proper metric
space.
The geodesic flow pgtqtPR on
p
GX is the one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of the
space
p
GX defined by gtw : s ÞÑ wps ` tq for all w P
p
GX and t P R. It commutes with the
action of IsompXq. If w is isometric exactly on the interval I, then g´tw is isometric exactly
on the interval t` I.
The footpoint projection is the IsompXq-equivariant 12 -Hölder-continuous6 map pi :
p
GX Ñ
X defined by pipwq “ wp0q for all w P
p
GX. The antipodal map of
p
GX is the IsompXq-
equivariant isometric map ι :
p
GX Ñ
p
GX defined by ιw : s ÞÑ wp´sq for all w P
p
GX, which
satisfies ι ˝ gt “ g´t ˝ ι for every t P R and pi ˝ ι “ pi.
The positive and negative endpoint maps are the continuous maps from
p
GX to X Y B8X
defined by
w ÞÑ w˘ “ lim
tÑ˘8wptq .
The space GX of geodesic lines in X is the IsompXq-invariant closed metric subspace ofp
GX consisting of the elements ` P
p
GX with `˘ P B8X. Note that the distances on GX
considered in [BartL] and [PauPS] are topologically equivalent to, although slightly different
from, the restriction to GX of the distance defined in Equation (2.7). The factor e´2|t| in this
equation, sufficient in order to deal with Hölder-continuity issues, is replaced by e´t2{?pi in
[PauPS] and by e´|t|{2 in [BartL].
Note that for all w P
p
GX and s P R, we have
dpw, gswq ď |s| , (2.8)
with equality if w P GX.
We will also consider the IsompXq-invariant closed subspaces
G˘X “ tw P
p
GX : w˘ P B8Xu ,
5that is, constant on each complementary component
6See Section 3.1 for the definition of the (locally uniform) Hölder-continuity used in this book, and Propo-
sition 3.2 for a proof of this claim.
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and their IsompXq-invariant closed subspaces G˘, 0X consisting of the elements ρ P G˘X
which are isometric exactly on ˘r0,`8r.
The subspaces GX and G˘X satisfy G´X XG`X “ GX and they are invariant under the
geodesic flow. The antipodal map ι preserves GX, and maps G˘X to G¯X as well as G˘, 0X
to G¯, 0X. We denote again by ι : Γz
p
GX Ñ Γz
p
GX and by pgtqtPR with gt : Γz
p
GX Ñ Γz
p
GX
the quotient maps of ι and gt, for every t P R.
Let w P
p
GX be isometric exactly on an interval I of R. If I is compact then w is a
(generalised) geodesic segment, and if I “ s´8, as or I “ ra,`8r for some a P R, then w
is a (generalised) (negative or positive) geodesic ray in X. Any geodesic line pw P GX such
that pw|I “ w|I is an extension of w. Note that pw is an extension of w if and only if γ pw is an
extension of γw for any γ P IsompXq, if and only if ι pw is an extension of ιw, and if and only
if gs pw is an extension of gsw for any s P R. For any subset Ω1 of pGX and any subset A of R,
let
Ω1|A “ tw|A : w P Ω1u .
Remark 2.3. Let p`iqiPN be a sequence of generalised geodesic lines such that rt´i , t`i s is
the maximal segment on which `i is isometric. Let psiqiPN be a sequence in R such that
t˘i ´ si Ñ ˘8 as i Ñ `8 and `ipsiq stays in a compact subset of X, then dp`i,GXq Ñ 0
as i Ñ `8. Furthermore if psiqiPN is bounded, then up to extracting a subsequence, p`iqiPN
converges to an element in GX.
This conceptually important observation explains how it is conceivable that long common
perpendicular segments may equidistribute towards measures supported on geodesic lines. See
Chapter 11 for further developments of these ideas.
2.3 The unit tangent bundle
In this book, we define the unit tangent bundle T 1X of X as the space of germs at 0 of the
geodesic lines in X. It is the quotient space
T 1X “ GX{ „
where ` „ `1 if and only if there exists  ą 0 such that `|r´,s “ `1|r´,s. The canonical
projection from GX to T 1X will be denoted by ` ÞÑ v`. When X is a Riemannian manifold,
the spaces GX and T 1X canonically identify with the usual unit tangent bundle of X, but in
general, the map ` ÞÑ v` has infinite fibers.
We endow T 1X with the quotient distance d “ dT 1X of the distance of GX, defined by:
@ v, v1 P T 1X, dT 1Xpv, v1q “ inf
`, `1PGX : v“v`, v1“v`1
dp`, `1q . (2.9)
It is easy to check that this distance is indeed Hausdorff, hence that T 1X is locally compact,
and that it induces on T 1X the quotient topology of the compact-open topology of GX. The
map ` ÞÑ v` is 1-Lipschitz.
The action of IsompXq on GX induces an isometric action of IsompXq on T 1X. The
antipodal map and the footpoint projection restricted to GX respectively induce an IsompXq-
equivariant isometric map ι : T 1X Ñ T 1X and an IsompXq-equivariant 12 -Hölder-continuous
map pi : T 1X Ñ X called the antipodal map and footpoint projection of T 1X. The canonical
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projection from GX to T 1X is IsompXq-equivariant and commutes with the antipodal map:
For all γ P IsompXq and ` P GX, we have γv` “ vγ`, ιv` “ vι` and pipv`q “ pip`q. We denote
again by ι : ΓzT 1X Ñ ΓzT 1X the quotient map of ι.
Let B28X be the subset of B8XˆB8X which consists of pairs of distinct points at infinity of
X. Hopf’s parametrisation of GX is the homeomorphism which identifies GX with B28XˆR,
by the map ` ÞÑ p`´, ``, tq, where t is the signed distance from the closest point to the
basepoint x0 on the geodesic line ` to `p0q.7 We have gsp`´, ``, tq “ p`´, ``, t ` sq for all
s P R, and for all γ P Γ, we have γp`´, ``, tq “ pγ`´, γ``, t ` tγ, `´, ``q where tγ, `´, `` P R
depends only on γ, `´ and ``. In Hopf’s parametrisation, the restriction of the antipodal
map to GX is the map p`´, ``, tq ÞÑ p``, `´,´tq.
The strong stable leaf of w P G`X is
W`pwq “  ` P GX : lim
tÑ`8 dp`ptq, wptqq “ 0
(
,
and the strong unstable leaf of w P G´X is
W´pwq “ ιW`pιwq “  ` P GX : lim
tÑ´8 dp`ptq, wptqq “ 0
(
.
B8X
`1 PW`pw1q
wp´tq
H´pwq
` PW´pwq
`1p0q
`p´tqw´ “ `´
w P G´X
`p0q
w1` “ `1`
`1´
w1 P G`X
w1ptq
`1ptq
``
HB`pw1q
For every w P G˘X, let dW˘pwq be Hamenstädt’s distance on W˘pwq defined as follows:8
for all `, `1 PW˘pwq, let
dW˘pwqp`, `1q “ lim
tÑ`8 e
1
2
dp`p¯tq, `1p¯tqq´t .
The above limits exist, and Hamenstädt’s distances are distances inducing the original topol-
ogy on W˘pwq. For all `, `1 PW˘pwq and γ P IsompXq, we have
γW˘pwq “W˘pγwq
and
dW˘pγwqpγ`, γ`1q “ dW˘pwqp`, `1q “ dW¯pιwqpι`, ι`1q .
7More precisely, `ptq is the closest point to x0 on `.
8See [HeP1, Appendix] and compare with [Ham1].
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Furthermore, for every s P R, we have
gsW˘pwq “W˘pgswq
and for all `, `1 PW˘pwq
dW˘pgswqpgs`, gs`1q “ e¯sdW˘pwqp`, `1q . (2.10)
If X is an R-tree, for all w P G`X and `, `1 P W`pwq, if rs,`8r is the maximal interval
on which ` and `1 agree, then dW`pwqp`, `1q “ es.
The following lemma compares the distance in GX with Hamenstädt’s distance for two
geodesic lines in the same strong (un)stable leaf.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a universal constant c ą 0 such that for all w P G˘X and `, `1 P
W˘pwq, we have
dp`, `1q ď c dW˘pwqp`, `1q and dppip`q, pip`1qq ď dW˘pwqp`, `1q .
Proof. We could refer to [PaP14a, Lem. 3] (see also [PauPS, Lem. 2.4]) for a proof of the
first result. Note that the distance on GX considered in loc. cit. is slightly different from the
one in this book, hence we give a full proof for the sake of completeness. We assume that
w P G`X, the proof when w P G´X is similar.
B8X
`pSq
`1ptq
p1
p
`1pSq
`ptq
`1
“ 1
`
`` “ `´ “ w`
w
Let `, `1 P W`pwq. We may assume that ` ‰ `1. By the convexity properties of the
distance in X, the map from R to R defined by t ÞÑ dp`ptq, `1ptqq is decreasing, with image
s0,`8r. Let S P R be such that dp`pSq, `1pSqq “ 1. For every t ď S, let p and p1 be the
closest point projections of `pSq and `1pSq on the geodesic segment r`ptq, `1ptqs. We have
dpp, `pSqq, dpp1, `1pSqq ď 1 by comparison. Hence, by convexity and the triangle inequality,
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě dp`ptq, pq ` dpp1, `1ptqq
ě dp`ptq, `pSqq ´ 1` dp`1ptq, `1pSqq ´ 1 “ 2pS ´ t´ 1q .
Thus by the definition of the Hamenstädt distance dW`pwq, we have
dW`pwqp`, `1q ě eS´1 . (2.11)
By the triangle inequality, if t ď S, then
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď dp`ptq, `pSqq ` dp`pSq, `1pSqq ` dp`1pSq, `1ptqq “ 2pS ´ tq ` 1 .
Since X is CATp´1q, if t ě S, we have by comparison
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď eS´t sinh dp`pSq, `1pSqq “ psinh 1q eS´t .
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Therefore, by the definition of the distance d on GX (see Equation (2.7)),
dp`, `1q ď
ż S
´8
p2pS ´ tq ` 1q e´2|t| dt` psinh 1q
ż `8
S
eS´t e´2|t| dt “ OpeSq .
The first inequality of Lemma 2.4 hence follows from Equation (2.11).
The second one is proved in [PauPS, Lem. 2.4], and we again only give a proof for the
sake of completeness.
Let x “ pip`q, x1 “ pip`1q and ρ “ dW˘pwqp`, `1q. Consider the ideal triangle ∆ with vertices
``, `1` and `´ “ `1´ (see the picture below on the left). Let p P `pRq, p1 P `1pRq and q P s``, `1` r
be the tangency points of the unique triple of pairwise tangent horospheres centred at the
vertices of ∆: β`´pp, p1q “ 0, β``pp, qq “ 0 and β`1` pp1, qq “ 0. By the definition of the
Hamenstädt distance, we have p “ `p´ ln ρq.
p
x1
0
q
1{ρ
p1
x
1
´12 12
´ ln ρp
p1
q
´ ln ρ
x1
x
``
`
`1
`´ “ `1´
`1`
Consider the ideal triangle ∆ in the hyperbolic upper half-plane H2R, with vertices ´12 , 12
and 8 (see the above picture on the right). Let p “ p´12 , 1q, p1 “ p12 , 1q and q “ p0, 12q be the
pairwise tangency points of horospheres centred at the vertices of ∆. Let x and x1 be the point
at algebraic (hyperbolic) distance ´ ln ρ from p and p1, respectively, on the upwards oriented
vertical lines through them. By comparison, we have dpx, x1q ď dpx, x1q ď 1{e´ ln ρ “ ρ. l
Let H be a horoball in X, centred at ξ P B8X. The strong stable leaves W`pwq are
equal for all geodesic rays w starting at time t “ 0 from a point of BH and converging to
ξ. Using the homeomorphism ` ÞÑ `´ from W`pwq to B8X ´ tξu, Hamenstädt’s distance on
W`pwq defines a distance dH on B8X ´ tξu that we also call Hamenstädt’s distance. For all
`, `1 PW`pwq, we have
dH p`´, ``q “ dW`pwqp`, `1q ,
and for all η, η1 P B8X ´ tξu, we have
dH pη, η1q “ lim
tÑ`8 e
1
2
dp`ηp´tq, `η1 p´tqq´t , (2.12)
where `η, `η1 are the geodesic lines starting from η, η1 respectively, ending at ξ, and passing
through the boundary of H at time t “ 0. Note that for every t ě 0, if H rts is the horoball
contained in H whose boundary is at distance t from the boundary of H , then we have
dH rts “ e´t dH . (2.13)
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Let w P G˘X and η1 ą 0. We define B˘pw, η1q as the set of ` P W˘pwq such that there
exists an extension pw P GX of w with dW˘pwqp`, pwq ă η1. In particular, B˘pw, η1q contains
all the extensions of w, and is the union of the open balls centred at the extensions of w, of
radius η1, for Hamenstädt’s distance on W˘pwq.
B8X
pipB`pw, η1qq
pipV `w, η, η1q
pwpηqpwp0qpwp´ηq
w
`1´
`1 P V `w,η,η1 ` P B`pw, ηq
`´
`` “ w`
The union over t P R of the images under gt of the strong stable leaf of w P G`X is the
stable leaf
W 0`pwq “
ď
tPR
gtW`pwq
of w, which consists of the elements ` P GX with `` “ w`. Similarly, the unstable leaf of
w P G´X
W 0´pwq “
ď
tPR
gtW´pwq ,
consists of the elements ` P GX with `´ “ w´. Note that the (strong) (un)stable leaves
are subsets of the space of geodesic lines GX. The (un)stable leaves are invariant under the
geodesic flow, and for all w P G˘X and γ P IsompXq, we have
ιW 0˘pwq “W 0¯pι wq and γW 0˘pwq “W 0˘pγwq .
The unstable horosphere H´pwq of w P G´X is the horosphere in X centred at w´ and
passing through pwp0q for any extension pw P GX of w (see the picture above the definition of
Hamenstädt’s distance). The stable horosphere H`pwq of w P G`X is the horosphere in X
centred at w` and passing through pwp0q for any extension pw P GX of w. These horospheres
H˘pwq do not depend on the chosen extensions pw of w P G˘X. The unstable horoball HB´pwq
of w P G´X and stable horoball HB`pwq of w P G`X are the horoballs bounded by these
horospheres. Note that
pipW˘pwqq “ H˘pwq (2.14)
for every w P G˘X, and that wp0q belongs to H˘pwq if and only if w is isometric at least on
˘r0,`8r.
2.4 Normal bundles and dynamical neighbourhoods
In this Section, adapting [PaP17b, §2.2] to the present context, we define spaces of geodesic
rays that generalise the unit normal bundles of submanifolds of negatively curved Riemannian
manifolds. When X is a manifold, these normal bundles are submanifolds of the unit tangent
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bundle of X, which identifies with GX. In general and in particular in trees, it is essential to
use geodesic rays to define normal bundles, and not geodesic lines.
Let D be a nonempty proper9 closed convex subset in X. We denote by BD its boundary
in X and by B8D its set of points at infinity. Let
PD : X Y pB8X ´ B8Dq Ñ D
be the (continuous) closest point map to D, defined on ξ P B8X ´ B8D by setting PDpξq to
be the unique point in D that minimises the function y ÞÑ βξpy, x0q from D to R. The outer
unit normal bundle B1`D of (the boundary of) D is
B1`D “ tρ P G`, 0X : PDpρ`q “ ρp0qu .
The inner unit normal bundle B1´D of (the boundary of) D is
B1´D “ ιB1`D “ tρ P G´, 0X : PDpρ´q “ ρp0qu.
Note that B1`D and B1´D are spaces of geodesic rays. If X is a smooth manifold, then these
spaces have a natural identification with subsets of GX because every geodesic ray is the
restriction of a unique geodesic line. But this does not hold in general.
B8X
ρp0q “ PDpρ´q ρ1p0q “ PDpρ1` q
D
ρ1`
ρ´
ρ1 “ P`D pρ1` q P B1`D
ρ “ P´D pρ´q P B1´D
Remark 2.5. As X is assumed to be proper with extendible geodesics, we have
pipB1˘Dq “ BD .
To see this, let x P BD and let pxkqkPN be a sequence of points in the complement of D
converging to x. For all k P N, let ρk P B1`D be a geodesic ray with ρkp0q “ PDpxkq and such
that the image of ρk contains xk. As the closest point map does not increase distances, the
sequence pPDpxkqqkPN converges to x. Since X is proper, the space B8X is compact and the
sequence ppρkq`qkPN has a subsequence that converges to a point ξ P B8X. The claim follows
from the continuity of the closest point map.
The possible failure of this equality when X is not proper is easy to see. For example, let
X be the R-tree constructed by starting with the Euclidean line D “ R and attaching a copy
of the halfline r0,`8r at each x P D such that x ą 0. Then 0 P BD ´ pipB1˘Dq.
9that is, different from X
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The restriction of the endpoint map ρ ÞÑ ρ˘ to B1˘D is a homeomorphism to its image
B8X ´ B8D. We denote its inverse map by P˘D (see the above picture): for every ρ P B1˘D,
we have
ρ “ P˘D pρ˘q .
Note that PD “ pi ˝P˘D . For every isometry γ of X, we have B1˘pγDq “ γ B1˘D and P˘γD ˝ γ “
γ ˝ P˘D . In particular, B1˘D is invariant under the isometries of X that preserve D.
For every w P G˘X, we have a canonical homeomorphism
Nw˘ : W
˘pwq Ñ B1¯HB˘pwq ,
that associates to each geodesic line ` PW˘pwq the unique geodesic ray ρ P B1¯HB˘pwq such
that `¯ “ ρ¯, or, equivalently, such that `ptq “ ρptq for every t P R with ¯t ą 0. It is easy to
check that Nγ˘w ˝ γ “ γ ˝Nw˘ for every γ P IsompXq.
We define
U ˘D “ t` P GX : `˘ R B8Du . (2.15)
Note that U ˘D is an open subset of GX, invariant under the geodesic flow. We have U
˘
γD “
γU ˘D for every isometry γ of X and, in particular, U
˘
D is invariant under the isometries of X
preserving D. Define
f˘D : U
˘
D Ñ B1˘D
as the composition of the continuous endpoint map ` ÞÑ `˘ from U ˘D onto B8X ´ B8D and
the homeomorphism P˘D from B8X ´ B8D to B1˘D (see the picture below). The continuous
map f˘D takes ` P U ˘D to the unique element ρ P B1˘D such that ρ˘ “ `˘. The fiber of
ρ P B1`D for f`D is exactly the stable leaf W 0`pρq, and the fiber of ρ P B1´D for f´D is the
unstable leaf W 0´pρq. For all γ P IsompXq and t P R, we have
f˘γD ˝ γ “ γ ˝ f˘D and f˘D ˝ gt “ f˘D . (2.16)
ρp0q “ PDp``q
B8X
D
`´ `
`` “ ρ`
ρ “ f`D p`q “ P`D p``q P B1`D
Let w P G˘X and η, η1 ą 0. We define (see the picture after Equation (2.13)) the dynamical
pη, η1q-neighbourhood of w by
V ˘w, η, η1 “
ď
sPs´η, η r
gsB˘pw, η1q . (2.17)
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Example 2.6. If X is an R-tree, w P G`X and η ă ln η1, then V `w, η, η1 , which is the set
of gs` where s P s´η, ηr and ` P GX is such that there exists an extension pw of w with
inftt P R : `ptq “ pwptqu ď ln η1, is as in the following picture.
pipV `w, η, η1q
w
pipB`pw, η1qq
pwp0qpwp´ηq pwpln η1qpwpηq w` “ pw`
Clearly, B˘pw, η1q “ ιB¯pιw, η1q, and hence we have V ˘w, η, η1 “ ιV ¯ιw, η, η1 . Furthermore, for
every s P R,
gsB˘pw, η1q “ B˘pgsw, e¯sη1q , hence gsV ˘w, η, η1 “ V ˘gsw, η, e¯sη1 . (2.18)
For every γ P IsompXq, we have γB˘pw, η1q “ B˘pγw, η1q and γV ˘w, η, η1 “ V ˘γw, η, η1 . The map
from s´η, ηr ˆB˘pw, η1q to V ˘w, η, η1 defined by ps, `1q ÞÑ gs`1 is a homeomorphism.
For all subsets Ω´ of G`X and Ω` of G´X, let
V ˘η, η1pΩ¯q “
ď
wPΩ¯
V ˘w, η, η1 , (2.19)
that we call the dynamical neighbourhoods of Ω¯. Note that they are subsets of GX, not of
G˘X. The families pV ˘η, η1pΩ¯qqη,η1ą0 are nondecreasing in η and in η1. For every γ P IsompXq,
we have γV ˘η, η1pΩ¯q “ V ˘η, η1pγΩ¯q and for every t ě 0, we have
g˘tV ˘η, η1pΩ¯q “ V ˘η, e´tη1pg˘tΩ¯q . (2.20)
Note that ď
η , η1ą0
V ˘η, η1pB1˘Dq “ U ˘D ,
and that
Ş
η, η1ą0 V
˘
η, η1pB1˘Dq is the set of all extensions in GX of the elements of B1˘D. Assume
that Ω¯ is a subset of B1˘D. The restriction of f˘D to V ˘η, η1pΩ¯q is a continuous map onto Ω¯,
with fiber over w P Ω¯ the open subset V ˘w, η, η1 of W 0˘pwq.
We will need the following elementary lemma in Section 10.4.
Lemma 2.7. There exists a universal constant c1 ą 0 such that for every w P G`X which is
isometric on rsw,`8r and every ` P V `w, η, η1 , we have
dp`, wq ď c1pη ` η1 ` eswq .
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Proof. By Equation (2.17) and by the definition of B`pw, η1q in Section 2.2, there exist
s P s´η,`ηr and an extension pw P GX of w such that gs` P W`pwq and dW`pwqpgs`, pwq ď
η1. By Equation (2.8), we have dp`, gs`q ď |s| ď η. By Lemma 2.4, we have dpgs`, pwq ď
c dW`pwqpgs`, pwq ď c η1. By the definition of the distance on pGX (see Equation (2.7)), we
have
dp pw,wq ď ż sw
´8
|sw ´ t| e´2|t| dt “ Opeswq .
Therefore the result follows from the triangle inequality
dp`, wq ď dp`, gs`q ` dpgs`, pwq ` dp pw,wq . l
2.5 Creating common perpendiculars
Let D´ and D` be two nonempty proper closed convex subsets of X, where X is as in
the beginning of Section 2.1. A geodesic arc α : r0, T s Ñ X, where T ą 0, is a common
perpendicular of length T from D´ to D` if there exists w¯ P B1˘D¯ such that w´|r0, T s “
g´Tw`|r0, T s “ α. Since X is CATp´1q, this geodesic arc α is the unique shortest geodesic
segment from a point of D´ to a point of D`. There exists a common perpendicular from
D´ to D` if and only if the closures of D´ and D` in X Y B8X are disjoint. When X is an
R-tree, then two closed subtrees of X have a common perpendicular if and only if they are
nonempty and disjoint.
One of the aims of this book is to count orbits of common perpendiculars between two
equivariant families of closed convex subsets of X. The crucial remark is that two nonempty
proper closed convex subsets D´ and D` of X have a common perpendicular α of length
a given T ą 0 if and only if the subsets gT {2B1`D´
ˇˇ
r´T
2
, T
2
s and g
´T {2B1´D`
ˇˇ
r´T
2
,T
2
s of
p
GX
intersect. This intersection then consists of the common perpendicular from D´ to D`
reparametrised by r´T2 , T2 s. As a controlled perturbation of this remark, we now give an
effective creation result of common perpendiculars in R-trees. It has a version satisfied for X
in the generality of Section 2.1, see the end of this Section.
Lemma 2.8. Assume that X is an R-tree. For all R ą 1, η P s0, 1s and t ě 2 lnR ` 4,
for all nonempty closed connected subsets D´, D` in X, and for every geodesic line ` P
gt{2V `η,RpB1`D´q X g´t{2V ´η,RpB1´D`q, there exist s P s´2η, 2ηr and a common perpendicular rc
from D´ to D` such that
• the length of rc is t` s,
• the endpoint of rc in D¯ is w¯p0q where w¯ “ f˘
D¯p`q,• the footpoint `p0q of ` lies on rc, and
max
!
dpw´` t
2
˘
, `p0qq, dpw``´ t
2
˘
, `p0qq
)
ď η .
`p0q
w´p t2q w`p´ t2qď logR ď logR
x´ x`
D´
w`p0q
D`
`p t2 ` s`q
w´p0q
`p´ t2 ´ s´q
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Proof. Let R, η, t,D˘, ` be as in the statement. By the definition of the sets V ¯η,RpB1¯D˘q,
there exist geodesic rays w˘ P B1¯D˘, geodesic lines pw˘ P GX extending w˘, and s˘ P
s´η,`ηr, such that `˘ “ pw¯q˘ and
dW˘pw¯qpg¯ t2¯s¯`, pw¯q ď R .
Let x˘ be the closest point to w˘p0q on `. By the definition of Hamenstädt’s distances, we
have
dpw˘p0q, x˘q “ dp`p˘ t
2
˘ s˘q, x˘q ď lnR ,
and in particular x˘ “ w˘p0q if and only if `p˘ t2 ˘ s˘q “ w˘p0q. As t ě 2 lnR ` 4 and|s˘| ď 2η ď 2, the points `p´ t2 ´ s´q, x´, `p0q, x`, `p t2 ` s`q are in this order on `. In
particular, the segment rw´p0q, x´s Y rx´, x`s Y rx`, w`p0qs is a nontrivial geodesic segment
from a point of D´ to a point of D` that meets D¯ only at an endpoint. Hence, D´ and D`
are disjoint, and rw´p0q, w`p0qs is the image of the common perpendicular from D´ to D`.
Let s “ s´ ` s`. The length of rc is p t2 ` s`q ´ p´ t2 ´ s´q “ t` s. The point `p0q lies onrc, we have w¯ “ f˘
D¯p`q and the endpoints of rc are w˘p0q. Furthermore,
dpw¯p˘ t
2
q, `p0qq “ ˇˇ dpw¯p˘ t
2
q, w¯p0qq ´ dp`p0q, `p¯ t
2
¯ s¯qq ˇˇ “ |s¯| ď η . l
When X is as in the beginning of Section 2.1, the statement and the proof of the following
analog of Lemma 2.8 is slightly more technical. We refer to [PaP17b, Lem. 7] for a proof in
the Riemannian case, and we leave the extension to the reader, since we will not need it in
this book.
Lemma 2.9. Let X be as in the beginning of Section 2.1. For every R ą 0, there exist
t0, c0 ą 0 such that for all η P s0, 1s and all t P rt0,`8r , for all nonempty closed convex
subsets D´, D` in X, and for all w P gt{2V `η,RpB1`D´q X g´t{2V ´η,RpB1´D`q, there exist s P
s ´ 2η, 2ηr and a common perpendicular rc from D´ to D` such that
• the length of rc is contained in rt` s´ c0 e´ t2 , t` s` c0 e´ t2 s,
• if w¯ “ f˘
D¯pwq and if p˘ is the endpoint of rc in D˘, then dppipw˘q, p˘q ď c0 e´ t2 ,
• the basepoint pipwq of w is at distance at most c0 e´ t2 from a point of rc, and
maxt dppipg t2w´q, pipwqq, dppipg´ t2w`q, pipwqq u ď η ` c0 e´ t2 . l
2.6 Metric and simplicial trees, and graphs of groups
Metric and simplicial trees and graphs of groups are important examples throughout this
book. In this Section, we recall the definitions and basic properties of these objects.
Using Serre’s definitions in [Ser3, §2.1], a graph X is the data consisting of two sets V X and
EX, called the set of vertices and the set of edges of X, of two maps o, t : EXÑ V X and of a
fixed point free involution e ÞÑ e of EX, such that tpeq “ opeq for every e P EX. The elements
opeq, tpeq and e are called the initial vertex, the terminal vertex and the opposite edge of an
edge e P EX. The quotient of EX by the involution e ÞÑ e is called the set of nonoriented
edges of X. Recall that a connected graph is bipartite if it is endowed with a partition of its
set of vertices into two nonempty subsets such that any two elements of either subset are not
related by an edge.
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The degree of a vertex x P V X is the cardinality of the set te P EX : opeq “ xu. For all
j, k P N, a graph X is k-regular if the degree of each vertex x P V X is k, and it is pj, kq-biregular
if it is bipartite with the elements of the partition of its vertices into two subsets having degree
j and k respectively.
A metric graph pX, λq is a pair consisting of a graph X and a map λ : EXÑ s0,`8r with
a positive lower bound10 such that λpeq “ λpeq, called its edge length map. A simplicial graph
X is a metric graph whose edge length map is constant equal to 1.
The topological realisation of a graph X is the topological space obtained from the family
pIeqePEX of closed unit intervals Ie for every e P EX by the finest equivalence relation that
identifies intervals corresponding to an edge and its opposite edge by the map t ÞÑ 1 ´ t
and identifies the origins of the intervals Ie1 and Ie2 if and only if ope1q “ ope2q, see [Ser3,
Sect. 2.1].
The geometric realisation of a metric tree pX, λq is the topological realisation of X endowed
with the maximal geodesic metric that gives length λpeq to the topological realisation of each
edge e P EX, and we denote it by X “ |X|λ. We identify V X with its image in X. The metric
space X determines pX, λq up to subdivisions of edges, hence we will often not make a strict
distinction between X and pX, λq. In particular, we will refer to convex subsets of pX, λq as
convex subsets of X, etc.
If X is a tree, the metric space X is an R-tree, hence it is a CATp´1q space. Since λ is
bounded from below by a positive constant, the R-tree X is geodesically complete if and only
if X is not reduced to one vertex and has no terminal vertex (that is, no vertex of degree 1).
We will denote by AutpX, λq, and AutX in the simplicial case, the group of edge-preserving
isometries of X that have no inversions.11 Since the edge length map has a positive lower
bound, the metric space X is proper if and only if X is locally finite. In this case, the
nonelementary discrete subgroups Γ of isometries of X we will consider will always be edge-
preserving and without inversion. If Γ is a subgroup of AutpX, λq, we will again denote by
λ : ΓzEXÑ s0,`8r the map induced by λ : EXÑ s0,`8r.
A locally finite metric tree pX1, λq is uniform if there exists some discrete subgroup Γ1 of
AutpX1, λq such that Γ1zX1 is a finite graph. See [BasK, BasL] for characterisations of this
property in the case of simplicial trees.
Discrete time geodesic flow on trees Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree. The space
of generalised discrete geodesic lines of X is the locally compact space
p
GX of 1-Lipschitz
mappings w from R to the geometric realisation X “ |X|1 which are isometric on a closed
interval with endpoints in ZYt´8,`8u and locally constant outside it, such that wp0q P V X
(or equivalently wpZq Ă V X). Note that
p
GX is hence a proper subset of
p
GX, unless X is
reduced to one vertex.
By restriction to
p
GX, or intersection with
p
GX, of the objects defined in Sections 2.2 and
2.4 for
p
GX, we define the distance d on
p
GX, the subspaces G˘X, GX, G˘,0X, the strong
stable/unstable leaves W˘pwq of w P G˘X and their Hamenstädt distances dW˘pwq, the
stable/unstable leaves W 0˘pwq of w P G˘X, the outer and inner unit normal bundles B1˘D
10This assumption, though not necessary at this stage, will be used repeatedly in this book, hence we prefer
to add it to the definition.
11An automorphism g of a graph has an inversion if there exists an edge e of the graph such that ge “ e.
The assumption that the elements of AutpXq have no inversion ensures that, for every subgroup Γ1 of AutpXq,
the quotient map Γ1zEX Ñ Γ1zEX of e ÞÑ e is still a fixed point free involution, so that with the quotient
maps Γ1zEXÑ Γ1zV X defined by o and t, we do have a quotient graph structure Γ1zX.
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of a nonempty proper simplicial subtree D of X, the dynamical neighbourhoods V ˘η, η1pΩ¯q of
subsets Ω¯ of B1˘D as well as the fibrations
f˘D : U
˘
D “ t` P GX : `˘ R B8|D|1u Ñ B1˘D ,
whose fiber over ρ P B1˘D is W 0˘pρq. Note that some definitions actually simplify when
considering generalised discrete geodesic lines. For instance, for all w P G˘X, η1 ą 0 and η P
s0, 1r , the dynamical neighbourhood V ˘w, η, η1 is equal to B˘pw, η1q, and is hence independent
of η P s0, 1r .
Besides the map pi : GX Ñ V X defined as in the continuous case by ` ÞÑ `p0q, we have
another natural map Tpi : GX Ñ EX, which associates to ` the edge e with opeq “ `p0q and
tpeq “ `p1q. This map is equivariant under the group of automorphisms (without inversions)
AutpXq of X, and we also denote by Tpi : ΓzGXÑ ΓzEX its quotient map, for every subgroup
Γ of AutpXq.
If X has no terminal vertex, for every e P EX, let
BeX “ t`` : ` P GX, Tpip`q “ eu
be the set of points at infinity of the geodesic rays whose initial (oriented) edge is e.
Given x0 P V X, the discrete Hopf parametrisation now identifies GX with B28XˆZ by the
map ` ÞÑ p`´, ``, tq where t P Z is the signed distance from the closest vertex to the basepoint
x0 on the geodesic line ` to the vertex `p0q.
The discrete time geodesic flow pgtqtPZ on
p
GX is the one-(discrete-)parameter group of
homeomorphisms of
p
GX consisting of (the restriction to
p
GX of) the integral time maps of the
continuous time geodesic flow of the geometric realisation of X: we have gtw : s ÞÑ wps ` tq
for all w P
p
GX and t P Z.
Crossratios of ends of trees Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree, with geometric
realisation X “ |X|1. Recall12 that if pξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4q is an ordered quadruple of pairwise
distinct points in B8X, then their (logarithmic) crossratio is
vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ lim
xiÑξi, xiPV X
1
2
`
dpx1, x4q ´ dpx4, x3q ` dpx3, x2q ´ dpx2, x1q
˘
. (2.21)
A similar definition is valid for general CATp´1q-spaces, but we will only need the case of
simplicial trees in this book.
If x and y are the closest points on the geodesic line sξ1, ξ3r to ξ2 and ξ4 respectively, then
vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ dpx, yq
if ξ1, x, y, ξ3 are in this order on sξ1, ξ3r and
vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ ´dpx, yq
otherwise. In particular, vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ 0 if the geodesic lines sξ1, ξ3r and sξ2, ξ4r are disjoint.
12See [Pau2], as well as [Ota] in the case of Riemannian manifolds, and note that the convention on the
order varies in the literature.
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`
` ´
´
x
x “ yξ1
ξ2
y
ξ2
ξ3
ξ4
ξ4
ξ3
ξ1
We have the following properties:
‚ vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ vξ4, ξ3, ξ2, ξ1w “ ´vξ3, ξ2, ξ1, ξ4w.
‚ the crossratio is continuous, and even locally constant on the space of pairwise distinct
quadruples of elements of B8X,
‚ if γ is a loxodromic element of AutpXq, with repulsive and attractive fixed points γ´
and γ` in B8X respectively, then for every ξ P B8X ´ tγ´, γ`u, the translation length of γ
satisfies
λpγq “ vγ´, ξ, γξ, γ`w .
Bass-Serre’s graphs of groups Recall (see for instance [Ser3, BasL]) that a graph of groups
pY, G˚q consists of
‚ a graph Y, which is connected unless otherwise stated,
‚ a group Gv for every vertex v P V Y,
‚ a group Ge for every edge e P EY such that Ge “ Ge,
‚ an injective group morphism ρe : Ge Ñ Gtpeq for every edge e P V Y.
We will identify Ge with its image in Gtpeq by ρe, unless the meaning is not clear (which might
be the case for instance if opeq “ tpeq). We refer to op. cit.13 for the definition of the Bass-
Serre tree T pY, G˚q of pY, G˚q, of its fundamental group pi1pY, G˚q when a basepoint in V Y
is chosen, and of the simplicial action of pi1pY, G˚q on T pY, G˚q. Note that the fundamental
group of pY, G˚q does not always act faithfully on its Bass-Serre tree T pY, G˚q, that is, the
kernel of its action might be nontrivial.
A subgraph of subgroups of pY, G˚q is a graph of groups pY1, G1˚ q where
‚ Y1 is a subgraph of Y,
‚ for every v P V Y1, the group G1v is a subgroup of Gv,
‚ for every e P EY1, the group G1e is a subgroup of Ge,
‚ the monomorphism ρ1e : G1e Ñ G1tpeq is the restriction to G1e of the monomorphism
ρe : Ge Ñ Gtpeq, and
G1tpeq X ρepGeq “ ρ1epG1eq .
This condition, first introduced in [Bass, Coro. 1.14], is equivalent to the injectivity of the
natural map G1tpeq{ρ1epG1eq Ñ Gtpeq{ρepGeq for every e P EY. It implies by [Bass, 2.15] when
the underlying basepoint is chosen in Y1, that
‚ the fundamental group Γ1 “ pi1pY1, G1˚ q of pY1, G1˚ q injects into the fundamental group
Γ “ pi1pY, G˚q of pY, G˚q,
‚ the Bass-Serre tree X1 of pY1, G1˚ q injects in an equivariant way into the Bass-Serre tree
X of pY, G˚q so that the stabiliser of X1 in Γ is Γ1, and
13though see Example 2.10 for the main example encountered in this book
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‚ the map pΓ1zX1q Ñ pΓzXq induced by the inclusion map X1 Ñ X by taking quotient is
injective:
@ γ P Γ, @ z P V X1 Y EX1, if γz P V X1 Y EX1, then D γ1 P Γ1, γ1z “ γz . (2.22)
The edge-indexed graph pY, iq of the graph of groups pY, G˚q is the graph Y endowed with
the map i : EYÑ N´ t0u defined by ipeq “ rGopeq : Ges (see for instance [BasK, BasL]).
In Section 12.4, we will consider metric graphs of groups pY, G˚, λq which are graphs of
groups endowed with an edge length function λ : EY Ñ s0,`8r (with λpeq “ λpeq for every
e P EY).
Example 2.10. The main examples of graphs of groups that we will consider in this book
are the following ones. Let X be a simplicial tree and let Γ be a subgroup of AutpXq. The
quotient graph of groups ΓzzX is the following graph of groups pY, G˚q. Its underlying graph Y
is the quotient graph ΓzX. Fix a lift rz P V XYEX for every z P V YYEY. For every e P EY,
assume that re “ re, and fix an element ge P Γ such that ge Ątpeq “ tpreq. For every y P V YYEY,
take as Gy the stabiliser Γry in Γ of the fixed lift ry. Take as monomorphism ρe : Ge Ñ Gtpeq
the restriction to Γre of the conjugation γ ÞÑ g´1e γge by g´1e . Note that ΓzzX has finite vertex
groups if X is locally finite and Γ is discrete. For every choice of basepoint in V Y, there exist
a group isomorphism θ : pi1pY, G˚q Ñ Γ and a θ-equivariant simplicial isomorphism from the
Bass-Serre tree T pY, G˚q to X (see for instance [Ser3, BasL]).
The volume form of a graph of finite groups pY, G˚q is the measure volpY, G˚q on the discrete
set V Y, such that for every y P V Y,
volpY, G˚qptyuq “
1
|Gy| ,
where |Gy| is the order of the finite group Gy. Its total mass, called the volume of pY, G˚q, is
VolpY, G˚q “ } volpY, G˚q } “
ÿ
yPV Y
1
|Gy| .
We denote by L2pY, G˚q “ L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq the complex Hilbert space of square integrable
maps V YÑ C for this measure volpY,G˚q, and by f ÞÑ }f}2 and pf, gq ÞÑ xf, gy2 its norm and
(antilinear on the right) scalar product. Let
L20pY, G˚q “
 
f P L2pY, G˚q :
ż
f d volpY, G˚q “ 0
(
.
When VolpY, G˚q is finite, L20pY, G˚q is the orthogonal subspace to the constant functions.
We also consider a (edge-)volume form TvolpY, G˚q on the discrete set EY such that for
every e P EY,
TvolpY, G˚qpteuq “
1
|Ge| ,
with total mass
TVolpY, G˚q “ }TvolpY, G˚q} “
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge| .
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The (edge-)volume form of a metric graph of groups pY, G˚, λq is given by
TvolpY, G˚,λq “
ds
|Ge|
on each edge e of Y parameterised by its arclength s, so that its total mass is
TVolpY, G˚, λq “ }TvolpY, G˚,λq} “
ÿ
ePEY
λpeq
|Ge| .
For λ ” 1, this total mass agrees with that of the discrete definition above.
Remark 2.11. Note that TVolpY, G˚q “ CardpEYq when the edge groups are trivial. We
have
TVolpY, G˚q “
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge| “
ÿ
yPV Y
1
|Gy|
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“y
|Gy|
|Ge| “
ÿ
yPV Y
degpryq
|Gy| ,
where ry is any lift of y in the Bass-Serre tree of pY, G˚q. In particular, if X is a uniform
simplicial tree and Γ is discrete subgroup of AutX, then the finiteness of VolpΓzzXq and of
TVolpΓzzXq are equivalent. Defining the volume form on V Y by tyu ÞÑ degpryq|Gy | sometimes makes
formulas simpler, but we will follow the convention which occurs in the classical references
(see for instance [BasL]).
If the Bass-Serre tree of pY, G˚q is pq ` 1q-regular, then
pi˚TvolY, G˚ “ pq ` 1q volY, G˚ and TVolpY, G˚q “ pq ` 1qVolpY, G˚q . (2.23)
We say that a discrete group of (inversion-free) automorphisms Γ of a locally finite metric
or simplicial tree pX, λq is a (tree) lattice of pX, λq if the quotient graph of groups ΓzzX has
finite volume:
VolpΓzzXq ă `8 .
This implies by [BasK, Prop. 4.5]14 that Γ is a lattice15 in the locally compact group AutpX, λq
(hence that AutpX, λq is unimodular, see for instance [Rag, Chap. I, Rem. 1.9]), the converse
being true for instance if pX, λq is uniform. If Γ is a uniform lattice of pX, λq, that is, if Γ is
a discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq and if the quotient graph ΓzX is finite, then Γ is clearly a
(tree) lattice of pX, λq.
A graph of finite groups pY, G˚q is a cuspidal ray if Y is a simplicial ray such that the
homomorphisms Gen Ñ Gopenq are surjective for its sequence of consecutive edges peiqiPN
oriented towards the unique end of Y. By [Pau3], a discrete group Γ1 of AutpXq (hence of
Isomp|X|1q) is geometrically finite if and only if it is nonelementary and if the quotient graph of
groups by Γ1 of its minimal nonempty invariant subtree is the union of a finite graph of groups
and a finite number of cuspidal rays attached to the finite graph at their finite endpoints.
Remark 2.12. If X is a locally finite simplicial tree and if Γ1 is a geometrically finite discrete
group of AutpXq such that the convex hull of its limit set CΛΓ1 is (the geometric realisation
of) a uniform tree, then Γ1 is a lattice of the simplicial tree CΛΓ1.
14using the fact that AutpX, λq is a closed subgroup of AutpXq
15Recall that a lattice in a locally compact group G is a discrete subgroup Γ1 of G such that the left quotient
space Γ1zG admits a probability measure invariant under translations on the right by G.
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Proof. Since CΛΓ1 is uniform, there is a uniform upper bound on the length of an edge
path in CΛΓ1 which injects in Γ1zCΛΓ1 and such that the stabiliser of each edge of this edge
path is equal to the stabilisers of both endpoints of this edge. It is hence easy to see that the
volume of each of the (finitely many) cuspidal rays in Γ1zzCΛΓ1 is finite, by a geometric series
argument. Hence the volume of Γ1zzCΛΓ1 is finite. l
Note that contrarily to the case of Riemannian manifolds, there are many more (tree)
lattices than there are geometrically finite (tree) lattices, even in regular trees, see for instance
[BasL].
In Part III of this book, we will consider simplicial graphs of groups that arise from the
arithmetic of non-Archimedean local fields. We say that a discrete group Γ of (inversion-free)
automorphisms of a simplicial tree X is algebraic if there exist a non-Archimedean local fieldpK (a finite extension of Qp for some prime p or the field of formal Laurent series over a
finite field) and a connected semi-simple algebraic group G with finite centre defined overpK, of pK-rank one, such that X identifies with the Bruhat-Tits tree of G in such a way that
Γ identifies with a lattice of the locally compact group Gp pKq. If Γ is algebraic, then Γ is
geometrically finite by [Lub1]. Note that X is then bipartite, see Section 2 of op. cit. for a
discussion and references. See Sections 14 and 15.1 for more details, and their subsequent
Sections for arithmetic applications arising from algebraic lattices.
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Chapter 3
Potentials, critical exponents and
Gibbs cocycles
LetX be a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, let x0 P X be an arbitrary basepoint,
and let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries of X.
In this Chapter, we define potentials on T 1X, which are new data on X in addition to
its geometry. We introduce the fundamental tools associated with potentials, and we give
some of their basic properties. The development follows [PauPS] with modifications to fit the
present more general context.
In Section 3.5, given a simplicial or metric tree pX, λq, with geometric realisation X,
we introduce a natural method to associate a (Γ-invariant) potential rFc : T 1X Ñ R to a
Γ-invariant function rc : EX Ñ R defined on the set of edges of X, that we call a system
of conductances on X. This construction gives a nonsymmetric generalisation of electric
networks.
3.1 Background on (uniformly local) Hölder-continuity
In this preliminary Section, we recall the notion of Hölder-continuity we will use in this
book, which needs to be defined appropriately in order to deal with noncompactness issues.
The Hölder-continuity will be used on the one hand for potentials when X is a Riemannian
manifold in Section 3.2, and on the other hand for error term estimates in Chapters 9, 10 and
11.
As in [PauPS], we will use the following uniformly local definition of Hölder-continuous
maps. Let E and E1 be two metric spaces, and let α P s0, 1s. A map f : E Ñ E1 is
• α-Hölder-continuous if there exist c,  ą 0 such that for all x, y P E with dpx, yq ď , we
have
dpfpxq, fpyqq ď c dpx, yqα .
• locally α-Hölder-continuous if for every x P E, there exists a neighbourhood U of x such
that the restriction of f to U is α-Hölder-continuous;
• Hölder-continuous (respectively locally Hölder-continuous) if there exists α P s0, 1s such
that f is α-Hölder-continuous (respectively locally α-Hölder-continuous);
• Lipschitz if it is 1-Hölder-continuous and locally Lipschitz if it is locally 1-Hölder-continuous.
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Let E be a set. Two distances d and d1 on E are (uniformly locally) Hölder-equivalent
if the identity map from pE, dq to pE, d1q and the identity map from pE, d1q to pE, dq are
Hölder-continuous. This is an equivalence relation on the set of distances on E, and a Hölder
structure on E is the choice of such an equivalence class. For a map between two metric
spaces, to be Hölder-continuous depends only on the Hölder structures on the source and
target spaces.
Let E and E1 be two metric spaces. We say that a map f : E Ñ E1 has
• at most linear growth if there exist a, b ě 0 such that dpfpxq, fpyqq ď a dpx, yq ` b for all
x, y P E,
• subexponential growth if for every a ą 0, there exists b ě 0 such that dpfpxq, fpyqq ď
b ea dpx, yq for all x, y P E.
Remark 3.1. When E is a geodesic space, a consequence of the (uniformly local) Hölder-
continuous property of f : E Ñ E1 is that f then has at most linear growth: the definition
implies that
dpfpxq, fpyqq ď c α´1 dpx, yq ` c α
for all x, y in X, by subdividing the geodesic segment in E from x to y into
Pdpx,yq

T
segments
of equal lengths at most  and using the triangle inequality in E1.
The following result (due to Bartels-Lück [BartL] with a different distance on
p
GX) proves
in particular that the footpoint projection pi :
p
GX Ñ X is 12 -Hölder-continuous, as claimed
in Section 2.2. Recall that
p
GX is endowed with the distance d defined by Equation (2.7).
Proposition 3.2. For every t P R, the map from
p
GX to X defined by ` ÞÑ `ptq is 12 -Hölder-
continuous.
Proof. Let `, `1 P
p
GX be such that dp`, `1q ď 1. Assume that t ě 0, otherwise the argument
is similar, replacing
şt`
t by
şt
t´. For every  ą 0, we have by the triangle inequality
dp`, `1q ě
ż t`
t
dp`psq, `1psqq e´2s ds ě `dp`ptq, `1ptqq ´ 2˘  e´2t´2 .
If dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě 4, let  “ 1, so that dp`, `1q ě e´2t´22 dp`ptq, `1ptqq, hence
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď 2 e2t`2 dp`, `1q 12 .
If dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď 4, let  “ 14 dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď 1. Hence dp`, `1q ě 18 dp`ptq, `1ptqq2 e´2t´2, so that
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď 2?2 et`1 dp`, `1q 12 . l
When X is an R-tree, the regularity property of the footpoint projection pi : GX Ñ X is
stronger than the one given by Proposition 3.2 (see Lemma 3.4 (2)). The results below, that
will be needed in Sections 10.4 and 12.6, say that not only the evaluation maps ` ÞÑ `ptq are
1
2 -Hölder-continuous, but so are the endpoint maps ` ÞÑ `˘. As we will only need these facts
in the tree case, we prove them only when X is an R-tree, and we start by a simplicial version
of it.
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Lemma 3.3. Let X be a simplicial tree. There are universal constants 0 ą 0, c0 ě 1 such
that for all  P s0, 0r and ` P GX, the ball Bdp`, q is contained in
t`1 P GX : `1p0q “ `p0q, `1˘ P Bd`p0qp`˘, c0
?
 qu
and contains t`1 P GX : `1p0q “ `p0q, `1˘ P Bd`p0qp`˘, 1c0
?
 qu.
In particular, the endpoint maps ` ÞÑ `˘ from GX to B8X are 12 -Hölder-continuous.
Proof. If `, `1 P GX have distinct footpoints, then dp`p0q, `1p0qq ě 1, so that dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě 12
if |t| ď 14 , so that dp`, `1q ě
ş 1
4
´ 1
4
1
2 e
´2|t| “ 0 ą 0.
Conversely, assume that `, `1 P GX have equal footpoints, so that they coincide on r´N,N 1s
for some N,N 1 P N. By the definition of the visual distances (see Equation (2.3)), we have
d`p0qp``, `1` q “ e´N 1
and similarly d`p0qp`´, `1´ q “ e´N . By the definition of the distance on
p
GX (see Equation
(2.7)), we have, by an easy change of variables,
dp`, `1q “
ż `8
N 1
2 |t´N 1| e´2t dt`
ż ´N
´8
2 | ´N ´ t| e2t dt
“ pe´2N 1 ` e´2N q
ż `8
0
2u e´2u du “ 1
2
pe´2N 1 ` e´2N q .
The result follows. l
Let us now give a (more technical) version of this lemma for R-trees, also proving that
the footpoint projection is Lipschitz. If a and b are positive functions of some parameters, we
write a — b if there exists a universal constant C ą 0 such that 1C b ď a ď C b.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that X is an R-tree.
(1) There exists a universal constant c1 ą 0 such that for all `, `1 P GX, if dp`, `1q ď c1,
then `1p0q P `pRq, the intersection `pRqX`1pRq is not reduced to a point, the orientations
of ` and `1 coincide on this intersection, and
dp`, `1q — d`p0qp`´, `1´ q2 ` d`p0qp``, `1` q2 ` dp`p0q, `1p0qq .
(2) The footpoint map pi : GX Ñ X defined by ` ÞÑ `p0q is (uniformly locally) Lipschitz.
(3) There are universal constants 0 ą 0, c0 ě 1 such that for all  P s0, 0r and ` P GX,
the ball Bdp`, q in GX is contained in
t`1 P GX : `1p0q P `pRq, dp`1p0q, `p0qq ď c0 , `1˘ P Bd`p0qp`˘, c0
?
 qu
and contains
t`1 P GX : `1p0q P `pRq, dp`1p0q, `p0qq ď 1
c0
, `1˘ P Bd`p0qp`˘,
1
c0
?
 qu .
(4) The endpoint maps ` ÞÑ `˘ from GX to B8X are 12 -Hölder-continuous.
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Proof. Note that Assertion (2) follows from Assertion (1) and that Assertion (4) follows
from Assertion (3).
(1) Let `, `1 P GX. If `1p0q R `pRq, then `1ptq R `pRq for all t ě 0 or `1ptq R `pRq for all
t ď 0, since X is an R-tree. In the first case, we hence have dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě t for all t ě 0, thus
dp`, `1q is at least c2 “
ş`8
0 te
´2 t dt “ 14 ą 0. The same estimate holds in the second case.
By symmetry, if `p0q R `1pRq, then dp`, `1q ě c2 ą 0. This argument furthermore shows that
if the geodesic segment (or ray or line) `pRq X `1pRq is reduced to a point, then dp`, `1q is at
least c2 ą 0.
If dp`1p0q, `p0qq ě 1, then dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě 12 for |t| ď 14 , thus
dp`, `1q ě
ż 1
4
´ 1
4
1
2
e´2|t| dt ,
which is a positive universal constant.
If dp`1p0q, `p0qq ď 1, if `pRq X `1pRq contains `1p0q and is not reduced to a point, but if the
orientations of ` and `1 do not coincide on this intersection, then
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ě 2t´ dp`p0q, `1p0qq ě 2t´ 1
for all t ě 1, so that dp`, `1q is at least ş`81 p2t´ 1q e´2t dt, which is a positive constant.
Assume now that `1p0q P `pRq and `p0q P `1pRq, that dp`1p0q, `p0qq ď 1, that `pRqX `1pRq is
not reduced to a point and that the orientations of ` and `1 coincide on this intersection. Then
there exists s P R such that `1p0q “ `psq, so that |s| “ dp`p0q, `1p0qq ď 1. Assume for instance
that s ě 0, the other case being treated similarly. Then there exist S, S1 ě 0 maximal such
that `1ptq “ `pt` sq for all t P r´S, S1s. We use the conventions that S “ `8 if `1´ “ `´, that
S1 “ `8 if `1` “ ``, and that e´8 “ 0. Since `p0q P `1pRq, we have ´S ` s ď 0.
`p0q `pS1 ` sq`psq`p´S ` sq`p´8q `p`8q
`1p´8q `1p`8q
`1p´Sq `1p0q `1pS1q
By the definition of the visual distances (see Equation (2.3)), we have, for t big enough,
d`p0qp``, `1` q “ e´dp`p0q, `pS1`sqq “ e´S1´s — e´S1 .
Similarly d`p0qp`´, `1´ q — e´S .
As can be seen in the above picture, we have
dp`ptq, `1ptqq “
$&%
´2t´ 2S ` s if t ď ´S
s if ´ S ď t ď S1 ` s
2t´ 2S1 ´ s if t ě S1 ` s .
By the definition of the distance on
p
GX (see Equation (2.7)), by easy changes of variables,
assuming that at least one of S, S1 is at least 1 for the last line (otherwise the previous line
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shows that dp`, `1q is larger than a positive constant), we have
dp`, `1q “
ż ´S
´8
p´2t´ 2S ` sq e´2|t| dt`
ż S1`s
´S
s e´2|t| dt`
ż `8
S1`s
p2t´ 2S1 ´ sq e´2t dt
“ 1
2
e´2S`s
ż `8
s
u e´u du` s
ż S1`s
´S
e´2|t| dt` 1
2
e´2S1´s
ż `8
s
u e´u du
— e´2S ` e´2S1 ` s .
Assertion (1) of Lemma 3.4 follows.
(3) The first inclusion in Assertion (3) follows easily from Assertion (1). The second
inclusion follows from the argument of its proof, and the fact that if d`p0qp``, `1` q, d`p0qp`´, `´q
and dp`p0q, `1p0qq are at most some small positive constant, then `pRq X `1pRq contains `1p0q
and is not reduced to a point. l
When X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature, the following result
says that the Hölder structure defined by the distance d given in Equation (2.7) on the unit
tangent bundle of X, identified with GX and T 1X as explained previously, is the usual one.
Recall that Sasaki’s metric on T 1X is the Riemannian metric induced on the submanifold
T 1X by the canonical Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle TX, such that for every
v P TX, if TvTX “ Vv ‘ Hv is the direct sum decomposition defined by the Levi-Civita
connection of the Riemannian manifold X, then
‚ the direct sum Vv ‘Hv is orthogonal for Sasaki’s metric,
‚ the canonical isomorphism Vv » TpipvqX is an isometry, when Vv is endowed with Sasaki’s
scalar product,
‚ the restriction of the tangent map of the footpoint projection Tpi : Hv Ñ TpipvqX is an
isometry, when Hv is endowed with Sasaki’s scalar product.
Proposition 3.5. When X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature, the
following distances on T 1X are Hölder-equivalent:
(1) the Riemannian distance on T 1X defined by Sasaki’s metric,
(2) the distance δ1 on T 1X defined, for all `, `1 P T 1X, by
δ1p`, `1q “ expp´ suptt ě 0 : sup
sPr´t,ts
dp`psq, `1psqq ď 1uq ,
with the convention δ1p`, `1q “ 1 if dp`p0q, `1p0qq ą 1 and δ1p`, `1q “ 0 if ` “ `1,
(3) the distance δ2 on T 1X defined, for all `, `1 P T 1X, by
δ2p`, `1q “ sup
sPr0,1s
dp`psq, `1psqq ,
(4) the distance d defined by Equation (2.7).
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Note that we could replace the interval r0, 1s in the definition of δ2 by any interval ra, bs
with a ă b.
Proof. The fact that the first three distances on T 1X are Hölder-equivalent is already known,
see for instance [Bal, p. 70].
Let us hence prove that d and δ2 are Hölder-equivalent. By the convexity of the distance
function between two geodesic segments in a CATp´1q-space, we have
δ2p`, `1q “ maxtdp`p0q, `1p0qq, dp`p1q, `1p1qqu .
Hence by Proposition 3.2 applied twice (with t “ 0 and t “ 1), there exists c ą 0 such that if
dp`, `1q ď 1, then δ2p`, `1q ď c dp`, `1q 12 . Therefore the identity map from pT 1X, dq to pT 1X, δ2q
is Hölder-continuous.
Let us now prove conversely that there exist two constants c11 ě 1 and c12 P s0, 1s such that
for all `, `1 P GX, if δ2p`, `1q ď 12 , then
dp`, `1q ď c11 δ2p`, `1qc12 . (3.1)
Let x “ `p0q, y “ `1p0q, z “ `p1q, z1 “ `1p1q. Note that dpy, zq ě 12 by the triangle
inequality, since dpx, yq ď δ2p`, `1q ď 12 and dpx, zq “ 1. Let `2 be the geodesic line through
y and z, oriented from y to z with `2p0q “ y. Let us prove that dp`, `2q ď c112 dpx, yqc
1
2 for
appropriate constants c11 and c12. A similar argument proves that dp`2, `1q ď c
1
1
2 dpz, z1qc
1
2 , and
the triangle inequality for the distance d gives Equation (3.1).
`
z
s y1
x
y
`1
`2
z1
If dpy, zq ď dpx, zq, let x1 P rx, zs be such dpx1, zq “ dpy, zq ě 12 . We have s “ dpx, x1q “
dpx, zq ´ dpx1, zq “ dpx, zq ´ dpy, zq ď dpx, yq by the triangle inequality, and dpx1, yq ď dpx, yq
by convexity. By Equation (2.8), we have
dp`, `2q ď dp`, gs`q ` dpgs`, `2q ď s` dpgs`, `2q ď dpx, yq ` dpgs`, `2q .
If dpy, zq ě dpx, zq, let y1 P ry, zs be such dpy1, zq “ dpx, zq “ 1 ě 12 (see the above picture).
We similarly have dpx, y1q ď dpx, yq and dp`, `2q ď dpx, yq ` dpgs`2, `2q if s “ dpy, y1q.
We hence only have to prove that for all x, y, z P X with 0 ă dpx, yq ď 12 and dpx, zq “
dpy, zq ě 12 , if u and v are the unit tangent vectors at x and y respectively pointing to z, then
dpu, vq ď c21 dpx, yqc22 for appropriate constants c21 and c22. This follows from the following
lemma with t “ 0, since 12 ě 12
a
dpx, yq. We will need its more general version in the proof
of Lemma 3.15.
Lemma 3.6. There exist two constants c8 ě 1 and c3 P s0, 1s such that for all x, y, z P X
with 0 ă dpx, yq ď 1 and ρ “ dpx, zq “ dpy, zq ě 12
a
dpx, yq, for every t P r0, ρs, if u and v
are the unit tangent vectors at x and y respectively pointing to z, then
dpgtu, gtvq ď c8 dpx, yqc3pe´t ` e2t´2ρq . (3.2)
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Proof. For every s P R, let xs “ pipgsuq and ys “ pipgsvq, so that x0 “ x, y0 “ y and
xρ “ yρ “ z. Let ´r ă r1 in R be such that dpx´r, y´rq “ dpxr1 , yr1q “ 1, which exist since
x ‰ y. We have r ą 0 by convexity since dpx0, y0q ď 1, and r1 ą ρ.
x´r xr1
θ
y´r
yr1
“ 1
“ 1
x “ x0
v
u z “ xρ “ yρ
y “ y0
Claim 1 : There exists a constant c3 P s0, 1s depending only on the lower bound of the
curvature of X such that
e´r ď 2 dpx, yqc3 and e´r1 ď dpx, yqc3 e´ρ .
Proof. Let a ě 1 be such that the sectional curvature
of X is at least ´a2. Consider the comparison trian-
gle px´r, y´r, zq, in the real hyperbolic space 1a H2R with
constant sectional curvature ´a2, to the triple of points
px´r, y´r, zq in X. Let θ be its angle at z, and let x, y
be the points corresponding to x, y (so that we have
dpx, zq “ dpy, zq “ ρ).
ρ
r
r
ρ
1 θ
x´r
y´r
x
y
1
a H
2
R
z
Since the geodesic triangles in X are less pinched than the geodesic triangles in 1a H
2
R, we
have dpx, yq ď dpx, yq. By the hyperbolic sine rule in 1a H2R, we have
sinh a2
sinhpapr ` ρqq “
sinh
`
a
2 dpx´r, y´rq
˘
sinh
`
a dpx´r, zq
˘ “ sin θ
2
“ sinh
`
a
2 dpx, yq
˘
sinh
`
a dpx, zq˘ ď sinh
`
a
2 dpx, yq
˘
sinhpa ρq .
Since the map t ÞÑ pln 2qt ` lnp1 ´ t2q is nonnegative on r0, 1s, and since ρ ě 12
a
dpx, yq,
we have
e2aρ ě eln 2
?
dpx,yq ě 1
1´ 12
a
dpx, yq .
Hence sinhpaρq “ eaρ´e´aρ2 ě 14 eaρ
a
dpx, yq. Therefore, since dpx, yq ď 1,
e´ar “ e
aρ
ear`aρ ď
4 sinhpaρq {adpx, yq
2 sinhpar ` aρq ď
2 sinh
`
a
2 dpx, yq
˘a
dpx, yq sinh a2
ď 2adpx, yq .
So that the first assertion of Claim 1 follows, since 2
1
a ď 2, with c3 “ 12a .
In order to prove the second assertion of Claim 1, let θ be the angle at z between the
unit tangent vectors gρu and gρv (see the picture before the statement of Claim 1). Since the
geodesic triangles in X are less pinched than their comparison triangles in 1a H
2
R, and again
by the hyperbolic sine rule in 1a H
2
R, we have
sin
θ
2
ě sinh
`
a
2 dpxr1 , yr1q
˘
sinh
`
a dpxr1 , zq
˘ “ sinh a2
sinhpapr1 ´ ρqq .
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Since the geodesic triangles in X are more pinched than their comparison triangles in H2R,
since dpx, yq ď 1 and since sinh ρ ě ρ ě 12
a
dpx, yq, we have
sin
θ
2
ď sinh
`
1
2 dpx, yq
˘
sinh dpx, zq ď
psinh 12qdpx, yq
sinh ρ
ď 2 psinh 1
2
qadpx, yq .
Let c4 “
´
sinh 1
2
sinh a
2
¯ 1
a , which is positive and strictly less than 1 since a ą 1. Then
e´ar1 “ e
´aρ
ear1´aρ
ď e
´aρ
2 sinhpapr1 ´ ρqq ď e
´aρ sinh
1
2
2 sinh a2
dpx, yq
sinh ρ
ď e´aρ c4a
a
dpx, yq . (3.3)
So that the second assertion of Claim 1 follows, since c4 ď 1, again with c3 “ 12a . l
Let us remark that since dpx, yq ď 1, Equation (3.3) also gives that
r1 ´ ρ ě ´ ln c4 ą 0 .
Since θ is also the angle between the unit tangent vectors ´gρu and ´gρv, a similar argument
gives that
sinh 12
sinhpr1 ´ ρq “
sinh
`
1
2 dpxr1 , yr1q
˘
sinh dpxr1 , zq ě sin
θ
2
ě sinh
`
a
2 dpx, yq
˘
sinh
`
a dpx, zq˘ ě a dpx, yq2 sinhpa ρq .
Let c5 “ 2 sinh
1
2
ap1´c24q ą 0. Since the map t ÞÑ
sinhptq
et is nondecreasing on R, we hence have
er
1´ρ ď e
´ ln c4
sinhp´ ln c4q sinhpr
1 ´ ρq ď 2
1´ c24
2 sinh 12
a dpx, yq sinhpa ρq ď
c5
dpx, yq e
aρ .
Therefore
1` r1 ď pa` 1qρ` p1` ln c5q ´ ln dpx, yq , (3.4)
a formula which be useful later on.
Let t P r0, ρs. By the definition of the distance d on GX (see Equation (2.7)), we have
dpgtu, gtvq “
ż `8
´8
dppipgsgtuq, pipgsgtvqq e´2|s| ds “
ż `8
´8
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds . (3.5)
We subdivide the integral
ş`8
´8 as
ş´r
´8`
ş0
´r `
şρ
0 `
şr1
ρ `
ş`8
r1 .
Claim 2 : We have
I1 “
ż ´r
´8
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds ď 2 e´2t dpx, yqc3 .
Proof. By the triangle inequality, for every s P rr,`8r, we have
dpx´s, y´sq ď dpx´s, x´rq ` dpx´r, y´rq ` dpy´r, y´sq ď 2s` 1 .
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Hence
I1 “
ż `8
r
dpx´s, y´sq e´2ps`tq ds ď e´2t
ż `8
r
p2s` 1q e´2s ds ď e´2te´r ,
and the result follows from the first assertion of Claim 1. l
Claim 3 : We have
I2 “
ż 0
´r
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds ď 2 psinh 1q e´2t dpx, yqc3 .
Proof. Recall that since X is CATp´1q and by an easy exercise in hyperbolic geometry (see
for instance [PauPS, Lem. 2.5 (i)]), for all x1, y1, z1 in X such that dpx1, z1q “ dpy1, z1q, for
every t1 P r0, dpx1, z1qs, if x1t (respectively y1t) is the point on rx1, z1s (respectively ry1, z1s) at
distance t1 from x1 (respectively y1), then
dpx1t, y1tq ď e´t1 sinh dpx1, y1q . (3.6)
Hence for all s P r0, rs, we have dpx´s, y´sq ď e´pr´sq sinh dpx´r, y´rq “ e´r`s sinh 1. Thus
I2 “
ż r
0
dpx´s, y´sq e´2ps`tq ds
ď psinh 1q e´2t
ż `8
0
e´r`s e´2s ds “ psinh 1q e´2t e´r ,
and the result also follows from the first assertion of Claim 1. l
Claim 4 : There exists a universal constant c6 ą 0 such that
I3 “
ż ρ
0
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds ď c6 e´t dpx, yq .
Proof. By Equation (3.6) and since dpx, yq ď 1, for every s P r0, ρs, we have
dpxs, ysq ď e´s sinh dpx, yq ď psinh 1q e´s dpx, yq .
Therefore
I3 “
ż t
0
dpxs, ysq e´2pt´sqq ds`
ż ρ
t
dpxs, ysq e´2ps´tqq ds
ď psinh 1q dpx, yq
´
e´2t
ż t
0
es ds` e2t
ż `8
t
e´3s ds
¯
ď 4 sinh 1
3
dpx, yq e´t . l
Claim 5 : We have
I4 “
ż r1
ρ
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds ď psinh 1q e2t´2ρ dpx, yqc3 .
Proof. By Equation (3.6), for every s P rρ, r1s, we have
dpxs, ysq ď e´pr1´sq sinh dpxr1 , yr1q “ psinh 1q e´r1`s .
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Hence
I4 “
ż r1
ρ
dpxs, ysq e´2ps´tqq ds ď psinh 1q e2t e´r1
ż r1
ρ
e´s ds ď psinh 1q e2t´ρ e´r1 .
The result follows from the second assertion of Claim 1. l
Claim 6 : There exists a constant c7 ą 0 depending only on the lower bound of the curvature
of X such that
I5 “
ż `8
r1
dpxs, ysq e´2|s´t| ds ď c7 e2t´2ρ dpx, yqc3 .
Proof. By the triangle inequality, for every s P rr1,`8r, we have
dpxs, ysq ď dpxs, xr1q ` dpxr1 , yr1q ` dpyr1 , ysq ď 2s` 1 .
Hence, using the second assertion of Claim 1, we have
I5 “
ż `8
r1
dpxs, ysq e´2ps´tq ds ď e2t
ż `8
r1
p2s` 1q e´2s ds “ e2tp1` r1qe´2r1 .
By Equation (3.3), since sinh ρ ě ρ ě 12
a
dpx, yq and c3 “ 12a , we have
e´2r1 ď e´2ρ c24
´ dpx, yq
2 sinh ρ
¯2{a ď e´2ρ dpx, yq2c3 .
Since c ď ec for every c ě 0 and dpx, yq ď 1, we have ´ ln dpx, yq ď 1c3 dpx, yq´c3 . Hence by
Equation (3.4), we have
I5 ď e2t´2ρ
´
pa` 1qc24 dpx, yq2{a ρp2 sinh ρq2{a ` p1` ln c5q dpx, yq
2c3 ` 1
c3
dpx, yqc3
¯
.
Assuming, as we may, that a ě 2, the map ρ1 ÞÑ ρ1psinh ρ1q2{a is bounded on r0,`8r. Since
c3 “ 12a ď 2a , this proves Claim 6. l
Since dpx, yq ď 1, it follows from Equation (3.5) and from Claims 2 to 6 that there exists
a constant c8 ą 0 depending only on the lower bound of the curvature of X such that
dpgtu, gtvq “ I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5 ď c8 dpx, yqc3pe´t ` e2t´2ρq .
This proves Lemma 3.6, hence concludes the proof of Proposition 3.5. l l
Let D be a nonempty proper closed convex subset of X. The regularity property in the
Riemannian manifold case of the fibrations f˘D : U
˘
D Ñ B1˘D defined in Section 2.4, that will
be needed in Section 12.3, is the Hölder-continuity one, as proved in the following lemma (see
also [PaP17b, Lem. 6]).
Lemma 3.7. Assume that X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature. The
maps f˘D are Hölder-continuous on any set of elements ` P U ˘D such that dppip`q, pipf˘D p`qqq is
bounded.
Proof. We prove the result for f`D , the one for f
´
D follows similarly. We will use the Hölder-
equivalent distances δ1 and δ2, defined in the statement of Proposition 3.5, on the unit tangent
bundle of X, identified with GX as explained previously.
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D x1
x
T
y1
y
w1
w
v
v1
v` “ w`
v 1` “ w1`
Let v, v1 P T 1X be such that dpvp0q, v1p0qq ď 1, let w “ f`D pvq and w1 “ f`D pv1q. Let
T “ suptt ě 0 : supsPr0,ts dpvpsq, v1psqq ď 1u, so that δ1pv, v1q ě e´T . We may assume that
T is finite, otherwise v` “ v 1` , hence w “ w1. Let x “ vpT q and x1 “ v1pT q, which satisfy
dpx, x1q ď 1. Let y (respectively y1) be the closest point to x (respectively x1) on the geodesic
ray defined by w (respectively w1). By convexity, since dpvp0q, wp0qq and dpv1p0q, w1p0qq are
bounded by a constant c ą 0 and since v` “ w`, v 1` “ w1` , we have dpx, yq ď c and
dpx1, y1q ď c. By the triangle inequality, we have dpy, y1q ď 2c`1, dpy, wp1qq ě T ´2c´1 and
dpy1, w1p1qq ě T ´ 2c´ 1. By convexity, and since closest point maps exponentially decrease
the distances, there exists a constant c1 ą 0 such that
δ2pw,w1q “ dpwp1q, w1p1qq ď c1 dpy, y1q e´pT´2c´1q ď c1 p2c` 1q e2c`1 δ1pv, v1q .
The result follows. l
When X is an R-tree, we have a stronger version of Lemma 3.7, that will be needed in
Section 12.6.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that X is an R-tree. Let η,R ą 0 be such that η ď 1 ď lnR, and let D
be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Then the restriction to the dynamical neighborhood
V ˘η,RpB1˘Dq of the fibration f˘D is (uniformly locally) Lipschitz, with constants independent of
η.
Proof. We assume for instance that ˘ “ `. Let `, `1 P V `η,RpB1`Dq and let w “ f`D p`q, w1 “
f`D p`1q.
Since the fiber over ρ P B1`D of the restriction to V `η,RpB1`Dq of f`D is V `ρ, η,R, 1 there exist
s, s1 P s ´ η, ηr such that gs` P B`pw,Rq and gs1`1 P B`pw1, Rq, so that gs`ptq “ wptq and
gs
1
`1ptq “ w1ptq for all t ě lnR by the definition of the Hamenstädt balls. Up to permuting `
and `1, we assume that s1 ě s.
w
ď lnR
`1p0q
s1 ď η
`
`
w1
`p0q
`1
`1
1See the end of Section 2.4.
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By (the proof of) Lemma 3.4 (1), there exists a constant cR ą 0 depending only on R such
that if dp`, `1q ď cR and s2 “ dp`p0q, `1p0qq, then s2 “ s1 ´ s and the geodesic lines gs` and
gs
1
`1 coincide at least on r´ lnR´ 1, lnR` 1s . In particular, we have, since |s|, |s1| ď η ď 1,
wplnRq “ `ps` lnRq “ `1ps1 ` lnRq “ w1plnRq .
Since the origin of w is the closest point on D to any point of wpr0,`8rq, we hence have that
wptq “ w1ptq for all t P r0, lnRs. Therefore (using Equation (2.8) for the last inequality),
dpw,w1q “
ż `8
lnR
dpwptq, w1ptqq e´2 t dt “
ż `8
lnR
dpgs`ptq, gs1`1ptqq e´2 t dt
“ e2s
ż `8
lnR`s
dp`puq, gs2`1puqq e´2u du ď e2s dp`, gs2`1q
ď e2s `dp`, `1q ` dp`1, gs2`1q˘ ď e2s pdp`, `1q ` s2q
“ e2s `dp`, `1q ` dp`p0q, `1p0qq˘ ,
so that the result follows from Lemma 3.4 (2).
Note that when X is (the geometric realisation of) a simplicial tree, we have s “ s1 “
s2 “ 0 and the above computations simplify to give dpw,w1q ď dp`, `1q. l
For any metric space Z and α P s0, 1s, the Hölder norm of a bounded α-Hölder-continuous
function f : Z Ñ R is
}f}α “ }f}8 ` }f}1α ,
where
}f}1α “ sup
x, y PZ
0ădpx, yqď1
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
dpx, yqα .
When the diameter of Z is bounded by 1,2 this coincides with the usual definition. Note that
even if the constant  in the definition of a α-Hölder-continuous map is less than 1, this norm
is finite, since
sup
x, yPZ
ďdpx,yqď1
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
dpx, yqα ď 2 
´α }f}8 .
Note that for all bounded α-Hölder-continuous maps f, g : Z Ñ R, we have
}fg}α ď }f}α }g}8 ` }f}8 }g}α . (3.7)
We denote by C αc pZq (respectively C αb pZq) the space of α-Hölder-continuous real-valued
functions with compact support (respectively which are bounded) on Z, endowed with this
norm. Note that C αb pZq is a real Banach space.3
The next two lemmas will be needed only in Part III of this book. The first one is a
metric estimate on the extension of geodesic segments to geodesic rays, with its functional
counterpart.
2This is in particular the case for the sequence spaces of symbolic dynamical systems, see Sections 5.2 and
9.2.
3The standard proof using Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem applies with our slightly different definition of the Hölder
norms.
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Lemma 3.9. Let X be a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, let T ě 1, and let α Pp
GX be a generalised geodesic line which is isometric exactly on r0, T s. For every generalised
geodesic line ρ P
p
GX which is isometric exactly on r0,`8r , such that ρ|r0,T s “ α|r0,T s, we
have
dpα, ρq “ e
´2T
4
ă 1 ,
and hence for all β P s0, 1s and rψ P C βb p pGXq,
| rψpαq ´ rψpρq| ď e´2β T
4β
} rψ }β .
Proof. By Equation (2.7) defining the distance on
p
GX, we have, since dpαptq, ρptqq “ 0 for
all t P s ´8, T s and dpαptq, ρptqq “ t´ T otherwise,
dpα, ρq “
ż `8
T
pt´ T q e´2t dt “ e´2T
ż `8
0
u e´2u du “ e
´2T
4
.
The result follows. l
The second lemma gives a metric estimate, with its functional counterpart, on the map
which associates to a geodesic ray in an outer normal unit bundle its point at infinity, em-
phasising the 12 -Hölder-continuity of endpoints maps (see Lemma 3.4 (4)). We start by giving
some definitions.
Let X be a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, and let D be a nonempty proper
closed convex subset of X. The distance-like map
dD :
`B8X ´ B8D˘2 Ñ r0,`8r
associated with D is defined in [HeP4, §2.2] as follows. For ξ, ξ1 P B8X ´ B8D, let ξt, ξ1t :
r0,`8r Ñ X be the geodesic rays starting at the closest points PDpξq, PDpξ1q to ξ, ξ1 on D
and converging to ξ, ξ1 as tÑ8. Let
dDpξ, ξ1q “ lim
tÑ`8 e
1
2
dpξt, ξ1tq´t . (3.8)
The distance-like map dD is invariant by the diagonal action of the isometries of X preserving
D. If D consists of a single point x, then dD is the visual distance4 dx on B8X based at x. If
D is a horoball with point at infinity ξ0, then dD is Hamenstädt’s distance5 on B8X ´ tξ0u.
As seen in [HeP4, §2.2, Ex. (4)], if X is a metric tree, then
dDpξ, ξ1q “
$’&’%
e
1
2
dpPDpξq, PDpξ1qq ą 1 if PDpξq ‰ PDpξ1q
dxpξ, ξ1q “ e´dpx, yq ď 1 if PDpξq “ PDpξ1q “ x
and rx, ξr X rx, ξ1r “ rx, ys .
In particular, although in general it is not an actual distance on its whole domain B8X´B8D,
the map dD is locally a distance, and we can define with the standard formula the β-Hölder-
continuity of maps with values in pB8X ´ B8D, dDq and the β-Hölder-norm of a function
defined on pB8X´B8D, dDq. In the next result, we endow B8X´B8D with the distance-like
map dD.
4See Equation (2.2).
5See Equation (2.12).
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Proposition 3.10. Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, and let
D be a proper nonempty simplicial subtree of X. Let X “ |X|1 and D “ |D|1 be their geometric
realisations. The homeomorphism B` : B1`DÑ pB8X ´B8Dq defined by ρ ÞÑ ρ` is 12 -Hölder-
continuous, and for all β P s0, 1s and ψ P C βb pB8X ´ B8Dq, the map ψ ˝ B` : B1`D Ñ R is
bounded and β2 -Hölder-continuous, with
}ψ ˝ B`}β
2
ď p1` 2β2`1q }ψ}β .
Proof. Let us prove that for every ρ, ρ1 P B1`D, if dpρ, ρ1q ď 1, then ρp0q “ ρ1p0q, and
dDpρ`, ρ1` q “
?
2 dpρ, ρ1q 12 . (3.9)
This proves that the map B` is 12 -Hölder-continuous. We may assume that ρ ‰ ρ1.
Let ρ, ρ1 P B1`D. If ρp0q ‰ ρ1p0q, then the images of ρ and ρ1 are disjoint and their
connecting segment in the tree X joins ρp0q and ρ1p0q; hence for every t P r0,`8r , we have
dpρptq, ρ1ptqq “ dpρp0q, ρ1p0qq ` dpρptq, ρp0qq ` dpρ1ptq, ρ1p0qq ě 1` 2 t .
Thus
dpρ, ρ1q “
ż 0
´8
dpρp0q, ρ1p0qq e2 t dt`
ż `8
0
dpρptq, ρ1ptqq e´2 t dt
ě
ż 0
´8
e2 t dt`
ż `8
0
p1` 2tq e´2 t dt ą 2
ż `8
0
e´2 t dt “ 1 .
Assume that x “ ρp0q “ ρ1p0q and let n be the length of the intersection of ρ and ρ1. Then
dDpρ`, ρ1` q “ dxpρ`, ρ1` q “ lim
tÑ`8 e
1
2
dpρptq, ρ1ptqq´t “ e´n .
Furthermore, since ρptq “ ρ1ptq for t ď n and dpρptq, ρ1ptqq “ 2pt ´ nq otherwise, we have,
using the change of variables u “ 2pt´ nq,
dpρ, ρ1q “
ż `8
n
2 pt´ nq e´2 t dt “ e´2n
ż `8
0
u e´u du
2
“ e
´2n
2
.
This proves Equation (3.9).
Let β P s0, 1s and ψ P C βb pB8X ´ B8Dq. We have }ψ ˝ B`}8 “ }ψ}8 since B` is a
homeomorphism, and, by Equation (3.9),
}ψ ˝ B`}1β
2
“ sup
ρ, ρ1PB1`D, 0ădpρ, ρ1qď1
|ψ ˝ B`pρq ´ ψ ˝ B`pρ1q|
dpρ, ρ1qβ2
ď sup
ρ, ρ1PB1`D, 0ădpρ, ρ1qď 12
|ψ ˝ B`pρq ´ ψ ˝ B`pρ1q|
dpρ, ρ1qβ2
` 2 }ψ ˝ B
`}8
2´
β
2
ď sup
ξ, ξ1PB8X´B8D
0ădDpξ, ξ1qď1
|ψpξq ´ ψpξ1q|
2´
β
2 dDpξ, ξ1qβ
` 2β2`1 }ψ}8
ď 2β2`1 }ψ}β .
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Since }ψ ˝ B`}β
2
“ }ψ ˝ B`}8 ` }ψ ˝ B`}1β
2
, this proves the last claim of Proposition 3.10. l
A stronger assumption than the Hölder regularity is the locally constant regularity, that
we now define. Alhough it is only useful for totally disconnected metric spaces, several error
terms estimates in the literature use this stronger regularity (see for instance [AtGP, KemaPS]
and Part III of this book).
Let  ą 0. For every metric space E and every set E1, we say that a map f : E Ñ E1 is
-locally constant if f is constant on every closed ball of radius  (or equivalently of radius at
most ) in E. We say that f : E Ñ E1 is locally constant if there exists  ą 0 such that f is
-locally constant.
Note that if E is a geodesic metric space and f : E Ñ E1 is locally constant, then f is
constant. But when E is for instance an ultrametric space, since two distinct closed balls
of the same radius are disjoint, the above definition turns out to be very interesting (and
much used in representation theory in positive characteristic, for instance). For example, the
characteristic function 1A of a subset A of E is -locally constant if and only if for every
x P A, the closed ball Bpx, q is contained in A. In particular, the characteristic function of a
closed ball of radius  in an ultrametric space is -locally constant.
Remark 3.11. Let E and E1 be two metric spaces. If a map f : E Ñ E1 is -locally constant,
then it is α-Hölder-continuous for every α P s0, 1s. Indeed, for all x, y P E, if dpx, yq ď  then
dpfpxq, fpyqq “ 0 ď c dpx, yqα for all c ą 0. If furthermore E1 “ R and f is bounded, then
sup
x,yPE, x‰y
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
dpx, yqα “ supx,yPE, dpx, yqą
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
dpx, yqα ď
2
α
}f}8 .
For all  P s0, 1s and β ą 0, we denote by C  lc, βb pEq the real vector space6 of -locally
constant functions f : E Ñ R endowed with the  lc-norm of exponent β defined by
}f} lc, β “ ´β }f}8 .
The above remark proves that if β P s0, 1s, then }f}β ď 3}f} lc, β , so that the inclusion map
from C  lc, βb pEq into C βb pEq is continuous.
3.2 Potentials
In this book, a potential for Γ is a continuous Γ-invariant function rF : T 1X Ñ R. The
quotient function F : ΓzT 1X Ñ R of rF is called a potential on ΓzT 1X. Precomposing by the
canonical projection GX Ñ T 1X, the function rF defines a continuous Γ-invariant function
from GX to R, also denoted by rF , by rF p`q “ rF pv`q for every ` P GX.
For all x, y P X, and any geodesic line ` P GX such that `p0q “ x and `pdpx, yqq “ y, letż y
x
rF “ ż dpx,yq
0
rF pvgt`q dt .
Note that for all t P s0, dpx, yqr, the germ vgt` is independent on the choice of such a line `,
hence
şy
x
rF does not depend on the extension ` of the geodesic segment rx, ys. The following
6Note that a linear combination of -locally constant functions is again a -locally constant function.
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properties are easy to check using the Γ-invariance of rF and the basic properties of integrals:
For all γ P Γ ż γy
γx
rF “ ż y
x
rF , (3.10)
for the antipodal map ι ż x
y
rF “ ż y
x
rF ˝ ι , (3.11)
and, for any z P rx, ys, ż y
x
rF “ ż z
x
rF ` ż y
z
rF . (3.12)
The period of a loxodromic isometry γ of X for the potential rF is
PerF pγq “
ż γx
x
rF
for any x in the translation axis of γ. Note that, for all α P Γ and n P N´ t0u, we have
PerF pαγα´1q “ PerF pγq, PerF pγnq “ n PerF pγq and PerF pγ´1q “ PerF˝ιpγq . (3.13)
In trees, we have the following Lipschitz-type control on the integrals of the potentials
along segments.
Lemma 3.12. When rF is constant or when X is an R-tree, for all x, x1, y, y1 P X, we have
ˇˇˇ ż y
x
rF ´ ż y1
x1
rF ˇˇ ď dpx, x1q sup
pi´1prx, x1sq
| rF | ` dpy, y1q sup
pi´1pry, y1sq
| rF | .
Proof. When rF is constant, the result follows from the triangle inequality.
Assume that X is an R-tree. Consider the case x “ x1. Let z P X be such that rx, zs “
rx, ys X rx, y1s. Using Equation (3.12) and the fact that dpy, zq ` dpz, y1q “ dpy, y1q, the claim
follows. The general case follows by combining this case x “ x1 and a similar estimate for the
case y “ y1. l
Some form of uniform Hölder-type control of the potential, analogous to the Lipschitz-
type one in the previous lemma, will be crucial throughout the present work. The following
Definition 3.13 formalises this (weaker) assumption.
Definition 3.13. The triple pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property (Hölder-type control) if rF
has subexponential growth when X is not an R-tree and if there exist κ1 ě 0 and κ2 P s0, 1s
such that for all x, y, x1, y1 P X with dpx, x1q, dpy, y1q ď 1, we have
ˇˇˇ ż y
x
rF ´ ż y1
x1
rF ˇˇˇ (HC)
ď `κ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpx, 1qYBpx1, 1qq
| rF | ˘ dpx, x1qκ2 ` `κ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpy, 1qYBpy1, 1qq
| rF | ˘ dpy, y1qκ2 .
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By Equation (3.11), pX,Γ, rF ˝ ιq satisfies the HC-property if and only if pX,Γ, rF q does.
By the triangle inequality | dpx, yq ´ dpx1, y1q | ď dpx, x1q ` dpy, y1q, for every κ P R, the triple
pX,Γ, rF`κq satisfies the HC-property (up to changing the constant κ1) if and only if pX,Γ, rF q
does.
WhenX is assumed to be a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature, requir-
ing the potentials to be Hölder-continuous as in [PauPS] is sufficient to have the HC-property,
as we will see below.
Proposition 3.14. The triple pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
• rF is constant,
• X is an R-tree,
• X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature and rF is Hölder-continuous.
Proof. The first two cases are treated in Lemma 3.12, and we may take for them κ1 “ 0 and
κ2 “ 1 in the definition of the HC-property.
The claim for Riemannian manifolds follows from the property of at most linear growth
of the Hölder-continuous maps (see Remark 3.1) and from the following lemma, so that the
constants κ1 ą 0 and κ2 P s0, 1s of the HC-property depend only on the Hölder-continuity
constants of rF and on the bounds on the sectional curvature of X.
Lemma 3.15. If X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature and rF is
Hölder-continuous, there exist two constants c1 ą 0 and c2 P s0, 1s such that, for all x, y, z in
X with dpx, yq ď 1, we haveˇˇˇ ż z
x
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ ď c1 dpx, yqc2 ` 2 dpx, yq 12 max
pi´1pBpx, 1qYBpy, 1qq
| rF | .
The constants c1 and c2 depend only on the Hölder-continuity constants of rF and the bounds
on the sectional curvature of X.
This lemma is similar to the second claim in [PauPS, Lem. 3.2], but the proof of this claim
(and more precisely the proof of [PauPS, Lem. 2.3] used in the proof of [PauPS, Lem. 3.2]),
which involves a different distance d on GX, does not extend with the present definition of d.
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume that dpx, zq ě dpy, zq. The result is true if x “ y,
hence we assume that x ‰ y. Let x1 be the point on rx, zs at distance dpy, zq from z.
x x1 z
y
p
The closest point p of y on rx, zs lies in rx1, zs by convexity. Hence
dpx, x1q ď dpx, pq ď dpx, yq ďadpx, yq ď 1 ,
since closest point maps do not increase distances and dpx, yq ď 1. Thereforeˇˇˇ ż x1
x
rF ˇˇˇ ď dpx, x1q max
pi´1prx, x1sq
| rF | ďadpx, yq max
pi´1pBpx, 1qq
| rF | , (3.14)
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Since
şz
x
rF “ şx1x rF ` şzx1 rF (see Equation (3.12)), we haveˇˇˇ ż z
x
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ ď ˇˇˇ ż z
x1
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇ ż x1
x
rF ˇˇˇ . (3.15)
Assume first that dpy, zq “ dpx1, zq ď 12
a
dpx, yq. We have
ˇˇˇ ż z
x
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ ď ˇˇˇ ż z
x1
rF ˇˇˇ ` ˇˇˇ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ ` ˇˇˇ ż x1
x
rF ˇˇˇ
ď dpx1, zq max
pi´1prx1, zsq
| rF | ` dpy, zq max
pi´1pry, zsq
| rF | `adpx, yq max
pi´1pBpx, 1qq
| rF |
ď 2adpx, yq max
pi´1pBpx, 1qYBpy, 1qq
| rF | ,
and Lemma 3.15 follows, for any c1 ą 0 and c2 P s0, 1s.
Now assume that that dpy, zq ě 12
a
dpx, yq. Since the distance function from a given point
to a point varying on a geodesic line is convex, we have dpx1, yq ď dpx, yq. By Equations (3.14)
and (3.15), we may therefore assume that x “ x1 and prove thatˇˇˇ ż z
x
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ ď c1 dpx, yqc2
for appropriate constants c1, c2.
Since X is a Riemannian manifold, we identify GX and T 1X with the usual unit tangent
bundle of X as explained previously. Let u (respectively v) be the unit tangent vector at x
(respectively y) pointing towards z. Let ρ “ dpx, zq “ dpy, zq ě 12
a
dpx, yq, and t P r0, ρs. We
apply Lemma 3.6, whose hypotheses are indeed satisfied.
Since t P r0, ρs and dpx, yq ď 1, the term on the right hand side of Equation (3.2) is
bounded by 2 c8. Since rF is Hölder-continuous, let c ą 0 and α P s0, 1s be the Hölder-
continuity constants such that | rF pu1q ´ rF pv1q| ď c dpu1, v1qα for all u1, v1 P T 1X such that
dpu1, v1q ď 2 c8. Then, by Lemma 3.6,ˇˇˇ ż z
x
rF ´ ż z
y
rF ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇ ż ρ
0
` rF pgtuq ´ rF pgtvq˘dt ˇˇˇ ď ż ρ
0
c dpgtu, gtvqα dt
ď c c8α dpx, yqαc3
´ ż `8
0
e´αt dt`
ż ρ
´8
e2αt´2αρ dt
¯
“ 3c
2α
c8
α dpx, yqαc3 .
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.15 with c2 “ αc3 and c1 “ 3c2α cα8 , hence completes the
proof of Proposition 3.14 in the Riemannian manifold case. l l
Remark 3.16. (1) If X “ ĂM is a Riemannian manifold, then T 1X is naturally identified
with the usual Riemannian unit tangent bundle of ĂM . If the potential rF : T 1ĂM Ñ R is
Hölder-continuous for Sasaki’s Riemannian metric on T 1ĂM , it is a potential as in [Rue1] and
[PauPS]. Furthermore, the definition of
şy
x
rF coincides with the one in these references.
(2) The quotient function F is Hölder-continuous when rF is Hölder-continuous.
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Let rF , rF ˚ : T 1X Ñ R be potentials for Γ. We say that rF ˚ is cohomologous to rF (see for
instance [Livš]) if there exists a continuous Γ-invariant function rG : T 1X Ñ R, such that, for
every ` P GX, the map t ÞÑ rGpvgt`q is differentiable and
rF ˚pv`q ´ rF pv`q “ d
dt |t“0
rGpvgt`q . (3.16)
When working with Hölder-continuous potentials, the regularity requirement is for rG to
also be Hölder-continuous. Note that the right-hand side of Equation (3.16) does not depend
on the choice of the representative ` of its germ v`. In particular, PerF pγq “ PerF˚pγq for any
loxodromic isometry γ if rF and rF ˚ are cohomologous potentials.
A potential rF is said to be reversible if rF and rF ˝ ι are cohomologous.
3.3 Poincaré series and critical exponents
Let us fix a potential rF : T 1X Ñ R for Γ, and x, y P X.
The critical exponent of pΓ, F q is the element δ “ δΓ, F of the extended real line r´8,`8s
defined by
δ “ lim sup
nÑ`8
1
n
ln
ÿ
γPΓ, n´1ădpx,γyqďn
e
şγy
x
rF .
The Poincaré series of pΓ, F q is the map Q “ QΓ, F, x, y : RÑ r0,`8s defined by
Q : s ÞÑ
ÿ
γPΓ
e
şγy
x p rF´sq .
If δ ă `8, we say that pΓ, F q is of divergence type if the series QΓ, F, x, ypδq diverges, and of
convergence type otherwise.
When F “ 0, the critical exponent δΓ, 0 is the usual critical exponent δΓ P s0,`8s of Γ,
the Poincaré series QΓ, 0, x, y is the usual Poincaré series of Γ, and we recover the usual notion
of divergence or convergence type of Γ, see for instance [Rob2].
The Poincaré series of pΓ, F q and its critical exponent make sense even if Γ is elementary
(see for instance Lemma 3.17 (10)). The following result collects some of the basic properties
of the critical exponent.
Lemma 3.17. Assume that pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property. Then
(1) the critical exponent δΓ, F and the divergence or convergence of QΓ, F, x, ypsq are inde-
pendent of the points x, y P X; they depend only on the cohomology class of rF ;
(2) QΓ, F˝ι, x, y “ QΓ, F, y, x and δΓ, F˝ι “ δΓ, F ; in particular, pΓ, F q is of divergence type if
and only if pΓ, F ˝ ιq is of divergence type ;
(3) the Poincaré series Qpsq diverges if s ă δΓ, F and converges if s ą δΓ, F ;
(4) δΓ, F`κ “ δΓ, F`κ for any κ P R, and pΓ, F q is of divergence type if and only if pΓ, F`κq
is of divergence type ;
(5) if Γ1 is a nonelementary subgroup of Γ, denoting by F 1 : Γ1zT 1X Ñ R the map induced
by rF , then δΓ1, F 1 ď δΓ, F ;
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(6) if δΓ ă `8, then δΓ ` inf
pi´1pCΛΓq
rF ď δΓ, F ď δΓ ` sup
pi´1pCΛΓq
rF ;
(7) δΓ, F ą ´8 ;
(8) the map rF ÞÑ δΓ, F is convex, sub-additive, and 1-Lipschitz for the uniform norm on the
vector space of real continuous maps on pi´1pCΛΓq ;7
(9) if Γ2 is a discrete cocompact group of isometries of X such that rF is Γ2-invariant,
denoting by F 2 : Γ2zT 1X Ñ R the map induced by rF , then
δΓ, F ď δΓ2, F 2 ;
(10) if Γ is infinite cyclic, generated by a loxodromic isometry γ of X, then pΓ, F q is of
divergence type and
δΓ, F “ max
!PerF pγq
λpγq ,
PerF˝ιpγq
λpγq
)
.
Proof. We give details of the proofs of the statements (1)–(7) and (10) which are the ones used
in this book, only for the sake of completeness. The proofs from [PauPS, Lem. 3.3] generalise
to the current setting, replacing the use of [PauPS, Lem. 3.2] by the following consequence of
the HC-property: there exist κ1 ě 0 and κ2 P s0, 1s such that for every N P N ´ t0u, for all
x, y, x1, y1 P X with dpx, x1q, dpy, y1q ď N , we haveˇˇˇ ż y
x
rF ´ ż y1
x1
rF ˇˇˇ ď 2N`κ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpx,NqYBpx1, NqYBpy,NqYBpy1, Nqq
| rF | ˘ . (3.17)
This is obtained from Equation (HC) by subdividing the segments rx, x1s and ry, y1s into N
subintervals of equal lengths at most 1, and by using the triangle inequality.
(1) For x1, y1 P X, if N “ maxtrdpx, x1qs, rdpy, y1qsu, by Equation (3.17) and by the Γ-
invariance of rF , we have, for every γ P Γ,ˇˇˇ ż γy
x
rF ´ ż γy1
x1
rF ˇˇˇ ď c “ 2N `κ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpx,NqYBpx1,NqYBpy,NqYBpy1,Nqq
| rF | ˘ ,
which is finite since the continuous map rF is bounded on compact subsets of T 1X. Hence by
the triangle inequality, we have, for every s P R,
e´c´s dpx, x1q´s dpy, y1q QΓ, F, x, ypsq ď QΓ, F, x1, y1psq ď ec`s dpx, x1q`s dpy, y1q QΓ, F, x, ypsq .
The first claim of Assertion (1) follows.
Let rF ˚ : T 1X Ñ R be a potential for Γ which is cohomologous to rF . Let rG : T 1X Ñ R be
a continuous Γ-invariant function satisfying Equation (3.16). Let κx “ maxpi´1pxq | rG|, which
7That is, if rF , ĂF˚ : T 1X Ñ R are potentials for Γ satisfying the HC-property, inducing F, F˚ : ΓzT 1X Ñ R,
and if δΓ, F , δΓ, F˚ ă `8, then δΓ, tF`p1´tqF˚ ď t δΓ, F ` p1´ tq δΓ, F˚ for every t P r0, 1s,
δΓ, F`F˚ ď δΓ, F ` δΓ, F˚ ,
| δΓ, F˚ ´ δΓ, F | ď sup
vPpi´1pCΛΓq
| ĂF˚pvq ´ rF pvq | .
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is finite by continuity. By Γ-invariance, for every γ P Γ, we have κγy “ κy. For every γ P Γ,
with ` P GX any geodesic line such that `p0q “ x and `pdpx, γyqq “ γy, we haveˇˇˇ ż γy
x
rF ˚ ´ ż γy
x
rF ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇ ż dpx,γyq
0
d
dt |t“0
rGpvgtgs`q dsˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇ ż dpx,γyq
0
d
ds
rGpvgs`q dsˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇ rGpv`q ´ rGpvgdpx,γyq`q ˇˇ ď κx ` κy .
Hence by the triangle inequality, we have, for every s P R,
e´κx´κy QΓ, F, x, ypsq ď QΓ, F˚, x, ypsq ď eκx`κy QΓ, F, x, ypsq .
The second claim of Assertion (1) follows.
(2) This assertion follows from Equations (3.11) and (3.10), by the change of variable
γ ÞÑ γ´1 in the summation of the Poincaré series.
(3) This assertion is a standard argument of Poincaré series. For every s ‰ δΓ, F , let
 “ 12 |δΓ, F ´ s| ą 0. First assume that s ą δΓ, F . By the definition of the critical exponent
δΓ, F , there exists N P N such that for every integer n ě N ,ÿ
γPΓ, n´1ădpx,γyqďn
e
şγy
x
rF ď enpδΓ, F`q .
Hence there exists c ą 0 such that
Qpsq ď c`
ÿ
nPN
enpδΓ, F`q´s n`|s| “ c` e|s|
ÿ
nPN
e´n ă `8 .
Now assume that s ă δΓ, F . By the definition of δΓ, F , there exists an increasing sequence
pnkqkPN in N such that for every k P N, we haveÿ
γPΓ, nk´1ădpx,γyqďnk
e
şγy
x
rF ě enkpδΓ, F´q .
Hence
Qpsq ě
ÿ
kPN
enkpδΓ, F´q´s nk´|s|q “ e´|s|
ÿ
kPN
e nk “ `8 .
This proves Assertion (3).
Assertions (4) and (5) are immediate by Assertion (3), since with κ and Γ1, F 1 as in these
assertions, for every s P R, we have
QΓ, F`κ, x, ypsq “ QΓ, F, x, yps´ κq and QΓ1, F 1, x, ypsq ď QΓ, F, x, ypsq .
(6) If x is a point in the convex hull CΛΓ of the limit set of Γ, then, for every γ P Γ, the
geodesic segment between x and γx is contained in CΛΓ. Hence
dpx, γxq
´
inf
pi´1pCΛΓq
rF ´ s¯ ď ż γx
x
p rF ´ sq ď dpx, γxq ´ sup
pi´1pCΛΓq
rF ´ s¯ .
This proves Assertion (6) by taking the exponential, summing over γ P Γ with n ´ 1 ă
dpx, γyq ď n, taking the logarithm, dividing by n and taking the upper limit as n tends to
`8.
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(7) Let Γ1 be a nonelementary convex-cocompact subgroup of Γ (for instance a Schottky
subgroup of Γ, which exists since Γ is nonelementary). Denote by F 1 : Γ1zT 1X Ñ R the map
induced by rF . Since | rF | is Γ-invariant and bounded on compact subsets of T 1X, by Assertion
(6), we have δΓ1, F 1 ą ´8 as δΓ ě 0. Assertion (7) then follows from Assertion (5).
(10) For every s P R, if x belongs to the translation axis of γ, we have by Equation (3.13)
ÿ
αPΓ
e
şαx
x p rF´sq “ ÿ
nPN
e
şγnx
x p rF´sq ` ÿ
nPN´t0u
e
şγ´nx
x p rF´sq
“
ÿ
nPN
enpPerF pγq´s `pγqq `
ÿ
nPN´t0u
enpPerF˝ιpγq´s `pγqq .
Hence QΓ, F, x, xpsq converges if and only if PerF pγq ´ s `pγq ă 0 and PerF˝ιpγq ´ s `pγq ă 0.
Let δ “ max  PerF pγqλpγq , PerF˝ιpγqλpγq (. By Assertion (3), letting s tend to δΓ, F on the right gives
that δΓ, F ě δ, and letting s tend to δ on the left gives the reverse inequality. The above
computation also gives that QΓ, F, x, xp δ q diverges, which proves Assertion (10) and concludes
the proof of Lemma 3.17. l
Examples 3.18. (1) If δΓ is finite and rF is bounded, then the critical exponent δ is finite by
Lemma 3.17 (6).
(2) If X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature or when X has a compact
quotient, then δΓ is finite. See for instance [Bou].
(3) There are examples of pX,Γq with δΓ “ `8 (and hence δ “ `8 if rF is constant), for
instance when X is the complete ideal hyperbolic triangle complex with 3 ideal triangles along
each edge, see [GaP], and Γ its isometry group. Hence the finiteness assumption of the critical
exponent is nonempty in general. For the type of results treated in this book, it is however
natural and essential.
We may replace upper limits by limits in the definition of the critical exponents, as follows.
Theorem 3.19. Assume that pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property. If c ą 0 is large enough,
then
δ “ lim
nÑ`8
1
n
ln
ÿ
γPΓ, n´cădpx,γyqďn
e
şγy
x
rF .
If δ ą 0, then
δ “ lim
nÑ`8
1
n
ln
ÿ
γPΓ, dpx,γyqďn
e
şγy
x
rF .
Proof. The proofs of [PauPS, Theo. 4.2 and Theo. 4.3], either using the original arguments
of [Rob1] valid when rF is constant, or the super-multiplicativity arguments of [DaPS], extend,
using the HC-property (see Definition 3.13) instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.2]. l
In what follows, we fix a potential rF for Γ such that pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property.
We define rF` “ rF and rF´ “ rF ˝ ι, we denote by F˘ : ΓzT 1X Ñ R their induced maps, and
we assume that δ “ δΓ, F` “ δΓ, F´ is finite.
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3.4 Gibbs cocycles
The (normalised) Gibbs cocycle associated with the group Γ and the potential rF˘ is the map
C˘ “ C˘
Γ,F˘ : B8X ˆX ˆX Ñ R defined by
pξ, x, yq ÞÑ C˘ξ px, yq “ limtÑ`8
ż ξt
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ξt
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ,
where t ÞÑ ξt is any geodesic ray with endpoint ξ P B8X.
We will prove in Proposition 3.20 below that this map is well defined, that is, the above
limits exist for all pξ, x, yq P B8X ˆ X ˆ X and they are independent of the choice of the
geodesic rays t ÞÑ ξt. If rF˘ “ 0, then C´ “ C` “ δΓβ, where β is the Busemann cocycle. If
X is an R-tree, then
C˘ξ px, yq “
ż p
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż p
x
p rF˘ ´ δq , (3.18)
where p P X is the point for which r p, ξr “ rx, ξr X ry, ξr ; in particular, the map ξ ÞÑ C˘ξ px, yq
is locally constant on the totally discontinuous space B8X.
The Gibbs cocycles satisfy the following equivariance and cocycle properties: For all ξ P
B8X and x, y, z P X, and for every isometry γ of X, we have
C˘γξpγx, γyq “ C˘ξ px, yq and C˘ξ px, zq ` C˘ξ pz, yq “ C˘ξ px, yq . (3.19)
For every ` P GX, for all x and y on the image of the geodesic line `, if `´, x, y, `` are in this
order on `, we have
C´`´px, yq “ C```py, xq “ ´C```px, yq “
ż y
x
p rF` ´ δq . (3.20)
Proposition 3.20. Assume that pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property and that δ ă `8.
(1) The maps C˘ : B8X ˆX ˆX Ñ R are well-defined.
(2) With the constants κ1, κ2 of the HC-property, for all x, y P X and ξ P B8X, if we
assume that dpx, yq ď 1, then
|C˘ξ px, yq | ď pκ1 ` 2 |δ| ` 2 max
pi´1pBpx, 1qYBpy, 1qq
| rF |q dpx, yqκ2 ,
and, in general, if N “ rdpx, yqs, then
|C˘ξ px, yq | ď N pκ1 ` 2 |δ| ` 2 max
pi´1pBpx,NqYBpy,Nqq
| rF |q .
If X is an R-tree, then for all x, y P X and ξ P B8X, we have
|C˘ξ px, yq | ď dpx, yq max
pi´1prx, ysq
| rF˘ ´ δ| .
(3) The maps C˘ : B8X ˆX ˆX Ñ R are locally Hölder-continuous (and locally Lipschitz
when X is an R-tree). In particular, they are continuous.
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(4) For all r ą 0, x, y P X and ξ P B8X, if ξ belongs to the shadow OxBpy, rq of the ball
Bpy, rq seen from x, then with the constants κ1, κ2 of the HC-property, if r ď 1, we haveˇˇˇ
C˘ξ px, yq `
ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ ď 2pκ1 ` 2 |δ| ` 2 max
pi´1pBpy, 2qq
| rF |q rκ2 ,
and in generalˇˇˇ
C˘ξ px, yq `
ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ ď 2 rrs pκ1 ` 2 |δ| ` 2 max
pi´1pBpy, 2 rrsqq
| rF |q .
If X is an R-tree, thenˇˇˇ
C˘ξ px, yq `
ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ ď 2r max
pi´1pBpy, rqq
| rF˘ ´ δ| .
Proof. (1) The fact that C˘ξ px, yq is well defined when X is an R-tree follows from Equation
(3.18).
When X is not an R-tree, let ρ : t ÞÑ ξt be any geodesic ray with endpoint ξ P B8X, let
t ÞÑ xt (respectively t ÞÑ yt) be the geodesic ray from x (respectively y) to ξ. Let tx “ βξpx, ξ0q
and ty “ βξpy, ξ0q, so that the quantity β “ ty ´ tx is equal to βξpy, xq (which is independent
of ρ), and for every t big enough, we have βξpξt, xt`txq “ βξpξt, yt`tyq “ 0.
ξ
ξ0
y
tx
xt`tx
yt`ty
x
ξt
t
ty
Since X is CATp´1q, if t is big enough, then the distances dpξt, xt`txq and dpξt, yt`tyq are
at most one, and converge, in a nonincreasing way, exponentially fast to 0 as t Ñ `8. For
s ě 0, let as “
şys
y p rF˘ ´ δq ´ şxs´βx p rF˘ ´ δq (which is independent of ρ). We have, using
Equation (HC), and the fact that Bpx1, 1q YBpy1, 1q Ă Bpx1, 2q if dpx1, y1q ď 1,ˇˇˇ´ ż ξt
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ξt
x
p rF˘ ´ δq¯´ at`ty ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ´ ż ξt
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż yt`ty
y
p rF˘ ´ δq¯` ´ ż xt`tx
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ξt
x
p rF˘ ´ δq¯ˇˇˇ
ď 2pκ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpξt, 2qq
| rF ´ δ| q maxtdpξt, xt`txq, dpξt, yt`tyquκ2 ,
which converges to 0 since rF has subexponential growth by the assumptions of the HC-
property. Hence in order to prove Assertion (1), we only have to prove that limsÑ`8 as
exists.
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For all s ě t ě |β|, we have, by the additivity of the integral along geodesics (see Equation
(3.12)) and by using again Equation (HC),
|at ´ as| “
ˇˇˇ ż ys
yt
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż xs´β
xt´β
p rF˘ ´ δqˇˇˇ
ď pκ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpxt´β , 2qq
| rF ´ δ|q dpyt, xt´βqκ2 ` pκ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpys, 2qq
| rF ´ δ| q dpys, xs`βqκ2 .
Again by the subexponential growth of rF , the above expression converges (exponentially fast,
for future use) to 0 as t Ñ `8 uniformly in s, hence limsÑ`8 as exists by a Cauchy type
argument.
(2) Let pξ, x, yq P B8X ˆ X ˆ X. Assertion (2) of Proposition 3.20 follows from Equation
(3.18) when X is an R-tree, since rx, ys “ rx, ps Y rp, ys where p is the closest point to y on
rx, ξr. When X is not an R-tree, the first claim of Assertion (2) follows immediately from the
HC-property of pX,Γ, rF˘ ´ δq, and the second claim from this HC-property and the same
subdivision argument of the geodesic segment rx, ys into rdpx, yqs subintervals of equal lengths
(at most 1), as in the proof of Equation (3.17).
(3) Let pξ, x, yq, pξ1, x1, y1q P B8X ˆX ˆX. By the cocycle property (3.19), we have
|C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px1, y1q| ď |C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px, yq| ` |C˘ξ1 px, x1q| ` |C˘ξ1 py, y1q| . (3.21)
First assume that X is an R-tree. Let K be a compact subset of X, and let
K “ inf
x,yPK e
´dpx, x0q´dpx, yq ą 0 .
x
ξ1
ξ
p q
y
Let p, q be the points in X such that rx, ξr X ry, ξr “ rp, ξr and rx, ξr X rx, ξ1r “ rx, qs. If
dx0pξ, ξ1q ď K , then by the definition of the visual distance (see Equation (2.3)) and by
Equation (2.4), we have
e´dpx, qq “ dxpξ, ξ1q ď edpx, x0q dx0pξ, ξ1q ď e´dpx, yq ď e´dpx, pq .
In particular q P rp, ξr, so that rx, ξ1r X ry, ξ1r “ rp, ξ1r. Thus by Equation (3.18), we have
|C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px, yq | “ 0 .
Therefore, by Equation (3.21) and by the R-tree case of Assertion (2), if dx0pξ, ξ1q ď K , if
x, y P K and dpx, x1q, dpy, y1q ď 1, then
|C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px1, y1q| ď dpx, x1q max
pi´1prx, x1sq
| rF˘ ´ δ| ` dpy, y1q max
pi´1pry, y1sq
| rF˘ ´ δ| .
Since rF is bounded on compact subsets of T 1X, this proves that C˘ is locally Lipschitz.
Let us now consider the case when X is general. For all distinct ξ, ξ1 P B8X, let t ÞÑ ξt
and t ÞÑ ξ1t be the geodesic rays from x0 to ξ and ξ1 respectively. By the end of the proof
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of Assertion (1), for every compact subset K of X, there exist a1, a2 ą 0 such that for every
x, y P K, we have for all η P tξ, ξ1u and t ě 0,ˇˇˇ
Cη˘ px, yq ´
´ ż ηt
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ηt
x
p rF˘ ´ δq¯ˇˇˇ ď a1 e´a2t .
Let T “ ´12 ln dx0pξ, ξ1q. If T ě 0, by the properties of CATp´1q-spaces (see Equation (3.6)
for the second inequality), there exist two constants a3, a4 ą 0 such that dpξ2T , ξ12T q ď a3 and
dpξT , ξ1T q ď a4 e´T . Hence if dx0pξ, ξ1q ď min
 
1
a24
, 1
(
(so that T ě 0 and dpξT , ξ1T q ď 1), we
have, using Equation (HC) for the last inequality,
|C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px, yq |
ď
ˇˇˇ ż ξT
y
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ξ1T
y
p rF˘ ´ δqˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇ ż ξT
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż ξ1T
x
p rF˘ ´ δqˇˇˇ` 2 a1 e´a2T
ď2 pκ1 ` 2 max
pi´1pBpξT , 2qq
| rF˘ ´ δ|q dpξT , ξ1T qκ2 ` 2 a1 e´a2T .
By the subexponential growth of rF , there exists a5 ą 0 such that
|C˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ1 px, yq | ď a5 e´
κ2
2
T ` 2 a1 e´a2T ď pa5 ` 2 a1q dx0pξ, ξ1qmint
κ2
4
,
a2
2
u .
We now conclude from Equation (3.21) and Assertion (2) as in the end of the above tree case
that C˘ is locally Hölder-continuous.
(4) Let r ą 0, x, y P X and ξ P B8X be such that ξ P OxBpy, rq. Let p be the closest point
to y on rx, ξr , so that dpp, yq ď r. By Equations (3.20) and (3.19), we haveˇˇˇ
C˘ξ px, yq `
ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇC˘ξ px, yq ´ C˘ξ px, pq ´ ż p
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ` ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ
ď |C˘ξ pp, yq| `
ˇˇˇ ż p
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ . (3.22)
First assume that X is an R-tree. Then by Assertion (2) and by Lemma 3.12, we deduce
from Equation (3.22) thatˇˇˇ
C˘ξ px, yq `
ż y
x
p rF˘ ´ δq ˇˇˇ ď 2 dpy, pq max
pi´1pry,psq
| rF˘ ´ δ| ď 2r max
pi´1pBpy, rqq
| rF˘ ´ δ| .
In the general case, the result then follows similarly from Equation (3.22) by using Asser-
tion (2) and the HC-property if r ď 1 of Equation (3.17) in general. l
3.5 Systems of conductances on trees and generalised electrical
networks
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices, letX “ |X|λ be its geometric
realisation, and let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of IsompX, λq.
Let rc : EX Ñ R be a Γ-invariant function, called a system of (logarithmic) conductances
for Γ. We denote by c : ΓzEXÑ R the function induced by rc, which we also call a system of
conductances on ΓzX.
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Classically, an electric network8 (without sources or reactive elements) is a pair pG, ecq,
where G is a graph and c : EG Ñ R a function, such that c is reversible: cpeq “ cpeq
for all e P EG, see for example [NaW], [Zem]. In this text, we do not assume our system
of conductances rc to be reversible. In Chapter 6, we will even sometimes assume that the
system of conductances is antireversible, that is, satisfying cpeq “ ´ cpeq for every e P EX.
Two systems of conductances rc, rc1 : EX Ñ R are said to be cohomologous, if there exists
a Γ-invariant map f : V XÑ R such that
rc1 ´ rc “ df ,
where for all e P EX, we have
dfpeq “ fptpeqq ´ fpopeqq
λpeq .
Proposition 3.21. Let rc : EX Ñ R be a system of conductances for Γ. There exists a
potential rF on T 1X for Γ such that for all x, y P V X, if pe1, . . . , enq is the edge path in X
without backtracking such that x “ ope1q and y “ tpenq, thenż y
x
rF “ nÿ
i“1
rcpeiqλpeiq .
Proof. Any germ v P T 1X determines a unique edge ev of the tree X, the first one into which
it enters: if ` is any geodesic line whose class in T 1X is v, the edge ev is the unique edge of X
containing pipvq whose terminal vertex is the first vertex of X encountered at a positive time
by `. The function rF : T 1X Ñ R defined by
rF pvq “ 4rcpevq
λpevq min
 
dppipvq, opevqq, dppipvq, tpevqq
(
(3.23)
is a (indeed Γ-invariant) potential on the R-tree X, with rF pvq “ 0 if pipvq P V X.
Let us now compute
şy
x
rF , for all x, y P X. For every λ ą 0, let ψλ : r0, λs Ñ R be the
continuous map defined by ψλptq “ t22 if t P r0, λ2 s and ψλptq “ λ
2
4 ´ pλ´tq
2
2 if t P rλ2 , λs. Letpe0, e1, . . . , enq be the edge path in X without backtracking such that x P e0 ´ ttpe0qu and
y P en ´ topenqu. An easy computation shows thatż y
x
rF “ n´1ÿ
i“0
rcpeiqλpeiq ` 4rcpenq
λpenq ψλpenq
`
dpy, openqq
˘´ 4rcpe0q
λpe0q ψλpe0q
`
dpx, ope0qq
˘
.
If x and y are vertices, the expression simplifies to the sum of the lengths of the edges weighted
by the conductances. l
We denote by rFc the potential defined by Equation (3.23) in the above proof, and by
Fc : ΓzT 1X Ñ R the induced potential. Note that Fc is bounded if c is bounded. We callrFc and Fc the potentials associated with the system of conductances rc and c. This is by no
means the unique potential with the property required in Proposition 3.21. The following
result proves that the choice is unimportant.
8A potential in this work is not the analog of a potential in an electric network, we follow the dynamical
systems terminology as in for example [PauPS].
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Given a potential rF : T 1X Ñ R for Γ, let us define a map rcF : EXÑ R by
rcF : e ÞÑ rcF peq “ 1
λpeq
ż tpeq
opeq
rF . (3.24)
Note that rcF is Γ-invariant, hence it is a system of conductances for Γ. We denote by
cF : ΓzEX Ñ R the function induced by rcF : EX Ñ R. Note that rcF`κ “ rcF ` κ for every
constant κ P R, that rcF is bounded if rF is bounded, and that cFc “ c by the above proposition.
Proposition 3.22.
(1) Every potential (resp. bounded potential) for Γ is cohomologous to a potential (resp. bounded
potential) associated with a system of conductances for Γ.
(2) If two systems of conductances rc1 and rc are cohomologous, then their associated poten-
tials rFc1 and rFc are cohomologous.
(3) If X has no vertex of degree 2, if two potentials rF ˚ and rF for Γ are cohomologous, then
the systems of conductances rcF˚ and rcF for Γ are cohomologous.
Hence if X has no vertex of degree 2, the map rF s ÞÑ rcF s from the set of cohomology
classes of potentials for Γ to the set of cohomology classes of systems of conductances for Γ
is bijective, with inverse rcs ÞÑ rFcs.
Proof. (1) Let rF be a potential for Γ, and let rF ˚ “ rFcF be the potential associated with
the system of conductances rcF . Note that if rF is bounded, so is rcF by Equation (3.24), hencerF ˚ is bounded by Equation (3.23). For all e P EX and t P s0, λpeqr , let ve, t P T 1X be the
germ of any geodesic line passing at time 0 through the point of e at distance t from opeq.
Let rG : T 1X Ñ R be the map defined by rGpvq “ 0 if pipvq P V X and such that for all e P EX
and t P s0, λpeqr , rGpve, tq “ ż t
0
p rF ˚pve, sq ´ rF pve, sqq ds .
Since
ştpeq
opeq rF “ λpeq rcF peq by the construction of rcF and λpeq rcF peq “ ştpeqopeq rF ˚ by Proposition
3.21, the map rG : T 1X Ñ R is continuous. Let ` be a geodesic line. The map t ÞÑ rGpvgt`q
is obviously differentiable at time t “ 0 if pip`q R V X, with derivative rF ˚pv`q ´ rF pv`q. By
considering right and left derivatives of this map at t “ 0, by using the fact that ştpeqopeqp rF´ rF ˚q “
0 for every e P EX, and by the continuity of rF and rF ˚ at such a point, this is still true if
pip`q P V X. Hence rF ˚ and rF are cohomologous, and this proves the first claim.
(2) Assume that rc1 and rc are cohomologous systems of conductances for Γ, and let f : V XÑ R
be a Γ-invariant function such that rc1 ´ rc “ df . Define rGpvq “ fppipvqq if pipvq P V X. For all
e P EX and t P s0, λpeqr , define
rGpve, tq “ ż t
0
p rFc1pve, sq ´ rFcpve, sqq ds` fpopeqq ,
which is Γ-invariant. Its limit as t Ñ 0 is fpopeqq (independent of the edge e with given
origin), and its limit as tÑ λpeq is, by the construction of rFc and rFc1 ,
λpeq`rc1peq ´ rcpeq˘` fpopeqq “ λpeq dfpeq ` fpopeqq “ fptpeqq
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(independent of the edge e with given extremity). This proves that rG is continuous. One
checks as in Assertion (1) that rFc1 and rFc are cohomologous.
(3) In order to prove the third claim, assume that rF ˚ and rF are two cohomologous potentials
for Γ, and let rG : T 1X Ñ R be as in the definition of cohomologous potentials, see Equation
(3.16). By the continuity of rG, for all elements v and v1 in T 1X such that pipvq “ pipv1q P V X,
we have rGpvq “ rGpv1q, since (by the assumption on the degrees of vertices) the two edges
(possibly equal) into which v and v1 enter can be extended to geodesic lines with a common
negative subray. Hence for every x P V X, the value fpxq “ rGpvxq for every vx P T 1X such
that pipvxq “ x does not depend on the choice of vx. The map f : V X Ñ R thus defined
is Γ-invariant. With the above notation and by Equation (3.24), we hence have, for every
e P EX,
rcF˚peq ´ rcF peq “ 1
λpeq
ż λpeq
0
` rF ˚pve, tq ´ rF pve, tq˘ dt “ 1
λpeq
ż λpeq
0
d
dt
rGpve, tq dt
“ 1
λpeq
` rGpvtpeqq ´ rGpvopeqq˘ “ fptpeqq ´ fpopeqqλpeq “ dfpeq .
Hence rcF˚ and rcF are cohomologous. l
Given a metric tree pX, λq, we define the critical exponent of a Γ-invariant system of
conductances rc : EX Ñ R (or of the induced system of conductances c : ΓzEX Ñ R) as the
critical exponent of pΓ, rFcq where rFc is the potential for Γ associated with rc :
δc “ δΓ, Fc .
By Proposition 3.22 (2) and Lemma 3.17 (1), this does not depend on the choice of a potentialrFc satisfying Proposition 3.21.
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Chapter 4
Patterson-Sullivan and
Bowen-Margulis measures with
potential on CATp´1q spaces
Let X,x0,Γ be as in the beginning of Section 2.1,1 and let rF be a potential for Γ. From now
on, we assume that the triple pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property of Definition 3.13 and that
the critical exponent δ “ δΓ, F˘ is finite.
In this chapter, we discuss geometrically and dynamically relevant measures on the bound-
ary at infinity of X and on the space of geodesic lines GX. We extend the theory of Gibbs
measures from the case of manifolds with pinched negative sectional curvature treated in
[PauPS] 2 to CATp´1q spaces with the HC-property.
4.1 Patterson densities
A family pµx˘ qxPX of finite nonzero (positive Borel) measures on B8X, whose support is ΛΓ,
is a (normalised) Patterson density for the pair pΓ, rF˘q if
γ˚µx˘ “ µγ˘x (4.1)
for all γ P Γ and x P X, and if the following Radon-Nikodym derivatives exist for all x, y P X
and satisfy for (almost) all ξ P B8X
dµx˘
dµy˘
pξq “ e´C˘ξ px, yq . (4.2)
In particular, the measures µx˘ are in the same measure class for all x P X, and, by Proposition
3.20, they depend continuously on x for the weak-star convergence of measures. Note that
a Patterson density for pΓ, F˘q is also a Patterson density for pΓ, F˘ ` sq for every s P R,
since the definition involves only the normalised potential rF˘´ δ. If F “ 0, we get the usual
notion of a Patterson-Sullivan density (of dimension δΓ) for the group Γ, see for instance
[Pat2, Sul2, Nic, Coo, Bou, Rob2].
1That is, X is a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, x0 P X is a basepoint, and Γ is a nonele-
mentary discrete group of isometries of X.
2See also the previous works [Led, Ham2, Cou, Moh].
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Proposition 4.1. There exists at least one Patterson density for the pair pΓ, rF˘q.
Proof. The Patterson construction (see [Pat1], [Coo]) modified as in [Led] (with a multiplica-
tive rather than additive parameter s), [Moh] and [PauPS, Section 3.6] (all in the Riemannian
manifold case) gives the result, and we give a proof only for the sake of completeness.
We start by an independent lemma, generalizing [Pat2, Lem. 3.1] with a similar proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let δ1 P R. Let panqnPN and pbnqnPN be sequences of positive real numbers such
that limnÑ`8 an “ `8 and the generalised Dirichlet series řnPN bn a´sn converges if s ą δ1
and diverges if s ă δ1. Then there exists a positive nondecreasing map h on s0,`8r such that
‚ for every  ą 0, there exists r1 ą 0 such that hpt1r1q ď t1  hpr1q for all t1 ą 1 and r1 ě r1;
‚ the series řnPN bn a´sn hpanq converges if and only if s ą δ1.
Proof. Let t0 “ 0, t1 “ 1 and h1 : s0, 1s Ñ r1,`8r the constant map 1. Let us define by
induction on n P N ´ t0u a positive real number tn and a continous map hn : stn´1, tns Ñ
r1,`8r . If tn and hn are constructed, let tn`1 P R be such that
hnptnq
t
1{n
n
ÿ
kPN : tnăakďtn`1
bk a
´δ1`1{n
k ě 1 ,
which exists since the generalised Dirichlet series diverges at s “ δ1 ´ 1{n. For every t P
stn, tn`1s, let hn`1ptq “ hnptnq
`
t
tn
˘1{n.
Note that the sequence ptnqnPN is increasing. Let h : s0,`8r Ñ r1,`8r be the map equal
to hn on stn´1, tns for every n P N´t0u. The map h is positive, continuous and nondecreasing.
For every  ą 0, let n “ r1 s. Since lnhptq is continuous and piecewise affine in ln t with slopes
at most 1n on rtn,`8r, we have lnphpt1r1qq ´ lnhpr1q ď 1n ln t1 ď  ln t1 if t1 ą 1 and r1 ě tn,
which proves the first claim on h.
We haveÿ
nPN
bn a
´δ1
n hpanq “
ÿ
nPN
ÿ
kPN
tnăakďtn`1
bk a
´δ1
k hptnq
`ak
tn
˘1{n ě ÿ
nPN
1 “ `8 .
If s ą δ1, let  “ s´δ12 ą 0. Since by construction hptq “ Optq as t Ñ `8, there exists
a constant C ą 0 such that hpanq ď C an for every n P N, and the convergence of the
series
ř
nPN bn a´sn hpanq follows from the convergence of the generalised Dirichlet seriesř
nPN bn a´δ´n , thus proving the second claim on h. l
Now, for every z P X, recall that ∆z denotes the unit Dirac mass at z. Let h˘ : r0,`8r Ñ
s0,`8r be a nondecreasing map such that
‚ for every  ą 0, there exists r ě 0 such that h˘pt ` rq ď e th˘prq for all t ě 0 and
r ě r;
‚ if Qxpsq “
ř
γPΓ e
şγx0
x p rF˘´sq h˘pdpx, γx0qq, then Qxpsq diverges if and only if the
inequality s ď δ holds.
If pΓ, F˘q is of divergence type, we may take h˘ “ 1 constant. Otherwise, the existence of
h˘ follows from Lemma 4.2.3 For all s ą δ and x P X, define the measure
µx˘, s “ 1
Qx0psq
ÿ
γPΓ
e
şγx0
x p rF˘´sq h˘pdpx, γx0qq ∆γx0
3Let pγnqnPN be an enumeration of the elements of Γ, take an “ edpx,γnx0q and bn “ e
şγnx0
x
rF˘ , and then
take h˘ “ h ˝ exp for h the map given by Lemma 4.2.
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on X. By compactness for the weak-star topology of the space of probability measures on
the compact space X Y B8X, there exists a sequence pskqkPN in sδ,`8r converging to δ such
that the sequence of probability measures pµx0, skqkPN weak-star converges to a probability
measure µx0 on X Y B8X. Since Qx0pδq “ `8 and since the support of µx0, s in X Y B8X
is equal to Γx0 “ Γx0 Y ΛΓ, the support of µx0 is contained in ΛΓ, hence equal to ΛΓ by
minimality. The Radom-Nikodym derivative dµx˘, s
dµx˘0, s
is the map with support Γx0 defined by
dµx˘, s
dµx˘0, s
pγx0q “ e
şγx0
x p rF˘´sq´şγx0x0 p rF˘´sq h˘pdpx, γx0qq
h˘pdpx0, γx0qq . (4.3)
For every k P N, if dpx0, γx0q is large enough, then
h˘pdpx, γx0qq ď h˘pdpx, x0q ` dpx0, γx0qq ď epsk´δqdpx, x0q h˘pdpx0, γx0qq .
By the HC-property, as k Ñ `8, the right hand side of Equation (4.3) with s “ sk converges
to e´C
˘
ξ px, x0q uniformly in ξ P ΛΓ as γx0 tends to ξ. Therefore, as k Ñ `8, the measures µx˘, sk
converge to a (finite nonzero) measure µx˘ with support ΛΓ such that
dµx˘
dµx˘0
pξq “ e´C˘ξ px, x0q.
Let γ P Γ. Since γ˚∆z “ ∆γ z for every z P X, a change of variable in the summation defining
µx˘, s gives that γ˚µx˘, s “ µγ˘x, s. By the continuity of pushforwards of measures, we have
γ˚µx˘ “ µγ˘x. By the cocycle properties of the Radom-Nikodym derivatives and of the Gibbs
cocycles, the family pµx˘ qxPX is a (normalised) Patterson density for pΓ, rF˘q. l
We refer to Theorem 4.6 for the uniqueness up to scalar multiple of the Patterson density
when pΓ, F˘q is of divergence type and to [DaSU, Coro. 17.1.8] for a characterisation of the
uniqueness when F “ 0.
The Patterson densities satisfy the following extension of the classical Sullivan shadow
lemma (which gives the claim when rF is constant, see [Rob2]), and its corollaries.
If µ is a positive Borel measure on a metric space pX, dq, the triple pX, d, µq is called a
metric measure space. A metric measure space pX, d, µq is doubling if there exists c ě 1 such
that, for all x P X and r ą 0,
µpBpx, 2 rqq ď c µpBpx, rqq .
Note that, up to changing c, the number 2 may be replaced by any constant larger than
1. See for instance [Hei] for more details on doubling metric measure spaces. We refer for
instance to [DaSU, Ex. 17.4.12] for examples of nondoubling Patterson(-Sullivan) measures,
and to [DaSU, Prop. 17.4.4] for a characterisation of the doubling property of the Patterson
measures when Γ is geometrically finite and F “ 0.
A family ppX,µi, diqqiPI of positive Borel measures µi and distances di on a common set
X is called uniformly doubling if there exists c ě 1 such that, for all i P I, x P X and r ą 0,
µipBdipx, 2 rqq ď c µipBdipx, rqq .
Lemma 4.3. Let pµx˘ qxPX be a Patterson density for the pair pΓ, F˘q, and let K be a compact
subset of X.
(1) [Mohsen’s shadow lemma] If R is large enough, there exists C ą 0 such that for all
γ P Γ and x, y P K,
1
C
e
şγy
x p rF˘´δq ď µx˘ `OxBpγy,Rq˘ ď C eşγyx p rF˘´δq .
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(2) For all x, y P X, there exists c ą 0 such that for every n P Nÿ
γPΓ : n´1ădpx, γyqďn
e
şγy
x p rF˘´δq ď c .
(3) For every R ą 0 large enough, there exists C “ CpRq ą 0 such that for all γ P Γ and
all x, y P K
µx˘ pOxBpγy, 5Rqq ď C µx˘ pOxBpγy,Rqq .
(4) If Γ is convex-cocompact, then the metric measure space pΛΓ, dx, µx˘ q is doubling for
every x inX, and the family of metric measure spaces ppΛΓ, dx, µx˘ qqxPCΛΓ is uniformly
doubling.
Proof. For the first assertion, the proof of [PauPS, Lem. 3.10] (see also [Cou, Lem. 4] with the
multiplicative rather than additive convention, as well as [Moh]) extends, using Proposition
3.20 (2), (4) instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.4 (i), (ii)]. The second assertion is similar to the one of
[PauPS, Lem. 3.11 (i)], and the proof of the last two assertions is similar to the one of [PauPS,
Prop. 3.12], using Lemma 2.2 instead of [HeP4, Lem. 2.1]. The uniformity in the last assertion
follows from the compactness of ΓzCΛΓ and the invariance and continuity properties of the
Patterson densities. l
4.2 Gibbs measures
We fix from now on two Patterson densities pµx˘ qxPX for the pairs pΓ, F˘q.
The Gibbs measure rmF on GX (associated with this ordered pair of Patterson densities)
is the measure rmF on GX given by the density
drmF p`q “ eC´`´ px0, `p0qq`C``` px0, `p0qq dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q dt (4.4)
in Hopf’s parametrisation with respect to the basepoint x0. The Gibbs measure rmF is in-
dependent of x0 by Equations (4.2) and (3.19). Hence it is invariant under the action of Γ
by Equations (4.1) and (3.19). It is invariant under the geodesic flow by construction (and
the invariance of Lebesgue’s measure under translation). Thus,4 it defines a measure mF on
ΓzGX which is invariant under the quotient geodesic flow, called the Gibbs measure on ΓzGX
(associated with the above ordered pair of Patterson densities). If F “ 0 and the Patterson
densities pµx` qxPX and pµx´ qxPX coincide, the Gibbs measure mF coincides with the Bowen-
Margulis measure mBM on ΓzGX (associated with this Patterson density), see for instance
[Rob2].
Remark 4.4. (i) The (positive Borel) measure given by the density
dλpξ, ηq “ eC´ξ px0, pq`Cη` px0, pq dµx´0pξq dµx`0pηq (4.5)
on B28X is (by the same arguments as above) independent of p P sξ, ηr , locally finite and
invariant under the diagonal action of Γ on B28X. It is a geodesic current for the action of
4See for instance [PauPS, §2.6] for the precautions in order to push locally forward an invariant measure
by an orbifold covering, since the group Γ does not necessarily act freely on GX.
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Γ on the Gromov-hyperbolic proper metric space X in the sense of Ruelle-Sullivan-Bonahon,
see for instance [Bon] and references therein.
(ii) Another parametrisation of GX also depending on the choice of the basepoint x0 in
X, is the map from GX to B28X ˆ R sending ` to p`´, ``, sq where now s “ β`´ppip`q, x0q
(one may also use the different time parameter s “ β``px0, pip`qq). For every pη, ξq in B28X,
let pη, ξ be the closest point to x0 on the geodesic line between η and ξ.
x0
s
`p0q
tp`´, ``
`´ ``
For every ` P GX, with p`´, ``, tq the original Hopf parametrisation, since
s´ t “ β`´p`p0q, x0q ´ β`´p`p0q, p`´,``q “ β`´pp`´,`` , x0q
depends only on `´ and ``, the measures dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q dt and dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q ds are
equal. Hence using the above variant of Hopf’s parametrisation does not change the Gibbs
measures rmF and mF .
(iii) Since the time reversal map ι is p`´, ``, tq ÞÑ p``, `´,´tq in Hopf’s coordinates, the
measure ι˚ rmF is the Gibbs measure on GX associated with the switched pair of Patterson
densities
`pµx` qxPX , pµx´ qxPX˘ (and similarly on ΓzGX).
The Gibbs property of Gibbs measures Let us now indicate why the terminology of
Gibbs measures is indeed appropriate. This explanation will be the aim of Proposition 4.5,
but we need to give some definitions first.
For all ` P GX and r ą 0, T, T 1 ě 0, the dynamical (or Bowen) ball around ` is
Bp`;T, T 1, rq “  `1 P GX : sup
tPr´T 1,T s
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ă r( .
Bowen balls have the following invariance properties: for all s P r´T 1, T s and γ P Γ,
gsBp`;T, T 1, rq “ Bpgs`;T ´ s, T 1 ` s, rq and γBp`;T, T 1, rq “ Bpγ`;T, T 1, rq .
The following inclusion properties of the dynamical balls are immediate: If r ď s, T ě S,
T 1 ě S1, then Bp`;T, T 1, rq is contained in Bp`;S, S1, sq. The dynamical balls are almost
independent on r : For all r1 ě r ą 0, there exists Tr, r1 ě 0 such that for all ` P GX and
T, T 1 ě 0, the dynamical ball Bp`;T ` Tr, r1 , T 1 ` Tr, r1 , r1q is contained in Bp`;T, T 1, rq. This
follows from the properties of long geodesic segments with endpoints at bounded distance in
a CATp´1q-space.
For every ` P ΓzGX, let us define Bp`;T, T 1, r1q as the image by the canonical projection
GX Ñ ΓzGX of Bpr`;T, T 1, r1q, for any preimage r` of ` in GX.
A pgtqtPR-invariant measure m1 on ΓzGX satisfies the Gibbs property for the potential F
with constant cpF q P R if for every compact subset K of ΓzGX, there exist r ą 0 and cK, r ě 1
such that for all large enough T, T 1 ě 0, for every ` P ΓzGX with g´T 1`, gT ` P K, we have
1
cK, r
ď m
1pBp`;T, T 1, rqq
e
şT
´T 1 pF pvgt`q´cpF qq dt
ď cK, r .
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We refer to [PauPS, Sect. 3.8] for equivalent variations on the definition of the Gibbs
property mF . The following result shows that the Gibbs measures indeed satisfy the Gibbs
property on the dynamical balls of the geodesic flow, thereby justifying the name. We refer for
instance to [PauPS, Sect. 3.8] for the explanations of the connection with symbolic dynamics
mentioned in the introduction. See also Proposition 4.14 for a discussion of the case when X
is a simplicial tree – here the correspondence with symbolic dynamics is particularly clear.
Proposition 4.5. Let mF be the Gibbs measure on ΓzGX associated with a pair of Patterson
densities pµx˘ qxPX for pΓ, rF˘q. Then mF satisfies the Gibbs property for the potential F , with
constant cpF q “ δ.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of [PauPS, Prop. 3.16] (in which the key Lemma 3.17
uses only CATp´1q arguments), up to replacing [PauPS, Lem. 3.4 (1)] by Proposition 3.20
(2). l
The Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin theorem The basic ergodic properties of the Gibbs
measures are summarised in the following result. The case when rF is constant is due to
[Rob2], see also [BuM, §6].
Theorem 4.6 (Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin). The following conditions are equivalent
(i) The pair pΓ, F q is of divergence type.
(ii)´ The conical limit set of Γ has positive measure with respect to µx´ for some (equivalently
every) x P X.
(ii)` The conical limit set of Γ has positive measure with respect to µx` for some (equivalently
every) x P X.
(iii) The dynamical system pB28X,Γ, pµx´ bµx` q|B28Xq is ergodic for some (equivalently every)
x P X.
(iv) The dynamical system pB28X,Γ, pµx´ b µx` q|B28Xq is conservative for some (equivalently
every) x P X.
(v) The dynamical system pΓzGX, pgtqtPR,mF q is ergodic.
(vi) The dynamical system pΓzGX, pgtqtPR,mF q is conservative.
If one of the above conditions is satisfied, then
(1) the measures µx˘ have no atoms for any x P X,
(2) the diagonal of B8X ˆ B8X has measure 0 for µx´ b µx` ,
(3) the Patterson densities pµx˘ qxPX are unique up to a scalar multiple, and
(4) for all x, y P X, as nÑ `8,
max
γPΓ, n´1ădpx,γyqďn
e
şγy
x
rF˘ “ opeδ nq .
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Proof. The proof5 of the equivalence claim is similar to the one of [PauPS, Theo. 5.4], using
‚ Proposition 3.20 (2), (4) instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.4],
‚ the HC-property instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.2],
‚ Lemma 3.17 (2) instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.3 (ii)],
‚ Lemma 4.3 (2) instead of [PauPS, Coro. 3.11 (i)],
‚ Lemma 4.3 (3) instead of [PauPS, Coro. 3.12 (i)],
‚ Remark 4.4 (ii) instead of [PauPS, Rem. (ii), §3.7],
‚ Lemma 4.3 (1) instead of [PauPS, Lem. 3.10].
Claims (1) and (4) are proved as in [PauPS, Prop. 5.13], Claim (2) is proved as in [PauPS,
Prop. 5.5 (c)], and Claim (3) is proved as in [PauPS, Coro. 5.12]. l
The following corollary follows immediately from Poincaré’s recurrence theorem and the
Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin theorem, see [PauPS, Coro. 5.15, Theo. 5.4 (ii’)-(iii’)] for the ar-
guments written for the manifold case, which extend.
Corollary 4.7. If mF is finite, then
(1) the pair pΓ, F˘q is of divergence type,
(2) the Patterson densities pµx˘ qxPX are unique up to a multiplicative constant and the Gibbs
measure mF is uniquely defined up to a multiplicative constant.
(3) the Gibbs measure mF gives full measure to the image Ωc ofrΩc “ t` P GX : `˘ P ΛcΓu
in ΓzGX, and
(4) the geodesic flow is ergodic for mF . l
On the finiteness of Gibbs measures As the finiteness of the Gibbs measures will be a
standing hypothesis in many of the following results, we now give criteria for Gibbs measures to
be finite. Recall6 that the discrete nonelementary group of isometries Γ of X is geometrically
finite if every element of ΛΓ is either a conical limit point or a bounded parabolic limit point
of Γ.
Theorem 4.8. Assume that Γ is a geometrically finite discrete group of isometries of X.
(1) If pΓ, F˘q is of divergence type, then the Gibbs measure mF is finite if and only if for
every bounded parabolic limit point p of Γ, the seriesÿ
αPΓp
dpx, αyq e
şαy
x p rF˘´δq
converges, where Γp is the stabiliser of p in Γ.
(2) If we have δΓp, Fp˘ ă δ, for every bounded parabolic limit point p of Γ with stabiliser Γp
in Γ and with Fp˘ : ΓpzX Ñ R the map induced by rF˘, then pΓ, F q is of divergence
type. In particular, mF is finite.
5The proof occupies about 16 pages in [PauPS], hence we cannot reproduce it in this book.
6See Section 2.1.
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When X is a manifold, this result is due to [DaOP, Theo. B] for the case F “ 0, and to
[Cou] and [PauPS, Theo. 8.3, 8.4] for the general case of Hölder-continuous potentials. When
F “ 0 but on much more general assumptions on X with optimal generality, this result is due
to [DaSU, Theo. 17.1.2].
Proof. The proof is similar to the manifold case in [PauPS], which follows closely the proof
of [DaOP]. Note that the convergence or divergence of the above series does not depend on
the choice of the sign ˘.
Let ParΓ be the set of bounded parabolic limit points of Γ. By [Rob2, Lem. 1.9]7, there
exists a Γ-equivariant family pHpqpPParΓ of pairwise disjoint closed horoballs, withHp centred
at p, such that the quotient
M0 “ Γz
`
CΛΓ´
ď
pPParΓ
Hp
˘
is compact. Using Proposition 3.20, Theorem 4.6 and Equation (3.17) instead of respectively
[PauPS, Lem. 3.4, Coro. 5.10,Lem. 3.2], the HC-property, the proofs of [PauPS, Theo. 8.3,
8.4] then extend to our situation. l
Recall that the length spectrum of Γ on X is the additive subgroup of R generated by the
translation lengths in X of the elements of Γ.
Recall that a continuous-time one-parameter group phtqtPR of homeomorphisms of a topo-
logical space Z is topologically mixing if for all nonempty open subsets U, V of Z, there exists
t0 P R such that for every t ě t0, we have U X htV ‰ H.
We have the following result, due to [Bab1, Theo. 1] in the manifold case, with develop-
ments by [Rob2] when rF “ 0, and by [PauPS, Theo. 8.1] for manifolds with pinched negative
curvature.
Theorem 4.9. If the Gibbs measure is finite, then the following assertions are equivalent :
(1) the geodesic flow of ΓzX is mixing for the Gibbs measure,
(2) the geodesic flow of ΓzX is topologically mixing on its nonwandering set, which is the
quotient under Γ of the space of geodesic lines in X both of whose endpoints belong to
ΛΓ.
(3) the length spectrum of Γ on X is not contained in a discrete subgroup of R. l
In the manifold case, the third assertion of Theorem 4.9 is satisfied, for example, if Γ has
a parabolic element, if ΛΓ is not totally disconnected (hence if ΓzX is compact), or if X is a
surface or a (rank-one) symmetric space, see for instance [Dal1, Dal2].
Error terms for the mixing property will be described in Chapter 9. The above result
holds for the continuous time geodesic flow when X is a metric tree. See Theorem 4.17 for a
version of this theorem for the discrete time geodesic flow on simplicial trees. At least when
X is an R-tree and Γ is a uniform lattice (so that ΓzX is a finite metric graph), we have a
stronger result under additional regularity assumptions, see Section 9.2.
7See also [Pau4] for the case of simplicial trees and [DaSU, Theo. 12.4.5] for a greater generality on X.
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Bowen-Margulis measure computations in locally symmetric spaces Assume in this
subsection that the potential rF is zero. The next result, Proposition 4.10, gathers compu-
tations done in [PaP16, PaP17a] of the Bowen-Margulis measures mBM when X is a real or
complex hyperbolic space, and Γ is a lattice. We start by giving the notation necessary in
order to state Proposition 4.10.
When X is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with dimension m ě 2
and sectional curvature at most ´1, we endow the usual unit tangent bundle T 1X with
Sasaki’s Riemannian metric.8 Its Riemannian measure d volT 1X , called Liouville’s measure,
disintegrates (equivariantly with respect to Γ) under the fibration pi : T 1X Ñ X over the
Riemannian measure d volX of X, as
d volT 1X “
ż
xPX
d volT 1xX d volXpxq ,
where d volT 1xX is the spherical measure on the fiber T
1
xX of pi above x P X. In particular,
VolpT 1pΓzXqq “ VolpSm´1qVolpΓzXq .
Assume furthermore that X is a symmetric space, and that Γ is a lattice in IsompXq. In
particular, Γ is geometrically finite and the critical exponent of the stabiliser in Γ of every
bounded parabolic fixed point of Γ is strictly less than the critical exponent of Γ, see for
instance [Dal1, Dal2]. Then the Patterson density is independent of Γ and uniquely defined
up to a multiplicative constant by Theorem 4.8 (2) and Lemma 4.7 (2). We take µx´ “ µx`
for every x P HnC and we will denote this measure simply by µx. By homogeneity reasons, the
Bowen-Margulis measure of Γ on X is proportional to the Liouville measure volT 1X , and the
main point of Proposition 4.10 is to compute the proportionality constant.
Let n ě 2. We endow Rn´1 with its usual Euclidean norm } ¨ } and its usual Lebesgue
measure λn´1. We use the upper halfspace model for the real hyperbolic spaceHnR of dimension
n, that is, HnR “ tpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq P Rn : xn ą 0u endowed with the Riemannian metric
ds2HnR
“ 1
x2n
pdx21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dx2nq .
We identify Rn´1 with Rn´1 ˆ t0u in Rn, and again denote by } ¨ } the usual Euclidean norm
on Rn. The boundary at infinity of HnR is B8HnR “ Rn´1 Y t8u. Assuming that Γ is a lattice
in IsompHnRq, we normalise its Patterson density so that in the ball model of HnR with center
0, the measure µ0 is the spherical measure on the space at infinity Sn´1.
Let n ě 2. We refer to [Gol] and [PaP17a, §3] for background on the complex hyperbolic
n-space HnC. We denote by ζ ¨ ζ 1 “
řn´1
i“1 ζi ζ 1i the standard Hermitian product and by dζ
the standard Lebesgue measure on Cn´1. We denote by Heis2n´1 the Heisenberg group of
dimension 2n´ 1, which is the real Lie group structure on Cn´1 ˆ R with law
pζ, uqpζ 1, u1q “ pζ ` ζ 1, u` u1 ` 2 Im ζ ¨ ζ 1q .
We endow Heis2n´1 with the usual left-invariant Haar measure dλ2n´1pζ, uq “ dζ du and
with the Cygan distance9 dCyg which is the unique left-invariant distance on Heis2n´1 with
dCygppζ, uq, p0, 0qq “ p|ζ|4 ` u2q 14 .
8See Section 3.1.
9See [Gol, page 160]. It is called the Korányi distance by many people working in sub-Riemannian geometry,
though Korányi [Kor] does attribute it to Cygan [Cyg].
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We use the Siegel domain model of the complex hyperbolic space HnC of dimension n, nor-
malised to have maximum constant sectional curvature ´1, hence to be CATp´1q. This is the
manifold Heis2n´1ˆs0,`8r endowed with the Riemannian metric given, in the horospherical
coordinates pζ, u, tq P Cn´1 ˆ Rˆs0,`8r, by
ds2HnC
“ 1
4 t2
`
dt2 ` pdu` 2 Im dζ ¨ ζ q2 ` 4 t dζ ¨ dζ ˘ ,
so that its volume form is
d volHnC pζ, u, tq “
1
4 tn`1 dζ du dt .
Note that the action of Heis2n´1 on HnC “ Heis2n´1ˆs0,`8r by left translations on the
first factor, preserving the second one, is isometric. We identify Heis2n´1 with Heis2n´1ˆt0u
and we endow Heis2n´1ˆr0,`8r with the distance dCyg extending the Cygan distance on
Heis2n´1, defined by
dCygppζ, u, tq, pζ 1, u1, t1qq “
ˇˇˇ
|ζ ´ ζ 1|2 ` |t´ t1| ` ipu´ u1 ` 2 Im ζ ¨ ζ 1q
ˇˇˇ1{2
.
The space at infinity B8HnC of HnC is the Alexandrov compactification Heis2n´1Yt8u, so that
the extension at infinity of the isometric action of Heis2n´1 on HnC fixes 8 and is the left
translation on Heis2n´1. We denote by H8 “ Heis2n´1ˆr1,`8r the horoball of HnC centered
at 8 whose boundary contains the point p0, 0, 1q.
Assuming that Γ is a lattice in IsompHnCq, we normalise its Patterson density pµxqxPHnC as
follows. If µH8 is the measure defined in Proposition 7.2 associated with the horoball H8,
then
dµH8pζ, uq “ dλ2n´1pζ, uq “ dζ du .
This is possible since µH8 is invariant under the isometric action of Heis2n´1 on HnC, which
preserves H8, hence is a left-invariant Haar measure on B8HnC ´ t8u “ Heis2n´1.
As the arguments of the following result are purely computational and rather long, we
do not copy them in this book, but we refer respectively to the proofs of [PaP16, Eq. (19),
Eq. (21), Prop. 10] and [PaP17a, Lem. 12 (i), (ii), (iii)]. Analogous computations can be done
when X is the quaternionic hyperbolic n-space HnH.
Proposition 4.10. (1) Let Γ be a lattice in IsompHnRq, with Patterson density pµxqxPHnR
normalised as above. For all x “ px0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq in HnR, ξ P B8HnR ´ t8u and v P T 1HnR such
that v˘ ‰ 8, we have
(i) dµxpξq “
`
2xn}x´ξ}2
˘n´1
dλn´1pξq,
(ii) using a Hopf parametrisation v ÞÑ pv´, v`, sq,
drmBMpvq “ 22pn´1qdλn´1pv´q dλn´1pv`q dt}v` ´ v´}2pn´1q ,
(iii) rmBM “ 2n´1 VolT 1HnR ,
and in particular,
}mBM} “ 2n´1 VolpSn´1qVolpΓzHnRq .
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(2) Let Γ be a lattice in IsompHnCq, with Patterson density pµxqxPHnC normalised as above.
For all x “ pζ, u, tq in HnC, pξ, rq P B8HnC ´ t8u and v P T 1HnC such that v˘ ‰ 8, we have
(i) dµxpξ, rq “ t
n
dCygpx, pξ, rqq4n dξ dr ;
(ii) using a Hopf parametrisation v ÞÑ pv´, v`, sq,
drmBMpvq “ dλ2n´1pv´q dλ2n´1pv`q ds
dCygpv´, v`q4n ;
(iii) rmBM “ 1
22n´2 volT 1H
n
C
,
and in particular
}mBM} “ pi
n
22n´3 pn´ 1q! VolpΓzH
n
Cq . l
On the cohomological invariance of Gibbs measures We end this Section by an ele-
mentary remark on the independence of Gibbs measures upon replacement of the potential F
by a cohomologous one.
Remark 4.11. Let rF ˚ : T 1X Ñ R be a potential for Γ cohomologous to rF and satisfying
the HC-property. As usual, let rF ˚` “ rF ˚ and rF ˚´ “ rF ˚ ˝ ι, and let F ˚ : ΓzT 1X Ñ R
be the induced map. Let rG : T 1X Ñ R be a continuous Γ-invariant function such that, for
every ` P GX, the map t ÞÑ rGpvgt`q is differentiable and rF ˚pv`q ´ rF pv`q “ ddt |t“0 rGpvgt`q.
Furthermore assume that X is an R-tree or that G is uniformly continuous (for instance
Hölder-continuous).
For all x P X and ξ P B8X, let `x, ξ be any geodesic line with footpoint `x, ξp0q “ x
and positive endpoint p`x, ξq` “ ξ, and let `ξ, x be any geodesic line with `ξ, xp0q “ x and
origin p`ξ, xq´ “ ξ. Note that the value rGpv`x, ξq is independent of the choice of `x, ξ, by the
continuity of rG, and similarly for rGpv`ξ, xq. In particular, for all γ P Γ, by the Γ-invariance ofrG, we have rGpv`x, γ´1ξq “ rGpv`γx, ξq and rG ˝ ι pv`x, ξq “ rGpv`ξ, xq . (4.6)
Note that rF ˚´ “ rF ˚ ˝ ι and rF´ “ rF ˝ ι are cohomologous, since if rG˚ “ ´ rG ˝ ι, for every
` P GX, we have
rF ˚ ˝ ιpv`q ´ rF ˝ ιpv`q “ rF ˚pvι`q ´ rF pvι`q “ d
dt |t“0
rGpvgtι`q
“ d
dt |t“0
rGpιvg´t`q “ ddt |t“0 rG˚pvgt`q .
As already seen in Lemma 3.17 (1) and (2), the critical exponent δΓ, F˚˘ is equal to the
critical exponent δΓ, F˘ , and independent of the choice of ˘, and we denote by δ the common
value in the definition of the Gibbs cocycle.
Let us prove that if C˚˘ “ C˘
Γ, F˚˘ is the Gibbs cocycle associated with pΓ, F ˚˘q, then
C˚˘ and C˘ are cohomologous:
C˚`ξ px, yq ´ C`ξ px, yq “ rGpv`x, ξq ´ rGpv`y, ξq , (4.7)
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and similarly
C˚´ξ px, yq ´ C´ξ px, yq “ rG˚pv`x, ξq ´ rG˚pv`y, ξq . (4.8)
We only prove the first equality, the second one follows similarly, noting that rG˚ is uniformly
continuous if rG is, since ι is isometric. For all x, y in X and ξ P B8X, let t ÞÑ ξt be a geodesic
ray with point at infinity ξ, let at “ dpx, ξtq, let bt “ dpy, ξtq, and for z “ x, y, let `z, ξt be any
geodesic line with footpoint z passing through ξt. Then´ ż ξt
y
p rF ˚` ´ δq ´ ż ξt
x
p rF ˚` ´ δq¯´ ´ ż ξt
y
p rF` ´ δq ´ ż ξt
x
p rF` ´ δq¯
“
ż ξt
y
p rF ˚` ´ rF`q ´ ż ξt
x
p rF ˚` ´ rF`q
“
ż bt
0
d
dt
rGpvgs`y, ξt q ds´ ż at
0
d
dt
rGpvgs`x, ξt q ds
“ rGpv`x, ξt q ´ rGpv`y, ξt q ` ` rGpvgbt`y, ξt q ´ rGpvgat`x, ξt q˘ .
When t goes to `8, the first term of this series of equalities converges to C˚`ξ px, yq´C`ξ px, yq
by the definition of the Gibbs cocycle (see Section 3.4). By continuity, rGpv`y, ξt q and rGpv`x, ξt q
converge to rGpv`y, ξq and rGpv`x, ξq respectively. If X is an R-tree, then if t is large enough, we
have vgbt`y, ξt “ vgat`x, ξt , hence Equation (4.7) follows. Otherwise, by the uniform continuity
of rG, since vgbt`y, ξt and vgat`x, ξt are uniformly arbitrarily close as t tends to 0 by the CATp´1q
property, the result also follows.
Let pµx˘ qxPX be a Patterson density for pΓ, F˘q. In order to simplify the notation, letrG` “ rG and rG´ “ rG˚. The family of measures pµ˚˘x qxPX defined by setting, for all x P X
and ξ P B8X,
dµ˚˘x pξq “ e´
rG˘pv`x, ξ q dµx˘ pξq , (4.9)
is also a Patterson density for pΓ, F ˚˘q. Indeed, the equivariance property (4.1) for pµ˚˘x qxPX
follows from the one for pµx˘ qxPX and from Equation (4.6). The absolutely continuous property
(4.2) for pµ˚˘x qxPX follows from the one for pµx˘ qxPX and Equations (4.7) and (4.8).
Assume that the Patterson density for pΓ, F ˚˘q defined by Equation (4.9) is chosen in
order to construct the Gibbs measure rmF˚ for pΓ, F ˚q on GX. Then using
‚ Hopf’s parametrisation with respect to the base point x0 and Equation (4.4) with F
replaced by F ˚ for the first equality,
‚ Equations (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and cancellations for the second equality,
‚ the definition of rG˚ “ ´ rG ˝ ι and again Equation (4.4) for the third equality,
‚ Equation (4.6) and the fact that we may choose ``´, `p0q “ ` and ``p0q, `` “ ` for the last
equality,
we have
drmF˚p`q “ eC˚´`´ px0, `p0qq`C˚``` px0, `p0qq dµ˚´x0 p`´q dµ˚`x0 p``q dt
“ eC
´
`´ px0, `p0qq´ rG˚pv``p0q, `´ q´C``` px0, `p0qq` rGpv``p0q, `` q dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q dt
“ e rG˝ιpv``p0q, `´ q´ rGpv``p0q, `´ q drmF p`q
“ e rGpv`q´ rGpv`q drmF p`q ,
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hence rmF˚ “ rmF .
In particular, since the Gibbs measure, when finite, is independent up to a multiplicative
constant on the choice of the Patterson densities by Corollary 4.7, we have that mF is finite
if and only if mF˚ is finite, and then
mF˚
}mF˚} “
mF
}mF } . (4.10)
4.3 Patterson densities for simplicial trees
In this Section and the following one, we specialise and modify the general framework of the
previous sections to treat simplicial trees. Recall10 that a simplicial tree X is a metric tree
whose edge length map is constant equal to 1. The time 1 map of the geodesic flow pgtqtPR
on the space
p
GX of all generalised geodesic lines of the geometric realisation X “ |X|1 of X
preserves for instance its subset of generalised geodesic lines whose footpoints are at distance
at most 1{4 from vertices. Since both this subset and its complement have nonempty interior
in
p
GX, the geodesic flow on
p
GX has no mixing or ergodic measure with full support. This is
why we considered the discrete time geodesic flow pgtqtPZ on
p
GX in Section 2.6.
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, and let X “ |X|1
be its geometric realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq. LetrF : T 1X Ñ R be a potential for Γ, and let rF` “ rF , rF´ “ rF ˝ ι. Let δ “ δΓ,F˘ be the critical
exponent of pΓ, F˘q. Let C˘ : B8X ˆ X ˆ X Ñ R be the associated (normalised) Gibbs
cocycles. Let pµx˘ qxPX be two Patterson densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, F˘q.
Note that only the restrictions of the cocycles C˘ to B8X ˆ V X ˆ V X are useful and
that it is often convenient and always sufficient to replace the cocycles by finite sums involv-
ing a system of conductances (as defined in Section 3.5), see below. Furthermore, only the
restriction pµx˘ qxPV X of the family of Patterson densities to the set of vertices of X is useful.
Example 4.12. Let X be a simplicial tree with geometric realisation X and let rc : EXÑ R
be a system of conductances on X. For all x, y in V X and ξ P B8X, with the usual convention
on the empty sums, let
c`ξ px, yq “
mÿ
i“1
rcpeiq ´ nÿ
j“1
rcpfjq
and
c´ξ px, yq “
mÿ
i“1
rcpeiq ´ nÿ
j“1
rcpfjq ,
where, if p P V X is such that rp, ξr “ rx, ξr X ry, ξr , then pe1, e2, . . . , emq is the geodesic edge
path in X from x “ ope1q to p “ tpemq and pf1, f2, . . . , fnq is the geodesic edge path in X from
v “ opf1q to p “ tpfnq.
f1
fn
ξ
p
x e1
em
y f2
10See Section 2.6.
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With δc defined in the end of Section 3.5 and with C˘ the Gibbs cocycles for pΓ, rFcq, by
Equation (3.18) and by Proposition 3.21, we have, for all ξ P B8X and x, y P V X,
C˘ξ px, yq “ ´ c˘ξ px, yq ` δc βξpx, yq ,
and Equation (4.2) gives
dµx˘ pξq “ ec
˘
ξ px, yq´δc βξpx, yq dµy˘ pξq .
Using the particular structure of trees, we can prove a version of the Shadow Lemma 4.3
where one can take the radius R to be 0. When F “ 0, this result is due to Coornaert [Coo].
Lemma 4.13 (Mohsen’s shadow lemma for trees). Let K be a finite subset of V X. There
exists C ą 0 such that for all γ P Γ and x, y P K with y P CΛΓ, we have
1
C
e
şγy
x p rF˘´δq ď µx˘ `Oxtγyu˘ ď C eşγyx p rF˘´δq .
Proof. The structure of the proof is the same one as for Lemma 4.3 (1) (that is, the one
of [PauPS, Lem. 3.10]) with differences towards the end of the argument. Let us prove that
there exists C “ CK ą 0 such that for all γ P Γ and x, y P K with γy P CΛΓ, we have
1
C
ď µγ˘y
`
Oxtγyu
˘ ď C . (4.11)
Assuming this, let us prove Lemma 4.13. By Equation (4.2), we have
µx˘
`
Oxtγyu
˘ “ ż
ξPOxtγyu
e´C
˘
ξ px, γyq dµγ˘ypξq .
Note that C˘ξ px, γyq `
şγy
x p rF˘ ´ δq “ 0 if ξ P Oxtγyu (that is, if γy P rx, ξr ), by Equation
(3.20). Hence
µx˘ pOxtγyuq “ e
şγy
x p rF˘´δq µγ˘ypOxtγyuq ,
and Lemma 4.13 follows from Equation (4.11).
Let us now prove the upper bound in Equation (4.11). Fix z0 P K, and let
C 1 “ sup
x, yPK, ξPB8X
|C˘ξ px, yq| ,
which is finite by Proposition 3.20 (2), since K is compact and rF˘ continuous. Then, using
Equation (4.1) for the equality and Equation (4.2) for the last inequality, we have
µγ˘ypOxtγyuq ď }µγ˘y} “ }µy˘ } ď eC1 }µz˘0} ,
and the upper bound holds if C ě eC1 }µz˘0}.
Finally, in order to prove the lower bound in Equation (4.11), we assume for a contradiction
that there exist sequences pxiqiPN, pyiqiPN in K with yi P CΛΓ and pγiqiPN in Γ such that
µγ˘iyipOxitγiyiuq converges to 0 as i Ñ `8. Up to extracting a subsequence, since K is
finite, we may assume that the sequences pxiqiPN and pyiqiPN are constant, say with value x
and y respectively. Since y P CΛΓ, as every point in CΛΓ belongs to at least one geodesic
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line between two limit points of Γ, the geodesic segment from x to γiy may be extended to a
geodesic ray from x to a limit point of Γ. Since the support of µz˘ is equal to ΛΓ for any z P X,
we have µγ˘iypOxtγiyuq ą 0 for all i P N. Thus, up to taking a subsequence, we can assume
that γ´1i x converges to ξ P ΛΓ (otherwise by discreteness, we may extract a subsequence so
that pγiqiPN is constant, and µγ˘iypOxtγiyuq cannot converge to 0).
Since X is a tree, there exists a positive integer N such that Oγ´1i xtyu “ Oγ´1N xtyu “ Oξtyu
for all i ě N . As above, Oξtyu meets ΛΓ since y P CΛΓ, thus µy˘ pOξtyuq ą 0. But for every
i ě N ,
µy˘
`
Oξtyu
˘ “ pγ´1i q˚µγ˘iy`Oγ´1i xtyu˘ “ µγ˘iy`Oxtγiyu˘
tends to 0 as iÑ `8, a contradiction. l
Let rφµ˘ : V XÑ r0,`8r be the total mass functions of the Patterson densities :
rφµ˘pxq “ }µx˘ }
for every x P V X. These maps are Γ-invariant by Equation (4.1), hence they induce maps
φµ˘ : ΓzV X Ñ r0,`8r. In the case of real hyperbolic manifolds and vanishing potentials,
the total mass functions have important links to the spectrum of the hyperbolic Laplacian
(see [Sul1]). See also [CoP3, CoP5] for the case of simplicial trees and the discrete Laplacian,
Section 6.1 for a generalisation of the result of Coornaert and Papadopoulos, and for instance
[BerK] for developments in the field of quantum graphs.
4.4 Gibbs measures for metric and simplicial trees
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices, letX “ |X|λ be its geometric
realisation, and let x0 P V X be a basepoint. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of
AutpX, λq. Let rF : T 1X Ñ R be a potential for Γ, and let rF` “ rF , rF´ “ rF ˝ι. Let δ “ δΓ,F˘
be the critical exponent of pΓ, F˘q, assumed to be finite. Let pµx˘ qxPV X be two (normalised)
Patterson densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, F˘q.
The Gibbs measure rmF on the space of discrete geodesic lines GX of X, invariant under
Γ and under the discrete time geodesic flow pgtqtPZ of
p
GX, is defined analogously with the
continuous time case, using the discrete Hopf parametrisation for any basepoint x0 P V X, by
drmF p`q “ eC´`´ px0, `p0qq`C``` px0, `p0qq dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q dt , (4.12)
where now dt is the counting measure on Z. We again denote by mF the measure that rmF
induces on ΓzGX.
In this Section, we prove that the Gibbs measures in the case of trees satisfy a Gibbs
property even closer to the one in symbolic dynamics, we give an analytic finiteness criterion
of the Gibbs measures for metric trees, and we recall the ergodic properties of tree lattices.
As recalled in the introduction, Gibbs measures were first introduced in statistical me-
chanics and consequently in symbolic dynamics, see for example [Bowe2], [ParP], [PauPS].
In order to motivate the terminology used in this book, we recall the definition of a Gibbs
measure for the full two-sided shift on a finite alphabet:11 Let Σn “ t1, 2, . . . , nuZ be the
product space of sequences x “ pxnqnPZ indexed by Z in the finite discrete set t1, 2, . . . , nu,
11See Section 5.1 for the appropriate definition when the alphabet is countable.
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and let σ : Σn Ñ Σn be the shift map defined by σppxnqnPZq “ pxn`1qnPZ. A shift-invariant
probability measure µ on Σn satisfies the Gibbs property for an energy function φ : Σn Ñ R if
1
C
ď µpra´m´ , a´m´`1, . . . , am`´1, am`sq
e
´P pm´`m``1q`řm`k“´m´ φpσkxq ď C
for some constants C ě 1 and P P R (called the pressure) and for all m˘ in N with m´ ď m`
and x in the cylinder ra´m´ , a´m´`1, . . . , am`´1, am`s that consists of those x P Σn for which
xk “ ak for all k P r´m´,m`s.
Let x´, x` P V X and let x0 P V XX rx´, x`s. Let us define the tree cylinder of the triple
px´, x0, x`q by
rx´, x0, x`s “ t` P GX : `˘ P Ox0tx˘u, `p0q “ x0u .
These cylinders are close to the dynamical balls that have been introduced in Section 4.2, and
the parallel with the symbolic case is obvious, as this cylinder is the set of geodesic lines which
coincides on r´m´,m`s, where m˘ “ dpx0, x˘q, with a given geodesic line passing through
x˘ and through x0 at time t “ 0. The Gibbs measure rmF on the space of discrete geodesic
lines GX satisfies a variant of the Gibbs property which is even closer to the one in symbolic
dynamics than the general case described in Proposition 4.5.
Proposition 4.14 (Gibbs property). Let K be a finite subset of V X X CΛΓ. There exists
C 1 ą 1 such that for all x˘ P ΓK and x0 P V XX rx´, x`s,
1
C 1 ď
rmF prx´, x0, x`sq
e
´δ dpx´, x`q`şx`x´ rF ď C
1 .
Proof. The result is immediate if dpx´, x`q is bounded, since the above denominator and
numerator take only finitely many values by the finiteness of K and by Γ-invariance, and the
numerator is nonzero since x˘ P CΛΓ, hence the tree cylinder rx´, x0, x`s meets the support
of rmF . We may hence assume that dpx´, x`q ě 2. Using the invariance of rmF under the
discrete time geodesic flow, we may thus assume that x0 ‰ x´, x`. By Γ-invariance, we may
assume that x´ varies in the finite set K, and that x0 is at distance 1 from x´, hence also
varies in a finite set.
Using the discrete Hopf parametrisation with respect to the vertex x0, we have, by Lemma
4.13, for some C ą 0,
rmF prx´, x0, x`sq “ µx´0pOx0tx´uqµx`0pOx0tx`uq
ď C2 e
şx´
x0
p rF˝ι´δq
e
şx`
x0
p rF´δq “ C2eşx`x´ p rF´δq .
This proves the upper bound in Proposition 4.14 with C 1 “ C2 and the lower bound follows
similarly. l
Next, we give a finiteness criterion of the Gibbs measure for metric trees in terms of the
total mass functions of the Patterson densities, extending the case when Γ is torsion free andrF “ 0, due to [CoP4, Theo. 1.1].
Proposition 4.15. Let pX, λ,Γ, rF q be as in the beginning of this Section.
(1) If pX, λq is simplicial and } ¨ }2 is the Hilbert norm of L2pΓzV X, volΓzXq, we have12
}mF } ď }φµ`}2 }φµ´}2 .
12The maps φµ˘ are defined at the end of Section 4.3.
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(2) In general, with } ¨ }2 the Hilbert norm of L2pΓzEX,TvolpΓzX,λqq, we have13
}mF } ď }φµ` ˝ o}2 }φµ´ ˝ o}2 .
Proof. (1) The simplicial assumption on pX, λq means that all edges have length 1. The
space ΓzGX is the disjoint union of the subsets t` P ΓzGX : pip`q “ `p0q “ rxsu as the
orbit rxs “ Γx of x P V X ranges over ΓzV X. By Equation (4.12), using the discrete Hopf
decomposition with respect to the basepoint x, we have
dprmF qˇˇt`PGX : `p0q“xup`q “ dµx´ p`´q dµx` p``q .
Let ∆rxs be the unit Dirac mass at rxs. By ramified covering arguments, we hence have the
following equality of measures on the discrete set ΓzV X:
pi˚mF “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx|
`
µx´ ˆ µx`
˘`tp`´, ``q P B28X : x P s`´, ``ru˘ ∆rxs . (4.13)
Thus, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and by the definition of the measure volΓzX,
}mF } “ }pi˚mF } ď
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx| }µx´ ˆ µx` } “ xφµ´ , φµ`y2
ď }φµ´}2}φµ`}2 .
This proves Assertion (1) of Proposition 4.15.
(2) The argument is similar to the previous one. Since the singletons in R have zero Lebesgue
measure, the space ΓzGX is, up to a measure zero subset for mF , the disjoint union for
res P ΓzEX of the sets Ares consisting of the elements ` P ΓzGX such that `p0q belongs to the
interior of the edge res and the orientations of ` and e coincide on e. We fix a representative
e of each res P ΓzEX. For every t P r0, λpeqs, let et be the point of e at distance t from opeq.
By Equation (4.4), using Hopf’s decomposition with respect to the basepoint opeq in Ares, we
have as above
}mF } “
ÿ
resPΓzEX
1
|Γe|
ż
`´PBeX
ż
``PBeX
ż λpeq
0
e
C´`´ popeq, etq`C
`
`` popeq, etq dµ´opeqp`´q dµ`opeqp``q dt .
Since `´, opeq, et, `` are in this order on the geodesic line ` with `´ P BeX and `` P BeX, we
have C´`´popeq, etq ` C```popeq, etq “ 0 by Equation (3.20). Hence, by the definition of the
measure TvolpΓzX,λq,14
}mF } “
ÿ
resPΓzEX
λpeq
|Γe| µ
´
opeqpBeXq µ`opeqpBeXq
ď
ÿ
resPΓzEX
λpeq
|Γe| }µ
´
opeq} }µ`opeq} “ xφµ´ ˝ o, φµ` ˝ oy2
ď }φµ´ ˝ o}2 }φµ` ˝ o}2 ,
13Recall that o : ΓzEXÑ ΓzV X is the initial vertex map, see Section 2.6.
14See Section 2.6.
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which finishes the proof. l
Let us give some corollaries of this proposition in the case of simplicial trees. It follows
from Assertion (1) of Proposition 4.15 that if the L2-norms of the total mass of the Patterson
densities are finite, then the Gibbs measure mF is finite. Taking rF “ 0 and pµx` qxPV X “
pµx´ qxPV X, so that the Gibbs measure mF is the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM, it follows
from this proposition that
}mBM} ď }φµ˘}22 ď VolpΓzzXq sup
xPV X
}µx˘ }2 . (4.14)
In particular, if Γ is a (tree) lattice15 of X and if the total mass of the Patterson density is
bounded, then the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM is finite.
The following statement summarises the basic ergodic properties of the lattices of pX, λq
when F “ 0.
Proposition 4.16. Let pX, λq be a metric or simplicial tree, with geometric realisation X.
Assume that pX, λq is uniform and that Γ is a lattice in AutpX, λq. Then
(1) Γ is of divergence type, and its critical exponent δΓ is the Hausdorff dimension of any
visual distance dx on B8X “ ΛΓ;
(2) the Patterson density pµxqxPX coincides, up to a scalar multiple, with the family of
Hausdorff measures pµHausx qxPX of dimension δΓ of the visual distances pB8X, dxq; in
particular, it is AutpX, λq-equivariant: for all γ P AutpX, λq and x P X, we have γ˚µx “
µγx;
(3) the Bowen-Margulis measure rmBM of Γ on GX is AutpX, λq-invariant, and the Bowen-
Margulis measure mBM of Γ on ΓzGX is finite.
Proof. Let Γ1 be any uniform lattice of pX, λq, which exists since the metric tree pX, λq is
uniform. It is well-known (see for instance [Bou]) that the critical exponent δΓ1 of Γ1 is finite
and equal to the Hausdorff dimension of any visual distance pB8X, dxq, and that the family
pµHausx qxPV X of Hausdorff measures of the visual distances pB8X, dxq is a Patterson density
for any discrete nonelementary subgroup of AutpX, λq with critical exponent equal to δΓ1 .
By [BuM, Coro. 6.5(2)], the lattice Γ in AutpX, λq is of divergence type and δΓ “ δΓ1 . By
the uniqueness property of the Patterson densities when Γ is of divergence type (see Theorem
4.6 (3)), the family pµxqxPV X coincides, up to a scalar multiple, with pµHausx qxPV X .
As the graph Γ1zX is compact, the total mass function of the Hausdorff measures of the
visual distances is bounded, hence so is p}µx}qxPV X . By Proposition 4.15, since Γ is a tree
lattice of pX, λq, hence of X, this implies that the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM of Γ is finite.
l
Note that as in [DaOP], when pX, λq (or its minimal nonempty Γ-invariant subtree) is not
assumed to be uniform, there are examples of Γ that are lattices (or are geometrically finite)
whose Bowen-Margulis measure mBM is infinite, see Section 15.5 for more details.
Assume till the end of this Section that pX, λq is simplicial, that is, that λ ” 1. Let us
now discuss the mixing properties of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX for the Gibbs
measure mF .
15See Section 2.6.
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Let LΓ be the length spectrum of Γ, which is, in the present simplicial case, the subgroup
of Z generated by the translation lengths in X of the elements of Γ.
Recall that x0 P V X is a fixed basepoint. Let VevenX “ tx P V X : dpx, x0q “ 0 mod 2u be
the set of vertices of X at an even distance from the basepoint x0, and let VoddX “ V X´VevenX.
Let GevenX (respectively
p
GevenX) be the subset of GX (respectively
p
GX) that consists of the
geodesic lines (respectively generalised geodesic lines) in X whose origin is in VevenX.
Recall16 that a discrete time one-parameter group phnqnPZ of homeomorphisms of a topo-
logical space Z is topologically mixing if for all nonempty open subsets U, V of Z, there exists
n0 P N such that for all n ě n0, we have U X hnpV q ‰ H.
Recall that given a measured space pZ,mq, with m nonzero and finite, endowed with a dis-
crete time one-parameter group phnqnPZ of measure-preserving transformations, the measure
m is mixing under phnqnPZ if for all f, g P L2pZ,mq, we have
lim
nÑ`8
ż
Z
f g ˝ hn dm “ 1}m}
ż
Z
f dm
ż
Z
g dm ,
or equivalently if for every g P L2pZ,mq, the functions g ˝ hn weakly converge in the Hilbert
space L2pZ,mq to the constant function 1}m}
ş
Z g dm as nÑ `8.
Theorem 4.17. Assume that the smallest nonempty Γ-invariant simplicial subtree of X is
uniform, without vertices of degree 2, and that mF is finite. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
• the length spectrum of Γ satisfies LΓ “ Z;
• the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX is topologically mixing on its nonwandering set;
• the quotient graph ΓzX is not bipartite;
• the Gibbs measure mF is mixing under the discrete time geodesic flow pgtqtPZ on ΓzGX.
Otherwise LΓ “ 2Z, and the square of the discrete time geodesic flow pg2tqtPZ is topologically
mixing on the nonwandering subset of ΓzGevenX and the restriction of the Gibbs measure mF
to ΓzGevenX is mixing under pg2tqtPZ.
Proof. The nonwandering set of pgtqtPZ on ΓzGX is Γzt` P GX : `˘ P ΛΓu, and the
nonwandering set of pg2tqtPZ on ΓzGevenX is
Ωeven “ Γzt` P GevenX : `˘ P ΛΓu .
Since the translation axis of any loxodromic element of Γ is contained in the convex hull of
the limit set, we may hence assume that the geometric realisation of X is equal to CΛΓ.
Lemma 4.18. If X is a locally finite tree without vertices of degree 2, if Γ is a nonelemen-
tary discrete sugbroup of AutpXq such that X is tree-minimal (that is, does not contain a
Γ-invariant proper nonempty subtree), then the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is equal either to Z
or to 2Z, and equal to 2Z if and only if the quotient graph ΓzX is bipartite.
Proof. This lemma is essentially due to [GaL]. By for instance [Pau1, Lem. 4.3], since
X is tree-minimal, every geodesic segment (and in particular any two consecutive edges) is
contained in the translation axis of a loxodromic element of Γ. Hence if x and y are the
two endpoints of any edge e of X, since they have degree at least 3, there exist at least two
loxodromic elements α and β of Γ such that the translation axes Axα and Axβ contain x and
16See above Theorem 4.9 for the continuous-time version
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y respectively, but do not meet the interior of the edge e, so that dpx, yq “ dpAxα,Axβq. In
particular Axα and Axβ are disjoint, which implies by for instance [Pau1, Prop. 1.6] that the
translation lengths of α, β and αβ satisfy
λpαβq “ λpαq ` λpβq ` 2 dpAxα,Axβq .
Hence 2 “ 2 dpx, yq “ λpαβq ´ λpαq ´ λpβq P LΓ. Therefore 2Z Ă LΓ Ă Z, and either LΓ “ Z
or LΓ “ 2Z.
Note that for all vertices x, y, z in a simplicial tree, if dpx, yq and dpy, zq are both even or
both odd, then
dpx, zq “ dpx, yq ` dpy, zq ´ 2 dpy, rx, zsq “ 0 mod 2 . (4.15)
Note that for all x P V X and γ P Γ, we have
dpx, γxq “ λpγq mod 2 . (4.16)
Indeed, if γ is loxodromic, then dpx, γxq “ λpγq ` 2 dpx,Axγq and otherwise, dpx, γxq “
2 dpx,Fixpγqq where Fixpγq is the set of fixed points of the elliptic element γ. For future use,
this proves that the following assertions are equivalent :
p1q LΓ Ă 2Z
p2q @ x P X, @ γ P Γ, dpx, γxq P 2Z . (4.17)
Assume that LΓ “ 2Z. Then VevenX (hence VoddX) is Γ-invariant, since for all x P VevenX,
the distance dpx, γxq is even by Equation (4.16), and dpγx, γx0q “ dpx, x0q is even, so that
dpγx, x0q is even by Equation (4.15). Since no edge of X has both endpoints in VevenX, this
proves that ΓzX is bipartite, with partition of its set of vertices pΓzVevenXq \ pΓzVoddXq.
Assume conversely that ΓzX is bipartite. The set VevenX, which is the lift of one of the
two elements of the partition of its vertices by the canonical projection V X Ñ ΓzV X, is
Γ-invariant. By Equation (4.16), this proves that LΓ Ă 2Z, hence that LΓ “ 2Z. l
The equivalence of the first, second and fourth claims in the statement of Theorem 4.17
follows from a discrete time version with potential of [Rob2, Theo. 3.1] or a discrete time
version of [Bab1, Theo. 1] (which can be extended to CATp´1q spaces by the remark in
[Bab1, page 70]). It can also be recovered from the following arguments when LΓ “ 2Z, and
we prefer to concentrate on this case, since it requires a lot of modifications and is stated with
almost no proof in [BrP2, Prop. 3.3], and only when rF “ 0.
Assume from now on that LΓ “ 2Z. Since VevenX is Γ-invariant as seen above, and since
dp`p0q, g2s`p0qq “ 2|s| is even for all ` P GX and s P Z, it follows from the definition of
GevenX “ t` P GX : pip`q P VevenXu and from Equation (4.15) that GevenX is invariant
under the even discrete time geodesic flow pg2sqsPZ and under Γ. Note that the discrete Hopf
parametrisation of GX gives a homeomorphism from GevenX to pξ, η, tq P B28Xˆ Z : t “ dpx0, sξ, ηr q mod 2( .
The restriction of the Gibbs measure rmF to GevenX, that we will again denote by rmF , disin-
tegrates by the projection on the first factor B28X ˆ Z Ñ B28X over the geodesic current pmF
where, for every pξ, ηq P B28X and (any) x P sξ, ηr,
dpmF pξ, ηq “ eC´ξ px0, xq`Cη` px0, xqdµx´0pξq dµx`0pηq , (4.18)
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with conditional measure on the fiber over pξ, ηq the counting measure on the discrete set
tt P Z : t “ dpx0, sξ, ηr q mod 2u. Since mF is finite and invariant under the discrete
time geodesic flow, it is conservative by Poincaré’s recurrence theorem. Hence the measure
quasi-preserving action of Γ on the measured space pB28X, pmF q is ergodic by (the discrete time
version of) Theorem 4.6.
Since the distance between two points in a horosphere of a simplicial tree is even, and again
by Equation (4.15), every horosphere of X is either entirely contained in VevenX or entirely
contained in VoddX. For every ` P GevenX, its strong stable/unstable leaf
W˘p`q “ t`1 P GX : lim
tÑ˘8 dp`ptq, `
1ptqq “ 0u
is contained in GevenX, since the image by the footpoint projection of a strong stable/instable
leaf is a horosphere (see Equation (2.14)). Thus GevenX is saturated by the partition into
strong stable/instable leaves of GX.
We now follow rather closely the arguments of [Bab1, Theo. 1] in order to prove the last
claims of Theorem 4.17, the main point being that the geodesic current pmF is a quasi-product
measure.
The following lemmas are particular cases of respectively Lemma 1 and Fact page 64
of [Bab1], valid for general finite measure preserving dynamical systems, applied, with the
notation of loc. cit, to pTtqtPA “ pg2tqtPZ.
Lemma 4.19. Let f P L2pΓzGevenX,mF q be such that
ş
f dmF “ 0. If there exists an increas-
ing sequence ptnqnPN in Z such that f ˝ g2tn does not converge to 0 for the weak topology on
L2pΓzGevenX,mF q, then there exist an increasing sequence psnqnPN in Z and a nonconstant17
element f˚ P L2pΓzGevenX,mF q such that f ˝ g2sn and f ˝ g´2sn both converge to f˚ for the
weak topology on L2pΓzGevenX,mF q. l
Lemma 4.20. If pfnqnPN is a sequence in L2pΓzGevenX,mF q weakly converging to f˚ in
L2pΓzGevenX,mF q, then there exists a subsequence pfnkqkPN such that the Cesàro averages
1
N2
řN2´1
k“0 fnk converge pointwise almost everywhere to f˚ as N Ñ `8. l
Recall that the support of mF is the nonwandering set Ωeven. Assume for a contradiction
that the restriction ofmF to ΓzGevenX is not mixing under the even discrete time geodesic flow.
Then there exists a continuous function f with compact support on Ωeven such that
ş
f dmF “
0 and pf ˝ g2nqnPN does not weakly converge to 0 in L2pΓzGevenX,mF q. By Lemmas 4.19 and
4.20, there exist a nonconstant element f˚ P L2pΓzGevenX,mF q and increasing sequences
pn˘k qkPN in N such that 1N2
řN2´1
k“0 f ˝ g˘2n
˘
k pointwise almost everywhere converges to f˚ as
N Ñ `8.
Let rf˚ “ f˚ ˝ peven, where peven : GevenX Ñ ΓzGevenX is the canonical projection, be the
lift of f˚ to GevenX. Since the conditional measures for the disintegration of rmF over pmF are
counting measures on countable sets, there exists a full pmF -measure subset E0 of B28X such
that, for every ` P GevenX with p`´, ``q P E0, the above convergences hold after lifting to
GevenX at the points g2n` for all n P Z.
For every ` P GevenX, the subgroup A` of 2Z given by the periods of the map 2n ÞÑ rf˚pg2n`q
only depends on p`´, ``q. Thus, we have a measurable map from E0 into the (discrete) set
17Recall that an element of L2pZ,mq is nonconstant if any representative function is not almost everywhere
constant.
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of subgroups of 2Z, which is Γ-invariant, hence is constant pmF -almost everywhere by the
ergodicity of pmF under Γ.
Assume for a contradiction that this almost everywhere constant subgroup is 2Z, that is,
that the values of rf˚ almost everywhere do not depend on the time parameter in the discrete
Hopf parametrisation of GevenX. Then rf˚ defines a Γ-invariant measurable function on B28X.
Again by ergodicity, this function is almost everywhere constant, contradicting the fact that
f˚ is not almost everywhere constant.
Hence there exist a full pmF -measure subset E1 of E0 and κ P N´t0, 1u such that A` “ 2κZ
for every ` P GevenX with p`´, ``q P E1. Let us finally prove that LΓ is contained in 2κZ,
which contradicts the original assumption that LΓ “ 2Z.
Let rf˘ “ lim supNÑ`8 1N2 řN2k“0 f ˝ g˘2n˘k ˝ peven, so that the set
E “ tpξ, ηq P E1 : @ ` P GevenX, if `´ “ ξ and `` “ η, then rf`p`q “ rf´p`q “ rf˚p`qu
has full pmF -measure. By the hyperbolicity of the geodesic flow (see Equation (2.10)) and the
uniform continuity of f , the map rf` is constant along any strong stable leaf of GevenX andrf´ is constant along any strong unstable leaf. Let
E´ “ tξ P ΛΓ : pξ, η1q P E for µx`0-almost every η1 P ΛΓu
and
E` “ tη P ΛΓ : pξ1, ηq P E for µx´0-almost every ξ1 P ΛΓu .
Since pmF is in the same measure class as the product measure µx´0 b µx`0 (see Equation
(4.18)), and by Fubini’s theorem, we have µx´0p cE´q “ 0 and µx`0p cE`q “ 0, and the set
E´ ˆ E` has full pmF -measure.
Let γ be a loxodromic element of Γ, and let x be any vertex of X on the translation axis of
γ. Since dpx, γxq is even (see Equation (4.17)), the midpoint y of the geodesic segment rx, γxs
is a vertex of X. Since x and y have degree at least 3, there exist ξx and ξy in B8X whose
closest points on the translation axis of γ are respectively x and y. Note that ξx, ξy P ΛΓ as
X “ CΛΓ. Since y and x are the closest points to γ` and γ´ on the geodesic line sξx, ξyr, we
have18 vξx, γ`, ξy, γ´w “ dpx, yq.
x
y
γx
γ´ ξx
η
η1
γ`ξ1
ξ
`1p0q
ξy
`2p0q
`3p0q
`4p0q`0p0q
Since EXpE´ˆE`q has full pmF -measure, there exists pξ, ηq P EXpE´ˆE`q arbitrarily
close to pγ´, ξxq. Since the set
tpξ1, η1q P B28Γ : pξ, η1q, pξ1, ηq, pξ1, η1q P Eu
18See Section 2.6 for the definition of the crossratio of an ordered quadruple of pairwise distinct points in
B8X.
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has full pmF -measure, there exists such a pξ1, η1q arbitrarily close to pγ`, ξyq. Let `0 P GevenX
be such that `0´ “ ξ and `0` “ η. Let `1 P W`p`0q be such that `1´ “ ξ1. Let `2 P W´p`1q be
such that `2` “ η1. Let `3 P W`p`2q be such that `3´ “ ξ. Finally, let `4 P W´p`3q be such
that `4` “ η. Then `4 “ g2s`0 for some s P Z with 2|s| “ dp`0p0q, `4p0qq.
By the definition of E and since rf` (resp. rf´) is constant along the strong stable (resp. un-
stable) leaves, we have
rf˚p`0q “ rf`p`0q “ rf`p`1q “ rf´p`1q “ rf´p`2q “ rf`p`2q “ rf`p`3q
“ rf´p`3q “ rf´p`4q “ rf˚p`4q “ rf˚pg2 s`0q .
Hence 2 |s| is a period in A`0 , thus is contained in 2κZ.
If t ą 0 is large enough, we have
`0ptq “ `1ptq, `1p´tq “ `2p´tq, `2ptq “ `3ptq, `3p´tq “ `4p´tq ,
which respectively tend to η, ξ1, η1, ξ as tÑ `8. Since the crossratio is locally constant and
by its properties, in particular its definition in Equation (2.21), we have
`pγq “ dpx, γxq “ 2 dpx, yq “ 2 vξx, γ`, ξy, γ´w “ 2 vη, ξ1, η1, ξw
“ lim
tÑ`8 dp`
0ptq, `3p´tqq ´ dp`3p´tq, `2ptqq ` dp`2ptq, `1p´tqq ´ dp`1p´tq, `0ptqq
“ lim
tÑ`8 dp`
0ptq, `3p´tqq ´ dp`1p´tq, `1ptqq “ lim
tÑ`8 dp`
0ptq, `4p´tqq ´ 2 t
“ dp`0p0q, `4p0qq “ 2 |s| P 2κZ .
Thus LΓ Ă 2κZ, which contradicts the fact that LΓ “ 2Z. l
By Proposition 4.16, the general assumptions of Theorem 4.17 are satisfied if X is uniform,
without vertices of degree 2, Γ is a lattice of X and rF “ 0. Thus, if we assume furthermore
that ΓzX is not bipartite, then the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM of Γ is mixing under the
discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX.
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Chapter 5
Symbolic dynamics of geodesic flows
on trees
In this Chapter, we give a coding of the discrete time geodesic flow on the nonwandering sets
of quotients of locally finite simplicial trees X without terminal vertices by nonelementary
discrete subgroups of AutpXq by a subshift of finite type on a countable alphabet. Similarly
we give a coding of the continuous time geodesic flow on the nonwandering sets of quotients of
locally finite metric trees pX, λq without terminal vertices by nonelementary discrete subgroups
of AutpX, λq by suspensions of such subshifts. These codings are used in Section 5.4 to prove
the variational principle in both contexts, and in Sections 9.2 and 9.3 to obtain rates of mixing
of the flows.
5.1 Two-sided topological Markov shifts
In this short and independent Section, that will be used in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 9.2 and 9.3,
we recall some definitions concerning symbolic dynamics on countable alphabets.1
A (two-sided) topological Markov shift2 is a topological dynamical system pΣ, σq con-
structed from a countable discrete alphabet A and a transition matrix A “ pAi, jqi, jPA P
t0, 1uAˆA , where Σ is the closed subset of the topological product space A Z defined by
Σ “  x “ pxnqnPZ P A Z : @ n P Z, Axn,xn`1 “ 1u ,
and σ : Σ Ñ Σ is the (two-sided) shift defined by
pσpxqqn “ xn`1
for all x P Σ and n P Z. Note that to be given pA , Aq is equivalent to be given an oriented
graph with countable set of vertices A (and set of oriented edges a subset of A ˆ A ) and
with incidence matrix A such that Ai, j “ 1 if there is an oriented edge from the vertex i to
the vertex j and Ai, j “ 0 otherwise.
1See for instance [Kit, Sar2].
2Note that the terminology could be misleading, a topological Markov shift comes a prori without a measure,
and many probability measures invariant under the shift do not satisfy the Markov chain property that the
probability to pass from one state to another depends only on the previous state, not of all past states.
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For all p ď q in Z, a finite sequence panqpďnďq P A tp,...,qu is admissible (or A-admissible
when we need to make A precise) if Aan, an`1 “ 1 for all n P tp, . . . , q ´ 1u. A topological
Markov shift is transitive if for all x, y P A , there exists an admissible finite sequence panqpďnďq
with ap “ x and aq “ y. This is equivalent to requiring the dynamical system pΣ, σq to be
topologically transitive: for all nonempty open subsets U, V in Σ, there exists n P Z such that
U X σnpV q ‰ H.
Note that the product space A Z is not locally compact when A is infinite. When the
matrix A has only finitely many nonzero entries on each line and each colum, then pΣ, σq is
also called a subshift of finite type (on a countable alphabet). The topological space Σ is then
locally compact: By diagonal extraction, for all p ď q in Z and ap, ap`1, . . . , aq´1, aq in A ,
every cylinder
rap, ap`1, . . . , aq´1, aqs “
 pxnqnPZ P Σ : @ n P tp, . . . , qu, xn “ an(
is a compact open subset of Σ.
Given a continuous map Fsymb : Σ Ñ R and a constant cFsymb P R, we say that a measure
P on Σ, invariant under the shift σ, satisfies the Gibbs property3 with Gibbs constant cFsymb
for the potential Fsymb if for every finite subset E of the alphabet A , there exists CE ě 1
such that for all p ď q in Z and for every x “ pxnqnPZ P Σ such that xp, xq P E, we have
1
CE
ď Pprxp, xp`1, . . . , xq´1, xqsq
e
´cFsymb pq´p`1q`
řq
n“p Fsymbpσnxq ď CE . (5.1)
Two continuous maps Fsymb, F 1symb : Σ Ñ R are cohomologous if there exists a continuous
map G : Σ Ñ R such that
F 1symb ´ Fsymb “ G ˝ σ ´G .
5.2 Coding discrete time geodesic flows on simplicial trees
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, with X “ |X|1 its geometric
realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq, and let rF : T 1X Ñ R be
a potential for Γ.
In this Section, we give a coding of the discrete time geodesic flow pgtqtPZ on the nonwan-
dering subset of ΓzGX by a locally compact transitive (two-sided) topological Markov shift.
This explicit construction will be useful later on in order to study the variational principle
(see Section 5.4) and rates of mixing (see Section 9.2).
The main technical aspect of this construction, building on [BrP2, §6], is to allow the case
when Γ has torsion. When Γ is torsion free and Γ{X is finite, the construction is well-known,
we refer for instance to [CoP6] for a more general setting when the potential is 0. In order
to consider for instance nonuniform tree lattices, it is important to allow torsion in Γ. Our
direct approach also avoids the assumption that the discrete subgroup Γ is full, that is, equal
to the subgroup consisting of the elements g P AutpXq such that p ˝ g “ p where p : XÑ ΓzX
is the canonical projection, as in [Kwo] (building on [BuM, 7.3]).
Let X1 be the minimal nonempty Γ-invariant simplicial subtree of X, whose geometric
realisation is CΛΓ. Since we are only interested in the support of the Gibbs measures,
3Note that some references have a stronger notion of Gibbs measure (see for instance [Sar1]), with the
constant C independent of E.
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we will only code the geodesic flow on the nonwandering subset ΓzX1 of ΓzGX. The same
construction works with the full space ΓzGX, but the resulting Markov shift is then not
necessarily transitive.
Let pY, G˚q “ ΓzzX1 be the quotient graph of groups of X1 by Γ (see for instance Example
2.10), and let p : X1 Ñ Y “ ΓzX1 be the canonical projection. We denote by r1s “ H the
trivial double coset in any double coset set HzG{H of a group G by a subgroup H.
We consider the alphabet A consisting of the triples pe´, h, e`q where
‚ e˘ P EY satisfy tpe´q “ ope`q and
‚ h P ρe´pGe´qzGope`q{ρ e`pGe`q satisfy h ‰ r1s if e` “ e´.
This set is countable (and finite if and only if the quotient graph ΓzX1 is finite), we endow
it with the discrete topology. We consider the (two-sided) topological Markov shift with
alphabet A and transition matrix Ape´, h, e`q, pe1´, h1, e1`q “ 1 if e` “ e1´ and 0 otherwise.
Note that this matrix A “ pAi,jqi,jPA has only finitely many nonzero entries on each line and
each column, since X1 is locally finite and Γ has finite vertex stabilisers in X1. We consider
the subspace
Σ “  pe´i , hi, e`i qiPZ P A Z : @ i P Z, e`i´1 “ e´i (
of the product space A Z, and the shift σ : Σ Ñ Σ defined by pσpxqqi “ xi`1 for all pxiqiPZ in
Σ and i in Z. As seen above, Σ is locally compact.
Let us now construct a natural coding map Θ from ΓzGX1 to Σ, by slightly modifying the
construction of [BrP2, §6].
Ąei`1
geiĆtpeiq
rei
γi`1 p ei
fi fi`1
γi
g ei`1
ei`1
`
in X1
in pY, G˚q “ ΓzzX1
hi`1p`q P Gtpeiq
For every discrete geodesic line ` P GX1, for every i P Z, let fi “ fip`q be the edge of
X1 whose geometric realisation is `pri, i ` 1sq with origin fpiq and endpoint fpi ` 1q, and let
ei “ ppfiq, which is an edge in Y. Let us use the notation of Example 2.10: we fix lifts re
and rv of every edge e and vertex v of Y in X1 such that re “ re, and elements ge P Γ such
that ge Ątpeq “ tpreq. Since ppreiq “ ei “ ppfiq, there exists γi “ γip`q P Γ, well defined up to
multiplication on the left by an element of Gei “ Γ rei , such that γifi “ rei for all i P Z.
We define e´i`1p`q “ ei, e`i`1p`q “ ei`1, and
hi`1p`q “ g ´1e´i`1p`q γip`q γi`1p`q
´1 g
e`i`1p`q
. (5.2)
Since for every edge e of Y the structural monomorphism
ρe : Ge “ Γre ÝÑ Gtpeq “ ΓĄtpeq
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is the map g ÞÑ g´1e gge, the double coset of hip`q in ρe´i p`qpGe´i p`qqzGope`i p`qq{ρ e`i p`qpGe`i p`qq
does not depend on the choice of the γi’s, and we again denote it by hip`q.
The next result shows that, assuming only that Γ is discrete and nonelementary, the time-
one discrete geodesic flow g1 on its nonwandering subset of ΓzGX is topologically conjugate
to a locally compact transitive (two-sided) topological Markov shift.
Theorem 5.1. With X1 “ CΛΓ, the map Θ : ΓzGX1 Ñ Σ defined by
Γ` ÞÑ pe´i p`q, hip`q, e`i p`qqiPZ
is a homeomorphism which conjugates the time-one discrete geodesic flow g1 and the shift σ,
that is, the following diagram commutes
ΓzGX1 g1ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓzGX1
Θ
§§đ §§đΘ
Σ
σÝÝÝÝÑ Σ ,
and the topological Markov shift pΣ, σq is locally compact and transitive.
Furthermore, if we endow ΓzGX1 with the quotient distance of
dp`, `1q “ e´ sup
 
nPN : `|r´n,ns “ `1|r´n,ns
(
on GX1 and Σ with the distance
dpx, x1q “ e´ sup
 
nPN : @ i P t´n,...,nu, xi “ x1i
(
,
then Θ is a bilipschitz homeomorphism.
Finally, if X1 is a uniform tree without vertices of degree at most 2, if the Gibbs measure
mF of Γ is finite, and if the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is equal to Z, then the topological Markov
shift pΣ, σq is topologically mixing.
Note that when Y is finite (or equivalently when Γ is cocompact), the alphabet A is finite
(hence pΣ, σq is a standard subshift of finite type). When furthermore the vertex groups of
pY, G˚q are trivial (or equivalently when Γ acts freely, and in particular is a finitely generated
free group), this result is well-known, but it is new if the vertex groups are not trivial. Compare
with the construction of [CoP6], whose techniques might be applied since Γ is word-hyperbolic
if Y is finite, up to replacing Gromov’s (continuous time) geodesic flow of Γ by the (discrete
time) geodesic flow on GX1, thus avoiding the suspension part (see also the end of op. cit. when
Γ is a free group).
Proof. For all ` P GX1 and γ P Γ, we can take γipγ`q “ γip`qγ´1, and since ppγfiq “ ppfiq, we
have e˘i pγ`q “ e˘i p`q and hipγ`q “ hip`q, hence the map Θ is well defined. By construction,
the map Θ is equivariant for the actions of g1 on ΓzGX1 and σ.
With the distances indicated in the statement of Theorem 5.1, if `, `1 P GX1 satisfy
`|r´n, ns “ `1|r´n, ns for some n P N, then we have e˘i p`q “ e˘i p`1q for ´n ď i ď n ´ 1,
and we may take γip`q “ γip`1q for ´n ď i ď n´ 1, so that hip`q “ hip`1q for ´n ď i ď n´ 1.
Therefore, we have
dpΘpΓ`q,ΘpΓ`1q q ď e dpΓ`,Γ`1q ,
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and Θ is Lipschitz (hence continuous).
Let us construct an inverse Ψ : Σ Ñ ΓzGX1 of Θ, by a more general construction that will
be useful later on. Let I be a nonempty interval of consecutive integers in Z, either finite or
equal to Z (the definition of the inverse of Θ only requires the second case I “ Z). For all
e´, e` P EY such that tpe´q “ ope`q, we fix once and for all a representative of every double
coset in ρe´pGe´qzGope`q{ρ e`pGe`q, and we will denote this double coset by its representative.
Let w “ pe´i , hi, e`i qiPI be a sequence indexed by I in the alphabet A such that for all
i P I such that i ´ 1 P I, we have e`i´1 “ e´i (when I is finite, this means that w is an A-
admissible sequence in A , and when I “ Z, this means that w P Σ). In particular, the element
hi P Gope`i q “ ΓČope`i q is the chosen representative of its double coset ρe´i pGe´i q hi ρ e`i pGe`i q.
For every i P I, note that
ophi g ´1
e`i
Ăe`i q “ op g ´1e`i Ăe`i q “Čope`i q “ Ćtpe´i q “ tp g ´1e´i Ăe´i q .
But hi g ´1
e`i
Ăe`i is not the opposite edge of the edge g ´1e´i Ăe´i , since the double coset of hi is
not the trivial one r1s when e`i “ e´i , hence hi does not fix g ´1e´i
Ăe´i . Therefore the length 2
edge path (see the picture below)
p g ´1
e´i
Ăe´i , hi g ´1e`i Ăe`i q
is geodesic.
e´i “ e`i´1 e`i`1e`i “ e´i`1
g ´1
e´i
Ăe´i
hi
hi`1
Čope`i q
Y
X
fi´1 fi
αi´1
αi
fi`1
p
g ´1
e`i
Ăe`i
g ´1
e`i
Ăe`i
g ´1
e`i
ge`i
Let us construct by induction a geodesic segment rw in X1 (which will be a discrete geodesic
line if I “ Z), well defined up to the action of Γ, as follows.
We fix i0 P I (for instance i0 “ 0 if I “ Z or i0 “ min I if I is finite), and αi0 P Γ. Let us
define
fi0 “ fi0pwq “ αi0 g ´1e`i0
Ăe`i0 .
Let us then define
αi0´1 “ αi0´1pwq “ αi0 g ´1e`i0 g e`i0
h ´1i0 and fi0´1 “ fi0´1pwq “ αi0´1 g ´1e´i0
Ăe´i0 .
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We have αi0´1 hi0 g ´1
e`i0
Ăe`i0 “ fi0 and pfi0´1, fi0q is a geodesic edge path of length 2 (as the
image by αi0´1 of such a path).
Let i ´ 1, i1 P I be such that i1 ď i0 ď i ´ 1. Assume by increasing induction on i and
decreasing induction on i1 that a geodesic edge path pfi1´1 “ fi1´1pwq, . . . , fi´1 “ fi´1pwqq in
X1 and a sequence pαi1´1 “ αi1´1pwq, . . . , αi´1 “ αi´1pwqq in Γ have been constructed such
that
fj “ αj g ´1e`j
Ăe`j and αj “ αj´1 hj g ´1e`j ge`j
for every j P N such that i1 ´ 1 ď j ď i´ 1, with besides j ě i1 for the equality on the right.
If i does not belong to I, we stop the construction on the right hand side at i ´ 1. If on
the contrary i P I, let us define (see the above picture)
αi “ αi´1 hi g ´1
e`i
ge`i
and fi “ fipwq “ αi g ´1e`i
Ăe`i .
Then
pfi´1, fiq “
`
αi´1 g ´1e´i
Ăe´i , αi´1 hi g ´1e`i Ăe`i ˘ ,
is a geodesic edge path of length 2 (as the image by αi´1 of such a path). As an edge path
is geodesic if and only if it has no back-and-forth, pfi1 , . . . , fiq is a geodesic edge path in X1.
Thus the construction holds at rank i on the right.
If i1´ 1 does not belong to I, we stop the construction on the left side at i1. Otherwise we
proceed as for the construction of αi0´1 and fi0´1 in order to construct αi1´2 and fi1´2 with
the required properties.
If I “ rp, qs X Z with p ď q in Z, let I 1 “ rp ´ 1, qs X Z. If I “ Z, let I 1 “ Z. We have
thus constructed a geodesic edge path
pfiqiPI 1 “ pfipwqqiPI 1 (5.3)
in X1. We denote by rw its parametrisation by R if I “ Z and by rp´ 1, q` 1s if I “ rp, qsXZ,
in such a way that rwpiq “ opfiq for all i P I. In particular, fi “ rwpri, i ` 1sq for all i P I 1.
When I “ rp, qs X Z, we consider rw as a generalised discrete geodesic line, by extending it to
a constant on s ´ 8, p´ 1s and on rq ` 1,`8r .
The orbit Γ rw of rw does not depend on the choice of αi0 , since replacing αi0 by α1i0 replaces
fi by α1i0α
´1
i0
fi for all i P I 1, hence replaces rw by α1i0α´1i0 rw. This also implies that Γ rw does
not depend on the choice of i0 P I.
Assume from now on that I “ Z, and define Ψ : Σ Ñ ΓzGX1 by
Ψpwq “ Γ rw .
Let w “ pe´i , hi, e`i qiPZ and w1 “ pe1i´, h1i, e1i`qiPI in Σ satisfy e˘i “ e1i˘ and hi “ h1i for all
i P t´n, . . . , nu for some n P N. Then we may take the same i0 “ 0 and αi0 in the construction
of rw and Ăw1. We thus have αipwq “ αipw1q and fipwq “ fipw1q for ´n ď i ď n. Therefore,
with the distances indicated in the statement of Theorem 5.1, we have
dpΨpwq,Ψpw1q q ď dpw,w1q ,
and Ψ is Lipschitz.
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Let us prove that Ψ is indeed the inverse of Θ. As in the construction of Θ, for all ` P GX1
and i P Z, we define fi “ `pri, i ` 1sq, e`i “ ppfiq and e´i “ e`i´1. We denote by γ1i P Γ an
element sending fi to g ´1e`i
Ăe`i for all i P Z (see the picture below): with the notation above
the statement of Theorem 5.1, we have γ1i “ g ´1e`i γip`q.
e´i “ e`i´1 e`i`1e`i “ e´i`1Y
fi´1 fi fi`1
g ´1
e`i
Ăe`i
g ´1
e´i
Ăe´i
h1i
h1i`1
γ1i
X1
γ1i´1
Čope`i q
γ1i´1fi
p
g ´1
e`i
Ăe`ig
´1
e`i
ge`i
Then γ1i is well defined up to multiplication on the left by an element of Γg ´1
e`
i
Ăe`i “ ρe`i pGe`i q.
Let h1i be an element in Gope`i q sending g
´1
e`i
Ăe`i to γ1i´1fi. It exists since these two edges have
the same origin Čope`i q, and same image by p:
ppγ1i´1fiq “ ppfiq “ e`i “ ppĂe`i q “ pp g ´1e`i Ăe`i q .
Furthermore, it is well defined up to multiplication on the right by an element of Γ
g ´1
e`
i
Ăe`i “
ρ
e`i
pGe`i q, and we have (see the above picture)
γ1i´1 γ1i
´1
g ´1
e´i
g
e`i
P h1i ρe`i pGe`i q
Using γjp`q “ ge`j γ1j for j “ i, i´1 in Equation (5.2) gives hip`q “ γ1i´1γ1i
´1g ´1
e`i
g
e`i
. Hence
by the construction of Θ (see with γ1i “ g ´1e´i γip`q for all i P Z), we have
Θp`q “ pe´i , ρe´i pGe´i q h
1
i ρe`i
pGe`i q, e
`
i qiPZ .
Let hi be the chosen representative of the double coset ρe´i pGe´i q h1i ρe`i pGe`i q : there exist
α P ρe´i pGe´i q “ ρe`i´1pGe`i´1q and β P ρe`i pGe`i q such that hi “ αh
1
iβ. Up to replacing γ
1
i´1 by
α´1γ1i´1 and h1i by h1iβ, we then may have h1i “ hi. By taking αi0 “ γ1i0´1, we have αi “ γ1i´1
for all i P Z, and an inspection of the above two constructions gives that Θ ˝ Ψ “ id and
Ψ ˝Θ “ id.
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Since the discrete time geodesic flow is topologically transitive on its nonwandering subset
and by conjugation, the topological Markov shift pΣ, σq is topologically transitive.
If X1 is a uniform tree without vertices of degree at most 2, if the length spectrum of Γ is
equal to Z and if the Gibbs measuremF for Γ is finite, then by Theorem 4.17, the discrete time
geodesic flow on ΓzGX1 is topologically mixing, hence by conjugation by Θ, the topological
Markov shift pΣ, σq is topologically mixing. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. l
When the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is different from Z, the topological Markov shift pΣ, σq
constructed above is not always topologically mixing. We now modify the above construction
in order to take care of this problem.
Recall that X1 “ CΛΓ and that GevenX1 is the space of geodesic lines ` P GX1 whose origin
`p0q is at even distance from the basepoint x0 (we assume that x0 P X1), which is invariant
under the time-two discrete geodesic flow g2 and, when LΓ “ 2Z, under Γ, as seen in the
proof of Theorem 4.17.
Consider Aeven the alphabet consisting of the quintuples pf´, h´, f0, h`, f`q where the
triples pf´, h´, f0q and pf0, h`, f`q belong to A and opf0q is at even distance from the
image in Y “ ΓzX1 of the basepoint x0. Let Aeven “ pAeven, i,jqi,jPAeven be the transition
matrix with line and column indices in Aeven such that for all i “ pf´, h´, f0, h`, f`q and
j “ pf ´˚, h´˚, f0˚ , h`˚, f `˚q, we have Aeven, i,j “ 1 if and only if f` “ f ´˚. We denote by
pΣeven, σevenq the associated topological Markov shift. We endow Σeven with the slightly
modified distance
devenpx, x1q “ e´2 sup
 
nPN : @ k P t´n, ..., nu, xk “ x1k
(
,
where x “ pxkqkPZ and x1 “ px1kqkPZ are in Σeven.
We have a canonical injection inj : Σeven Ñ Σ sending the sequence pfn´ , hn´ , f0n, hn` , fn` qnPZ
to pen´ , hn, en` qnPZ with, for every n P Z,
e´2n “ fn´ , h2n “ hn´ , e`2n “ f0n, e´2n`1 “ f0n, h2n`1 “ hn` , e`2n`1 “ fn` , .
By construction, inj is clearly a homeomorphism onto its image, and
ΘpΓzGevenX1q “ injpΣevenq .
If two sequences in Σeven coincide between ´n and n, then their images by inj coincide
between ´2n and 2n. Conversely, if the images by inj of two sequences in Σeven coincide
between ´2n´ 1 and 2n` 1, then these sequences coincide between ´n and n. Hence inj is
bilipschitz, for the above distances.
Let us define Θeven “ inj´1 ˝Θ|ΓzGevenX1 : ΓzGevenX1 Ñ Σeven. The following diagram hence
commutes
ΓzGevenX1 ΘevenÝÝÝÝÑ Σeven§§đ §§đinj
ΓzGX1 ΘÝÝÝÝÑ Σ ,
where the vertical map on the left hand side is the inclusion map.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that X1 “ CΛΓ is a uniform tree without vertices of degree at most 2,
that the Gibbs measure mF of Γ is finite, and that the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is equal to 2Z.
Then the map Θeven : ΓzGevenX1 Ñ Σeven is a bilipschitz homeomorphism which conjugates
the time-two discrete geodesic flow g2 and the shift σeven, and the topological Markov shift
pΣeven, σevenq is locally compact and topologically mixing.
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Proof. The only claims that remains to be proven is the last one, which follows from Theorem
4.17, by conjugation. l
Let us now study the properties of the image by the coding map Θ of finite Gibbs measures
on ΓzGX.
Let δ “ δΓ,F˘ be the critical exponent of pΓ, F˘q. Let pµx˘ qxPV X be two (normalised)
Patterson densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, F˘q, where as previously rF` “ rF , rF´ “ rF ˝ ι.
Assume that the associated Gibbs measure mF on ΓzGX (using the convention for discrete
time of Section 4.3) is finite.
Let us define
P “ 1}mF } Θ˚mF (5.4)
as the image of the Gibbs measure mF (whose support is ΓzGX1) by the homeomorphism Θ,
normalised to be a probability measure. It is a probability measure on Σ, invariant under the
shift σ.
Let pZnqnPZ be the random process classically associated with the full shift σ on Σ: it is
the random process on the Borel space Σ indexed by Z with values in the discrete alphabet
A , where Zn : Σ Ñ A is the (continuous hence measurable) n-th projection pxkqkPN ÞÑ xn
for all n P Z.
The following Proposition 5.5 summarises the properties of the probability measure P. We
start by recalling and giving some notation used in this proposition.
For every admissible finite sequence w “ pap, . . . , aqq in A , where p ď q in Z, we denote
‚ by rws “ rap, . . . , aqs “ tpxnqnPZ P Σ : @ n P tp, . . . , qu, xn “ an
(
the associated
cylinder in Σ,
‚ by pw the associated geodesic edge path in X1 with length q ´ p` 2 constructed in the
proof of Theorem 5.1 (see Equation (5.3)), with origin pw´ and endpoint pw`.
For every geodesic edge path α “ pfp´1, . . . , fqq in X1, we define (See Section 2.6 for the
notation, and the picture below)
Bα`X1 “ BfqX1 and Bα´X1 “ B fp´1X1 ,
and
GαX “ t` P GX : `pp´ 1q “ opfp´1q and `pq ` 1q “ tpfqqu .
fqfp´1
Bα`X1Bα´X1
α
We define a map Fsymb : Σ Ñ R by
Fsymbpxq “
ż tpe`0 q
ope`0 q
F (5.5)
if x “ pxiqiPZ with x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q. Note that for all pxnqnPZ, pynqnPZ P Σ, if x0 “ y0, then
Fsymbpxq “ Fsymbpyq, so that Fsymb is locally constant (constant on each cylinder of length 1
at time 0), hence continuous.
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For instance, if F “ Fc is the potential associated with a system of conductances c :
ΓzEX1 Ñ R (see Section 3.5), then
Fsymbpxq “ cpe`0 q .
Note that if c, c1 : ΓzEX1 Ñ R are cohomologous systems of conductances on ΓzEX1, then the
corresponding maps Fsymb, F 1symb : Σ Ñ R are cohomologous. Indeed if f : ΓzV X Ñ R is a
map such that c1peq ´ cpeq “ fptpeqq ´ fpopeqq for every e P ΓzEX, with G : Σ Ñ R the map
defined by Gpxq “ fpope`0 qq if x “ pxiqiPZ with x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q, then G is locally constant,
hence continuous, and since tpe`0 q “ ope`1 q, we have, for every x P Σ,
F 1symbpxq ´ Fsymbpxq “ Gpσxq ´Gpxq .
Definition 5.3. Let X2 be a locally finite simplicial tree. A nonelementary discrete sub-
group Γ1 of AutpX2q is Markov-good if for every n P N ´ t0u and every geodesic edge path
pe0, . . . , en`1q in CΛΓ1, we have
|Γ1e0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Γ1en | |Γ1en´1 X Γ1en X Γ1en`1 | “ |Γ1e0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Γ1en`1 | |Γ1en´1 X Γ1en | . (5.6)
Remark 5.4. (1) Note that Equation (5.6) is automatically satisfied if n “ 1 and that Γ1 is
Markov-good if Γ1 acts freely on X2.
(2) A group action on a simplicial tree is 2-acylindrical 4 if the stabiliser of any geodesic edge
path of length 2 is trivial. If Γ1 is 2-acylindrical on X, then Γ1 is Markov-good, since all groups
appearing in Equation (5.6) are trivial.
(3) If X2 has degrees at least 3 and if Γ1 is a noncocompact geometrically finite lattice of X2
with abelian edge stabilisers, then Γ1 is not Markov-good.
Proof. (3) Since the quotient graph Γ1zX2 is infinite, the graph of groups Γ1zzX2 contains at
least one cuspidal ray. Consider a geodesic ray in X2 with consecutive edges pfnqnPN mapping
injectively onto this cuspiday ray, pointing towards its end. The stabilisers of the edges fn in
Γ1 are hence nondecreasing in n: we have Γ1fn Ă Γ1fn`1 for all n P N. By the finiteness of the
volume, there exists n ě 3 such that Γ1fn´2 is strictly contained in Γ1fn´1 . Since X2 has degrees
at least 3, there exists γ P Γ1 fixing tpfn´1q but not fixing fn´1. Let e0 “ f0, . . . , en´1 “ fn´1,
en “ γ fn´1 and en`1 “ γ fn´2. Since the stabilisers of fn´1 and en are conjugated by
γ within the abelian stabiliser of fn, they are equal. Then pe0, . . . , en`1q is a geodesic edge
path in the simpliciak tree X2 (whose geometric realisation is equal to CΛΓ1 since Γ1 is a
lattice). Since Γ1e0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Γ1en “ Γ1f0 , Γ1en´1 X Γ1en X Γ1en`1 “ Γ1fn´2 , Γ1e0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Γ1en`1 “ Γ1f0 ,
Γ1en´1 X Γ1en “ Γ1fn´1 and |Γ1fn´2 | ‰ |Γ1fn´1 |, the subgroup Γ1 is not Markov-good. l
Recall that a random process pZ 1nqnPZ on pΣ,Pq is a Markov chain if and only if for all
p ď q in Z and ap, . . . , aq, aq`1 in A , we have, when defined,
PpZ 1q`1 “ aq`1 |Z 1q “ aq, . . . , Z 1p “ apq “ PpZ 1q`1 “ aq`1 |Z 1q “ aqq . (5.7)
Proposition 5.5. (1) For every admissible finite sequence w in A , we have
Pprwsq “ µ
´pw´pB´pwX1q µ`pw`pB`pwX1q e
ş pw`pw´ p rF´δq
|Γ pw| }mF } .
4See for instance [Sel, GuL], which require other minor hypotheses that are not relevant here.
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(2) The random process pZnqnPZ on pΣ,Pq is a Markov chain if and only if Γ is Markov-good.
(3) The measure P on the topological Markov shift Σ satisfies the Gibbs property with Gibbs
constant δ for the potential Fsymb.
It follows from the above Assertion (2) and from Remark 5.4 that when X has degrees at
least 3 and Γ is a noncocompact geometrically finite lattice of X with abelian edge stabilisers
(and more generally, this is not a necessary assumption), then pZnqnPZ is not a Markov chain.
The fact that codings of discrete time geodesic flows on trees might not satisfy the Markov
chain property had been noticed by Burger and Mozes around the time the paper [BuM] was
published.5 When proving the variational principle in Section 5.4 and the exponential decay
of correlations in Section 9.2, we will hence have to use tools that are not using the Markov
chain property.
Proof. (1) Let w “ pap, . . . , aqq, with p ď q in Z, be an admissible finite sequence in A .
Recall that rws “ tx P Σ : @ i P tp, . . . , qu, xi “ aiu. By the construction of Θ, the preimage
Θ´1prwsq is equal to the image ΓG pwX1 of G pwX1 in ΓzGX1. Hence, since Γ pw is the stabiliser of
G pwX1 in Γ,
Pprwsq “ 1}mF } mF pΓG pwX1q “
1
|Γ pw| }mF } rmF pG pwX1q .
In the expression of rmF given by Equation (4.12), let us use as basepoint the origin pw´ of
the edge path pw, and note that all elements of G pwX1 pass through pw´ at time t “ p ´ 1, so
that by the invariance of rmF under the discrete time geodesic flow, we have
rmF pG pwX1q “ ż
`PG pwX1
drmF pg1´p`q “ ż
`´PB´pwX1
ż
``PB`pwX1
dµ´pw´p`´qdµ`pw´p``q
“ µ´pw´pB´pwX1q µ`pw´pB`pwX1q “ µ´pw´pB´pwX1q µ`pw`pB`pwX1q e
ş pw`pw´ p rF´δq ,
where this last equality follows by Equations (4.2) and (3.20) with x “ pw´ and y “ pw`, since
for every `` P B`pwX1, we have pw` P r pw`, ``r .
(2) Let us fix p ď q in Z and ap, . . . , aq, aq`1 in A , and let us try to verify Equation (5.7) for
pZ 1nqnPN “ pZnqnPN. Let α˚ “ pap, . . . , aqq, which is an admissible sequence, since we assumed
the conditional probability PpZq`1 “ aq`1 |Zq “ aq, . . . , Zp “ apq to be well defined. We
may assume that α “ pap, . . . , aq, aq`1q is an admissible sequence, otherwise both sides of
Equation (5.7) are 0. Let us consider
Qα “ PpZq`1 “ aq`1 |Zq “ aq, . . . , Zp “ apqPpZq`1 “ aq`1 |Zq “ aqq “
Pprap, . . . , aq`1sq Ppraqsq
Pprap, . . . , aqsq Ppraq, aq`1sq .
Let us replace each one of the four terms in this ratio by its value given by Assertion (1).
Since B´pαX1 “ B´xα˚X1, B`pαX1 “ B`{aq ,aq`1X1, B`xα˚X1 “ B`xaqX1 and B´xaqX1 “ B´{aq ,aq`1X1, all Patterson
measure terms cancel. Denoting by y1 the common origin of pα and xα˚, by y2 the common
origin of paq and {aq, aq`1, by y3 the common terminal point of paq and xα˚, and by y4 the
common terminal point of {aq, aq`1 and pα, we thus have by Assertion (1)
Qα “
|Γxα˚ | |Γ {aq ,aq`1 |
|Γpα| |Γxaq |
e
şy4
y1
p rF´δq
e
şy3
y2
p rF´δq
e
şy3
y1
p rF´δq
e
şy4
y2
p rF´δq .
5Personal communication.
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Since y1, y2, y3, y4 are in this order on ry1, y4s, we have
Qα “
|Γxα˚ | |Γ {aq ,aq`1 |
|Γpα| |Γxaq | .
Since every geodesic edge path of length n ` 1 at least 3 in X1 defines an admissible
sequence of length n at least 2 in A , by Equation (5.6), we have Qα “ 1 for every admissible
sequence α in A if and only if Γ is Markov-good.
(3) Let E be a finite subset of the alphabet A , and let w “ pap, . . . , aqq with p ď q in Z be
an admissible sequence in A such that ap, aq P E. By Assertion (1), we have
Pprwsq “ µ
´pw´pB´pwX1q µ`pw`pB`pwX1q e
ş pw`pw´ p rF´δq
|Γ pw| }mF } .
Since ap, aq are varying in the finite subset E of A , the first and last edges of pw vary amongst
the images under elements of Γ of finitely many edges of X1. Since w is admissible, the
sets B˘pwX1 are nonempty open subsets of ΛΓ, hence they have positive Patterson measures.
Furthermore, the quantities µ˘pw˘pB˘pwX1q are invariant under the action of Γ on the first/last
edge of pw. Hence there exists c1 ě 1 depending only on E such that 1 ď |Γ pw| ď |Γ pw´ | ď c1
and 1c1 ď µ˘pw˘pB˘pwX1q ď c1.
Note that the length of pw is equal to q ´ p` 2. Therefore
e´δ
c31 }mF }
e
´δpq´p`1q`ş pw`pw´ rF ď Pprwsq ď e´δ c21}mF } e
´δpq´p`1q`ş pw`pw´ rF .
If pw “ pfp´1, fp, . . . , fqq and x P rws, we have by the definition of Fsymbż pw`
pw´ rF “
qÿ
i“p´1
ż tpfiq
opfiq
rF “ ż tpfp´1q
opfp´1q
rF ` qÿ
i“p
Fsymbpσipxqq .
Since rF is continuous and Γ-invariant, and since opfp´1q remains in the image under Γ
of a finite subset of V X1, there exists c2 ą 0 depending only on E such that | rF pvq| ď c2 for
every v P T 1X with pipvq P ropfp´1q, tpfp´1qs. Hence |
ştpfp´1q
opfp´1q
rF | ď c2, and Assertion (3) of
Proposition 5.5 follows (see Equation (5.1) for the definition of the Gibbs property). l
Again in order to consider the case when the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is 2Z, we define
Peven “ 1}pmF q| ΓzGevenX1}
pΘevenq˚
`pmF q| ΓzGevenX1˘ ,
and pZeven, nqnPZ the random process associated with the full shift σeven on Σeven, with Zeven, n :
Σeven Ñ Aeven the n-th projection for every n P Z.
By a proof similar to the one of Proposition 5.5, we have the following result. We define
a map Fsymb, even : Σeven Ñ R by
Fsymb, evenpxq “
ż tpf`0 q
opf00 q
F (5.8)
if x “ pxiqiPZ with x0 “ pf´0 , h´0 , f00 , h`0 , f`0 q. As previously, Fsymb, even is locally constant,
hence continuous.
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Proposition 5.6. The measure Peven on the topological Markov shift Σeven satisfies the Gibbs
property with Gibbs constant δ for the potential Fsymb, even. l
Again, if Γ is a noncocompact geometrically finite lattice of X with abelian edge stabilisers
and X1 has degrees at least 3, then pZeven, nqnPZ is not a Markov chain.
5.3 Coding continuous time geodesic flows on metric trees
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices, with X “ |X|λ its geometric
realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq, and let rF : T 1X Ñ R be
a potential for Γ. Let X 1 “ CΛΓ, which is the geometric realisation |X1|λ of a metric subtree
pX1, λq. Let δ “ δΓ,F˘ be the critical exponent of pΓ, F˘q. Let pµx˘ qxPV X be the (normalised)
Patterson densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, F˘q, and assume that the associated Gibbs
measure mF is finite. We also assume in this Section that the lengths of the edges of pX1, λq
have a finite upper bound (which is in particular the case if pX1, λq is uniform). They have a
positive lower bound by definition (see Section 2.6).
In this Section, we prove that the continuous time geodesic flow on ΓzGX 1 is isomorphic to
a suspension of a transitive (two-sided) topological Markov shift on a countable alphabet, by
an explicit construction that will be useful later on in order to study the variational principle
(see Section 5.4) and rates of mixing (see Section 9.3). Since we are only interested in the
support of the Gibbs measures, we will only give such a description for the geodesic flow on
the nonwandering subset ΓzGX 1 of ΓzGX. The same construction works with the full space
ΓzGX, but the resulting Markov shift is then not necessarily transitive.
We start by recalling (see for instance [BrinS, §1.11]) the definitions of the suspension of
an invertible discrete time dynamical system and of the first return map on a cross-section of
a continuous time dynamical system, which allow to pass from transformations to flows and
back, respectively.
Let pZ, µ, T q be a metric space Z endowed with a homeomorphism T and a T -invariant
(positive Borel) measure µ. Let r : Z Ñ s0,`8r be a continuous map, such that for all
z P Z, the subset trpTnzq : n P Nu Y t´ rpT´pn`1qzq : n P Nu is discrete in R. Then the
suspension (or also special flow) over pZ, µ, T q with roof function r is the following continuous
time dynamical system pZr, µr, pT trqtPRq :
‚ The space Zr is the quotient topological space pZ ˆ Rq{„ where „ is the equivalence
relation on Z ˆ R generated by pz, s ` rpzqq „ pTz, sq for all pz, sq P Z ˆ R. We denote by
rz, ss the equivalence class of pz, sq. Note that
F “ tpz, sq : z P Z, 0 ď s ă rpzqu
is a measurable strict fundamental domain for this equivalence relation. We endow Zr with
the Bowen-Walters distance, see [BowW] and particularly the appendix in [BarS].
‚ For every t P R, the map T tr : Zr Ñ Zr is the map rz, ss ÞÑ rz, s ` ts. Equivalently,
when pz, sq P F and t ě 0, then T trprz, ssq “ rTnz, s1s where n P N and s1 P R are such that
t` s “
n´1ÿ
i“0
rpT izq ` s1 and 0 ď s1 ă rpTnzq .
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‚ Denoting by ds the Lebesgue measure on R, the measure µr is the pushforward of
the restriction to F of the product measure dµ ds by the restriction to F of the canonical
projection pZ ˆ Rq Ñ Zr.
Note that pT trqtPR is indeed a continuous one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of Zr,
preserving the measure µr. The measure µr is finite if and only if
ş
Z r dµ is finite, since
}µr} “
ż
F
dµds “
ż
Z
r dµ .
We will denote by pZ, µ, T qr the continuous time dynamical system pZr, µr, pT trqtPRq thus
constructed.
Conversely, let pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq be a metric space Z endowed with a continuous one-parameter
group of homeomorphisms pφtqtPR, preserving a (positive Borel) measure µ. Let Y be a
cross-section of pφtqtPR, that is a closed subspace of Z such that for every z P Z, the set
tt P R : φtpzq P Y u is infinite and discrete. Let τ : Y Ñ s0,`8r be the (continuous) first
return time on the cross-section Y : for every y P Y ,
τpyq “ mintt ą 0 : φtpyq P Y u .
Let φY : Y Ñ Y be the (homeomorphic) first return map to (or Poincaré map of) the cross-
section Y , defined by
φY : y ÞÑ φτpyqpyq .
By the invariance of µ under the flow pφtqtPR, the restriction of µ to
tφtpyq : y P Y, 0 ď t ă τpyqu
disintegrates6 by the (well-defined) map φtpyq ÞÑ y over a measure µY on Y , which is invariant
under the first return map φY :
dµpφtpyqq “ dt dµY pyq .
Note that if τ has a positive lower bound and if µ is finite, then µY is finite, since
}µ} ě }µY } inf τ ,
and pY, µY , φY q is a discrete time dynamical system.
Recall that an isomorphism from a continuous time dynamical system pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq to
another one pZ 1, µ1, pφ1tqtPRq is a homeomorphism between the underlying spaces preserving
the underlying measures and commuting with the underlying flows.
Example 5.7. If pZ, µ, T q and pZ 1, µ1, T 1q are (invertible) discrete time dynamical systems,
endowed with roof functions r : Z Ñ s0,`8r and r1 : Z 1 Ñ s0,`8r respectively, if θ : Z Ñ Z 1
is a measure preserving homeomorphism commuting with the transformations T and T 1 (that
is, θ˚µ “ µ1, θ ˝ T “ T 1 ˝ θ) and such that
r1 ˝ θ “ r ,
then the map
p
θ : Zr Ñ Z 1r1 defined by rz, ss ÞÑ rθpzq, ss is an isomorphim between the
suspensions pZ, µ, T qr and pZ 1, µ1, T 1qr1 .
6with conditional measure on the fiber tφtpyq : 0 ď t ă τpyqu over y P Y the image of the Lebesgue
measure on r0, τpyqr by t ÞÑ φtpyq
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It is well known (see for instance [BrinS, §1.11]) that the above two constructions are
inverses one to another, up to isomorphism. In particular, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.8. With the general notation above Example 5.7, the suspension pY, µY , φY qτ
over pY, µY , φY q with roof function τ is isomorphic to pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq by the map fY : ry, ss ÞÑ
φsy. l
In order to describe the continuous time dynamical system
`
ΓzGX 1, mF}mF } , pgtqtPR
˘
as a
suspension over a topological Markov shift, we will start by describing it as a suspension
of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX1. Note that the Patterson densities and Gibbs
measures depend not only on the potential, but also on the lengths of the edges.7 We hence
need to relate precisely the continuous time and discrete time situations, and we will use in
this Section the left exponent 7 to indicate a discrete time object whenever needed.
For instance, we set8 7X 1 “ |X1|1 and we denote by p7gtqtPZ the discrete time geodesic
flow on ΓzGX1. Note that X 1 and 7X 1 are equal as topological spaces (but not as metric
spaces). The boundaries at infinity of X 1 and 7X 1, which coincide with their spaces of ends
as topological spaces (by the assumption on the lengths of the edges), are hence equal and
denoted by B8X.
We may assume by Section 3.5 that the potential rF : T 1X Ñ R is the potential rFc
associated with a system of conductances rc on the metric tree pX, λq for Γ. Let δc “ δFc . We
denote by 7rc : EXÑ R the Γ-invariant system of conductances
7rc : e ÞÑ prcpeq ´ δcqλpeq (5.9)
on the simplicial tree X for Γ, by rF7c : T 1p 7Xq Ñ R its associated potential, and by 7c :
ΓzEXÑ R and F7c : ΓzT 1p 7Xq Ñ R their quotient maps.
Note that the inclusion morphism AutpX, λq Ñ AutpXq is a homeomorphism onto its
image (for the compact-open topologies), by the assumption of a positive lower bound on the
lengths of the edges, hence that Γ is also a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq.
Now, let pΣ, σ,Pq be the (two-sided) topological Markov shift conjugated to the discrete
time geodesic flow
`
ΓzGX1, 7g1, mF7c}mF7c}
˘
by the bilipschitz homeomorphism Θ : ΓzGX1 Ñ Σ of
Theorem 5.1 (where the potential F is replaced by F7c). Let r : Σ Ñ s0,`8r be the map
r : x ÞÑ λpe`0 q (5.10)
if x “ pxnqnPZ P Σ and x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q P A . This map is locally constant, hence continuous
on Σ, and has a positive lower bound, since the lengths of the edges of pX1, λq have a positive
lower bound.
7The fact that the Patterson densities could be singular one with respect to another when the metric varies
is a well known phenomenon, even when the potential vanishes. For instance, let Σ “ ΓzH2R and Σ1 “ Γ1zH2R be
two closed connected hyperbolic surfaces, uniformised by the real hyperbolic plane pH2R, ds2hypq endowed with
torsion free cocompact Fuchsian groups Γ and Γ1. Let φ : Σ Ñ Σ1 be a diffeomorphism, with lift rφ : H2R Ñ H2R.
Then Γ is a discrete group of isometries for the two CATp´1q-metrics ds2hyp and rφ˚ds2hyp. Kuusalo’s theorem
[Kuu] says that the corresponding two Patterson densities of Γ are absolutely continuous one with respect to
the other if and only if φ is isotopic to the identity. See an extension of this result in [HeP1]. See also the
result of [KaN] which parametrises the Culler-Vogtmann space using Patterson densities for cocompact and
free actions of free groups on metric trees.
8See Section 2.6 for the definition of the geometric realisation |Y|1 of a simplicial tree Y.
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Theorem 5.9. Assume that the lengths of the edges of pX1, λq have a finite upper bound,
and that the Gibbs measure mF is finite. Then there exists a ą 0 such that the continuous
time dynamical system
`
ΓzGX 1, mF}mF } , pgtqtPR
˘
is isomorphic to the suspension pΣ, σ, aPqr over
pΣ, σ, aPq with roof function r, by a bilipschitz homeomorphism Θr : ΓzGX 1 Ñ Σr.
Proof. Let
Y “ t` P ΓzGX 1 : `p0q P ΓzV Xu .
Then the (closed) subset Y of ΓzGX 1 is a cross-section of the continuous time geodesic
flow pgtqtPR, since every orbit meets Y infinitely many times in a discrete set of times and
since the lengths of the edges of pX1, λq have a positive lower bound. Let τ : Y Ñ s0,`8r be
the first return time, let µY be the measure on Y (obtained by disintegrating mF}mF }), and let
gY : Y Ñ Y be the first return map associated with this cross-section Y .
We have a natural reparametrisation map R : Y Ñ ΓzGX1, defined by ` ÞÑ 7`, where
7`pnq “ pgnY `qp0q is the n-th passage of ` in V X, for every n P Z. Since there exist m,M ą 0
such that λpEXq Ă rm,M s, the map R is a bilipschitz homeomorphism. It conjugates the
first return map gY and the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX1:
R ˝ gY “ 7g1 ˝R .
The main point of this proof is the following result relating the measures µY and mF7c .
Lemma 5.10.
(1) The family pµx˘ qxPV X is a Patterson density for pΓ, F7cq on the boundary at infinity of
the simplicial tree X1, and the critical exponent δ7c of 7c is equal to 0.
(2) We have R˚ µY}µY } “
mF7c}mF7c}
.
Proof. (1) By the definition of the potential associated with a system of conductances,9 for
every x, y P V X1, if pe1, . . . , enq is the edge path in X with ope1q “ x and tpenq “ y, then
(noting that the integrals along paths depend on the lengths of the edges, the first one below
being in X 1, the second one in 7X 1)ż y
x
pĂFc ´ δcq “ nÿ
i“1
prcpeiqλpeiq ´ δcλpeiqq “ ż y
x
ĂF7c . (5.11)
Let us denote10 by
7Qpsq “ QΓ, F7c, x, ypsq “
ÿ
γPΓ
e
şγy
x p rF7c´sq
and
Qpsq “ QΓ, Fc´δc, x, ypsq “
ÿ
γPΓ
e
şγy
x p rFc´δc´sq
the Poincaré series for the simplicial tree with potential rF7c and for the metric tree with
normalised potential rFc ´ δc, respectively. With M an upper bound on the lengths of the
edges of pX, λq, the distances d7X 1 on 7X 1 and dX 1 on X 1 satisfy d7X 1 ě 1M dX 1 on the pairs
9See Section 3.5.
10See Section 3.3.
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of vertices of X1. We hence have 7Qpsq ď Qp sM q ă `8 if s ą 0 and 7Qpsq ě Qp sM q “ `8 if
s ă 0. Thus the critical exponent δ7c of pΓ, F7cq for the simplicial tree X1 is equal to 0, hence
F7c is a normalised potential.
By the definition11 of the Gibbs cocycles (which uses the normalised potential), Equation
(5.11) also implies that the Gibbs cocycles C˘ and 7C˘ for pΓ, Fcq and pΓ, F7cq respectively
coincide on B8X ˆ V X ˆ V X. Thus by Equations (4.1) and (4.2), the family pµx˘ qxPV X is
indeed a Patterson density for pΓ, F7cq: for all γ P Γ and x, y P V X, and for (almost) all
ξ P B8X,
γ˚µx˘ “ µγ˘x and dµx˘dµy˘ pξq “ e
´ 7C˘ξ px, yq .
(2) We may hence choose these families pµx˘ qxPV X in order to define the Gibbs measure mF7c
associated with the potential F7c on ΓzGX. Note that since we will prove that mF7c is finite,
the normalised measure
mF7c}mF7c}
is independent of this choice (see Corollary 4.7).
Let rY “ t` P GX 1 : `p0q P V X1u be the (Γ-invariant) lift of the cross-section Y to GX 1,
let rR : rY Ñ GX1 be the lift of R, mapping a geodesic line ` P rY to a discrete geodesic line 7`
with same footpoint obtained by reparametrisation, and let ĂµY be the measure on rY whose
induced measure on Y “ ΓzrY is µY . We have a partition of rY into the closed-open subsetsrYx “ t` P GX 1 : `p0q “ xu as x varies in V X1.
Let us fix x P V X. By the definition of µY as a disintegration of mFc}mFc} with respect to the
continuous time, by lifting to GX 1, by using Hopf’s parametrisation with respect to x and
Equation (4.4) with x0 “ x , we have for every ` P rYx,
dĂµY p`q “ 1}mFc} dµx´ p`´q dµx` p``q .
Note that `p0q “ 7`p0q, `´ “ 7`´, `` “ 7`` since the reparametrisation does not change the
origin or the two points at infinity. Hence by Assertion (1), we have
rR˚pĂµY q “ 1}mFc} rmF7c .
As µY is a finite measure since τ has a positive lower bound, this implies that mF7c is finite.
By renormalizing as probability measures, this proves Assertion (2). l
Let a “ }µY } ą 0, so that by Lemma 5.10 (2) we have R˚µY “
a mF7c}mF7c}
. Let
p
r : ΓzGX1 Ñ
s0,`8s be the map
p
r : Γ` ÞÑ λ``pr0, 1sq˘
given by the length for λ of the first edge followed by a discrete geodesic line ` P GX1. Note
that
p
r is locally constant, hence continuous, and that
p
r is a roof function for the discrete time
dynamical system pΓzGX1, 7g1q. Also note that
p
r ˝R “ τ and r ˝Θ “
p
r
by the definitions of τ and r.
11See Section 3.4.
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Let us finally define Θr : ΓzGX 1 Ñ Σr as the compositions of the following three maps
pΓzGX 1, mF}mF } , pg
tqtPRq f
´1
YÝÑ pY, µY , gY qτ
p
RÝÑ pΓzGX1, a mF7c}mF7c}
, 7g1qpr
p
ΘÝÑ pΣ, aP, σqr , (5.12)
where the first one is the inverse of the tautological isomorphism given by Proposition 5.8
and the last two ones, given by Example 5.7, are the isomorphisms
p
R and
p
Θ of continuous
time dynamical systems obtained by suspensions of the isomorphisms R and Θ of discrete
time dynamical systems. It is easy to check that Θr is a bilipschitz homeomorphism, using
the following description of the Bowen-Walters distance, see for instance [BarS, Appendix].
Proposition 5.11. Let pZ, µ, T qr be the suspension over an invertible dynamical system such
that T is a bilipschitz homeomorphism, with roof function r having a positive lower bound
and a finite upper bound. Let dBW : Zr ˆ Zr Ñ R be the map12 defined (using the canonical
representatives) by
dBWprx, ss, rx1, s1sq “
mintdpx, x1q ` |s´ s1|, dpTx, x1q ` rpxq ´ s` s1, dpx, Tx1q ` rpx1q ` s´ s1u
Then there exists a constant CBW ą 0 such that the Bowen-Walters distance d on Σr satisfies
1
CBW
dBW ď d ď CBW dBW . l
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.9. l
5.4 The variational principle for metric and simplicial trees
In this Section, we assume that X is the geometric realisation of a locally finite metric tree
without terminal vertices pX, λq (respectively of a locally finite simplicial tree X without
terminal vertices). Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq (respectively
AutpXq).
We relate in this Section the Gibbs measures13 to the equilibrium states14 for the contin-
uous time geodesic flow on ΓzGX (respectively for the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX).
When X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature such that the deriva-
tives of the sectional curvature are uniformly bounded, and when the potential is Hölder-
continuous, the analogs of the results of this Section are due to [PauPS, Theo. 6.1]. Their
proofs generalise the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 of [OtaP], with ideas and techniques going
back to [LedS]. When Y is a compact locally CATp´1q-space, a complete statement about
existence, uniqueness and Gibbs property of equilibrium states for any Hölder-continuous
potential is given in [ConLT].
The proof of the metric tree case will rely strongly (via the suspension process described
in Section 5.3) upon the proof of the simplicial tree case, hence we start by the latter.
12The map dBW is actually not a distance, but this proposition says that it may replace the Bowen-Walters
true distance when working up to multiplicative constants or bilipschitz homeomorphisms.
13See the definition in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
14See the definitions below.
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The simplicial tree case.
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, with geometric realisation
X “ |X|1. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq. Let rc : EX Ñ R be a
system of conductances for Γ on X and c : ΓzEX Ñ R its quotient map. Let rFc : T 1X Ñ R
be its associated potential, with quotient map Fc : ΓzT 1X Ñ R, and let δc be the critical
exponent of c.
We define a map rFc : GXÑ R by
rFcp`q “ rc pe`0 p`qq “ ż tpe`0 p`qq
ope`0 p`qq
rFc
for all ` P GX, where e`0 p`q is the edge of X in which ` enters at time t “ 0. This map is
locally constant, hence continuous, and it is Γ-invariant, hence it induces a continuous map
Fc : ΓzGXÑ R which is also called a potential.15
The following result proves that the Gibbs measure of pΓ, Fcq for the discrete time geodesic
flow on ΓzGX is an equilibrium state for the potential Fc. We start by recalling the definition
of an equilibrium state,16 see also [Bowe2, Rue3].
Let Z be a locally compact topological space, let T : Z Ñ Z be a homeomorphism, and
let φ : Z Ñ R be a continuous map. Let Mφ be the set of Borel probability measures m on
Z, invariant under the transformation T , such that the negative part φ´ “ maxt0,´φu of φ
is m-integrable. Let hmpT q be the (metric) entropy of the transformation T with respect to
m PMφ (see for instance [BrinS]). The metric pressure for the potential φ of a measure m in
Mφ is
Pφpmq “ hmpT q `
ż
Z
φdm .
The fact that the negative part of φ is m-integrable, which is in particular satisfied if φ is
bounded, implies that Pφpmq is well defined in RY t`8u. The pressure of the potential φ is
the element of RY t`8u defined by
Pφ “ sup
mPMφ
Pφpmq .
A measure m0 in Mφ is an equilibrium state for the potential φ if Pφpm0q “ Pφ.
Theorem 5.12 (The variational principle for simplicial trees). Let X,Γ,rc be as above. Assume
that δc ă `8 and that there exists a finite Gibbs measure mc for Fc such that the negative
part of the potential Fc is mc-integrable. Then mc}mc} is the unique equilibrium state for the
potential Fc under the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX, and the pressure of Fc coincides
with the critical exponent δc of c :
PFc “ δc .
In order to prove this result, using the coding of the discrete time geodesic flow given in
Section 5.2, the main tool is the following result of J. Buzzi in symbolic dynamics, building
on works of Sarig and Buzzi-Sarig, whose proof is given in Appendix A.
15See after the proof of Theorem 5.12 for a comment on cohomology classes.
16This definition is given for transformations and not for flows, and for possibly unbounded potentials,
contrarily to the one the Introduction.
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Let σ : Σ Ñ Σ be a two-sided topological Markov shift17 with (countable) alphabet A
and transition matrix A, and let φ : Σ Ñ R be a continuous map.
For every n P N, we denote18 by
varn φ “ sup
x, y PΣ
@ i P t´n, ..., nu, xi“yi
|φpxq ´ φpyq|
the n-variation of φ. For instance, if φpxq depends only on x0 where x “ pxiqiPZ, then
varn φ “ 0 for every n P N (and hence řnPN pn` 1q varn φ “ 0 converges).
A weak Gibbs measure for φ with Gibbs constant Cpmq P R is a σ-invariant (positive Borel)
measure m on Σ such that for every a P A , there exists ca ě 1 such that for all n P N´ t0u
and x P ras such that σnpxq “ x, we have
1
ca
ď mprx0, . . . , xn´1sq
e´Cpmqn e
řn´1
i“0 φpσixq
ď ca . (5.13)
Theorem 5.13 (J. Buzzi, see Corollary A.5). Let pΣ, σq be a two-sided transitive topological
Markov shift on a countable alphabet and let φ : Σ Ñ R be a continuous map such thatř
nPN pn`1q varn φ converges. Let m be a weak Gibbs measure for φ on Σ with Gibbs constant
Cpmq, such that ş φ´ dm ă `8. Then the pressure of φ is finite, equal to Cpmq, and m is
the unique equilibrium state. l
Proof of Theorem 5.12. In Section 5.2, we constructed a transitive topological Markov
shift pΣ, σq on a countable alphabet A and a homeomorphism Θ : ΓzGX1 Ñ Σ which conju-
gates the time-one discrete geodesic flow g1 on the nonwandering subset ΓzGX1 of ΓzGX and
the shift σ on Σ (see Theorem 5.1). Let us define a potential Fc, symb : Σ Ñ R by
Fc, symbpxq “ cpe`0 q (5.14)
if x “ pxiqiPZ P Σ with x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q. Note that this potential is the one denoted by Fsymb
in Equation (5.5), when the potential F on T 1X is replaced by Fc. By the construction of Θ
and the definition of Fc, we have
Fc, symb ˝Θ “ Fc . (5.15)
Note that all probability measures on ΓzGX invariant under the discrete time geodesic flow
are supported on the nonwandering set ΓzGX1. The pushforward of measures Θ˚ hence gives
a bijection from the space MFc of g1-invariant probability measures on ΓzGX for which the
negative part of Fc is integrable to the space MFc, symb of σ-invariant probability measures
on Σ for which the negative part of Fc, symb is integrable. This bijection induces a bijection
between the subsets of equilibrium states.
Note that Fc, symbpxq depends only on x0 for every x “ pxiqiPZ P Σ. Hence as seen above,
the series
ř
nPN pn` 1q varn Fc, symb converges.
By definition,19 the measure P is the pushforward of mc}mc} by Θ. Hence, P is a σ-invariant
probability measure on Σ for which the negative part of Fc, symb is integrable, by the assump-
tion of Theorem 5.12. By Proposition 5.5 (3), the measure P on Σ satisfies the Gibbs property
17See Section 5.1 for definitions.
18with a shift of indices compared with the notation of Appendix A
19See Equation (5.4).
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with Gibbs constant δc for the potential Fc, symb, hence20 satisfies the weak Gibbs property
with Gibbs constant δc. Theorem 5.12 then follows from Theorem 5.13. l
Remark. It follows from Equation (5.15), from the remark above Definition 5.3 and from the
fact that Θ ˝ g1 “ σ ˝Θ, that if c, c1 : ΓzEX1 Ñ R are cohomologous systems of conductances
on ΓzEX1, then the corresponding maps Fc,Fc1 : ΓzGX1 Ñ R are cohomologous: there exists
a continuous map G : ΓzGX1 Ñ R such that for every ` P ΓzGX1,
Fc1p`q ´ Fcp`q “ Gpg1`q ´Gp`q .
Note that given two bounded cohomologous continuous potentials on a topological dy-
namical system pZ, T q as above, one has finite pressure (resp. admits an equilibrium state) if
and only if the other one does, and they have the same pressure and same set of equilibrium
states.
The metric tree case.
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices with geometric realisation
X “ |X|λ, let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq and let rc : EXÑ R be a
system of conductances for Γ on X. Let rFc : T 1X Ñ R be its associated potential (see Section
3.5), and let δc “ δFc be the critical exponent of c.
Recall21 that we have a canonical projection GX Ñ T 1X which associates to a geodesic
line ` its germ v` at its footpoint `p0q. Let rF6c : GX Ñ R be the Γ-invariant map obtained by
precomposing the potential rFc : T 1X Ñ R with this canonical projection:rF6c : ` ÞÑ rFcpv`q .
Let F6c : ΓzGX Ñ R be its quotient map, which is continuous as a composition of continuous
maps.
The following result proves that the Gibbs measure of pΓ, Fcq for the continuous time
geodesic flow on ΓzGX, once renormalised to be a probability measure, is an equilibrium
state for the potential F6c. We start by recalling the definition of an equilibrium state for a
possibly unbounded potential under a flow.22
Given pZ, pφtqtPRq a topological space endowed with a continuous one-parameter group of
homeomorphisms and ψ : Z Ñ R a continuous map (called a potential), let Mψ be the set of
Borel probability measures m on Z invariant under the flow pφtqtPR, such that the negative
part ψ´ “ maxt0,´ψu of ψ is m-integrable. Let hmpφ1q be the (metric) entropy of the
geodesic flow with respect to m P Mψ (see for instance [BrinS]). The metric pressure for ψ
of a measure m PMψ is
Pψpmq “ hmpφ1q `
ż
Z
ψ dm .
The fact that the negative part of ψ is m-integrable, which is in particular satisfied if ψ is
bounded, implies that Pψpmq is well defined in RY t`8u. The pressure of the potential ψ is
the element of RY t`8u defined by
Pψ “ sup
mPMψ
Pψpmq .
20For every a P A , for the constant ca required by the definition of the weak Gibbs property in Equation
(5.13), take the constant CE given by the definition (see Equation (5.1)) of the Gibbs property with E “ tau.
21See Section 2.3.
22This requires only minor modifications to the definition given in the Introduction for bounded potentials.
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Note that Pψ`c “ Pψ ` c for every constant c P R. An element m P Mψ is an equilibrium
state for ψ if the least upper bound defining Pψ is attained on m.
Note that if ψ1 is another potential cohomologous to ψ, that is, if there exists a continuous
map G : Z Ñ R, differentiable along every orbit of the flow, such that ψ1pxq ´ ψpxq “
d
dt |t“0Gpφtpxqq, if ψ and ψ1 are bounded (so that Mψ1 “ Mψ), then, for every m P Mψ, we
have Pψ1pmq “ Pψpmq, Pψ1 “ Pψ and the equilibrium states for ψ1 are exactly the equilibrium
states for ψ.
Theorem 5.14 (The variational principle for metric trees). Let pX, λq,Γ,rc be as above. As-
sume that the lengths of the edges of pX, λq have a finite upper bound.23 Assume that δc ă `8
and that there exists a finite Gibbs measure mc for Fc such that the negative part of the poten-
tial F6c is mc-integrable. Then mc}mc} is the unique equilibrium state for the potential F
6
c under
the continuous time geodesic flow on ΓzGX, and the pressure of F6c coincides with the critical
exponent δc of c :
PF6c “ δc .
Using the description of the continuous time dynamical system
`
ΓzGX 1, mc}mc} , pgtqtPR
˘
as
a suspension over a topological Markov shift (see Theorem 5.9), this statement reduces to
well-known techniques in the thermodynamic formalism of suspension flows, see for instance
[IJT], as well as [BarI, Kemp, IJ, JKL]. Our situation is greatly simplified by the fact that
our roof function has a positive lower bound and a finite upper bound, and that our symbolic
potential is constant on the 1-cylinders tx “ pxiqiPZ P Σ : x0 “ au for a in the alphabet.
Proof. Since finite measures invariant under the geodesic flow on ΓzGX are supported on
its nonwandering set, up to replacing X by X 1 “ CΛΓ, we assume that X “ X 1.
Since equilibrium states are unchanged up to adding a constant to the potential, under
the assumptions of Theorem 5.14, let us prove that mc}mc} is the unique equilibrium state for
the potential F6c´δc under the continuous time geodesic flow on ΓzGX, and that the pressure
of F6c ´ δc vanishes. The last claim of Theorem 5.14 follows, since
PF6c ´ δc “ PF6c´δc .
We refer to the paragraphs before the statement of Theorem 5.9 for the definitions of
‚ the system of conductances 7rc for Γ on the simplicial tree X,
‚ the (two-sided) topological Markov shift pΣ, σ,Pq on the alphabet A , conjugated to the
discrete time geodesic flow
`
ΓzGX, 7g1, mF7c}mF7c}
˘
by the homeomorphism Θ : ΓzGXÑ Σ,
‚ the roof function r : Σ Ñ s0,`8r, and
‚ the suspension pΣ, σ, aPqr “ pΣr, pσtrqtPR, aPrq over pΣ, σ, aPq with roof function r,
conjugated to the continuous time geodesic flow
`
ΓzGX, mc}mc} , pgtqtPR
˘
by the homeomorphism
Θr : ΓzGX Ñ Σr defined at the end of the proof of Theorem 5.9. We will always (uniquely)
represent the elements of Σr as rx, ss with x P Σ and 0 ď s ă rpxq.
We denote by F6c, symb : Σr Ñ R the potential defined by
F6c, symb “ F6c ˝Θ´1r , (5.16)
which is continuous as a composition of continuous maps. The key technical observation in
this proof is the following one.
23They have a positive lower bound by definition, see Section 2.6.
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Lemma 5.15. For every x P Σ, we have F7c, symbpxq “
şrpxq
0 pF6c, symb ´ δcqprx, ssq ds. For
every x P Σ, the sign of F6c, symbprx, ssq is constant on s P r0, rpxqr.
Proof. Let x “ pxnqnPZ P Σ and x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q P A . By the definition of the first return
time r in Equation (5.10), we have in particular
rpxq “ λpe`0 q .
By Equation (5.14) and by the definition of 7rc in Equation (5.9), we have
F7c, symbpxq “ 7cpe`0 q “ pcpe`0 q ´ δcqλpe`0 q .
Using in the following sequence of equalities respectively
‚ the two definitions of the potential F6c, symb in Equation (5.16) and of the suspension
flow pσtrqtPR,
‚ the fact that the suspension flow pσtrqtPR is conjugated to the continuous time geodesic
flow by Θr,
‚ the definition of Θr using the reparametrisation map24 R of continuous time geodesic
lines with origin on vertices to discrete time geodesic lines,25
‚ the definition of the potential F6c,
‚ the fact that e`0 is the first edge followed by the discrete time geodesic line Θ´1x, hence
by the continuous time geodesic line R´1Θ´1x, and the relation between c and the potential
Fc associated with c (see Proposition 3.21),
we haveż rpxq
0
F6c, symbprx, ssq ds “
ż rpxq
0
F6c
`
Θ´1r σsrrx, 0s
˘
ds “
ż rpxq
0
F6c
`
gsΘ´1r rx, 0s
˘
ds
“
ż rpxq
0
F6c
`
gsR´1Θ´1x
˘
ds “
ż λpe`0 q
0
Fc
`
vgsR´1Θ´1x
˘
ds
“ cpe`0 qλpe`0 q .
Since
şrpxq
0 δc ds “ δc λpe`0 q, the first claim of Lemma 5.15 follows. The second claim
follows by the definition of the potential Fc associated with c, see Equation (3.23). l
By Equation (5.16), the pushforwards of measures by the homeomorphism Θr, which
conjugates the flows pgtqtPR and pσtrqtPR, is a bijection from MF6c to MF6c, symb , such that
PF6c, symb
ppΘrq˚mq “ PF6cpmq
for every m PMF6c . In particular, we only have to prove that pΘrq˚ mc}mc} “ aPr is the unique
equilibrium state for the potential F6c, symb ´ δc under the suspension flow pσtrqtPR, and that
the pressure of F6c, symb ´ δc vanishes.
The uniqueness follows for instance from [IJT, Theo. 3.5],26 since the roof function r is
locally constant and the potential g “ F6c, symb is such that the map27 from Σ to R defined by
24See its definition above Lemma 5.10.
25See Equation (5.12), with the notation of Example (5.7) and Proposition 5.8.
26Note that a topological Markov shift which is (incorrectly) called topologically mixing in [IJT, page 551]
is actually (topologically) transitive with the definition in this book, Section 5.1.
27denoted by ∆g in loc. cit.
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x ÞÑ şrpxq0 gprx, ssq ds is locally Hölder-continuous by Lemma 5.15 and since F7c, symb is locally
constant.
Let us now relate the σ-invariant measures on Σ with the pσtrqtPR-invariant measures on
Σr. Recall that we denote the Lebesgue measure on R by ds and the points in Σr by rx, ss
with x P Σ and 0 ď s ă rpxq.
Lemma 5.16. The map S : MF7c, symb Ñ MF6c, symb, which associates to any measure m in
MF7c, symb on Σ the measure
dSpmqprx, ssq “ 1ş
Σ r dm
dµpxq ds
on Σr, is a bijection, such that, for every m PMF7c, symb,
PF6c, symb´δcpSpmqq “
PF7c, symbpmqş
Σ r dm
.
Proof. Note that
ş
Σ r dm is the total mass of the measure dµrprx, ssq “ dµpxq ds on Σr. In
particular, Spmq is indeed a probability measure on Σr.
Since r has a positive lower bound and a finite upper bound, it is well known since [AmK],
see also [IJT, §2.4], that the map S defined above28 is a bijection from the set of σ-invariant
probability measures m on Σ to the set of pσtrqtPR-invariant probability measures on Σr.
Furthermore, for every σ-invariant probability measure m on Σ, we have the following
Kac formula, by the definition of the probability measure Spmq and by Lemma 5.15,ż
Σr
F6c, symb dSpmq ´ δc “
ż
Σr
pF6c, symb ´ δcq dSpmq
“ 1ş
Σ r dm
ż
xPΣ
ż rpxq
0
pF6c, symb ´ δcqprx, ssq dmpxq ds
“ 1ş
Σ r dm
ż
Σ
F7c, symb dm . (5.17)
By the comment on the signs at the end of Lemma 5.15, this computation also proves that
the negative part of F6c, symb is integrable for Spmq if and only if the negative part of F7c, symb
is integrable for m. Hence S is indeed a bijection from MF7c, symb to MF6c, symb
.
By Abramov’s formula [Abr], see also [IJT, Prop. 2.14], we have
hSpmqpσ1r q “ hmpσqş
Σ r dm
. (5.18)
The last claim of Lemma 5.16 follows by summation from Equations (5.17) and (5.18). l
By the proof of Theorem 5.12 (replacing the potential c by 7c), the pressure of the potential
F7c, symb is equal to the critical exponent δ7c of the potential 7c, and by Lemma 5.10 (1), we
have δ7c “ 0. Hence for every m PMF7c, symb , we have
PF6c, symb´δcpSpmqq “
PF7c, symbpmqş
Σ r dm
ď
PF7c, symbş
Σ r dm
“ δ7cş
Σ r dm
“ 0 .
28and denoted by R in [IJT, §2.4]
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In particular, the pressure of the potential F6c, symb´ δc is at most 0, since S is a bijection. By
the proof of Theorem 5.12 (replacing the potential c by 7c), we know that P is an equilibrium
state for the potential F7c, symb. Hence
PF6c, symb´δcpSpPqq “
PF7c, symbpPqş
Σ r dP
“ 0 .
Therefore, SpPq is an equilibrium state of the potential F6c, symb´δc, with pressure 0. But aPr,
which is equal to Pr}Pr} since aPr is a probability measure, is by construction equal to SpPq.
The result follows. l
With slightly different notation, this result implies Theorem 1.1 in the Introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Any bounded potential rF for Γ on T 1X is cohomologous to a
bounded potential rFc associated with a system of conductances (see Proposition 3.22). If two
potentials rF and rF 1 for Γ on T 1X are cohomologous29 then the potentials ` ÞÑ rF pv`q and
` ÞÑ rF 1pv`q for Γ on GX are cohomologous for the definition given before the statement of
Theorem 5.14. Since the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium state depends only on
the cohomology class of the bounded30 potentials on GX, the result follows. l
29See the definition at the end of Section 3.2.
30hence with integrable negative part for any probability measure
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Chapter 6
Random walks on weighted graphs of
groups
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, and let X “ |X|1 be its
geometric realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq.
In Section 6.1, given a (logarithmic) system of conductances c : ΓzEXÑ R, we define an
operator ∆c on the functions defined on the set of vertices of the quotient graph of groups
ΓzzX. This operator is the infinitesimal generator1 of the random walk on ΓzzX associated
with the (normalised) exponential of this system of conductances. When Γ is torsion free and
the system of conductances vanishes, the construction recovers the standard Laplace operator
on the graph ΓzX.
Under appropriate antireversibility assumptions on the system of conductances c, using
techniques of Sullivan and Coornaert-Papadopoulos, we prove that the total mass of the
Patterson densities is a positive eigenvector for the operator ∆c associated with c.
In Section 6.2, we study the nonsymmetric nearest neighbour random walks on V X asso-
ciated with antireversible systems of conductivities, and we show that the Patterson densities
are the harmonic measures of these random walks.
6.1 Laplacian operators on weighted graphs of groups
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, and let X “ |X|1 be its
geometric realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq. Let rc : EXÑ R
be a (Γ-invariant) system of conductances for Γ.
We define rc` “ rc and rc´ : e ÞÑ rcpeq, which is another system of conductances for Γ. Recall
(see Section 3.5) that rc is reversible (respectively antireversible) if rc´ “ rc` (respectivelyrc´ “ ´rc`). For every x P V X, we define
degrc˘pxq “ ÿ
ePEX, opeq“x
erc˘peq .
The quotient graph of groups ΓzzX is endowed with the quotient maps c˘ : ΓzEXÑ R of rc˘.
1More precisely, it is the infinitesimal generator of the continuous time random process on the graph ΓzX
whose co-called “discrete skeleton” or “jump chain” is the aforementioned random walk. The process waits an
exponentially distributed time with parameter 1 at a vertex x, then instantaneously jumps along an edge e
starting from x with probability ipeqecpeq{degcpxq. See for instance [AlF, §2.1.2].
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Also note that the quantity degrc˘pxq is constant on the Γ-orbit of x. Hence, it defines a map
degc˘ : ΓzV XÑ s0,`8r .
On the vector space CV X of maps from V X to C, we consider the operator ∆rc˘ , called
the (weighted) Laplace operator of pX, c˘q,2 defined by setting, for all f P CV X and x P V X,
∆rc˘fpxq “ 1degrc˘pxq
ÿ
ePEX, opeq“x
erc˘peq`fpxq ´ fptpeqq˘ . (6.1)
This is the standard Laplace operator3 of a weighted graph for the weight function e ÞÑ erc˘peq,
except that usually one requires that rcpeq “ rcpe¯q. Note that p˘peq “ erc˘peqdegrc˘ popeqq is a Markov
transition kernel on the tree X, see the following Section 6.2.
The weighted Laplace operator ∆rc˘ is invariant under Γ: for all f P CV X and γ P Γ, we
have
∆rc˘pf ˝ γq “ p∆rc˘fq ˝ γ .
In particular, this operator induces an operator on functions defined on the quotient graph
ΓzX, as follows.
Let pY, G˚q be a graph of finite groups. We denote4 by L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq the Hilbert
space of maps f : V YÑ C with finite norm }f}vol for the following scalar product:
xf, gyvol “
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx| fpxq gpxq .
We denote5 by L2pEY,TvolpY,G˚qq the Hilbert space of maps φ : EY Ñ C with finite norm
}φ}Tvol for the following scalar product:
xφ, ψyTvol “ 1
2
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge| φpeq ψpeq .
Let i : EYÑ N´t0u be the index map ipeq “ rGopeq : Ges. For every function c : EYÑ R,
let degc : V YÑ R be the positive function defined by
degcpxq “
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq ecpeq .
The Laplace operator6 of pY, G˚, cq is the operator ∆c “ ∆Y,G˚,c on L2pV Y, volY,G˚q defined
by
∆cf : x ÞÑ 1
degcpxq
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq ecpeq`fpxq ´ fptpeqq˘ .
Remark 6.1. (1) Let pY, G˚q “ ΓzzX be a graph of finite groups with p : V XÑ V Y “ ΓzV X
the canonical projection. Let rc : EX Ñ R be a potential for Γ and let c : EY “ ΓzEX Ñ R
be the map induced by rc. An easy computation shows that for all f P CV Y and x P V Y, we
have
∆cfpxq “ ∆c rfprxq
2or on X associated with the system of conductances rc˘
3See for example [Car] with the opposite choice of the sign, or [ChGY].
4See Section 2.6 for the definition of the measure volpY,G˚q on the discrete set V Y.
5See Section 2.6 for the definition of the measure TvolpY,G˚q on the discrete set EY.
6See for instance [Mor] when c “ 0.
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if rf “ f ˝ p : V XÑ C and rx P V X satisfies pprxq “ x.
(2) For every x P V Y, let
ipxq “
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq .
Then ipxq is the degree of any vertex of any universal cover of pY, G˚q above x. In particular,
the map i : V Y Ñ R is bounded if and only if the universal cover of pY, G˚q has uniformly
bounded degrees. When c “ 0, we denote the Laplace operator by ∆ “ ∆Y, G˚ and for every
x P V Y, we have
∆fpxq “ 1
ipxq
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq`fpxq ´ fptpeqq˘ .
We thus recover the Laplace operator of [Mor] on the edge-indexed graph pY, iq.
Proposition 6.2. Let pY, G˚q be a graph of finite groups, whose map i : V YÑ R is bounded.
Let c : EYÑ R be a system of conductances on Y, and let
ppeq “ e
cpeq
degcpopeqq
for every e P EY. The following properties hold.
(1) The Laplace operator ∆c : L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq Ñ L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq is linear and bounded.
(2) The map dc : L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq Ñ L2pEY,TvolpY,G˚qq defined by
dcpfq : e ÞÑ
a
ppeq `fptpeqq ´ fpopeqq˘
is linear and bounded, and its dual operator
dc˚ : L2pEY,TvolpY,G˚qq Ñ L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq
is given by
dc˚ pφq : x ÞÑ
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq
2
´a
ppeq φpeq ´appeq φpeq¯ .
(3) Assume that c is reversible and that the map degc : V YÑ R is constant. Then
∆c “ dc˚dc .
In particular, ∆c is self-adjoint and nonnegative.
Proof. By the assumptions, there exists M P N such that ipxq ď M for every x P V Y, and
hence ipeq ďM for every e P EY. Note that ipeq “ |Gopeq||Ge| , that Ge “ Ge and that ppeq ď 1 .
(1) For every f P L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq, using in the following computations
‚ the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the first inequality,
‚ the fact that for every x P V Y, we haveÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq2 ppeq2 ďM2
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ppeq ďM2
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeqppeq “M2
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for the second inequality,
‚ the fact that |Gopeq| ě |Ge| for every e P EY for the third inequality, and
‚ the change of variable e ÞÑ e inřePEY 1|Ge| |fptpeqq|2 (since Ge “ Ge) for the first equality
on the fifth line of the computations,
we have
}∆cf}2vol “
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
ˇˇˇ ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq ppeq`fpxq ´ fptpeqq˘ˇˇˇ2
ď
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
´ ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq2 ppeq2
¯´ ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ˇˇ
fpxq ´ fptpeqqˇˇ2¯
ď 2M2
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
´ ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
`ˇˇ
fpxqˇˇ2 ` ˇˇfptpeqqˇˇ2˘¯
ď 2M2
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge|
´ˇˇ
fpopeqqˇˇ2 ` ˇˇfptpeqqˇˇ2¯
“ 4M2
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge|
ˇˇ
fpopeqqˇˇ2 “ 4M2 ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq |fpxq|2
“ 4M2
ÿ
xPV Y
ipxq
|Gx| |fpxq|
2 ď 4M3
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx| |fpxq|
2 “ 4M3 }f}2vol .
Hence the linear operator ∆c is bounded.
(2) For every f P L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq, we have
}dcf}2Tvol “ 12
ÿ
ePEY
ppeq
|Ge|
ˇˇ
fptpeqq ´ fpopeqqˇˇ2
ď
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge|
´ˇˇ
fptpeqqˇˇ2 ` ˇˇfpopeqqˇˇ2¯ “ 2 ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge|
ˇˇ
fpopeqqˇˇ2
“ 2
ÿ
ePEY
ipeq
|Gopeq|
ˇˇ
fpopeqqˇˇ2 “ 2 ÿ
xPV Y
ipxq
|Gx| |fpxq|
2 ď 2M}f}2vol .
Hence the linear operator dc is bounded.
For all f P L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq and φ P L2pEY,TvolpY,G˚qq, using again the change of
variable e ÞÑ e, we have
xφ, dcfyTvol “ 1
2
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge|
a
ppeq φpeq `fptpeqq ´ fpopeq˘
“ 1
2
ˆ ÿ
ePEY
a
ppeq
|Ge| φpeq fpopeqq ´
ÿ
ePEY
a
ppeq
|Ge| φpeq fpopeqq
˙
“
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq
2
´a
ppeq φpeq ´appeq φpeq¯ fpxq .
This gives the formula for dc˚ .
(3) Let f, g P L2pV Y, volpY,G˚qq. Note that ppeq “ ppeq7 by the reversibility of c and the fact
that degc is constant. Hence, by developping the products in the first line and by making the
7This is the usual reversibility requirement for the corresponding Markov chain.
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change of variable e ÞÑ e in half the values, we have
xdcf, dcgyTvol “ 1
2
ÿ
ePEY
1
|Ge| ppeq
`
fptpeqq ´ fpopeqq˘` gptpeqq ´ gpopeqq ˘
“
ÿ
ePEY
ipeq
|Gopeq| ppeq
`
fpopeqq gpopeqq ´ fptpeqq gpopeqq ˘
“
ÿ
xPV Y
1
|Gx|
ÿ
ePEY, opeq“x
ipeq ppeq`fpxq ´ fptpeqq˘ gpxq
“ x∆cf, gyvol .
This proves the last claim in Proposition 6.2. l
The following result is an extension to antireversible systems of conductances of [CoP2,
Prop. 3.3] (who treated the case of zero conductances), which is a discrete version of Sullivan’s
analogous result for hyperbolic manifolds (see [Sul1]). Let rFc : T 1X Ñ R be the potential for
Γ associated with rc,8 so that p rFcq˘ “ rFc˘ , and let δc be their common critical exponent. Let
C˘ : B8XˆV XˆV XÑ R be the associated Gibbs cocycles. Let pµx˘ qxPV X be two Patterson
densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, Fc˘q.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that X is pq ` 1q-regular, that the system of conductances rc is
antireversible and that the map degrc˘ : V X Ñ R is constant with value κ˘. Then the total
mass φµ˘ : x ÞÑ }µx˘ } of the Patterson density is a positive eigenvector associated with the
eigenvalue
1´ e
δc ` qe´δc
κ˘ .
for the Laplace operator ∆rc˘ on CV X.
Proof. Note that the function rc˘ : EX Ñ R is bounded, since erc˘peq ď degrc˘popeqq “ κ˘
for every e P EX. Hence p rFcq˘ “ rFc˘ is bounded by its definition in Section 3.5. Since X is
pq ` 1q-regular, the critical exponent δΓ is finite and hence the critical exponent δc “ δΓ, Fc˘
is finite by Lemma 3.17 (6). Since
φµ˘pxq “
ż
B8X
dµx˘ “
ż
B8X
e´C
˘
ξ px, x0q dµx˘0 ,
by Equation (4.2) and by linearity, we only have to prove that for every fixed ξ P B8X the
map
f : x ÞÑ e´C˘ξ px, x0q
is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1´ eδc`qe´δc
κ˘ for ∆rc˘ .
For every e P EX, recall9 that BeX is the set of points at infinity of the geodesic rays
in X whose initial edge is e. By Equation (3.20) and by the definition of the potential
associated with a system of conductances10, for all e P EX and η P BeX, since tpeq P ropeq, ηr
(independently of the choice of sign ˘), we have
Cη˘ ptpeq, opeqq “
ż tpeq
opeq
p rFc˘ ´ δcq “ rc˘peq ´ δc .
8See Section 3.5.
9See Section 2.6.
10See Proposition 3.21 with the edge length map λ constant equal to 1.
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Thus if ξ P BeX, we have
fptpeqq “ e´C˘ξ ptpeq, opeqq´C˘ξ popeq, x0q “ e´rc˘peq`δc fpopeqq ,
and otherwise
fptpeqq “ eC˘ξ ptpeq, opeqq´C˘ξ popeq, x0q “ erc˘peq´δc fpopeqq .
For every x P V X, let eξ be the unique edge of X with origin x such that ξ P BeξX. Then,
∆rc˘fpxq “ fpxq ´ 1degrc˘pxq
ÿ
opeq“x
erc˘peqfptpeqq
“ fpxq ´ 1
κ˘ e
rc˘peξqfptpeξqq ´ 1
κ˘
ÿ
e‰eξ, opeq“x
erc˘fptpeqq
“
´
1´ e
δc
κ˘ ´
q e´δc
κ˘
¯
fpxq .
This proves the result. l
Note that the antireversibility of the potential is used in an essential way in order to get
the last equation in the proof of Proposition 6.3.
6.2 Patterson densities as harmonic measures for simplicial
trees
In this Section, we define and study a Markov chain on the set of vertices of a simplicial
tree endowed with a discrete group of automorphisms and with an appropriate system of
conductances, such that the associated (nonsymmetric, nearest neighbour) random walk con-
verges almost surely to points in the boundary of the tree, and we prove that the Patterson
densities, once normalised, are the corresponding harmonic measures. We thereby gener-
alise the zero potential case treated in [CoP2], which is also a special case of [CoM] when
X is a tree under the additional restriction that the discrete group is cocompact. For other
connections between harmonic measures and Patterson measures, we refer for instance to
[CoM, BlHM, Tan, GouMM] and their references.
Let X be a pq ` 1q-regular simplicial tree, with q ě 2. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete
subgroup of AutpXq. Let rc : EXÑ R be an antireversible system of conductances for Γ, such
that the associated map degrc : V X Ñ R on the vertices of X is constant. Let pµxqxPV X be
a Patterson density for pΓ, Fcq, where Fc is the potential associated with c. We denote by
φµ : x ÞÑ }µx} the associated total mass function on V X.
We start this Section by recalling a few facts about discrete Markov chains, for which we
refer for instance to [Rev, Woe1]. A state space is a discrete and countable set I. A transition
kernel on I is a map p : I ˆ I Ñ r0, 1s (considered as a square matrix with coefficients in
r0, 1s, and with row and column indices in I) such that for every x P I,ÿ
yPI
ppx, yq “ 1 .
Let λ be a probability measure on I. A (discrete) Markov chain on a state space I with initial
distribution λ and transition kernel p is a sequence pZnqnPN of random variables with values
in I such that for all n P N and x0, . . . , xn`1 P I, the probability of events P satisfies
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(1) PrZ0 “ x0s “ λptx0uq,
(2) PrZn`1 “ xn`1 | Z0 “ x0, Z1 “ x1, . . . , Zn “ xns “
PrZn`1 “ xn`1 | Zn “ xns “ ppxn, xn`1q.
The associated random walk consists in choosing a point x0 in I with law λ, and by induction,
once xn is constructed, in choosing xn`1 in I with probability ppxn, xn`1q. Note that
PrZ0 “ x0, Z1 “ x1, . . . , Zn “ xns “ λptx0uq ppx0, x1q . . . ppxn´1, xnq .
When the initial distribution λ is the unit Dirac mass ∆x at x P I, the Markov chain is then
uniquely determined by its transition kernel p and by x, and is denoted by pZxnqnPN.
For every n P N, we denote by ppnq the iterated matrix product of the transition kernel
p: we define pp0qpx, yq to be the Kronecker symbol δx,y for all x, y P I, and by induction
ppn`1q “ p ppnq, that is, for all x, z P I,
ppn`1qpx, zq “
ÿ
yPI
ppx, yqppnqpy, zq .
Note that
ppnqpx, yq “ PrZxn “ ys
is the probability for the random walk starting at time 0 from x of being at time n at the
point y. The Green kernel of p is the map Gp from I ˆ I to r0,`8s defined by
px, yq ÞÑ Gppx, yq “
ÿ
nPN
ppnqpx, yq ,
and its Green function is the following power series in the complex variable z :
Gppx, y | zq “
ÿ
nPN
ppnqpx, yq zn .
Recall that if Gppx, yq ‰ 0 for all x, y P I, then the random walk is recurrent11 if Gppx, yq “ 8
for any (hence all) px, yq P I ˆ I, and transient otherwise. Note that, using again matrix
products of I ˆ I matrices,
Gp “ Id`p Gp . (6.2)
We will from now on consider as state space the set V X of vertices of X. If a Markov chain
pZxnqnPN starting at time 0 from x converges almost surely in V XYB8X to a random variable
Zx8, the law of Zx8 is called the harmonic measure (or hitting measure on the boundary)
associated with this Markov chain, and is denoted by
νx “ pZx8q˚pPq .
Note that νx is a probability measure on B8X.
For instance, the transition kernel of the simple nearest neighbour random walk on X is
defined by taking as transition kernel the map p where
ppx, yq “ 1
q ` 1 Apx, yq
11that is, Cardtn P N : Zxn “ yu “ 8 for every y P I (or equivalently, there exists y P I such that
Cardtn P N : Zxn “ yu “ 8)
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for all x, y P V X, with A : V Xˆ V XÑ t0, 1u the adjacency matrix of the tree X, defined by
Apx, yq “ 1 for any two vertices x, y of X that are joined by an edge in X and Apx, yq “ 0
otherwise. We denote by
Gpx, y | zq “
ÿ
kPN
ppnqpx, yq zn .
the Green function of p, whose radius of convergence is r “ q`12?q and which diverges at z “ r,
see for example [Woe1], [Woe2, Ex. 9.82], [LyP2, §6.3].
The antireversible system of conductances rc : EX Ñ R defines a cocycle on the set of
vertices of X, as follows. For all u, v P V X, let cpu, vq “ 0 if u “ v and otherwise let
cpx, yq “
nÿ
i“1
rcpeiq ,
where pe1, e2, . . . , emq is the geodesic edge path in X from u “ ope1q to v “ tpenq.
Lemma 6.4.
(1) For every edge path pe11, e12, . . . , e1n1q from u to v, we have
cpu, vq “
n1ÿ
i“1
rcpe1iq .
(2) The map c : V Xˆ V XÑ R has the following cocycle property: for all u, v, w P V X,
cpu, vq ` cpv, wq “ cpu,wq and hence cpv, uq “ ´cpu, vq .
(3) We have cpu, vq “ şvu rFc.
(4) For all ξ P B8X and u, v P V X, if Cc¨ p¨, ¨q is the Gibbs cocycle associated with rFc, we
have
Ccξpu, vq “ cpv, uq ` δcβξpu, vq .
Proof. (1) Since X is a simplicial tree, any nongeodesic edge path from u to v has a back-and-
forth on some edge, which contributes to 0 in the sum defining cpx, yq by the antireversibility
assumption on the system of conductances. Therefore, by induction, the sum in Assertion (1)
indeed does not depend on the choice of the edge path from u to v.
Assertion (2) is immediate from Assertion (1). Assertion (3) follows from the definition of
cp¨, ¨q by Proposition 3.21.
(4) For every ξ P B8X, if p P V X is such that ru, ξr X rv, ξr “ rp, ξr , then using Equation
(3.18) and Assertions (3) and (2), we have
Ccξpu, vq “
ż p
v
p rFc ´ δcq ´ ż p
u
p rFc ´ δcq “ cpv, pq ´ cpu, pq ` δc βξpu, vq
“ cpv, uq ` δc βξpu, vq . l
Let
κc “ q ` 1
eδc ` q e´δc ,
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which belongs to s0, q`12?q s , with κc “ q`12?q if and only if eδc “
?
q. Note that this constant κc
is less than the radius of convergence r “ q`12?q of the Green function Gpx, y | zq if and only
if δc ‰ 12 ln q. The computation (due to Kesten) of the Green function of p is well known,
and gives the following formula, see for instance [CoP2, Prop. 3.1]: If δc ‰ 12 ln q, then there
exists α ą 0 such that12 for all x, y P V X
Gpx, y | κcq “ α e´δc dpx, yq . (6.3)
We now define the transition kernel pc associated with13 the (logarithmic) system of con-
ductances c by, for all x, y P V X,
pcpx, yq “ κc φµpyq
φµpxq e
cpx, yq ppx, yq .
From now on, we denote by pZxnqnPN the Markov chain with initial distribution ∆x and
transition kernel pc.
Lemma 6.5.
(1) The map pc is a transition kernel on V X.
(2) The Green kernel Gc “ Gpc of pc is
Gcpx, yq “ ecpx, yq φµpyq
φµpxq Gpx, y | κcq . (6.4)
In particular, the Green kernel of pc is finite if δc ‰ 12 ln q.
(3) Assume that δc ‰ 12 ln q. For all x, y, z P V X, we have
φµpyq Gcpy, zq
φµpxq Gcpx, zq “ e
cpy, xq`δcpdpx, zq´dpy, zqq .
If furthermore z R rx, yr , then, for every ξ P Oxpzq,14
φµpyq Gcpy, zq
φµpxq Gcpx, zq “ e
Ccξpx, yq .
Proof. (1) By the proof of Proposition 6.3, the positive function φµ is an eigenvector with
eigenvalue eδc ` q e´δc for the operator
f ÞÑ tx ÞÑ
ÿ
ePEX, opeq“x
ercpeq fptpeqqu .
12We actually have α “ q`1
eδc`pq´1q e´δc .
13The transition kernel also depends on the choice of the Patterson density if Γ is not of divergence type.
14Recall that given x, z P V X, the shadow Oxpzq of z seen from x is the set of points at infinity of the
geodesic rays from x through z.
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Since ppopeq, tpeqq “ 1q`1 for every e P EX, we hence haveÿ
yPV X
pcpx, yq “
ÿ
ePEX, opeq“x
pcpx, tpeqq
“ 1` qpeδc ` q e´δcq φµpxq
ÿ
ePEX, opeq“x
ercpeq φµptpeqq ppx, tpeqq “ 1 .
(2) Let us first prove that for all x, y P V X and n P N, we have
ppnqc px, yq “ pκcqn φµpyqφµpxq e
cpx, yq ppnqpx, yq . (6.5)
Indeed, by the cocycle property of cp¨, ¨q and by a telescopic cancellation argument, we have
ppnqc px, yq
“
ÿ
x1,..., xn´1PV X
pcpx, x1q pcpx1, x2q . . . pcpxn´2, xn´1q pcpxn´1, yq
“ pκcqn φµpyq
φµpxq e
cpx, yq ÿ
x1,..., xn´1PV X
ppx, x1q ppx1, x2q . . . ppxn´2, xn´1q ppxn´1, yq
“ pκcqn φµpyq
φµpxq e
cpx, yq ppnqpx, yq .
Equation (6.4) follows from Equation (6.5) by summation on n. As we have already seen,
κc ă r if and only if δc ‰ 12 ln q. The last claim of Assertion (2) follows.
(3) Let x, y, z P V X. Using (twice) Assertion (2), the cocycle property of c and (twice)
Equation (6.3), we have
Gcpy, zq
Gcpx, zq “
ecpy, zq φµpzq φµpxq Gpy, z | κcq
ecpx, zq φµpyq φµpzq Gpx, z | κcq “ e
cpy, xq φµpxq
φµpyq
α e´δc dpy, zq
α e´δc dpx, zq
“ φµpxq
φµpyq e
cpy, xq`δcpdpx, zq´dpy, zqq .
This proves the first claim of Assertion (3). Under the additional assumptions on x, y, z, ξ,
we have
βξpx, yq “ dpx, zq ´ dpy, zq .
The last claim of Assertion (3) hence follows from Lemma 6.4 (4). l
Using the criterion that the random walk starting from a given vertex of X with transition
probabilities pc is transient if and only if the Green kernel Gcpx, yq of pc is finite (for any,
hence for all, x, y P V X), Lemma 6.5 (2) implies that if δc ‰ 12 ln q, then pZxnqnPN almost
surely leaves every finite subset of V X. The following result strengthens this remark.
Proposition 6.6. If δc ‰ 12 ln q, then for every x P V X, the Markov chain pZxnqnPN (with
initial distribution ∆x and transition kernel pc) converges almost surely in V X Y B8X to a
random variable with values in B8X. In particular the harmonic measure νx of pZxnqnPN is
well defined if δc ‰ 12 ln q.
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Proof. Since X is a tree, if pxnqnPN is a sequence in V X such that dpxn, xn`1q “ 1 for every
n P N and which does not converge to a point in B8X, then there exists a point y such that
this sequence passes infinitely often through y, that is, tn P N : xn “ yu is infinite. The
result then follows from the fact that the Markov chain pZxnqnPN is transient since δc ‰ 12 ln q.
l
The following result, generalising [CoP2, Theo. 4.5] when rc “ 0, says that the Patterson
measures associated with the system of conductances rc, once renormalised to probability
measures, are exactly the harmonic measures for the random walk with transition probabilities
pc.
Theorem 6.7. Let pX,Γ,rc, pµxqxPV Xq be as in the beginning of Section 6.2. If δc ‰ 12 ln q,
then for every x P V X, the harmonic measure of the Markov chain pZxnqnPN is
νx “ µx}µx} .
Proof. We fix x P V X. For every n P N, we denote by Spx, nq and Bpx, nq the sphere and
(closed) ball of centre x and radius n in V X, and we define two maps f1, f2 : V X Ñ R with
finite support by
f1pzq “ µxpOxpzqq}µx} Gcpx, zq and f2pzq “
νxpOxpzqq
Gcpx, zq
if z P Spx, nq, and f1pzq “ f2pzq “ 0 otherwise. Let us prove that f1 “ f2 for every n P N.
Since tOxpzq : z P V Xu generates the Borel σ-algebra of B8X, this proves that the Borel
measures νx and µx}µx} coincide.
We will use the following criterion. For all maps G : V X ˆ V X Ñ R and f : V X Ñ R
such that f has finite support, let us again denote by G f : V X Ñ R the matrix product of
the square matrix G and the column matrix f , defined by, for every y P V X,
G fpyq “
ÿ
zPV X
Gpy, zqfpzq .
Lemma 6.8. For all f, f 1 : V XÑ R with finite support, if Gc f “ Gc f 1, then f “ f 1.
Proof. By Equation (6.2), we have
f 1 “ Gc f 1 ´ pc Gc f 1 “ Gc f ´ pcGc f “ f . l
Let us hence fix n P N and prove that Gc f1 “ Gc f2. Theorem 6.7 then follows.
Step 1: For every y P Bpx, nq, since tOxpzq : z P Spx, nqu is a Borel partition of B8X,
by Equation (4.2), since z R rx, yr if z P Spx, nq and y P Bpx, nq, and by the second claim of
Lemma 6.5 (3), we have
1 “ 1
φµpyq
ż
B8X
dµy “ 1
φµpyq
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
ż
Oxpzq
e´C
c
ξpy, xq dµxpξq
“ 1
φµpyq
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
ż
Oxpzq
φµpyq Gcpy, zq
φµpxq Gcpx, zq dµxpξq
“
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
Gcpy, zq µxpOxpzqq}µx} Gcpx, zq “ pGc f1qpyq . (6.6)
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Step 2: For all y, z P V X such that z R rx, yr , any random walk starting at time 0 from y
and converging to a point in Oxpzq goes through z. Let us denote by Cxpzq the set of vertices
different from z on the geodesic rays from z to the points in Oxpzq. Partioning by the last
time the random walk passes through z, using the Markov property saying that what happens
before the random walk arrives at z and after it leaves z are independent, we have
νypOxpzqq “ PrZy8 P Oxpzqs “ Gcpy, zq Pr@n ą 0, Zzn P Cxpzqs ,
so that
νypOxpzqq
νxpOxpzqq “
Gcpy, zq
Gcpx, zq . (6.7)
Step 3: For every y P Bpx, nq, again since tOxpzq : z P Spx, nqu is a Borel partition of
B8X, and by Equation (6.7), we have
1 “ }νy} “
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
νypOxpzqq “
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
Gcpy, zq νxpOxpzqq
Gcpx, zq “ pGc f2qpyq . (6.8)
Step 4: By Steps 1 and 3, we have pGc f1qpyq “ pGc f2qpyq for every y P Bpx, nq. Let now
y P V X´Bpx, nq. Define y1 P Spx, nq as the point at distance n from x on the geodesic segment
rx, ys. For every z P Spx, nq, we have dpy1, zq ´ dpy, zq “ ´dpy, y1q, which is independent of z.
y
z
y1
x
n
Since y1 P Bpx, nq, we have, as just said, pGc f1qpy1q “ pGc f2qpy1q. Hence by the first claim
of Lemma 6.5 (3), we have
pGc f1qpyq “
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
Gcpy, zq f1pzq
“
ÿ
zPSpx,nq
ecpy, y1q`δcpdpy1, zq´dpy, zqq φµpy
1q
φµpyq Gcpy
1, zq f1pzq
“ ecpy, y1q´δcdpy, y1q φµpy
1q
φµpyq pGc f1qpy
1q
“ ecpy, y1q´δcdpy, y1q φµpy
1q
φµpyq pGc f2qpy
1q “ pGc f2qpyq .
This proves that Gc f1 “ Gc f2, thereby concluding the proof of Theorem 6.7. l
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Chapter 7
Skinning measures with potential on
CATp´1q spaces
In this Chapter, we introduce skinning measures as weighted pushforwards of the Patterson-
Sullivan densities associated with a potential to the unit normal bundles of convex subsets of
a CATp´1q space. The development follows [PaP14a] with modifications to fit the present
context.
Let X,x0,Γ, rF be as in the beginning of Chapter 4, and rF˘, F˘, δ “ δΓ, F˘ ă `8 the
associated notation. Let pµx˘ qxPX be (normalised) Patterson densities on B8X for the pairs
pΓ, F˘q.1
7.1 Skinning measures
Let D be a nonempty proper closed convex subset of X. The outer skinning measure rσ`D on
the outer normal bundle B1`D of D and the inner skinning measure rσ´D on the inner normal
bundle B1´D ofD associated with the Patterson densities pµx˘ qxPX for pΓ, rF˘q are the measuresrσ˘D “ rσ˘D,F˘ on B1˘D defined by
drσ˘Dpρq “ eCρ˘˘ px0, ρp0qq dµx˘0pρ˘q , (7.1)
where ρ P B1˘D, using the endpoint homeomorphisms ρ ÞÑ ρ˘ from B1˘D to B8X ´ B8D, and
noting that ρp0q “ PDpρ˘q depends continuously on ρ˘.
When rF “ 0, the skinning measure has been defined by Oh and Shah [OhS2] for the
outer unit normal bundles of spheres, horospheres and totally geodesic subspaces in real hy-
perbolic spaces. The definition was generalised in [PaP14a] to the outer unit normal bundles
of nonempty proper closed convex sets in Riemannian manifolds with variable negative cur-
vature.
Note that the Gibbs measure is defined on the space GX of geodesic lines, the potential
is defined on the space T 1X of germs at time t “ 0 of geodesic lines, and since B1˘D is
contained in G˘, 0X (see Section 2.4), the skinning measures are defined on the spaces G˘, 0X
of (generalised) geodesic rays. In the manifold case, all the above spaces are canonically
identified with the standard unit tangent bundle, but in general, the natural restriction maps
GX Ñ T 1X and GX Ñ G˘, 0X have infinite (though compact) fibers.
1See Section 4.1.
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Remark 7.1. (1) If D “ txu is a singleton, then
drσ˘Dpρq “ dµx˘ pρ˘q (7.2)
where ρ is a geodesic ray starting (at time t “ 0) from x.
(2) When the potential rF is equal to rF ˝ ι (in particular when F “ 0), we have C´ “ C`,
and we may (and we will) take µx´ “ µx` for all x P X, hence ι˚ rmF “ rmF andrσ´D “ ι˚rσ`D .
More generally, if rF is reversible, let rG : T 1X Ñ R be a continuous Γ-invariant function
such that, for every ` P GX, the map t ÞÑ rGpvgt`q is differentiable and rF ˚pv`q ´ rF pv`q “
d
dt |t“0 rGpvgt`q. Furthermore assume that X is an R-tree or that G is uniformly continuous
(for instance Hölder-continuous). Then we have, for every ρ P B1`D, denoting by pρ P GX any
extension of ρ to a geodesic line in X,
dι˚rσ´Dpρq “ e´ rGpvpρq drσ`Dpρq .
Indeed, for all x, y P X and ξ P B8X, let `x, ξ be any geodesic line with footpoint `x, ξp0q “ x
and positive endpoint p`x, ξq` “ ξ. Then by Remark 4.11, we have
C´ξ px, yq ´ C`ξ px, yq “ rGpv`x, ξq ´ rGpv`y, ξq ,
and we may (and we will) take
dµx´ pξq “ e´
rGpv`x, ξ q dµx` pξq .
Hence for every ρ P B1`D, we have
drσ´Dpιρq “ eC´pιρq´ px0, pιρqp0qq dµx´0ppιρq´q “ eCρ´` px0, ρp0qq dµx´0pρ`q
“ eCρ`` px0, ρp0qq´ rGpv``p0q, ρ` q dµx`0pρ`q “ e´ rGpv`ρp0q, ρ` q drσ`Dpρq .
(3) The (normalised) Gibbs cocycle being unchanged when the potential F is replaced by the
potential F `σ for any constant σ, we may (and will) take the Patterson densities, hence the
Gibbs measure and the skinning measures, to be unchanged by such a replacement.
When D is a horoball in X, let us now relate the skinning measures of D with previously
known measures on B8X, constructed using techniques due to Hamenstädt.
Let H be a horoball centred at a point ξ P B8X. Recall that PH : B8X ´ tξu Ñ BH is
the closest point map on H , mapping η ‰ ξ to the intersection with the boundary of H of
the geodesic line from η to ξ. The following result is proved in [HeP3, §2.3] when F “ 0.
Proposition 7.2. Let ρ : r0,`8rÑ X be the geodesic ray starting from any point of the
boundary of H and converging to ξ. The following weak-star limit of measures on B8X´tξu
dµ˘H pηq “ limtÑ`8 e
´ şPH pηq
ρptq p rF˘´δq dµ˘ρptqpηq
exists, and it does not depend on the choice of ρ. The measure µ˘H is invariant under the
elements of Γ preserving H , and it satisfies, for every x P X and (almost) every η P B8X ´
tξu,
dµ˘H
dµx˘
pηq “ e´Cη˘ pPH pηq, xq .
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Proof. We prove all three assertions simultaneously. Let us fix x P X. For all t ě 0 and
η P B8X ´ tξu, let zt be the closest point to PH pηq on the geodesic ray from ρptq to η.
H
ηξ
ρp0q
PH pηq
zt
ρptq
Using Equation (4.2) with x replaced by ρptq and y by the present x, by the cocycle
equation (3.19) and by Equation (3.20) as zt P rρptq, ηr , we have
e
´ şPH pηq
ρptq p rF˘´δq dµ˘ρptqpηq “ e´
şPH pηq
ρptq p rF˘´δq e´Cη˘ pρptq, xq dµx˘ pηq
“ e´
şPH pηq
ρptq p rF˘´δq e´Cη˘ pρptq, ztq e´Cη˘ pzt, xq dµx˘ pηq
“ e´
şPH pηq
ρptq p rF˘´δq`şztρptqp rF˘´δq e´Cη˘ pzt, xq dµx˘ pηq .
As t Ñ `8, note that zt converges to PH pηq and that by the HC-property (and since rF is
bounded on any compact neighbourhood of PH pηq), we haveˇˇˇ ż PH pηq
ρptq
p rF˘ ´ δq ´ ż zt
ρptq
p rF˘ ´ δqˇˇˇÑ 0 .
The result then follows by the continuity of the Gibbs cocycle (see Proposition 3.20 (3)). l
Using this proposition and the cocycle property of C˘ in the definition (4.4) of the Gibbs
measure, we obtain, for every ` P GX such that `˘ ‰ ξ,
drmF p`q “ eC´`´ pPH p`´q, `p0qq`C``` pPH p``q, `p0qq dµ´H p`´q dµ`H p``q dt . (7.3)
Note that it is easy to see that for every ρ P B1˘H , we have
drσ˘H pρq “ dµ˘H pρ˘q . (7.4)
When F “ 0, we obtain Hamenstädt’s measure
µH “ lim
tÑ`8 e
δΓ tµρptq (7.5)
on B8X ´ tξu associated with the horoball H , which is independent of the choice of the
geodesic ray ρ starting from a point of the horosphere BH and converging to ξ. Note that
for every t ě 0, if H rts is the horoball contained in H whose boundary is at distance t from
the boundary of H , we then have
µH rts “ e´δΓ t µH . (7.6)
Assume till the end of Proposition 7.3 that the potential rF is zero. The next result
gathers computations done in [PaP16, PaP17a] of the skinning measures of horoballs and
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some totally geodesic subspaces, when X is a real or complex hyperbolic space and Γ is a
lattice. We consider the notation HnR, HnC, H8, Heis2n´1, λ2n´1 introduced in Section 4.2,
and we again endow T 1HnR and T 1HnC with their Sasaki’s Riemannian metric. Recall that a
complex hyperbolic line in HnC is a totally geodesic plane with constant sectional curvature ´4.
As the arguments of the following result are purely computational and rather long, we do
not copy them in this book, but we refer respectively to the proofs of [PaP16, Prop. 11 (1),
(2)] and [PaP17a, Lem. 12 (iv), (v), (vi)]. Analogous computations can be done when X is
the quaternionic hyperbolic n-space HnH.
Proposition 7.3. (1) Let Γ be a lattice in IsompHnRq, with Patterson density pµxqxPHnR nor-
malised as in Section 4.2.
(i) If D is a horoball in HnR, if volB1˘D is the Riemannian measure of the submanifold B1˘D in
T 1HnR, then rσ˘D “ 2n´1 volB1˘D .
If the point at infinity of D is a parabolic fixed point of Γ, with stabiliser ΓD in Γ, then2
}σ˘D} “ 2n´1 VolpΓDzB1˘Dq “ 2n´1 VolpΓDzBDq “ 2n´1pn´ 1qVolpΓDzDq .
(ii) If D is a totally geodesic hyperbolic subspace of dimension k P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u in HnR, if
volB1˘D is the Riemannian measure of the submanifold B1˘D in T 1HnR, then
rσ˘D “ volB1˘D .
With ΓD the stabiliser of D in Γ and m the order of the pointwise stabiliser of D in Γ, if
ΓDzD has finite volume, then
}σ˘D} “
VolpSn´k´1q
m
VolpΓDzDq .
(2) Let Γ be a lattice in IsompHnCq, with Patterson density pµxqxPHnC normalised as in
Section 4.2.
(i) Using the homeomorphism v ÞÑ v˘ from B1˘H8 to B8HnC ´ t8u “ Heis2n´1, we have
drσ˘H8pvq “ dλ2n´1pv˘q .
For every horoball D in HnC, if volBD is the Riemannian measure of the hypersurface BD in
HnC, then
pi˚rσ˘D “ 2 volBD .
If the point at infinity of D is a parabolic fixed point of Γ, with stabiliser ΓD in Γ, then
}σ˘D} “ 4n VolpΓDzDq .
(ii) For every geodesic line D in HnC, if volB1˘D is the Riemannian measure of the submanifold
B1˘D in T 1HnC, we have
dpi˚rσ˘D “ n4n´1 p2n´ 1q dpi˚ volB1˘D .
2See for instance [Hers, p. 473] for the last equality.
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With ΓD the stabiliser of D in Γ and m the order of the pointwise stabiliser of D in Γ, if
ΓDzD has finite length, then
}σ˘D} “
2pin´1 n!
m p2n´ 1q! VolpΓDzDq .
(iii) For every complex geodesic line D in HnC, if volB1`D is the Riemannian measure of the
submanifold B1`D in T 1HnC, we have
dpi˚rσ`D “ 122n´3 dpi˚ volB1`D .
With ΓD the stabiliser of D in Γ and m the order of the pointwise stabiliser of D in Γ, if
ΓDzD has finite area, then
}σ`D} “
pin´1
m 4n´2 pn´ 2q! VolpΓDzDq . l
The following results give the basic properties of the skinning measures analogous to those
in [PaP14a, Sect. 3] when the potential is zero.
Proposition 7.4. Let D be a nonempty proper closed convex subset of X, and let rσ˘D be the
skinning measures on B1˘D for the potential rF .
(i) The skinning measures rσ˘D are independent of x0.
(ii) For all γ P Γ, we have γ˚rσ˘D “ rσ˘γD. In particular, the measures rσ˘D are invariant under
the stabiliser of D in Γ.
(iii) For all s ě 0 and w P B1˘D, we have3
d rσ˘NsDppg˘swqˇˇ˘r0,`8rq “ eCw˘˘ ppipwq, pipg˘swqq drσ˘Dpwq
“ e´
şpipg˘swq
pipwq p rF˘´δq drσ˘Dpwq .
(iv) The support of rσ˘D is
tv P B1˘D : v˘ P ΛΓu “ P˘D pΛΓ´ pΛΓX B8Dqq .
In particular, rσ˘D is the zero measure if and only if ΛΓ is contained in B8D.
For future use, the version4 of Assertion (iii) when F “ 0 is
dpg˘sq˚rσ˘D
d rσ˘NsD pg˘swq “ e´δΓ s , (7.7)
where w P B1˘D and we again denote by g˘s the map from B1˘D to B1˘N1D defined by
w ÞÑ pg˘swqˇˇ˘r0,`8r.
As another particular case of Assertion (iii) for future use, consider the case whenX “ |X|λ
is the geometric realisation of a metric tree pX, λq and when rF “ rFc is the potential associated
3denoting by pg˘swq|˘r0,`8r the element of G˘, 0 which coincides with g˘sw on ˘r0,`8r
4contained in [PaP14a, Prop. 4]
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with a system of conductances rc on X for a subgroup Γ of AutpXq (see Equation (3.23) and
Proposition 3.22). Then for all w P B1`D (respectively w P B1´D), if ew is the first (respectively
the last) edge followed by w, with length λpewq, thenż pipg˘λpewqwq
pipwq
rF˘ “ rcpewq λpewq
by Proposition 3.21, so that
d rσ˘NsDppg˘λpewqwq|˘r0,`8rq “ e´prcpewq`δqλpewq drσ˘Dpwq . (7.8)
Proof. The proofs of the claims are straightforward modifications of those for zero potential
in [PaP14a, Prop. 4]. We give details of the proofs for the measure rσ`D, the case of rσ´D being
similar.
(i) The claim follows from Equation (4.2) and the cocycle property (3.19).
(ii) The claim follows from Equation (4.1), the first part of Equation (3.19) and Claim (i).
(iii) Since
`pgswq|r0,`8r˘` “ w` and since w P B1`D if and only if pgswq|r0,`8r P B1`NsD, we
have, using the definition (7.1) of the skinning measure and the cocycle property (3.19), for
all s ě 0,
d rσ`NsDppgswq|r0,`8rq “ eCw`` px0, pipgswqq dµx`0pw`q “ eCw`` ppipwq, pipgswqq d rσ`Dpwq .
This proves Claim (iii) for rσ`D, using Equation (3.20).
(iv) The claims follow from the fact that the support of any Patterson measure is ΛΓ, see
Subsection 4.1. l
Given two nonempty closed convex subsets D and D1 of X, let
AD,D1 “ B8X ´ pB8D Y B8D1q
and let h˘D,D1 : P
˘
D pAD,D1q Ñ P˘D1pAD,D1q be the restriction of P˘D1 ˝ pP˘D q´1 to P˘D pAD,D1q. It
is a homeomorphism between open subsets of B1˘D and B1˘D1, associating to the element w
in the domain the unique element w1 in the range with w1˘ “ w˘.
Proposition 7.5. Let D and D1 be nonempty closed convex subsets of X and let h˘ “ h˘D,D1 .
The measures ph˘q˚ rσ˘D and rσ˘D1 on P˘D1pAD,D1q are absolutely continuous one with respect to
the other, with
dph˘q˚ rσ˘D
drσ˘D1 pw1q “ e´Cw˘˘ ppipwq, pipw1qq,
for (almost) all w P P˘D pAD,D1q and w1 “ h˘pwq.
Proof. As w1˘ “ w˘, we have
drσ˘D1pw1q “ eC˘w1˘ px0, pipw1qq dµx˘0pw1˘ q “ eC˘w1˘ px0, pipwqq eC˘w1˘ ppipwq, pipw1qq dµx˘0pw1˘ q
“ eCw˘˘ ppipwq, pipw1qq drσ˘Dpwq
using the definition (7.1) of the skinning measure and the cocycle property (3.19). l
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Let w P G˘X. With Nw˘ : W˘pwq Ñ B1¯HB˘pwq the canonical homeomorphism defined in
Section 2.4, we define the skinning measures µW˘pwq on the strong stable or strong unstable
leaves W˘pwq by
µW˘pwq “ ppNw˘ q´1q˚rσ¯HB˘pwq ,
so that
dµW˘pwqp`q “ eC
¯
`¯ px0, `p0qq dµx¯0p`¯q (7.9)
for every ` P W˘pwq. By Proposition 7.4 (ii) and the naturality of Nw˘ , for every γ P Γ, we
have
γ˚µW˘pwq “ µW˘pγwq . (7.10)
By Proposition 7.4 (iv), the support of µW˘pwq is t` PW˘pwq : `¯ P ΛΓu. For all t P R and
` PW˘pwq, we have, using Equations (7.9), (3.19) and (3.20), and since `˘ “ w˘,
dpg´tq˚µW˘pwq
dµW˘pgtwq
pgt`q “ eC¯`¯ p`ptq, `p0qq “ eCw˘˘ p`p0q, `ptqq . (7.11)
Let w P G˘X. The homeomorphisms W˘pwq ˆ RÑW 0˘pwq, defined by
p`, sq ÞÑ `1 “ gs` ,
conjugate the actions of R by translation on the second factor of the domain and by the
geodesic flow on the range, and the actions of Γ (trivial on the second factor of the domain).
Let us consider the measures νw¯ on W 0˘pwq given, using the above homeomorphism, by
dνw¯ p`1q “ eCw˘˘ pwp0q, `p0qq dµW˘pwqp`q ds . (7.12)
They satisfy pgtq˚νw˘ “ νw˘ for all t P R (since if `1 “ gs`, then g´t`1 “ gs´t`, and by
invariance under translations of the Lebesgue measure on R). Furthermore, γ˚νw˘ “ νγ˘w for
all γ P Γ. In general, they depend on w, not only on W˘pwq. Furthermore, the support of
νw˘ is t`1 P W 0˘pwq : `1¯ P ΛΓu. These properties follow easily from the properties of the
skinning measures on the strong stable or strong unstable leaves.
Lemma 7.6. (i) For every nonempty proper closed convex subset D1 in X, there exists R0 ą 0
such that for all R ě R0, η ą 0, and w P B1˘D1, we have νw¯ pV ˘w, η,Rq ą 0.5
(ii) For all w P G˘X and t P R, the measures ν¯gtw and νw¯ are proportional:
ν¯
gtw “ eCw˘˘ pwptq, wp0qq νw¯ .
Proof. (i) Let us show, as in [PaP14a, Lem. 7], that there exists R0 ą 0 (depending only on
D1 and on the Patterson densities) such that for all R ě R0, w P B1`D1 and w1 P B1´D1, we
have µW`pwqpB`pw,Rqq ą 0 and µW´pw1qpB´pw1, Rqq ą 0. The result follows from this by
the definitions of νw¯ and V
˘
w, η,R.
5See Section 2.4 for the definition of V ˘w, η,R.
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We give the proof of the claim on B`pw,Rq, the proof
of the claim on B´pw,Rq is similar. For all w P B1`D1 and
ξ1 P D1 Y B8D1, by a standard comparison and convex-
ity argument applied to the geodesic triangle with ver-
tices pipwq, w`, ξ1, the point pipwq is at distance at most
2 lnp1`
?
5
2 q from the intersection between the stable horo-
sphere H`pwq and the geodesic ray or line between ξ1 and
w`.
ξ1 “ `1´
`1
pipwq
W`pwq
w` “ `1`
pip`1q
D1
The triangle inequality and the definition of Hamenstädt distances imply that, for all
`, `1 PW`pwq,
dW`pwqp`, `1q ď e 12dppip`q, pip`1qq . (7.13)
Hence, for every ξ1 P B8D1, for every extension pw P GX of w, if `1 is the element of W`pwq
such that `1´ “ ξ1, we have
dW`pwqp pw, `1q ď 1`?52 .
Thus, if B8D1 X ΛΓ ‰ H, then we may take R0 “ 2 ą 1`
?
5
2 , since by Proposition 7.4 (iv),
the support of µW`pwq is t` PW`pwq : `´ P ΛΓu.
Assume now that B8D1 X ΛΓ “ H. For a contradiction, assume that, for all n P N,
there exists wn P B1`D1 such that µW`pwnqpB`pwn, nqq “ 0. Assume first that pwnqnPN
has a convergent subsequence with limit w P B1`D1. Since the measure µW`pw1q depends
continuously on w1 P G`X, for every compact subset K of W`pwq, we have µW`pwqpKq “ 0.
By Proposition 7.4 (iv) and by Equation (7.9), this implies that the support of the Patterson
measure µx´0 , which is the limit set of Γ, is contained in tw`u. This is impossible, since Γ is
nonelementary.
In the remaining case, the points pipwnq in D1 converge, up to extracting a subsequence,
to a point ξ in B8D1. By definition of the map P`D1 and of B1`D1, the points at infinity pwnq`
converge to ξ. For every η in B8X different from ξ, the geodesic lines from η to pwnq` converge
to the geodesic line from η to ξ.
By convexity, if n is large enough, the geodesic
line sη, pwnq`r meets N1D1, hence passes at distance
at most 2 from pipwnq. This implies by Equation
(7.13) that if n is large enough, then there exists
` P B`pwn, nq such that η “ `´.
pwnq`
wwn
η
ξ
Since we assumed that µW`pwnqpB`pwn, nqq “ 0 for all n P N, Proposition 7.4 (iv) implies
that we have η R ΛΓ. Hence ΛΓ is contained in tξu, a contradiction since Γ is nonelementary.
(ii) For all w P G˘X, s, t P R and ` P W˘pwq, we have by Equations (7.12) and (7.11), and
by the cocycle property (3.19) of C˘,
dν¯
gtwpgs`q “ dν¯gtwpgs´tgt`q “ e
C˘pgtwq˘
pgtwp0q, gt`p0qq
dµW˘pgtwqpgt`q dps´ tq
“ eCw˘˘ pwptq, `ptqq e´Cw˘˘ p`p0q, `ptqq dµW˘pwqp`q ds
“ eCw˘˘ pwptq, `p0qq e´Cw˘˘ pwp0q, `p0qq dνw¯ pgs`q
“ eCw˘˘ pwptq, wp0qqdνw¯ pgs`q . l
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The following disintegration result of the Gibbs measure over the skinning measures of
any closed convex subset is a crucial tool for our equidistribution and counting results. Recall
the definition in Equation (2.15) of the flow-invariant open sets U ˘D and the definition of the
fibrations f˘D : U
˘
D Ñ B1˘D from Section 2.4.
Proposition 7.7. Let D be a nonempty proper closed convex subset of X. The restriction to
U ˘D of the Gibbs measure rmF disintegrates by the fibration f˘D : U ˘D Ñ B1˘D over the skinning
measure rσ˘D of D, with conditional measure νρ¯ on the fiber pf˘D q´1pρq “W 0˘pρq of ρ P B1˘D:
when ` ranges over U ˘D , we have
drmF |U ˘D p`q “
ż
ρPB1˘D
dνρ¯ p`q drσ˘Dpρq .
Proof. In order to prove the claim for the fibration f`D , let φ P CcpU `D q. Using in the various
steps below:
• Hopf’s parametrisation with time parameter t and the definitions of rmF (see Equation
(4.4)) and of U `D (see Equation (2.15)),
• the positive endpoint homeomorphism w ÞÑ w` from B1`D to B8X´B8D, and the negative
endpoint homeomorphism `1 ÞÑ `1´ from W`pwq to B8X ´ tw`u, with s P R the real
parameter such that `1 “ g´s` P W`pwq where ` P W 0`pwq, noting that t ´ s depends
only on `` “ w` and `´ “ `1´ ,
• the definitions Equation (7.9) and (7.1) of the measures µW`pwq and rσ`D, and the cocycle
property (3.19) of C˘,
• Equation (3.20) and the cocycle property (3.19) of C`,
we haveż
`PU `D
φp`q drmF p`q
“
ż
``PB8X´B8D
ż
`´PB8X´t``u
ż
tPR
φp`q eC´`´ px0, pip`qq`C``` px0, pip`qq dt dµx´0p`´q dµx`0p``q
“
ż
wPB1`D
ż
`1PW`pwq
ż
sPR
φpgs`1q eC
´
`1´ px0, pipgs`1qq`C`w` px0, pipgs`1qq ds dµx´0p`1´ q dµx`0pw`q
“
ż
wPB1`D
ż
`1PW`pwq
ż
sPR
φpgs`1q eC
´
`1´ ppip`1q, pipgs`1qq`C`w` ppipwq, pipgs`1qq ds dµW`pwqp`1q drσ`Dpwq
“
ż
wPB1`D
ż
`1PW`pwq
ż
sPR
φpgs`1q eC`w` ppipwq, pip`1qq ds dµW`pwqp`1q drσ`Dpwq ,
which implies the claim for the fibration f`D , by the definition (7.12) of the measure νw´ . The
proof for the fibration f´D is similar. l
For every u P G´X, if D “ HB´puq, we have B1`D “ Nu´ pW´puqq and
U `D “ GX ´W 0`pιuq “
ď
wPW´puq
W 0`pwq .
Applying the above proposition and a change of variable, the restriction to GX ´W 0`pιuq of
the Gibbs measure rmF disintegrates over the strong unstable measure µW´puq “ ppNu´ q´1q˚rσ`D,
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with conditional measure on the fiber W 0`pwq of w P W´puq the measure νw´ “ ν´Nu´ pwq: for
every φ P CcpGX ´W 0`pιuqq, we haveż
`PGX´W 0`pιuq
φp`q drmF p`q “ż
wPW´puq
ż
`1PW`pwq
ż
sPR
φpgs`1q eCw`` ppipwq, pip`1qq ds dµW`pwqp`1q dµW´puqpwq . (7.14)
Note that if the Patterson densities have no atoms, then the stable and unstable leaves have
measure zero for the associated Gibbs measure. This happens for instance if the Gibbs measure
mF is finite, see Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 4.6.
7.2 Equivariant families of convex subsets and their skinning
measures
Let I be an index set endowed with a left action of Γ. A family D “ pDiqiPI of subsets of X
or of
p
GX indexed by I is Γ-equivariant if γDi “ Dγi for all γ P Γ and i P I. We will denote
by
„ “ „D
the equivalence relation on I defined by i „ j if and only if Di “ Dj and there exists γ P Γ
such that j “ γi. This equivalence relation is Γ-equivariant: for all i, j P I and γ P Γ, we
have γi „ γj if and only if i „ j. We say that D is locally finite if for every compact subset
K in X or in
p
GX, the quotient set ti P I : Di XK ‰ Hu{„ is finite.
Examples. (1) Fixing a nonempty proper closed convex subset D of X, taking I “ Γ with
the left action by translations pγ, iq ÞÑ γi, and setting Di “ iD for every i P Γ gives a
Γ-equivariant family D “ pDiqiPI . In this case, we have i „ j if and only if i´1j belongs to
the stabiliser ΓD of D in Γ, and I{„ “ Γ{ΓD. Note that γD depends only on the class rγs of γ
in Γ{ΓD. We could also take I 1 “ Γ{ΓD with the left action by translations pγ, rγ1sq ÞÑ rγγ1s,
and D 1 “ pγDqrγsPI 1 , so that for all i, j P I 1, we have i „D 1 j if and only if i “ j, and besides,
D 1 is locally finite if and only if D is locally finite. The following choices of D yield equivariant
families with different characteristics:
(a) Let γ0 P Γ be a loxodromic element with translation axisD “ Axγ0 . The family pγDqγPΓ
is locally finite and Γ-equivariant. Indeed, by Lemma 2.1, only finitely many elements
of the family pγDqγPΓ{ΓD meet any given bounded subset of X.
(b) Let ` P GX be a geodesic line whose image under the canonical map GX Ñ ΓzGX has
a dense orbit in ΓzGX under the geodesic flow, and let D “ `pRq be its image. Then
the Γ-equivariant family pγDqγPΓ is not locally finite.
(c) More generally, let D be a convex subset such that ΓDzD is compact. Then the family
pγDqγPΓ is a locally finite Γ-equivariant family.
(d) Let ξ P B8X be a bounded parabolic limit point of Γ, and let H be any horoball in X
centred at ξ. Then the family pγH qγPΓ is a locally finite Γ-equivariant family.
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(2) More generally, let pDαqαPA be a finite family of nonempty proper closed convex subsets
of X, and for every α P A, let Fα be a finite set. Define I “ ŤαPA Γ ˆ tαu ˆ Fα with the
action of Γ by left translation on the first factor, and for every i “ pγ, α, xq P I, let Di “ γDα.
Then I{„ “ ŤαPA Γ{ΓDα ˆ tαu ˆ Fα and the Γ-equivariant family D “ pDiqiPI is locally
finite if and only if the family pγDαqγPΓ is locally finite for every α P A. The cardinalities of
Fα for α P A contribute to the multiplicities (see Section 12.2).
Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper closed convex
subsets of X. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a Γ-equivariant family of subsets of
p
GX, where Ωi is a
measurable subset of B1˘Di for all i P I (the sign ˘ being constant), such that Ωi “ Ωj if
i „D j. Then rσ˘Ω “ ÿ
iPI{„
rσ˘Di |Ωi ,
is a well-defined Γ-invariant locally finite measure on
p
GX, whose support is contained in
G˘, 0X. Hence, the measure rσ˘Ω induces6 a locally finite measure on ΓzGX, denoted by σ˘Ω .
When Ω “ B1˘D “ pB1˘DiqiPI , the measure rσ˘Ω is denoted by
rσ˘D “ ÿ
iPI{„
rσ˘Di .
The measures rσ`D and rσ´D are respectively called the outer and inner skinning measures of D
on
p
GX, and their induced measures σ`D and σ
´
D on Γz
p
GX are the outer and inner skinning
measures of D on Γz
p
GX.
Example. Consider the Γ-equivariant family D “ pγDqγPΓ{Γx with D “ txu a singleton in
X. With pi˘ “ pP˘D q´1 : B1˘D Ñ B8X the homeomorphism ρ ÞÑ ρ˘, we have ppi˘q˚rσ˘D “ µx˘
by Remark 7.1 (1), and7
}σ˘D} “
}µx˘ }
|Γx| . (7.15)
6See for instance [PauPS, §2.6] and the beginning of Chapter 12 for details on the definition of the induced
measure when Γ may have torsion, hence does not necessarily acts freely on
p
GX.
7See also the beginning of Chapter 12.
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Chapter 8
Explicit measure computations for
simplicial trees and graphs of groups
In this Chapter, we compute skinning measures and Bowen-Margulis measures for some highly
symmetric simplicial trees X endowed with a nonelementary discrete subgroup Γ of AutpXq.
These computations are parallel to the ones given in Section 4.2 when X is a rank one
symmetric space. The potentials F are supposed to be 0 in this Chapter, and we assume
that the Patterson densities pµx` qxPV X and pµx´ qxPV X of Γ are equal, denoted by pµxqxPV X. As
the study of geometrically finite discrete subgroups of AutpXq mostly reduces to the study of
particular (tree) lattices (see Remark 2.12), we will assume that Γ is a lattice in this Chapter.
The results of these computations will be useful when we state special cases of the equidis-
tribution and counting results in regular and biregular trees and, in particular, in the arith-
metic applications in Part III. The reader only interested in the continuous time case may
skip directly to Chapter 9.
A rooted simplicial tree pX, x0q is spherically symmetric if X is not reduced to x0 and has
no terminal vertex, and if the stabiliser of x0 in AutpXq acts transitively on each sphere of
centre x0. The set of isomorphism classes of spherically symmetric rooted simplicial trees
pX, x0q is in bijection with the set of sequences ppnqnPN in N´t0u, where pn` 1 is the degree
of any vertex of X at distance n from x0.
x0
p0 ` 1 p2p1 p3 . . .
If pX, x0q is spherically symmetric, it is easy to check that the simplicial tree X is uniform1
if and only if the sequence ppnqnPN is periodic with palindromic period in the sense that there
1See Section 2.6 for the terminology concerning simplicial trees.
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exists N P N´ t0u such that pn`N “ pn for every n P N and pN´n “ pn for every n P N such
that n ď N . If N “ 1, then X “ Xp0 is the regular tree of degree p0 ` 1, and if N “ 2, then
X “ Xp0, p1 is the biregular tree of degrees p0 ` 1 and p1 ` 1.
We denote by X “ |X|1 the geometric realisation of X. The Hausdorff dimension hX of
B8X for any visual distance is then
hX “ 1
N
lnpp0 . . . pN´1q , (8.1)
see for example [Lyo, p. 935].
8.1 Computations of Bowen-Margulis measures for simplicial
trees
The next result gives examples of computations of the total mass of Bowen-Margulis measures
for lattices of simplicial trees having some regularity properties.
Analogous computations can be performed for Riemannian manifolds having appropriate
regularity properties. We refer for instance to [PaP16, Prop. 10] and [PaP17b, Prop. 20
(1)] for computations of Bowen-Margulis measures for lattices in the isometry group of the
real hyperbolic spaces, and to [PaP17a, Lem. 12 (iii)] for the computation in the complex
hyperbolic case. In both cases, the main point is the computation of the proportionality
constant between the Bowen-Margulis measure and Sasaki’s Riemannian volume of the unit
tangent bundle. When dealing now with simplicial trees, similar consequences of homogeneity
properties will appear below.
We refer to Section 2.6 for the definitions of vol, Vol, Tpi, Tvol, TVol appearing in the
following result.
Proposition 8.1. Let pX, x0q be a spherically symmetric rooted simplicial tree, with associated
sequence ppnqnPN, such that X is uniform, and let Γ be a lattice of X.
(1) For every x P V X, let rx “ dpx,AutpXqx0q, and let
cx “ pprx ´ 1qe
2 rx hX
pp0 ` 1q2p21 . . . p2rx´1prx
` 2p0pp0 ` 1q2
if rx ‰ 0 and cx “ p0p0`1 if rx “ 0. Then
}mBM} “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx|
`}µx}2 ´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x
µxpBeXq2
˘
“ }µx0}2
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
cx
|Γx| . (8.2)
(2) If X “ Xp, q is the biregular tree of degrees p ` 1 and q ` 1, with V X “ VpX \ VqX the
corresponding partition of the set of vertices of X, if the Patterson density pµxqxPV X of Γ is
normalised so that }µx} “ p`1?p for all x P VpX, then
pTpiq˚mBM “ TvolΓzX
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and
}mBM} “ TVolpΓzzXq “
ÿ
rxsPΓzVpX
p` 1
|Γx| `
ÿ
rxsPΓzVqX
q ` 1
|Γx| . (8.3)
(3) If X “ Xq is the regular tree of degree q ` 1, if the Patterson density pµxqxPV X of Γ is
normalised to be a family of probability measures, then
pi˚mBM “ q
q ` 1 volΓzX
and in particular
}mBM} “ q
q ` 1 VolpΓzzXq . (8.4)
Proof. We start by proving the first equality of Assertion (1). For every x P V X, we may
partition the set of geodesic lines ` P GX with `p0q “ x according to the two edges starting
from x contained in the image of `. The only restriction for the edges is that they are required
to be distinct.
For every e P EX, recall from Section 2.6 that BeX is the set of points at infinity of the
geodesic rays whose initial edge is e. For all e P EX and x P V X, say that e points away from
x if opeq P rx, tpeqs, and that e points towards x otherwise. In particular, all edges with origin
x point away from x. Hence by Equation (4.13), and since µx “ µx´ “ µx` , we have
pi˚mBM “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx|
ÿ
e, e1PEX : opeq“ope1q“x, e‰e1
µx´ pBeXq µx` pBe1Xq ∆rxs (8.5)
“
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
1
|Γx|
´` ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x
µxpBeXq
˘2 ´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x
µxpBeXq2
¯
∆rxs . (8.6)
This gives the first equality of Assertion (1).
Let us prove the second equality of Assertion (1). By homogeneity, we assume that
}µx0} “ 1 and we will prove that
}mBM} “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
cx
|Γx| .
Let N P N ´ t0u be such that pn`N “ pn for every n P N and pN´n “ pn for every
n P t0, . . . , Nu, which exists since X is assumed to be uniform. Then the automorphism
group AutpXq of the simplicial tree X acts transitively on the set of vertices at distance a
multiple of N from x0. Hence for every x P V X, the distance rx “ dpx,AutpXqx0q belongs to 
0, 1, . . . , tN2 u
(
, and there exist γx, γ1x P AutpXq such that
dpx, γxx0q “ rx, x P rγxx0, γ1xx0s and dpγxx0, γ1xx0q “ N .
The map x ÞÑ rx is constant on the orbits of Γ in V X,2 hence so is the map x ÞÑ cx, and thus
the right hand side of Equation (8.2) is well defined.
Since the family pµHausx qxPV X of Hausdorff measures of the visual distances pB8X, dxq is
invariant under any element of AutpXq, since Γ is a lattice and by Proposition 4.16, we have
δΓ “ hX and γ˚µx “ µγx for all x P V X and γ P AutpXq.
2In fact, it is constant on the orbits of AutpXq.
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Since pX, x0q is spherically symmetric, and since µx0 is a probability measure, we have by
induction, for every e P EX pointing away from x0 with dpx0, opeqq “ n,
µx0pBeXq “ 1pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . pn (8.7)
if n ‰ 0, and µx0pBeXq “ 1p0`1 otherwise.
For every fixed x P V X, let us now compute µxpBeXq for every edge e of X with origin x.
Let γ “ γx, γ1 “ γ1x P AutpXq be as above. By the spherical transitivity, we may assume that
e or e belongs to the edge path from γx0 to γ1x0.
rx
γx0
e
x γ1x0
N ´ rx
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: Assume first that e points away from γx0. There are p0 ` 1 such edges starting
from x if rx “ 0, and prx otherwise. By Equation (8.7) and by invariance under AutpXq of
pµHausx qxPV X, we have
µγx0pBeXq “ 1pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . prx ,
with the convention that the denominator is p0 ` 1 if rx “ 0. Since the map ξ ÞÑ βξpx, γx0q
is constant with value ´rx on BeX, and by the quasi-invariance property of the Patterson
density (see Equation (4.2)), we have
µxpBeXq “ e´δΓp´rxqµγx0pBeXq “ e
rxhX
pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . prx ,
with the same convention as above.
Case 2: Assume now that e points towards γx0. This implies that rx ě 1, and there is one
and only one such edge starting from x. Then as above we have
µγ1x0pBeXq “
1
ppN ` 1q pN´1 . . . prx ,
and
µxpBeXq “ e´δΓp´pN´rxqqµγ1x0pBeXq “
epN´rxqhX
ppN ` 1q pN´1 . . . prx .
For every x P V X, let
Cx “
´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x
µxpBeXq
¯2 ´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x
µxpBeXq2 . (8.8)
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If rx ‰ 0, since the stabiliser of γx0 in AutpXq acts transitively on the prx edges with origin
x pointing away from γx0, since eNhX “ p0p1 . . . pN´1 and pN “ p0, we have
Cx “
´
prx
erxhX
pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . prx `
epN´rxqhX
ppN ` 1q pN´1 . . . prx
¯2
´
´
prx
` erxhX
pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . prx
˘2 ` ` epN´rxqhXppN ` 1q pN´1 . . . prx ˘2
¯
“ pprx
2 ´ prxq e2 rxhX
pp0 ` 1q2 p12 . . . prx2 `
2 prxe
N hX
pp0 ` 1q p1 . . . prxprx . . . pN´1ppN ` 1q
“ pprx ´ 1q e
2 rxhX
pp0 ` 1q2 p12 . . . prx´12prx `
2 p0
pp0 ` 1q2 “ cx .
If rx “ 0, we have
Cx “
´
pp0 ` 1q 1
p0 ` 1
¯2 ´ pp0 ` 1q´ 1
p0 ` 1
¯2 “ p0
p0 ` 1 “ cx .
Assertion (1) now follows from Equation (8.6).
Let us prove Assertion (2). Note that X “ Xp, q is spherically symmetric with respect to
any vertex of X, and that, by Equation (8.1),
hX “ 1
2
lnppqq .
Let e be an edge of X, with x “ opeq P VpX and y “ tpeq P VqX. For every z P V X, we define
Cz as in Equation (8.8).
Note that by homogeneity, we have Cz “ Cx and }µz} “ }µx} for all z P VpX, as well as
Cz “ Cy and }µz} “ }µy} for all z P VqX. Hence the normalisation of the Patterson density
as in the statement of Assertion (2) is possible. By the spherical symmetry at x, and the
normalisation of the measure, we have µxpBeXq “ 1?p and µxpBeXq “
?
p. Therefore
}µy} “ µypBeXq ` µypBeXq “ ehXµxpBeXq ` e´hXµxpBeXq
“ ?pq 1?
p
` 1?
pq
?
p “ q ` 1?
q
.
This symmetry in the values of }µy} and }µx} explains the choice of our normalisation of the
Patterson density. We have
Cx “ }µx}2 ´ pp` 1q
´ }µx}
p` 1
¯2 “ p
p` 1}µx}
2 “ p` 1
and similarly Cy “ qq`1}µy}2 “ q ` 1. This proves the second equality in Equation (8.3), by
the first equation of Assertion (1).
In order to prove that pTpiq˚mBM “ TvolΓzX, we now partition ΓzGX asď
resPΓzEX
Γz ` P GX : `p0q “ pipopeqq, `p1q “ piptpeqq( .
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Using on every element of this partition Hopf’s decomposition with respect to the basepoint
opeq, we have, by a ramified covering argument already used in the proof of the second part
of Proposition 4.15,
pTpiq˚mBM “
ÿ
resPΓzEX
1
|Γe| µopeqpB8X ´ BeXq µopeqpBeXq ∆res .
Since µopeqpBeXq “ e´hXµtpeqpBeXq and by homogeneity, we have
pTpiq˚mBM “
ÿ
resPΓzEX
1
|Γe|
deg opeq ´ 1
deg opeq }µopeq}
deg tpeq ´ 1
deg tpeq }µtpeq} e
´hX ∆res
“
ÿ
resPΓzEX
1
|Γe|
}µopeq} }µtpeq} ?pq
pp` 1qpq ` 1q ∆res “ TvolΓzX .
The first equality of Equation (8.3) follows, since pushforwards of measures preserve the total
mass.
Finally, the last claim of Assertion (3) of Proposition 8.1 follows from Equation (8.2), since
cx “ qq`1 for every x P V Xq (or by taking q “ p in Equation (8.3) and by renormalising). The
first claim of Assertion (3) follows from the first claim of Assertion (2), by using Equation
(2.23) and renormalising. l
Remark 8.2. (1) In particular, if X “ Xq is regular, if the Patterson density is normalised
to be a family of probability measures and if Γ is torsion free, then pi˚mBM is qq`1 times the
counting measure on ΓzV X. In this case, Equation (8.4) is given by [CoP4, Rem. 2].
(2) If X “ Xp, q is biregular with p ‰ q, then pi˚mBM is not proportional to volΓzX. In
particular, if Γ is torsion free and if the Patterson density is normalised to be a family of
probability measures, then pi˚mBM is the sum of pp`1 times the counting measure on ΓzVpX
and qq`1 times the counting measure on ΓzVqX.
This statement is coherent with the well-known fact that in pinched but variable cur-
vature, the Bowen-Margulis measure is generally not absolutely continuous with respect to
Sasaki’s Riemannian measure on the unit tangent bundle (they would then be proportional
by ergodicity of the geodesic flow in the lattice case).
8.2 Computations of skinning measures for simplicial trees
We now give examples of computations of the total mass of skinning measures (for zero
potentials), after introducing some notation. Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without
terminal vertices, and let Γ be a discrete subgroup of AutpXq.
For every simplicial subtree D of X, we define the boundary BV D of V D in X as
BV D “ tx P V D : D e P EX, opeq “ x, tpeq R V Du .
The boundary BD of D is the maximal subgraph (which might be non connected) of X with
set of vertices BV D. It is contained in D. The stabiliser ΓD of D in Γ acts discretely on BD.
For every x P V X, we define the codegree of x in D as codegDpxq “ 0 if x R D and otherwise
codegDpxq “ degXpxq ´ degDpxq .
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Note that codegDpxq “ 0 if x R BV D, and that the codegree codegN1Dpxq of x P V X in the
1-neighbourhood N1D of D is equal to 0 unless x lies in the boundary of N1D, in which case
it is equal to degXpxq ´ 1.
Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of simplicial subtrees of X, and let
x P V X. We define the multiplicity3 of x in (the boundary of) D as (see Section 7.2 for the
definition of „D)
mDpxq “ Cardti P I{„D : x P BV Diu|Γx| .
The numerator and the denominator are finite by the local finiteness of the family D and
the discreteness of Γ, and they depend only on the orbit of x under Γ. Note that if D is a
simplicial subtree of X which is precisely invariant under Γ (that is, whenever γ P Γ is such
that DX γD is nonempty, then γ belongs to the stabiliser ΓD of D in Γ), if D “ pγDqγPΓ{ΓD ,
and if x P BV D, then
mDpxq “ 1|Γx| .
In particular, if furthermore Γ is torsion free, then mDpxq “ 1 if x P BV D, and mDpxq “ 0
otherwise.
Example 8.3. Let G be a connected graph without vertices of degree ď 2 and let X be its
universal cover, with covering group Γ. If C is a cycle in G “ ΓzX and if D is the family of
geodesic lines in X lifting C, then mDpxq “ 1 for all x P V X whose image in G “ ΓzX belongs
to C if C is a simple cycle (that is, if C passes through no vertex twice).
We define the codegree of x in D as
codegDpxq “
ÿ
iPI{„D
codegDipxq ,
which is well defined as codegDipxq depends only on the class of i P I modulo „D . Note that
codegDpxq “ pdegX x´ kq |Γx|mDpxq (8.9)
if degDipxq “ k for every x P BV Di and i P I. If every vertex of X has degree at least 3, this is
in particular the case with k “ 2 if Di is a line for all i P I and with k “ 1 if Di is a horoball
for all i P I.
We will say that a simplicial subtree D of X, with stabiliser ΓD in Γ, is almost precisely
invariant if there exists N P N such that for every x P V D, the number of γ P Γ{ΓD such that
x P γV D is at most N . It follows from this property that if D “ pγDqγPΓ, then D is locally
finite and codegDpxq ď N codegDpxq for every x P V X.
Proposition 8.4. Assume that X is a regular or biregular simplicial tree with degrees at least
3, and that Γ is a lattice of X.
(1) For every simplicial subtree D of X, we have
pi˚rσ˘D “ ÿ
xPV X
}µx} codegDpxq
degXpxq ∆x .
3See Section 12.2 for explanations on the terminology.
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(2) If D “ pDiqiPI is a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of simplicial subtrees of X, then
pi˚σ˘D “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
}µx} codegDpxq
|Γx| degXpxq ∆rxs .
(3) Let k P N and let D be a simplicial subtree of X such that degDpxq “ k for every x P BV D
and the Γ-equivariant family D “ pγDqΓ{ΓD is locally finite. Then
pi˚σ˘D “
ÿ
ΓDy PΓDzBV D
}µy} pdegXpyq ´ kq
|pΓDqy| degXpyq ∆Γy .
(4) If D is a simplicial subtree of X such that the Γ-equivariant family D “ pγDqγPΓ is locally
finite, then the skinning measure σ˘D is finite if and only if the graph of groups ΓDzzBD has
finite volume.
Before proving Proposition 8.4, let us give some immediate consequences of its Assertion
(3). If X “ Xp, q is biregular of degrees p ` 1 and q ` 1, let V X “ VpX \ VqX be the
corresponding partition of the set of vertices of X and, for r P tp, qu, let BrD be the edgeless
graph with set of vertices BV DX VrX.
Corollary 8.5. Assume that pX,Γq is as in Proposition 8.4. Let D be a simplicial subtree of
X such that the Γ-equivariant family D “ pγDqγPΓ{ΓD is locally finite.
(1) If X “ Xp, q is biregular of degrees p` 1 and q ` 1 and if the Patterson density pµxqxPV X
of Γ is normalised so that }µx} “ degXpxq?
degXpxq´1
for all x P V X, then
‚ if D is a horoball,
}σ˘D} “
?
p VolpΓDzzBpDq ` ?q VolpΓDzzBqDq ,
‚ if D is a line,
}σ˘D} “
p´ 1?
p
VolpΓDzzBpDq ` q ´ 1?
q
VolpΓDzzBqDq . (8.10)
(2) If X “ Xq is the regular tree of degree q ` 1 and if the Patterson measures pµxqxPV X are
normalised to be probability measures, then
‚ if D is a horoball,
}σ˘D} “
q
q ` 1 VolpΓDzzBDq (8.11)
‚ if D is a line,
}σ˘D} “
q ´ 1
q ` 1 VolpΓDzzDq . l (8.12)
Proof of Proposition 8.4. (1) We may partition the outer/inner unit normal bundle
B1˘D of D according to the first/last edge of the elements in B1˘D. On each of the elements
of this partition, for the computation of the skinning measures using its definition and its
independence of the basepoint (see Section 7.1), we take as basepoint the initial/terminal
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point of the corresponding edge. Since D is a simplicial tree, note that for every e P EX such
that opeq P V D, we have e P ED if and only if tpeq P V D. Thus, we have
pi˚rσ`D “ ÿ
ePEX : opeqPV D, tpeqRV D
µopeqpBeXq ∆opeq
“
ÿ
xPBV D
´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x, tpeqRV D
µxpBeXq
¯
∆x .
and similarly
pi˚rσ´D “ ÿ
ePEX : tpeqPV D, opeqRV D
µtpeqpBeXq ∆tpeq
“
ÿ
xPBV D
´ ÿ
ePEX : opeq“x, tpeqRV D
µxpBeXq
¯
∆x .
As in the proof of Proposition 8.1 (2), since X is spherically homogeneous around each point
and since Γ is a lattice (so that the Patterson density is AutpXq-equivariant, see Proposition
4.16), we have µxpBeXq “ }µx}degXpxq for all x P V X and e P EX with opeq “ x. Assertion (1)
follows, since
ř
ePEX : opeq“x, tpeqRV D 1 “ codegDpxq if x P BV D and codegDpxq “ 0 otherwise.
(2) By the definition4 of the skinning measures associated with Γ-equivariant families, we
have rσ˘D “ řiPI{„ rσ`Di , where „ “ „D . Hence by Assertion (1)
pi˚rσ˘D “ ÿ
iPI{„
rpi˚σ`Di “ ÿ
iPI{„
ÿ
xPV X
}µx} codegDipxq
degXpxq ∆x
“
ÿ
xPV X
´ ÿ
iPI{„
codegDipxq
¯ }µx}
degXpxq ∆x “
ÿ
xPV X
}µx} codegDpxq
degXpxq ∆x .
By the definition of the measure induced in ΓzV X when Γ may have torsion (see for instance
[PauPS, §2.6] and the beginning of Chapter 12), Assertion (2) follows.
(3) It follows from Assertion (2) and from Equation (8.9) that
pi˚σ˘D “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
degXpxq ´ k
degXpxq }µx} mDpxq ∆rxs .
For every x P V X, by the definition of mDpxq, we have, by partitioning BV D into its orbits
under ΓD,
mDpxq “ 1|Γx|Cardtγ P ΓDzΓ : γx P BV Du
“ 1|Γx|
ÿ
ΓDy PΓDzBV D
Cardtγ P ΓDzΓ : ΓDγx “ ΓDyu
“ 1|Γx|
ÿ
ΓDy PΓDzBV D, Γx“Γy
Cardtγ P ΓDzΓ : ΓDγy “ ΓDyu
“ 1|Γx|
ÿ
ΓDy PΓDzBV D, Γx“Γy
rΓy : pΓDqys “
ÿ
ΓDy PΓDzBV D, Γx“Γy
1
|pΓDqy| .
4See Section 7.2.
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This proves Assertion (3), since
ř
rxsPΓzV X, Γx“Γy ∆rxs “ ∆Γy.
(4) It follows from Assertion (2) that
}σ˘D} “
ÿ
rxsPΓzV X
}µx} codegDpxq
|Γx| degXpxq .
Note that for every x P BV D, we have
|Γx|mDpxq ď codegDpxq ď degXpxq |Γx|mDpxq .
Let m “ minxPV X }µx} and M “ maxxPV X }µx}, which are positive and finite, as the total
mass of the Patterson measures takes at most two values, since Γ is a lattice and X is biregular.
By arguments similar to those in the proof of Assertion (3), we hence have
m
minxPV X degXpxq VolpΓDzzBDq ď }σ
˘
D} ďM VolpΓDzzBDq
The result follows. l
We now give a formula for the skinning measure (with zero potential) of a geodesic line
in the simplicial tree X, using5 Hamenstädt’s distance dH and measure µH associated with
a fixed horoball H in X. This expression for the skinning measure will be useful in Part III.
Lemma 8.6. Let H be a horoball in X centred at a point ξ P B8X. Let L be a geodesic line
in X with endpoints L˘ P B8X ´ tξu. Then for all ρ P B1`L such that ρ` ‰ ξ,
drσ`L pρq “ dH pL`, L´qδΓdH pρ`, L´qδΓ dH pρ`, L`qδΓ dµH pρ`q .
Proof. By Equations (2.13) and (7.6), the power dH δΓ of the distance and the measure µH
scale by the same factor when the horoball is replaced by another one centred at the same
point. Thus, we can assume in the proof that L does not intersect the interior of H .
Fix ρ P B1`L such that ρ` ‰ ξ. Let y be the closest point to ξ on L, let x0 be the closest
point to L onH , and let z be the closest point to ξ on ρpr0,`8rq. Let t ÞÑ xt be the geodesic
ray starting from x0 at time t “ 0 and converging to ξ. When t is large enough, the points
ρ`, z, xt and ξ are in this order on the geodesic line sρ`, ξr.
We have, by the definition in Equation (7.1) of the skinning measure, the cocycle property
of the Busemann function, Equation (3.20) and the definition of z,
drσ`L pρq “ eδΓ βρ` pxt, ρp0qqdµxtpρ`q “ eδΓ βρ` pxt, zq`δΓ βρ` pz, ρp0qqdµxtpρ`q
“ e´δΓ βξpxt, zq´δΓ dpz, ρp0qqdµxtpρ`q
“ eδΓ t´δΓ βξpx0, zq´δΓ dpz, ρp0qqdµxtpρ`q ,
and, by the definition of Hamenstädt’s measure µH (see Equation (7.5)),
dµH pρ`q “ eδΓ tdµxtpρ`q .
5See the definitions of Hamenstädt’s distance and measure in Sections 2.2 and 7.1 respectively.
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ρ`
yL´
x0
L`
xt
z “ ρp0q
BH
ξ
L´ L`
xtBH
ξ
ρ`
y “ ρp0q
x0 “ z
Case 1: Assume first that ρp0q ‰ y. We may assume that ρp0q P ry, L`r. Then z “ ρp0q and
z is the closest point to H on the geodesic line sL`, ρ`r. Thus dH pL´, L`q “ dH pL´, ρ`q
and dH pL`, ρ`q “ e´dpz, x0q “ eβξpx0, zq, and the claim follows.
Case 2: Assume now that y “ ρp0q. Then ry, zs “ ry, ξr X ry, ρ`r, and we may assume that
x0 “ z up to adjusting the horoballH while keeping its point at infinity. Thus dH pL´, L`q “
e´dpy, x0q “ e´dpz, ρp0qq and dH pL´, ρ`q “ dH pL`, ρ`q “ 1, and the claim follows. l
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Chapter 9
Rate of mixing for the geodesic flow
Let X, x0, Γ, rF , pµx˘ qxPX be as in the beginning of Chapter 7, and rF˘, F˘, δ “ δΓ, F˘ ă 8,rmF , mF the associated notation. In this Chapter, we start by collecting in Section 9.1 known
results on the rate of mixing of the geodesic flow for manifolds. The main part of the Chapter
then consists in proving analogous bounds for the discrete time and continuous time geodesic
flow for quotient spaces of simplicial and metric trees respectively.
We define mF “ mF}mF } when the Gibbs measure is finite. Recall that this measure is
nonzero since Γ is nonelementary.
Let α P s0, 1s.1 We will say that the (continuous time) geodesic flow on ΓzGX is ex-
ponentially mixing for the α-Hölder regularity or that it has exponential decay of α-Hölder
correlations for the potential F if there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for all φ, ψ P C αb pΓzGXq and
t P R, we haveˇˇˇ ż
ΓzGX
φ ˝ g´t ψ dmF ´
ż
ΓzGX
φ dmF
ż
ΓzGX
ψ dmF
ˇˇˇ
ď C e´κ|t| }φ}α }ψ}α , (9.1)
and that it is polynomially mixing for the α-Hölder regularity or has polynomial decay of α-
Hölder correlations if there exist C ą 0 and n P N ´ t0u such that for all φ, ψ P C αb pΓzGXq
and t P R, we haveˇˇˇ ż
ΓzGX
φ ˝ g´t ψ dmF ´
ż
ΓzGX
φ dmF
ż
ΓzGX
ψ dmF
ˇˇˇ
ď C p1` |t|q´n }φ}α }ψ}α .
9.1 Rate of mixing for Riemannian manifolds
When X “ ĂM is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with pinched negative
sectional curvature with bounded derivatives, then the boundary at infinity of ĂM , the strong
unstable, unstable, stable, and strong stable foliations of T 1ĂM are Hölder-smooth and only
Hölder-smooth in general.2 Hence the assumption of Hölder regularity on functions on T 1ĂM
is appropriate for these manifolds.
The geodesic flow is known to have exponential decay of Hölder correlations for compact
manifolds M “ ΓzĂM when
1We refer to Section 3.1 for the definition of the Banach space C αb pZq of bounded α-Hölder-continuous
functions on a metric space Z.
2See for instance [Brin] when ĂM has a compact quotient (a result first proved by Anosov), and [PauPS,
Theo. 7.3].
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• M is two-dimensional and F is any Hölder-continous potential by [Dol1],
• M is 1{9-pinched and F “ 0 by [GLP, Coro. 2.7],
• mF is the Liouville measure by [Live], see also [Tsu], [NZ, Coro. 5] who give more precise
estimates,
• M is locally symmetric and F is any Hölder-continuous potential by [Sto], see also [MO].
When ĂM is a symmetric space, then the boundary at infinity of ĂM , the strong unstable,
unstable, stable, and strong stable foliations of T 1ĂM are smooth. Hence talking about leafwise
C `-smooth functions on T 1ĂM makes sense. For every ` P N, we will denote by C `c pT 1Mq the
vector space of real-valued C `-smooth functions on the orbifold T 1M “ ΓzT 1ĂM with compact
support in T 1M , and by }ψ}` the SobolevW `,2-norm of any ψ P C `c pT 1Mq. This space consists
of functions induced on T 1M by C `-smooth Γ-invariant functions with compact support on
T 1ĂM .
Given ` P N, we will say that the geodesic flow on T 1M is exponentially mixing for the `-
Sobolev regularity (or that it has exponential decay of `-Sobolev correlations) for the potential
F if there exist c, κ ą 0 such that for all φ, ψ P C `c pT 1Mq and all t P R, we haveˇˇˇ ż
T 1M
φ ˝ g´t ψ dmF ´
ż
T 1M
φ dmF
ż
T 1M
ψ dmF
ˇˇˇ
ď c e´κ|t| }ψ}` }φ}` .
When F “ 0 and Γ is an arithmetic lattice in the isometry group of ĂM (the Gibbs measure
then coincides, up to a multiplicative constant, with the Liouville measure), this property, for
some ` P N, follows from [KM1, Theorem 2.4.5], with the help of [Clo, Theorem 3.1] to check
its spectral gap property, and of [KM2, Lemma 3.1] to deal with finite cover problems.
9.2 Rate of mixing for simplicial trees
Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, with geometric realisation
X “ |X|1, and x0 P V X. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq and letrc : EX Ñ R be a system of conductances for Γ on X. Let rFc : T 1X Ñ R be the associated
potential of rc, and c : ΓzEX Ñ R, Fc : ΓzT 1X Ñ R the quotient functions. Let δc “ δΓ, Fc
be the critical exponent of c, assumed to be finite.3 Let pµx˘ qxPV X be (normalised) Patterson
densities on B8X for the pairs pΓ, Fc˘ q, and let rmc “ rmFc and mc “ mFc be the associated
Gibbs measures on GX and ΓzGX.
In this Section, building on the end of Section 4.4 concerning the mixing properties them-
selves,4 we now study the rate of mixing of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX for the
Gibbs measure mc “ mFc , when it is mixing.
Let pZ,m, T q be a dynamical system with pZ,mq a probability space and T : Z Ñ Z a
(not necessarily invertible) measure preserving map. For all n P N and φ, ψ P L2pmq, the
(well-defined) n-th correlation coefficient of φ, ψ is
covm,npφ, ψq “
ż
Z
φ ˝ Tn ψ dm´
ż
Z
φ dm
ż
Z
ψ dm .
Let α P s0, 1s and assume that Z is a metric space (endowed with its Borel σ-algebra).
Similarly as for the case of flows in the beginning of Chapter 9, we will say that the dynamical
3That is, to be ă `8, since The critical exponentas it is ą ´8 by Lemma 3.17 (7).
4See Theorem 4.17.
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system pZ,m, T q is exponentially mixing for the α-Hölder regularity or that it has exponential
decay of α-Hölder correlations if there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for all φ, ψ P C αb pZq and n P N,
we have
| covm,npφ, ψq| ď C e´κn }φ}α }ψ}α .
Note that this property is invariant under measure preserving conjugations of dynamical
systems by bilipschitz homeomorphisms.
The main result of this Section is a simple criterion for the exponential decay of correlation
of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX.
We define mc “ mc}mc} when the Gibbs measure mc on ΓzGX is finite, and we use the
dynamical system pΓzGX, mc, g1q in the definition of the correlation coefficients.
Given a finite subset E of ΓzV X, we denote by τE : ΓzGXÑ NY t`8u the first return5
time to E of the discrete time geodesic flow:
τEp`q “ inftn P N´ t0u : gn`p0q P Eu ,
with the usual convention that infH “ `8.
Theorem 9.1. Let X,Γ,rc be as above, with δc finite. Assume that the Gibbs measure mc is
finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX. Assume moreover that there
exist a finite subset E of ΓzV X and C 1, κ1 ą 0 such that for all n P N, we have
mc
`t` P ΓzGX : `p0q P E and τEp`q ě nu˘ ď C 1 e´κ1n . (9.2)
Then the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations
for the system of conductances c.
A similar statement holds for the square of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGevenX
when mc is finite, CΛΓ is a uniform simplicial tree with degrees at least 3 and LΓ “ 2Z.
Note that the crucial Hypothesis (9.2) of Theorem 9.1 is in particular satisfied if ΓzX is
finite, by taking E “ ΓzV X. In this case, the result is quite well-known: when Γ is torsion
free, it follows from Bowen’s result [Bowe2, 1.26] that a mixing subshift of finite type is
exponentially mixing.
Proof. Let X1 “ CΛΓ. Using the coding introduced in Section 5.2, we first reduce this
statement to a statement in symbolic dynamics.
Step 1 : Reduction to two-sided symbolic dynamics. Let pΣ, σq be the (two-sided)
topological Markov shift with alphabet A and transition matrix A constructed in Section 5.2,
which is conjugated to pΓzGX1, g1q by the homeomorphism Θ : ΓzGX1 Ñ Σ (see Theorem
5.1). Let P “ Θ˚ mc}mc} , which is a mixing σ-invariant probability measure on Σ with full
support, since ΓzGX1 is the support of mc. Let
E “ tpe´, h, e`q P A : tpe´q “ ope`q P Eu .
The set E is finite since the degrees and the vertex stabilisers of X are finite. For all x P Σ
and k P Z, we denote by xk the k-th component of x “ pxnqnPZ. Let
τE pxq “ inftn P N´ t0u : xn P E u
5Actually, a more precise terminology is “first positive passage time”, but we use the shorter one. If ` P ΓzGX
is such that `p0q P E, then “return” is appropriate.
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be the first return6 time to E of x under iteration of the shift σ.
Let pi` : Σ Ñ A N be the natural extension7 pxnqnPZ ÞÑ pxnqnPN. Theorem 9.1 will follow
from the following two-sided symbolic dynamics result.8
Theorem 9.2. Let pΣ, σq be a locally compact transitive two-sided topological Markov shift
with alphabet A and transition matrix A, and let P be a mixing σ-invariant probability measure
with full support on Σ. Assume that
(1) for every A-admissible finite sequence w “ pw0, . . . , wnq in A , the Jacobian of the map
fw from tpxkqkPN P pi`pΣq : x0 “ wnu to tpykqkPN P pi`pΣq : y0 “ w0, . . . , yn “ wnu
defined by px0, x1, x2, . . . q ÞÑ pw0, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . q, with respect to the restrictions of
the pushforward measure ppi`q˚P, is constant;
(2) there exist a finite subset E of A and C 1, κ1 ą 0 such that for all n P N, we have
P
`tx P Σ : x0 P E and τE pxq ě nu˘ ď C 1 e´κ1n . (9.3)
Then pΣ,P, σq has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations.
Proof that Theorem 9.2 implies Theorem 9.1. Since rmc is supported on GX1, up to
replacing X by X1, we may assume that B8X “ ΛΓ.
By the construction of Θ just before the statement of Theorem 5.1, for every ` “ Γr` P
ΓzGX, we have pΘ`q0 “ pe´0 pr`q, h0pr`q, e`0 pr`qq with e`0 pr`q “ ppr`pr0, 1sqq where p : X Ñ ΓzX
is the canonical projection, so that o
`
e`0 pr`qq˘ “ `p0q. Since Θ conjugates g1 to σ, for every
n P N, we have
pΘ`qn “ pσnpΘ`qq0 “ pΘpgn`qq0 .
Thus pΘ`qn P E if and only if gn`p0q P E, and
τE pΘ`q “ τEp`q .
Therefore Theorem 9.1 will follow from Theorem 9.2 by conjugation since Θ is bilipschitz,
once we have proved that Hypothesis (1) of Theorem 9.2 is satisfied for the two-sided topo-
logical Markov shift pΣ, σq conjugated by Θ to pΓzGX, g1q, which is the main point in this
proof.
We hence fix an A-admissible finite sequence w “ pw0, . . . , wnq in A . We consider the
(one-sided) cylinders
rwns “ tpxkqkPN P pi`pΣq : x0 “ wnu ,
rws “ tpykqkPN P pi`pΣq : y0 “ w0, . . . , yn “ wnu
and the map fw : rwns Ñ rws with px0, x1, x2, . . . q ÞÑ pw0, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . q that appear in
Hypothesis (1). We denote by rw and Ăwn the discrete generalised geodesic lines in X associated
with w and wn (see the proof of Theorem 5.1 just after Equation (5.3)). Since w ends with
wn, by the construction of Θ, there exists γ P Γ sending the two consecutive edges of rwn to
the last two consecutive edges of w. We denote by x “ rwp0q and y “ Ăwnp0q the footpoints ofrw and Ăwn respectively.
6See the previous footnote.
7The authors are not responsible for this questionable terminology, rather standard in symbolic dynamics.
8Assumption (1) of Theorem 9.2 is far from being optimal, but will be sufficient for our purpose.
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rw
Ăwn
γyx “ rwp0q
y “ Ăwnp0q
η
ξ
γ´1ξ
γ´1η
γ
For every discrete generalised geodesic line ω P
p
GX which is isometric exactly on an
interval I containing 0 in its interior (as for ω “ rw,Ăwn), let
GωX “ t` P GX : `|I “ ω|Iu
be the space of extensions of ω|I to geodesic lines. With Bω˘X “ t`˘ : ` P GωXu its set
of points at ˘8, we have a homeomorphism GωX Ñ pBω´X ˆ Bω`Xq defined by ` ÞÑ p`´, ``q,
using Hopf’s parametrisation with respect to the point ωp0q, since all the geodesic lines in
GωX are at the point ωp0q at time t “ 0. Using as basepoint x0 “ ωp0q in the definition of the
Gibbs measure (see Equation (4.12)), this homeomorphism sends the restriction to GωX of the
Gibbs measure d rmcp`q to the product measure dµ´ωp0qp`´q dµ`ωp0qp``q. Hence the pushforward
of rmc|GωX by the positive endpoint map e` : ` ÞÑ `` is µ´ωp0qpBω´Xq dµ`ωp0qp``q, and note that
µ´ωp0qpBω´Xq is a positive constant.
Let rp : GX Ñ ΓzGX be the canonical projection. Since pi` : Σ Ñ Σ` is the map which
forgets about the past, there exist measurable maps uw : B`rwXÑ rws and uwn : B`ĂwnXÑ rwns
such that the following diagrams commute:
G rwX pi` ˝Θ ˝ rp //
e`
##
rws
B`rwX
uw
<<
and GĂwnX pi` ˝Θ ˝ rp //
e`
##
rwns
B`rwX
uwn
<<
.
Furthermore, the map uw (respectively uwn) is surjective, and has constant finite order fibers
given by the orbits of the finite stabiliser Γ rw (respectively ΓĂwn). Since P “ Θ˚ mc}mc} , the push-
forward by the map uw (respectively uwn) of the measure µx` (respectively µy` ) is a constant
time the restriction of ppi`q˚P to rws (respectively rwns). Finally, by the construction of the
(inverse of the) coding in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the following diagram is commutative:
B`ĂwnX uwn //
γ

rwns
fw

B`rwX uw // rws .
Recall that the pushforwards of measures µ, ν, which are absolutely continuous one with
respect to the other, by a measurable map f are again absolutely continuous one with respect
to the other, and satisfy (almost everywhere)
d f˚µ
d f˚ν
˝ f “ dµ
d ν
.
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Hence in order to prove that Hypothesis (1) in the statement of Theorem 9.2 is satisfied, we
only have to prove that the map γ : B`ĂwnX Ñ B`rwX has a constant Jacobian for the measures
µy` on B`ĂwnX and µx` on B`rwX respectively.
For all ξ, η P B`rwX, by the properties of the Patterson densities (see Equations (4.1) and
(4.2)), since γy belongs to the geodesic ray from x to ξ and η (see the above picture), and by
Equation (3.20), we have
d γ˚µy`
dµx`
pξq
d γ˚µy`
dµx`
pηq
“
dµγ`y
dµx`
pξq
dµγ`y
dµx`
pηq
“ e
´C`ξ pγy, xq
e´Cη` pγy, xq
“ e
´ şγyx p rFc` ´δcq
e´
şγy
x p rFc` ´δcq “ 1 .
This proves that Hypothesis (1) in Theorem 9.2 is satisfied, and concludes the proof of
Theorem 9.1. l
We now indicate how to pass from a one-sided version of Theorem 9.2 to the two-sided
one, as was communicated to us by J. Buzzi.
Step 2 : Reduction to one-sided symbolic dynamics. Let pΣ`, σ`q be the one-sided
topological Markov shift with alphabet A and transition matrix A, that is, Σ` is the closed
subset of the topological product space A N defined by
Σ` “
 
x “ pxnqnPN P A N : @ n P N, Axn,xn`1 “ 1u ,
and σ` : Σ` Ñ Σ` is the (one-sided) shift9 defined by
pσ`pxqqn “ xn`1
for all x P Σ` and n P N. We endow Σ` with the distance
dpx, x1q “ e´max
 
nPN : @ i P t0,...,nu, xi “ x1i
(
.
Note that the distances on Σ and Σ` are bounded by 1.
The natural extension pi` : pxnqnPZ ÞÑ pxnqnPN maps Σ to Σ`. It satisfies pi` ˝σ “ σ` ˝pi`
and is 1-Lipschitz. Note that Σ is transitive (respectively locally compact) if and only if Σ`
is transitive (respectively locally compact).
In the one-sided case, we always assume that the cylinders start at time t “ 0: Given an
admissible sequence w “ pw0, w1, . . . , wn´1q, we will say that the cylinder
rws “ rw0, . . . , wn´1s “ tpxnqnPN P Σ` : @ i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, xi “ wiu
defined by w has length |w| “ n.
We first explain how to relate the decay of correlations for the two-sided and one-sided
systems. This is well-known since the works of Sinai [Sin, §3] and Bowen [Bowe2, Lem. 1.6], see
for instance [You1, §4], and the following proof has been communicated to us by J. Buzzi. We
9Although it is standard to denote the one-sided shift by σ in the same way as the two-sided shift, we use
σ` for readability.
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fix α P s0, 1s. For all metric spaces Z and bounded α-Hölder-continuous functions f : Z Ñ R,
recall10 that
}f}1α “ sup
x, y PZ
0ădpx, yqď1
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
dpx, yqα and }f}α “ }f}8 ` }f}
1
α .
For every a P A , let us fix za P Σ such that pzaq0 “ a.
Lemma 9.3. Let φ : Σ Ñ R be a bounded α-Hölder-continuous map and N P N. For
all x P Σ`, let ypNqpxq “ pyiqiPN P Σ, where yi “ xi`N if i ě ´N and yi “ pzx0qi`N
otherwise. Define φpNq : Σ` Ñ R by φpNqpxq “ φpypNqpxqq. Then φpNq is bounded and
α-Hölder-continuous on Σ`, with
|φ ˝ σN ´ φpNq ˝ pi`| ď }φ}1α e´αN .
Moreover,
}φpNq}1α ď eαN }φ}1α and }φpNq}8 ď }φ}8 .
Proof. For every x “ pxnqnPZ P Σ, if y “ ypNqppi`pxqq, we have pσN pxq
˘
n
“ xn`N “ yn if
|n| ď N . Hence,
|φ ˝ σN pxq ´ φpNqppi`pxqq| “ |φpσN pxqq ´ φpyq|
ď }φ}1α dpσN pxq, yqα ď }φ}1α e´αN .
Moreover, for all x “ pxnqnPN, x1 “ px1nqnPN in Σ`, if y “ ypNqpxq and y1 “ ypNqpx1q, then
dpy, y1q “ eN dpx, x1q if dpx, x1q ă e´N and otherwise dpy, y1q ď 1 ď eNdpx, x1q, so that
|φpNqpxq ´ φpNqpx1q| “ |φpyq ´ φpy1q| ď }φ}1α dpy, y1qα ď }φ}1α eαN dpx, x1qα . l
Proposition 9.4. Let µ be a σ-invariant probability measure on Σ. Assume that the dynam-
ical system pΣ`, σ`, ppi`q˚µq has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations. Then pΣ, σ, µq
has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations.
Proof. Let C, κ ą 0 be such that for all bounded α-Hölder-continuous maps φ1, ψ1 : Σ` Ñ R
and n P N, we have
| covppi`q˚µ, npφ1, ψ1q| ď C }φ1}α }ψ1}α e´κn .
Let φ, ψ : Σ Ñ R be bounded α-Hölder-continuous maps and n P N. Denoting by ˘ t any
value in r´t, ts for every t ě 0, we have, by the first part of Lemma 9.3 and for every N P N,11ż
Σ
φ ˝ σn ψ dµ “
ż
Σ
φ ˝ σn`N ψ ˝ σN dµ
“
ż
Σ
pφpNq ˝ pi` ˘ }φ}1α e´αN q ˝ σn pψpNq ˝ pi` ˘ }ψ}1α e´αN q dµ
“
ż
Σ`
φpNq ˝ σn` ψpNq dppi`q˚µ ˘ }φ}α }ψ}α e´αN .
10See Section 3.1 for the definition of the Hölder norm } ¨ }α.
11to be chosen appropriately below
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A similar estimate holds for the second term in the definition of the correlation coefficients.
Hence, by the second part of Lemma 9.3,
| covµ, npφ, ψq|
ď | covppi`q˚µ, npφpNq, ψpNqq| ` 2 }φ}α }ψ}α e´αN
ď C p}φ}8 ` }φ}1α eαN q p}ψ}8 ` }ψ}1α eαN q e´κn ` 2 }φ}α }ψ}α e´αN
ď }φ}α }ψ}αpC e2αN´κn ` 2 e´αN q .
Taking N “ tκn4α u, C 1 “ C ` 2 eα and κ1 “ κ4 , we have
| covµ, npφ, ψq| ď C 1 }φ}α }ψ}α e´κ1n ,
and the result follows. l
In order to conclude Step 2, we now state the one-sided version of Theorem 9.2 and prove
how it implies Theorem 9.2.12 For every finite subset E of A , let
τξpxq “ inftn P N´ t0u : xn P E u
be the first return time13 of x P Σ` under iteration of the one-sided shift.
Theorem 9.5. Let pΣ`, σ`q be a locally compact transitive one-sided topological Markov shift
with alphabet A and transition matrix A, and let P` be a mixing σ`-invariant probability
measure with full support on Σ`. Assume that
(1) for every A-admissible finite sequence w “ pw0, . . . , wnq in A , the Jacobian of the map
from rwns to rws defined by pwn, x1, x2, . . . q ÞÑ pw0, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . q with respect to
the restrictions of the measure P` is constant;
(2) there exist a finite subset E of A and C 1, κ1 ą 0 such that for all n P N, we have
P`
`tx P Σ` : x0 P E and τE pxq ě nu˘ ď C 1 e´κ1n . (9.4)
Then pΣ`,P`, σ`q has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations.
Proof that Theorem 9.5 implies Theorem 9.2. Let pΣ, σ,P,E q be as in the statement
of Theorem 9.2. Let P` “ ppi`q˚P, which is a mixing σ`-invariant probability measure on
Σ` with full support. Note that Hypothesis (1) in Theorem 9.5 follows from Hypothesis (1)
of Theorem 9.2. Similarly, Equation (9.4) follows from Equation (9.3). Hence Theorem 9.2
follows from Theorem 9.5 and Proposition 9.4. l
Let us now consider Theorem 9.5. The scheme of its proof, using inducing and Young
tower arguments, was communicated to us by O. Sarig.
12Assumption (1) of Theorem 9.5 is far from being optimal, but will be sufficient for our purpose.
13or rather the first positive passage time
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Step 3 : Proof of Theorem 9.5. In this final Step, using inducing of the dynamical system
pΣ`, σ`q on the subspace tx P Σ` : x0 P E u “ ŤaPE ras (a finite union of 1-cylinders), we
present pΣ`, σ`q as a Young tower to which we will apply the results of [You2].
Note that since σ` is mixing and P` has full support, there exists a σ`-invariant mea-
surable subset of full measure ∆ of Σ` such that the orbit under σ` of every element of ∆
passes infinitely many times inside the nonempty open subset
Ť
aPE ras. We again denote by
τE : ∆ Ñ N´ t0u the restriction to ∆ of the first return time in ŤaPE ras, so that if
∆0 “ tx P ∆ : x0 P E u “
ď
aPE
∆X ras ,
then τE pxq “ mintn P N ´ t0u : σn`pxq P ∆0u for all x P ∆. We denote by F : ∆ Ñ ∆0 the
first return map to ∆0 under iteration of the one-sided shift, that is
F : x ÞÑ στE pxq` pxq .
Let W be the set of admissible sequences w of length |w| at least 2 such that if w “
pw0, . . . , wnq with n “ |w| ´ 1 then
w0, wn P E and w1, . . . , wn´1 R E .
We have the following properties:
‚ the sets ∆a “ ∆X ras for a P E form a finite measurable partition of ∆0 and for every
a P E , the sets ∆w “ ∆X rws for w P W and w0 “ a form a countable measurable partition
of ∆a;
‚ for every w P W , the first return time τE is constant (equal to |w| ´ 1) on ∆w, and if
w|w|´1 “ b, then the first return map F is a bijection from ∆w to ∆b;
‚ for all w PW and x, y P ∆w, since x, y have the same |w| first components, we have
dpF pxq, F pyqq “ dpσ|w|´1` x, σ|w|´1` yq “ e|w|´1 dpx, yq ě e dpx, yq ;
‚ for all w PW , n P t0, . . . , |w| ´ 2u and x, y P ∆w, we have
dpσn`x, σn`yq “ en dpx, yq ď e|w|´2 dpx, yq ă dpF pxq, F pyqq ;
‚ for every w P W , the Jacobian of the first return map F : ∆w Ñ ∆w|w|´1 for the
restrictions to ∆w and ∆w|w|´1 of P` is constant.14
By an easy adaptation of [You2, Theo. 3] (see also [Mel1, §2.1]) which considers the case
when E is a singleton, we have the following noneffective15 exponential decay of correlation:
there exists κ ą 0 such that for every φ, ψ P C αb pΣ`q, there exists a constant Cφ,ψ ą 0 such
that
| covP`, npφ, ψq| ď Cφ,ψ e´κn
By an elegant argument using the Principle of Uniform Boundedness, it is proved in [ChCS,
Appendix B] that this implies that there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for every φ, ψ P C αb pΣ`q,
we have
| covP`, npφ, ψq| ď C }φ}α }ψ}α e´κn .
14Actually, only a much weaker assumption is required, such as a Hölder-continuity property of this Jacobian,
see [You2].
15Actually, there is in [You2] (see also [CyS]) a control on the constant in terms of some norms of the test
functions, but these norms are not the ones we are interested in.
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This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.5, hence the proof of Theorem 9.1. l l
The next result gives examples of applications of Theorem 9.1 when ΓzX is infinite. It
strengthens [AtGP, Theo. 2.1] that applies only to arithmetic lattices and only for the locally
constant regularity (see Section 15.4), see also [BekL] for an approach using spectral gaps. It
was claimed in [Kwo], but was retracted by the author.
Corollary 9.6. Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices. Let Γ be a
geometrically finite subgroup of AutpXq such that the smallest nonempty Γ-invariant subtree
of X is uniform without vertices of degree 2. Let α P s0, 1s.
(1) If LΓ “ Z, then the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX has exponential decay of
α-Hölder correlations for the zero system of conductances.
(2) If LΓ “ 2Z, then the square of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGevenX has expo-
nential decay of α-Hölder correlations for the zero system of conductances, that is, there exist
C, κ ą 0 such that for all φ, ψ P C αb pΓzGevenXq and n P Z, we haveˇˇˇ ż
ΓzGevenX
φ ˝ g´2n ψ dmBM ´ 1
mBMpΓzGevenXq
ż
ΓzGevenX
φ dmBM
ż
ΓzGevenX
ψ dmBM
ˇˇˇ
ď C e´κ|n| }φ}α }ψ}α .
The main point in order to obtain this corollary is to prove the exponential decay of vol-
umes of geodesic lines going high in the cuspidal rays of ΓzX, stated as Assumption (9.2) in
Theorem 9.1. There is a long history of similar results, starting from the exponential decay
of volumes of small cusp neighbourhoods in noncompact finite volume hyperbolic manifolds
(based on the description of their ends) used by Sullivan to deduce Diophantine approxima-
tion results (see [Sul3, §9]).16 These results were extended to the case of locally symmetric
Riemannian manifolds by Kleinbock-Margulis [KM2] (based on the description of their ends
using Siegel sets). Note that the geometrically finite lattice assumption on Γ is here in order
to obtain similar descriptions of the ends of ΓzX.
Proof. Up to replacing X by CΛΓ, we assume that X is a uniform simplicial tree with
degrees at least 3 and that Γ is a geometrically finite lattice of X. We use the zero system of
conductances.
(1) By [Pau4],17 the graph ΓzX is the union of a finite graph Y and finitely many cuspidal
rays Ri for i P t1, . . . , ku. If pxi, nqnPN is the sequence of vertices in increasing order along
Ri for i “ 1, . . . , k, then the vertex group Gxi, n of xi, n in the quotient graph of groups ΓzzX
satisfies Gxi, n Ă Gxi, n`1 for every n P N, and the edge group of the edge ei,n with origin xi,n
and endpoint xi, n`1 is equal to Gxi, n .18 Note that since the degrees of the vertices of X are
at least 3, we have rGxi, n`1 : Gxi,ns ě 2 and |Gxi, 0 | ě 1, so that, for every n P N,
|Gxi, n | ě 2n . (9.5)
Let E be the (finite) set of vertices V Y of Y. Note that for all n P N´t0u and ` P ΓzGX, if
`p0q P E and τEp`q ě 2n, then ` leaves Y after time 0 and it travels (geodesically) inside some
16and by probabilists in order to study the statistics of cusp excursions (see for instance [EF])
17See also Section 2.6.
18identifying the edge group of an edge e with its image by the structural map Ge Ñ Gopeq
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cuspidal ray for a time at least n, so that there exists i P t1, . . . , ku such that `pnq “ xi, n.
Hence for all n P N, using
‚ the invariance of mBM under the discrete time geodesic flow in order to get the third
term,
‚ Equation (8.5) where rxi, n is a fixed lift of xi, n in V X for the fifth term, and
‚ Equation (9.5) since |Γrxi, n | “ |Gxi, n |, and the facts that the degrees of the uniform
simplicial tree X are uniformly bounded and that the total mass of the Patterson measures
of the lattice Γ are uniformly bounded (see Proposition 4.16) for the last term,
we have
mBM
`t` P ΓzGX : `p0q P E and τEp`q ě 2nu˘
ď
kÿ
i“1
mBM
`t` P ΓzGX : `pnq “ xi,nu˘
“
kÿ
i“1
mBM
`t` P ΓzGX : `p0q “ xi,nu˘ “ kÿ
i“1
pi˚mBMptxi,nuq
“
kÿ
i“1
1
|Γrxi, n |
ÿ
e, e1PEX : opeq“ope1q“ rxi, n, e‰e1 µrxi, npBeXq µrxi, npBe1Xq
ď k 1
2n
max
xPV X degpxq
2 max
xPV X }µx}
2 .
The result then follows from Theorem 9.1 using the above finite set E which satisfies
Assumption (9.2) as we just proved, and using Proposition 4.16 and Theorem 4.17 in order
to check that under the assumption that LΓ “ Z, the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM of Γ is
finite and mixing under the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX.
(2) The proof of Assertion (2) is similar to the one of Assertion (1). l
Remark. The techniques introduced in the above proof in order to check the main hypothesis
of Theorem 9.1 may be applied to numerous other examples. For instance, let X be a locally
finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of
AutpXq such that the smallest nonempty Γ-invariant subtree of X is uniform without vertices
of degree 2, and such that LΓ “ Z. Let α P s0, 1s. Assume that ΓzX is the union of a finite
graph A and finitely many trees T1, . . . ,Tk meeting A in one and exactly one vertex ˚1, . . . , ˚n
such that for every edge e in Ti pointing away from the root ˚i of Ti, the canonical morphism
Ge Ñ Gopeq between edge and vertex groups of the quotient graph of groups ΓzzX “ pΓzX, G˚q
is an isomorphism. Assume that there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for all n P N,ÿ
i“1,...,k, xPV Ti : dpx,˚iq“n
1
|Gx| ď Ce
´κn .
Then the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX has exponential decay of α-Hölder correlations
for the zero system of conductances.
This is in particular the case for every k, q P N such that k ě 2, q ą 2k ` 1 and q ´ k is
odd, when the quotient graph of groups ΓzzX has underlying edge-indexed graph19 a loop-edge
with both indices equal to q´k`12 glued to the root of a regular k-ary rooted tree, with indices
19See definition in Section 2.6.
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1 for the edges pointing towards the root and q ´ k ` 1 for the edges pointing away from the
root (see the picture below with k “ 2). Note that X is then the pq ` 1q-regular tree, and
that the loop edge is here in order to ensure that LΓ “ Z. For instance, the vertex group of
a point at distance n from the root may be chosen to be Z{p q´k`12 qZˆ
`
Z{pq ´ k ` 1qZ˘n.
q ´ 1
11
q ´ 1 q ´ 1
11
q ´ 1q ´ 1
11
q ´ 1q ´ 1
11
q ´ 1
q ´ 1
q ´ 1
1
1
q´1
2
1
q ´ 1
1
q ´ 1
1
q ´ 1 q ´ 1
1
q´1
2
9.3 Rate of mixing for metric trees
Let pX, λq, X, Γ, rF , rF˘, δ “ δΓ, F˘ ă `8 and pµx˘ qxPV X be as in the beginning of Section 4.4.
Let rmF and mF be the associated Gibbs measures on GX and ΓzGX. The aim of this Section
is to study the problem of finding conditions on these data under which the (continuous time)
geodesic flow on ΓzGX is polynomially mixing for the Gibbs measure mF .
We will actually prove a stronger property, though it applies only to observables which are
smooth enough along the flow. Let us fix α P s0, 1s. Let pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq be a topological space
Z endowed with a continuous one-parameter group pφtqtPR of homeomorphisms preserving
a (Borel) probability measure µ on Z. For all k P N, let C k, αb pZq be the real vector space
of maps f : Z Ñ R such that for all z P Z, the map t ÞÑ fpφtzq is C k-smooth, and such
that the maps Bitf : Z Ñ R defined by z ÞÑ didti
ˇˇ
t“0fpφtzq for 0 ď i ď k are bounded and
α-Hölder-continuous. It is a Banach space when endowed with the norm
}f}k, α “
kÿ
i“0
}Bitf}α ,
and it is contained in L2pZ, µq by the finiteness of µ. We denote by C k, αc pZq the vector
subspace of elements of C k, αb pZq with compact support.
For all ψ,ψ1 P L2pZ, µq and t P R, let
covµ, tpψ,ψ1q “
ż
Z
ψ ˝ φt ψ1 dµ´
ż
Z
ψ dµ
ż
Z
ψ1 dµ
be the (well-defined) correlation coefficient of the observables ψ,ψ1 at time t under the
flow pφtqtPR for the measure µ. We say20 that the (continuous time) dynamical system
20See [Dol2], and more precisely [Mel1, Def. 2.2] whose definition is slightly different but implies the one
given in this paper by the Principle of Uniform Boundedness argument of [ChCS, Appendix B] already used
in Section 9.2.
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pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq has superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder correlations if for every n P N there
exist C “ Cn ą 0 and k “ kn P N such that for all ψ,ψ1 P C k, αb pZq and t P R, we have
| covµ, tpψ,ψ1q| ď C p1` |t|q´n }ψ}k, α }ψ1}k, α .
Following Dolgopyat, we say that the dynamical system pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq is rapidly mixing if there
exists α ą 0 such that pZ, µ, pφtqtPRq has superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder correlations
We will use the following two assumptions on our data, introduced respectively in [Dol2]
and [Mel1]. Recall that the Gibbs measure mF , when finite, is mixing if and only the length
spectrum LΓ is dense in R (see Theorem 4.9). The rapidly mixing property will require
stronger assumptions on LΓ.
We say that the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is 2-Diophantine if there exists a ratio of two
translation lengths of elements of Γ which is Diophantine. Recall that a real number x is
Diophantine if there exist α, β ą 0 such thatˇˇ
x´ p
q
ˇˇ ě α q´β
for all p, q P Z with q ą 0.
Let E be a finite subset of vertices of ΓzX, and let rE be the set of vertices of X mapping to
E. We denote by TE the set of triples pλpγq, dpγq, qpγ, pqq where γ P Γ has translation length
λpγq ą 0, has dpγq vertices on its translation axis Axpγq modulo γZ and if the first return time
of a vertex p in rE X Axpγq under the discrete time geodesic flow along the translation axis
has period qpγ, pq. We say that the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is 4-Diophantine with respect to
E if for all sequences pbkqkPN in r1 ` 8r converging to `8 and pωkqkPN, pϕkqkPN in r0, 2pir ,
there exists N P N such that for all a ě N and C, β ě 1, there exist k ě 1 and pτ, d, qq P TE
such that
d
`pbkτ ` ωkdqtβ ln bku` qϕk, 2piZq ě C q b´ak .
We define the first return time after time  on a finite subset E of vertices of ΓzX as the
map τąE : ΓzGX Ñ r0,`8s defined by τąE p`q “ inftt ą  : `ptq P Eu.
Theorem 9.7. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF is finite and mixing for the (continuous
time) geodesic flow, and that the lengths of the edges of pX, λq have a finite upper bound.21
Furthermore assume that
(a) either ΓzX is compact and the length spectrum of Γ is 2-Diophantine,
(b) or there exists a finite subset E of vertices of ΓzX satisfying the following properties:
(1) there exist C, κ ą 0 and  P s0,minλr such that for all t ě 0,
mF pt` P ΓzGX : dp`p0q, Eq ď  and τąE p`q ě tuq ď C e´κ t ,
(2) the length spectrum of Γ is 4-Diophantine with respect to E.
Then the (continuous time) geodesic flow on ΓzGX has superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder
correlations for the normalised Gibbs measure mF}mF } .
21They have a positive lower bound by definition, see Section 2.6.
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Note that the existence of E satisfying the exponentially small tail Hypothesis (1) is in
particular satisfied if Γ is geometrically finite with E the set of vertices of a finite subgraph of
ΓzX whose complement in ΓzX is the underlying graph of a union of cuspidal rays in ΓzzX :
see the proof of Corollary 9.6 and use the hypothesis on the lengths of edges.
Note that the exponentially small tail Hypothesis (1) might be weakened to a superpoly-
nomially small tail hypothesis while keeping the same conclusion, see [Mel2]. Since the former
is easier to check than the latter, we prefer to state Theorem 9.7 as it is.
We will follow a scheme of proof analogous to the one in Section 9.2 for simplicial trees,
by reducing the study to a problem of suspensions of Young towers, and then apply results of
[Dol2] and [Mel1] for the rapid mixing property of suspensions of hyperbolic and nonuniformly
hyperbolic dynamical systems.
Proof. Since the Gibbs measure normalised to be a probability measure depends only on the
cohomology class of the potential (see Equation (4.10)), we may assume by Proposition 3.22
that F “ Fc is the potential on ΓzT 1X associated with a system of conductances rc : EXÑ R
for Γ. We denote by δc the critical exponent of pΓ, Fcq, and by mc the Gibbs measure mFc .
Up to replacing X by its minimal nonempty Γ-invariant subtree, we assume that X “ CΛΓ.
Step 1 : Reduction to a suspension of a two-sided symbolic dynamics. We refer to
the paragraphs before the statement of Theorem 5.9 and at the beginning of Section 5.3 for
the definitions of
‚ the system of conductances 7c for Γ on the simplicial tree X,
‚ the (two-sided) topological Markov shift pΣ, σ,Pq on the alphabet A , conjugated to the
discrete time geodesic flow
`
ΓzGX, 7g1, m7c}m7c}
˘
by the homeomorphism Θ : ΓzGXÑ Σ,
‚ the roof function r : Σ Ñ s0,`8r ,
‚ the suspension pΣ, σ, aPqr “ pΣr, pσtrqtPR, aPrq over pΣ, σ, aPq with roof function r,
where a “ 1}Pr} .
The suspension pΣ, σ, aPqr is conjugated to the geodesic flow
`
ΓzGX, mc}mc} , pgtqtPR
˘
by the
bilipschitz homeomorphism Θr : ΓzGX Ñ Σr defined at the end of the proof of Theorem 5.9.
We will always (uniquely) represent the elements of Σr as rx, ss with x P Σ and 0 ď s ă rpxq.
Note that since Θ´1r conjugates pσtrqtPR and pgtqtPR, we have for all f : ΓzGX Ñ R and
x P Σr, when defined,
Bitpf ˝Θ´1r qpxq “ d
i
dti
ˇˇ
t“0f ˝Θ´1r pσtrxq “
di
dti
ˇˇ
t“0fpgtΘ´1r pxqq “ pBitfq ˝Θ´1r pxq .
Hence if f : ΓzGX Ñ R is Ck-smooth along the orbits of pgtqtPR, then f ˝Θ´1r is Ck-smooth
along the orbits of pσtrqtPR. Furthermore, since Θr is bilipschitz, the precomposition map by
Θ´1r is a continuous linear isomorphism from C
k, α
b pΓzGXq to C k, αb pΣrq.
Note that since Θr conjugates pgtqtPR and pσtrqtPR, and sends mc}mc} to Pr}Pr} , we have, for all
ψ,ψ1 P L2pΓzGXq and t P R,
cov mc}mc} , t
pψ,ψ1q “ cov Pr}Pr} , tpψ ˝Θ
´1
r , ψ
1 ˝Θ´1r q .
Therefore we only have to prove that the suspension pΣr, pσtrqtPR, Pr}Pr}q is rapidly mixing under
one of the assumptions (a) and (b).
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Step 2 : Reduction to a suspension of a one-sided symbolic dynamics. In this Step,
we explain the rather standard reduction concerning mixing rates from suspensions of two-
sided topological Markov shifts to suspensions of one-sided topological Markov shifts. We
use the obvious modifications of the notation and constructions concerning the suspension
of a noninvertible transformation to a semiflow, given for invertible transformations at the
beginning of Section 5.3.
We consider the one-sided topological Markov shift pΣ`, σ`,P`q over the alphabet A
constructed at the beginning of Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 9.1, where the system of
conductances c is now replaced by 7c, so that P “ Θ˚pm7c{}m7c}q. Let pi` : Σ Ñ Σ` be the
natural extension so that P` “ ppi`q˚P and pi` ˝ σ “ σ` ˝ pi`.
We are going to construct in Step 2, as the suspension of pΣ`, σ`,P`q with an appro-
priate roof function r`, a semiflow ppΣ`qr` ,
`pσ`qtr`˘tě0, pP`qr`q, and prove that the flow`
Σr, pσtrqtPR, Pr}Pr}
˘
is rapidly mixing if the semiflow ppΣ`qr` ,
`pσ`qtr`˘tě0, pP`qr`}pP`qr`}q is rapidly
mixing.
Let r` : Σ` Ñ s0,`8r be the map defined by
r` : x ÞÑ λpe`0 q , (9.6)
where if x “ pxnqnPN, the edge e`0 is such that x0 “ pe´0 , h0, e`0 q. Note that this map has
a positive lower bound, and a finite upper bound, and that it is locally constant (and even
constant on the 1-cylinders of Σ`). By Equation (5.10), we have
r` ˝ pi` “ r . (9.7)
We denote by ppΣ`qr` ,
`pσ`qtr`˘tě0, pP`qr`q the suspension semiflow over pΣ`, σ`,P`q with
roof function r`. We (uniquely) represent the points of the suspension space pΣ`qr` as rx, ss
for x P Σ` and 0 ď s ă r`pxq. For all t ě 0, we have pσ`qtr`prx, ssq “ rσn`x, s1s where n P N
and s1 P R are such that t` s “ řn´1i“0 r`pσi`xq ` s1 and 0 ď s1 ă r`pσn`xq.
We define the suspended natural extension as the map pi r` : Σr Ñ pΣ`qr` by
pi r` : rx, ss ÞÑ rpi`pxq, ss ,
which is well defined by Equation (9.7). Note that pi r` is 1-Lipschitz for the Bowen-Walters
distances on Σr and pΣ`qr` (see Proposition 5.11).22
For all ψ : Σr Ñ R and T ě 0, let us construct a function ψpT q : pΣ`qr` Ñ R as follows.
For every rx, ss P pΣ`qr` , let N P N and s1 ě 0 be such that pσ`qTr`rx, ss “ rσN` x, s1s, with
0 ď s1 ă r`pσN` xq and s` T “
N´1ÿ
i“0
r`pσi`xq ` s1 .
Let
ψpT qprx, ssq “ ψpry, s1sq
where y “ pynqnPZ is such that yi “ xi`N if i ě ´N and yi “ pzx0qi`N otherwise. Note that
y0 “ xN , hence rpyq “ r`pσN` pxqq and 0 ď s1 ă rpyq, so that the above map is well defined.
22Note that Proposition 5.11 is stated for suspensions of invertible maps, but the roof function is constant
on 1-cylinders, and the branches of the inverse of σ` on these 1-cylinders are uniformely Lipschitz, hence the
proof of [BarS, Appendix] extends.
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Finally, for every ψ P C k, αb pΣrq or ψ P C k, αb ppΣ`qr`q, let
}ψ}k,8 “
kÿ
i“0
}Bitψ}8 and }ψ}1k, α “
kÿ
i“0
}Bitψ}1α ,
so that
}ψ}k, α “ }ψ}k,8 ` }ψ}1k, α .
Lemma 9.8. Let T ě 0 and ψ P C k, αb pΣrq.
(1) For all t ě 0, we have pσ`qtr` ˝ pi r` “ pi r` ˝ σtr.
(2) With α1 “ αsupλ , there exists a constant C1 ě 1 (independent of k, T and ψ) such that
|ψ ˝ σTr ´ ψpT q ˝ pi r`| ď C1 }ψ}1α e´α1 T .
(3) We have ψpT q P C k, αb ppΣ`qr`q and }ψpT q}k,8 ď }ψ}k,8. With α2 “ αinf λ , there exists a
constant C2 ě 1 (independent of k, T and ψ) such that
}ψpT q}1k, α ď C2 eα2 T }ψ}1k, α . (9.8)
Proof. (1) For all t ě 0 and rx, ss P Σr, let n P N and s1 ě 0 be such that
t` s “
n´1ÿ
i“0
r`pσi`pi`pxqq ` s1 and 0 ď s1 ă r`pσn`pi`pxqq .
Since r` ˝ σi` ˝ pi` “ r ˝ σi for every i P N, these two conditions are equivalent to
t` s “
n´1ÿ
i“0
rpσixq ` s1 and 0 ď s1 ă rpσnxq .
Hence
pσ`qtr` ˝ pi r`prx, ssq “ pσ`qtr`prpi`pxq, ssq “ rσn`pi`pxq, s1s
and
pi r` ˝ σtrprx, ssq “ pi r`prσnx, s1sq “ rpi`pσnxq, s1s .
This proves Assertion (1) since pi` ˝ σ “ σ` ˝ pi`.
(2) By Proposition 5.11, we may assume that, in the formula of the Hölder norms, the Bowen-
Walters distance is replaced by the function dBW, as this will only change C1 by CαBW C1.
For every rx, ss P Σr, with ry, s1s and N associated with pi r`prx, ssq “ rpi`pxq, ss as in the
definition of ψpT qprpi`pxq, ssq, we have
dBWpσTr rx, ss, ry, s1sq “ dBWprσNx, s1s, ry, s1sq ď dpσNx, yq ď e´N .
Since the positive roof function r is bounded from above by the least upper bound supλ of
the lengths of the edges, we have
N ě
N´1ÿ
i“0
rpσixq
supλ
“ 1
supλ
ps` T ´ s1q ě T
supλ
´ 1 .
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Hence
|ψ ˝ σTr prx, ssq ´ ψpT qppi r`pxqq| “ |ψpσTr rx, ssq ´ ψpry, s1sq|
ď }ψ}1α dBWpσTr rx, ss, ry, s1sqα ď }ψ}1α e´
α
supλ
T`α
.
(3) Let us prove that ψpT q is C k along semiflow lines. Fix rx, ss P pΣ`qr` . With ry, s1s and N
as in the construction of ψpT qprx, ssq, let us consider  ą 0 small enough, so that  ă r`pxq´s
and  ă r`pσN` pxqq ´ s1 “ rpyq ´ s1. Then
ψpT q ˝ pσ`qr`prx, ssq “ ψpT qprx, s` sq “ ψpry, s1 ` sq “ ψ ˝ σrpry, s1sq .
Therefore by taking derivatives with respect to  in this formula, ψpT q is indeed C k along
semiflow lines, and, for i “ 0, . . . , k, we have
Bit
`
ψpT q
˘ “ `Bitψ˘pT q . (9.9)
The inequality }ψpT q}8 ď }ψ}8 is immediate by construction. Using the above centred
equation, we have }ψpT q}k,8 ď }ψ}k,8.
Let us prove that there exists a constant C2 ě 1 (independent of T and ψ) such that
}ψpT q}1α ď C2 eα2 T }ψ}1α . (9.10)
Let rx, ss P pΣ`qr` , take ry, s1s and N as in the definition of ψpT qprx, ssq. Let rx, s s P
pΣ`qr` , take ry, s1s and N as in the definition of ψpT qprx, s sq. Up to exchanging rx, ss and
rx, s s, we assume that N ě N .
By Proposition 5.11,23 we may assume that, in the Hölder norms formulas, the Bowen-
Walters distance is replaced by the function dBW, as this will only change C2 by C2αBW C2.
Let
C3 “ minte´1, inf λu .
We haveˇˇ
ψpT qprx, ssq ´ ψpT qprx, s sqˇˇ “ ˇˇψpry, s1sq ´ ψpry, s1sqˇˇ ď }ψ}1α dBWpry, s1s, ry, s1sqα . (9.11)
Note that the map dBW on Σr ˆ Σr is bounded from above by 1 ` supλ, since the dis-
tance on Σ is at most 1 and since the roof function r is bounded from above by supλ. If
dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq ě C3 e´ Tinf λ , then
dBWpry, s1s, ry, s1sq ď 1` supλ ď 1` supλ
C3
e
T
inf λ dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq .
Therefore Equation (9.10) follows from Equation (9.11) whenever C2 ě p1`supλqαCα3 .
Conversely, suppose that dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq ă C3 e´ Tinf λ . Assume that
dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq “ dpx, xq ` |s´ s| ,
the other possibilities are treated similarly. Since
s` T “
N´1ÿ
i“0
r`pσi`xq ` s1
23See the previous footnote.
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and since the roof function r` is bounded from below by inf λ, we have T ě N inf λ ´ inf λ,
or equivalently N ď Tinf λ ` 1. Hence dpx, xq ă C3 e´
T
inf λ ď e´N by the definition of C3. In
particular the sequences x and x indexed by N have the same N ` 1 first coefficients. Since
r`pzq depends only on z0 for all z P Σ`, we thus have r`pσi`xq “ r`pσi` xq for i “ 0, . . . , N .
Note that we have
s` T “
N´1ÿ
i“0
r`pσi` xq ` s1 .
If N “ N , then by taking the difference of the last two centred equations, we have
s ´ s “ s1 ´ s1, and by construction, the sequences y and y indexed by Z satisfy yi “ pyqi if
i ď 0 and if 0 ď i ď ´ ln dpx, xq ´N . Therefore dpy, yq ď eN dpx, xq and
dBWpry, s1s, ry, s1sq ď dpy, yq ` |s1 ´ s1| ď eN dpx, xq ` |s´ s|
ď eN dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq ď e Tinf λ`1 dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq .
Therefore Equation (9.10) follows from Equation (9.11) whenever C2 ě eα.
If N ą N , then again by difference
s´ s “
N´1ÿ
i“N`1
r`pσi` xq ` r`pσN` xq ´ s1 ` s1.
Note that s1 ě 0, that r`pσN` xq´s1 ě 0, and that |s´s| ă C3 e´ Tinf λ ď inf λ by the definition
of C3. Hence we have N “ N`1 and s´s “ r`pσN` xq´s1`s1. By construction, the sequences
σy and y indexed by Z satisfy pσyqi “ pyqi if i ď 0 and if 0 ď i ď ´ ln dpx, xq ´N ´ 1. Hence
by the definition of dBW and since rpyq “ r`pσN` xq, we have
dBWpry, s1s, ry, s1sq ď dpσy, yq ` rpyq ´ s1 ` s1 ď eN`1 dpx, xq ` |s´ s|
ď eN`1 dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq ď e Tinf λ`2 dBWprx, ss, rx, s sq .
Therefore Equation (9.10) follows from Equation (9.11) whenever C2 ě e2α. This ends the
proof of Equation (9.10).
Now note that Equations (9.9) and (9.10) imply Equation (9.8) by summation (using the
independence of C2 on ψ), thus concluding the proof of Lemma 9.8. l
Proposition 9.9. Let µ be a pσtrqtPR-invariant probability measure on Σr. Assume that the
dynamical system
`pΣ`qr` , ppσ`qtr`qtPR, ppi r`q˚µ˘ has superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder cor-
relations. Then pΣr, pσtrqtPR, µq has superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder correlations.
Proof. We fix n P N. Let N “ 1` 2r supλinf λ s. Let k P N and C4 ą 0 (depending on n) be such
that for all ψ,ψ1 P C k, αb ppΣ`qr`q, we have for all t ě 1ˇˇ
covppi r`q˚µ, tpψ,ψ1q
ˇˇ ď C4 }ψ}k, α }ψ1}k, α tN n . (9.12)
Now let ψ,ψ1 P C k, αb pΣrq. We again denote by ˘ a any value in r´a, as for every a ě 0.
By invariance of µ under pσtrqtPR, by Lemma 9.8 (2) and by Lemma 9.8 (1), we have, for every
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T ě 0 (to be chosen appropriately later on),
ż
Σr
ψ ˝ σtr ψ1 dµ “
ż
Σr
ψ ˝ σT`tr ψ1 ˝ σTr dµ
“
ż
Σr
pψpT q ˝ pi r` ˘ C1 }ψ}1α e´α1 T q ˝ σtr pψ1pT q ˝ pi r` ˘ C1 }ψ1}1α e´α1 T q dµ
“
ż
pΣ`qr`
ψpT q ˝ pσ`qtr` ψ1pT q dppi r`q˚µ ˘ C21 }ψ}α }ψ1}α e´α
1 T .
A similar estimate holds for the second term in the definition of the correlation coefficients.
Hence, applying Equation (9.12) to the observables ψpT q and ψ1pT q, by Lemma 9.8 (3), we
have since C2 eα
2 T ě 1,
| covµ, tpψ,ψ1q| ď | covppi r`q˚µ, tpψpT q, ψ1
pT qq| ` 2 C21 }ψ}α }ψ1}α e´α1 T
ď C4 p}ψ}k,8 ` C2 }ψ}1k, α eα2 T q p}ψ1}k,8 ` C2 }ψ1}1k, α eα2 T q t´N n
` 2 C21 }ψ}α }ψ1}α e´α1 T
ď }ψ}k, α }ψ1}k, α pC4 C22 e2α2T t´N n ` 2 C21 e´α1 T q .
Take T “ nα1 ln t ě 0. Since N “ 1 ` 2rα
2
α1 s, we have 2α
2 n
α1 ´ N n ď ´n. Hence with
C5 “ C4 C22 ` 2 C21 , we have for all t ě 1
| covµ, tpψ,ψ1q| ď C5 }ψ}k, α }ψ1}k, α t´n .
This concludes the proof of Proposition 9.9. l
Step 3 : Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 9.7. In this Step, we prove that the semi-
flow
`pΣ`qr` , `pσ`qtr`˘tě0, pP`qr`}pP`qr`}˘ is rapidly mixing, which concludes the proof of Theorem
9.7, using Proposition 9.9 with µ “ Pr}Pr} .
Recall24 that Y “ t` P ΓzGX : `p0q P V Xu is a cross-section of the geodesic flow on
ΓzGX, and that if R : Y Ñ ΓzGX is the reparametrisation map of ` P Y to a discrete geodesic
line 7` P ΓzGX with the same origin, then the measure µY , induced by the Gibbs measure mc
on the cross-section Y by disintegration along the flow, maps by R˚ to a constant multiple
of m7c “ mF7c (see Lemma 5.10 (2)). Hence for all n P N ´ t0u and  P s0, 12 inf λr , by
24See the proof of Theorem 5.9.
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Assumption (b) (1) in the statement of Theorem 9.7, we have
m7c
´!
7` P ΓzGX :
7`p0q P E
@ k P t1, . . . , n´ 1u, 7`pkq R E
)¯
ď }m7c}}µY } µY
´!
R´1p7`q P Y : R
´1p7`qp0q P E
@ t P s0, n inf λr , R´1p7`qptq R E
)¯
ď }m7c}
 }µY } mc
´!
gsR´1p7`q P ΓzGX : 0 ď s ď , dpg
sR´1p7`qp0q, Eq ď 
@ t P s, n inf λ´ r , gsR´1p7`qptq R E
)¯
ď }m7c}
 }µY } C e
´κ pinf λqn`κ  .
Therefore Equation (9.2) (where c is replaced by 7c) is satisfied, with C 1 “ }m7c}C eκ  }µY } and
κ1 “ κ inf λ. As seen in the proof of Theorem 9.1, this implies that there exists a finite subset
E of the alphabet A such that Equation (9.4) is satisfied.
We now apply [Mel1, Theo. 2.3] with the dynamical system pX,m0, T q “ pΣ`,P`, σ`q
(using the system of conductances 7c) and the roof function h “ r`. This dynamical system
is presented as a Young tower in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 9.1. Equation (9.4) for
the first return map τE and the 4-Diophantine hypothesis are exactly the hypothesis needed
in order to apply [Mel1, Theo. 2.3]. Thus the semiflow ppΣ`qr` ,
`pσ`qtr`˘tě0, pP`qr`}pP`qr`}q has
superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder correlations.
When ΓzX is compact, the alphabet A is finite and pΣ`, σ`,P`q is a (one-sided) subshift
of finite type, hence we do not need the exponentially small tail assumption, but only the
2-Diophantine hypothesis, and we may apply [Dol2]. l
Corollary 9.10. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF is finite and mixing for the (continuous
time) geodesic flow, that the lengths of the edges of pX, λq have a finite upper bound, and
that Γ is geometrically finite. There exists a full measure subset A of R4 (for the Lebesgue
measure) such that if Γ has a quadruple of translation lengths in A, or if the length spectrum is
4-Diophantine, then the (continuous time) geodesic flow on ΓzGX has superpolynomial decay
of α-Hölder correlations for the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM.
Proof. The exponentially small tail Assumption (b) (1) is checked as in the proof of Corollary
9.6. The deduction of Corollary 9.10 from Theorem 9.7 then proceeds, by an argument going
back in part to Dolgopyat, as for the deduction of Corollary 2.4 from Theorem 2.3 in [Mel1].
l
Note that under the general assumptions of Theorem 4.9, the geodesic flow on ΓzGX
might not be exponentially mixing, see for instance [Pol1, page 162] or [Rue2] for analogous
behaviour.
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Part II
Geometric equidistribution and
counting
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Chapter 10
Equidistribution of equidistant level
sets to Gibbs measures
Let X be a geodesically complete proper CATp´1q space, let Γ be a nonelementary discrete
group of isometries of X, let rF be a continuous Γ-invariant map on T 1X such that δ “ δΓ, F˘
is finite and positive and that the triple pX,Γ, rF q satisfies the HC-property,1 and let pµx˘ qxPX
be Patterson densities for the pairs pΓ, F˘q.
In this Chapter, we prove that the skinning measure on (any nontrivial piece of) the outer
unit normal bundle of any properly immersed nonempty proper closed convex subset of X,
pushed a long time by the geodesic flow, equidistributes towards the Gibbs measure, under
finiteness and mixing assumptions. This result gives four important extensions of [PaP14a,
Theo. 1], one for general CATp´1q spaces with constant potentials, one for Riemannian
manifolds with pinched negative curvature and Hölder-continuous potentials, one for R-trees
with general potentials, and one for simplicial trees.
10.1 A general equidistribution result
Before stating this equidistribution result, we start by a technical construction which will also
be useful in the following Chapter 11. We refer to Section 2.4 for the notation concerning the
dynamical neighbourhoods (including V ¯w, η1, R) and to Chapter 7 for the notation concerning
the skinning measures (including νw˘ ).
Technical construction of bump functions. Let D˘ be nonempty proper closed convex
subsets of X, and let R ą 0 be such that νw˘ pV ¯w, η2, Rq ą 0 for all η2 ą 0 and w P B1¯D˘. Let
η ą 0 and let Ω˘ be measurable subsets of B1¯D˘. We now construct functions
φ¯
η,R,Ω˘ : GX Ñ r0,`8r
whose supports are contained in dynamical neigbourhoods of Ω˘. If X “ ĂM is a Riemanian
manifold and rF “ 0, we recover the same bump functions as in [PaP14a] after the standard
identifications.
1See Definition 3.13.
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For all η1 ą 0, let h˘η, η1 : G¯X Ñ r0,`8r be the Γ-invariant measurable maps defined by
h˘η, η1pwq “
1
νw˘ pV ¯w, η, η1q
(10.1)
if νw˘ pV ¯w, η, η1q ą 0 (which is for instance satisfied if w˘ P ΛΓ and for every w P B1¯D˘ if η1 “ R
by the choice of R) and h˘η, η1pwq “ 0 otherwise.
These functions h˘η, η1 have the following behaviour under precomposition by the geodesic
flow. By Lemma 7.6 (2), by Equation (2.18), and by the invariance of νw˘ under the geodesic
flow, we have, for all t P R and w P G˘X,
h¯η, η1pg¯twq “ eCw˘˘ pwp0q, wp¯tqq h¯η, e´tη1pwq . (10.2)
Let us also describe the behaviour of h˘η, η1 when η1 is small. Let w P G˘X be such that w
is isometric at least on ˘r0,`8r, which is for instance the case if w P B1˘D¯. For all η1 ą 0
and ` P B˘pw, η1q, let pw be an extension of w such that dW˘pwqp`, pwq ă η1. Then pwp0q “ wp0q
by the assumption on w, and using Lemma 2.4, we have
dp`p0q, wp0qq “ dp`p0q, pwp0qq ď dW˘pwqp`, pwq ă η1 .
Hence, with κ1 and κ2 the constants in Definition 3.13, if η1 ď 1 and
c1 “ κ1 ` 2 δ ` 2 sup
pi´1pBpwp0q, 2qq
| rF | ,
we have, by Proposition 3.20 (2),
| Cw¯¯pwp0q, `p0qq | ď c1 pη1qκ2 .
Using the defining Equation (7.12) of νw¯ , for all s P R, η1 P s0, 1s and ` P B˘pw, η1q, we have
e´c1pη1qκ2 ds dµW˘pwqp`q ď dνw¯ pgs`q ď ec1pη1qκ2 ds dµW˘pwqp`q .
It follows that for all η1 P s0, 1s and w P B1˘D¯ such that w˘ P ΛΓ, we have the following
control of h¯η, η1pwq:
e´c1pη1qκ2
2η µW˘pwqpB˘pw, η1qq ď h
¯
η, η1pwq ď
ec1pη1qκ2
2η µW˘pwqpB˘pw, η1qq . (10.3)
Note that when X is an R-tree, we may take κ2 “ 1 and c1 “ suppi´1pBpwp0q,1qq | rF ´ δ| in this
equation, as said in the last claim of Proposition 3.20 (2). Note that c1 is bounded when w
ranges over any compact subset of G˘X, and is uniformly bounded when rF is bounded.
Recall that 1A denotes the characteristic function of a subset A. We now define the test
functions φ¯
η,R,Ω˘ : GX Ñ r0,`8r with support in a dynamical neighbourhood of Ω¯ by
φ¯
η,R,Ω¯ “ h¯η,R ˝ f˘D¯ 1V ˘η,RpΩ¯q , (10.4)
where V ˘η,RpΩ¯q and f˘D¯ are as in Section 2.4. Note that if ` P V ˘η,RpΩ¯q, then `˘ R B8D¯
by convexity. Thus, ` belongs to the domain of definition U ˘
D¯ of f
˘
D¯ . Hence φ
¯
η,R,Ω¯p`q “
h¯η,R ˝ f˘D¯p`q is well defined. By convention, φ¯η,R,Ω¯p`q “ 0 if ` R V ˘η,RpΩ¯q.
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We now globalise these test functions in order to apply them to equivariant families of
supports.
Let η ą 0. Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper
closed convex subsets ofX with ΓzI finite, and „“„D . Let R ą 0 be such that νw˘ pV ¯w, η2, Rq ą
0 for all η2 ą 0, i P I and w P B1˘Di. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family
of measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1˘Di for all i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „ j. We define
the global test functions rΦη¯ : GX Ñ r0,`8r by
rΦη¯ “ ÿ
iPI{„
φ¯η,R,Ωi “
ÿ
iPI{„
h¯η,R ˝ f˘D¯ 1V ˘η,RpΩ¯q . (10.5)
A subset ∆Γ of
p
GX is a fundamental domain for the action of Γ if the interiors of its
translates are disjoint and any compact subset of
p
GX meets only finitely many translates of
∆Γ: If mF is finite, a fundamental domain with boundary of zero measure exists by [Rob2,
p. 13], using the fact that rmF has no atoms according to Corollary 4.7 (1) and to Theorem
4.6.
The following properties of the bump functions are proved as in [PaP14a, Prop. 18].
Lemma 10.1. (1) For every η ą 0, the functions φ¯
η,R,Ω˘ are measurable, nonnegative and
satisfy ż
GX
φ¯
η,R,Ω˘ drmF “ rσ˘D¯pΩ¯q .
(2) For every η ą 0, the function rΦη¯ is well defined, measurable and Γ-invariant. It defines,
by passing to the quotient, a measurable function Φη¯ : ΓzGX Ñ r0,`8r such thatż
ΓzGX
Φη¯ dmF “ }σ˘Ω} . (10.6)
Proof. (1) Recall that the fiber of the restriction of f˘
D¯ to V
˘
η,RpΩ¯q over w P Ω¯ is the open
subset V ˘w, η, η1 of W 0˘pwq. By the disintegration result of Proposition 7.7, by the definition
of h¯η,R and by the choice of R, we haveż
GX
φ¯
η,R,Ω˘ drmF “ ż
`PV ˘η,RpΩ¯q
h¯η,R ˝ f˘D¯p`q drmF p`q
“
ż
wPΩ¯
h¯η,Rpwq
ż
`PV ˘w, η,R
dνw¯ p`q drσ˘D¯pwq “ rσ˘D¯pΩ¯q .
(2) The function rΦη¯ is well defined, since Ωi “ Ωj and thus V ˘η,RpΩiq “ V ˘η,RpΩjq if i „ j,
since h¯η,R ˝ f˘Dip`q is finite if ` P V ˘η,RpΩiq (by the definition of R), and since the sum definingrΦη¯ has only finitely many nonzero terms, by the local finiteness of the family Ω (given ` P GX,
the summation over I{„ giving rΦη¯ p`q may be replaced by a summation over the finite set
ti P I : ` P V ˘η,RpΩiqu{„).
The function rΦη¯ is Γ-invariant since
1V ˘η,RpΩiq ˝ γ “ 1γ´1V ˘η,RpΩiq “ 1V ˘η,RpΩγ´1iq
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and2
h¯η,R ˝ f˘Di ˝ γ “ h¯η,R ˝ γ ˝ f˘γ´1Di “ h¯η,R ˝ f˘Dγ´1i
and by a change of index in Equation (10.5). If ∆Γ is a fundamental domain for the action
of Γ, we have by Assertion (1)ż
ΓzGX
Φη¯ dmF “
ż
∆Γ
rΦη¯ drmF “ ÿ
iPI{„
ż
GX
φ¯η,R,ΩiX∆Γ drmF
“
ÿ
iPI{„
rσ˘Dip∆Γ X Ωiq “ rσ˘Ω p∆Γq “ }σ˘Ω} . l
We now state and prove the aforementioned equidistribution result. Note that as the ele-
ments of the outer unit normal bundles are only geodesic rays on r0,`8r, their pushforwards
by the geodesic flow at time t are geodesic rays on r´t,`8r and the convergence towards
geodesic lines (defined on s´8,`8r ) does take place in the full space of generalised geodesic
lines
p
GX. This explains why it is important not to forget to consider the negative times in
order for the skinning measures, supported on geodesic rays, when pushed by the geodesic
flow, to have a chance to weak-star converge to Gibbs measures, supported on geodesic lines,
up to renormalisation.
The proof of the following result has similarities with that of [PaP14a, Theo. 1], but the
computations do not apply in the present context because the proof in loc. cit. does not keep
track of the past: here we can no longer reduce our study to the outer unit normal bundle of
the t-neighbourhood of the elements of D .
Theorem 10.2. Let pX,Γ, rF q be as in the beginning of Chapter 10. Assume that the Gibbs
measure mF on ΓzGX is finite and mixing for the geodesic flow. Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally
finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper closed convex subsets of X. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI
be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1˘Di for all
i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j. Assume that σ˘Ω is finite and nonzero. Then, as t Ñ `8, for
the weak-star convergence of measures on Γz
p
GX,
1
}pg˘tq˚σ˘Ω}
pg˘tq˚σ˘Ω á˚
1
}mF } mF .
Proof. We only give the proof when ˘ “ `, the other case is treated similarly. Given three
numbers a, b, c (depending on some parameters), we write a “ b˘ c if |a´ b| ď c.
Let η P s0, 1s. We may assume that ΓzI is finite, since for every  ą 0, there exists a
Γ-invariant partition I “ I 1 Y I2 with ΓzI 1 finite such that if Ω1 “ pΩiqiPI 1 and Ω2 “ pΩiqiPI2 ,
then σ`Ω “ σ`Ω1 ` σ`Ω2 with }pg´tq˚σ`Ω2} “ }σ`Ω2} ă . Hence, using Lemma 7.6 (i), we may fix
R ą 0 such that νw´ pV `w, η,Rq ą 0 for all i P I and w P B1`Di.
Fix ψ P CcpΓz
p
GXq, a continuous function with compact support on Γz
p
GX. Let us prove
that
lim
tÑ`8
1
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
ż
ΓzGX
ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω “
1
}mF }
ż
ΓzGX
ψ dmF .
Let ∆Γ be a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on
p
GX, such that the boundary of ∆Γ
has zero measure. By a standard argument of finite partition of unity and up to modifying
2See Equation (2.16).
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∆Γ, we may assume that there exists a function rψ : pGX Ñ R whose support has a small
neighbourhood contained in ∆Γ such that rψ “ ψ ˝ p on this neighbourhood, where p : pGX Ñ
Γz
p
GX is the canonical projection (which is Lipschitz). Fix  ą 0. Since rψ is uniformly
continuous, for every η ą 0 small enough and for every t ě 0 large enough, for all w P G`X
isometric on r´t,`8r and ` P V `
w, η, e´tR, we haverψp`q “ rψpwq ˘ 
2
. (10.7)
If t is large enough and η small enough, we have, using respectively
• the definition of the global test function rΦη “ rΦη´ , since the support of rψ is contained in
∆Γ and the support of φ´η,R,Ωi is contained in U
`
Di
, for the second equality,
• the disintegration property of f`Di in Proposition 7.7 for the third equality,
• the fact that if ` is in the support of νρ´ , then f`Dipg´t`q “ f`Dip`q “ ρ and the change of
variables by the geodesic flow w “ gtρ for the fourth equality,
• the fact that the support of ν´
g´tw is contained in W
0`pg´twq, and that
W 0`pg´twq X gtV `η,RpΩiq “ gt
`
W 0`pg´twq X V `η,RpΩiqq “ gtV `g´tw, η,R
for the fifth equality,
• Equation (10.7) for the sixth equality, and
• the definition of h´, the invariance of the measure ν´
g´tw and the Gibbs measure rmF under
the geodesic flow, and the definition of the measure σ`Ω for the last two equalities:ż
ΓzGX
ψ Φη ˝ g´t dmF “
ż
∆ΓXGX
rψ rΦη ˝ g´t drmF
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
`PU `Di
rψp`q φ´η,R,Ωipg´t`q drmF p`q
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
ρPB1`Di
ż
`PU `Di
rψp`q h´η,Rpf`Dipg´t`qq1V `η,RpΩiqpg´t`q dνρ´ p`q drσ`Dipρq
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
wPgtB1`Di
ż
`PgtV `η,RpΩiq
rψp`q h´η,Rpg´twqq dν´g´twp`q dpgtq˚rσ`Dipwq
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
wPgtB1`Di
ż
`PgtV `
g´tw, η, R
rψp`q h´η,Rpg´twq dν´g´twp`q dpgtq˚rσ`Dipwq
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
wPgtB1`Di
rψpwq h´η,Rpg´twq ν´g´twpgtV `g´tw, η,Rq dpgtq˚rσ`Dipwq
˘ 
2
ż
∆ΓXGX
rΦη ˝ g´t drmF
“
ÿ
iPI{„
ż
p
GX
rψ dpgtq˚rσ`Di ˘ 2
ż
ΓzGX
Φη ˝ g´t dmF
“
ż
Γz
p
GX
ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω ˘

2
ż
ΓzGX
Φη dmF . (10.8)
We then conclude as in the end of the proof of [PaP14a, Theo. 19]. By Equation (10.6), we
have }pgtq˚σ`Ω} “ }σ`Ω} “
ş
ΓzGX Φη dmF . By the mixing property of the geodesic flow on
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ΓzGX for the Gibbs measure mF , for t ě 0 large enough (while η is small but fixed), we
hence have ş
Γz
p
GX
ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
“
ş
ΓzGX Φη ˝ g´t ψ dmFş
ΓzGX Φη dmF
˘ 
2
“
ş
ΓzGX ψ dmF
}mF } ˘  .
This proves the result. l
Recall that by Proposition 3.14, Theorem 10.2 applies to Riemannian manifolds with
pinched negative curvature and for R-trees for which the geodesic flow is mixing and which
satisfy the finiteness requirements of the Theorem.
Since pushforwards of measures are weak-star continuous and preserve total mass, we
have, under the assumptions of Theorem 10.2, the following equidistribution result in X of
the immersed t-neighbourhood of a properly immersed nonempty proper closed convex subset
of X: as tÑ `8,
1
}σ`Ω}
pi˚pgtq˚σ`Ω á˚
1
}mF } pi˚mF . (10.9)
10.2 Rate of equidistribution of equidistant level sets for man-
ifolds
If X “ ĂM is a Riemannian manifold and if the geodesic flow of ΓzĂM is mixing with exponen-
tially decaying correlations, we get a version of Theorem 10.2 with error bounds. See Section
9.1 for conditions on Γ and rF that imply the exponential mixing.
Theorem 10.3. Let ĂM be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with negative
sectional curvature. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries of ĂM . Let rF :
T 1ĂM Ñ R be a bounded Γ-invariant Hölder-continuous function with critical exponent δ “
δΓ, F . Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper closed convex
subsets of ĂM , with finite nonzero skinning measure σD . Let M “ ΓzĂM and let F : T 1M Ñ R
be the potential induced by rF .
(i) If M is compact and if the geodesic flow on T 1M is mixing with exponential speed for the
Hölder regularity for the potential F , then there exist α P s0, 1s and κ2 ą 0 such that for all
ψ P C αc pT 1Mq, we have, as tÑ `8,
1
}σD}
ż
ψ dpgtq˚σD “ 1}mF }
ż
ψ dmF `Ope´κ2t }ψ}αq .
(ii) If ĂM is a symmetric space, if Di has smooth boundary for every i P I, if mF is finite
and smooth, and if the geodesic flow on T 1M is mixing with exponential speed for the Sobolev
regularity for the potential F , then there exist ` P N and κ2 ą 0 such that for all ψ P C `c pT 1Mq,
we have, as tÑ `8,
1
}σD}
ż
ψ dpgtq˚σD “ 1}mF }
ż
ψ dmF `Ope´κ2t }ψ}`q .
Note that if ĂM is a symmetric space and M has finite volume, then M is geometrically
finite. Theorem 4.8 implies that mF is finite if F is small enough. The maps Op¨q depend onĂM,Γ, F,D , and the speeds of mixing.
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Proof. Up to rescaling, we may assume under the assumptions of Claim (i) or (ii) that the
sectional curvature is bounded from above by ´1. The critical exponent δ and the Gibbs
measure mF are finite under the assumptions of the theorem.
Let us consider Claim (i). Under its assumptions, there exists α P s0, 1r such that the
geodesic flow on T 1M is exponentially mixing for the Hölder regularity α and such that the
strong stable foliation of T 1ĂM is α-Hölder.3
First assume that ΓzI is finite. Fix R ą 0 large enough and, for every η ą 0, let us
consider the test function Φη as in the proof of Theorem 10.2. Up to replacing Di by N1Di,
we may assume that the boundary of Di is C 1,1-smooth, for every i P I, see for instance
[Walt].
Fix ψ P C αc pT 1Mq. We may assume as in the proof of Theorem 10.2 that there exists a
lift rψ : T 1ĂM Ñ R of ψ whose support is contained in a given fundamental domain ∆Γ for the
action of Γ on T 1ĂM . There exist η0 ą 0 and t0 ě 0 such that for every η P s0, η0s, and for
every t P rt0,`8r, for every w P T 1ĂM and v P V `w, η, e´tR, we have
rψpvq “ rψpwq `O `pη ` e´tqα}ψ}α˘ , (10.10)
since dpv, wq “ Opη ` e´tq by Equation (2.8) and Lemma 2.4.
Let mF “ mF}mF } be the normalisation of the Gibbs measure mF to a probability measure.
As in the proof of Theorem 10.2 using Equation (10.10) instead of Equation (10.7), we haveş
T 1M ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
“
ş
T 1M Φη ψ ˝ gt dmFş
T 1M Φη dmF
`O `pη ` e´tqα}ψ}α˘ .
As M is compact, the Patterson densities and the Bowen-Margulis measure are doubling
measures by Lemma 4.3 (4).4 Using discrete convolution approximation,5 there exist κ1 ą 0
and, for every η ą 0, a nonnegative function RΦη P Cαc pT 1Mq such that
‚ şT 1M RΦη dmF “ şT 1M Φη dmF ,
‚ şT 1M | RΦη ´ Φη| dmF “ Opη şT 1M Φη dmF q,
‚ } RΦη}α “ Opη´κ1
ş
T 1M Φη dmF q.
Hence, applying the exponential mixing of the geodesic flow, with κ ą 0 as in its definition
(9.1), we have, for η P s0, η0s and t P rt0,`8r,ş
T 1M ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
“
“
ş
T 1M RΦη ψ ˝ gt dmFş
T 1M Φη dmF
`O `η }ψ}8 ` pη ` e´tqα}ψ}α˘
“
ş
T 1M RΦη dmFş
T 1M Φη dmF
ż
T 1M
ψ dmF `O
`
e´κt} RΦη}α}ψ}α ` η }ψ}8 ` pη ` e´tqα}ψ}α
˘
“
ż
T 1M
ψ dmF `O
`pe´κtη´κ1 ` η ` pη ` e´tqαq}ψ}α˘ .
3See Section 9.1.
4See also [PauPS, Prop. 3.12].
5See for instance [Sem, p. 290-292] or [KinKST].
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Taking η “ e´tλ for λ small enough (for instance λ “ κ{p2κ1q), the result follows (for instance
with κ2 “ mintκ{2, κ{p2κ1q, αmint1, κ{p2κ1quu), when ΓzI is finite. As the implied constants
do not depend on the family D , the result holds in general.
For Claim (ii), the required smoothness of mF (that is, the fact that mF is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with smooth Radon-Nikodym derivative)
allows to use the standard convolution approximation described for instance in [Zie, §1.6],
instead of the operator R as above, and the proof proceeds similarly. l
10.3 Equidistribution of equidistant level sets on simplicial
graphs and random walks on graphs of groups
Let X, X, Γ, rc, c, rFc, Fc, δc ă `8, pµx˘ qxPV X, rmc “ rmFc , mc “ mFc be as in the beginning
of Section 9.2.
In this Section, we state an equidistribution result analogous to Theorem 10.2, which now
holds in the space of generalised discrete geodesic lines Γz
p
GX, but whose proof is completely
analogous.
Theorem 10.4. Let X,Γ,rc, pµx˘ qxPV X be as above. Assume that the Gibbs measure mc on
ΓzGX is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow. Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally
finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X, and Di “ |Di|1. Let
Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă
B1`Di for all i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j. Assume that σ`Ω is finite and nonzero. Then, as
nÑ `8, for the weak-star convergence of measures on Γz
p
GX,
1
}pgnq˚σ`Ω}
pgnq˚σ`Ω á˚
1
}mF } mF . l
We leave to the reader the analog of this result when the restriction to ΓzGevenX of the
Gibbs measure is finite and mixing for the square of the discrete time geodesic flow.
Using Proposition 4.16 and Theorem 4.17 in order to check that the Bowen-Margulis
measure mBM on ΓzGX is finite and mixing, we have the following consequence of Theorem
10.4, using the system of conductances rc “ 0.
Corollary 10.5. Let X be a uniform simplicial tree. Let Γ be a lattice of X such that the
graph ΓzX is not bipartite. Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty
proper simplicial subtrees of X and Di “ |Di|1. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant
family of measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1`Di for all i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j.
Assume that the skinning measure σ`Ω (with vanishing potential) is finite and nonzero. Then,
as nÑ `8, for the weak-star convergence of measures on Γz
p
GX,
1
}pgnq˚σ`Ω}
pgnq˚σ`Ω á˚
1
}mBM} mBM . l
When furthermore X is regular, we have the following corollary, using Proposition 8.1 (3).
Corollary 10.6. Let X be a regular simplicial tree of degree at least 3. Let Γ be a lattice of
X such that the graph ΓzX is not bipartite. Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant
family of nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X and Di “ |Di|1. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a
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locally finite Γ-equivariant family of measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1`Di for all i P I
and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j. Assume that the skinning measure σ`Ω (with vanishing potential) is
finite and nonzero. Then, as nÑ `8, for the weak-star convergence of measures on ΓzV X,
1
}pgnq˚σ`Ω}
pi˚pgnq˚σ`Ω á˚
1
VolpΓzzXq volΓzX . l
Let us give an application of Corollary 10.6 in terms of random walks on graphs of groups,
which might also be deduced from general result on random walks, as indicated to the third
author by M. Burger and S. Mozes.
Let pY, G˚q be a graph of finite groups with finite volume, and let pY1, G1˚ q be a connected
subgraph of subgroups.6 Note that pY1, G1˚ q also has finite volume, less than or equal to the
volume of pY, G˚q. We say that pY, G˚q is locally homogeneous if řePEY, opeq“x |Gx||Ge| is constant
at least 3 for all x P V Y. We say that a graph of groups is 2-acylindrical if the action of its
fundamental group on its Bass-Serre tree is 2-acylindrical (see Remark 5.4). In particular,
this action is faithful if the graph has at least two edges.
The non-backtracking simple random walk on pY, G˚q starting transversally to pY1, G1˚ q
is the following Markovian random process pXn “ pfn, γnqqnPN where fn P EY and γn is a
double coset or right coset of Gopfnq for all n P N. Choose at random a vertex y0 of Y1 for
the probability measure 1
VolpY1,G1˚ q volY1,G1˚ (we will call y0 the origin of the random path).
Then choose uniformly at random X0 “ pf0, γ0q where f0 P EY is such that opf0q “ y0
and γ0 is a double coset in G1y0zGy0{ρ f0pGf0q such that if f0 P EY1 then γ0 R G1y0 ρ f0pGf0q.7
Assuming Xn “ pfn, γnq constructed, choose uniformly at random Xn`1 “ pfn`1, γn`1q where
fn`1 P EY is such that opfn`1q “ tpfnq and γn`1 P Gopfn`1q{ρ fn`1pGfn`1q is such that if
fn`1 “ fn then γn`1 R ρ fn`1pGfn`1q. The n-th vertex of pXn “ pfn, γnqqnPN is opfnq.
Corollary 10.7. Let pY, G˚q be a locally homogeneous 2-acylindrical nonbipartite graph of
finite groups with finite volume, and let pY1, G1˚ q be a locally homogeneous nonempty proper
connected subgraph of subgroups. Then the n-th vertex of the non-backtracking simple random
walk on pY, G˚q starting transversally to pY1, G1˚ q converges in distribution to 1VolpY,G˚q volY,G˚
as nÑ `8.
Proof. Let Γ be the fundamental group of pY, G˚q (with respect to a choice of basepoint in
V Y1), which is a lattice of the Bass-Serre tree X of pY, G˚q, since Γ acts faithfully on X and
pY, G˚q has finite volume. Note that X is regular since pY, G˚q is locally homogeneous. Let
p : XÑ Y “ ΓzX be the canonical projection.
Let Γ1 be the fundamental group of pY1, G1˚ q (with respect to the same choice of basepoint).
As seen in Section 2.6, there exists a simplicial subtree X1 whose stabiliser in Γ is Γ1, such that
the quotient graph of groups Γ1zzX1 identifies with pY1, G1˚ q and the map pΓ1zX1q Ñ pΓzXq is
injective. Similarly, X1 is regular since pY1, G1˚ q is locally homogeneous. Let D “ pγX1qγPΓ,
which is a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X.
Using the notation of Example 2.10 for the graph of groups ΓzzX (which identifies with
pY, G˚q), we fix lifts rf and ry in X by p of every edge f and vertex y of Y such that rf “ rf ,
and elements gf P Γ such that gf Ątpfq “ tp rf q. We may assume that rf P EX1 if f P EY1, thatry P V X1 if y P V Y1, and that gf P Γ1 if f P EY1, which is possible by Equation (2.22).
6See Section 2.6 for definitions and background.
7This last condition says that γ0 is not the double coset of the trivial element.
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Let pΩ,Pq be the (canonically constructed) probability space of the random walk pXn “
pfn, γnqqnPN. For all n P N, let yn “ opfnq be the random variable (with values in the discrete
space Y “ ΓzX) of the n-th vertex of the random walk pXnqnPN.
Let us define a measurable map Ψ : Ω Ñ Γz
p
GX, with image contained in the image of
B1`X1 by the canonical projection GX Ñ Γz
p
GX, such that Ψ˚P is the normalised skinning
measure σ
`
D
}σ`D}
and that the following diagram commutes for all n P N :
Ω
Ψ //
yn
  
Γz
p
GX
pi˝gn
{{
Y .
(10.11)
Assuming that we have such a map, we have
pynq˚P “ ppi˚ ˝ pgnq˚ ˝Ψ˚qP “ pi˚pgnq˚ σ
`
D
}σ`D}
“ 1}pgnq˚σ`D}
pi˚pgnq˚σ`D
so that the convergence of the law of yn to 1VolpY,G˚q volY,G˚ follows from Corollary 10.6
applied to Ω “ pB1`DiqiPI .
Y
X
p
fn fn`1yn`1yn yn`2
αn
Ăyn γn
αn`1
Ćyn`1
en en`1
g ´1fn Ăfn
g ´1
fn
Ăfn
γn`1g ´1fn`1
Ćfn`1
g ´1fn g fn
y0 f0
ry0
rf0
g f0
e0
g ´1
f0
rf0 γ0
Let pXn “ pfn, γnqqnPN be a random path with origin y0 P Y1, corresponding to ω P Ω.
Fix a representative of γn in its right class for every n ě 1, and a representative of γ0 in its
double class, that we still denote by γn and γ0 respectively. Using ideas introduced for the
coding in Section 5.2, let us construct by induction an infinite geodesic edge path penqnPN
with origin ope0q “ ry0 and a sequence pαnqnPN in Γ such that
en “ αnγng ´1fn Ăfn . (10.12)
Let α0 “ id and e0 “ γ0 g ´1f0 rf0. Since op rf0q “ g f0 Ćopf0q “ g f0 ry0 by the construction
of the lifts and since γ0 P Gy0 “ ΓĂy0 , we have ope0q “ ry0. Since the stabiliser of g ´1f0 rf0 is
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ρ f0pGf0q, the edge e0 does not depend on the choice of the representative γ0 modulo ρ f0pGf0q
on the right, but depends on the choice of the representative γ0 modulo G1y0 “ Γ1Ăy0 on the left.
The hypothesis that if f0 P EY1 then γ0 R G1y0 ρ f0pGf0q ensures that the edge e0 does not
belong to EX1. Indeed, assume otherwise that e0 belongs to EX1. Then f0 “ ppe0q P EY1,
and by the assumptions on the choice of lifts, the edges g ´1
f0
rf0 and e0 both belong to EX1.
Since they are both mapped to f0 by the map X1 Ñ Y1 “ Γ1zX1, and by Equation (2.22),
they are mapped one to the other by an element of Γ1Ăy0 “ G1y0 . Let γ10 P Γ1Ăy0 be such that
γ10 e0 “ g ´1f0 rf0. Then γ10´1γ0 belongs to the stabiliser in Γ of the edge g ´1f0 rf0, which is
equal to g ´1
f0
ΓĂf0g f0 “ ρ f0pGf0q. Therefore γ0 P G1y0 ρ f0pGf0q, a contradiction.
Assume by induction that en and αn are constructed. Define
αn`1 “ αn γn g ´1fn gfn
and
en`1 “ αn`1 γn`1 g ´1fn`1 Ćfn`1 ,
so that the induction formula (10.12) at rank n ` 1 is satisfied. By the construction of the
lifts, since yn`1 “ tpfnq “ opfn`1q, we have
Ćyn`1 “ g ´1fn tpĂfnq “ g ´1fn`1 opĆfn`1q .
Hence, since γn`1 P Gyn`1 “ ΓĆyn`1 fixes Ćyn`1, using the induction formula (10.12) at rank n
for the last equality,
open`1q “ αn`1 γn`1 g ´1fn`1 opĆfn`1q “ αn`1 γn`1 Ćyn`1 “ αn`1 Ćyn`1
“ αn`1 g ´1fn tpĂfnq “ αn γn g ´1fn tpĂfnq “ tpenq .
In particular, the sequence penqnPN is an edge path in X.
Since the stabiliser of g ´1
fn`1
Ćfn`1 is
g ´1
fn`1
ΓĆfn`1g fn`1 “ ρ fn`1pGfn`1q ,
the edge γn`1 g ´1fn`1
Ćfn`1 does not depend on the choice of the representative of the right
coset γn`1. Let us prove that the length 2 edge path pg ´1fn Ăfn, γn`1 g ´1fn`1 Ćfn`1q is geodesic.
Otherwise, the two edges of this path are opposite one to another, hence fn`1 “ fn by using
the projection p : X Ñ Y, therefore g fn`1 “ gfn . Thus γn`1 maps g ´1fn Ăfn to g ´1fn Ăfn, hence
belongs to ρfnpGfnq “ ρ fn`1pGfn`1q, a contradiction by the assumptions on the random walk.
By construction, the element αn`1 of Γ sends the above length 2 geodesic edge path
pg ´1fn Ăfn, γn`1 g ´1fn`1 Ćfn`1q to pen, en`1q. This implies on the one hand that the edge pathpen, en`1q is geodesic, and on the other hand that αn`1 is uniquely defined, since the action
of Γ on X is 2-acylindrical.
In particular, penqnPN is the sequence of edges followed by a (discrete) geodesic ray in X,
starting from a point of X1 but not by an edge of X1, that is, an element of B1`X1. Furthermore,
this ray is well defined up to the action of Γ1Ăy0 , hence its image, that we denote by Ψpωq, is
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well defined in Γz
p
GX. Since ppopenqq “ ppĂynq “ yn for all n P N, the commutativity of the
diagram (10.11) is immediate.
For every x P V X1, let B1`X1pxq be the subset of B1`X1 consisting of the elements w with
wp0q “ x. By construction, the above map from the subset of random paths in Ω starting
from y0 to Γ1Ăy0zB1`X1p ry0q, which associates to pXnqnPN the Γ1Ăy0-orbit of the geodesic ray with
consecutive edges penqnPN, is clearly a bijection. This bijection maps the measure P to the
normalised skinning measure σ
`
D
}σ`D}
, since by homogeneity, the restriction to B1`X1p ry0q of rσ`X1
to B1`X1p ry0q, normalised to be a probability measure, is the restriction to B1`X1p ry0q of the
AutpXqx-homogeneous probability measure on the space of geodesic rays with origin x in the
regular tree X. This proves the result. l
When Y is finite, all the groups Gy for y P V Y are trivial and Y1 is reduced to a vertex,8 the
above random walk is the non-backtracking simple random walk on the nonbipartite regular
finite graph Y, and 1VolpY,G˚q volY,G˚ is the uniform distribution on V Y. Hence this result
(stated as Corollary 1.3 in the Introduction) is classical. See for instance [OW, Theo. 1.2] and
[AloBLS], which under further assumptions on the spectral properties of Y gives precise rates
of convergence, and also the book [LyP2], including its Section 6.3 and its references.
10.4 Rate of equidistribution for metric and simplicial trees
In this Section, we give error terms for the equidistribution results stated in Theorem 10.2 for
metric trees, and in Theorem 10.4 for simplicial trees, under additional assumptions required
in order to get the error terms for the mixing property discussed in Chapter 9.
We first consider the simplicial case, for the discrete time geodesic flow. Let X, X, Γ, rc,
c, rFc, Fc, δc ă `8, pµx˘ qxPV X, rmc, mc be as in the beginning of Section 9.2.
Theorem 10.8. Assume that δc is finite and that the Gibbs measure mc on ΓzGX is finite.
Assume furthermore that
(1) the families pΛΓ, µx´ , dxqxPV CΛΓ and pΛΓ, µx` , dxqxPV CΛΓ of metric measure spaces are
uniformly doubling,9
(2) there exists α P s0, 1s such that the discrete time geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mcq is expo-
nentially mixing for the α-Hölder regularity.
Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper simplicial subtrees
of X with ΓzI finite. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of measurable
subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1˘Di for all i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j. Assume that σ˘Ω is finite
and positive. Then there exists κ1 ą 0 such that for all ψ P C αc pΓz
p
GXq, we have, as nÑ `8,
1
}pg˘nq˚σ˘Ω}
ż
ψ dpi˚pg˘nq˚σ˘Ω “
1
}mc}
ż
ψ dmc `Op}ψ}α e´κ1 nq .
Remarks. (1) If rc “ 0, if the simplicial subtree X1 of X satisfying |X1|1 “ CΛΓ is uniform,
if LΓ “ Z and if Γ is a lattice of X1, then we claim that δc “ δΓ is finite, mc “ mBM is finite
and mixing, and pΛΓ, µx “ µx˘ , dxqxPV CΛΓ is uniformly doubling.
8The result for general Y1 follows by averaging.
9See Section 4.1 for definitions.
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Indeed, the above finiteness and mixing properties follow from the results of Section 4.4.
Since X1 is uniform, it has a cocompact discrete group of isometries Γ1 whose Patterson density
(for the vanishing potential) is uniformly doubling on ΛΓ1 “ ΛΓ, by Lemma 4.3 (4). Sincerc “ 0 and Γ is a lattice, the Patterson densities of Γ and of Γ1 coincide (up a scalar multiple)
by Proposition 4.16 (2).
(2) Assume that rc “ 0, that the simplicial subtree X1 of X satisfying |X1|1 “ CΛΓ is uniform
without vertices of degree 2, that LΓ “ Z and that Γ is a geometrically finite lattice of X.
Then all assumptions of Theorem 10.8 are satisfied by the first remark and by Corollary 9.6.
Therefore we have an exponentially small error term in the equidistribution of the equidistant
levels sets.
Proof. We only give the proof when ˘ “ `, the other case is treated similarly. We follow
the proof of Theorem 10.2, concentrating on the new features. We now have ΓzI finite by
assumption. Let η P s0, 1s and ψ P C αc pΓz
p
GXq. We consider the constant R ą 0, the test
function Φη, the fundamental domain ∆Γ and the lift rψ of ψ as in the proof of Theorem 10.2.
For all n P N, all w P G`X isometric on r´n,`8r and all ` P V `w, η, e´nR “ B`pw, e´nRq,10
by Lemma 2.7 where we can take η “ 0, we have dp`, wq “ Ope´nq. Since p is Lipschitz, the
map rψ is α-Hölder-continuous with α-Hölder norm at most }ψ}α. Hence for all n P N, all
w P G`X isometric on r´n,`8r and all ` P V `w, η, e´nR, we haverψp`q “ rψpwq `Ope´nα }ψ}αq . (10.13)
As in the proof of Theorem 10.2 with t replaced by n, using Equation (10.13) instead of
Equation (10.7) in the series of equations (10.8), since the symbols w that appear in them are
indeed generalised geodesic lines isometric on r´n,`8r , we haveş
Γz
p
GX ψ dpgnq˚σ`Ω
}pgnq˚σ`Ω}
“
ş
ΓzGX ψ Φη ˝ g´n dmcş
ΓzGX Φη dmc
`Ope´nα }ψ}αq . (10.14)
Let us now apply the assumption on the decay of correlations. In order to do that, we
need to regularise our test functions Φη .
By the definition of the Gibbs measures,11 Lemma 3.3 implies that, for all  ą 0 small
enough and ` P GX,
µ´`p0q
`
Bd`p0qp`p´8q,
1
c0
?
 q˘ µ``p0q`Bd`p0qp`p`8q, 1c0 ? q˘
ď rmcpBdp`, qq
ď µ´`p0q
`
Bd`p0qp`p´8q, c0
?
 q˘ µ``p0q`Bd`p0qp`p`8q, c0 ? q˘ .
Since the Patterson densities are uniformly doubling for basepoints in CΛΓ, since the foot-
points of the geodesic lines in the support of rmc belong to CΛΓ, the Gibbs measure mc is
hence doubling on its support. Letmc “ mc}mc} . As in the proof of Theorem 10.3, using discrete
convolution approximation, there exists κ2 ą 0 and, for every η ą 0, a nonnegative function
RΦη P Cαc pΓzGXq such that
10As said in Section 2.6, the subsets Vw`, η, s and B`pw, sq of the space of discrete geodesic lines GX are equal
for every s ą 0 since X is simplicial and η ă 1.
11See Equation (4.4), using x0 “ `p0q as the basepoint for the Hopf parametrisation, and the fact that if
 ą 0 is small enough and `1 P Bdp`, q, then `1p0q “ `p0q as seen in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
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(1)
ş
ΓzGX RΦη dmc “
ş
ΓzGX Φη dmc,
(2)
ş
ΓzGX | RΦη ´ Φη| dmc “ O
`
η
ş
ΓzGX Φη dmc
˘
,
(3) } RΦη}α “ O
`
η´κ2
ş
ΓzGX Φη dmc
˘
.
By Equation (10.6), the integral
ş
ΓzGX Φη dmc “ }σ`Ω} is constant (in particular indepen-
dent of η). All integrals below besides the first one being over ΓzGX, and using
‚ Equation (10.14) and the above property (2) of the regularised map RΦη for the first
equality,
‚ the assumption of exponential decay of correlations for the second one, involving some
constant κ ą 0, for the second equality,
‚ the above properties (1) and (3) of the regularised map RΦη for the last equality,
we hence haveş
Γz
p
GX ψ dpgnq˚σ`Ω
}pgnq˚σ`Ω}
“
ş
ψ RΦη ˝ g´n dmcş
Φη dmc
`Ope´nα }ψ}α ` η }ψ}8q
“
ş
RΦη dmc
ş
ψ dmcş
Φη dmc
`Ope´nα }ψ}α ` η }ψ}8`
1ş
Φη dmc
e´κn} RΦη}α}ψ}αq
“
ż
ψ dmc `O
`pe´nα ` η ` e´κn η´κ2q}ψ}α˘ .
Taking η “ e´λn with λ “ κ2κ2 , the result follows with κ1 “ mintα, κ2κ2 , κ2 u. l
Let us now consider the metric tree case, for the continuous time geodesic flow, where the
main change is to assume a superpolynomial decay of correlations and hence get a superpoly-
nomial error term, for observables which are smooth enough along the flow lines. Let pX, λq,
X, Γ, rF , δ “ δΓ, F˘ ă 8, pµx˘ qxPX , rmF and mF be as in the beginning of Section 9.3.
Theorem 10.9. Assume that the Gibbs measure mF on ΓzGX is finite. Assume furthermore
that
(1) the families pΛΓ, µx´ , dxqxPCΛΓ and pΛΓ, µx` , dxqxPCΛΓ of metric measure spaces are uni-
formly doubling,12 and rF is bounded on T 1CΛΓ,
(2) there exists α P s0, 1s such that the (continuous time) geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mF q has
superpolynomial decay of α-Hölder correlations.
Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper closed convex
subsets of X with ΓzI finite. Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of
measurable subsets of
p
GX, with Ωi Ă B1˘Di for all i P I and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j. Assume
that σ˘Ω is finite and nonzero. Then for every n P N, there exists k P N such that for all
ψ P C k, αc pΓz
p
GXq, we have, as tÑ `8,
1
}pg˘tq˚σ˘Ω}
ż
ψ dpi˚pg˘tq˚σ˘Ω “
1
}mF }
ż
ψ dmF `Op}ψ}k, α t´nq .
12See Section 4.1 for definitions.
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Remarks. (1) If F “ 0, if the metric subtree X 1 “ CΛΓ of X is uniform, if the length
spectrum of Γ on X is not contained in a discrete subgroup of R and if Γ is a lattice of X 1, then
we claim that δ “ δΓ is finite, mF “ mBM is finite and mixing, and pΛΓ, µx “ µx˘ , dxqxPX 1 is
uniformly doubling.
Indeed, the above finiteness and mixing properties follow from Proposition 4.16 and The-
orem 4.9. Since X 1 is uniform, it has a cocompact discrete sugbroup of isometries Γ1 whose
Patterson density (for the vanishing potential) is uniformly doubling on ΛΓ1 “ ΛΓ, by Lemma
4.3 (4). Since F “ 0 and Γ is a lattice, the Patterson densities of Γ and of Γ1 coincide (up to
a scalar multiple) by Proposition 4.16.
(2) Assume that F “ 0, that the metric subtree X 1 “ CΛΓ of X is uniform, that the length
spectrum of Γ onX is 4-Diophantine and that Γ is a geometrically finite lattice ofX 1. Then all
assumptions of Theorem 10.9 are satisfied by the first remark and by Corollary 9.10. Therefore
we have a superpolynomially small error term in the equidistribution of the equidistant levels
sets.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 10.8, except for the doubling property
of the Gibbs measure on its support and the conclusion of the proof. Let X 1 “ CΛΓ. The
modification of Lemma 3.3 used in the previous proof is now the third assertion of Lemma
3.4.
If the footpoints of `, `1 P GX 1 are at distance bounded by c0 0, then by Proposition 3.20
(2), since | rF | is bounded on T 1X 1 by assumption, the quantities |C˘ξ p`p0q, `1p0qq| for ξ P ΛΓ
are bounded by the constant c10 “ c0 0 pmaxT 1X 1 | rF ´ δ|q. By the definition of the Gibbs
measures (see Equation (4.4)), Assertion (3) of Lemma 3.4 hence implies that if  ď 0 then
for every ` P GX,
e´2c10  µ´`p0q
`
Bd`p0qp`p´8q,
1
c0
?
 q˘ µ``p0q`Bd`p0qp`p`8q, 1c0 ? q˘
ď rmcpBdp`, qq
ď e2c10  µ´`p0q
`
Bd`p0qp`p´8q, c0
?
 q˘ µ``p0q`Bd`p0qp`p`8q, c0 ? q˘ .
As in the simplicial case, since the Patterson densities are uniformly doubling for basepoints
in X 1, the Gibbs measure mc is hence doubling on its support.
Fix n P N. As in the end of the proof of Theorem 10.8, using the assumption of superpoly-
nomial decay of correlations, involving some degree of regularity k in order to have polynomial
decay in t´Nn where N “ rκ2s` 1, instead of the exponential one, we have, for all t ě 1 and
ψ P C k,αc pΓz
p
GXq,ş
Γz
p
GX ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
“
ż
ψ dmc `O
`pe´t α ` η ` t´Nn η´κ2q}ψ}k, α˘ .
Taking η “ t´n, by the definition of N , we hence haveş
Γz
p
GX ψ dpgtq˚σ`Ω
}pgtq˚σ`Ω}
“
ż
ψ dmc `O
`
t´n }ψ}k, α
˘
.
This proves Theorem 10.9. l
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Chapter 11
Equidistribution of common
perpendicular arcs
In this Chapter, we prove the equidistribution of the initial and terminal vectors of com-
mon perpendiculars of convex subsets, at the universal covering space level, for Riemannian
manifolds and for metric and simplicial trees. The results generalise [PaP17b, Theo. 8].
From now untill the end of Section 11.3, we consider the continuous time situation where
X is a proper CATp´1q-space which is either an R-tree without terminal point or a complete
Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature at most ´1. In Section 11.4, X will be
the geometric realisation of a simplicial tree X, and we will consider the discrete time geodesic
flow.
Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries of X. Let x0 be any basepoint in
X. Let rF be a continuous Γ-invariant potential on T 1X, which is Hölder-continuous if X is
a manifold. Assume that δ “ δΓ, F˘ is finite and positive and let pµx˘ qxPX be (normalised)
Patterson densities for the pairs pΓ, F˘q, with associated Gibbs measure mF . Let D´ “
pD´i qiPI´ and D` “ pD`j qjPI` be locally finite Γ-equivariant families of nonempty proper
closed convex subsets of X.
For every pi, jq in I´ˆ I` such that the closures D´i and D`j of D´i and D`j in X YB8X
have empty intersection, let λi,j “ dpD´i , D`j q be the length of the common perpendicular
from D´i to D
`
j , and let α
´
i, j P
p
GX be its parametrisation: it is the unique map from R to X
such that
‚ α´i, jptq “ α´i, jp0q P D´i if t ď 0,
‚ α´i, jptq “ α´i, jpλi, jq P D`j if t ě λi, j , and
‚ α´i,j |r0, λi,js “ αi, j is the shortest geodesic arc starting from a point of D´i and ending
at a point of D`j .
Let α`i,j “ gλi,jα´i,j . In particular, we have g
λi,j
2 α´i,j “ g
´λi,j
2 α`i,j .
We now state our main equidistribution result of common perpendiculars between convex
subsets in the continuous time and upstairs settings. We will give the discrete time version
in Section 11.4, and the downstairs version in Chapter 12.
Theorem 11.1. Let X be either a proper R-tree without terminal points or a complete simply
connected Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature at most ´1. Let Γ be a
nonelementary discrete group of isometries of X and let rF be a bounded Γ-invariant potential
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on X which is Hölder-continuous if X is a manifold. Let D˘ “ pD˘k qkPI˘ be locally finite Γ-
equivariant families of nonempty proper closed convex subsets of X. Assume that the critical
exponent δ is positive,1 and that the Gibbs measure mF is finite and mixing for the geodesic
flow on ΓzGX. Then
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D
´
i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
e
ş
αi,γj
rF
∆α´i, γj
b∆α`
γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D`
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GX ˆ
p
GX.
The proof of Theorem 11.1 follows that of [PaP17b, Theo. 8], which proves this result
when X is a manifold and F “ 0. The first two and a half steps work for both trees and
manifolds and are given in Section 11.1. The differences begin in Step 3T. After this, the
steps for trees are called 3T and 4T and are given in Section 11.2 and the corresponding steps
for manifolds are 3M and 4M , given in Section 11.3.
In the special case of D´ “ pγxqγPΓ and D` “ pγyqγPΓ for some x, y P X, this statement,2
with Equation (7.2), gives the following version with potentials of Roblin’s double equidistri-
bution theorem [Rob2, Theo. 4.1.1] when F “ 0, see [PauPS, Theo. 9.1] for general F when
X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched sectional curvature at most ´1.
Corollary 11.2. Let X, Γ, rF , δ, mF be as in Theorem 11.1, and let x, y P X. We have
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
γPΓ : dpx,γyqďt
e
şγy
x
rF ∆γy b∆γ´1x “ µx` b µy´
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the compact space pX YB8Xq ˆ pX YB8Xq. l
Let us give a version of Theorem 11.1 without the assumption δ ą 0.
Theorem 11.3. Let X, Γ, rF , δ, mF be as in Theorem 11.1, except that the critical exponent
δ is not assumed to be positive. Then for every τ ą 0, we have
lim
tÑ`8
δ }mF }
1´ e´τ δ e
´δ t ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D
´
i XD`γj“H, t´τăλi, γjďt
e
ş
αi,γj
rF
∆α´i, γj
b∆α`
γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D`
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GX ˆ
p
GX.
Proof. The key ingredient in order to deduce Theorem 11.3 from Theorem 11.1 is the
following classical lemma (see [PauPS, Lem. 9.5] for a proof).
Lemma 11.4. Let I be a discrete set and let f, g : I Ñ r0,`8r be maps with f proper. If
δ ` κ ą 0 and, as tÑ `8, ÿ
iPI, fpiqďt
eκ fpiqgpiq „ e
pδ`κqt
δ ` κ ,
1It is finite since rF is bounded, see Lemma 3.17 (6).
2or rather the following Equation (11.1)
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then for every c ą 0, as tÑ `8,ÿ
iPI, t´căfpiqďt
gpiq „ 1´ e
´c δ
δ
eδt . l
Let κ ą 0 be such that δΓ, F`κ “ δΓ, F ` κ ą 0. As the definition of the Gibbs measure
only involves the normalised potential, we have }mF`κ} “ }mF }. Thus, the statement of
Theorem 11.1 for the potential F ` κ is equivalent to the claim that, as tÑ `8,ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D
´
i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
eκλi, γje
ş
αi,γj
rF
ψpα´i, γj , α`γ´1i, jq „
epδ`κq t
pδ ` κq }mF }
ż
ψ dprσ`D´ b rσ´D`q
for all positive functions ψ P Ccp
p
GX ˆ
p
GXq. Since the function pi, j, γq ÞÑ λi,γj is proper by
the local finiteness of the families D´ and D`, Lemma 11.4 implies that for every τ ą 0, as
tÑ `8, ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D
´
i XD`γj“H, t´τăλi, γjďt
e
ş
αi,γj
rF
ψpα´i, γj , α`γ´1i, jq „ eδ t
1´ eτ δ
δ }mF }
ż
ψ dprσ`D´ b rσ´D`q ,
which yields Theorem 11.3. l
11.1 Part I of the proof of Theorem 11.1: the common part
Step 1: Reduction. By additivity, by the local finiteness of the families D˘, and by the
definition of rσ˘D¯ “ řkPI¯{„ rσ˘D¯k , we only have to prove, for all fixed i P I´ and j P I`, that
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
γPΓ : 0ăλi, γjďt
e
ş
αi,γj
rF
∆α´i, γj
b∆α`
γ´1i, j
“ rσ`
D´i
b rσ´
D`j
(11.1)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on
p
GX ˆ
p
GX.
Let Ω´ be a Borel subset of B1`D´i and let Ω` be a Borel subset of B1´D`j . In order to
simplify the notation, let
D´ “ D´i , D` “ D`j , αγ “ αi,γj , αγ´ “ α´i, γj , αγ` “ α`γ´1i, j ,
λγ “ λi, γj , rσ˘ “ rσ˘D¯ . (11.2)
Assume that Ω´ and Ω` have positive finite skinning measures and that their boundaries in
B1`D´ and B1´D` have zero skinning measures (for rσ` and rσ´ respectively). Let
IΩ´,Ω`ptq “ δ }mF } e´δ t
ÿ
γPΓ : 0ăλγďt
αγ´ |s0,λγ sPΩ´|s0,λγ s, αγ` |s´λγ,0sPΩ`|s´λγ,0s
e
ş
αγ
rF
. (11.3)
We will prove the stronger statement, implying Equation (11.1) by restricting to Ω˘ compact,
and useful in this generality for Chapter 12, that, for every such Ω˘, we have
lim
tÑ`8 IΩ´,Ω`ptq “ rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q . (11.4)
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Step 2: First upper and lower bounds. Using Lemma 7.6 (1), we may fix R ą e2 such
that νw˘ pV ¯w, η,Rq ą 0 for all η P s0, 1s and w P B1¯D˘. Let φη¯ “ φ¯η,R,Ω˘ be the test functions
defined in Equation (10.4).
For all t ě 0, let
aηptq “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
`PGX
φη´ pg´t{2`q φη` pgt{2γ´1`q drmF p`q . (11.5)
As in [PaP17b], the heart of the proof is to give two pairs of upper and lower bounds, as
T ě 0 is large enough and η P s0, 1s is small enough, of the (Cesàro-type) quantity
iηpT q “
ż T
0
eδ t aηptq dt . (11.6)
By passing to the universal cover, the mixing property of the geodesic flow on ΓzGX for
the Gibbs measure mF gives that, for every  ą 0, there exists T “ T,η ě 0 such that for all
t ě T, we have
e´
}mF }
ż
GX
φη´ drmF ż
GX
φη` drmF ď aηptq ď e}mF }
ż
GX
φη´ drmF ż
GX
φη` drmF .
Hence by Lemma 10.1 (1), for all  ą 0 and η P s0, 1s, there exists c “ c,η ą 0 such that for
every T ě 0, we have
e´ e
δ T
δ }mF } rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q ´ c ď iηpT q ď e e
δ T
δ }mF } rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q ` c . (11.7)
Step 3: Second upper and lower bounds. Let T ě 0 and η P s0, 1s. By Fubini’s
theorem for nonnegative measurable maps, the definition3 of the test functions φη˘ and the
flow-invariance4 of the fibrations f˘
D¯ , we have
iηpT q “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż T
0
eδ t
ż
`PGX
h´η,R ˝ f`D´p`q h`η,R ˝ f´D`pγ´1`q
1gt{2V `η,RpΩ´qp`q 1g´t{2V ´η,RpγΩ`qp`q drmF dt . (11.8)
We start the computations by rewriting the product term involving the functions h˘η,R. For
all γ P Γ and ` P U `
D´ XU ´γD` , define (using Equation (2.16))
w´ “ f`
D´p`q P G`, 0X and w` “ f´γD`p`q “ γf´D`pγ´1`q P G´, 0X . (11.9)
This notation is ambiguous (w´ depends on `, and w` depends on ` and γ), but it makes the
computations less heavy. By Equations (10.2) and (3.20), we have, for every t ě 0,
h´η,Rpw´q “ h´η,R ˝ g´t{2pgt{2w´q “ e
şw´pt{2q
w´p0q p rF´δq h´
η, e´t{2Rpgt{2w´q .
3See Equation (10.4).
4See Equation (2.16).
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Similarly,
h`η,Rpγ´1w`q “ e
şw`p0q
w`p´t{2qp rF´δq h`
η, e´t{2Rpg´t{2w`q .
Hence,
h´η,R ˝ f`D´p`q h`η,R ˝ f´D`pγ´1`q
“ e´δ t e
şw´pt{2q
w´p0q
rF`şw`p0q
w`p´t{2q
rF
h´
η, e´t{2Rpgt{2w´qh`η, e´t{2Rpg´t{2w`q . (11.10)
11.2 Part II of the proof of Theorem 11.1: the metric tree case
In this Section, we assume that X is an R-tree and we will consider the manifold case sepa-
rately in Section 11.3.
Step 3T. Consider the product term in Equation (11.8) involving the characteristic func-
tions. By Lemma 2.8 (applied by replacing D` by γD`), there exists t0 ě 2 lnR ` 4 such
that for all η P s0, 1s, t ě t0, γ P Γ and ` P GX, if 1gt{2V `η,RpΩ´qp`q 1g´t{2V ´η,RpγΩ`qp`q ‰ 0, or
equivalently by Equation (2.20) if
` P V `
η, e´t{2Rpgt{2Ω´q X V ´η, e´t{2Rpγg´t{2Ω`q ,
then the following facts hold.
(i) By the convexity of D˘, we have ` P U `
D´ XU ´γD` .
(ii) By the definition5 of w˘, we have w´ P Ω´ and w` P γΩ`. The notation pw´, w`q
here coincides with the notation pw´, w`q in Lemma 2.8.
(iii) There exists a common perpendicular αγ from D´ to γD`, whose length λγ satisfies
| λγ ´ t | ď 2η , (11.11)
whose origin is αγ´ p0q “ w´p0q, whose endpoint is γ αγ` p0q “ w`p0q, such that the
points w´p t2q and w`p´ t2q are at distance at most η from `p0q P αγ .
See the picture following Lemma 2.8 (replacing D` by γD`). Hence, by Lemma 3.12 and
since rF is bounded,
e´2η }F }8 e
ş
αγ
rF ď eşw´pt{2qw´p0q rF`şw`p0qw`p´t{2q rF ď e2η }F }8 eşαγ rF . (11.12)
For all η P s0, 1s, γ P Γ and T ě t0, let
Aη,γpT q “
 pt, `q P rt0, T s ˆ GX : ` P V `η, e´t{2Rpgt{2Ω´q X V ´η, e´t{2Rpγg´t{2Ω`q(
and
jη, γpT q “
ĳ
pt, `qPAη,γpT q
h´
η, e´t{2Rpgt{2w´q h`η, e´t{2Rpg´t{2w`q dt drmF p`q .
5See Equation (11.9).
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By the above, since the integral of a function is equal to the integral on any Borel set containing
its support, and since the integral of a nonnegative function is nondecreasing in the integration
domain, there hence exists c4 ą 0 such that for all T ě 0 and η P s0, 1s, we have
iηpT q ě ´ c4 ` e´2η}F }8
ÿ
γPΓ : t0`2ďλγďT´2η
αγ´ |r0, λγ sPΩ´|r0, λγ s, αγ` |r´λγ, 0sPΩ`|r´λγ, 0s
e
ş
αγ
rF
jη, γpT q ,
and similarly, for every T 1 ě T (later on, we will take T 1 to be T ` 4η),
iηpT q ď c4 ` e2η }F }8
ÿ
γPΓ : t0`2ďλγďT`2η
αγ´ |r0, λγ sPΩ´|r0, λγ s, αγ` |r´λγ, 0sPΩ`|r´λγ, 0s
e
ş
αγ
rF
jη, γpT 1q .
Step 4T: Conclusion. Let  ą 0. Let γ P Γ be such that D´ and γD` do not intersect
and the length of their common perpendicular satisfies λγ ě t0 ` 2. Let us prove that if η is
small enough and λγ is large enough,6 then for every T ě λγ ` 2η, we have
1´  ď jη, γpT q ď 1`  . (11.13)
This estimate proves the claim (11.4), as follows. For every  ą 0, if η ą 0 is small enough,
we have
iηpT ` 2ηq ě ´c4 ` e´2η}F }8p1´ q
´ IΩ´,Ω`pT q
δ }mF }e´δ T ´
IΩ´,Ω`pt0 ` 2q
δ }mF }e´δpt0`2q
¯
and by Equation (11.7)
iηpT ` 2ηq ď c ` e
 rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q
δ }mF } e´δpT`2ηq .
Thus, for η small enough,
rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q ě 1´ 
e
IΩ´,Ω`pT q ` op1q
as T Ñ `8, which gives
lim sup
TÑ`8
IΩ´,Ω`pT q ď rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q.
The similar estimate for the lower limit proves the claim (11.4).
In order to prove the claim (11.13), let η P s0, 1s and T ě λγ ` 2η. In order to simplify
the notation, let
rt “ e´t{2R, wt´ “ gt{2w´ and wt` “ g´t{2w` .
By the definition of jη, γ , using the inequalities (10.3) where the constant c1 is uniform since rF
is bounded (with the comment following them) and the fact that rt “ Ope´λγ{2q by Equation
6with the enough’s independent of γ
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(11.11), we hence have
jη, γpT q “
ĳ
pt,`qPAη,γpT q
hη´, rtpwt´ q hη`, rtpwt` q dt drmF p`q
“ e
Ope´λγ {2q
p2ηq2
ĳ
pt, `qPAη,γpT q
dt drmF p`q
µW`pw´t qpB`pwt´ , rtqq µW´pw`t qpB´pwt` , rtqq
. (11.14)
Let xγ be the midpoint of the common perpendicular αγ , so that dpxγ , `p0qq “ Opηq for
every pt, `q P Aη, γpT q by the above Claim (iii). Let us use the Hopf parametrisation of GX
with basepoint xγ , denoting by s its time parameter. When pt, `q P Aη,γpT q, by Definition
(4.4) of the Gibbs measure rmF , by the R-tree case of Proposition 3.20 (2), and since rF is
bounded, we have
drmF p`q “ eC´`´ pxγ , `p0qq`C``` pxγ , `p0qq dµx´γ p`´q dµx`γ p``q ds
“ eOpηqdµx´γ p`´q dµx`γ p``q ds . (11.15)
Let Pγ be the plane domain of the pt, sq P R2 such that |λγ ´ t| ď 2η and there exist
s˘ P s ´ η, ηr with s¯ “ λγ´t2 ˘ s. It is easy to see that Pγ is a rhombus centred at pλγ , 0q
whose area is p2ηq2.
     
     
     
     




     
´2η
λγ ` 2η t
s
2η
λγ ´ 2η
Pγ
Let ξγ˘ be the point at infinity of any fixed geodesic ray from xγ through αγ˘ p0q. If A is a
subset of GX, we denote by A˘ the subset t`˘ : ` P Au of B8X.
Lemma 11.5. For every t ě t0 such that |λγ ´ t| ď 2η, we have
pB˘pwt¯ , rtqq¯ “ Bdxγ pξγ¯ , R e´
λγ
2 q .
Proof. We prove the statement for the negative endpoints, the proof of the claim for positive
endpoints is similar. Since R ě 1 and dpxγ , αγ¯ p0qq “ λγ2 , the term on the right hand side
does not not depend on the choice of ξγ¯ .
Let us first prove the inclusion on the set on left hand side into the one on the right
hand side. Let `1 P B`pwt´ , rtq, so that7 there exists a geodesic line pwt´ P GX, extension
of the geodesic ray wt´ : r´ t2 ,`8r Ñ X, with dW`pw´t qp pwt´ , `1q ă rt. We may assume that
p pwt´ q´ “ ξγ´ and `1´ ‰ ξγ´ . Let p P X be such that r`1p0q, ξγ´ r X r`1p0q, `1´ r “ r`1p0q, ps.
7See the definition of the strong stable ball B`pw´t , rtq in Section 2.3.
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pξγ´ w
´p0q “ αγ´ p0q
`1´
xγ
w´p t2q “ `1p0q
Since t ě t0 ą 2 lnR, we have rt ă 1, hence8 `1p0q “ wt´ p0q “ w´pt{2q and p P s`1p0q, ξγ´ r .
Since
dpp, w´pt{2qq “ ´ ln dW´`w´t qp pwt´ , `1q ą ´ ln rt “ t2 ´ lnR ě t02 ´ lnR ě 1 ě η
and dpxγ , w´pt{2qq “
ˇˇλγ
2 ´ t2
ˇˇ ď η, we have p P rxγ , ξγ´ r . Hence
dxγ p`1´ , ξγ´ q “ e´dpp, xγq ď
! e´dpp, w´p t2 qq´dpw´pt{2q, xγq if t2 ď λγ
e´dpp, w´p t2 qq`dpw´pt{2q, xγq otherwise.
In both cases,
dxγ p`1´ , ξγ´ q “ dW`pw´t qp pwt´ , `1q e´λγ2 ` t2 ă rt e´λγ2 ` t2 “ Re´λγ2 .
Conversely, if ξ P Bdxγ pξγ´ , R e´
λγ
2 q, let `1 P GX be such that `1p0q “ w´pt{2q and `1´ “ ξ.
We may assume that ξ ‰ ξγ´ . Let pwt´ be the extension of wt´ such that p pwt´ q´ “ ξγ´ . Let
p P X be such that r`1p0q, ξγ´ r X r`1p0q, `1´ r “ r`1p0q, ps. Then as above, we have Re´
λγ
2 ă 1,
hence
dW`pw´t qp pwt´ , `1q “ e´dpp, `1p0qq “ dxγ p`1´ , ξγ´ q eλγ2 ´ t2 ă rt ,
thus `1 P B`pwt´ , rtq. l
It follows from this lemma that, for all t ě t0, s˘ P s ´ η, ηr and ` P GX, we have
g¯s¯` P B˘pwt¯ , rtq if and only if dp`p0q, αγ˘ p0qq “ s˘` t2 (or equivalently, by the definition of
the time parameter s of ` in Hopf’s parametrisation with basepoint xγ , when s˘` t2 “ λγ2 ˘s),
and `˘ P Bdxγ pξγ˘ , R e
´λγ
2 q. Thus,
Aη,γpT q “ Pγ ˆBdxγ pξγ´ , R e´
λγ
2 q ˆBdxγ pξγ` , R e´
λγ
2 q .
To finish Step 4T and the proof of the theorem for R-trees, note that by the definition
of the skinning measure (using again the Hopf parametrisation with basepoint xγ), by the
above Lemma 11.5, by the claim for R-trees of Assertion (2) of Proposition 3.20 and the
boundedness of rF , we have
µW˘pw¯t qpB
˘pwt¯ , rtqq “ eOpηqµx¯γ pBdxγ pξγ¯ , R e´
λγ
2 qq . (11.16)
Thus, by the above and by Equations (11.14) and (11.15), (and noting that Opηq ˘ Opηq “
Opηq)
jη, γpT q “ e
Ope´
λγ
2 q
4η2
eOpηqp2ηq2µx´γ pBdxγ pξγ´ , Re
´λγ
2 qqµx`γ pBdxγ pξγ` , Re´
λγ
2 qq
µx´γ pBdxγ pξγ´ , Re´
λγ
2 qqµx`γ pBdxγ pξγ` , Re´
λγ
2 qq
“ eOpη`e´
λγ
2 q , (11.17)
8See the definition of the Hamenstädt distance d
W`pw´t q in Section 2.3.
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which gives the inequalities (11.13). l
The effective control on jη, γpT q given by Equation (11.17) is stronger than what is needed
in order to prove Equation (11.13) in Step 4T. We will use it in Section 12.6 in order to obtain
error terms.
11.3 Part III of the proof of Theorem 11.1: the manifold case
The proof of Theorem 11.1 for manifolds is the same one as for trees until Equation (11.10).
The remaining part of the proof that we give below is more technical than for trees but the
structure of the proof is similar. In this Section, X “ ĂM is a Riemannian manifold, and we
identify GX and T 1X with the standard unit tangent bundle of ĂM , as explained in Section
2.3.
Step 3M. Consider the product term in Equation (11.8) involving the characteristic func-
tions. The quantity 1V `η,RpΩ´qpg
´t{2vq 1V ´η,RpΩ`qpγ
´1gt{2vq is different from 0 (hence equal to
1) if and only if
v P gt{2V `η,RpΩ´q X γg´t{2V ´η,RpΩ`q “ V `η, e´t{2Rpgt{2Ω´q X V ´η, e´t{2Rpγg´t{2Ω`q ,
see Section 2.4 and in particular Equation (2.20). By Lemma 2.9 (applied by replacing D` by
γD` and w by v), there exist t0, c0 ą 0 such that for all η P s0, 1s and t ě t0, for all v P T 1ĂM ,
if 1V `η,RpΩ´qpg
´t{2vq 1V ´η,RpΩ`qpγ
´1gt{2vq ‰ 0, then the following facts hold:
(i) by the convexity of D˘, we have v P U `
D´ XU ´γD` ,
(ii) by the definition of w˘ (see Equation (11.9)), we have w´ P Ω´ and w` P γΩ` (the
notation pw´, w`q here coincides with the notation pw´, w`q in Lemma 2.9),
(iii) there exists a common perpendicular αγ from D´ to γD`,9 whose length λγ satisfies
| λγ ´ t | ď 2η ` c0 e´t{2 , (11.18)
whose origin pipvγ´ q is at distance at most c0 e´t{2 from pipw´q, whose endpoint pipvγ` q
is at distance at most c0 e´t{2 from pipw`q, such that both points pipgt{2w´q and
pipg´t{2w`q are at distance at most η ` c0 e´t{2 from pipvq, which is at distance at
most c0 e´t{2 from some point pv of αγ .
pv
vpipvq
αγ
vγ´ v0γ
xγpipvγ´ q vγ`
pipvγ` q
D´
γD`
9and we then denote as previously by vγ´ its tangent vector at its origin, by vγ` its tangent vector at its
terminal point, and by v0γ its tangent vector at its midpoint
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Using (iii) and the (HC)-property10 which introduces a constant κ2 P s0, 1s, and since rF is
bounded, for all η P s0, 1s, t ě t0 and v P T 1ĂM for which 1V `η,RpΩ´qpg´t{2vq 1V ´η,RpΩ`qpγ´1gt{2vq ‰
0, we have
e
şpipgt{2w´q
pipw´q
rF`şpipw`q
pipg´t{2w`q
rF “ e
şpv
pipvγ´ q
rF`şpipvγ` qpv rF`Oppη`e´t{2qκ2 q
“ e
ş
αγ
rF
eOppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q . (11.19)
For all η P s0, 1s, γ P Γ and T ě t0, define
Aη,γpT q “
 pt, vq P rt0, T s ˆ T 1ĂM : v P V `η, e´t{2Rpgt{2Ω´q X V ´η, e´t{2Rpγg´t{2Ω`q( ,
and
jη, γpT q “
ĳ
pt, vqPAη,γpT q
h´
η, e´t{2Rpgt{2w´q h`η, e´t{2Rpg´t{2w`q dt drmF pvq .
By the above, since the integral of a function is equal to the integral on any Borel set containing
its support, and since the integral of a nonnegative function is nondecreasing in the integration
domain, there hence exists c4 ą 0 such that for all T ě 0 and η P s0, 1s, we have
iηpT q ě ´ c4 `
ÿ
γPΓ : t0`2`c0ďλγďT´Opη`e´λγ {2q
vγ´ PN´Opη`e´λγ {2qΩ´, vγ` P γN´Opη`e´λγ {2qΩ`
e
ş
αγ
rF
jη, γpT q e´Oppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q ,
and similarly, for every T 1 ě T ,
iηpT q ď c4 `
ÿ
γPΓ : t0`2`c0ďλγďT`Opη`e´λγ {2q
vγ´ PN
Opη`e´λγ {2qΩ
´, vγ` P γN
Opη`e´λγ {2qΩ
`
e
ş
αγ
rF
jη, γpT 1q eOppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q .
We will take T 1 to be of the form T `Opη` e´λγ{2q, for a bigger Op¨q than the one appearing
in the index of the above summation.
Step 4M: Conclusion. Let γ P Γ be such that D´ and γD` have a common perpendicular
with length λγ ě t0 ` 2 ` c0. Let us prove that for all  ą 0, if η is small enough and λγ is
large enough, then for every T ě λγ`Opη`e´λγ{2q (with the enough’s and Op¨q independent
of γ), we have
1´  ď jη, γpT q ď 1`  . (11.20)
Note that rσ˘pNεpΩ¯qq and rσ˘pN´εpΩ¯qq tend to rσ˘pΩ¯q as ε Ñ 0 (since rσ˘pBΩ¯q “ 0 as
required in Step 1). Using Steps 2, 3M and 4M, this will prove Equation (11.4), hence will
complete the proof of Theorem 11.1.
We say that pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-continuous strong stable/unstable ball masses if for every
 ą 0, if r ą 1 is close enough to 1, then for every v P T 1ĂM , if B´pv, 1q meets the support of
µ`
W´pvq, then
µ`
W´pvqpB´pv, rqq ď eµ`W´pvqpB´pv, 1qq
10See Definition 3.13.
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and if B`pv, 1q meets the support of µ´
W`pvq, then
µ´
W`pvqpB`pv, rqq ď eµ´W`pvqpB`pv, 1qq .
We say that pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-Hölder-continuous strong stable/unstable ball masses if there
exist c P s0, 1s and c1 ą 0 such that for every  P s0, 1s, if r ą 1 is close enough to 1, then for
every v P T 1ĂM , if B´pv, 1q meets the support of µ`
W´pvq, then
µ`
W´pvqpB´pv, rqq ď ec
1cµ`
W´pvqpB´pv, 1qq
and if B`pv, 1q meets the support of µ´
W`pvq, then
µ´
W`pvqpB`pv, rqq ď ec
1cµ´
W`pvqpB`pv, 1qq .
Note that when F “ 0 andM is locally symmetric with finite volume, the conditional measures
on the strong stable/unstable leaves are homogeneous. Hence pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-Hölder-
continuous strong stable/unstable ball masses.
When the sectional curvature of ĂM has bounded derivatives and when pĂM,Γ, rF q has
radius-Hölder-continuous strong stable/unstable ball masses, we will prove a stronger state-
ment: With a constant c7 ą 0 and functions Op¨q independent of γ, for all η P s0, 1s and
T ě λγ `Opη ` e´λγ{2q, we have
jη, γpT q “
´
1`O
´e´λγ{2
2η
¯¯2
eOppη`e´λγ {2qc7 q . (11.21)
This stronger version will be needed for the error term estimate in Section 12.3. In order to
obtain Theorem 11.1, only the fact that jη, γpT q tends to 1 as firstly λγ tends to `8, secondly
η tends to 0 is needed. A reader not interested in the error term may skip many technical
details below.
Given a, b ą 0 and a point x in a metric space X (with a, b, x depending on parameters),
we will denote by Bpx, a eOpbqq any subset Y of X such that there exists a constant c ą 0
(independent of the parameters) with
Bpx, a e´c bq Ă Y Ă Bpx, a ec bq . (11.22)
Let η P s0, 1s and T ě λγ `Opη ` e´λγ{2q. In order to simplify the notation, let
rt “ e´t{2R, wt´ “ gt{2w´ and wt` “ g´t{2w` .
By the definition of jη, γ , using the inequalities (10.3) where the constant c1 is uniform sincerF is bounded, and the fact that rt “ Ope´λγ{2q by Equation (11.18), we hence have
jη, γpT q “
ĳ
pt,vqPAη,γpT q
hη´, rtpwt´ q hη`, rtpwt` q dt drmF pvq
“ e
Ope´κ2λγ {2q
p2ηq2
ĳ
pt,vqPAη,γpT q
dt drmF pvq
µ
W`pwt´ q
pB`pw´t , rtqq µW´pwt` qpB
´pw`t , rtqq
. (11.23)
We start the proof of Equation (11.20) by defining parameters s`, s´, s, v1, v2 associated
with pt, vq P Aη,γpT q.
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v0γ
v2
v1
v
gt{2w´ g
´t{2w`s
s´ ´s`
W´pg´t{2w`qW`pgt{2w´q
W`pv1qW´pv2q
W`pv0γqW´pv0γq
xγ
We have pt, vq P Aη,γpT q if and only if there exist s˘ P s ´ η, ηr such that
g¯s¯v P B˘pg˘t{2w¯, e´t{2Rq .
In order to define the parameters s, v1, v2, we use the well known local product structure of
the unit tangent bundle in negative curvature. If v P T 1M is close enough to v0γ (in particular,
v´ ‰ pv0γq` and v` ‰ pv0γq´), then let v1 “ f`HB´pv0γqpvq be the unique element of W´pv0γq
such that v 1` “ v`, let v2 “ f´HB`pv0γqpvq be the unique element of W`pv0γq such that v2´ “ v´,
and let s be the unique element of R such that g´sv P W`pv1q. The map v ÞÑ ps, v1, v2q is
a homeomorphism from a neighbourhood of v0γ in T 1ĂM to a neighbourhood of p0, v0γ , v0γq in
RˆW´pv0γq ˆW`pv0γq. Note that if v “ grv0γ for some r P R close to 0, then
w´ “ vγ´ , w` “ vγ` , s “ r, v1 “ v2 “ v0γ ,
s´ “ λγ ´ t
2
` s, s` “ λγ ´ t
2
´ s .
Up to increasing t0 (which does not change Step 3M, up to increasing c4), we may assume that
for every pt, vq P Aη,γpT q, the vector v belongs to the domain of this local product structure
of T 1ĂM at v0γ .
The vectors v, v1, v2 are close to v0γ if t is large and η small, as the following result shows.
We denote (also) by d the Riemannian distance induced by Sasaki’s metric on T 1ĂM .
Lemma 11.6. For every pt, vq P Aη,γpT q, we have dpv, v0γq, dpv1, v0γq, dpv2, v0γq “ Opη` e´t{2q.
Proof. Consider the distance d1 on T 1ĂM , defined by
@ v1, v2 P T 1ĂM, d1pv1, v2q “ max
rPr´1,0s
d
`
pipgrv1q, pipgrv2q
˘
.
As seen in Claim (iii) of Step 3M, we have dppipw˘q, pipvγ˘ qq, dppipvq, αγq “ Ope´t{2q, and
furthermore, dppipg˘t{2w¯q, pipvqq, λγ2 ´ t2 “ Opη`e´t{2q. Hence dppipvq, pipv0γqq “ Opη`e´t{2q.
By Lemma 2.4, we have
dppipg´ t2´s´vq, pipvγ´ qq ď dppipg´
t
2
´s´vq, pipw´qq ` dppipw´q, pipvγ´ qq ď R` c0 e´t{2 .
By an exponential pinching argument, we hence have d1pv, v0γq “ Opη ` e´λγ{2q. Since d and
d1 are equivalent by Proposition 3.5,11 we therefore have dpv, v0γq “ Opη ` e´λγ{2q.
11In fact, Proposition 3.5 considers the distance δ2pv, v1q “ suprPr0,1s dppipgrvq, pipgrv1qq instead of d1, but
the argument is similar.
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For all w P T 1ĂM and V P TwT 1ĂM , we may uniquely write V “ V ´ ` V 0 ` V ` with
V ´ P TwW´pwq, V 0 P R ddt
ˇˇ
t0
gtw and V ` P TwW`pwq. By [PauPS, Lem. 7.4],12 Sasaki’s
metric (with norm } ¨ }) is equivalent to the Riemannian metric with (product) norm
}V }1 “a}V ´ }2 ` }V 0 }2 ` }V ` }2 .
By the dynamical local product structure of T 1ĂM in the neighbourhood of v0γ and by the
definition of v1, v2, the result follows, since the exponential map of T 1ĂM at v0γ is almost
isometric close to 0 and the projection to a factor of a product norm is Lipschitz. l
We now use the local product structure of the Gibbs measure to prove the following result.
Lemma 11.7. For every pt, vq P Aη,γpT q, we have
dt drmF pvq “ eOppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q dt ds dµW´pv0γqpv1q dµW`pv0γqpv2q .
Proof. By the definition of the measures (see Equations (4.4) and (7.9)), since the above
parameter s differs, when v´, v` are fixed, only up to a constant from the time parameter in
Hopf’s parametrisation with respect to the basepoint xγ “ pipv0γq, we have
drmF pvq “ eCv´´ pxγ , pipvqq`Cv`` pxγ , pipvqq dµx´γ pv´q dµx`γ pv`q ds
dµW´pv0γqpv1q “ e
C`
v1` pxγ , pipv1qq dµx`γ pv 1` q ,
dµW`pv0γqpv2q “ e
C´
v2´ pxγ , pipv2qq dµx´γ pv2´ q .
By Proposition 3.20 (2) since F is bounded, we have |C˘ξ pz, z1q | “ Opdpz, z1qκ2q for all
ξ P B8ĂM and z, z1 P ĂM with dpz, z1q bounded. Since the map pi : T 1ĂM Ñ ĂM is Lipschitz, and
since v` “ v 1` and v´ “ v2´ , the result follows from Lemma 11.6. l
When λγ is large, the submanifold gλγ{2Ω´ has a second order contact at v0γ with W´pv0γq
and similarly, g´λγ{2Ω` has a second order contact at v0γ with W`pv0γq. Let Pγ be the plane
domain of pt, sq P R2 such that |λγ ´ t| ď 2η ` c0e´t{2 and there exist s˘ P s ´ η, ηr with
s¯ “ λγ´t2 ˘ s`Ope´λγ{2q. Note that its area is p2η `Ope´λγ{2qq2. By the above, we have13
Aη,γpT q “ Pγ ˆB´pv0γ , rλγ eOpη`e
´λγ {2qq ˆB`pv0γ , rλγ eOpη`e
´λγ {2qq .
By Lemma 11.7, we hence haveż
Aη,γpT q
dt drmF pvq “ eOppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q p2η `Ope´λγ{2qq2 ˆ
µW´pv0γqpB´pv0γ , rλγ eOpη`e
´λγ {2qqq µW`pv0γqpB`pv0γ , rλγ eOpη`e
´λγ {2qqq .
(11.24)
The last ingredient of the proof of Step 4M is the following continuity property of the
masses of balls in the strong stable and strong unstable manifolds as their centre varies. This
result generalises [PaP17b, Lem. 11]. The precise control for the error term is used in Section
12.3.
12building on [Brin] whose compactness assumption onM and torsion free assumption on Γ are not necessary
for this, the pinched negative curvature assumption is sufficient
13with the obvious meaning of a double inclusion by Equation (11.22)
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Lemma 11.8. Assume that pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-continuous strong stable/unstable ball mas-
ses. There exists c5 ą 0 such that for every  ą 0, if η is small enough and λγ large enough,
then for every pt, vq P Aη,γpT q, we have
µW´pw`t qpB
´pwt` , rtqq “ eOpc5 q µW´pv0γqpB´pv0γ , rλγ qq
and
µW`pw´t qpB
`pwt´ , rtqq “ eOpc5 q µW`pv0γqpB`pv0γ , rλγ qq .
If we furthermore assume that the sectional curvature of ĂM has bounded derivatives and
that pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-Hölder-continuous strong stable/unstable ball masses, then we may
replace  by pη ` e´λγ{2qc6 for some constant c6 ą 0.
Proof. We prove the (second) claim for W`, the (first) one for W´ follows similarly. The
final statement is only used for the error estimates in Section 12.3.
vγ´
w´ t{2
`γ{2 v
0
γ
wt´
vγ´
w´
B`pw´, Rq
Ope´λγ{2q Opη ` e´λγ{2q
B`pvγ´ , R eOpη`e´λγ {2qq
Using respectively Equation (2.18) since wt´ “ gt{2w´ and rt “ e´t{2R, Equation (7.11)
where p`, t, wq is replaced by pv, t{2, w´q, and Equation (3.20), we have
µW`pw´t qpB
`pwt´ , rtqq “
ż
vPB`pw´, Rq
dµW`pgt{2w´qpgt{2vq
“
ż
vPB`pw´, Rq
eCv´´ ppipvq, pipg
t{2vqq dµW`pw´qpvq
“
ż
vPB`pw´, Rq
e
şpipgt{2vq
pipvq p rF´δq dµW`pw´qpvq . (11.25)
Similarly, for every a ą 0, we have
µW`pv0γqpB`pv0γ , artqq “
ż
vPB`pvγ´ , aRq
e
şpipgt{2vq
pipvq p rF´δq dµW`pvγ´ qpvq . (11.26)
Let h´ : B`pw´, Rq ÑW`pvγ´ q be the map such that ph´pvqq´ “ v´, which is well defined
and a homeomorphism onto its image if λγ is large enough (since R is fixed). By Proposition
7.5 applied with D “ HB`pw´q and D1 “ HB`pvγ´ q, we have, for every v P B`pw´, Rq,
dµW`pw´qpvq “ e´Cv´´ ppipvq, piph´pvqqq dµW`pvγ´ qph´pvqq .
Let us fix  ą 0. The strong stable balls of radius R centred at w´ and vγ´ are very close
(see the above picture). More precisely, recall that R is fixed, and that
dppipw´q, pipvγ´ qq “ Ope´λγ{2q and dppipgt{2w´q, pipgλγ{2vγ´ qq “ Opη ` e´λγ{2q .
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Therefore we have dppipvq, piph´pvqqq ď  for every v P B`pw´, Rq if η is small enough and
λγ is large enough. If we furthermore assume that the sectional curvature has bounded
derivatives, then by Anosov’s arguments, the strong stable foliation is Hölder-continuous, see
for instance [PauPS, Theo. 7.3]. Hence we have dppipvq, piph´pvqqq “ Oppη ` e´λγ{2qc6q for
every v P B`pw´, Rq, for some constant c6 ą 0, under the additional regularity assumption
on the curvature. We also have h´pB`pw´, Rqq “ B`pvγ´ , R eOpqq and, under the additional
hypothesis on the curvature, h´pB`pw´, Rqq “ B`pvγ´ , R eOppη`e´λγ {2qc6 qq.
In what follows, we assume that  “ pη ` e´λγ{2qc6 under the additional assumption
on the curvature. By Proposition 3.20 (2) since rF is bounded, we hence have, for every
v P B`pw´, Rq,
dµW`pw´qpvq “ eOpκ2 q dµW`pvγ´ qph´pvqq
and, using the (HC)-property and the boundedness of rF ,ż pipgt{2vq
pipvq
p rF ´ δq ´ ż pipgt{2h´pvqq
piph´pvqq
p rF ´ δq “ Opκ2q .
The result follows, by Equation (11.25) and (11.26) and the continuity properties in the radius
of the strong stable/unstable ball masses. l
Now Lemma 11.8 (with  as in its statement, and when its hypotheses are satisfied) implies
that ĳ
pt,vqPAη,γpT q
dt drmF pvq
µ´
W`pw´t q
pB`pwt´ , rtqq µ`W´pw`t qpB
´pwt` , rtqq
“ e
Opc5 qť
pt,vqPAη,γpT q dt drmF pvq
µ´
W`pv0γqpB`pv0γ , rtqq µ
`
W´pv0γqpB´pv0γ , rtqq
.
By Equation (11.23) and Equation (11.24), we hence have
jη, γpT q “ eOppη`e´λγ {2qκ2 q eOpc5 q p2η `Ope
´λγ{2qq2
p2ηq2
under the technical assumptions of Lemma 11.8. The assumption on radius-continuity of
strong stable/unstable ball masses can be bypassed using bump functions, as explained in
[Rob2, page 81]. This completes the proof of Equation (11.20), hence the proof of Theorem
11.1. l
11.4 Equidistribution of common perpendiculars in simplicial
trees
In this Section, we prove a version of Theorem 11.1 for the discrete time geodesic flow on
simplicial trees (and we leave to the reader the version without the assumption that the
critical exponent of the system of conductances is positive).
Let X, X, x0, Γ, rc, c, rFc, Fc, δc ă `8, pµx˘ qxPV X, rmc, mc be as in the beginning of
Section 9.2. Let D´ “ pD´i qiPI´ and D` “ pD`j qjPI` be locally finite Γ-equivariant families
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of nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X. We denote by D˘k “ |D˘k |1 the geometric
realisation of D˘k for k P I˘.
For every edge path α “ pe1, . . . , enq in X, we set
rcpαq “ nÿ
i“1
rcpeiq .
Theorem 11.9. Assume that the critical exponent δc of rc is positive and that the Gibbs
measure mc is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX. Then
lim
tÑ`8
eδc ´ 1
eδc
}mc} e´δc t
ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
ercpαi,γjq ∆α´i, γj b∆α`γ´1i, j “ rσ`D´ b rσ´D`
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GXˆ
p
GX.
Proof. The proof is a modification of the continuous time proof for metric trees in Sections
11.1 and 11.2. Here, we indicate the changes to adapt the proof to the discrete time. We use
the conventions for the discrete time geodesic flow described in Section 2.6.
Note that for all i P I´, j P I`, γ P Γ, the common perpendicular αi,γj is now an edge
path from D´i to D
`
γj , and that by Proposition 3.21, we haveż
αi,γj
rFc “ rcpαi,γjq .
In the definition of the bump functions in Section 10.1, we assume (as we may) that η ă 1,
so that for all η1 P s0, 1r and w P B1¯D˘ such that w¯ P ΛΓ, we have
V ˘w,η,η1 “ B˘pw, η1q ,
see Equation (2.17) and recall that we are only considering discrete geodesic lines. As `p0q “
wp0q for every ` P B˘pw, η1q since η1 ă 1, and as the time is now discrete, Equations (10.1)
and (7.12) give
h¯η, η1pwq “
1
µW˘pwqpB˘pw, η1qq . (11.27)
This is a considerable simplification compared with the inequalities of Equation (10.3).
In the whole proof, we restrict to t “ n P N, T “ N P N. We keep the notation of
Equation (11.2), as well as the only assumptions on the Borel sets Ω˘ Ă B1¯D˘ to have finite
positive skinning measure, with boundary of zero skinning measure. In Steps 1 and 2, we
define instead of Equation (11.3)
IΩ´,Ω`pNq “ peδc ´ 1q }mc} e´δcpN`1q
ÿ
γPΓ : 0ăλγďN
αγ´ |s0,λγ sPΩ´|s0,λγ s, αγ` |s´λγ,0sPΩ`|s´λγ,0s
e
ş
αγ
rFc ,
and instead of Equation (11.5)
aηpnq “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
`PGX
φη´ pg´tn{2u`q φη` pgrn{2sγ´1`q drmcp`q .
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Equation (11.6) is replaced by
iηpNq “
Nÿ
n“0
eδc n aηpnq ,
so that by a geometric sum argument, the pair of inequalities (11.7) becomes
e´ e
δc pN`1q rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q
peδc ´ 1q }mc} ´ c ď iηpNq ď e
 e
δc pN`1q rσ`pΩ´q rσ´pΩ`q
peδc ´ 1q }mc} ` c .
Step 3 is unchanged up to replacing
şT
0 by
řN
n“0, rF by rFc, δ by δc and t{2 by either tn{2u
or rn{2s, so that Equation (11.10) becomes, since tn{2u` rn{2s “ n,
h´η,R˝f`D´p`q h`η,R ˝ f´D`pγ´1`q
“ e´δc n e
şw´ptn{2uq
w´p0q
rFc`şw`p0q
w`p´rn{2sq
rFc
h´
η, e´tn{2uRpgtn{2uw´qh`η, e´rn{2sRpg´rn{2sw`q .
The proof then follows in the same way as in Section 11.2, with the simplifications in the
point (iii) that, taking η ă 1{2, we have λγ equal to t “ n, and the points w´ptn2 uq, w`p´rn2 sq
and `p0q are equal. In particular, Equation (11.12) simplifies as
e
şw´pt t2 uq
w´p0q
rFc`şw`p0q
w`p´r t2 sq
rFc “ eşαγ rFc ,
thus avoiding the assumption that Fc (or equivalently c, see Section 3.2) is bounded. We now
define
Aη,γpNq “
 pn, `q P rt0, N s ˆ GX : ` P V `
η, e´t
n
2 uR
pgtn2 uΩ´q X V ´
η, e´r
n
2 sR
pγg´rn2 sΩ`q( .
The end of Step 3T simplifies as
´ c4 ď iηpNq ´
ÿ
γPΓ : t0`2ďλγďN
αγ´ |r0, λγ sPΩ´|r0, λγ s, αγ` |r´λγ, 0sPΩ`|r´λγ, 0s
e
ş
αγ
rFc jη, γpNq ď c4 .
The statement of Step 4T now simplifies as
jη,γpNq “ 1 ,
if η ă 12 , and if γ P Γ is such that D´ and γD` do not intersect and λγ is large enough. We
introduce in its proof the slightly modified notation
rn´ “ e´t
n
2
uR, rn` “ e´r
n
2
sR, wn´ “ gt
n
2
uw´ and wn` “ g´r
n
2
sw` .
and we now take as xγ the point at distance tn2 u from its origin on the common perpendicular
αγ . Equation (11.14) becomes (using Equation (11.27) instead of Equation (10.3))
jη, γpNq “
ĳ
pn, `qPAη,γpNq
dn drmcp`q
µW`pwn´ qpB`pwn´ , rn´ qq µW´pwn` qpB´pwn` , rn` qq
.
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Since `p0q “ xγ if pn, `q P Aη, γpNq, Equation (11.15) simplifies as
drmcp`q “ dµx´γ p`´q dµx`γ p``q ds ,
with ds the counting measure on the Hopf parameter s P Z of ` (with basepoint xγ). If η ă 12 ,
replacing Pγ with its intersection with Z2 reduces it to one point pλγ , 0q, and now s “ s˘ “ 0.
Lemma 11.5 becomes
pB`pwn´ , rn´ qq´ “ Bdxγ pξγ´ , R e´t
λγ
2
uq, pB´pwn` , rn` qq` “ Bdxγ pξγ` , R e´r
λγ
2
sq ,
so that
Aη,γpNq “ tpλγ , 0qu ˆBdxγ pξγ´ , R e´t
λγ
2
uq ˆBdxγ pξγ` , R e´r
λγ
2
sq .
Finally, since `p0q “ xγ if pn, `q P Aη, γpNq, Equation (11.16) becomes
µW`pwn´ qpB`pwn´ , rn´ qq “ µx´γ pBdxγ pξγ´ , R e´t
λγ
2
uqq,
µW´pw`t qpB
´pwn` , rn` qq “ µx`γ pBdxγ pξγ` , R e´r
λγ
2
sqq .
The last centred equation in Step 4T now reduces to jη, γpT q “ 1. l
For lattices in regular trees, we get more explicit expressions.
Corollary 11.10. Let X be a pq`1q-regular simplicial tree (with q ě 2) and let Γ be a lattice
of X such that ΓzX is not bipartite. Assume that the Patterson density is normalised to be
a family of probability measures. Let D˘ be nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X with
stabilisers ΓD˘ in Γ, such that D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ is locally finite. Let σ¯D˘ be their skinning
measures for the sero system of conductances. Then
lim
tÑ`8
q ´ 1
q ` 1 VolpΓzzXq q
´t ÿ
pα, β, γqPΓ{ΓD´ˆΓ{ΓD`ˆΓ
0ădpαD´, γβD`qďt
∆α´α, γβ
b∆α`
γ´1α, β
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D` ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GXˆ
p
GX.
If the measure σ´D` is nonzero and finite, then
lim
tÑ`8
q ´ 1
q ` 1
VolpΓzzXq
}σ´D`}
q´t
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD` , 0ădpD´, γD`qďt
∆αe´, γ “ rσ`D´ ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GX.
Proof. In order to prove the first claim, we apply Theorem 11.9 with rc ” 0, so that by
Proposition 4.16, Theorem 4.17, and Proposition 8.1 (3), we have δc “ ln q ą 0, mc “ mBM
is finite and mixing, and }mBM} “ qq`1 VolpΓzzXq.
The second claim follows by restricting to α “ β “ e and integrating on an appropriate
fundamental domain (note that Equation (11.4) does not require Ω` to be relatively compact,
just to have finite measure for rσ´). l
The mixing assumption in Theorem 11.9 implies that the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is
equal to Z. The next result considers the other case, when only the square of the geodesic
flow is mixing, while appropriately restricted. Note that the smallest nonempty Γ-invariant
simplicial subtree of X is uniform, without vertices of degree 2, for instance in the case when
X is pp` 1, q ` 1q-biregular with p, q ě 2 and Γ is a lattice of X.
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Theorem 11.11. Assume that the smallest nonempty Γ-invariant simplicial subtree of X is
uniform, without vertices of degree 2, and that the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is 2Z. Assume
that the critical exponent δc of rc is positive, that the Gibbs measure mc is finite and that its
restriction to ΓzGevenX is mixing for the square of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGevenX.
Then
lim
tÑ`8
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc t
ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
ercpαi,γjq ∆α´i, γj b∆α`γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D`
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GXˆ
p
GX.
Proof. We denote by rσ˘D¯, even the restriction of rσ˘D¯ to
p
GevenX, and by rσ˘D¯, odd the restriction
of rσ˘D¯ to
p
GoddX “
p
GX ´
p
GevenX. We denote by VevenX the subset of V X consisting of the
vertices at even distance from x0, and by VoddX “ V X´ VevenX its complement. The subsets
VevenX and VoddX are Γ-invariant if LΓ “ 2Z by Equation (4.17).
Let us first prove that
lim
tÑ`8
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc t
ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
pipα´i,γjq, pipα`γ´1i,jq PVevenX
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
ercpαi,γjq ∆α´i, γj b∆α`γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´, even b rσ´D`, even (11.28)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GevenXˆ
p
GevenX.
The proof of this Equation (11.28) is a modification of the proof of the previous Theorem
11.9. We now restrict to t “ 2n P N, T “ 2N P N, and we replace rmc by prmcqˇˇGevenX andpgtqtPZ by pg2tqtPZ. Note that since rmc is invariant under the time 1 of the geodesic flow,
which maps ΓzGevenX to ΓzGX´ ΓzGevenX, we have››pmcqˇˇΓzGevenX›› “ 12 }mc} . (11.29)
Note that for all i P I´, j P I` and γ P Γ, if pipα´i,γjq and pipα`γ´1i,jq belong to VevenX,
then the distance between D´i and γD
`
j is even.
14
In Steps 1 and 2, we now consider Ω˘ two Borel subsets of B1¯D˘X
p
GevenX, and we define
instead of Equation (11.3)
IΩ´,Ω`p2Nq “ pe2 δc ´ 1q }mc}2 e
´2 δcpN`1q ˆÿ
γPΓ : 0ăλγď2N, pipαγ´ q, pipαγ` q PVevenX
αγ´ |s0,λγ sPΩ´|s0,λγ s, αγ` |s´λγ,0sPΩ`|s´λγ,0s
e
ş
αγ
rFc ,
14Indeed, for all x, y, z in a simplicial tree, if p is the closest point to x on ry, zs, then dpy, zq “ dpy, xq `
dpx, zq ´ 2 dpx, pq.
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and instead of Equation (11.5)
aηp2nq “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
`PGevenX
φη´ pg´2tn{2u`q φη` pg2rn{2sγ´1`q drmcp`q .
Equation (11.6) is replaced by
iηp2Nq “
Nÿ
n“0
eδc 2n aηp2nq .
The mixing property of the square of the geodesic flow on ΓzGevenX for the restriction of the
Gibbs measure mc gives that, for every  ą 0, there exists T “ T,η ě 0 such that for all
n ě T, we have
e´
ş
GevenX φη´ drmc şGevenX φη` drmc
}pmcq
ˇˇ
ΓzGevenX}
ď aηp2nq ď
e
ş
GevenX φη´ drmc şGevenX φη` drmc
}pmcq
ˇˇ
ΓzGevenX}
.
Note that GevenX is saturated by the strong stable and strong unstable leaves, since two points
x, y on a given horosphere of centre ξ P B8X are at even distance one from another (equal
to 2dpx, pq where rx, ξr X ry, ξr “ rp, ξr ). By the disintegration statement in Proposition 7.7,
when ` ranges over U ˘D X GevenX, we have
drmc|U ˘D XGevenXp`q “
ż
ρPB1˘DX
p
Geven X
dνρ¯ p`q drσ˘Dpρq .
Hence the proof of Lemma 10.1 extends to giveż
GevenX
φη¯ drmc “ rσe˘venpΩ¯q , (11.30)
where in order to simplify notation rσe˘ven “ rσ˘D¯, even.
Therefore, by Equations (11.29) and (11.30), and by a geometric sum argument, the pair
of inequalities (11.7) becomes
2 e´e2δc pN`1q rσe`venpΩ´q rσe´venpΩ`q
pe2δc ´ 1q }mc} ´ c
ď iηp2Nq ď 2 e
e2δc pN`1q rσe`venpΩ´q rσe´venpΩ`q
pe2δc ´ 1q }mc} ` c .
Up to replacing the summations from n “ 0 to N to summations on even numbers between
0 to 2N , and replacing tn{2u by 2tn{2u as well as rn{2s by 2rn{2s, the remaining part of the
proof applies and gives the result, noting that in Claim (iii) of Step 3T, we furthermore have
that the origin and endpoint of the constructed common perpendicular αγ are in VevenX. This
concludes the proof of Equation (11.28).
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 11.11 consists in proving versions of the equidis-
tribution result Equation (11.28) in
p
GoddX ˆ
p
GoddX,
p
GevenX ˆ
p
GoddX,
p
GoddX ˆ
p
GevenX re-
spectively , and in summing these four contributions.
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By applying Equation (11.28) by replacing x0 by a vertex x10 in VoddX, which exchanges
VevenX and VoddX,
p
GevenX and
p
GoddX, as well as rσ˘D¯, even and rσ˘D¯, odd, we have
lim
tÑ`8
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc t
ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
pipα´i,γjq, pipα`γ´1i,jq PVoddX
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
erc pαi,γjq ∆α´i, γj b∆α`γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´, odd b rσ´D`, odd (11.31)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GoddXˆ
p
GoddX.
Let us now apply Equation (11.28) by replacing D´ “ pD´i qiPI´ byN1D´ “ pN1D´i qiPI´ .
Let us consider the map ϕ` :
p
GX Ñ
p
GX, which maps a generalised geodesic line ` to the
generalised geodesic line which coincides with g`1` on r0,`8r and is constant (with value
`p1q) on s ´ 8, 0r. Note that this map is continuous and Γ-equivariant, and that it mapsp
GevenX in
p
GoddX and
p
GoddX in
p
GevenX.
Furthermore, by convexity, ϕ` induces for every i P I´ a homeomorphism from B1`D´i to
B1`N1D´i , which sends B1`D´i X
p
GoddX to B1`N1D´i X
p
GevenX, such that, by Equation (7.8),
for all w P B1`D´i X
p
GoddX, if ew is the first edge followed by w
drσ`
D´i , odd
pwq “ erc pewq´δc drσ`
N1D
´
i , even
pϕ`pwqq .
Note that for all ` ą 0, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of common
perpendiculars of length `, with origin and endpoint both in Veven, between N1D´i and γD
`
j
for all i P I´, j P I` and γ P Γ, and the set of common perpendiculars of length ` ` 1, with
origin in Vodd and endpoint in Veven, between D´i and γD
`
j for all i P I´, j P I` and γ P Γ.
In particular, ϕ`pα´i,γjq is the common perpendicular between N1D´i and γD`j , starting at
time t “ 0 from N1D´i .
Therefore Equation (11.28) applied by replacing D´ “ pD´i qiPI´ byN1D´ “ pN1D´i qiPI´
gives
lim
tÑ`8
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc tÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
pipα´i,γjq PVoddX, pipα`γ´1i,jq PVevenX
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt`1
e
rc pe
α´
i, γj
q`rc pϕ`pα´i,γjqq
∆α´i, γj
b∆α`
γ´1i, j
“ eδc rσ`D´, odd b rσ´D`, even
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GoddX ˆ
p
GevenX.
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Since rcpeα´i, γj q ` rcpϕ`pα´i,γjqq “ rcpα´i,γjq, replacing t by t´ 1 and simplifying by eδc , we get
lim
tÑ`8
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc tÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
pipα´i,γjq PVoddX, pipα`γ´1i,jq PVevenX
D´i XD`γj“H, λi, γjďt
ercpα´i,γjq ∆α´i, γj b∆α`γ´1i, j
“ rσ`D´, odd b rσ´D`, even (11.32)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GoddXˆ
p
GevenX.
Now Theorem 11.11 follows by summing Equation (11.28), Equation (11.31), Equation
(11.32) and the formula, proven similarly, obtained from Equation (11.28) by replacing D` “
pD`j qjPI` by pN1D`j qjPI` . l
The following result for bipartite graphs (of groups) is used in the arithmetic applications
in Part III (see Section 15.4).
Corollary 11.12. Let X be a pp`1, q`1q-biregular simplicial tree (with p, q ě 2, possibly with
p “ q), with corresponding partition V X “ VpX\ VqX. Let Γ be a lattice of X such that this
partition is Γ-invariant. Assume that the Patterson density is normalised so that }µx} “ p`1?p
for every x P VpX. Let D˘ be nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X with stabilisers ΓD˘
in Γ, such that the families D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ are locally finite. Let σ¯D˘ be their skinning
measures for the sero system of conductances. Then
lim
tÑ`8
pq ´ 1
2
TVolpΓzzXq ?pq´t´2
ÿ
pα, β, γqPΓ{ΓD´ˆΓ{ΓD`ˆΓ
0ădpαD´, γβD`qďt
∆α´α, γβ
b∆α`
γ´1α, β
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D`
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GXˆ
p
GX.
If the measure σ´D` is nonzero and finite, then
lim
tÑ`8
pq ´ 1
2
TVolpΓzzXq
}σ´D`}
?
pq´t´2
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďt
∆αe´, γ “ rσ`D´ ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GX.
Proof. In order to prove the first result, we apply Theorem 11.11 with rc ” 0, so that
by Equation (8.1), Proposition 4.16, Theorem 4.17, and Proposition 8.1 (2), we have δc “
1
2 lnppqq ą 0, mc “ mBM is finite and its restriction to ΓzGevenX is mixing under the square
of the geodesic flow, and }mBM} “ TVolpΓzzXq.
The second claim follows as in the proof of Corollary 11.10. l
Remark. In some special occasions, the measures involved in the statements of Theo-
rem 11.11 and Corollary 11.12 (whether skinning measures or Dirac masses) are actually
all supported on
p
GevenX (up to choosing appropriately x0). This is in particular the case
if D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ with D´,D` horoballs at even signed distance (see below), as the
following lemma shows.
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` ´
H H 1 H H 1
The signed distance between horoballsH andH 1 in an R-tree that are not centred at the
same point at infinity is the distance between them (that is, the length of their common per-
pendicular) if they are disjoint, or the opposite of the diameter of their intersection otherwise.
Note that if nonempty, the intersection of H and H 1 is a ball centred at the midpoint of
the segment contained in the geodesic line between the two points at infinity of the horoballs,
which lies in both horoballs.
Lemma 11.13. Let X be a simplicial tree, Γ a subgroup of AutpXq and H ,H 1 two horoballs
in X (whose boundaries are contained in V X), which either are equal or have distinct points at
infinity. If ΛΓ Ă 2Z and H ,H 1 are at even signed distance, then the signed distance between
H and γH 1 is even for every γ P Γ such that H and γH 1 do not have the same point at
infinity.
Proof. Fix such a γ. For every horoball H 2 and for all s P N, let H 2rss be the horoball
contained in H , whose boundary is at distance s from the boundary of H . Shrinking the
horoballs H and H 1, by replacing them by the horoballs H rss and H 1rss for any s P N,
only changes by ˘2s the considered signed distances. Hence, taking s large enough, we may
assume that H and γH 1 are disjoint, and that H and H 1 are disjoint or equal. Let rx, x1s
be the common perpendicular between H and H 1 with x P BH , x1 P BH 1 if H and H 1 are
disjoint, and otherwise, let x “ x1 be any point in BH “ BH 1. Let ry, y1s be the common
perpendicular between H and γH 1, with y P BH , y1 P BpγH 1q. Note that γx1 P BpγH 1q.
x
H
y1y
γx1
γH 1
The distance between two points x, y of a horosphere is always even (equal to twice the
distance from x to the geodesic ray from y to the point at infinity of the horosphere). Since
geodesic triangles in trees are tripods, for all a, b, c in a simplicial tree, since
dpa, cq “ dpa, bq ` dpb, cq ´ 2dpb, ra, csq ,
if dpa, bq and dpb, cq are even, so is dpa, cq.
Since ΛΓ Ă 2Z, the distance between x1 and γx1 is even by Equation (4.17). Since dpx, x1q
is even by assumption, we hence have that dpx, γx1q is even. Therefore
dpy, y1q “ dpx, γx1q ´ dpx, yq ´ dpy1, γx1q
is even. l
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Chapter 12
Equidistribution and counting of
common perpendiculars in quotient
spaces
In this Chapter, we use the results of Chapter 11 to prove equidistribution and counting
results in Riemannian manifolds (or good orbifolds) and in metric and simplicial graphs (of
groups).
Let X, x0, Γ and rF be as in the beginning of Chapter 11. We will need the following two
notions in this chapter.
Recall that the narrow topology1 on the set MfpY q of finite measures on a Polish space
Y is the smallest topology such that the map from MfpY q to R defined by µ ÞÑ µpgq is
continuous for every bounded continuous function g : Y Ñ R. Since continous functions
with compact support are bounded, the narrow convergence of finite measures implies their
weak-star convergence.
Recall that given a discrete group G acting properly (but not necessarily freely) on a
locally compact space Z, the induced measure2 on GzZ of a (positive, Radon) measure µ on
Z is a measure µ which depends linearly and continuously for the weak-star topology on µ,
and satisfies ∆z “ 1|Gz | ∆Gz for every z P Z. The following observation on the behaviour of
induced measures under quotients by properly discontinuous group actions will be used in the
proofs of Corollary 12.3 and its analogues in Section 12.4. Let G be a discrete group that
acts properly on a Polish space rY and let Y “ GzrY . Let rµk for k P N and rµ be G-invariant
locally finite measures on rY , with finite induced measures µk for k P N and µ on Y . If for
every Borel subset B of rY with rµpBq finite and rµpBBq “ 0 we have limkÑ8 rµkpBq “ rµpBq,
then the sequence pµkqkPN narrowly converges to µ.
12.1 Multiplicities and counting functions in Riemannian orb-
ifolds
In this Section, we assume that X “ ĂM is a Riemannian manifold. We denote its quotient
Riemannian orbifold under Γ by M “ ΓzĂM , and the quotient Riemannian orbifold under Γ
1also called weak topology see for instance [DM, p. 71-III] or [Bil, Part]
2See for instance [PauPS, §2.6] for details.
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of its unit tangent bundle by T 1M “ ΓzT 1ĂM . We use the identifications GX “ G˘, 0X “
T 1X “ T 1ĂM explained in Chapter 2.
Let D “ pDiqiPI be a locally finite Γ-equivariant family of nonempty proper closed convex
subsets of ĂM . Let Ω “ pΩiqiPI be a Γ-equivariant family of subsets of T 1ĂM , where Ωi is a
measurable subset of B1˘Di for all i P I (the sign ˘ being constant) and Ωi “ Ωj if i „D j.
The multiplicity of an element v P T 1M with respect to Ω is
mΩpvq “ Card ti P I{„ : rv P Ωiu
CardpStabΓ rvq ,
for any preimage rv of v in T 1ĂM . The numerator and the denominator are finite by the local
finiteness of the family D and the discreteness of Γ, and they depend only on the orbit of rv
under Γ.
The numerator takes into account the multiplicities of the images of the elements of Ω
in T 1M . The denominator of this multiplicity is also natural, as any counting problem of
objects possibly having symmetries, the appropriate counting function consists in taking as
the multiplicity of an object the inverse of the cardinality of its symmetry group.
Examples 12.1. The following examples illustrate the behaviour of the multiplicity when Γ
is torsion-free and Ω “ B1˘D .
(1) If for every i P I, the quotient ΓDizDi of Di by its stabiliser ΓDi maps injectively in M
by the map induced by the inclusion of Di in ĂM , and if for every i, j P I such that j R Γi, the
intersection Di XDj is empty, then the nonzero multiplicities mΩp`q are all equal to 1.
(2) Here is a simple example of a multiplicity different from 0 or 1.
Let c be a closed geodesic in the Riemannian manifold M , let rc be
a geodesic line in ĂM mapping to c in M , let D “ pγ rcqγPΓ, let x be
a double point of c, let v P T 1xM be orthogonal to the two tangent
lines to c at x (this requires the dimension of ĂM to be at least 3, if
x is a transverse self-intersection point). Then mB1˘Dpvq “ 2.
x
v
c
Given t ą 0 and two unit tangent vectors v, w P T 1M , we define the number ntpv, wq
of locally geodesic paths having v and w as initial and terminal tangent vectors respectively,
weighted by the potential F , with length at most t, by
ntpv, wq “
ÿ
α
CardpΓαq e
ş
α F ,
where the sum ranges over the locally geodesic paths α : r0, ss Ñ M in the Riemannian
orbifold M such that 9αp0q “ v, 9αpsq “ w and s P s0, ts, and Γα is the stabiliser in Γ of any
geodesic path rα in ĂM mapping to α by the quotient map ĂM ÑM . If F “ 0 and Γ is torsion
free, then ntpv, wq is precisely the number of locally geodesic paths having v and w as initial
and terminal tangent vectors respectively, with length at most t.
Let Ω´ “ pΩ´i qiPI´ and Ω` “ pΩ`j qjPI` be Γ-equivariant families of subsets of T 1ĂM ,
where Ω¯k is a measurable subset of B1˘D¯k for all k P I¯ and Ω˘k “ Ω˘k1 if k „D˘ k1. We
will denote by NΩ´,Ω`, F : s0,`8r Ñ R the following counting function: for every t ą 0,
let NΩ´,Ω`, F ptq be the number of common perpendiculars whose initial vectors belong to
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the images in T 1M of the elements of Ω´ and terminal vectors to the images in T 1M of the
elements of Ω`, counted with multiplicities and weighted by the potential F , that is:
NΩ´,Ω`, F ptq “
ÿ
v, w PT 1M
mΩ´pvq mΩ`pwq ntpv, wq .
When Ω˘ “ B1¯D˘, we denote NΩ´,Ω`, F by ND´,D`, F .
Remark 12.2. Let Y be a negatively curved complete connected Riemannian manifold and
let rY Ñ Y be its Riemannian universal cover. Let D˘ be a locally convex3 geodesic metric
space endowed with a continuous map f˘ : D˘ Ñ Y such that if rD˘ Ñ D˘ is a locally
isometric universal cover and if rf˘ : rD˘ Ñ rY is a lift of f˘, then rf˘ is on each connected
component of rD˘ an isometric embedding whose image is a proper nonempty closed locally
convex subset of rY , and the family of images under the covering group of rY Ñ Y of the
images by rf˘ of the connected components of rD˘ is locally finite. Then D˘ (or the pair
pD˘, f˘q) is a proper nonempty properly immersed closed locally convex subset of Y .
If Γ is a discrete subgroup without torsion of isometries of a CAT(´1) Riemannian mani-
foldX, if D˘ “ pγ rD˘qγPΓ where rD˘ is a nonempty proper closed convex subset ofX such that
the family D˘ is locally finite, and if D˘ is the image of rD˘ by the covering map X Ñ ΓzX,
then D˘ is a proper nonempty properly immersed closed convex subset of ΓzX. Under these
assumptions, ND´,D`, F is the counting function ND´, D`, F given in the introduction.
Let us continue fixing the notation used in Sections 12.2 and 12.3. For every pi, jq in
I´ˆI` such that D´i and D`j have a common perpendicular4, we denote by αi, j this common
perpendicular, by λi, j its length, by v´i, j P B1`D´i its initial tangent vector and by v`i, j P B1´D`i
its terminal tangent vector. Note that if i1 „ i, j1 „ j and γ P Γ, then
γ αi1, j1 “ αγi, γj , λi1, j1 “ λγi, γj and γ v˘i1, j1 “ v˘γi, γj . (12.1)
When Γ has no torsion, we have, for the diagonal action of Γ on I´ ˆ I`,
ND´,D`, F ptq “
ÿ
pi, jqPΓzppI´{„qˆpI`{„qq : D´i XD`j “H, λi, jďt
e
ş
αi, j
rF
.
When the potential F is zero and Γ has no torsion, ND´,D`, F ptq is the number of common
perpendiculars of length at most t, and the counting function t ÞÑ ND´,D`, 0ptq has been
studied in various special cases of negatively curved manifolds since the 1950’s and in a
number of recent works, see the Introduction. The asymptotics of ND´,D`, 0ptq as t Ñ `8
in the case when X is a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature are described
in general in [PaP17b, Theo. 1], where it is shown that if the skinning measures σ`D´ and σ
´
D`
are finite and nonzero, then as sÑ `8,
ND´,D`, 0psq „
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
}mBM}
eδΓ s
δΓ
. (12.2)
3not necessarily connected
4that is, whose closures D´i and D
`
j in X Y B8X have empty intersection
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12.2 Common perpendiculars in Riemannian orbifolds
Corollary 12.3 below is the main result of this text on the counting with weights of common
perpendiculars and on the equidistribution of their initial and terminal tangent vectors in
negatively curved Riemannian manifolds endowed with a Hölder-continuous potential. We
use the notation of Section 12.1.
Corollary 12.3. Let ĂM be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvature at most ´1. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isometries
of ĂM . Let rF : T 1ĂM Ñ R be a bounded Γ-invariant Hölder-continuous function with positive
critical exponent δ. Let D´ “ pD´i qiPI´ and D` “ pD`j qjPI` be locally finite Γ-equivariant
families of nonempty proper closed convex subsets of ĂM . Assume that the Gibbs measure mF
is finite and mixing for the geodesic flow on T 1M . Then,
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
v, wPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq mB1´D`pwq ntpv, wq ∆v b∆w
“ σ`D´ b σ´D` (12.3)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space T 1M ˆ T 1M . If σ`D´
and σ´D` are finite, the result also holds for the narrow convergence.
Furthermore, for all Γ-equivariant families Ω˘ “ pΩ˘k qkPI˘ of subsets of T 1ĂM with Ω˘k a
Borel subset of B1¯D˘k for all k P I˘ and Ω˘k “ Ω˘k1 if k „D˘ k1, with nonzero finite skinning
measure and with boundary in B1˘D¯k of zero skinning measure, we have, as tÑ `8,
NΩ´,Ω`, F ptq „
}σ`
Ω´} }σ´Ω`}
δ }mF } e
δ t .
Proof. Note that the sum in Equation (12.3) is locally finite, hence it defines a locally finite
measure on T 1M ˆ T 1M . We are going to rewrite the sum in the statement of Theorem 11.1
in a way which makes it easier to push it down from T 1ĂM ˆ T 1ĂM to T 1M ˆ T 1M .
For every rv P T 1ĂM , let
m¯prvq “ Card tk P I¯{„ : rv P B1˘D¯k u ,
so that for every v P T 1M , the multiplicity of v with respect to the family B1˘D¯ is5
mB1˘D¯pvq “
m¯prvq
CardpStabΓ rvq ,
for any preimage rv of v in T 1ĂM .
For all γ P Γ and rv, rw P T 1ĂM , there exists pi, jq P pI´{„q ˆ pI`{„q such that rv “ v´i,γj
and rw “ v`
γ´1i,j “ γ´1v`i,γj if and only if γ rw P gR rv, there exists i1 P I´{„ such that rv P B1`D´i1
and there exists j1 P I`{„ such that γ rw P B1´D`j1 . Then the choice of such elements pi, jq, as
5See Section 12.1.
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well as i1 and j1, is free. We hence haveÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
0ăλi, γjďt , v´i, γj“rv , v`γ´1i, j“ rw
e
ş
αi, γj
rF
∆v´i, γj
b∆v`
γ´1i, j
“
ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăsďt
γ rw“gsrv
e
şγpip rwq
piprvq rF Card  pi, jq P pI´{„q ˆ pI`{„q : v´i, γj “ rv , v`γ´1i, j “ rw( ∆rv b∆ rw
“
ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăsďt
γ rw“gsrv
e
şγpip rwq
piprvq rF m´prvq m`pγ rwq ∆rv b∆ rw .
Therefore ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
0ăλi, γjďt
e
ş
αi, γj
rF
∆v´i, γj
b∆v`
γ´1i, j
“
ÿ
rv, rw PT 1 ĂM
´ ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăsďt
γ rw“gsrv
e
şγpip rwq
piprvq rF ¯ m´prvq m`p rwq ∆rv b∆ rw .
By definition, σ˘D¯ is the measure on T
1M induced by the Γ-invariant measure rσ˘D¯ .
Thus Corollary 12.3 follows from Theorem 11.1 after a similar reduction6 as in Section 11.1.
The narrow convergence is obtained when the skinning measures σ˘D¯ are finite, using the
continuity properties of the induced measures recalled at the beginning of Chapter 12, since
no compactness assumptions were made in Equation (11.4) on Ω˘.
The counting statement follows from the equidistribution result by integration. l
In particular, if the skinning measures σ`D´ and σ
´
D` are positive and finite, Corollary 12.3
gives, as tÑ `8,
ND´,D`, F ptq „
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δ }mF } e
δ t .
Remark 12.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 12.3 with the exception that δ may now
be nonpositive, we have the following asymptotic result as t Ñ `8 for the growth of the
weighted number of common perpendiculars with lengths in st´ τ, ts for every fixed τ ą 0:
ND´,D`, F ptq ´ND´,D`, F pt´ τq „
p1´ e´δ τ q }σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δ }mF } e
δ t .
This result follows by considering a large enough constant σ such that δΓ, F`σ “ δ ` σ ą 0,
by applying Corollary 12.3 with the potential F ` σ (see Remark 7.1 (2)) as in the proof of
Theorem 11.3.
Using the continuity of the pushforwards of measures for the weak-star and the narrow
topologies, applied to the basepoint maps pi ˆ pi from T 1ĂM ˆ T 1ĂM to ĂM ˆ ĂM , and from
6See Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 11.1.
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T 1M ˆ T 1M to M ˆM , we have the following result of equidistribution of the ordered pairs
of endpoints of common perpendiculars between two equivariant families of convex sets inĂM or two families of locally convex sets in M . When M has constant curvature and finite
volume, F “ 0 and D´ is the Γ-orbit of a point and D` is the Γ-orbit of a totally geodesic
cocompact submanifold, this result is due to Herrmann [Herr]. When D˘ are Γ-orbits of
points and F is a Hölder-continuous potential, see [PauPS, Theo. 9.1, 9.3], and we refer for
instance to [BoyM] for an application of this particular case.
Corollary 12.5. Let ĂM,Γ, rF ,D´,D` be as in Corollary 12.3. Then
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
0ăλi, γjďt
e
ş
αi, γj
rF
∆pipv´i, γjq b∆pipv`γ´1i, jq
“ pi˚rσ`D´ b pi˚rσ´D` ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space ĂM ˆ ĂM , and
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δ t ÿ
v, wPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq mB1´D`pwq ntpv, wq ∆pipvq b∆pipwq
“ pi˚σ`D´ b pi˚σ´D` ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on M ˆM . If the measures σ˘D¯ are finite, then
the above claim holds for the narrow convergence of measures on M ˆM . l
We will now prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 (1) in the Introduction for Riemannian manifolds.
Recall from Remark 12.2 the definition of proper nonempty properly immersed closed locally
convex subsets D˘ in a pinched negatively curved complete connected Riemannian manifold
Y and the associated maps rf˘ : rD˘ Ñ rY .
Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 (1) for Riemannian manifolds. Let Y, F,D˘ be as in
these statements and assume that Y is a Riemannian manifold. Let Γ be the covering group
of a universal Riemannian cover rY Ñ Y . Let I˘ “ Γˆ pi0p rD˘q with the action of Γ defined
by γ ¨ pα, cq “ pγα, cq for all γ, α P Γ and every connected component c of rD˘. Consider
the families D˘ “ pD˘k qkPI˘ where D˘k “ α rf˘pcq if k “ pα, cq. Then D˘ are Γ-equivariant
families of nonempty proper closed convex subsets of rY , which are locally finite since D˘ are
properly immersed in Y . The conclusions in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 (1) when Y is a manifold
then follow from Corollary 12.3, applied with ĂM “ rY and with rF the lift of F to T 1ĂM . l
Corollary 12.6. Let ĂM,Γ, rF ,D´,D` be as in Corollary 12.3. Assume that σ˘D¯ are finite
and nonzero. Let
nt,D`pvq “
ÿ
wPT 1M
mB1´D`pwq ntpv, wq
be the number (counted with multiplicities) of locally geodesic paths in M of length at most t,
with initial vector v, arriving perpendicularly to D`. Then
lim
sÑ`8 limtÑ`8
δ }mF }2 e´δt
}σ`D´}}σ´D`}
ÿ
vPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq nt,D`pvq ∆gsv “ mF ,
for the narrow convergence on ΓzGĂM .
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Proof. For every s P R, by Corollary 12.3, using the continuity of the pushforwards of
measures by the first projection pv, wq ÞÑ v from T 1M ˆ T 1M to T 1M , and by the geodesic
flow on T 1M at time s, since pgsq˚∆v “ ∆gsv, we have
lim
tÑ`8 δ }mF } e
´δt ÿ
vPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq nt,D`pvq ∆gsv “ pgsq˚σ`D´}σ´D`} .
The result then follows from Theorem 10.2 with Ω “ B1`D´. l
12.3 Error terms for equidistribution and counting for Rieman-
nian orbifolds
In Section 9.1, we discussed various results on the rate of mixing of the geodesic flow for
Riemannian manifolds. In this Section, we apply these results to give error bounds to the
statements of equidistribution and counting of common perpendicular arcs given in Section
12.2. We use again the notation of Section 12.1.
Theorem 12.7. Let ĂM be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvature at most ´1. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete group of isome-
tries of ĂM . Let rF : T 1ĂM Ñ R be a bounded Γ-invariant Hölder-continuous function with
positive critical exponent δ. Assume that pĂM,Γ, rF q has radius-Hölder-continuous strong sta-
ble/unstable ball masses. Let D´ “ pD´i qiPI´ and D` “ pD`j qjPI` be locally finite Γ-
equivariant families of nonempty proper closed convex subsets of ĂM such that ΓzI˘ are finite,
with finite nonzero skinning measure σD´ and σD`. Let M “ ΓzĂM and let F : T 1M Ñ R be
the potential induced by rF .
(1) Assume that M is compact and that the geodesic flow on T 1M is mixing with exponential
speed for the Hölder regularity for the potential F . Then there exist α P s0, 1s and κ1 ą 0 such
that for all nonnegative ψ˘ P C αc pT 1Mq, we have, as tÑ `8,
δ }mF }
eδ t
ÿ
v, wPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq mB1´D`pwq ntpv, wq ψ´pvqψ`pwq
“
ż
T 1M
ψ´dσ`D´
ż
T 1M
ψ`dσ´D` `Ope´κ
1t}ψ´}α }ψ`}αq .
(2) Assume that ĂM is a symmetric space, that D˘k has smooth boundary for every k P I˘,
that mF is finite and smooth,7 and that the geodesic flow on T 1M is mixing with exponential
speed for the Sobolev regularity for the potential F . Then there exist ` P N and κ1 ą 0 such
that for all nonnegative maps ψ˘ P C `c pT 1Mq, we have, as tÑ `8,
δ }mF }
eδ t
ÿ
v, wPT 1M
mB1`D´pvq mB1´D`pwq ntpv, wq ψ´pvqψ`pwq
“
ż
T 1M
ψ´dσ`D´
ż
T 1M
ψ`dσ´D` `Ope´κ
1t}ψ´}` }ψ`}`q .
7Recall that a measure on a smooth manifold N is smooth if any local chart, it is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure, with smooth Radon-Nikodym derivative.
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Furthermore, if D´ and D` respectively have nonzero finite outer and inner skinning
measures, and if pĂM,Γ, rF q satisfies the conditions of (1) or of (2) above, then there exists
κ2 ą 0 such that, as tÑ `8,
ND´,D`, F ptq “
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δ }mF } e
δ t
`
1`Ope´κ2tq˘ .
The maps Op¨q depend on ĂM,Γ, F,D , and the speeds of mixing. The proof is a generali-
sation to nonzero potential of [PaP17b, Theo. 15].
Proof. We will follow the proofs of Theorem 11.1 and Corollary 12.3 to prove generalisations
of the assertions (1) and (2) by adding to these proofs a regularisation process of the test
functions rφη˘ as for the deduction of Theorem 10.3 from Theorem 10.2. We will then deduce
the last statement from these generalisations, again using this regularisation process.
Let β be either α P s0, 1s small enough in the Hölder regularity case or ` P N large enough
in the Sobolev regularity case. We fix i P I´, j P I`, and we use the notation D˘, αγ , λγ
and rσ˘ of Equation (11.2). Let vγ˘ P B1¯D˘ be the initial and terminal tangent vectors to
αγ and γ´1αγ respectively. Let rψ˘ P C βc pB1¯D˘q. Under the assumptions of Assertion (1) or
of Assertion (2), we first prove the following avatar of Equation (11.4), indicating only the
required changes in its proof: there exists κ0 ą 0 (independent of rψ˘) such that, as T Ñ `8,
δ }mF } e´δ T
ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăλγďT
e
ş
αγ
rF rψ´pvγ´ q rψ`pvγ` q
“
ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `Ope´κ0T } rψ´}β } rψ`}βq . (12.4)
By Lemma 3.7 and the Hölder regularity of the strong stable and unstable foliations under
the assumptions of Assertion (1), or by the smoothness of the boundary of D˘ under the
assumptions of Assertion (2), the maps f˘
D¯ : V
˘
η,RpB1˘D¯q Ñ B1˘D¯ are respectively Hölder-
continuous or smooth fibrations, whose fiber over w P B1˘D¯ is exactly V ˘w, η,R. By applying
leafwise the regularisation process described in the proof of Theorem 10.3 to characteristic
functions, there exist a constant κ11 ą 0 and χ˘η,R P C βpT 1ĂMq such that
‚ }χ˘η,R}β “ Opη´κ11q,
‚ 1V ¯
η e´Opηq, R e´Opηq pB
1¯D˘q ď χ
˘
η,R ď 1V ¯η,RpB1¯D˘q,
‚ for every w P B1¯D˘, we haveż
V ¯w, η,R
χ˘η,R dνw˘ “ νw˘ pV ¯w, η,Rq e´Opηq “ νw˘ pV ¯w, η e´Opηq, R e´Opηqq eOpηq .
We now define the new test functions (compare with Section 10.1). For every w P B1¯D˘,
let
H˘η,Rpwq “
1ş
V ¯w, η,R
χ˘η,R dνw˘
.
Let Φη˘ : T 1ĂM Ñ R be the map defined by
Φη˘ “ pH˘η,R rψ˘q ˝ f¯D˘ χ˘η,R .
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The support of this map is contained in V ¯η,RpB1¯D˘q. Since M is compact in Assertion (1)
and by homogeneity in Assertion (2), if R is large enough, by the definitions of the measures
νw˘ , the denominator of H
˘
η,Rpwq is at least c η where c ą 0. The map H˘η,R is hence Hölder-
continuous under the assumptions of Assertion (1), and it is smooth under the assumptions
of Assertion (2). Therefore Φη˘ P C βpT 1ĂMq and there exists a constant κ12 ą 0 such that
}Φη˘ }β “ Opη´κ12} rψ˘}βq .
As in Lemma 10.1, the functions Φη˘ are measurable, nonnegative and satisfyż
T 1 ĂM Φη˘ drmF “
ż
B1¯D˘
rψ˘ drσ¯ .
As in the proof of Theorem 11.1, we will estimate in two ways the quantity
IηpT q “
ż T
0
eδ t
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
T 1 ĂM pΦη´ ˝ g´t{2q pΦη` ˝ gt{2 ˝ γ´1q drmF dt . (12.5)
We first apply the mixing property, now with exponential decay of correlations, as in Step
2 of the proof of Theorem 11.1. For all t ě 0, let
Aηptq “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
vPT 1 ĂM Φη´ pg´t{2vq Φη` pgt{2γ´1vq drmF pvq .
Then with κ ą 0 as in the definitions of the exponential mixing for the Hölder or Sobolev
regularity, we have
Aηptq “ 1}mF }
ż
T 1 ĂM Φη´ drmF
ż
T 1 ĂM Φη` drmF ` O `e´κ t}Φη´ }β}Φη` }β˘
“ 1}mF }
ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ ` O `e´κ tη´2κ12} rψ´}β} rψ`}β˘ .
Hence by integrating,
IηpT q “ e
δ T
δ }mF }
´ ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ ` O `e´κT η´2κ12} rψ´}β} rψ`}β˘¯ . (12.6)
Now, as in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 11.1, we exchange the integral over t and the
summation over γ in the definition of IηpT q, and we estimate the integral term independently
of γ:
IηpT q “
ÿ
γPΓ
ż T
0
eδ t
ż
T 1 ĂM pΦη´ ˝ g´t{2q pΦη` ˝ gt{2 ˝ γ´1q drmF dt .
Let pΦη˘ “ H˘η,R ˝ f¯D˘ χ˘η,R, so that Φη˘ “ rψ˘ ˝ f¯D˘ pΦη˘ . By the last two properties of the
regularised maps χ˘η,R, we have, with φ
˘
η1, η2,Ω˘ defined as in Equation (10.4),
φ˘
η e´Opηq, R e´Opηq, B1¯D˘ e
´Opηq ď pΦη˘ ď φη˘ eOpηq . (12.7)
If v P T 1ĂM belongs to the support of pΦη´ ˝ g´t{2q pΦη` ˝ gt{2 ˝ γ´1q, then we have v P
gt{2V `η,RpB1`D´q X g´t{2V ´η,RpγB1´D`q. Hence the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Step 3M of
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the proof of Theorem 11.1 still hold (with Ω´ “ B1`D´ and Ω` “ B1´pγD`q). In particular,
if w´ “ f`
D´pvq and w` “ f´γD`pvq, we have, by Assertion (iii) in Step 3M of the proof of
Theorem 11.1,8 that
dpw˘, vγ˘ q “ Opη ` e´λγ{2q .
Hence, with κ13 “ α in the Hölder case and κ13 “ 1 in the Sobolev case (we may assume that
` ě 1), we have
| rψ˘pw˘q ´ rψ˘pvγ˘ q | “ Oppη ` e´λγ{2qκ13} rψ˘}βq .
Therefore there exists a constant κ14 ą 0 such that
IηpT q “
ÿ
γPΓ
` rψ´pvγ´ q rψ`pvγ` q `Oppη ` e´λγ{2qκ14} rψ´}β} rψ`}βq˘ˆż T
0
eδ t
ż
vPT 1 ĂM pΦη´ pg´t{2vq pΦη` pγ´1gt{2vq drmF pvq dt .
Now, using the inequalities (12.7), Equation (12.4) follows as in Steps 3M and 4M of the
proof of Theorem 11.1, by taking η “ e´κ15T for some κ15 ą 0 and using the effective control
given by Equation (11.21) in Step 4M.
In order to prove Assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 12.7, we may assume that the supports
of ψ˘ are small enough, say contained in Bpx˘, q for some x˘ P T 1M and  small enough. Letrx˘ be lifts of x˘ and let rψ˘ P C βc pT 1ĂMq with support in Bp rx˘, q be such that rψ˘ “ ψ˘ ˝Tp
on Bp rx˘, q where p : ĂM Ñ M is the universal Riemanian orbifold cover. By a finite
summation argument since ΓzI˘ are finite, and by Equation (12.4), we have
δ }mF } e´δ T
ÿ
iPI´{„, jPI`{„, γPΓ
0ăλi, γjďT
e
ş
αγ
rF rψ´pvγ´ q rψ`pvγ` q
“
ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `Ope´κ0T } rψ´}β } rψ`}βq . (12.8)
Assertions (1) and (2) are deduced from this equation in the same way that Corollary 12.3
is deduced from Theorem 11.1. Taking the functions ψ˘k to be the constant functions 1 in
Assertion (1) gives the last statement of Theorem 12.7 under the assumptions of Assertion
(1). An approximation argument gives the result under the assumptions of Assertion (2). l
12.4 Equidistribution and counting for quotient simplicial and
metric trees
In this Section, we assume that X is the geometric realisation of a locally finite metric
tree without terminal vertices pX, λq, and that Γ is a (nonelementary discrete) subgroup
of AutpX, λq. Let rc : EX Ñ R be a system of conductances for Γ, and let c : ΓzEX Ñ R
be its quotient function. We assume in this Section that the potential rF is the potential rFc
associated9 with c. Let δc “ δΓ, Fc be the critical exponent of pΓ, Fcq and let rmc “ rmFc and
8See also the picture at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 11.8.
9See Section 3.5.
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mc “ mFc be the Gibbs measures of Fc for the continuous time geodesic flow on respectively
GX and ΓzGX, as well as for the discrete time geodesic flow on respectively GX and ΓzGX
when pX, λq is simplicial, that is, if λ is constant with value 1.
Let D˘ be simplicial subtrees of X, with the edge length map induced by λ, and D˘ “
|D˘|λ its geometric realisation, such that the Γ-equivariant families D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ are
locally finite in X.10
For all γ, γ1 in Γ such that γD´ and γ1D` are disjoint, we denote by αγ, γ1 the com-
mon perpendicular from γD´ to γ1D` (which is an edge path in X), with length λγ, γ1 “
dpγD´, γ1D`q P N, and by α˘γ, γ1 P
p
G X its parametrisations as in the beginning of Chapter
11: it is the unique map from R to X such that α´γ, γ1ptq P γV D´ is the origin opαγ, γ1q of
the edge path αγ, γ1 if t ď 0, α´γ, γ1ptq P γ1V D` is the endpoint tpαγ, γ1q of the edge path αγ, γ1
if t ě λγ, γ1 , and α´γ, γ1 |r0, λγ, γ1 s is the shortest geodesic arc starting from a point of γD´ and
ending at a point of γ1D`.
For all γ, γ1 in Γ such that γD´ and γ1D` are disjoint, we define the multiplicity of the
common perpendicular αγ, γ1 from γD´ to γ1D` as
mγ, γ1 “ 1
CardpγΓD´γ´1 X γ1ΓD`γ1´1q
. (12.9)
Note that mγ, γ1 “ 1 for all γ, γ1 P Γ when Γ acts freely on EX (for instance when Γ is
torsion-free). Generalising the definition for simplicial trees in Section 11.4, we set
rcpαq “ kÿ
i“1
rc peiqλpeiq ,
for any edge path α “ pe1, . . . , ekq in X.
For n P N´ t0u, let
ND´,D`pnq “
ÿ
rγsPΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γD`qďn
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq , (12.10)
where d is the the distance on X “ |X|λ. When Γ is torsion-free, ND´,D`pnq is the number
of edge paths in the graph ΓzX of length at most n, starting by an outgoing edge from the
image of D´ and ending by the opposite of an outgoing edge from the image of D`, with
multiplicities coming from the fact that ΓD˘zD˘ is not assumed to be embedded in ΓzX, and
with weights coming from the conductances.
In the next results, we distinguish the continuous time case (Theorem 12.8) from the
discrete time case (Theorem 12.9). We leave to the reader the versions without the assumption
δc ą 0, giving for every τ P N´ t0u an asymptotic on
ND´,D`, τ pnq “
ÿ
rγsPΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
n´τădpD´,γD`qďn
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq .
When ΓzX is compact, c “ 0 and D˘ are reduced to points, the counting results in
Theorems 12.8 and 12.9 are proved in [Gui]. When D˘ are singletons, Theorem 12.8 is due
to [Rob2] if c “ 0. Otherwise, the result seems to be new.
10We leave to the reader the extension to more general locally finite families of subtrees, as for instance
finite unions of those above.
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Theorem 12.8. Let pX, λq, Γ, D˘ and c be as in the beginning of this Section. Assume that
the critical exponent δc is finite and positive, that the skinning measures σ˘D¯ are finite and
nonzero, and that the Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the continuous time geodesic
flow. Then as tÑ `8, the measures
δc }mc} e´δc t
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďt
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ∆Γαe´,γ b∆Γα`
γ´1,e
narrow converge to σ`D´ b σ´D` in Γz
p
GX ˆ Γz
p
GX, and
ND´,D`ptq „
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δc }mc} e
δc t .
Proof. By Theorem 11.1, we have
lim
tÑ`8 δc }mc} e
´δc t ÿ
pa,b,γqPΓ{ΓD´ˆΓ{ΓD`ˆΓ
0ădpaD´, γbD`qďt
e
ş
αa,γb
rFc
∆α´a,γb
b∆α`
γ´1a,b
“ rσ`D´ b rσ´D` ,
for the weak-star convergence on
p
G Xˆ
p
G X.
The group Γˆ Γ acts on Γ{ΓD´ ˆ Γ{ΓD` ˆ Γ by
pa1, b1q ¨ pa, b, γq “ pa1a, b1b, a1γpb1q´1q .
and the map from the discrete set Γ{ΓD´ ˆ Γ{ΓD` ˆ Γ to
p
G Xˆ
p
G X which sends pa, b, γq to
pα´a,γb , α`γ´1a,bq is pΓˆΓq-equivariant. In particular, the pushforward of measures by this map
sends the unit Dirac mass at pa, b, γq to ∆α´a,γb b∆α`γ´1a,b .
Every orbit of ΓˆΓ on Γ{ΓD´ˆΓ{ΓD`ˆΓ has a representative of the form pΓD´ ,ΓD` , γq for
some γ P Γ, since pa, bq¨pΓD´ ,ΓD` , a´1γ bq “ paΓD´ , bΓD´ , γq. Furthermore the double class in
ΓD´zΓ{ΓD` of such a γ is uniquely defined, and the stabiliser of pΓD´ ,ΓD` , γq has cardinality
|ΓD´ X γΓD`γ´1|, since pa, bq ¨ pΓD´ ,ΓD` , γq “ pΓD´ ,ΓD` , γ1q if and only if a P ΓD´ , b P ΓD`
and aγ b´1 “ γ1. When γ1 “ γ, this happens if and only if b “ γ´1aγ and a P ΓD´XγΓD`γ´1.
By using the properties recalled at the beginning of Chapter 12 on the narrow convergence
of induced measures, and since no compactness assumptions were made in Equation (11.4)
on Ω˘, the measures
δc }mc} e´δc t
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďt
1
|ΓD´ X γΓD`γ´1| e
ş
Γαe,γ
Fc ∆Γαe´,γ b∆Γα`
γ´1,e
hence narrow converge as t Ñ `8 to σ`D´ b σ´D` in Γz
p
G X ˆ Γz
p
G X. By applying this
convergence to the constant function 1, and by the finiteness and nonvanishing of σ`D´ and
σ´D` , the result follows using the defining property of the potential Fc, see Proposition 3.21.
l
In the remainder of this Section, we consider simplicial trees with the discrete time geodesic
flow.
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Theorem 12.9. Let pX, λq, Γ, rc and D˘ be as in the beginning of this Section, with λ constant
with value 1. Assume that the critical exponent δc is finite and positive. If the Gibbs measure
mc on the space ΓzGX of discrete geodesic lines modulo Γ is finite and mixing for the discrete
time geodesic flow, and if the skinning measures σ˘D¯ are finite and nonzero, then as nÑ `8,
the measures
eδc ´ 1
eδc
}mc} e´δc n
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďn
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ∆Γαe´,γ b∆Γα`
γ´1,e
narrow converge to σ`D´ b σ´D` in Γz
p
G Xˆ Γz
p
G X and
ND´,D`pnq „
eδc }σ`D´} }σ´D`}
peδc ´ 1q }mc} e
δc n .
Proof. The claims follow as in Theorem 12.8, replacing Theorem 11.1 by Theorem 11.9. l
Remark 12.10. A common perpendicular in a simplicial tree is, in the language of graph
theory, a non-backtracking walk. Among other applications,11 Theorem 12.9 gives a complete
asymptotic solution to the problem of counting non-backtracking walks from a given vertex
to a given vertex of a (finite) nonbipartite graph. See Theorem 12.12 for the corresponding
result in bipartite graphs, and for example [AloBLS, Th. 1.1], [AnFH, p. 4290,4302], [Fri2,
L. 2.3], [Sod, Prop. 6.4] for related results. Anticipating on the error terms that we will give
in Section 12.6, note that the paper [AloBLS, Th. 1.1] for instance gives a precise speed using
spectral properties, more precise than the ones we obtain.
Examples 12.11. (1) Let X,Γ,rc be as in Theorem 12.9, and let D´ “ txu and D` “ tyu for
some x, y P V X. If the Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic
flow on ΓzGX, then we have a discrete time version of Roblin’s simultaneous equidistribution
theorem with potential,12 and the number Nx, ypnq of nonbacktracking edge paths of length
at most n from the image of x to the image of y (counted with weights and multiplicities)
satisfies, by Equation (7.15),
Nx, ypnq „ e
δc }µx` } }µy´ }
peδc ´ 1q }mc} |Γx| |Γy| e
δc n .
(2) If Y is a finite connected nonbipartite pq ` 1q-regular graph (with q ě 2) and Y˘ are
points, then the number of nonbacktracking edge paths from Y´ to Y` of length at most n
is equivalent as nÑ `8 to
q ` 1
q ´ 1
qn
|V Y| `Opr
nq (12.11)
for some r ă q. Indeed, by Theorem 12.9 with X the universal cover of Y, Γ its covering group
and c “ 0, we have δc “ ln q and mc is the Bowen-Margulis measure, so that normalising the
Patterson measures to be probability measures, we have }mc} “ qq`1 |V Y| by Equation (8.4).
We refer to Section 12.6 (see Remark (i) following the proof of Theorem 12.16) for the error
term.
11when restricting to groups Γ acting freely, which is never the case if Γ is a nonuniform lattice in the tree
X, that is, when the quotient graph of groups ΓzX is infinite but has finite volume
12See Corollary 11.2 for the continuous time version.
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Let Y be the figure 8-graph with a single vertex and four directed edges, and let Y˘ be
the singleton consisting of its vertex. In this simple example, it is easy to count by hand
that the number of loops of length exactly n without backtracking in Y is 4 3n´1. Thus the
number N pnq of common perpendiculars of the vertex to itself of length at most n is by a
simple geometric sum 2p3n ´ 1q. This agrees with Equation (12.11) that gives N pnq „ 2 3n
as nÑ `8.
(3) Let Y be a finite connected nonbipartite pq ` 1q-regular graph (with q ě 2). Let Y˘ be
regular connected subgraphs of degrees q˘ ě 0, with q˘ ă q ` 1. Then the number N pnq
of nonbacktracking edge paths of length at most n starting transversally to Y´ and ending
transversally to Y` satisfies
N pnq “ pq ` 1´ q
´qpq ` 1´ q`q |V Y´| |V Y`|
pq2 ´ 1q |V Y| q
n `Oprnq
for some r ă q. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 12.9, using Proposition 8.1 (3) and
Proposition 8.4 (3), again refering to Section 12.6 for the error term.
We refer for instance to Chapters 15 and 16 for examples of counting results in graphs of
groups where the underlying graph is infinite.
In some applications (see the examples at the end of this Section), we encounter bipartite
simplicial graphs and, consequently, their discrete time geodesic flow is not mixing. The
following result applies in this context.
Until the end of this section, we assume that the simplicial tree X has a Γ-invariant
structure of a bipartite graph, and we denote by V X “ V1X\V2X the corresponding partition
of its set of vertices. For every i P t1, 2u, we denote by
p
GiX the space of generalised discrete
geodesic lines ` P
p
G X such that `p0q P ViX, so that we have a partition
p
G X “
p
G1X \
p
G2X.
Note that if the basepoint x0 lies in ViX, then GevenX is equal to
p
GiX X GX. Let σ˘D¯, i “
σ˘D¯ |Γz
p
Gi X
. For all i, j P t1, 2u, we define
ND´,D`, i, jpnq “
ÿ
rγsPΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γD`qďn
opαe,γqPViX, tpαe,γqPVjX
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq .
Theorem 12.12. Let pX, λq, Γ and c be as in the beginning of this Section, with λ constant
with value 1. Assume that the critical exponent δc is finite and positive. Assume that X has
a Γ-invariant structure of a bipartite graph as above, and that the restriction to ΓzGevenX of
the Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the square of the discrete time geodesic flow.
Then for all i, j P t1, 2u such that the measures σ´D´, i and σ`D`, j are finite and nonzero, as n
tends to `8 with n ” i´ j mod 2, the measures
e2 δc ´ 1
2 e2 δc
}mc} e´δc n
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďn
opαe,γqPViX, tpαe,γqPVjX
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ∆Γαe´,γ b∆Γα`
γ´1,e
narrow converge to σ`D´, i b σ´D`, j in Γz
p
G Xˆ Γz
p
G X and
ND´,D`, i, jpnq „
2 e2 δc }σ`D´, i} }σ´D`, j}
pe2 δc ´ 1q }mc} e
δc n .
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Proof. This Theorem is proved in the same way as the above Theorem 12.9 using Theorem
11.11. Note that we have a pΓˆ Γq-invariant partition
p
G Xˆ
p
G X “
ğ
pi, jqPt1, 2u2
p
GiXˆ
p
Gj X ,
that αe´, γ P
p
GiX if and only if opαe, γq P ViX, and that α`γ´1, e P
p
Gj X if and only if tpαe, γq P VjX,
since α`
γ´1, ep0q “ γ´1αe`, γp0q “ γ´1tpαe, γq. l
Examples 12.13. (1) Let X,Γ, c be as in Theorem 12.12, and let D´ “ txu and D` “ tyu
for some vertices x, y in the same ViX for i P t1, 2u. If the restriction to ΓzGevenX of the Gibbs
measure mc is finite and mixing for the square of the discrete time geodesic flow, then as n is
even and tends to `8 ,
ND´,D`pnq „ 2 e
2 δc
e2 δc ´ 1
}µx` } }µy´ }
}mc} |Γx| |Γy| e
δc n .
Indeed, we have ND´,D`pnq “ ND´,D`, i, ipnq and σ˘D˘, i “ σ˘D˘ , and we conclude as in
Example 12.11 (1).
(2) Let Y be the complete biregular graph with q`1 vertices of degree p`1 and p`1 vertices
of degree q ` 1. Let Y˘ “ tyu be a fixed vertex of degree p` 1. Note that Y being bipartite,
all common perpendiculars from y to y have even length (the shortest one having length 4).
Then as n is even and tends to `8, we have
NY´,Y`pnq „ qpp` 1qpq ` 1qppq ´ 1qppqq
n{2 .
Indeed, the biregular tree Xp,q of degrees pp` 1, q` 1q is a universal cover of Y with covering
group Γ acting freely and cocompactly, so that with c “ 0 we have δc “ ln?pq and the Gibbs
measure mc is the Bowen-Margulis measure mBM. If we normalise the Patterson density such
that }µy} “ p`1?p , then by Proposition 8.1 (2), we have }mBM} “ 2pp ` 1qpq ` 1q. Thus the
result follows from the above Example (1). Note that if p “ q, then
NY´,Y`pnq „ qq2 ´ 1q
n ,
and the constant in front of qn is indeed different from that in the nonbipartite case.
(3) Let Y be a finite biregular graph with vertices of degrees p` 1 and q ` 1, where p, q ě 2,
and let V Y “ VpY\ VqY be the corresponding partition. If Y´ “ tvu where v P VpY and Y`
is a cycle of length L ě 2, then as N Ñ `8, the number of common perpendiculars of even
length at most 2N from Y´ to Y` is equivalent to
L q pp´ 1q
2 ppq ´ 1q |VpY| ppqq
N ,
and the number of common perpendiculars of odd length at most 2N ´ 1 from v to Y` is
equivalent to
L pq ´ 1q
2 ppq ´ 1q |VpY| ppqq
N .
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Proof. The cycle Y` has even length L and has L2 vertices in both VpY and VqY. A common
perpendicular from Y´ to Y` has even length if and only if it ends at a vertex in VpY.
Let XÑ Y be a universal cover of Y, whose covering group Γ acts freely and cocompactly
on X. Let D´ “ trvu where rv P VpX is a lift of v, and let D´ be a geodesic line in X mapping to
Y`. We use Theorem 12.12 with V1X the (full) preimage of VpY in X, with V2X the preimage
of VqY in X and with c “ 0, so that δc “ ln?pq and mc “ mBM. Let us normalise the
Patterson density of Γ as in Proposition 8.1 (2), so that
}σ`D´, 1} “ }µ rv} “ p` 1?p .
By the proof of Equation (8.10), the mass for the skinning measure of the part of the inner
unit normal bundle of Y` with basepoint in VpY is p´1?p
L
2 and its complement has mass
Lpq´1q
2
?
q .
Recall also that, by Proposition 8.1 (2) and Remark 2.11, considering the graph Y as a graph
of groups with trivial groups,
}mBM} “ TVolpYq “ |EY| “ 2pp` 1q|VpY| “ 2pq ` 1q|VqY| .
The claim about the common perpendiculars of even length at most 2N follows from
Theorem 12.12 with i “ j “ 1, since
2 e2 δc }σ`D´, i} }σ´D`, j}
pe2 δc ´ 1q }mc} “
2 pq p`1?p
Lpp´1q
2
?
p
ppq ´ 1q 2 pp` 1q |VpY| “
L q pp´ 1q
2 ppq ´ 1q |VpY| .
The claim about the common perpendiculars of odd length at most 2N´1 follows similarly
from Theorem 12.12 with i “ 1 and j “ 2. l
(4) Let Y be a finite biregular graph with vertices of degrees p` 1 and q ` 1, where p, q ě 2,
and let V Y “ VpY \ VqY be the corresponding partition. If Y´ and Y` are cycles of length
L´ ě 2 and L` ě 2 respectively, then as N Ñ `8, the number of common perpendiculars
of even length at most 2N from Y´ to Y` is equal to
pp` qq L´ L`
2 ppq ´ 1q |EY| ppqq
N`1 `OprN q (12.12)
for some r ă ?pq.
Proof. As in the above proof of Example (3), let X Ñ Y be a universal cover of Y, with
covering group Γ and let D˘ be a geodesic line in X mapping to Y˘. Let V1X be the preimage
of VpY and V2X be one of VqY. We normalise the Patterson density pµxqxPV X of Γ so that
}µx} “ degXpxq?
degXpxq´1
. By Proposition 8.4 (3) with k “ 1 and trivial vertex stabilisers, and since
a (simple) cycle of length λ in a biregular graph of different degrees p`1 and q`1 has exactly
λ
2 vertices of degree either p` 1 or q ` 1, we have
}σ˘D¯,1} “
ÿ
ΓxPVpY¯
}µx} pdegXpxq ´ kq
degXpxq “
ÿ
yPVpY¯
?
p “ L
¯?p
2
.
Similarly, }σ˘D¯,2} ““ L
¯?q
2 . The result without the error term then follows from Theorem
12.12, using Proposition 8.1 (2) and Remark 2.11, since the number we are looking for is
ND´,D`,1,1p2Nq ` ND´,D`,2,2p2Nq. We refer to Section 12.6 (see Remark (ii) following the
proof of Theorem 12.16) for the error term. l
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12.5 Counting for simplicial graphs of groups
In this Section, we give an intrinsic translation “a la Bass-Serre” of the counting result in
Theorem 12.9 using graphs of groups (see [Ser3] and Section 2.6 for background information).
Let pY, G˚q be a locally finite, connected graph of finite groups, and let pY˘, G˘˚q be
connected subgraphs of subgroups.13 Let c : EYÑ R be a system of conductances on Y.
Let X be the Bass-Serre tree of the graph of groups pY, G˚q (with geometric realisation
X “ |X|1) and Γ its fundamental group (for an indifferent choice of basepoint). Assume that
Γ is nonelementary. We denote by G pY, G˚q “ ΓzGX and
`
gt : G pY, G˚q Ñ G pY, G˚q
˘
tPZ the
quotient of the (discrete time) geodesic flow on GX, by rc : X Ñ R the (Γ-invariant) lift of
c, with δc its critical exponent and rFc : T 1X Ñ R its associated potential, by mc the Gibbs
measure on G pY, G˚q associated with a choice of Patterson densities pµx˘ qxPX for the pairs
pΓ, Fc˘ q, by D˘ two subtrees in X such that the quotient graphs of groups ΓD˘zzD˘ identify
with pY˘, G˘˚q (see below for precisions), and by σ˘pY¯,G¯˚q the associated skinning measures.
The fundamental groupoid pipY, G˚q of pY, G˚q14 is the quotient of the free product of the
groups Gv for v P V Y and of the free group on EY by the normal subgroup generated by the
elements e e and e ρepgq e ρ epgq´1 for all e P EY and g P Ge. We identify each Gx for x P V Y
with its image in pipY, G˚q.
Let n P N ´ t0u. A (locally) geodesic path of length n in the graph of groups pY, G˚q is
the image α in pipY, G˚q of a word, called reduced in [Bass, 1.7],
h0 e1 h1 e2 . . . hn´1 en hn
with
‚ ei P EY and tpeiq “ opei`1q for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 (so that pe1, . . . , enq is an edge path in
the graph Y);
‚ h0 P Gope1q and hi P Gtpeiq for 1 ď i ď n;
‚ if ei`1 “ ei then hi does not belong to ρeipGeiq, for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
Its origin is opαq “ ope1q and its endpoint is tpαq “ tpenq. They do not depend on the chosen
words with image α in pipY, G˚q.
A common perpendicular of length n from pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q in the graph of groups
pY, G˚q is the double coset
rαs “ G´opαq α G`tpαq
of a geodesic path α of length n as above, such that:
‚ α starts transversally from pY´, G´˚q, that is, its origin opαq “ ope1q belongs to V Y´
and h0 R G´ope1q ρ e1pGe1q if e1 P EY´,
‚ α ends transversally in pY`, G`˚q, that is, its endpoint tpαq “ tpenq belongs to Y` and
hn R ρenpGenqG`tpenq if en P EY`.
Note that these two notions do not depend on the representative of the double coset
G´opαq α G
`
tpαq, and we also say that the double coset rαs starts transversally from pY´, G´˚q or
ends transversally in pY´, G´˚q.
13See Section 2.6 for definitions and background.
14denoted by F pY, G˚q in [Ser3, §5.1], called the path group in [Bass, 1.5], see also [Hig]
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We denote by PerpppY˘, G˘˚q, nq the set of common perpendiculars in pY, G˚q of length
at most n from pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q. We denote by
cpαq “
nÿ
i“1
cpeiq
the conductance of a geodesic path α as above, which depends only on the double class rαs.
We define the multiplicity mα of a geodesic path α as above by
mα “ 1
CardpG´opαq X αG`tpαq α´1q
.
It depends only on the double class rαs of α. We define the counting function of the common
perpendiculars in pY, G˚q of length at most n from pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q (counted with
multiplicities and with weights given by the system of conductances c) as
NpY´,G´˚q, pY`,G`˚qpnq “
ÿ
rαsPPerpppY˘,G˘˚q,nq
mα e
cpαq .
Theorem 12.14. Let pY, G˚q, pY˘, G˘˚q and c be as in the beginning of this Section. Assume
that the critical exponent δc of c is finite and positive and that the Gibbs measure mc on
G pY, G˚q is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow. Assume that the skinning
measures σ˘pY¯,G¯˚q are finite and nonzero. Then as n P N tends to 8
NpY´,G´˚q, pY`,G`˚qpnq „
eδc }σ`pY´,G´˚q} }σ´pY`,G`˚q}
peδc ´ 1q }mc} e
δc n .
Proof. Let X be the Bass-Serre tree of pY, G˚q and Γ its fundamental group (for an indifferent
choice of basepoint). As seen in Section 2.6, the Bass-Serre trees D˘ of pY˘, G˘˚q, with
fundamental groups Γ˘, identify with simplicial subtrees D˘ of X, such that Γ˘ are the
stabilisers ΓD˘ of D˘ in Γ, and that the maps pΓD˘zD˘q Ñ pΓzXq induced by the inclusion
maps D˘ Ñ X by taking quotient, are injective.
As in Definition 2.10, for all z P V Y Y EY and e P EY, we fix a lift rz P V X Y EX of z
and ge P Γ, such that re “ re, ge Ątpeq “ tpreq, Gz “ Γrz, and the monomorphism ρe : Ge Ñ Gtpeq
is γ ÞÑ g´1e γge. We assume, as we may, that rz P V D˘ Y ED˘ if z P V Y˘ Y EY˘. We
assume, as we may using Equation (2.22), that if e P EY˘, then ge P ΓD˘ . We denote by
p : XÑ Y “ ΓzX the canonical projection.
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fk
γk
f1
re1
γ1 Ąei`1
gei
Y´
e1 ei
Ćtpeiq
fi fi`1
γi`1
gei`1
rei
γi
Y`
ek
γ1γk`1γ1´1
γD´
γγ0γ
´1
γ Ćope1q γ1 Ćtpekq
γ1D`
tpfkqopf1q
rek
γ1
gek
Ćtpekqγ
ge1
Ćope1q
ei`1
hk
hi
h0
For all γ, γ1 P Γ such that γD´ and γ1D` are disjoint, the common perpendicular αγD´, γ1D`
from γD´ to γ1D` is an edge path pf1, f2, . . . , fkq with opf1q P γD´ and tpfkq P γ1D`. Note
that γ´1 opf1q and ppopf1qq
„
are two vertices of D´ in the same Γ-orbit, and that γ1´1 tpfkq and
pptpfkqq
„
are two vertices of D` in the same Γ-orbit. Hence by Equation (2.22), we may choose
γ0 P ΓD´ such that γ0γ´1 opf1q “ ppopf1qq
„
and γk`1 P ΓD´ such that γk`1γ1´1 tpfkq “ pptpfkqq
„
.
For 1 ď i ď k, choose γi P Γ such that γifi “ Ćppfiq. We define (see the above picture)
‚ ei “ ppfiq for 1 ď i ď k,
‚ hi “ g´1ei γiγi`1´ 1g ei`1 , which belongs to ΓĆtpeiq “ Gtpeiq for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1,
‚ h0 “ γ0γ´1γ´11 g e1 “ γ´1pγγ0γ´1qγ´11 g e1 , which belongs to ΓČope1q “ Gope1q,
‚ hk “ g´1ek γkγ1γk`1´ 1 “ g´1ek γkpγ1γk`1γ1´1q´1γ1, which belongs to ΓĆtpekq “ Gtpekq.
Lemma 12.15.
(1) The word h0e1h1 . . . hk´1ekhk is reduced. Its image α in the fundamental groupoid
pipY, G˚q does not depend on the choices of γ1, . . . , γk, and starts transversally from
pY´, G´˚q and ends transversally in pY`, G`˚q. The double class rαs of α is independent
of the choices of γ0 and γk`1.
(2) The map rΘ from the set of common perpendiculars in X between disjoint images of D´
and D` under elements of Γ, into the set of common perpendiculars in pY, G˚q from
pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q, sending αγD´, γ1D` to rαs, is invariant under the action of Γ at
the source, and preserves the lengths and the multiplicities.
(3) The map Θ induced by rΘ from the set of Γ-orbits of common perpendiculars in X between
disjoint images of D´ and D` under elements of Γ into the set of common perpendiculars
in pY, G˚q from pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q is a bijection, preserving the lengths and the
multiplicities.
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Proof. (1) If ei`1 “ ei, then by the definition of hi, we have
hi P ρeipGeiq “ g´1ei Γ reigei ðñ gei hi g´1ei rei “ rei
ðñ gei g´1ei γiγi`1´ 1g ei`1 g´1ei rei “ rei
ðñ γiγi`1´ 1 Ąei`1 “ rei
ðñ γi`1´ 1 Ąei`1 “ γ´1i rei ðñ fi`1 “ fi .
Hence the word h0e1h1 . . . hk´1ekhk is reduced.
The element γi for i P t1, . . . , ku is uniquely determined up to multiplication on the left
by an element of Γ rei “ Gei . If we fix15 i P t1, . . . , ku and if we replace γi by γ1i “ αγi for some
α P Gei , then only the elements hi´1 and hi change, replaced by elements that we denote by
h1i´1 and h1i respectively. We have (if 2 ď i ď k´ 1, but otherwise the argument is similar by
the definitions of h0 and hk)
h1i´1 ei h1i “ g´ 1ei´1γi´1 γi´1α´1g ei ei g´1ei αγi γi`1´ 1g ei`1
“ g´ 1ei´1γi´1 γi´1g ei ρ eipαq´1 ei ρeipαq g´1ei γi γi`1´ 1g ei`1 .
Since ρ eipαq´1 ei ρeipαq is equal to ei ´1 “ ei in the fundamental groupoid, the words h1i´1 ei h1i
and hi´1 ei hi have the same image in pipY, G˚q. Therefore α is does not depend on the choices
of γ1, . . . , γk.
We have opαq “ ope1q P V Y´ and tpαq “ tpekq P V Y`, hence α starts from Y´ and ends
in Y`.
Assume that e1 P EY´. Let us prove that h0 P G´ope1q ρ e1pGe1q if and only if f1 P γ ED´.
γ´1f1Ćope1q
γ0g e1
opγ´1f1q
re1 D´
By the definition of ρ e1 , we have h0 P G´ope1q ρ e1pGe1q if and only if there exists α P
ΓČope1qXΓD´ such that α´1 h0 P g ´1e1 ΓĂe1 g e1 . By the definition of h0 and since γ1 maps f1 tore1, we have
α´1 h0 P g ´1e1 ΓĂe1 g e1 ðñ g e1 α´1 `γ0γ´1γ´11 g e1˘ g ´1e1 re1 “ re1
ðñ f1 “ γ γ´10 α g ´1e1 re1 .
Since re1 P ED´ and γ0, α, g e1 all belong to ΓD´ , this last condition implies that f1 P γ ED´.
Conversely (for future use), if f1 P γ ED´, then (see the above picture) γ0 γ´1f1 is an edge
of D´ with origin Ćope1q, in the same Γ-orbit than the edge g ´1e1 re1 of D´, which also has
origin Ćope1q. By Equation (2.22), this implies that there exists α P ΓČope1q X ΓD´ such that
f1 “ γ γ´10 α g ´1e1 re1. By the above equivalences, we hence have that h0 P G´ope1q ρ e1pGe1q.
15We leave to the reader the verification that the changes induced by various i’s do not overlap.
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Similarly, one proves that if ek P EY`, then hk P ρekpGekqG`tpekq if and only if fk P γ1ED`.
Since pf1, . . . , fnq is the common perpendicular edge path from γ D´ to γ1D`, this proves that
α starts transversally from Y´ and ends transversally in Y´.
Note that the element γ0 P ΓD´ is uniquely defined up to multiplication on the left by
an element of ΓČope1q X ΓD´ “ G´ope1q, and appears only as the first letter in the expression of
h0. Note that the element γk`1 P ΓD` is uniquely defined up to multiplication on the left by
an element of ΓĆtpekq X ΓD` “ G`tpekq, hence γ´1k`1 is uniquely defined up to multiplication on
the right by an element of G`tpekq, and appears only as the last letter in the expression of hk.
Therefore α is uniquely defined in the fundamental groupoid pipY, G˚q up to multiplication
on the left by an element of G´ope1q and multiplication on the right by an element of G
`
tpekq,
that is, the double class rαs Ă pipY, G˚q is uniquely defined.
(2) Let β be an element in Γ and let x “ αγD´, γ1D` be a common perpendicular in X
between disjoint images of D´ and D` under elements of Γ. Let us prove that rΘpβ xq “ rΘpxq.
Since β x “ αβ γD´, β γ1D` , in the construction of rΘpβ xq, we may take, instead of the
elements γ0, γ1, . . . , γk, γk`1 used to construct rΘpxq, the elements
γ70 “ γ0, γ71 “ γ1 β´1, . . . , γ7k “ γk β´1, γ7k`1 “ γk`1.
And instead of γ and γ1, we now may use γ7 “ β γ and γ17 “ β γ1.
The only terms involving γ, γ1, γ1, . . . , γk in the construction of rΘpxq come under the form
γ´1γ´11 in h0, γi γi`1´ 1 in hi for 1 ď i ď k´ 1, and γkγ1 in hk. Since pγ7q´1pγ71q´1 “ γ´1γ´11 ,
pγ7i qpγ7i`1q´1 “ γi γi`1´ 1 for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, and pγ7kqpγ17q “ γkγ1, this proves that rΘpβ xq “rΘpxq, as wanted.
It is immediate that if the length of αγD´, γ1D` is k, then the length of rαs is k.
Let us prove that the multiplicity, given in Equation (12.9),
mγ, γ1 “ 1
CardpγΓD´γ´1 X γ1ΓD`γ1´1q
of the common perpendicular αγD´, γ1D` in X between γ D´ and γ1D` is equal to the multi-
plicity
mα “ 1
CardpG´opαq X αG`tpαq α´1q
of the common perpendicular α in pY, G˚q from pY´, G´˚q to pY`, G`˚q.
Since the multiplicity mγ, γ1 is invariant under the diagonal action by left translations of
γ´10 γ´1 P Γ on pγ, γ1q, we may assume that γ “ γ0 “ id. Since the multiplicity mγ, γ1 is
invariant under right translation by γk`1´ 1, which stabilises D`, on the element γ1, we may
assume that γk`1 “ id. In particular, we have
opf1q “ Ćope1q and tpfkq “ γ1 Ćtpekq .
We use the basepoint x0 “ ope1q in the construction of the fundamental group and the
Bass-Serre tree of pY, G˚q, so that (see in particular [Bass, Eq. (1.3)])
V X “
ž
βPpipY, G˚q : opβq“x0
β Gtpβq
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and
Γ “ pi1pY, G˚q “ tβ P pipY, G˚q : opβq “ tpβq “ x0u .
Since an element in Γ which preserves D´ and γ1D` fixes pointwise its (unique) common
perpendicular in X, we have
ΓD´ X γ1ΓD`γ1´1 “ ΓD´ X Γγ1 D` “ pΓopf1q X ΓD´q X pΓtpfkq X Γγ1 D`q
“ pΓČope1q X ΓD´q X pΓγ1 Ćtpekq X Γγ1 D`q .
Note that ΓČope1q X ΓD´ “ G´ope1q. By the construction of the edges in the Bass-Serre tree of a
graph of groups (see [Bass, page 11]), the vertex α Gtpekq is exactly the vertex tpfkq “ γ1 Ćtpekq.
By [Bass, Eq. (1.4)], we hence have
αGtpekq α
´1 “ Stabpi1pY,G˚qpαGtpekqq “ Γγ1 Ćtpekq .
Therefore mγ, γ1 “ mα.
(3) Let rαs “ Gopαq αGtpαq be a common perpendicular in pY, G˚q from pY´, G´˚q to
pY`, G`˚q, with representative α P pipY, G˚q, and let h0 e1 h1 . . . ek hk be a reduced word
whose image in pipY, G˚q is α.
We define
‚ γ1 “ g e1 h´10 ,
‚ f1 “ γ´11 re1 ,
‚ assuming that γi and fi for some 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 are constructed, let
γi`1 “ g ei`1 h´1i g´1ei γi and fi`1 “ γi`1´ 1 Ąei`1 ,
‚ with γk and fk constructed by induction, finally let γ1 “ γ´1k gek hk.
It is easy to check, using the equivalences in the proof of Lemma 12.15 (1) with γ “ γ0 “
γk`1 “ id, that the sequence pf1, . . . , fkq is the edge path of a common perpendicular in X
from D´ to γ1D` with origin Ćope1q and endpoint γ1 Ćtpekq.
If h0 is replaced by αh0 with α P G´ope1q, then by induction, f1, f2 . . . , fk are replaced by
αf1, αf2, . . . , αfk and γ1 is replaced by αγ1. Note that pαf1, αf2, . . . , αfkq is then the common
perpendicular edge path from D´ “ αD´ to αγ1D`. If hk is replaced by hk α with α P G`tpekq,
then f1, f2 . . . , fk are unchanged, and γ1 is replaced by γ1 α. Note that γ1 αD` “ γ1D`.
Hence the map which associates to rαs the Γ-orbit of the common perpendicular in X from
D´ to γ1D` with edge path pf1, . . . , fkq is well defined. It is easy to see by construction that
this map is the inverse of Θ. l
Theorem 12.14 now follows from Theorem 12.9. l
12.6 Error terms for equidistribution and counting for metric
and simplicial graphs of groups
In this Section, we give error terms to the equidistribution and counting results of Section
12.4, given by Theorem 12.8 for metric trees (and their continuous time geodesic flows) and by
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Theorem 12.9 for simplicial trees (and their discrete time geodesic flows), under appropriate
assumptions on bounded geometry and the rate of mixing.
Let pX, λq, X, Γ, rc, c, rFc, Fc, δc, D˘, D˘, D˘, λγ,γ1 , αγ,γ1 , α˘γ,γ1 , mγ,γ1 be as in Section
12.4. We first consider the simplicial case (when λ “ 1), for the discrete time geodesic flow.
Theorem 12.16. Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, let Γ be
a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq, let rc be a system of conductances on X for Γ
and let D˘ be nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of X. Assume that the critical exponent δc
is finite and positive, that the Gibbs measure mc (for the discrete time geodesic flow) is finite
and that the skinning measures σ˘D¯ are finite and nonzero. Assume furthermore that
(1) at least one of the following holds :
‚ ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact
‚ CΛΓ is uniform and Γ is a lattice of CΛΓ,
(2) there exists β P s0, 1s such that the discrete time geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mcq is expo-
nentially mixing for the β-Hölder regularity.
Then there exists κ1 ą 0 such that for all ψ˘ P C βc pΓz
p
GXq, we have, as nÑ `8,
eδc ´ 1
eδc
}mc} e´δc n
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďn
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ψ´pΓαe´,γq ψ`pΓα`γ´1,eq
“
ż
ψ´ dσ`D´
ż
ψ` dσ´D` `O
`
e´κ1 n }ψ´}β }ψ`}β
˘
and if ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact, then
ND´,D`pnq “
eδc }σ`D´} }σ´D`}
peδc ´ 1q }mc} e
δc n `O `epδc´κ1qn˘ .
Proof. We follow the scheme of proof of Theorem 12.7, replacing aspects of Riemannian
manifolds by aspects of simplicial trees as in the proof of Theorem 11.9. Let rψ˘ P C βc p pGXq.
In order to simplify the notation, let λγ “ λe,γ , αγ “ αe,γ , αγ´ “ αe´,γ , αγ` “ α`γ´1,e andrσ˘ “ rσ˘D¯ .
Let us first prove the following avatar of Equation (12.4), indicating only the required
changes in its proof: there exists κ0 ą 0 (independent of rψ˘) such that, as nÑ `8,
eδc ´ 1
eδc
}mc} e´δc n
ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăλγďn
erc pαγq rψ´pαγ´ q rψ`pαγ` q
“
ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `Ope´κ0n } rψ´}β } rψ`}βq . (12.13)
Most of the new work to be done in order to prove this formula concerns regularity properties
of the test functions that will be introduced later on.
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We fix R ą e2 large enough. Let 0 ă η ă 1. We introduce the following modification of
the test functions φη˘ :16
Φη˘ “ ph˘η,R rψ˘q ˝ f¯D˘ 1V ¯η,RpB1¯D˘q .
As in Lemma 10.1, the functions Φη˘ are measurable and satisfyż
GX
Φη˘ drmc “ żB1¯D˘ rψ˘ drσ¯ . (12.14)
Lemma 12.17. The maps Φη˘ are β-Hölder-continuous with
}Φη˘ }β “ Op} rψ˘}βq . (12.15)
Proof. Since X is a simplicial tree and η ă 1, we have V ˘w, η,R “ B˘pw,Rq for every
w P B1˘D¯. By the proof of Lemma 3.3,17 there exists cR ą 0 depending only on R such that
if `1 P GX satisfy dp`, `1q ď cR, then `1 coincides with ` on ˘r0, lnR ` 1s. Therefore, if ` P
B˘pw,Rq for some w P B1˘D¯ and dp`, `1q ď cR, then `1 coincides with w on ˘rlnR, lnR` 1s,
thus `1 P B˘pw1, Rq where w1 P B1˘D¯ is the geodesic ray with w1p0q “ wp0q and w1˘ “ `1˘ .
Hence (see Section 3.1) the characteristic function 1V ˘η,RpB1˘D¯q is cR-locally constant, thus
β-Hölder-continuous by Remark 3.11.
By Assumption (1) in the statement of Theorem 12.16, the denominator of
h¯η,Rpwq “
1
µW˘pwqpB˘pw,Rqq
is at least a positive constant depending only on R, hence h¯η,R is bounded by a constant
depending only on R. Since the map 1B˘pw,Rq is cR-locally constant, so is the map h¯η,R. The
result then follows from Lemma 3.8 and Equation (3.7). l
In order to prove Equation (12.13), as in the proofs of Theorems 12.7 and 11.9, for all
N P N, we estimate in two ways the quantity
IηpNq “
Nÿ
n“0
eδc n
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
`PGX
Φη´ pg´tn{2u`q Φη` pgrn{2sγ´1`q drmcp`q . (12.16)
On the one hand, as in order to obtain Equation (12.6), using now Assumption (2) in the
statement of Theorem 12.16 on the exponential mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow, a
geometric sum argument and Equations (12.14) and (12.15), we have
IηpNq “ e
δcpN`1q
peδc ´ 1q }mc}
´ ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `
Ope´κN} rψ´}β} rψ`}βq¯ . (12.17)
16See Equation (10.4) for the definition of φη˘ and Equation (10.1) for the definition of h˘η,R, that simplifies
as h¯η,Rpwq “ pµW˘pwqpB˘pw,Rqqq´1 since X is simplicial, as seen in Equation (11.27).
17See also the proof of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.8.
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On the other hand, exchanging the summations over γ and n in the definition of IηpNq,
we have
IηpNq “
ÿ
γPΓ
Nÿ
n“0
eδc n
ż
GX
Φη´ pg´tn{2u`q Φη` pgrn{2sγ´1`q drmcp`q .
With the simplifications in Step 3T of the proof of Theorem 11.1 given by the proof of Theorem
11.9, if η ă 12 , if ` P GX belongs to the support of Φη´ ˝ g´tn{2u Φη` ˝ grn{2s ˝ γ´1, setting
w´ “ f`
D´p`q and w` “ f´γD`p`q, we then have λγ “ n, w´p0q “ αγ´ p0q, w`p0q “ γαγ` p0q and
w´ptn{2uq “ w`p´rn{2sq “ `p0q “ αγ´ ptn{2uq “ γαγ` p´rn{2sq .
Hence by the triangle inequality
dpw´, αγ´ q “
ż `8
tn{2u
dpw´psq, αγ´ psqq e´2s ds ď e´2tn{2u
ż `8
0
2s1 e´2s1 ds1
“ Ope´λγ q .
Similarly, dpw`, γαγ` q “ Ope´λγ q. Therefore, since rψ˘ is β-Hölder-continuous,
| rψ´pw´q ´ rψ´pvγ´ q |, | rψ`pγ´1w`q ´ rψ`pvγ˘ q | “ Ope´βλγ } rψ˘}βq .
Note that now Φη˘ “ rψ˘ ˝ f¯D˘ φη˘ , so that
IηpNq “
ÿ
γPΓ
` rψ´pαγ´ q rψ`pαγ` q `Ope´2βλγ } rψ´}β} rψ`}βq˘ ˆ
Nÿ
n“0
eδc n
ż
GX
φη´ pg´tn{2u`q φη` pgrn{2sγ´1`q drmcp`q .
Now if η ă 12 , Equation (12.13) with κ0 “ mint2β, κu follows as in Steps 3T and 4T of
the proof of Theorem 11.1 with the simplifications given by the proof of Theorem 11.9.
The end of the proof of the equidistribution claim of Theorem 12.16 follows from Equation
(12.13) as the one of Theorem 12.7 from Equation (12.4).
The counting claim follows from the equidistribution one by taking ψ˘ “ 1ΓVη,RpB1¯D˘q,
which has compact support since ΓD˘zBD˘ is assumed to be compact, and is β-Hölder-
continuous by previous arguments. l
Remarks. (i) Assume that rc “ 0, that the simplicial tree X1 with |X1|1 “ CΛΓ is uniform
without vertices of degree 2, that LΓ “ Z and that Γ is a geometrically finite lattice of X1. Then
all assumptions of Theorem 12.16 are satisfied by the results of Section 4.4 and by Corollary
9.6. Therefore we have an exponentially small error term in the (joint) equidistribution of the
common perpendiculars, and in their counting if ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact, see Examples 12.11
(2) and 12.13 (4).
(ii) Assume in this remark that Assumption (2) of the above theorem is replaced by the
assumptions that CΛΓ is uniform without vertices of degree 2, that LΓ “ 2Z, and that there
exists β P s0, 1s such that the square of the discrete time geodesic flow on pΓzGevenX,mcq
is exponentially mixing for the β-Hölder regularity, for instance by Corollary 9.6 (2) if Γ
is geometrically finite. Then a similar proof (replacing the references to Theorem 11.9 by
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references to Theorem 11.11) shows that there exists κ1 ą 0 such that for all ψ˘ P C βc pΓz
p
GXq,
we have, as nÑ `8,
e2δc ´ 1
2 e2δc
}mc} e´δc n
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďn
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ψ´pΓαe´,γq ψ`pΓα`γ´1,eq
“
ż
ψ´ dσ`D´
ż
ψ` dσ´D` `O
`
e´κ1 n }ψ´}β }ψ`}β
˘
and if ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact, then
ND´,D`pnq “
2 e2δc }σ`D´} }σ´D`}
pe2δc ´ 1q }mc} e
δc n `O `epδc´κ1qn˘ .
Let us now consider the metric tree case, for the continuous time geodesic flow, where the
main change is to assume a superpolynomial decay of correlations and hence get a superpoly-
nomial error term. We refer to the beginning of Section 9.3 for the definitions of the function
space C k, βc pΓz
p
GXq and the superpolynomial mixing.
Theorem 12.18. Let pX, λq, Γ, rc and D˘ be as in the beginning of this Section, and let
D˘ “ |D˘|λ. Assume that the critical exponent δc is finite and positive, that the Gibbs
measure mc (for the continuous time geodesic flow) is finite and that the skinning measures
σ˘D¯ are finite and nonzero. Assume furthermore that
(1) at least one of the following holds :
‚ ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact
‚ the metric subtree CΛΓ is uniform and Γ is a lattice of CΛΓ,
(2) there exists β P s0, 1s such that the continous time geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mcq has
superpolynomial decay of β-Hölder correlations.
Then for every n P N there exists k P N such that for all ψ˘ P C k, βc pΓz
p
GXq, we have, as
T Ñ `8,
δc }mc} e´δc T
ÿ
rγs PΓD´zΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´,γ D`qďT
me, γ e
rc pαe, γq ψ´pΓαe´,γq ψ`pΓα`γ´1,eq
“
ż
Γz
p
GX
ψ´ dσ`D´
ż
Γz
p
GX
ψ` dσ´D` `O
`
T´n }ψ´}k, β }ψ`}k, β
˘
and if ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact, then for every n P N
ND´, D`pT q “
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δc }mc} e
δc T `O `eδc TT´n˘ .
Remark. Assume that rc “ 0, that the metric tree CΛΓ is uniform, either that ΓzX is
finite and the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is 2-Diophantine, or that Γ is a geometrically finite
lattice of CΛΓ and LΓ is 4-Diophantine. Then all assumptions of Theorem 12.18 are satisfied
by the results of Section 4.4 and by Corollary 9.10. Therefore we have a superpolynomially
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small error term in the (joint) equidistribution of the common perpendiculars (and in their
counting if ΓD˘zBD˘ is compact).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 12.16, except that since the time is
now continuous, we need to regularise our test functions also in the time direction in order
to obtain the regularity required for the application of the assumption on the mixing rate.
We again use the simplifying notation λγ “ λe,γ , αγ “ αe,γ , αγ´ “ αe´,γ , αγ` “ α`γ´1,e andrσ˘ “ rσ˘
D¯ .
We fix n P N ´ t0u. Using the rapidly mixing property, there exists a regularity k such
that for all ψ,ψ1 P C k, βb pΓzGXq we have as tÑ `8
covmc, t pψ,ψ1q “ Opt´N n }ψ}k, β }ψ1}k, βq , (12.18)
where N P N´ t0u is a constant which will be made precise later on.
Let us first prove that for all rψ˘ P C k, βc p pGXq, we have, as T Ñ `8,
δc }mc} e´δc T
ÿ
γPΓ, 0ăλγďT
erc pαγq rψ´pαγ´ q rψ`pαγ` q
“
ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `OpT´n } rψ´}k, β } rψ`}k, βq . (12.19)
In order to prove this formula, we introduce modified test functions with bounded Hölder-
continuous derivatives up to order k (by a standard construction) in the time direction (the
stable leaf and unstable leaf directions remain discrete). We fix R ą 0 large enough.
For every η P s0, 1r , there exists a map x1η : R Ñ r0, 1s which has bounded β-Hölder-
continuous derivatives up to order k, which is equal to 0 if t R r´η, ηs and to 1 if t P
r´η e´η, η e´ηs (when k “ 0, just take x1η to be continuous and affine on each remaining
segment r´η,´η e´ηs and rη e´η, ηs), such that, for some constant κ11 ą 0,
}x1η}k, β “ Opη´κ11q .
Using leafwise this regularisation process, there exists χ˘η,R P C k, βb pGXq such that
‚ }χ˘η,R}k, β “ Opη´κ11q,
‚ 1V ¯
η e´η,RpB1¯D˘q
ď χ˘η,R ď 1V ¯η,RpB1¯D˘q,
‚ for every w P B1¯D˘, we haveż
V ¯w, η,R
χ˘η,R dνw˘ “ νw˘ pV ¯w, η,Rq e´Opηq “ νw˘ pV ¯w, η e´η , Rq eOpηq .
As in the proof of Theorem 12.7 in the manifold case, the new test functions are defined, with
H˘η,R : w P B1¯D˘ ÞÑ
1ş
V ¯w, η,R
χ˘η,R dνw˘
,
by
Φη˘ “ pH˘η,R rψ˘q ˝ f¯D˘ χ˘η,R : GX Ñ R .
Let pΦη˘ “ H˘η,R ˝ f¯D˘ χ˘η,R, so that Φη˘ “ rψ˘ ˝ f¯D˘ pΦη˘ . By the last two properties of the
regularised maps χ˘η,R, we have, with φη¯ defined as in Equation (10.4),
φ˘
η e´η e
´Opηq ď pΦη˘ ď φη˘ eOpηq . (12.20)
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By Assumption (1), if R is large enough, by the definitions of the measures νw˘ , the
denominator of H˘η,Rpwq is at least c η where c ą 0. As in the proof of Theorem 12.7,ż
GX
Φη˘ drmc “ żB1¯D˘ rψ˘ drσ¯
and there exists κ2 ą 0 such that
}Φη˘ }k, β “ Opη´κ2} rψ˘}k, βq .
We again estimate in two ways as T Ñ `8 the quantity
IηpT q “
ż T
0
eδc t
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
`PGX
Φη´ pg´t{2`q Φη` pgt{2γ´1`q drmcp`q dt . (12.21)
Note that as T Ñ `8,
e´δc T
ż T
1
eδc t t´N n dt “ e´δc T
ż T {2
1
eδc t t´N n dt` e´δc T
ż T
T {2
eδc t t´N n dt
“ Ope´δc T {2q `OpT´N n`1q “ OpT´pN´1qnq .
Using Equation (12.18), an integration argument and the above two properties of the test
functions, we hence have
IηpT q “ e
δc T
δc }mc}
´ ż
B1`D´
rψ´ drσ` ż
B1´D`
rψ` drσ´ `
OpT´pN´1qnη´2κ2} rψ´}k, β} rψ`}k, βq¯ . (12.22)
As in Step 3T of the proof of Theorem 11.1, for all γ P Γ and t ą 0 large enough, if ` P GX
belongs to the support of Φη´ ˝ g´t{2 Φη` ˝ gt{2 ˝ γ´1 (which is contained in the support of
φη´ ˝ g´t{2 φη` ˝ gt{2 ˝ γ´1 ), then we may define w´ “ f`D´p`q and w` “ f´γD`p`q.
By the property (iii) in Step 3T of the proof of Theorem 11.1, the generalised geodesic
lines w´ and αγ´ coincide, besides on s ´ 8, 0s, at least on r0, t2 ´ ηs, and similarly, w` and
γαγ` coincide, besides on r0,`8r , at least on r´ t2 ` η, 0s. Therefore, by an easy change of
variable and since | t2 ´ λγ2 | ď η,
dpw´, αγ´ q ď
ż `8
t
2
´η
dpw´psq, αγ´ psqq e´2s ds ď e´2p
t
2
´ηq
ż `8
0
2s e´2s ds
“ Ope´tq “ Ope´λγ q .
Similarly, dpw`, γαγ` q “ Ope´λγ q. Hence since rψ˘ is β-Hölder-continuous, we have
| rψ´pw´q ´ rψ´pαγ´ q |, | rψ`pγ´1w`q ´ rψ`pαγ` q | “ Ope´βλγ } rψ˘}βq .
Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 12.16, we have
IηpT q “
ÿ
γPΓ
` rψ´pαγ´ q rψ`pαγ` q `Ope´2βλγ } rψ´}β} rψ`}βq˘ˆż T
0
eδ t
ż
`PGX
pΦη´ pg´t{2`q pΦη` pγ´1gt{2`q drmcp`q dt .
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Finally, Equation (12.19) follows as in the end of the proof of Equation (12.4), using
Equations (12.20) and (11.17) instead of Equations (12.7) and (11.21), by taking η “ T´n
and N “ 2prκ2s` 1q.
The end of the proof of the equidistribution claim of Theorem 12.18 follows from Equation
(12.19) as the one of Theorem 12.7 from Equation (12.4).
The counting claim follows from the equidistribution one by taking ψ˘ to be β-Hölder-
continuous plateau functions around ΓVη,RpB1¯D˘q. l
We are now in a position to prove one of the counting results in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Let X be the universal cover of Y, with fundamental group Γ for
an indifferent choice of basepoint, and let D˘ be connected components of the preimages
of Y˘ in X. Assertion (1) of Theorem 1.9 follows from Theorem 12.18 and its subsequent
Remark. Assertion (2) of Theorem 1.9 follows from Theorem 12.16 and its Remarks (ii) and
(i) following its proof, respectively, if Y is bipartite or not. l
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Chapter 13
Geometric applications
In this final Chapter of Part II, we apply the equidistribution and counting results obtained
in the previous Chapters in order to study geometric equidistribution and counting problems
for metric and simplicial trees concerning conjugacy classes in discrete isometry groups and
closed orbits of the geodesic flows.
13.1 Orbit counting in conjugacy classes for groups acting on
trees
In this Section, we study the orbital counting problem for groups acting on metric or simplicial
trees when we consider only the images by elements in a given conjugacy class. We refer to
the Introduction for motivations and previously known results for manifolds (see [Hub1] and
[PaP15]) and graphs (see [Dou] and [KeS]). The main tools we use are Theorem 12.8 for the
metric tree case and Theorem 12.16 for the simplicial tree case, as well as their error terms.
In particular, we obtain a much more general version of Theorem 1.12 in the Introduction.
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices, let X “ |X|λ be its geo-
metric realisation, let x0 P V X and let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq.1
Let rc : EX Ñ R be a Γ-invariant system of conductances, let rFc and Fc be its associated
potentials on T 1X and ΓzT 1X respectively, and let δc “ δΓ, Fc˘ be its critical exponent.2 Letpµx˘ qxPX (respectively pµx˘ qxPV X) be (normalised) Patterson densities for the pairs pΓ, Fc˘ q,
and let rmc “ rmFc and mc “ mFc be the associated Gibbs measures on GX and ΓzGX
(respectively GX and ΓzGX) for the continuous time geodesic flow (respectively the discrete
time geodesic flow, when λ ” 1).3
Recall that the virtual centre ZvirtpΓq of Γ is the finite (normal) subgroup of Γ consisting
of the elements γ P Γ acting by the identity on the limit set ΛΓ of Γ in B8X, see for instance
[Cha, §5.1]. If ΛΓ “ B8X (for instance if Γ is a lattice), then ZvirtpΓq “ tidu.
For any nontrivial element γ in Γ with translation length λpγq in X, let Cγ be
‚ the translation axis of γ if γ is loxodromic on X,
‚ the fixed point set of γ if γ is elliptic on X,
1See Section 2.6 for definitions and notation.
2See Section 3.5 for definitions and notation.
3See Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for definitions and notation.
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and let ΓCγ be the stabiliser of Cγ in Γ. In the simplicial case (that is, when λ ” 1), Cγ is a
simplicial subtree of X. Note that λpγq “ λpγ1γpγ1q´1q and γ1Cγ “ Cγ1γpγ1q´1 for all γ1 P Γ,
and that for any x0 P X
dpx0, Cγq “ dpx0, γx0q ´ λpγq
2
. (13.1)
Let D “ pγ1Cγqγ1PΓ{ΓCγ , which is a locally finite Γ-invariant family of nonempty proper
(since γ ‰ id) closed convex subsets of X.4 By the equivariance properties of the skinning
measures, the total mass of the skinning measure5 σ´D depends only on the conjugacy class
K of γ in Γ, and will be denoted by }σ´K }. This quantity, called the skinning measure of K,
is positive unless B8Cγ “ ΛΓ, which is equivalent to γ P ZvirtpΓq (and implies in particular
that γ is elliptic). Furthermore, }σ´K } is finite if γ is loxodromic, and it is finite if γ is elliptic
and ΓCγzpCγ X CΛΓq is compact. This last condition is in particular satisfied if Cγ X CΛΓ
itself is compact, and this is the case for instance if, for some k ě 0, the action of Γ on X
is k-acylindrical (see for instance [Sel, GuL]), that is, if any element of Γ fixing a segment of
length k in CΛΓ is the identity.
For every γ P Γ´ teu, we define
mγ “ 1
CardpΓx0 X ΓCγ q ,
which is a natural multiplicity of γ, and equals 1 if the stabiliser of x0 in Γ is trivial (for
instance if Γ is torsion-free). Note that for every β P Γ, the real number mβγβ´1 depends only
on the double coset of β in Γx0zΓ{ΓCγ .
The centraliser ZΓpγq of γ in Γ is contained in the stabiliser of Cγ in Γ. The index
iK “ rΓCγ : ZΓpγqs
depends only on the conjugacy class K of γ; it will be called the index of K. The index iK is
finite if γ is loxodromic (the stabiliser of its translation axis Cγ is then virtually cyclic), and
also finite if Cγ is compact (as for instance if the action of Γ on X is k-acylindrical for some
k ě 0).
We define
cγ “
kÿ
i“1
rc peiqλpeiq ,
where pe1, . . . , ekq is the shortest edge path from x0 to Cγ .
We finally define the orbital counting function in conjugacy classes, counting with multi-
plicities and weights coming from the system of conductances, as
NK, x0ptq “
ÿ
αPK, dpx0, αx0qďt
mα e
cα .
for t P r0,`8r (simply t P N in the simplicial case). When the stabiliser of x0 in Γ is trivial
and when the system of conductances c vanishes, we recover the definition of the Introduction
(above Theorem 1.12).
4See Section 7.2 for definitions and notations.
5See the previous footnote.
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Theorem 13.1. Let K be the conjugacy class of a nontrivial element γ0 of Γ, with finite index
iK, and with positive and finite skinning measure }σ´K }. Assume that δc is finite and positive.
(1) Assume that mc is finite and mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow on ΓzX. Then,
as tÑ `8,
NK, x0ptq „
iK }µx`0} }σ´K } e´
λpγ0q
2
δc }mc} e
δc
2
t .
If ΓCγzpCγ X CΛΓq is compact when γ P K is elliptic and if there exists β P s0, 1s such
that the continous time geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mcq has superpolynomial decay of β-Hölder
correlations, then the error term is O
`
t´n e
δc
2
t
˘
for every n P N.
(2) Assume that λ ” 1 and that mc is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow on
ΓzGX. Then, as nÑ `8,
NK, x0pnq „
eδc iK }µx`0} }σ´K }
peδc ´ 1q }mc} e
δctn´λpγ0q2 u .
If ΓCγzpCγXCΛΓq is compact when γ P K is elliptic and if there exists β P s0, 1s such that the
discrete time geodesic flow on pΓzGX,mcq is exponentially mixing for the β-Hölder regularity,
then the error term is O
`
epδc´κqn{2
˘
for some κ ą 0.
One can also formulate a version of the above result for groups acting on bipartite simplicial
trees based on Theorem 12.12 and Remark (ii) following the proof of Theorem 12.16.
The error term in Assertion (1) holds for instance if rc “ 0, X is uniform, and either ΓzX
is compact and the length spectrum LΓ is 2-Diophantine or Γ is a geometrically finite lattice
of X whose length spectrum LΓ is 4-Diophantine, by the Remark following Theorem 12.18.
When ΓzX is compact and Γ has no torsion (in particular, Γ has then a very restricted group
structure, as it is then a free group), we thus recover a result of [KeS].
The error term in Assertion (2) holds for instance if rc “ 0, X is uniform with vertices of
degrees at least 3, Γ is a geometrically finite lattice of X with length spectrum equal to Z, by
Remark (i) following the proof of Theorem 12.16.
Theorem 1.12 in the introduction follows from this theorem, using Proposition 4.16 (3)
and Theorem 4.17.
Proof. We only give a full proof of Assertion (1) of this theorem, Assertion (2) follows
similarly using Theorems 12.9 and 12.16 instead of Theorems 12.8 and 12.18.
The proof is similar to the proof of [PaP15, Theo. 8]. Let D´ “ tx0u and D` “ Cγ0 . Let
D´ “ pγD´qγ1PΓ{ΓD´ and D` “ pγD`qγPΓ{ΓD` . By Equation (7.15), we have
}σ`D´} “
}µx`0}
|Γx0 | .
By Equation (13.1), by the definition6 of the counting function ND´, D` and by the last claim
6See Equation (12.10) in Section 12.4.
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of Theorem 12.8, we have, as tÑ `8,ÿ
αPK, 0ădpx0, αx0qďt
mα e
cα “
ÿ
αPK, 0ădpx0, Cαqď t´λpγ0q2
mα e
cα
“
ÿ
γPΓ{ZΓpγ0q, 0ădpx0, γCγ0 qď t´λpγ0q2
mγγ0γ´1 e
cγγ0γ´1
“ |Γx0 | iK
ÿ
γPΓx0zΓ{ΓCγ0 , 0ădpx0, γCγ0 qď
t´λpγ0q
2
mγγ0γ´1 e
cγγ0γ´1
“ |Γx0 | iK ND´, D`
` t´ λpγ0q
2
˘
„ |Γx0 | iK
}σ`D´} }σ´D`}
δc }mc} e
δc
t´λpγ0q
2 .
Assertion (1) without the error term follows, and the error term statement follows similarly
from Theorem 12.18. l
Theorem 13.1 (1) without an explicit form of the multiplicative constant in the asymptotic
is due to [KeS] under the strong restriction that Γ is a free group acting freely on X and ΓzX
is a finite graph. The following result is due to [Dou, Theo. 1] in the special case when X is
a regular tree and the group Γ has no torsion and finite quotient ΓzX.
Corollary 13.2. Let X be a regular simplicial tree with vertices of degree q ` 1 ě 3, let
x0 P V X, let Γ be a lattice of X such that ΓzX is nonbipartite, and let K be the conjugacy class
of a loxodromic element γ0 P Γ. Then, as nÑ `8,ÿ
αPK, dpx0, αx0qďn
mα „ λpγ0qrZΓpγ0q : γZ0 s VolpΓzzXq
qt
n´λpγ0q
2
u .
If we assume furthermore that Γ has no torsion and that γ0 is primitive, then we have as
nÑ `8,
Cardtα P K : dpx0, αx0q ď nu „ λpγ0q|ΓzV X| q
tn´λpγ0q
2
u .
Proof. Under these assumptions, taking c ” 0 in Theorem 13.1 so that the Gibbs measure
is the Bowen-Margulis measure, the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX is finite and mixing
by Proposition 4.16 (3) and Theorem 4.17. We also have δc “ ln q. Using the normalisation
of the Patterson density pµx˘ qxPV X to probability measures, Proposition 8.1 (3) and Equation
(8.12), the result follows, since when γ is loxodromic,
VolpΓCγzzCγq “ Volpγ
ZzzCγq
rΓCγ : γZs “
λpγq
rΓCγ : ZΓpγqs rZΓpγq : γZs . . l
The value of C 1 given below Theorem 1.12 in the Introduction follows from this corollary.
We leave to the reader an extension with nonzero potential F of the results for manifolds
in [PaP15], along the lines of the above proofs.
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13.2 Equidistribution and counting of closed orbits on metric
and simplicial graphs (of groups)
Classically, an important characterisation of the Bowen-Margulis measure on compact nega-
tively curved Riemannian manifolds is that it coincides with the weak-star limit of properly
normalised sums of Lebesgue measures supported on periodic orbits, see [Bowe1]. Under much
weaker assumptions than compactness, this result was extended to CATp´1q spaces with zero
potential in [Rob2] and to Gibbs measures in the manifold case in [PauPS, Theo. 9.11]. As
a corollary of the simultaneous equidistribution results from Chapter 11, we prove in this
Section the equidistribution towards the Gibbs measure of weighted closed orbits in quotients
of metric and simplicial graphs of groups and as a corollary of this result, in the standard
manner, we obtain asymptotic counting results for weighted (primitive) closed orbits.
Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices, and let X “ |X|λ be
its geometric realisation. Let Γ be a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq. Letrc : EXÑ R be a Γ-invariant system of conductances, and c : ΓzEXÑ R its induced function.
Given a periodic orbit g of the geodesic flow on ΓzGX, if pe1, . . . , ekq is the sequence of
edges followed by g, we denote by Lg the Lebesgue measure along g, by λpgq the length of g
and by cpgq its period for the system of conductances c:
λpgq “
kÿ
i“1
λpeiq and cpgq “
kÿ
i“1
λpeiq cpeiq .
Let Perptq be the set of periodic orbits of the continuous time geodesic flow on ΓzGX with
length at most t and let Per1ptq be the subset of primitive ones.
Theorem 13.3. Assume that the critical exponent δc of c is finite and positive and that the
Gibbs measure mc of c is finite and mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow. As tÑ `8,
the measures
δc e
´δc t ÿ
gPPer1ptq
ecpgqLg
and
δc t e
´δc t ÿ
gPPer1ptq
ecpgq Lg
λpgq
converge to mc}mc} for the weak-star convergence of measures. If Γ is geometrically finite, the
convergence holds for the narrow convergence.
We conjecture that if Γ is geometrically finite and if its length spectrum is 4-Diophantine7,
then for all n P N and β P s0, 1s, there exist k P N and an error term of the form Optn }ψ}k, βq
for these equidistribution claims evaluated on any ψ P C k, βc pΓzGXq. But since we will not
need this result and since the proof is likely to be very long, we do not address the problem
here.
Proof. Let rFc and Fc be the potentials on T 1X and ΓzT 1X respectively associated8 with c,
and note that the period of a periodic orbit g for the geodesic flow on ΓzGX satisfies9
cpgq “ LgpF 7c q “ PerFcpγq ,
7See the definition in Section 9.3.
8See Section 3.5.
9See Proposition 3.21 and Section 3.2.
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where F 7c is the composition of the canonical map ΓzGX Ñ ΓzT 1X with Fc : ΓzT 1X Ñ R,
and γ P Γ is the loxodromic element of Γ whose conjugacy class corresponds to g.
Let HΓ,t be the subset of Γ that consists in the loxodromic elements whose translation
length is at most t, and let H 1Γ,t be the subset of HΓ,t that consists in the primitive ones. For
every γ PHΓ,t, we denote by gγ its corresponding periodic orbit in ΓzGX. The first claim is
equivalent to the following assertion: we have
δc e
´δc t ÿ
γPH 1Γ,t
ePerFc pγqLgγ á˚ mc}mc} (13.2)
as t Ñ `8. We proceed with the proof of the convergence claimed in Equation (13.2) as in
[PauPS, Theo. 9.11]. We first prove that
ν2t “ δc }mc} e´δc t
ÿ
γPHΓ,t
ePerFc pγqLgγ á˚ mc . (13.3)
We then refer to Step 2 of the proof of [PauPS, Theo. 9.11] for the fact that the contribution
of the non primitive elements is negligible, so that Equation (13.3) implies Equation (13.2).
Although the proof of this deduction in loc. cit. is written for manifolds, the arguments are
directly applicable for any CATp´1q space X and potential F satisfying the HC-property.10
In particular, the use of Proposition 5.13 (i) and (ii) of op. cit. in the proof of Step 2 in
loc. cit. is replaced now by the use of Theorem 4.6 (1) and (4) respectively.
Let us fix x P X. Let
V pxq “  pξ, ηq P pX Y B8Xq2 : ξ ‰ η, x P sξ, ηr( ,
which is an open subset of X Y B8X. Note that the family pV pyqqyPX covers the set of pairs
of distinct points of B8X. For every t ą 0, let νt be the measure on pX Y B8Xq2 defined by
νt “ δc }mc} e´δct
ÿ
γPΓ : dpx,γxqďt
e
şγx
x
rFc∆γ´1x b∆γx .
The measures νt weak-star converge to µx´ b µx` as t Ñ `8 by Corollary 11.2 (taking in its
statement y “ x).
Let γ˘ be the attracting and repelling fixed points of any loxodromic element γ P Γ. Let
ν3t “ δc }mc} e´δc t
ÿ
γPHΓ, t
ePerFc pγq∆γ´ b∆γ` .
Since X is an R-tree, every element γ P Γ such that x P sγ´1x, γxr is loxodromic, and for such
x and γ we have
dpx, γxq “ λpγq and
ż γx
x
rFc “ PerFcpγq .
If furthermore dpx, γxq is large, then γ´1x and γx are respectively close to γ´ and γ` in
X Y B8X.
Hence, for every continuous map ψ : pX Y B8Xq2 Ñ r0,`8r with compact support
contained in V pxq, and for every  ą 0, if t is large enough, we have
e´νtpψq ď ν3t pψq ď eνtpψq .
10See Definition 3.13.
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Using Hopf’s parametrisation with basepoint x, and by Equation (3.20), the measures rmc and
µx´ b µx` b ds are equal on V pxq ˆ R. Hence the measures νt b ds weak-star converge to rmc
on V pxqˆR as tÑ `8. For every continuous ψ1 : GX Ñ R which is a product of continuous
functions in each variable with compact support in V pxq ˆR and for every  ą 0, if t is large
enough, we hence have
e´ rmcpψ1q ď ν3t b dspψ1q ď e rmcpψ1q .
Note that the support of any continuous function with compact support on GX may be
covered by finitely many open sets V pxq ˆ R where x P X. The induced measure11 of the
Γ-invariant measure ν3t b ds on GX is the measure ν2t on ΓzGX. Since mc is the induced
mesasure of rmc, this proves Equation (13.3), hence gives the first claim of Theorem 13.3.
The second claim follows from the first one in the same way as in [PauPS, Theo. 9.11]:
Consider the measures
m1t “ δce´δct
ÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF q Lg and m2t “ δcte´δct
ÿ
gPPer1ptq
eLgpF q Lg
λpgq
on ΓzGX. Fix a continuous map ψ : ΓzGX Ñ r0,`8r with compact support. For every
 ą 0, for every t ą 0, we have, since λpgq ě e´t for all g in the second sum below,
m2t pψq ě m1tpψq ě δce´δct
ÿ
gPPer1ptq´Per1pe´tq
eLgpF q Lgpψq
ě e´δcte´δct
ÿ
gPPer1ptq´Per1pe´tq
eLgpF q Lgpψq
λpgq
“ e´m2t pψq ´ e´δct e´δct
ÿ
gPPer1pe´tq
eLgpF q Lgpψq
λpgq .
By the local finiteness of X, the closed orbits meeting the support of ψ have a positive lower
bound on their lengths. Thus, by the first claim of Theorem 13.3, there exists a constant
C ą 0 such that the second term of the above difference is at most C t e´δcteδc e´t, which
tends to 0 as t tends to `8. Hence by applying twice the first claim of Theorem 13.3, we
have
mcpψq
}mc} “ limtÑ`8m
1
tpψq ď lim inf
tÑ`8 m
2
t pψq ď lim sup
tÑ`8
m2t pψq ď lim
tÑ`8 e
m1tpψq “ emcpψq}mc} ,
and the result follows by letting  go to 0. (and writing any continuous map ψ : T 1M Ñ R
with compact support into the sum of its positive and negative parts).
In order to prove the last claim of Theorem 13.3, assume that Γ is geometrically finite. The
narrow convergence follows as in [PauPS, Theo. 9.16], using the fact that there exists a com-
pact subset of ΓzGX meeting every periodic orbit of the geodesic flow, and replacing Lemma
3.10, Lemma 3.2, Equation (112), Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 5.15 of op. cit. by respectively
Lemma 4.3 (1), the (HC)-property, Proposition 3.20 (4), Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.7 (1).
l
11See the beginning of Chapter 12.
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In a similar way, replacing in the above proof Corollary 11.2 of Theorem 11.1 by the similar
corollary of Theorem 11.9 with D´ “ pγxqγPΓ and D´ “ pγyqγPΓ for any x, y P V X, we get
the following analogous result for simplicial trees. For every n P N, let now Perpnq be the set
of periodic orbits of the discrete time geodesic flow on ΓzGX with length at most n and let
Per1pnq be the subset of primitive ones.
Theorem 13.4. Let X be a locally finite simplicial tree without terminal vertices, let Γ be
a nonelementary discrete subgroup of AutpXq and let rc : EX Ñ R be a Γ-invariant system
of conductances. Assume that the critical exponent δc of c is finite and positive and that the
Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic flow. As n Ñ `8, the
measures
eδc ´ 1
eδc
e´δcn
ÿ
gPPer1pnq
ecpgqLg
and
eδc ´ 1
eδc
n e´δcn
ÿ
gPPer1pnq
ecpgq Lg
λpgq
converge to mc}mc} for the weak-star convergence of measures. If Γ is geometrically finite, the
convergence holds for the narrow convergence. l
In the special case when ΓzX is a compact graph and F “ 0, the following immediate
corollary of Theorem 13.3 is proved in [Gui], and it follows from the results of [ParP].12 There
are also some works on non-backtracking random walks with related results. For example,
for regular finite graphs, [LuPS1] and [Fri1] (see [Fri2, Lem. 2.3]) give an expression of the
irreducible trace which is the number of closed walks of a given length.
Corollary 13.5. Let pX, λq be a locally finite metric tree without terminal vertices. Let Γ be
a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpX, λq. Let c : EXÑ R be a Γ-invariant system
of conductances, with finite and positive critical exponent δc.
(1) If the Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the continuous time geodesic flow, thenÿ
gPPer1ptq
ecpgq „ e
δc t
δc t
as tÑ `8.
(2) If λ “ 1 and if the Gibbs measure mc is finite and mixing for the discrete time geodesic
flow, then ÿ
gPPer1pnq
ecpgq „ e
δc
eδc ´ 1
eδc n
n
as nÑ `8. l
12See the introduction of [Sha] for comments.
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Part III
Arithmetic applications
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Chapter 14
Fields with discrete valuations
Let pK be a non-Archimedean local field. Basic examples of such fields are the field of formal
Laurent series over a finite field, and the field of p-adic numbers (see Examples 14.1 and
14.2). In Part III of this book, we apply the geometric equidistribution and counting results
for simplicial trees given in Part II, in order to prove arithmetic equidistribution and counting
results in such fields pK. The link between the geometry and the algebra is provided by the
Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2, pKq, the construction of which is recalled in Section 15.1. We will
only use the system of conductances equal to 0 in this Part III.
In the present Chapter, before embarking on our arithmetic applications, we recall basic
facts on local fields for the convenience of the geometer reader. For more details, we refer for
instance to [Ser2, Gos]. We refer to [BrPP] for an announcement of the results of Part III,
with a presentation different from the one in the Introduction.
We will only give results for the algebraic group G “ PGL2 over pK and special discrete
subgroups Γ of PGL2p pKq, even though the same methods give equidistribution and counting
results when G is any semisimple connected linear algebraic group over pK of pK-rank 1 and Γ
any lattice in G “ Gp pKq.
14.1 Local fields and valuations
Let F be a field and let Fˆ “ pF ´ t0u,ˆq be its multiplicative group. A surjective group
morphism v : Fˆ Ñ Z to the additive group Z, that satisfies
vpa` bq ě mintvpaq, vpbqu
for all a, b P Fˆ, is a (normalised discrete) valuation v on F . We make the usual convention
and extend the definition of v to F by setting vp0q “ `8. Note that vpa`bq “ mintvpaq, vpbqu
if vpaq ‰ vpbq. When F is an extension of a finite field k, the valuation v vanishes on kˆ.
The subring
Ov “ tx P F : vpxq ě 0u
is the valuation ring (or local ring) of v (or of F is v is implicit).
The maximal ideal
mv “ tx P F : vpxq ą 0u
of Ov is principal and it is generated as an ideal of Ov by any element piv P F with
vppivq “ 1
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which is called a uniformiser of F .
The residual field of the valuation v is
kv “ Ov{mv .
When kv is finite, the valuation v defines a (normalised, non-Archimedean) absolute value | ¨ |v
on F by
|x|v “ |kv|´vpxq ,
with the convention that |kv|´8 “ 0. This absolute value induces an ultrametric distance on
F by
px, yq ÞÑ |x´ y|v .
Let Fv be the completion of F with respect to this distance. The valuation v of F uniquely
extends to a (normalised discrete) valuation on Fv, again denoted by v.
Example 14.1. Let K “ FqpY q be the field of rational functions in one variable Y with
coefficients in a finite field Fq of order a positive power q of a positive prime p in Z, let FqrY s
be the ring of polynomials in one variable Y with coefficients in Fq, and let v8 : Kˆ Ñ Z be
the valuation at infinity of K, defined on every P {Q P K with P P FqrY s and Q P FqrY s´t0u
by
v8pP {Qq “ degQ´ degP .
The absolute value associated with v8 is
|P {Q|8 “ qdegP´degQ .
The completion of K for v8 is the field Kv8 “ FqppY ´1qq of formal Laurent series in one
variable Y ´1 with coefficients in Fq. The elements x in FqppY ´1qq are of the form
x “
ÿ
iPZ
xi Y
´i
where xi P Fq for every i P Z, and xi “ 0 for i small enough. The valuation at infinity of
FqppY ´1qq extending the valuation at infinity of FqpY q is
v8pxq “ supti P Z : @ j ă i, xj “ 0u ,
that is,
v8
` 8ÿ
i“i0
xiY
´i˘ “ i0
if xi0 ‰ 0. The valuation ring of v8 is the ring Ov8 “ FqrrY ´1ss of formal power series in one
variable Y ´1 with coefficients in Fq. The element
piv8 “ Y ´1
is a uniformiser of v8, the residual field Ov8{piv8Ov8 of v8 is kv8 “ Fq.
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Example 14.2. Given a positive prime p P Z, the field of p-adic numbers Qp is the completion
of Q with respect to the absolute value | ¨ |p of the p-adic valuation vp defined by setting
vp
`
pn
a
b
˘ “ n ,
when n P Z, a, b P Z ´ t0u are not divisible by p. Then the valuation ring Ovp , denoted by
Zp, of Qp is the closure of Z for the absolute value | ¨ |p, the element pivp “ p is a uniformiser,
and the residual field is kvp “ Zp{pZp “ Fp, a finite field of order p.
A field endowed with a valuation is a non-Archimedean local field if it is complete with
respect to its absolute value and if its residual field is finite.1 Its valuation ring is then a
compact open additive subgroup. Any non-Archimedean local field is isomorphic to a finite
extension of the p-adic field Qp for some prime p, or to the field FqppY ´1qq of formal Laurent
series in one variable Y ´1 over Fq for some positive power q of a prime p.
These formal Laurent series fields may occur as completions of numerous (global) fonctions
fields, that we now define. The basic case is described in Example 14.1 above, and the general
case is detailed in Section 14.2 below. The geometer reader may skip Section 14.2 and use
only Example 14.1 in the remainder of Part III (using g “ 0 when the constant g occurs).
14.2 Global function fields
In this Section, we fix a finite field Fq with q elements, where q is a positive power of a positive
prime p P Z, and we recall the definitions and basic properties of a function field K over Fq,
its genus g, its valuations v, its completion Kv for the associated absolute value | ¨ |v and the
associated affine function ring Rv. See for instance [Gos, Ros] for the content of this Section.
Let K be a (global) function field over Fq, which can be defined in two equivalent ways as
(1) the field of rational functions on a geometrically irreducible smooth projective curve C
over Fq, or
(2) an extension of Fq of transcendence degree 1, in which Fq is algebraically closed.
There is a bijection between the set of closed points of C and the set of (normalised discrete)
valuations of its function field K, the valuation of a given element f P K being the order of
the zero or the opposite of the order of the pole of f at the given closed point. We fix such
an element v from now on. We denote by g the genus of the curve C.
In the basic Example 14.1, C is the projective line P1 over Fq, which is a curve of genus
g “ 0, and the closed point associated with the valuation at infinity v8 is the point at infinity
r1 : 0s.
We denote by Kv the completion of K for v, and by
Ov “ tx P Kv : vpxq ě 0u
the valuation ring of (the unique extension to Kv) of v. We choose a uniformiser piv P K of
v. We denote by kv “ Ov{pivOv the residual field of v, which is a finite field of order
qv “ |kv| .
1There are also two Archimedean local fields C and R, see for example [Cas].
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The field kv is from now on identified with a fixed lift in Ov (see for instance [Col, Théo. 1.3]),
and is an extension of the field of constants Fq. The degree of this extension is denoted by
deg v, so that
qv “ qdeg v .
We denote by | ¨ |v the (normalised) absolute value associated with v : for every x P Kv, we
have
|x|v “ pqvq´vpxq “ q´vpxq deg v .
Every element x P Kv is2 a (converging) Laurent series x “ řiPZ xi ppivqi in the variable piv
over kv, where xi P kv is zero for i P Z small enough. We then have
|x|v “ pqvq´ suptjPZ : @ iăj, xi“0u , (14.1)
and Ov consists of the (converging) power series x “ řiPN xi ppivqi (where xi P kv) in the
variable piv over kv.
We denote by Rv the affine algebra of the affine curve C´ tvu, consisting of the elements
of K whose only poles are at the closed point v of C. Its field of fractions is equal to K, hence
we will often write elements of K as x{y with x, y P Rv and y ‰ 0. In the basic Example 14.1,
we have Rv8 “ FqrY s. Note that
Rv X Ov “ Fq , (14.2)
since the only rational functions on C whose only poles are at v and whose valuation at v is
nonnegative are the constant ones. We have (see for instance [Ser3, II.2 Notation], [Gos, page
63])
pRvqˆ “ pFqqˆ . (14.3)
The following result is immediate when C “ P1, since then Rv ` Ov “ Kv.
Lemma 14.3. The dimension of the quotient vector space Kv{pRv ` Ovq over Fq is equal to
the genus g of C.
Proof. (indicated by J.-B. Bost) We refer for instance to [Ser1] for background on sheaf
cohomology. We denote in the same way the valuation v and the corresponding closed point
on C.
Let O “ K X Ov be the discrete valuation ring of v restricted to K. Since K is dense in
Kv and Ov is open and contains 0, we have Kv “ K ` Ov. Therefore the canonical map
K{pRv ` Oq Ñ Kv{pRv ` Ovq
is a linear isomorphism over Fq. Let us hence prove that dimFq K{pRv ` Oq “ g.
In what follows, V ranges over the affine Zariski-open neighbourhoods of v in C, ordered
by inclusion. Let OC be the structural sheaf of C. Note that by the definition of Rv, since the
zeros of elements of Kˆ are isolated and by the relation between valuations of K and closed
points of C,
Rv “ H0pC´ tvu,OCq, K “ limÝÑ
V
H0pV ´ tvu,OCq and O “ limÝÑ
V
H0pV ,OCq .
2See for instance [Col, Coro. 1.6].
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Since V and C´ tvu are affine curves, we have H1pC´ tvu,OCq “ H1pV ,OCq “ 0. By the
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for the covering tC ´ tvu,V u of C, we hence have an exact
sequence
H0pC,OCq Ñ H0pC´ tvu,OCq ˆH0pV ,OCq Ñ H0pV ´ tvu,OCq Ñ H1pC,OCq .
Therefore
K{pRv ` Oq “ limÝÑ
V
H0pV ´ tvu,OCq{
`
H0pC´ tvu,OCq `H0pV ,OCq
˘
» H1pC,OCq .
Since dimFq H1pC,OCq “ g by one definition of the genus of C, the result follows. l
Recall that Rv is a Dedekind ring.3 In particular, every nonzero ideal (respectively frac-
tional ideal) I of Rv may be written uniquely as I “śp pvppIq where p ranges over the prime
ideals in Rv and vppIq P N (respectively vppIq P Z), with only finitely many of them nonzero.
By convention I “ Rv if vppIq “ 0 for all p. For all x, y P Rv (respectively x, y P K), we
denote by
xx, yy “ xRv ` y Rv
the ideal (respectively fractional ideal) of Rv generated by x, y. If I, J are nonzero fractional
ideals of Rv, we have
I X J “
ź
p
pmaxtvppIq, vppJqu and I ` J “
ź
p
pmintvppIq, vppJqu . (14.4)
The (absolute) norm of a nonzero ideal I “śp pvppIq of Rv is
NpIq “ rRv : Is “ |Rv{I| “
ź
p
qvppIq deg p ,
where deg p is the degree of the field Rv{p over Fq, so that NpRvq “ 1. By convention
Np0q “ 0. This norm is multiplicative:
NpIJq “ NpIqNpJq ,
and the norm of a nonzero fractional ideal I “śp pvppIq of Rv is defined by the same formula
NpIq “ śp qvppIq deg p. Note that if paq is the principal fractional ideal in Rv generated by a
nonzero element a P K, we define Npaq “ N`paq˘. We have (see for instance [Gos, page 63])
Npaq “ |a|v . (14.5)
Dedekind’s zeta function of K is (see for instance [Gos, §7.8] or [Ros, §5])
ζKpsq “
ÿ
I
1
NpIqs
3See for instance [Ser3, II.2 Notation]. We refer for instance to [Nar, §1.1] for background on Dedekind
rings.
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if Re s ą 1, where the summation is over the nonzero ideals I of Rv. By for instance [Ros, §5],
it has an analytic continuation on C´ t0, 1u with simple poles at s “ 0, s “ 1. It is actually
a rational function of q´s. In particular, if K “ FqpY q, then (see [Ros, Theo. 5.9])
ζFqpY qp´1q “
1
pq ´ 1qpq2 ´ 1q . (14.6)
We denote by HaarKv the Haar measure of the (abelian) locally compact topological
group pKv,`q, normalised so that HaarKvpOνq “ 1.4 The Haar measure scales as follows
under multiplication: for all λ, x P Kv, we have
dHaarKvpλxq “ |λ|v dHaarKvpxq . (14.7)
Note that any nonzero fractional ideal I of Rv is a discrete subgroup of pKv,`q, and we
will again denote by HaarKv the Haar measure on the compact group Kv{I which is induced
by the above normalised Haar measure of Kv.
Lemma 14.4. For every nonzero fractional ideal I of Rv, we have
HaarKvpKv{Iq “ q g´1 NpIq .
Proof. By the scaling properties of the Haar measure, we may assume that I is an ideal
in Rv. By Lemma 14.3, we have Card Kv{pRv ` Ovq “ qg. By Equation (14.2) and by the
normalisation of the Haar measure, we have
HaarKvpRv ` Ovq{Rv “ HaarKv Ov{pRv X Ovq “ HaarKv Ov{Fq “ 1q .
Hence
HaarKvpKv{Rvq “ Card
`
Kv{pRv ` Ovq
˘
HaarKvpRv ` Ovq{Rv “ qg´1 .
Since HaarKvpKv{Iq “ NpIq HaarKvpKv{Rvq, the result follows. l
4Other normalisations are useful when considering Fourier transforms, see for instance Tate’s thesis [Tat].
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Chapter 15
Bruhat-Tits trees and modular groups
In this Chapter, we give background information and preliminary results on the main link
between the geometry and the algebra used for our arithmetic applications: the (discrete time)
geodesic flow on quotients of Bruhat-Tits trees by arithmetic lattices. We refer to Section 2.6
for the basic notation and terminology for trees and graphs (of groups).
We denote the image in PGL2 of an element
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2 by
„
a b
c d

P PGL2.
15.1 Bruhat-Tits trees
Let Kv be a non-Archimedean local field, with valuation v, valuation ring Ov, choice of
uniformiser piv, and residual field kv of order qv (see Section 14.1 for definitions).
In this Section, we recall the construction and basic properties of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv
of pPGL2,Kvq, see for instance [Tit]. We use its description given in [Ser3], to which we refer
for proofs and further information.
An Ov-lattice Λ in the Kv-vector space KvˆKv is a rank 2 free Ov-submodule of KvˆKv,
generating Kv ˆKv as a vector space. The Bruhat-Tits tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq is the graph
whose set of vertices V Xv is the set of homothety classes (under pKvqˆ) rΛs of Ov-lattices
Λ in Kv ˆKv, and whose nonoriented edges are the pairs tx, x1u of vertices such that there
exist representatives Λ of x and Λ1 of x1 for which Λ Ă Λ1 and Λ1{Λ is isomorphic to Ov{pivOv.
We again denote by Xv the geometric realisation of Xv.1 Two (oriented) edges are naturally
associated with each nonoriented edge. If K is any field endowed with a valuation v whose
completion is Kv, then the similarly defined Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kq coincides with
Xv, see [Ser3, p. 71].
The graph Xv is a regular tree of degree |P1pkvq| “ qv ` 1. In particular, the Bruhat-Tits
tree of pPGL2,Qpq is regular of degree p ` 1, and if Kv “ FqppY ´1qq and v “ v8, then the
Bruhat-Tits tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq is regular of degree q ` 1. More generally, if Kv is the
completion of a function field over Fq endowed with a valuation v as in Section 14.2, then the
Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq is regular of degree qv ` 1 “ qdeg v ` 1.
The standard base point ˚v of X is the homothety class rOvˆOvs of the Ov-lattice OvˆOv,
generated by the canonical basis of Kv ˆKv. In particular, we have
dp˚v, rOv ˆ xOvsq “ |vpxq| (15.1)
1giving length 1 to (the geometric realisation of) each nonoriented edge, see Section 2.6.
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for every x P pKvqˆ. The link
lkp˚vq “ ty P V Xv : dpy, ˚vq “ 1u
of ˚v in Xv identifies with the projective line P1pkvq.
The left linear action of GL2pKvq onKvˆKv induces a faithful, vertex-transitive left action
by automorphisms of PGL2pKvq on the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv. The stabiliser in PGL2pKvq of
˚v is PGL2pOvq, acting projectively on lkp˚vq “ P1pkvq by reduction modulo pivOv of the coef-
ficients. We will hence identify PGL2pKvq{PGL2pOvq with V Xv by the map g PGL2pOvq ÞÑ
g ˚v.
We identify the projective line P1pKvq with Kv Y t8u using the map Kvpx, yq ÞÑ xy , so
that
8 “ r1 : 0s .
The projective action of GL2pKvq or PGL2pKvq on P1pKvq is the action by homographies2
on Kv Y t8u, given by pg, zq ÞÑ g ¨ z “ a z`bc z`d if g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pKvq, or g “
„
a b
c d

P
PGL2pKvq. As usual we define 8 ÞÑ ac and ´dc ÞÑ 8.
There exists a unique homeomorphism between the boundary at infinity B8Xv of Xv and
P1pKvq such that the (continuous) extension to B8Xv of the isometric action of PGL2pKvq on
Xv corresponds to the projective action of PGL2pKvq on P1pKvq. From now on, we identify
B8Xv and P1pKvq by this homeomorphism. Under this identification, Ov consists of the
positive endpoints `` of the geodesic lines ` of Xv with negative endpoint `´ “ 8 that pass
through the vertex ˚v (see the picture below).
8
B8Xv
0
Ov
0 0
˚v
x0
x2
0
x1
xi0
x P Kv
H8
LetH8 be the horoball centred at 8 P B8Xv whose associated horosphere passes through
˚v. There is a unique labeling of the edges of Xv by elements of P1pkvq “ kv Y t8u such that
(see the above picture)
• the label of any edge of Xv pointing towards 8 P B8Xv is 8,
• for any x “ řiPZ xi ppivqi P Kv, the sequence pxiqiPZ is the sequence of the labels of the
(directed) edges that make up the geodesic line s8, xr oriented from 8 towards x,
• x0 is the label of the edge of s8, xr exiting the horoball H8.
2or linear fractional transformations
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We refer to [Pau3, Sect. 5] for a detailed treatment of the case Kv “ FqppY ´1qq and v “ v8.
For all η, η1 P Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u, we have
|η ´ η1|v “ dH8pη, η1qln qv (15.2)
by the definitions of the absolute value |¨|v and of Hamenstädt’s distance, see Equation (14.1),
the above geometric interpretation, and Equation (2.12). Note that in [Pau3], Hamenstädt’s
distance in a regular tree is defined in a different way: In that reference, the distance |η´ η1|v
equals Hamenstädt’s distance between η and η1.
In particular, the Hölder norms3 }ψ}β, | ¨ ´ ¨ |v and }ψ}β1, dH8 of a function ψ : Kv Ñ R,
respectively for the distances px, yq ÞÑ |x ´ y|v and dH8 on Kv, are related by the following
formula:
@ β P ‰0, 1
ln qv
‰
, }ψ}β, | ¨ ´ ¨ |v “ }ψ}β ln qv , dH8 . (15.3)
The group PGL2pKvq acts simply transitively on the set of ordered triples of distinct
points in B8Xv “ P1pKvq. In particular, it acts transitively on the space GXv of (discrete)
geodesic lines in Xv. The stabiliser under this action of the geodesic line (from 8 “ r1 : 0s to
0 “ r0 : 1s)
`˚ : n ÞÑ rOv ˆ ppivq´nOvs
is the maximal compact-open subgroup
ApOvq “
#„
a 0
0 d

: a, d P pOvqˆ
+
of the diagonal group
ApKvq “
#„
a 0
0 d

: a, d P pKvqˆ
+
.
We will hence identify PGL2pKvq{ApOvq with GXv by the mapping rΞ : gApOvq ÞÑ g `˚. Define
av “
„
1 0
0 pi´1v

,
which belongs to ApKvq and centralises ApOvq. The homeomorphism rΞ is equivariant for the
actions on the left of PGL2pKvq on PGL2pKvq{ApOvq and GXv. It is also equivariant for the
actions on PGL2pKvq{ApOvq under translations on the right by pavqZ and on GXv under the
discrete geodesic flow pgnqnPZ: for all n P Z and x P PGL2pKvq{ApOvq, we haverΞ px avnq “ gn rΞ pxq . (15.4)
Furthermore, the stabiliser in PGL2pKvq of the ordered pair of endpoints p`˚´ “ 8, `˚` “ 0q
of `˚ in B8Xv “ P1pKvq is ApKvq. Therefore any element γ P PGL2pKvq which is loxodromic
on Xv is diagonalisable over Kv. By [Ser3, page 108], the translation length on Xv of γ0 “„
a 0
0 d

is
λpγ0q “ |vpaq ´ vpdq| . (15.5)
3See the definition in Section 3.1.
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Note that if rγ0 “ ˆa 00 d
˙
P GL2pKvq is a representative of γ0 such that det rγ0 P pOvqˆ,
then 0 “ vpdet rγ0q “ vpadq “ vpaq ` vpdq, so that vpdq “ ´vpaq and λpγ0q “ 2|vpaq|. Since
vpaq ‰ vpdq if λpγ0q ‰ 0, we have vptr rγ0q “ vpa` dq “ mintvpaq, vpdqu “ ´|vpaq|. Thus,
λpγ0q “ 2|vptr rγ0q| . (15.6)
By conjugation, this formula is valid if γ0 P PGL2pKvq is loxodromic on Xv and represented
by rγ0 P GL2pKvq such that det rγ0 P pOvqˆ.
Let H be a horoball in Xv whose boundary is contained in V Xv and whose point at
infinity ξ is different from 8. With β8 : V Xv ˆ V Xv Ñ Z the Busemann function at 8 (see
Equation (2.5)), the height of H is
ht8pH q “ maxtβ8px, ˚vq : x P BH u P Z ,
which is the signed distance between H8 and H .4 It is attained at the intersection point
with BH of the geodesic line from 8 to ξ, which is then called the highest point of H . Note
that the height of H is invariant under the action of the stabiliser of H8 in PGL2pKvq on
the set of such horoballs H .
The following lemma is a generalisation of [Pau3, Prop. 6.1] that only covered the partic-
ular case of K “ FqpY q and v “ v8.
Lemma 15.1. Assume that Kv is the completion of a function field K over Fq endowed with
a valuation v, with associated affine function ring Rv. For every γ “
„
a b
c d

P PGL2pKq
with a, b, c, d P K such that ad´ bc P pOvqˆ and c ‰ 0, the image of H8 by γ is the horoball
centred at ac P K Ă Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u with height
ht8pγH8q “ ´2 vpcq .
Proof. It is immediate that γ8 “ ac under the projective action. Up to multiplying γ on
the left by
„
1 ´ac
0 1

P PGL2pKq, which does not change c nor the height of γH8, we may
assume that a “ 0 and that b has the form c´1u with u “ bc ´ ad P pOvqˆ. Multiplying γ
on the right by
„
1 ´dc
0 1

P PGL2pKq preserves γH8 and does not change a “ 0, b “ c´1u or
c. Hence we may assume that d “ 0. Since γ then exchanges the points 8 and 0 in B8Xv,
the highest point of γH8 is γ˚v. Assuming first that 0, γ˚v, ˚v,8 are in this order on the
geodesic line from 0 to 8, we have by Equation (15.1)
ht8pγH8q “ dp˚v, γ˚vq “ dprOv ˆ Ovs, rc´1uOv ˆ cOvsq
“ dprOv ˆ Ovs, rOv ˆ c2Ovsq “ ´vpc2q “ ´2 vpcq .
If 0, γ˚v, ˚v,8 are in the opposite order, then the same computation holds, up to replacing
the distance d by its opposite ´d. l
4See the definition of the signed distance just above Lemma 11.13.
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15.2 Modular graphs of groups
Let K be a function field over Fq, let v be a (normalised discrete) valuation of K, let Kv be
the completion of K associated with v, and let Rv be the affine function ring associated with
v (see Section 14.2 for definitions).
The group Γv “ PGL2pRvq is a lattice in the locally compact group PGL2pKvq, and a
lattice5 of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq, called the modular group at v of K. The
quotient graph ΓvzXv is called the modular graph at v of K, and the quotient graph of groups6
ΓvzzXv is called the modular graph of groups at v of K. We refer to [Ser3] for background
information on these objects, and for instance to [Pau3] for a geometric treatment when
K “ FqpY q and v “ v8.
By for instance [Ser3], the set of cusps ΓvzP1pKq is finite, and ΓvzXv is the disjoint
union of a finite connected subgraph containing Γv ˚v and of maximal open geodesic rays
hzp s0,`8rq, for z “ Γvrz P ΓvzP1pKq, where hz (called a cuspidal ray, see Section 2.6) is
the injective mage by the canonical projection Xv Ñ ΓvzXv of a geodesic ray whose point at
infinity in P1pKq Ă B8Xv is equal to rz. Conversely, any geodesic ray whose point at infinity
lies in P1pKq Ă B8Xv contains a subray that maps injectively by the canonical projection
Xv Ñ ΓvzXv.
The group Γv “ PGL2pRvq is a geometrically finite lattice7 by for instance [Pau4]. The
set of bounded parabolic fixed points of Γv is exactly P1pKq Ă B8Xv, and the set of conical
limit points of Γv is P1pKvq ´ P1pKq.
Let us denote by {ΓvzXv “ pΓvzXvq \ Ev Freudenthal’s compactification of ΓvzXv by its
finite set of ends Ev, see [Fre]. This set of ends is indeed finite, in bijection with ΓvzP1pKq
by the map which associates to z P ΓvzP1pKq the end towards which the cuspidal ray hz
converges. See for instance [Ser3] for a geometric interpretation of Ev in terms of the curve
C.
Let Iv be the set of classes of fractional ideals of Rv. The map which associates to an
element rx : ys P P1pKq the class of the fractional ideal xRv ` yRv generated by x, y induces
a bijection from the set of cusps ΓzP1pKq to Iv.
The volume8 of the modular graph of groups ΓvzzXv can be computed using Equation
(14.3) and Exercice 2 b) in [Ser3, II.2.3]:
VolpPGL2pRvqzzXvq “ pq ´ 1qVolpGL2pRvqzzXvq “ 2 ζKp´1q . (15.7)
If K “ FqpY q is the rational function field over Fq and if we consider the valuation at
infinity v “ v8 of K, then the Nagao lattice9 Γv “ PGL2pFqrY sq acts transitively on P1pKq.
Its quotient graph of groups ΓvzzXv is the following modular ray (with associated edge-indexed
graph)
5See Section 2.6 for a definition.
6See Section 2.6 for a definition.
7See Section 2.6 for a definition and for instance [BasL] for a profusion of geometrically infinite lattices in
simplicial trees.
8See Section 2.6 for a definition.
9This lattice was studied by Nagao in [Nag], see also [Moz, BasL]. It is called the modular group in [Wei2].
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Γ´1 Γ0 Γ1 Γ2
Γ10 Γ0 Γ1 Γ2
q ` 1 q 1 q 1 1 q 1q
where Γ´1 “ PGL2pFqq, Γ10 “ Γ0 X Γ´1 and, for every n P N,
Γn “
"„
a b
0 d

P PGL2pFqrY sq : a, d P Fqˆ , b P FqrY s,deg b ď n` 1
*
.
Note that even though PGL2pKvq has inversions on Xv, its subgroup Γv “ PGL2pRvq acts
without inversion on Xv (see for instance [Ser3, II.1.3]). In particular, the quotient graph
ΓvzXv is then well defined.
15.3 Computations of measures for Bruhat-Tits trees
In this Section, we compute explicit expressions for the skinning measures10 of horoballs and
geodesic lines, and for the Bowen-Margulis measures,11 when considering lattices of Bruhat-
Tits trees. See [PaP16, Section 7] and [PaP17a, Section 4] for analogous computations in the
real and complex hyperbolic spaces respectively, and [BrP1] for related computations in the
tree case.
Let pKv, vq be as in the beginning of Section 15.1. Let Γ be a lattice of the Bruhat-Tits
tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq. Since Xv is regular of degree qv ` 1, the critical exponent of Γ is
δΓ “ ln qv (15.8)
by Proposition 4.16 and Equation (8.1).
We normalise the Patterson density pµxqxPV Xv of Γ as follows.12 Let H8 be the horoball
in Xv centred at8 whose associated horosphere passes through ˚v. Let t ÞÑ xt be the geodesic
ray in Xv such that x0 “ ˚v and which converges to 8.
8
˚v BH8
Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u
pivOv
H8
xt
Ov
10See Section 7.1.
11See Section 4.2.
12Since the system of conductances is 0, note that µx` “ µx´ “ µx is the standard Patterson measure of Γ.
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Hamenstädt’s measure13 associated with H8
µH8 “ limtÑ`8 e
δΓtµxt “ lim
tÑ`8 qv
tµxt
is a Radon measure on B8Xv ´ t8u “ Kv, invariant under all isometries of Xv preserving
H8, since Γ is a lattice. Hence it is invariant under the translations by the elements of Kv.
By the uniqueness property of Haar measures, µH8 is a constant multiple of the chosen Haar
measure14 of Kv, and we normalise the Patterson density pµxqxPV Xv so that
µH8 “ HaarKv . (15.9)
We summarise the various measure computations in the following result.
Proposition 15.2. Let Γ be a lattice of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq, with Patterson
density normalised as above.
(1) The outer/inner skinning measures of the singleton t˚vu are given by
d rσ˘t˚vupρq “ dµ˚vpρ˘q “ `maxt1, |ρ˘|vu˘´2 dHaarKvpρ˘q
on the set of ρ P B1˘t˚vu such that ρ˘ ‰ 8.
(2) The total mass of the Patterson density is
}µx} “ qv ` 1
qv
for all x P V Xv.
(3) The skinning measure of the horoball H8 is the projection of the Haar measure of Kv:
For all ρ P B1˘H8, we have
drσ˘H8pρq “ dµH8pρ˘q “ dHaarKvpρ˘q .
(4) If 8 is a bounded parabolic fixed point of Γ, with Γ8 its stabiliser in Γ, if D “
pγH8qγPΓ{Γ8, we have
}σ˘D} “ HaarKvpΓ8zKvq “ VolpΓ8zzBH8q .
(5) Let L be a geodesic line in Xv with endpoints L˘ P Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u. Then on the set
of ρ P B1`L such that ρ` P Kv “ B8Xv ´t8u and ρ` ‰ L˘, the outer skinning measure
of L is
d rσ`L pρq “ |L` ´ L´|v|ρ` ´ L´|v |ρ` ´ L`|v dHaarKvpρ`q .
(6) Let L be a geodesic line in Xv, let ΓL be the stabiliser in Γ of L, and assume that ΓLzL
has finite length. Then with D “ pγLqγPΓ{ΓL, we have
}σ˘D} “
qv ´ 1
qv
VolpΓLzzLq .
13See Equation (7.5).
14Recall that we normalise the Haar measure of pKv,`q such that HaarKv pOvq “ 1.
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Proof. (1) For every ξ P Kv, by the description of the geodesic lines in the Bruhat-Tits tree
Xv starting from 8 given in Section 15.1, we have ξ P Ov if and only if PH8pξq “ ˚v.15
8
˚v
Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u
H8
ξ
PH8pξq BH8
0
´vpξq
For every ξ P Kv ´ Ov, by Equations (15.2) and (2.12), we have
|ξ|v “ dH8p0, ξqln qv “ q
1
2
dp˚v , PH8 pξqq
v . (15.10)
On the set of geodesic rays ρ P B1˘t˚vu such that ρ˘ ‰ 8, by Equation (7.2), by the last
claim of Proposition 7.2, by Equation (15.8),16 since PH8pρ˘q belongs to the geodesic ray
r˚v, ρ˘r (even when ρ˘ P Ov), and by Equation (15.9), we have
drσ˘t˚vupρq “ dµ˚vpρ˘q “ eCρ˘ pPH8 pρ˘q,˚vq dµH8pρ˘q
“ eδΓ βρ˘ pPH8 pρ˘q,˚vq dµH8pρ˘q
“ q´dpPH8 pρ˘q,˚vqv dHaarKvpρ˘q .
Therefore, if ρ P B1˘t˚vu is such that
ρ˘ P Ov “ tξ P Kv : |ξ|v ď 1u “ tξ P Kv : PH8pξq “ ˚vu ,
then d rσ˘t˚vupρq “ dHaarKvpρ˘q . If ρ˘ P Kv ´ Ov, Equation (15.10) gives the claim.
(2) This Assertion follows from Assertion (1) by a geometric series argument, but we give a
direct proof.
As Γ is a lattice, the family pµxqxPV Xv is actually equivariant under AutpXvq,17 which acts
transitively on the vertices of Xv, and the stabiliser in AutpXvq of the standard base point ˚v
acts transitively on the edges starting from ˚v.
Since Xv is pqv ` 1q-regular, since the set of points at infinity of the geodesic rays starting
from ˚v, whose initial edge has endpoint 0 P lkp˚vq “ P1pkvq, is equal to pivOv, since all
15Recall that PH8 : BvXv ´ t8u Ñ BH8 is the closest point map to the horoball H8, see Section 2.4.
16Since the potential is zero, the Gibbs cocycle is the critical exponent times the Busemann cocycle.
17See Proposition 4.16 (2).
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geodesic lines from 8 P B8Xv to points of pivOv Ă B8Xv pass through ˚v, and by the
normalisation of the Patterson density and of the Haar measure, we have
}µ˚v} “ pqv ` 1q µ˚vppivOvq “ pqv ` 1q µH8ppivOvq “ pqv ` 1qHaarKvppivOvq
“ qv ` 1
qv
HaarKvpOvq “ qv ` 1qv .
(3) This follows from Equation (7.4), and from the normalisation µH8 “ HaarKv of the
Patterson density.
(4) This follows from Assertion (3) and from Equation (8.11) (where the normalisation of the
Patterson density was different than the one given by Assertion (2)).
(5) Let L,L`, L´ be as in the statement of Assertion (5), see the picture below. The result
follows from Lemma 8.6 applied with H “H8, from Equations (15.9), (15.8) and (15.2).
ρp`8q
˚v
ρp0q
B8X
L`L´
(6) This follows from Equation (8.12) (where the normalisation of the Patterson density was
different), since Xv is pqv ` 1q-regular, and from Assertion (2):
}σ˘D} “ }µ˚v}
qv ´ 1
qv ` 1 VolpΓLzzLq “
qv ´ 1
qv
VolpΓLzzLq . l
We now turn to measure computations for arithmetic lattices Γ in Xv in the function field
case. We still assume that the Patterson density of Γ is normalised so that µH8pOvq “ 1, and
we denote by mBM the Bowen-Margulis measure of Γ associated with this choice of Patterson
density.
Proposition 15.3. Let K be a function field over Fq of genus g and let v be a valuation of
K. Let Γ be a finite index subgroup of Γv “ PGL2pRvq, with Patterson density normalised
such that µH8 “ HaarKv .
(1) We have
}mBM} “ pqv ` 1q rΓv : Γs
qv
VolpΓvzzXvq “ 2 pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q rΓv : Γs
qv
,
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and if K “ FqpY q and v “ v8 is the valuation at infinity of C “ P1, then
}mBM} “ 2 rPGL2pFqrY sq : Γs
q pq ´ 1q2 .
(2) Let Γ8 be the stabiliser in Γ of 8 P B8Xv, and let D “ pγH8qγPΓ{Γ8. We have
}σ˘D} “
q g´1 rpΓvq8 : Γ8s
q ´ 1 .
Proof. (1) Recall that Γv “ PGL2pRvq acts without inversion on Xv. By Equation (8.4)
(which uses a different normalisation of the Patterson density of Γ), and by Proposition 15.2
(2), we have
}mBM} “ }µ˚v}2 qvqv ` 1 VolpΓzzXvq “
pqv ` 1q rΓv : Γs
qv
VolpΓvzzXvq .
The first claim of Assertion (1) hence follows from Equation (15.7).
If K “ FqpY q and v “ v8, then the second claim of Assertion (1) follows either from the
first claim where the value of ζKp´1q is given by Equation (14.6), or from the fact that qv “ q
and that the covolume VolpPGL2pFqrY sqzzXv8q of the Nagao lattice PGL2pFqrY sq is
VolpPGL2pFqrY sqzzXv8q “ 2pq ´ 1qpq2 ´ 1q , (15.11)
as an easy geometric series computation shows using the description of the modular ray in
Section 15.2 (see also [BasL, Sect. 10.2]).
(2) Let us prove that
HaarKvppΓvq8zKvq “ q
g´1
q ´ 1 . (15.12)
The result then follows by Proposition 15.2 (4) since
}σ˘D} “ HaarKvpΓ8zKvq “ rpΓvq8 : Γ8s HaarKvppΓvq8zKvq .
The stabiliser of 8 “ r1 : 0s in Γv acts on Kv exactly by the set of transformations
z ÞÑ az ` b with a P pRvqˆ and b P Rv. Since18 pRvqˆ “ pFqqˆ acts freely by multiplication
on the left on pKv ´Rvq{Rv, and by Lemma 14.4, we have
HaarKvppΓvq8zKvq “ 1q ´ 1 HaarKvpKv{Rvq “
q g´1
q ´ 1 .
This proves Equation (15.12). l
18See Equation (14.3).
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15.4 Exponential decay of correlation and error terms for arith-
metic quotients of Bruhat-Tits trees
As in the beginning of Section 15.1, let Kv be a non-Archimedean local field, with valuation
v, valuation ring Ov, choice of uniformiser piv, and residual field kv of order qv. Let Γ be a
lattice of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv of pPGL2,Kvq. In this Section, we discuss the error terms
estimates that we will use in Part III.
Partly in order to simplify the references, we start by summarizing in the next statement
the only results from the geometric Part II of this book, on geometric equidistribution and
counting problems, that we will use in this algebraic Part III. We state it with the normali-
sation introduced in Section 15.3 which will be useful in what follows.
Theorem 15.4. Let Γ be a lattice of Xv whose length spectrum LΓ is equal to 2Z. Assume
that the Patterson density of Γ is normalised so that }µx} “ qv`1qv for every x P V Xv. Let D˘
be nonempty proper simplicial subtrees of Xv with stabilisers ΓD˘ in Γ, such that the families
D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ are locally finite in Xv. For every γ P Γ such that D´ and γD` are
disjoint, let αe´, γ be the generalised geodesic line, isometric exactly on r0, dpD´, γD`qs, whose
image is the common perpendicular between D´ and γD`. If the measure σ´D` is nonzero and
finite, then
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 qv3
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
q´nv
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆αe´, γ “ rσ`D´ ,
for the weak-star convergence of measures on the locally compact space
p
GXv.
Furthermore, if Γ is geometrically finite, then for every β P s0, 1s, there exists an error
term for this equidistribution claim when evaluated on rψ P C βc p pGXq of the form Op } rψ }β e´κnq
for some κ ą 0.
As recalled at the end of Section 2.6, lattices in PGL2pKvq are geometrically finite, see
[Lub1]. We will hence be able to use the error term in Theorem 15.4 in particular when
‚ Kv is the completion of a function fieldK over Fq with respect to a (normalised discrete)
valuation v of K and Γ is a finite index subgroup of PGL2pRvq with Rv the affine function
ring associated with v,19 as in Chapters 16 and 19, and in Sections 17.2 and 18.2;
‚ when Kv “ Qp and Γ is an arithmetic lattice in PGL2pKvq derived from a quaternion
algebra, see Sections 17.3 and 18.2.
Proof. In order to prove the first claim, we apply Corollary 11.12 with X “ Xv and p “ q “ qv.
Since LΓ “ 2Z, the lattice Γ leaves invariant the partition of V Xv into vertices at even distance
from a basepoint x0 P V Xv and vertices at odd distance from x0. Since the Patterson density
is now normalised so that }µx0} “ qv`1qv (instead of }µx0} “ qv`1?qv in Corollary 11.12), the
skinning measures rσ¯D˘ are now 1?qv times the ones in the statement of Corollary 11.12.
Hence the second assertion of Corollary 11.12 gives
lim
nÑ`8
qv
2 ´ 1
2 qv2
TVolpΓzzXvq?
qv }σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆αe´, γ “
?
qv rσ`D´ .
19See Section 14.2 for definitions.
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By Equation (2.23), we have
TVolpΓzzXvq “ pqv ` 1q VolpΓzzXvq .
The first claim follows.
The last claim concerning error terms follows from Remark (ii) following the proof of
Theorem 12.16. l
In the last four Chapters 16, 17, 18 and 19 of this book, we will need to push to infinity
the measures appearing in the statement of Theorem 15.4. We regroup in the following two
remarks the necessary control tools for such a pushing.
Remark 15.5. With the notation of Theorem 15.4, we will use Lemma 3.9 when X “ |Xv|1
is the geometric realisation of the simplicial tree Xv, α “ αe´, γ is20 the common perpendicular
between D´ and γD` for γ P Γ (when it exists), and ρ “ ργ is any extension of α to a
geodesic ray, or rather to a generalised geodesic line isometric exactly on r0,`8r . Under the
assumptions of Theorem 15.4, we have by Lemma 3.9
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 qv3
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
q´nv
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆ργ á˚ rσ`D´ , (15.13)
with, if Γ is geometrically finite, an error term when evaluated on rψ P C βc p pGXvq of the form
Ope´κn } rψ }βq for some κ ą 0 small enough (depending in particular on β P s0, 1s).
From now on in this book, for every subtree D of Xv with geometric realisation D “
|D|1, we endow B8Xv ´ B8D with the distance-like map dD defined in Equation (3.8). We
use this map dD in order to define both the β-Hölder-continuity of maps with values in
pB8Xv ´ B8D, dDq and the β-Hölder-norm of a function defined on pB8Xv ´ B8D, dDq.
Remark 15.6. With the notation of Theorem 15.4, we will use Proposition 3.10 when X “ Xv
and D “ D´. Under the assumptions of Theorem 15.4, with ργ any extension to a geodesic
ray of the common perpendicular αe´, γ between D´ and γD` for γ P Γ, since pushing forward
measures on B1`D´ by the homeomorphism B` : ρ ÞÑ ρ` introduced in Proposition 3.10 is
continuous, we have by Equation (15.13)
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 qv3
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
q´nv
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆pργq` á˚ pB`q˚rσ`D´ . (15.14)
If Γ is geometrically finite, for all β P s0, 1s and ψ P C βc pB8Xv ´ B8D´q, using the error
term in Equation (15.13) with regularity β2 when evaluated on rψ “ ψ ˝ B`, which belongs to
C
β
2
c p
p
GXvq by the first claim of Proposition 3.10, we have by the last claim of Proposition 3.10
an error term in Equation (15.14) evaluated on ψ of the form Ope´κn }ψ }βq for some κ ą 0
small enough.
20the generalised geodesic line isometric exactly on r0, dpD´, γD`qs parametrising
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A stronger assumption than the Hölder regularity is the locally constant regularity, that
has been defined at the end of Section 3.1, and is applicable here since the involved spaces
are totally disconnected. Several error terms estimates in the literature use this stronger
regularity (see for instance [AtGP, KemaPS]). The following result of decay of correlations
under locally constant regularity follows from Corollary 9.6 by Remark 3.11 and since21 any
lattice of PGL2pKvq is geometrically finite.22
Proposition 15.7. Assume that Γ is a lattice of PGL2pKvq, and let β P s0, 1s.
(1) If LΓ “ Z, there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for every  P s0, 1s, for all -locally constant
maps φ, ψ : ΓzGXv Ñ R and n P Z, we haveˇˇˇ ż
ΓzGXv
φ ˝ g´n ψ dmBM´ 1}mBM}
ż
ΓzGXv
φ dmBM
ż
ΓzGXv
ψ dmBM
ˇˇˇ
ď C e´κ|n| }φ} lc, β }ψ} lc, β .
(2) If LΓ “ 2Z, then there exist C, κ ą 0 such that for every  P s0, 1s, for all -locally
constant maps φ, ψ : ΓzGevenXv Ñ R and n P Z, we haveˇˇˇ ż
ΓzGevenX
φ ˝ g´2n ψ dmBM´ 1
mBMpΓzGevenXq
ż
ΓzGevenX
φ dmBM
ż
ΓzGevenX
ψ dmBM
ˇˇˇ
ď C e´κ|n| }φ} lc, β }ψ} lc, β . l
We will not use the following result in this book, but its Assertion (2) is used in the
announcement [BrPP] which only considers the locally constant regularity.
Theorem 15.8. Assume that Γ is a lattice of PGL2pKvq, and let β P s0, 1s.
(1) If LΓ “ Z, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every  P s0, 1s and every -locally constant
map rψ : pGXv Ñ R, we have, as nÑ `8,
pqv ´ 1q
pqv ` 1q qv
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
q´nv
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
rψpαe´, γq
“
ż
p
GXv
rψ drσ`D´ `O `e´κn } rψ } lc, β˘ .
(2) If LΓ “ 2Z, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every  P s0, 1s and every -locally constant
map rψ : pGXv Ñ R, we have, as nÑ `8,
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 qv3
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
q´nv
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
rψpαe´, γq
“
ż
p
GXv
rψ drσ`D´ `O `e´κn } rψ } lc, β˘ .
Proof. This result follows by replacing in the proof of Theorem 12.16 (or rather Remark
(ii) following its proof) the use of the exponential decay of β-Hölder correlations given by
Corollary 9.6 by the use of Proposition 15.7.
21See the end of Section 2.6.
22Note that being a lattice of PGL2pKvq is much stronger than been a lattice in AutpXvq.
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We conclude this Section by giving an algebraic second proof of Theorem 15.8, in the
following situation. Let Kv be the completion of a function field K over Fq with respect to a
valuation v of K and let Γ be a nonuniform23 lattice of Gv “ PGL2pKvq. We only obtain a
version using an exponent β ě ln qv for the locally constant norm. For simplicity, we consider
only Assertion (1) of Theorem 15.8, though Assertion (2) xould be treated similarly.
The group Gv acts (on the left) on the complex vector space of maps ψ from ΓzGv to R,
by right translation on the source: For every g P Gv, we have gψ : x ÞÑ ψpxgq. A function
ψ : ΓzGv Ñ R is algebraically locally constant if there exists a compact-open subgroup U of
PGL2pOvq which leaves ψ invariant:
@ g P U, gψ “ ψ ,
or equivalently, if ψ is constant on each orbit of U under the right action of Gv on ΓzGv. Note
that ψ is then continuous, since the orbits of U are compact-open subsets. We define
dψ “ dim
`
VectRpPGL2pOvqψq
˘
as the dimension of the complex vector space generated by the images of ψ under the elements
of PGL2pOvq, which is finite, and even satisfies
dψ ď rPGL2pOvq : U s .
We define the alc-norm of every bounded algebraically locally constant map ψ : ΓzGv Ñ R
by
}ψ}alc “
a
dψ }ψ}8 .
Though the alc-norm does not satisfy the triangle inequality, we have }λψ}alc “ |λ| }ψ}alc
for every λ P R. We denote by alcpΓzGvq the vector space of bounded algebraically locally
constant maps ψ from ΓzGv to R.
For every n P N, let Un be the compact-open subgroup of PGL2pOvq which is the kernel
of the morphism PGL2pOvq Ñ PGL2pOv{pivnOvq of reduction modulo pivn. Note that any
compact-open subgroup U of PGL2pOvq contains Un for some n P N. Hence ψ : ΓzGv Ñ R is
algebraically locally constant if and only if there exists n P N such that ψ is constant on each
right orbit of Un. For every n P N, since the order of PGL2pOv{pivnOvq is at most the order
of pOv{pivnOvq4, which is qv4n, if ψ : ΓzGv Ñ R is constant on each right orbit of Un, then
}ψ}alc ď qv2n }ψ}8 . (15.15)
Recall24 that we have a natural homeomorphism Ξ : ΓgApOvq ÞÑ Γg `˚ between the double
coset space ΓzGv{ApOvq and ΓzGXv. We denote by pG : ΓzGv Ñ ΓzGXv the composition
map of the canonical projection
`
ΓzGv
˘Ñ `ΓzGv{ApOvq˘ and of Ξ. By Equation (15.4), for
all x P ΓzGv and n P N, we have
pG px avnq “ gn pG pxq . (15.16)
Lemma 15.9. For every  P s0, 1s, for every -locally constant function ψ : ΓzGXv Ñ R, if
n “ r´12 ln s, then the map ψ ˝ pG : ΓzGv Ñ R is Un-invariant and
}ψ ˝ pG }alc ď qv2 }ψ} lc, ln qv . (15.17)
23This assumption is introduced in order to apply the following Theorem 15.10. Note that the existence of
a nonuniform lattice in Gv “ PGL2pKvq forces the characteristic to be positive, see for instance [Lub1].
24See Section 15.1.
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Proof. Let , ψ, n be as in the statement. Let us first prove that if `, `1 P GXv satisfy
`r´n,`ns “ `1r´n,`ns, then dp`, `1q ď .
If `r´n,`ns “ `1r´n,`ns, then dp`ptq, `1ptqq “ 0 for t P r´n, ns and by the triangle inequality
dp`ptq, `1ptqq ď 2p|t| ´ nq if |t| ě n, hence
dp`, `1q ď 2
ż `8
n
2 pt´ nq e´2 t dt “ 2 e´2n
ż `8
0
u e´u du
2
“ e´2n
ď e´2p´ 12 ln q “  ,
as wanted.
In order to prove that ψ ˝ pG : ΓzGv Ñ R is Un-invariant, let x, x1 P ΓzGv be such that
x1 P xUn. Since Un acts by the identity map on the ball of radius n in the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv,
the geodesic lines pG pxq and pG px1q in ΓzGXv coincide (at least) on r´n, ns. Hence, as we saw
in the beginning of the proof, we have dppG pxq, pG px1qq ď . Therefore ψppG pxqq “ ψppG px1qq
since ψ is -locally constant.
Now, using Equation (15.15), we have
}ψ ˝ pG }alc ď qv2n }ψ ˝ pG }8
ď qv2p1´ 12 ln q }ψ}8 “ qv2 ´ ln qv }ψ}8 “ qv2 }ψ} lc, ln qv . l
Now, we will use an algebraic result of exponential decay of correlations, Theorem 15.10
(see for instance [AtGP]). We first recall some definitions and notation, useful for its state-
ment.
Recall that the left action of the locally compact unimodular group Gv on the locally
compact space GXv is continuous and transitive, and that its stabilisers are compact hence
unimodular. Since Γ is a lattice, the (Borel, positive, regular) Bowen-Margulis measurermBM on GXv is Gv-invariant (see Proposition 4.16 (2)). Hence by [Wei1] (see also [GoP,
Lem. 5]), there exists a unique Haar measure on Gv, which disintegrates by the evaluation mapĂpG : Gv Ñ GXv defined by g ÞÑ g`˚, with conditional measure on the fiber over ` “ g`˚ P GXv
the probability Haar measure on the stabiliser gApOvqg´1 of ` under Gv. Hence, taking the
quotient under Γ and normalising in order to have probability measures, if µv is the right
Gv-invariant probability measure on ΓzGv, we have
ppG q˚µv “ mBM}mBM} . (15.18)
For every g P Gv, we denote by Rg : ΓzGv Ñ ΓzGv the right action of g, and for all
bounded continuous functions rψ, rψ1 on ΓzGv, we define
covµv , gp rψ, rψ1q “ ż
ΓzGv
rψ ˝Rg rψ1 dµv ´ ż
ΓzGv
rψ dµv ż
ΓzGv
rψ1 dµv .
Note that by Equations (15.18) and (15.16), for all bounded continuous functions ψ,ψ1 :
ΓzGXv Ñ R and n P Z, we have25
cov mBM}mBM} , n
pψ,ψ1q “ covµv , avnpψ ˝ pG , ψ1 ˝ pG q . (15.19)
25See Section 9.2 for a definition of covµ, n.
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Recall that the adjoint representation of Gv “ PGL2pKvq is the continuous morphism
Gv Ñ GLpM2pKvqq defined by rhs ÞÑ tx ÞÑ hxh´1u, which is independent of the choice of
the representative h P GL2pKvq of rhs P PGL2pKvq. For every g P Gv, we denote by |g|v the
operator norm of the adjoint representation of g. For instance, recalling that av “
„
1 0
0 pi´1v

,
we have, for all n P Z,
|avn|v “ qv |n| . (15.20)
We refer for instance to [AtGP] for the following result of exponential decay of correlations.
Theorem 15.10. Let Γ be a nonuniform lattice of Gv. There exist C 1, κ1 ą 0 such that, for
all bounded locally constant functions rψ, rψ1 : ΓzGv Ñ R and g P Gv,ˇˇ
covµv , gp rψ, rψ1q ˇˇ ď C 1 } rψ}alc } rψ1}alc |g|v´κ1 . l (15.21)
Proposition 15.7 (1) and therefore Theorem 15.8 (1) with β ě ln qv follows from this result
applied to rψ “ ψ ˝ pG , rψ1 “ ψ1 ˝ pG and g “ avn by using Equations (15.19), (15.17) and
(15.20) and by taking C “ C 1q4v and κ “ κ1 ln qv. l
Remark. There is a similar relationship between locally constant functions on Kv in an
algebraic sense and the ones in the metric sense.
The additive group pKv,`q acts on the complex vector space of functions from Kv to R,
by translations on the source: for all y P Kv and ψ : Kv Ñ R, the function y ¨ ψ is equal to
x ÞÑ ψpx ` yq. A function ψ : Kv Ñ R is algebraically locally constant if there exists k P N
such that ψ is invariant under the action of the compact-open subgroup ppivqkOv of Kv, that
is, if for all x P Kv and y P ppivqkOv, we have ψpx` yq “ ψpxq. Note that a locally constant
function from Kv to R is continuous.
For any locally constant function ψ : Kv Ñ R, the complex vector space VectRpOv ¨ ψq
generated by the images of ψ under the elements of Ov is finite dimensional. Its dimension
dψ satisfies, with k as above,
dψ ď rOv : ppivqkOvs “ qvk .
We define the alc-norm of every bounded algebraically locally constant function ψ : Kv Ñ R
by
}ψ}alc “
a
dψ }ψ}8 .
Though the alc-norm does not satisfy the triangle inequality, we have }λψ}alc “ |λ| }ψ}alc for
every λ P R, and the set of bounded algebraically locally constant maps from Kv to R is a
real vector space.
Actually, a function ψ : Kv Ñ R is algebraically locally constant if and only if it is locally
constant. More precisely, for every  P s0, 1s, since the closed balls of radius q´kv in Kv are
the orbits by translations under ppivqkOv, every -locally constant function ψ : Kv Ñ R is
constant under the additive action of ppivqkOv for k “ r´ ln ln qv s, hence
}ψ}alc ď }ψ} lc, 1
2
.
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15.5 Geometrically finite lattices with infinite Bowen-Margulis
measure
This Section is a digression from the theme of arithmetic applications, in which we use the
Nagao lattice defined in Section 15.2 in order to construct a geometrically finite discrete
group of automorphisms of a simplicial tree which has infinite Bowen-Margulis measure. This
example was promised after Proposition 4.16, where we saw that such examples do not exist
for uniform trees.
We will equivariantly change the lengths of the edges of a simplicial tree X endowed with
a geometrically finite (nonuniform) lattice Γ in order to turn X into a metric tree in which the
group Γ remains a geometrically finite lattice, but now has a geometrically finite subgroup
with infinite Bowen-Margulis measure. This example is an adaptation of the negatively curved
manifold example of [DaOP, §4]. The simplicial example is obtained as a modification of the
metric tree example.
Theorem 15.11. There exists a geometrically finite discrete group of automorphisms of a
metric tree with constant degrees, whose Bowen-Margulis measure is infinite.
There exists a geometrically finite discrete group of automorphisms of a simplicial tree
with uniformly bounded degrees whose Bowen-Margulis measure is infinite.
Proof. Let v “ v8 be the valuation at infinity of K “ FqpY q, Kv “ FqppY ´1qq, Ov “
FqrrY ´1ss and Rv “ FqrY s. Let Xv be the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq with base point
˚v “ rOv ˆ Ovs. Let Γv “ PGL2pRvq, which is a lattice of Xv, with quotient graph of groups
the modular ray ΓvzzXv described in Section 15.2. We denote by pyiqi“´1,0,... the ordered
vertices along ΓvzzXv with vertex stabilisers pΓiqi“´1,0,..., and by peiqiPN the ordered edges
along ΓvzzXv (pointing away from the origin of the modular ray).
The subgroup
P “
ď
iě0
Γi “
"„
a Q
0 d

: Q P FqrY s, a, d P Fqˆ
*
is the stabiliser in Γ of 8 P B8Xv. Let P0 be the finite index subgroup of P consisting of the
elements
„
1 Q
0 1

with Qp0q “ 0. Observing that dpγ˚v, ˚vq “ 2pi ` 1q for any γ P Γi ´ Γi´1
and that the cardinality of pΓi ´ Γi´1q X P0 is pq ´ 1qqi`1, it is easy to see that the Poincaré
series
QP0, 0,˚v ,˚vpsq “
ÿ
γPP0
e´s dp˚v ,γ˚vq
of the discrete (though elementary) subgroup P0 of IsompXvq is (up to a multiplicative con-
stant) equal to
ř8
i“0 qie´2si, which gives δP0 “ ln q2 for the critical exponent of P0 on Xv.
Let h be an element of Γv which is loxodromic on Xv and whose fixed points belong to
the open subset Y ´1Ov of Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u. Hence the horoball H8 centred at 8 P B8Xv,
whose horosphere contains ˚v, is disjoint from the translation axis Axh of h. Note that the
stabiliser of H8 in Γv is P and that P0 acts freely on the edges exiting H8. Let x0 P V Xv be
the closest point on Axh to H8, let e˚ be the edge with origin ˚v pointing towards x0, and
let e´, e` be the two edges with origin x0 on Axh.
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Uh
Axh
Uh
e`e´
e˚
UP0
8
˚v
H8
x0
Let Uh be the set of points x in V Xv ´ tx0u such that the geodesic segment from x0 to x
starts either by the edge e´ or by e`. Let UP0 be the set of points y in V Xv ´ ttpe˚qu such
that the geodesic segment from tpe˚q to y starts by the edge e˚. We have
(1) Uh X UP0 “ H and x0 R Uh Y UP0 ,
(2) hkpV Xv´Uhq Ă Uh for every k P Z´t0u and wpV Xv´UP0q Ă UP0 for every w P P0´tidu,
(3) dpx, yq “ dpx, x0q ` dpx0, yq for all x P Uh and y P UP0 .
Let Γ1 be the subgroup of Γv generated by P0 and h. By a ping-pong argument, Γ1 is a free
product of P0 and of the infinite cyclic group generated by h, and Γ1 is geometrically finite
(see for instance [Mask, Theorem C.2 (xi)] for Kleinian groups). Hence every element γ in
Γ1´teu may be written uniquely as a word w0hn0w1hn1 . . . wkhnk with k P N, wi P P0, ni P Z
with wi ‰ e if i ‰ 0 and ni ‰ 0 if i ‰ k. Using the above properties, we have by induction
dpx0, w0hn0w1hn1 . . . wkhnkx0q “
ÿ
0ďiďk
dpx0, hnix0q `
ÿ
0ďiďk
dpx0, wix0q . (15.22)
Let λ : EXv Ñ R` be the Γ1-invariant length map on the set of edges of Xv such that for
every i P N, the length of e P EXv is 1 if e is not contained in ŤγPΓ1 γH8, and otherwise, if e
maps to ei or to ei under the canonical map Xv Ñ ΓvzXv, then λpeq “ 1` ln i`1i if i ě 1 and
λpeq “ 1 if i “ 0. Note that the distance in the metric graph |Xv|λ from ˚v to the vertex on
the geodesic ray from ˚v to 8 originally at distance i from ˚v is now i` ln i. The distances
along the translation axis of h have not changed. Equation (15.22) remains valid with the new
distance. Let us denote by d1 this (new) distance on |Xv|λ, and by Q1Γ1psq “ Q1Γ1, 0, x0, x0psq
and Q1P0psq the Poincaré series for the actions of Γ1 and P0 on p|Xv|λ, d1q (taking px0, x0q as
pair of basepoints and the zero system of conductances).
Let us now prove that the discrete subgroup Γ1 of automorphisms of the metric tree pXv, λq
(with degrees all equal to q ` 1) satisfies the first claim of Theorem 15.11.
By Γ1-invariance of λ, the group Γ1 remains a discrete subgroup of AutpXv, λq. The
elements of Γ18, or equivalently, the points at infinity of the horoballs in the Γ1-equivariant
family of horoballs pγH8qγPΓ1{Γ18 with pairwise disjoint interiors in Xv, remain bounded
parabolic fixed points of Γ1, and the other limit points remain conical limit points of Γ1.
Hence Γ1 remains a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpXv, λq.
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The Poincaré seriesQ1P0 is (up to a multiplicative and additive constant)
ř8
i“1 qi e´2si i´2s,
which has the same critical exponent δP0 “ ln q2 as previously, but it is easy to see that the
discrete group P0 is now of convergence type if q ě 3.
Let λphq be the (old and new) translation length of h. Using Equation (15.22) and
partitionning the above words by the number of nonzero powers of h they contain, we have,
for every s ě 0,
Q1Γ1psq “
ÿ
γPΓ1
e´s d1px0,γx0q
ď
´
1`
`8ÿ
k“1
´ ÿ
iPZ´t0u
e´s |i|λphq
ÿ
wPP0
e´s d1px0,wx0q
¯k¯ ÿ
wPP0
e´s d1px0,wx0q .
At s “ δP0 , the above sums over i P Z´t0u and over w P P0 converge, and by replacing h by a
high enough power if necessary, we may assume that
ř
iPZ´t0u e´s |i|λphq
ř
wPP0 e
´s d1px0,wx0q ă 1
if s “ δP0 , which makes the Poincaré series of Γ1 converge at s “ δP0 . Since P0 is a subgroup
of Γ1 with critical exponent δP , we have that Q1Γ1psq ě Q1P0psq “ `8 if s ă δP0 . We conclude
that the critical exponent of Γ1 is equal to δP0 and that Γ1 is of convergence type. By Corollary
4.7 (1), the Bowen-Margulis measure of Γ1 is infinite.
In order to prove the second claim of Theorem 15.11, we first define a new length map
λ : EXv Ñ R` which coincides with the previous one on every edge e of Xv, unless e maps to
ei or to ei for any i P N under the canonical map Xv Ñ ΓzXv, in which case we set
λpeq “ 1` tlnpi` 1qu´ tln iu
if i ě 1 and λpeq “ 1 if i “ 0 (where t¨u is the largest previous integer map). This map λ
now has values in t1, 2u, and we subdivide each edge of length 2 into two edges of length 1.
The tree Y thus obtained has uniformly bounded degrees (although it is no longer a uniform
tree), and the group Γ1 defines a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpYq with infinite
Bowen-Margulis measure. To see that P0 is again of convergence type, observe that each
distance in the simplicial case appearing in the Poincaré series differs by at most 1 from the
corresponding distance in the metric tree case. The remainder of the argument is the same
as in the metric tree case. l
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Chapter 16
Equidistribution and counting of
rational points in completed function
fields
Let K be a (global) function field over Fq of genus g, let v be a (normalised discrete) valuation
ofK, letKv be the associated completion ofK and let Rv be the affine function ring associated
with v.1 In this Chapter, we prove analogues of the classical results on the counting and
equidistribution towards the Lebesgue measure on R of the Farey fractions pq with pp, qq P
ZˆpZ´t0uq relatively prime.2 In particular, we prove various equidistribution results of locally
finite families of elements of K towards the Haar measure on Kv, using the geometrical work
on equidistribution of common perpendiculars done in Section 11.4 and recalled in Section
15.4.
16.1 Counting and equidistribution of non-Archimedian Farey
fractions
The first result of this Section is an analog in function fields of the equidistribution of Farey
fractions to the Lebesgue measure in R, see the Introduction, and for example [PaP14b, p. 978]
for the precise statement and a geometric proof. For every px0, y0q P Rv ˆRv ´ tp0, 0qu, let
mv, x0, y0 “ Cardta P pRvqˆ : D b P x0Rv X y0Rv, pa´ 1qx0y0 ´ bx0 P y20Rvu .
For future use, note that by Equation (14.3)
mv, 1, 0 “ q ´ 1 . (16.1)
For every pa, bq P Rv ˆ Rv and every subgroup H of GL2pRvq, let Hpa,bq be the stabiliser of
pa, bq for the linear action of H on Rv ˆRv.
Theorem 16.1. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, and let px0, y0q P Rv ˆ Rv ´
tp0, 0qu. Let
c “ pqv
2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0 pNxx0, y0yq2 rGL2pRvq : Gs
pq ´ 1q q g´1 q3v rGL2pRvqpx0,y0q : Gpx0,y0qs
.
1See Section 14.2 for definitions and background.
2See for instance [Nev], as well as [PaP14b] for an approach using methods similar to the ones in this text.
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Then, as sÑ `8,
c s´2
ÿ
px, yqPGpx0, y0q, |y|vďs
∆x
y
á˚ HaarKv .
For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every β-Hölder-continuous function
ψ : Kv Ñ R with compact support,3 as for instance if ψ : Kv Ñ R is locally constant with
compact support (see Remark 3.11), there is an error term in the equidistribution claim of
Theorem 16.1 evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ}ψ}βq.
It is remarkable that due to the general nature of our geometrical tools, we are able to work
with any finite index subgroup G of GL2pRvq, and not only with its congruence subgroups. In
this generality, the usual techniques (for instance involving analysis of Eisenstein series) are
not likely to apply. Also note that the Hölder regularity for the error term is a much weaker
assumption than the locally constant one that is usually obtained by analytic number theory
methods.
Theorem 1.13 in the Introduction follows from this result, by taking K “ FqpY q (so that
g “ 0), v “ v8, qv “ q, px0, y0q “ p1, 0q and s “ qt, and by using Equations (14.6) and (16.1)
in order to simplify the constant.
Before proving Theorem 16.1, let us give a counting result which follows from this equidis-
tribution result.
The additive group Rv acts on Rv ˆRv by the horizontal shears (transvections):
@ z P Rv, @ px, yq P Rv ˆRv, z ¨ px, yq “ px` zy, yq ,
and this action preserves the absolute value |y|v of the vertical coordinate y. Let G be a
finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, and let x0, y0 P Rv. Let Rv,G be the finite index additive
subgroup of Rv consisting of the elements x P Rv such that
ˆ
1 x
0 1
˙
P G, acting by horizontal
shears on Gpx0, y0q. Note that Rv,G “ Rv if G “ GL2pRvq. We may then define a counting
function ΨG, x0,y0 of the elements of K in an orbit by homographies under G, as
ΨG, x0, y0psq “ Card Rv,G z
 px, yq P Gpx0, y0q, |y|v ď su .
Corollary 16.2. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, and let px0, y0q P Rv ˆ Rv ´
tp0, 0qu. Then there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
ΨG, x0,y0psq
“ pq ´ 1q q
2g´2 q3v rGL2pRvqpx0,y0q : Gpx0,y0qs rRv : Rv,Gs
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0 pNxx0, y0yq2 rGL2pRvq : Gs s
2 `Ops2´κq .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 16.1, by considering the locally constant characteristic
function of a closed and open fundamental domain of Kv modulo the action by translations
of Rv,G, and by using Lemma 14.4 with I “ Rv. l
Let us fix some notation for this Section. For every subgroup H of GL2pRvq, we denote
by H its image in Γv “ PGL2pRvq. Let Xv be the Bruhat-Tits tree4 of pPGL2,Kvq, which is
regular of degree qv ` 1. Let
r “ x0
y0
P K Y t8u .
3where Kv is endowed with the distance px, yq ÞÑ |x´ y|v
4See Section 15.1.
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If y0 “ 0, let gr “ id P GL2pKq, and if y0 ‰ 0, let
gr “
ˆ
r 1
1 0
˙
P GL2pKq .
Proof of Theorem 16.1. We apply Theorem 15.4 with Γ “ G, D´ “H8 and D` “ grH8.
Recall that H8 is the horoball in Xv centred at 8 whose boundary contains ˚v (see Section
15.1).
Note that Γ has finite index in Γv and, in particular, it is a lattice of Xv. By [Ser3, II.1.2,
Coro.], for all x P V Xv and γ P GL2pRvq, the distance dpx, γxq is even since vpdet γq “ 0.
Hence by the equivalence in Equation (4.17), the length spectrum LΓv of Γv is 2Z. The length
spectrum of Γ is also 2Z, since it is contained in LΓv .
Note that D` is a horoball in Xv centred at r “ x0y0 P B8Xv, by Lemma 15.1. The stabiliser
ΓD´ of D´ (respectively ΓD` of D`) coincides with the stabiliser Γ8 of8 P B8Xv (respectively
the stabiliser Γr of r) in Γ. Note that the families D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ are locally finite, since
Γv, and hence its finite index subgroup Γ, is geometrically finite,5 and since 8 and r P K are
bounded parabolic limit points of Γv, hence of its finite index subgroup Γ.
For every γ P Γ{Γr such that D´ and γD` are disjoint, let αe´, γ be the generalised geodesic
line, isometric exactly on r0, dpD´, γD`qs, whose image is the common perpendicular between
D´ and γD`, and let ργ be the geodesic ray starting (at time t “ 0) from αe´, γp0q and ending
at the point at infinity γ ¨ r of γD`. Note that ργ and αe´, γ coincide on r0, dpD´, γD`qs.
Since the Patterson densities of lattices of Xv have total mass qv`1qv by Proposition 15.2
(2), they are normalised as in Theorem 15.4. Then by Equation (15.14), we have
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{Γr
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆pργq` “ pB`q˚rσ`D´ . (16.2)
Furthermore, for every β P s0, 1ln qv s, by the comment following Equation (15.14), we have an
error term of the form Ope´κn }ψ}β ln qvq for some κ ą 0 in the above formula when evaluated
on ψ P C β ln qvc pB8Xv ´ t8uq, where B8Xv ´ t8u is endowed with Hamenstädt’s distance6
dH8 . Hence we have an error term Ope´κn }ψ}βq for some κ ą 0 in the above formula
when evaluated on ψ P C βc pKvq, where Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u is endowed with the distance
px, yq ÞÑ |x´ y|v, see Equation (15.3).
By Proposition 15.2 (3), we have
pB`q˚rσ`D´ “ HaarKv .
Hence Equation (16.2) gives, with the appropriate error term,
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{Γr
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆γ¨r “ HaarKv . (16.3)
5See Section 15.2.
6See Equation (2.12), and note that withD “H8, Hamenstädt’s distance dH8 coincides with the distance-
like function dD introduced in Equation (3.8) and used in Remark 15.6, since D is a horoball.
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Let g P GL2pKq be such that g8 ‰ 8. This condition is equivalent to asking that
the p2, 1q-entry c “ cpgq of g is nonzero. By Lemma 15.1, the signed distance between the
horospheres H8 and gH8 is
dpH8, gH8q “ ´2 vpcq “ 2 ln |c|v
ln qv
. (16.4)
If y0 ‰ 0, then px, yq “ gpx0, y0q if and only if p xy0 , yy0 q “ ggrp1, 0q, and the p2, 1q-entry of ggr
is yy0 . If y0 “ 0 (which implies that gr “ id and x0 ‰ 0), then px, yq “ gpx0, y0q if and only ifp xx0 , yx0 q “ gp1, 0q, and the p2, 1q-entry of g “ ggr is yx0 . Let
z0 “
"
y0 if y0 ‰ 0
x0 otherwise.
By Equation (16.4), the signed distance between D´ “H8 and gD` “ g grH8 is
dpD´, gD`q “ 2
ln qv
ln
ˇˇˇ y
z0
ˇˇˇ
v
.
By discreteness, there are only finitely many double classes rgs P Gp1,0qzG{Gpx0,y0q such
that D´ “ H8 and gD` “ g grH8 are not disjoint. Let ZpGq be the centre of G, which
is finite. Since ZpGq acts trivially on P1pKvq, the map G{Gpx0,y0q Ñ Γ{Γr induced by the
canonical map GL2pRvq Ñ PGL2pRvq is |ZpGq|-to-1. Using the change of variable
s “ |z0|v qv n2 ,
so that qv´n “ |z0|v2 s´2, Equation (16.3) gives, with the appropriate error term,
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q |z0|v2
2 qv3 |ZpGq|
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
s´2
ÿ
px, yqPGpx0, y0q, |y|vďs
∆x
y
“ HaarKv . (16.5)
The order of the centre ZpGL2pRvqq “ pRvqˆ id is q ´ 1 by Equation (14.3). The map
GL2pRvq{GÑ Γv{Γ induced by the canonical map GL2pRvq Ñ PGL2pRvq is hence q´1|ZpGq| -to-1.
By Equation (15.7), we hence have
VolpΓzzXvq “ rΓv : ΓsVolpΓvzzXvq “ 2 ζKp´1q rΓv : Γs
“ 2
q ´ 1 ζKp´1q |ZpGq| rGL2pRvq : Gs . (16.6)
Theorem 16.1 follows from Equations (16.5) and (16.6) and from Lemma 16.3 below. l
Lemma 16.3. We have
}σ´D`} “
q g´1 |z0|v2 rGL2pRvqpx0,y0q : Gpx0,y0qs
mv, x0, y0 pNxx0, y0yq2 .
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Proof. Let γr be the image of gr in PGL2pKq. Let us define Γ1 “ γr´1Γγr, which is a finite
index subgroup in Γ1v “ γr´1Γvγr and a lattice of Xv. Since γr maps 8 to r, the point 8 is a
bounded parabolic limit point of Γ1, and we have pΓ1q8 “ γr´1Γrγr. Since the canonical map
GL2pRvq Ñ PGL2pRvq is injective on the stabiliser GL2pRvqpx0,y0q, we have
rpΓ1vq8 : pΓ1q8s “ rpΓvqr : Γrs “ rGL2pRvqpx0,y0q : Gpx0,y0qs .
Since the Patterson density of a lattice does not depend on the lattice (see Proposition
4.16 (1)), the skinning measures rσ˘H of a given horoball H do not depend on the lattice.
Thus
γ˚ rσ˘H “ rσ˘γH
for every γ P AutpXvq. Let D`1 “ pγ1H8qγ1PΓ1{Γ18 , which is a locally finite Γ1-equivariant
family of horoballs. We hence have, using Proposition 15.2 (4) for the third equality,
}σ´D`} “ }σ´γrD`1 } “ }σ
´
D`1
} “ HaarKvppΓ1q8zKvq
“ rpΓ1vq8 : pΓ1q8s HaarKvppΓ1vq8zKvq
“ rGL2pRvqpx0,y0q : Gpx0,y0qs HaarKvppΓ1vq8zKvq . (16.7)
Every element in the stabiliser of 8 in PGL2pKvq can be uniquely written in the form
α “
„
a b
0 1

with pa, bq P pKvqˆ ˆKv. Note thatˆ
r 1
1 0
˙ˆ
a b
0 1
˙ˆ
0 1
1 ´r
˙
“
ˆ
br ` 1 ar ´ br2 ´ r
b a´ br
˙
.
When x0 “ 0 or y0 “ 0, we have α P Γ1v if and only if
b P Rv and a P pRvqˆ .
When x0, y0 ‰ 0, we have α P Γ1v if and only if γrαγr´1 P Γv, hence if and only if
b P Rv X 1
r
Rv, a P pRvqˆ, ar ´ br2 ´ r P Rv .
Let U 18 be the kernel of the group morphism from pΓ1vq8 to pKvqˆ sending
„
a b
0 1

to a,
and let mv be its index in pΓ1vq8. If x0 “ 0 or y0 “ 0, then mv is equal to |pRvqˆ|, so that,
by Equation (14.3),
mv “ |pRvqˆ| “ |pFqqˆ| “ q ´ 1 .
If x0, y0 ‰ 0, we have
mv “ Card ta P pRvqˆ : D b P Rv X 1
r
Rv, ar ´ br2 ´ r P Rvu .
Note that the notation mv coincides with the constant mv, x0, y0 defined before the statement
of Theorem 16.1 in both cases.
If Ipx0,y0q is the nonzero fractional ideal
Ipx0,y0q “
#
Rv if x0 “ 0 or y0 “ 0 ,
Rv X 1rRv X 1r2Rv otherwise,
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then
U 18 “
"„
1 b
0 1

: b P Ipx0,y0q
*
.
Therefore by Lemma 14.4,
HaarKvppΓ1vq8zKvq “
HaarKvpIpx0,y0qzKvq
rpΓ1vq8 : U 18s “
q g´1 NpIpx0,y0qq
mv
. (16.8)
Let px0q “ śp pνppx0q and py0q “ śp pνppy0q be the prime decompositions of the principal
ideals px0q and py0q. By the formulas of the prime decompositions of intersections, sums and
products of ideals in Dedekind rings (see for instance [Nar, §1.1] and Equation (14.4)), we
have
px20q X px0y0q X py20q “ px20q X py20q “
ź
p
p2 maxtνppx0q, νppy0qu
and
xx0, y0y “
ź
p
pmintνppx0q, νppy0qu .
By the definition of the ideal Ipx0,y0q, by the multiplicativity of the norm, and by Equation
(14.5), we hence have if x0 ‰ 0 and y0 ‰ 0
NpIpx0,y0qq pNxx0, y0yq2
|y0|v2
“ N
´`px20q X px0y0q X py20q˘xx0, y0y2px0q´2py0q´2¯ “ 1 . (16.9)
If x0 “ 0 or y0 “ 0, then
NpIpx0,y0qq “ NpRvq “ 1 . (16.10)
Lemma 16.3 follows from Equations (16.7), (16.8) and (16.9) if x0 ‰ 0 and y0 ‰ 0 or
(16.10) if x0 “ 0 or y0 “ 0. l
Let us state one particular case of Theorem 16.1 in an arithmetic setting, using a congru-
ence sugbroup.
Theorem 16.4. Let I be a nonzero ideal of Rv. Then as tÑ `8, we have
pq 2v ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q NpIq
ś
p|Ip1` 1Nppqq
q g´1 q 3v
pqvq´2t
ÿ
px,yqPRvˆI
xx, yy“Rv , vpyqě´t
∆x
y
á˚ HaarKv ,
where the product ranges over the prime factors p of the ideal I. Furthermore, if
Ψptq “ Card Rv z
 px, yq P Rv ˆ I : xx, yy “ Rv, vpyq ě ´t( ,
then there exists κ ą 0 such that, as tÑ `8,
Ψptq “ q
2g´2 q 3v
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q NpIqśp|Ip1` 1Nppqq qv2t `Opqvp2´κqtq .
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For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C βc pKvq there is an error
term in the above equidistribution claim evaluated on ψ, of the form Opq ´κ tv }ψ}βq.
Proof. The counting claim is deduced from the equidistribution claim in the same way that
Corollary 16.2 is deduced from Theorem 16.1, noting that the action of Rv by horizontal
shears preserves Rv ˆ I.
In order to prove the equidistribution claim, we apply Theorem 16.1 with px0, y0q “ p1, 0q
and with G the Hecke congruence subgroup
GI “
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pRvq : c P I
*
, (16.11)
which is the preimage of the upper triangular subgroup of GL2pRv{Iq by reduction modulo
I. In this case, the constant mv,x0,y0 appearing in the statement of Theorem 16.1 is equal to
q ´ 1 by Equation (16.1). The group GI has finite index in GL2pRvq. The following result is
well-known to arithmetic readers (see for instance [Shi, page 24] when Rv is replaced by Z),
we only give a sketch of proof (indicated to us by J.-B. Bost) for the sake of the geometer
readers.
Lemma 16.5. We have
rGL2pRvq : GIs “ NpIq
ź
p|I
p1` 1
Nppqq ,
where the product ranges over the prime factors p of the ideal I.
Proof. Recall that we denote by |E| the cardinality of a finite set E. For every commutative
ring A with finite group of invertible elements Aˆ, we have a disjoint union
GL2pAq “
ď
aPAˆ
ˆ
a 0
0 1
˙
SL2pAq .
Hence rGL2pAq : SL2pAqs “ |Aˆ|. Since
ˆ
a 0
0 1
˙
belongs to GI for all a P pRvqˆ, we have
GI “
ď
aPpRvqˆ
ˆ
a 0
0 1
˙
GI X SL2pRvq ,
so that rGL2pRvq : GIs “ rSL2pRvq : GI X SL2pRvqs.
The group morphism of reduction modulo I from SL2pRvq to SL2pRv{Iq is onto, by an
argument of further reduction to the various prime power factors of I and of lifting elementary
matrices. The order of the upper triangular subgroup of SL2pRv{Iq is |pRv{Iqˆ| |R{I|, where
pRv{Iqˆ is the group of invertible elements of the ring Rv{I (that we will see again below).
Hence
rGL2pRvq : GIs “ rSL2pRvq : GI X SL2pRvqs “ | SL2pRv{Iq||pRv{Iqˆ| |R{I|
“ |GL2pRv{Iq||pRv{Iqˆ|2|R{I| . (16.12)
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By the multiplicativity of the norm and by the Chinese remainder theorem,7 one reduces the
result to the case when I “ pn is the n-th power of a fixed prime ideal p with norm Nppq “ N ,
where n P N. Note that since Rv{p is a field, we have
|GL1pRv{pq| “ |pRv{pqˆ| “ |Rv{p| ´ 1 “ N ´ 1
and
|GL2pRv{pq| “ p|Rv{p|2 ´ 1qp|Rv{p|2 ´ |Rv{p|q “ N2pN ´ 1q2
`
1` 1
N
˘
.
For k “ 1 or k “ 2, the kernel of the morphism of reduction modulo p from GLkpRv{Iq “
GLkpRv{pnq to GLkpRv{pq has order Nk2pn´1q. Hence
|GL2pRv{Iq| “ N4pn´1qN2pN ´ 1q2
`
1` 1
N
˘
,
and
|pRv{Iqˆ| “ Nn´1pN ´ 1q .
Therefore, by Equation (16.12), we have
rGL2pRvq : GIs “ N
4pn´1qN2pN ´ 1q2`1` 1N ˘
N2pn´1qpN ´ 1q2Nn “ N
n
`
1` 1
N
˘
.
This proves the result. l
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 16.4. Note that GL2pRvqp1,0q “ pGIqp1,0q. The
result then follows from Theorem 16.1 and its Corollary 16.2, using the change of variables
s “ pqvqt, since
GIp1, 0q “ tpx, yq P Rv ˆ I : xx, yy “ Rvu . l
The following result is a particular case of Theorem 16.4.
Corollary 16.6. Let P0 be a nonzero element of the polynomial ring R “ FqrY s over Fq, and
let P0 “ a0 śki“1pPiqni be the prime decomposition of P0. Then as tÑ `8,
pq ` 1qśki“1 qni degPip1` q´degPiq
pq ´ 1q q2 q
´2t ÿ
pP,QqPRˆpP0Rq
PR`QR“R, degQďt
∆P
Q
á˚ HaarFqppY ´1qq .
For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C βc
`
FqppY ´1qq
˘
there is
an error term in the above equidistribution claim evaluated on ψ, of the form Opq ´κ t }ψ}βq.
Proof. In this statement, we use the standard convention that k “ 0 if P0 is constant,
a0 P pFqqˆ and Pi P R is monic.
We apply the first claim of Theorem 16.4 with K “ FqpT q and v “ v8 so that g “ 0,
qv “ q and Rv “ R, and with I “ P0R, so that NpIq “ śki“1 qni degPi . The result follows
from Equation (14.6). l
7saying that the rings Rv{I and śpRv{pvppIq are isomorphic, see for instance [Nar, page 11]
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16.2 Mertens’s formula in function fields
In this Section, we recover the function field analogue of Mertens’s classical formula on the av-
erage order of the Euler function. We begin with a more general counting and equidistribution
result.
Let m be a (nonzero) fractional ideal of Rv, with norm Npmq. Note that the action of
the additive group Rv on Kv ˆKv by the horizontal shears z ¨ px, yq “ px ` zy, yq preserves
mˆm. We consider the counting function ψm : r0,`8r Ñ N defined by
ψmpsq “ Card
`
Rv z
 px, yq P mˆm : 0 ă Npmq´1Npyq ď s, xx, yy “ m(˘ .
Note that ψm depends only on the ideal class of m and thus we can assume in the computations
that m is integral, that is, contained in Rv.
Corollary 16.7. There exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
ψmpsq “ pq ´ 1q q
2g´2 qv3
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0 s
2 `Ops2´κq ,
where m “ xx0, y0y. Furthermore, as sÑ `8,
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0
pq ´ 1q q g´1 qv3 s
´2 ÿ
px,yqPmˆm
Npmq´1Npyqďs, xx,yy“m
∆x
y
á˚ HaarKv .
For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C βc
`
Kvq
˘
there is an
error term in the above equidistribution claim evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ }ψ}βq.
Theorem 1.14 in the Introduction follows from this result, by taking K “ FqpY q (so that
g “ 0) and v “ v8 (so that qv “ q). In order to simplify the constant, we use Equation
(14.6) and the fact that the ideal class number of K, that equals the number of orbits of
PGL2pFqrY sq on P1pFqpY qq, is 1. Thus, if m “ xx0, y0y then the constant mv, x0, y0 is equal to
mv, 1, 0, which is q ´ 1 by Equation (16.1).
Proof. Every nonzero ideal I in Rv is of the form I “ xRv`yRv for some px, yq P RvˆRv´
tp0, 0qu, see for instance [Nar, Coro. 5, page 11]. For all px, yq and pz, wq in Rv ˆRv, we have
xRv ` y Rv “ z Rv ` wRv if and only if pz, wq P GL2pRvqpx, yq. The ideal class group of K
corresponds bijectively to the set PGL2pRvqzP1pKq of cusps of the quotient graph of groups
PGL2pRvqzzXv,8 by the map induced by I “ xRv ` y Rv ÞÑ rx : ys P P1pKq.
Given a fixed ideal m in Rv, we apply Theorem 16.1 with G “ GL2pRvq and px0, y0q P
Rv ˆ Rv ´ tp0, 0qu a fixed pair such that x0Rv ` y0Rv “ m, so that Gpx0, y0q “ m ˆ m.
Using therein the change of variable s ÞÑ Npmqs and Equation (14.5), the result follows from
Theorem 16.1 and its Corollary 16.2. l
As already encountered in the proof of Lemma 16.5, the Euler function ϕRv of Rv is
defined on the set of (nonzero, integral) ideals I of Rv by setting9
ϕRvpIq “ CardppRv{Iqˆq ,
8where Xv is the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq
9See for example [Ros, §1].
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and we denote ϕRvpyq “ ϕRvpy Rvq for every y P Rv. Thus, by the definition of the action of
Rv on Rv ˆRv by horizontal shears, we have
ψRvpsq “
ÿ
yPRv , 0ăNpyqďs
Cardtx P Rv{yRv : xx, yy “ Rvu
“
ÿ
yPRv , 0ăNpyqďs
ϕRvpyq . (16.13)
As a particular application of Corollary 16.7, we get a well-known asymptotic result on
the number of relatively prime polynomials in FqrY s. The Euler function of the ring of
polynomials R “ FqrY s is then the map φq : R´ t0u Ñ N defined by
φqpQq “
ˇˇ`
R{QR˘ˆ ˇˇ “ Card P P R : xP,Qy “ R, degP ă degQ( .
Note that φqpλQq “ φqpQq for every λ P pFqqˆ.
Corollary 16.8 (Mertens’s formula for polynomials). We have
lim
nÑ`8
1
q2n
ÿ
QPFqrXs, degQďn
φqpQq “ q pq ´ 1q
q ` 1 .
Proof. We apply the first claim of Corollary 16.7, in the special case when K “ FqpT q and
v “ v8 so that g “ 0, qv “ q and Rv “ R, and with m “ Rv, so that mv, x0, y0 “ q ´ 1, in
order to obtain the asymptotic value of ψRvpsq with the change of variable s “ qn. The result
follows from Equations (16.13) and (14.6). l
The above result is an analog of Mertens’s formula when K is replaced by Q and Rv by Z,
see [HaW, Theo. 330]. See also [Grot, Satz 2], [Cos, §4.3], as well as [PaP14b] and [PaP17a,
§5] for further developments.
A much more precise result than Corollary 16.8 can be obtained by purely number theo-
retical means as follows. The average value of φq is computed in [Ros, Prop. 2.7]: For n ě 1,ÿ
deg f“n, f monic
φqpfq “ q2np1´ 1
q
q .
This gives
ř
deg f“n φqpfq “ q2n pq´1q
2
q , so that
ÿ
0ădeg fďn
φqpfq “
nÿ
k“1
q2k
pq ´ 1q2
q
“ qpq ´ 1q2 q
2n ´ 1
q2 ´ 1 “
qpq ´ 1qpq2n ´ 1q
pq ` 1q ,
from which Corollary 16.8 easily follows.
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Chapter 17
Equidistribution and counting of
quadratic irrational points in
non-Archimedean local fields
Let Kv be a non-Archimedean local field, with valuation v, valuation ring Ov, choice of
uniformiser piv, and residual field kv of order qv; let Xv be the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq.1
In this Chapter, we give counting and equidistribution results in Kv “ B8Xv´t8u of an orbit
under a lattice of PGL2pKvq of a fixed point of a loxodromic element of this lattice. We use
these results to deduce equidistribution and counting results of quadratic irrational elements
in non-Archimedean local fields.
When Xv is replaced by a real hyperbolic space, or by a more general simply connected
complete Riemannian manifold with negative sectional curvature, there are numerous quan-
titative results on the density of such an orbit, see the works of Patterson, Sullivan, Hill,
Velani, Stratmann, Hersonsky-Paulin, Parkkonen-Paulin. See for instance [PaP16] for ref-
erences. The arithmetic applications when Xv is replaced by the upper halfspace model of
the real hyperbolic space of dimension 2, 3 or 5 are counting and equidistribution results
of quadratic irrational elements in R, C and the Hamiltonian quaternions. See for instance
[PaP12, Coro. 3.10] and [PaP14b].
17.1 Counting and equidistribution of loxodromic fixed points
An element γ P PGL2pKvq is said to be loxodromic if it is loxodromic2 on the (geometric
realisation of the) simplicial tree Xv. Its translation length is
λpγq “ min
xPV Xv
dpx, γxq ą 0 ,
and the subset
Axγ “ tx P V Xv : dpx, γxq “ λpγqu
is the image of a (discrete) geodesic line in Xv, which we call the (discrete) translation axis of
γ. The points at infinity of Axγ are denoted by γ´ and γ`, chosen so that γ translates away
1See Sections 14.1 and 15.1.
2See Section 2.1.
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from γ´ and towards γ` on Axγ . Note that for every γ1 P PGL2pKvq, we have
γ1Axγ “ Axγ1γ pγ1q´1 and γ1 γ˘ “ pγ1γ pγ1q´1q˘ .
If Γ is a discrete subgroup of PGL2pKvq and if α is one of the two fixed points of a
loxodromic element of Γ, we denote the other fixed point of this element by ασ. Since Γ is
discrete, the translation axes of two loxodromic elements of Γ coincide if they have a common
point at infinity. Hence ασ is uniquely defined. For every γ P Γ, we hence have
pγ ¨ αqσ “ γ ¨ pασq . (17.1)
We define the complexity hpαq of the loxodromic fixed point α by
hpαq “ 1|α´ ασ|v (17.2)
if α, ασ ‰ 8, and by hpαq “ 0 if α or ασ is equal to 8. We define ια P t1, 2u by ια “ 2 if
there exists an element γ P Γ such that γ ¨ α “ ασ, and ια “ 1 otherwise.3
Following [Ser3, II.1.2], we denote by PGL2pKvq` the kernel of the group morphism
PGL2pKvq Ñ Z{2Z defined by γ “ rgs ÞÑ vpdet gq mod 2. The definition does not depend
on the choice of a representative g P GL2pKvq of an element γ P PGL2pKvq, since
v
`
det
ˆ
λ 0
0 λ
˙˘ “ 2 vpλq
is even for every λ P pKvqˆ. Note that when Kv is the completion of a function field over Fq
endowed with a valuation v, with associated affine function ring Rv, the group Γv “ PGL2pRvq
is contained in PGL2pKvq`: For every g P GL2pRvq, since det g P pRvqˆ “ pFqqˆ,4 we have
vpdet gq “ 0.
The following result proves the equidistribution in Kv of the loxodromic fixed points
with complexity at most s in a given orbit by homographies under a lattice in PGL2pKvq as
s Ñ `8, and its associated counting result. If ξ P B8Xv “ P1pKvq and Γ is a subgroup of
PGL2pKvq, we denote by Γξ the stabiliser in Γ of ξ.
Theorem 17.1. Let Γ be a lattice in PGL2pKvq`, and let γ0 P Γ be a loxodromic element of
Γ. Then as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 VolpΓzzXvq
2 q2v VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q
s´1
ÿ
α PΓ¨γ´0 , hpαqďs
∆α á˚ HaarKv
and there exists κ “ κΓ ą 0 such that
Cardtα P pΓ ¨ γ´0 q X Ov : hpαq ď su “
2 q2v VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q
pqv ` 1q2 VolpΓzzXvq s`Ops
1´κq .
3Recall that the groups GL2pKvq and PGL2pKvq act on P1pKvq “ Kv Y t8u by homographies, and that
these actions are denoted by ¨ , see Section 15.1.
4See Equation (14.3).
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For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there is an error term of the form Ops´κ}ψ}βq for some κ ą 0 in
the equidistribution claim evaluated on any β-Hölder-continuous function ψ : Ov Ñ C.
Proof. The second result follows from the first one by integrating on the characteristic
function of the compact-open subset Ov, whose Haar measure is 1.
In order to prove the equidistribution result, we apply Theorem 15.4 with D´ “ t˚vu
and D` “ Axγ0 . The families D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘ are locally finite, since Γ is discrete and
the stabiliser ΓD` of D` acts cocompactly on D`. Furthermore, }σ´D`} is finite and nonzero
by Equation (8.12). Since Γ is contained in PGL2pKvq`, the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is
contained in 2Z by [Ser3, II.1.2, Coro.]. Hence, it is equal to 2Z by the equivalence given by
Equation (4.17).
For every γ P Γ such that dpD´, γD`q ą 0,5 let αe´, γ be the generalised geodesic line,
isometric exactly on r0, dpD´, γD`qs, whose image is the common perpendicular between D´
and γD`, and let ργ be the geodesic ray starting at time 0 from the origin of αe´, γ (which is
˚v) with point at infinity γ ¨ γ´0 . Since Xv is a tree and γ ¨ γ´0 is one of the two endpoints
of γD`, the geodesic segment αe´, γ |r0,dpD´,γD`qs is an initial subsegment of ργ .6 Therefore, by
Equation (15.14), for the weak-star convergence of measures on B1`D´, we have
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆γ¨γ´0 “ pB
`q˚rσ`D´ . (17.3)
Furthermore, for every β P s0, 1ln qv s, by the comment following Equation (15.14) and since
Γ, being a lattice in PGL2pKvq, is geometrically finite,7 we have an error term of the form
Ope´κn }ψ}β ln qvq for some κ ą 0 in the above formula when evaluated on ψ P C β ln qvc pB8Xvq,
where B8Xv is endowed with the visual distance d˚v .8 Note that on Ov, the visual distance
d˚v and the distance px, yq ÞÑ |x´ y|v are related by
|x´ y|v “ dH8px, yqln qv “ d˚vpx, yqln qv ,
using Equation (15.2) for the first equality. Hence we have an error term Ope´κn }ψ}βq for
some κ ą 0 in the above formula when evaluated on ψ P C βc pOvq, where Ov is endowed with
the distance px, yq ÞÑ |x´ y|v.
5that is, such that ˚v R γD`
6It connects ˚v to its closest point PγD`p˚vq on γD`, with P ¨ p¨q defined in Section 2.4.
7See the end of Section 2.6.
8Note that when D “ txu is a singleton, the distance-like map dD used in Remark 15.6 coincides with the
visual distance dx, as said after Equation (3.8).
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8˚v
H8
Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u
kk
BH8
Ov pi´kv ` Ov
pH8ppi´kv q
γ ¨ γ´0 γ ¨ γ
`
0
γD`
Let us fix for the moment k P N. For every ξ P pi´kv ` Ov, we have |ξ|v “ q´vpξqv “ qkv if
k ě 1 and |ξ|v ď 1 if k “ 0. By restricting the measures to the compact-open subset pi´kv `Ov
and by Proposition 15.2 (1), we have, with the appropriate error term when k “ 0,
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
γ¨γ´0 Ppi´kv `Ov
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆γ¨γ´0
“ q´2 kv HaarKv
ˇˇ
ppivq´k`Ov . (17.4)
If β P Γ is loxodromic and satisfies β´ P pi´kv `Ov and β` R pi´kv `Ov, then the translation
axis of β passes at distance at most 2k from ˚v, since it passes through PH8ppi´kv q which is
the closest point on H8 to pi´kv . If β P Γ is loxodromic and satisfies β´, β` P pi´kv `Ov, then
dp˚v,Axβq “ 2k ` dpH8,Axβq .
Furthermore, we have, by Equations (15.2) and (2.12)
|β´ ´ β`|v “ dH8pβ´, β`qln qv “ q´dpH8,Axβqv .
Therefore by the definition of the complexity in Equation (17.2), we have for these elements
hpβ´q “ 1|β´ ´ β`|v “ q
dpH8,Axβq
v “ q dp˚v ,Axβq´2kv . (17.5)
Since the family D` “ pγD`qγPΓ{ΓD` is locally finite, there are only finitely many elements
γ P Γ{ΓD` such that γD` “ Axγγ0γ´1 is at distance at most 2k from ˚v. Hence for all but
finitely many γ P Γ{ΓD` such that γ ¨ γ´0 “ pγγ0γ´1q´ P pi´kv ` Ov, we have γ ¨ γ`0 “
pγγ0γ´1q` P pi´kv ` Ov and, using Equation (17.5) with β “ γγ0γ´1,
hpγ ¨ γ´0 q “ q dpD
´,γD`q´2k
v .
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Therefore, using the change of variable s “ q n´2kv , Equation (17.4) becomes
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
s´1
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
γ¨γ´0 Ppi´kv `Ov
0ăhpγ¨γ´0 qďs
∆γ¨γ´0 “ HaarKv |ppivq´k`Ov . (17.6)
Note that the stabiliser Γγ´0 of γ
´
0 in Γ has index ιγ´0 in ΓD` by the definition of ιγ´0 and
that Γ{Γγ´0 identifies with Γ ¨ γ
´
0 by the map γΓγ´0 ÞÑ γ ¨ γ
´
0 . Since
`ppivq´k ` Ov˘kPN is a
countable family of pairwise disjoint compact-open subsets covering Kv, and since the support
of any continuous function with compact support is contained in finitely many elements of
this family, we have
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v ιγ´0
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
s´1
ÿ
αPΓ¨γ´0
0ăhpαqďs
∆α “ HaarKv , (17.7)
with the appropriate error term.
Recall that by Equation (8.12), if the Patterson measures are normalised to be probability
measures, then
}σ´D`} “
qv ´ 1
qv ` 1 VolpΓD`zzD
`q .
Hence if instead the Patterson densities are normalised to have total mass qv`1qv as in Propo-
sition 15.2 (2), then
}σ´D`} “
qv ´ 1
qv
VolpΓD`zzD`q .
Note that, since ιγ´0 “ rΓAxγ0 : Γγ´0 s,
VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q “ ιγ´0 VolpΓAxγ0 zzAxγ0q .
Equation (17.7) thus gives the equidistribution result in Theorem 17.1. l
In the following two Sections, we use Theorem 17.1 to deduce counting and equidistri-
bution results of elements of non-Archimedean local fields that are quadratic irrational over
appropriate subfields, when an appropriate algebraic complexity tends to infinity.
17.2 Counting and equidistribution of quadratic irrationals in
positive characteristic
Let K be a (global) function field over Fq, let v be a (normalised discrete) valuation of K, let
Kv be the associated completion of K and let Rv be the affine function ring associated with
v.9
An element β P Kv is quadratic irrational over K if β R K and β is a root of a quadratic
polynomial aβ2 ` bβ ` c for some a, b, c P K with a ‰ 0. The Galois conjugate βσ of β is the
other root of the same polynomial. Let
trpβq “ β ` βσ and npβq “ ββσ
9See Section 14.2.
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be the relative trace and relative norm of β. It is easy to check that βσ ‰ β, as the following
lemma shows.
Recall that for every field F , a polynomial P P F rY s is separable if its roots in any algebraic
closure of F are simple, and inseparable otherwise. It is well known (see for instance [Lan,
§V.6]) that, with p the characteristic of F , any irreducible quadratic polynomial P over F is
separable when p ‰ 2, and is inseparable when p “ 2 if and only if P “ apY 2´bq with a P Fˆ
and b P F which is not a square in F .
Lemma 17.2. An irreducible quadratic polynomial P over K which splits over Kv is separable.
Proof. The result is immediate if q is odd. Otherwise, assume for a contradiction that P
is inseparable, so that P “ apX2 ´ bq with a P Fˆ and b P K not a square in K. Since P
splits over Kv, the element b is a square in Kv. Since Kv is isomorphic to the field Fqvpppivqq
of formal Laurent series over Fqv with variable the uniformiser piv, which may be assumed to
belong to K, there exist m P Z and a sequence panqnPN in Fqv such that, by the properties of
the Frobenius automorphism x ÞÑ x2,
b “ ` ÿ
nPN
anpi
m`k
v
˘2 “ pi2mv ` ÿ
nPN
a2npi
2k
v
˘
.
Since b P K, this implies that a2n “ 0 for n large enough, hence that an “ 0 for n large enough,
so that b is a square in K, a contradiction. l
The next proposition gives a characterisation of quadratic irrationals over K.
Proposition 17.3. Let β P Kv. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) β is quadratic irrational over K,
(2) β is a fixed point of a loxodromic element of PGL2pRvq.
Proof. The fact that (2) implies (1) is immediate since PGL2pRvq acts by homographies.
The converse is classical once we know that β ‰ βσ, see for instance [PaP11b, Lem. 6.2] in
the Archimedean case and [BerN] above its Section 5 when K “ FqpY q and v “ v8. l
If β P Kv is quadratic irrational over K, its Galois conjugate βσ is the other fixed point
of any loxodromic element of PGL2pRvq fixing β, hence the notations βσ in this Section and
in Section 17.1 coincide.
The actions by homographies of the groups GL2pRvq and PGL2pRvq on KvYt8u preserve
the set of quadratic irrationals over K. Contrary to the case of rational points, both groups
act with infinitely many orbits.
The complexity of a quadratic irrational α P Kv over K is
hpαq “ 1|α´ ασ|v ,
see for instance [HeP4, §6] for motivations and results when K “ FqpY q and v “ v8. Note
that this complexity is invariant under the action of the stabiliser GL2pRvq8 of8 in GL2pRvq,
which is its upper triangular subgroup. In particular, it is invariant under the action of Rv by
translations.10 In [PaP12], where K and | ¨ |v are replaced by Q and its Archimedean absolute
10This is a particular case of Proposition 17.4 (2) below.
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value, there was, for convenience, an extra factor 2 in the numerator of the complexity, which
is not needed here. We refer for instance to [PaP11b, Rem. 3, p. 136] for the connection of this
complexity to the standard height, and to [PaP12, §4.2, 4.4] and [PaP11b, §6.1] for studies
using this complexity.
The complexity hp¨q satisfies the following elementary properties, giving in particular its
behaviour under the action of PGL2pRvq by homographies on the quadratic irrationals in Kv
over K. We also give the well-known computation of the Jacobian of the Haar measure for
the change of variables given by homographies, and prove the invariance of a measure which
will be useful in Section 18.1.
For all g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pKvq and z P Kv such that g ¨ z ‰ 8, let
jgpzq “ |det g|v|c z ` d| 2v .
Proposition 17.4. Let α P Kv be a quadratic irrational over K.
(1) We have hpαq “ 1a| trpαq2 ´ 4 npαq|v .
(2) For every g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pKq with | det g|v “ 1, we have
hpg ¨ αq “ | npd` c αq|v hpαq .
(3) If Qα : RvˆRv Ñ r0,`8r is the map px, yq ÞÑ | npx´y αq|v, then for every g P GL2pRvq,
we have
Qg¨α “ hpαq
hpg ¨ αq Qα ˝ g
´1 .
In particular, if g P GL2pRvq fixes α, then
Qα ˝ g “ Qα .
(4) For all x, y, z P Kv and g P GL2pKvq such that g ¨ x, g ¨ y, g ¨ z ‰ 8, we have
|g ¨ x´ g ¨ y| 2v “ |x´ y| 2v jgpxq jgpyq
and
jgpzq “ dpg
´1q˚HaarKv
dHaarKv
pzq .
(5) The measure
dµpzq “ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v
on Kv ´ tα, ασu is invariant under the stabiliser of α in PGL2pRvq
Proof. (1) This follows from the formula pα´ ασq2 “ pα` ασq2 ´ 4αασ.
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(2) Since g has rational coefficients (that is, coefficients in K), we have
g ¨ α´ pg ¨ αqσ “ g ¨ α´ g ¨ ασ “ aα` b
cα` d ´
aασ ` b
cασ ` d
“ pad´ bcqpα´ α
σq
pcα` dqpcασ ` dq “
pdet gqpα´ ασq
npd` cαq .
Taking absolute values and inverses, this gives Assertion (2).
(3) Let g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pRvq. Note that g´1 ¨ α “ dα´ba´cα . For all x, y P Rv, we hence have
n
`pax` byq ´ pcx` dyqα˘ “ n `xpa´ cαq ´ ypdα´ bq˘
“ n `xpa´ cαq ´ ypa´ cαq g´1 ¨ α˘
“ npa´ cαq npx´ y g´1 ¨ αq .
Taking absolute values and using Assertion (2), we have
Qα ˝ g “ hpg
´1 ¨ αq
hpαq Qg´1¨α .
Assertion (3) follows by replacing g by its inverse.
(4) Let g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pKvq. As seen in the proof of Assertion (2), we have
g ¨ x´ g ¨ y “ pdet gqpx´ yqpc x` dqpc y ` dq .
Taking absolute values and squares, this gives the first claim of Assertion (4).
Recall that a homography z ÞÑ a z`bc z`d is holomorphic11 on Kv ´ t´dc u, with derivative
z ÞÑ ad´bcpcz`dq2 . Hence infinitesimally close to z, the homography acts (up to translations which
leave the Haar measure invariant) by a homothety of ratio ad´bcpcz`dq2 . By Equation (14.7), this
proves that
dHaarKvpg ¨ zq “ | det g|v|c z ` d| 2v dHaarKvpzq ,
as wanted.
(5) Let g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pRvq fixing α. Note that an element of GL2pRvq which fixes α also
fixes ασ. By Assertion (4), we have
dµpg ¨ zq “ dHaarKvpg ¨ zq|g ¨ z ´ α|v |g ¨ z ´ ασ|v “
dHaarKvpg ¨ zq
|g ¨ z ´ g ¨ α|v |g ¨ z ´ g ¨ ασ|v
“ jgpzq dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v
a
jgpzq jgpαq |z ´ ασ|v
a
jgpzq jgpασq
“ 1a
jgpαq jgpασq dµpzq .
11We refer for instance to [Ser4] for background on holomorphic functions on non-Archimedean local fields.
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By Assertion (4) applied with x “ α and y “ ασ, we have
a
jgpαq jgpασq “ |g ¨ α´ g ¨ α
σ|v
|α´ ασ|v “ 1 .
The result follows. l
Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq. We say that a quadratic irrational β P Kv
over K is G-reciprocal (simply reciprocal if G “ GL2pRvq) if some element of G maps β to βσ.
We define the G-reciprocity index ιGpβq as 2 if β is G-reciprocal and 1 otherwise. Similarly,
we say that a loxodromic element γ of G is G-reciprocal (simply reciprocal if G “ GL2pRvq)
if there exists an element in G that switches the two fixed points of γ.
Proposition 17.5. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, and let γ be a loxodromic
element of G. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) γ is conjugate in G to γ1γ´1 for some γ1 P G pointwise fixing Axγ,
(2) the loxodromic element γ is G-reciprocal,
(3) the quadratic irrational γ´ is G-reciprocal.
When G “ GL2pRvq, Assertions (1), (2) and (3) are also equivalent to
(4) the image of γ2γ in PGL2pRvq, for some γ2 P G pointwise fixing Axγ, is conjugate to
the image in PGL2pRvq of tγ.
Proof. Most of the proofs are similar to the ones when Rv, K and | ¨ |v are replaced by Z,
Q and its Archimedean absolute value, see for instance [PaP12]. We only give hints for the
sake of completeness. Let α “ γ´.
If α is G-reciprocal, then let β P G be such that β ¨ α “ ασ. Since Rv Ă K, we have
β ¨ ασ “ α. Hence βγβ´1 is a loxodromic element of G fixing α and ασ, having the same
translation length as γ, but translating in the opposite direction on Axγ . Hence γ1 “ βγβ´1γ
fixes pointwise Axγ . Therefore (3) implies (1).
If β P G conjugates γ to γ1γ´1 for some γ1 P G pointwise fixing Axγ , then β preserves the
set tα, ασu. Hence, it preserves the translation axis of γ but it switches α and ασ since γ and
γ1γ´1 translate in opposite directions on Axγ . Therefore (1) implies (2).
The fact that (2) implies (3) is immediate, since ασ “ γ`.
The equivalence between (1) and (4) when G “ GL2pRvq follows from the fact that the
stabiliser of Axγ normalises the pointwise stabiliser of Axγ , and from the formula
t
ˆ
a b
c d
˙´1
“ 1
ad´ bc
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙ˆ
a b
c d
˙ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙´1
which is valid over any field. l
The following result says that any orbit of a given quadratic irrational in Kv over K, by
homographies under a given finite index subgroup of the modular group PGL2pRvq, equidis-
tributes to the Haar measure on Kv. Again, note that we are not assuming the finite index
subgroup to be a congruence subgroup.
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Theorem 17.6. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq. Let α0 P Kv be a quadratic
irrational over K. Then, as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q m0 rGL2pRvq : Gs
2 q2v pq ´ 1q |vptr g0q| s
´1 ÿ
αPG¨α0 : hpαqďs
∆α á˚ HaarKv ,
where g0 P G fixes α0 with vptr g0q ‰ 0, and where m0 is the index of gZ0 in the stabiliser of
α0 in G. Furthermore, there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
Cardtα P pG ¨ α0q X Ov : hpαq ď su “ 2 q
2
v pq ´ 1q |vptr g0q|
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q m0 rGL2pRvq : Gs s`Ops
1´κq .
For every β P s0, 1ln qv s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C βc pKvq there is an error
term in the above equidistribution claim evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ}ψ}βq.
Proof. We apply Theorem 17.1 with Γ the image of G in Γv “ PGL2pRvq and with γ0 the
image in Γv of the element g0 introduced in the statement. Note that Γ, which is contained
in Γv, is indeed contained in PGL2pKvq`.
By Equation (15.6), for every g P GL2pRvq, the translation length of g in Xv is 2 |vptr gq|,
and g is loxodromic if and only if vptr gq ‰ 0. This implies that g0 exists, since G has
finite index in GL2pRvq, and such an element exists in GL2pRvq by Proposition 17.3. Up to
replacing g0 by its inverse, which changes neither |vptr g0q| nor m0, we assume that γ´0 “ α0.
Furthermore
λpγ0q “ 2 |vptr g0q| .
Since the centre of GL2pKvq acts trivially by homographies, we have
G ¨ α0 “ Γ ¨ α0 .
For every α P G ¨ α0, the complexities hpαq, when α is considered as a quadratic irrational or
when α is considered as a loxodromic fixed point, coincide.
Since the centre ZpGq of G acts trivially by homographies, by the definition of m0 in the
statement, we have
rΓγ´0 : γ
Z
0 s “ rGα0 : g
Z
0 s
|ZpGq| “
m0
|ZpGq| .
Therefore,
VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q “
1
rΓγ´0 : γZ0 s
VolpγZ0 zzAxγ0q “ λpγ0qrΓγ´0 : γZ0 s
“ 2 |vptr g0q| |ZpGq|
m0
. (17.8)
Theorem 17.6 now follows from Theorem 17.1 using Equations (16.6) and (17.8). l
Example 17.7. (1) Theorem 1.15 in the Introduction follows from this result, by taking
K “ FqpY q and v “ v8, and by using Equation (14.6) in order to simplify the constant.
(2) Let GI be the Hecke congruence subgroup associated with a nonzero ideal I of Rv, see
Equation (16.11). By Lemma 16.5, we have, as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q m0 NpIqśp|Ip1` 1Nppqq
2 q2v pq ´ 1q |vptr g0q| s
´1 ÿ
αPGI ¨α0 : hpαqďs
∆α á˚ HaarKv .
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We conclude this Section by a characterisation of quadratic irrationals and reciprocal
quadratic irrationals in the field of formal Laurent series FqppY ´1qq in terms of continued
fractions. When FqrY s, FqpY q and v8 are replaced by Z, Q and its Archimedean absolute
value, we refer for instance to [Sarn] and [PaP12, Prop. 4.3] for characterisations of reciprocal
quadratic irrationals.
Recall that Artin’s continued fraction expansion of f P FqppY ´1qq´FqpY q is the sequence
pai “ aipfqqiPN in FqrY s with deg ai ą 0 if i ą 0 such that
f “ a0 ` 1
a1 ` 1
a2 ` 1
a3 ` 1. . .
.
See for instance the surveys [Las, Sch2], as well as [Pau3] for a geometric interpretation. We
say that the continued fraction expansion of f is eventually periodic if there exist n P N and
N P N´ t0u such that an`i “ an`N`i for every i P N, and we write
f “ ra0, . . . , an´1, an, . . . , an`N´1s .
Such a sequence an, . . . , an`N´1 is called a period of f , and if of minimal length, it is well
defined up to cyclic permutation.
Two elements β, β1 P FqppY ´1qq are in the same PGL2pFqrY sq-orbit if and only if their
continued fraction expansions have equal tails up to an invertible element of FqrY s by [Sch2,
Theo. 1] or [BerN, Theo. 1] (and even before that by [deM, Sect. IV.3]). More precisely,
β, β1 P Kv are in the same PGL2pFqrY sq-orbit if and only if there exist m,n P N and x P Fqˆ
such that for every k P N, we have an`kpβ1q “ xp´1qk am`kpβq.
Proposition 17.8. Assume that K “ FqpY q and v “ v8.
(1) An element α P Kv ´ K is quadratic irrational over K if and only if its continued
fraction expansion of β is eventually periodic, and if and only if it is a fixed point of a
loxodromic element of PGL2pFqrY sq.
(2) A quadratic irrational α P Kv is reciprocal if and only if the period a0, . . . , aN´1 of the
continued fraction expansion of α is palindromic up to cyclic permutation and invertible
elements, in the sense that there exist x P Fqˆ and p P N such that for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1,
we have ak`p “ xp´1qkaN´k´1 (with indices modulo N).
Proof. (1) The equivalence of being quadratic irrational and having an eventually periodic
continued fraction expansion is well-known, see for instance the survey [Las, Theo. 3.1]. The
second part of the claim follows from Proposition 17.3.
(2) The proof is similar to the Archimedean case in [Per, §23].12 For every quadratic irrational
f P FqppY ´1qq, up to the action of GL2pFqrY sq, we may assume that f, pfσq´1 P Y ´1FqrrY ´1ss
12See also [BerN, Coro. 1] by relating, using twice the period, what the authors call the ´ continued fraction
expansion to the standard expansion.
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and f “ r0, a1, a2, . . . , ans. Then we may define by induction quadratic irrationals f2, . . . , fn P
FqppY ´1qq over FqpY q such that
1
f
“ a1 ` f2, 1
f2
“ a2 ` f3, . . . , 1
fn`1
“ an`1 ` fn, 1
fn
“ an ` f .
Passing to the Galois conjugates, we have
1
fσ
“ a1 ` fσ2 , 1fσ2
“ a2 ` fσ3 , . . . , 1fσn “ an ` f
σ .
Taking these equations in the reverse order, we have
1
´ 1fσ
“ an ´ 1
fσn
,
1
´ 1fσn
“ an´1 ´ 1
fσn´1
, . . . ,
1
´ 1fσ2
“ a1 ´ 1
fσ
,
so that, since ´ 1fσ P Y ´1FqrrY ´1ss, we have
´ 1
fσ
“ r0, an, . . . , a2, a1s .
Therefore fσ “ r´an, . . . ,´a2,´a1s. Thus, if f and fσ are in the same orbit, the periods
are palindromic up to cyclic permutation and invertible elements by [Sch2, Theo. 1], [BerN,
Theo. 1]. l
17.3 Counting and equidistribution of quadratic irrationals in
Qp
There are interesting arithmetic (uniform) lattices of PGL2pQpq constructed using quaternion
algebras. In this Section, we study equidistribution properties of loxodromic fixed points ele-
ments of these lattices. See for instance [LedP] for an equidistribution result of the eigenvalues
of the loxodromic elements. We use [Vig] as our standard reference on quaternion algebras.
Let F be a field and let a, b P Fˆ. Let D “ `a,bF ˘ be the quaternion algebra over F
with basis 1, i, j, k as a F -vector space such that i2 “ a, j2 “ b and ij “ ji “ ´k. If
x “ x0 ` x1i` x2j ` x3k P D, then its conjugate is
x “ x0 ´ x1i´ x2j ´ x3k ,
its (reduced) norm is
Npxq “ xx “ xx “ x20 ´ a x21 ´ b x22 ` ab x23
and its (reduced) trace is
Trpxq “ x` x “ 2x0 .
Let us fix two negative rational integers a, b and let D “ `a,bQ ˘ . For every field extension
E of Q, we denote by DE the quaternion algebra DbQE over E, and we say that D splits over
E if the E-algebra D bQ E is isomorphic to M2pEq. The assumption that a, b are negative
implies that D does not split over R. Furthermore, when p P N is an odd prime, D splits over
Qp if and only if the equation a x2 ` b y2 “ 1 has a solution in Qp, see [Vig, page 32].
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The reduced discriminant of D is
DiscD “
ź
qPRampDq
q .
where RampDq is the finite set of primes p such that D does not split over Qp.
For instance, the quaternion algebra D “ `´1,´1Q ˘ splits over Qp if and only if p ‰ 2, hence
it has reduced discriminant 2.
Assume from now on that p P N is a positive rational prime such that D splits over Qp
and, for simplicity, that Qp contains square roots
?
a and
?
b of a and b. For example, if
a “ b “ ´1, this is satisfied if p ” 1 mod 4. We then have an isomorphism of Qp-algebras
θ “ θa, b : DQp ÑM2pQpq defined by
θpx0 ` x1i` x2j ` x3kq “
˜
x0 ` x1?a
?
b px2 `?a x3q?
b px2 ´?a x3q x0 ´ x1?a
¸
, (17.9)
so that
detpθpxqq “ Npxq and trpθpxqq “ Trpxq .
If the assumption on the existence of the square roots in Qp is not satisfied, we can replace
Qp by an appropriate finite extension, and prove equidistribution results in this extension.
Let O be a Z
“
1
p
‰
-order in DQp , that is, a finitely generated Z
“
1
p
‰
-submodule of DQp gener-
ating DQp as a Qp-vector space, which is a subring of DQp . Let O1 be the group of elements of
norm 1 in O. Then the image Γ1O of θpO1q in PGL2pQpq is a cocompact lattice, see for instance
[Vig, Sect. IV.1]. In fact, this lattice is contained in PSL2pQpq, hence in PGL2pQpq`. In this
Section 17.3, we denote by Xp the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPSL2,Qpq, which is pp` 1q-regular.
The next result computes the covolume of this lattice.13
Proposition 17.9. Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q which splits over Qp and does not
split over R, and let O be a Z
“
1
p
‰
-order in DQp . If Omax is a maximal Z
“
1
p
‰
-order in DQp
containing O, then
VolpΓ1OzzXpq “ rO1max : O1s p12
ź
qDiscD
pq ´ 1q .
Proof. We refer to [Vig, page 53] for the (common) definition of the discriminant DiscpQpq
of the local field Qp and DiscpDQpq of the quaternion algebra DQp over the local field Qp. We
will only use the facts that DiscpQpq “ 1 as it easily follows from the definition, and that
DiscpDQpq “ DiscpQpq4
`
NppZpq
˘2 “ p2 (17.10)
which follows by [Vig, Lem. 4.7, page 53] and [Vig, Cor. 1.7, page 35] for the first equality
and NppZpq “ CardpZp{pZpq “ CardpZ{pZq “ p for the second one.
We refer to [Vig, Sect. II.4] for the definition of the Tamagawa measure µT on Xˆ when
X “ DQp or X “ Qp. It is a Haar measure of the multiplicative locally compact group Xˆ,
and understanding its explicit normalisation is the main point of this proposition. By [Vig,
13The index q ranges over the primes dividing DiscD, that is, over the elements of RampDq .
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Lem. 4.6, page 52],14 with dx the Haar measure on the additive group X,15 with }x} the
module of the left multiplication by x P Xˆ on the additive group X,16 we have
dµTpxq “ 1a
DiscpXq }x} dx .
By [Vig, proof of Lem. 4.3, page 50], identifying DQp toM2pQpq by θ, the measure of GL2pZpq
for the measure 1p1´p´1q }x} dx is 1´ p´2. Hence, by scaling and by Equation (17.10), we have
µTpGL2pZpqq “ p1´ p
´2qp1´ p´1qa
DiscpDQpq
“ pp
2 ´ 1qpp´ 1q
p4
.
By [Vig, Lem. 4.3, page 49], the mass of Zpˆ for the measure 1p1´p´1q }x} dx on Qpˆ is 1, hence
by scaling
µTpZpˆ q “ 1´ p
´1a
DiscpQpq “
p´ 1
p
.
By [Vig, pages 53–54], since we have an exact sequence
1 ÝÑ SL2pQpq ÝÑ GL2pQpq detÝÑ Qpˆ ÝÑ 1 ,
the Tamagawa measure of GL2pQpq disintegrates by the determinant over the Tamagawa
measure of Qpˆ with conditional measures the translates of a measure on SL2pQpq, called the
Tamagawa measure of SL2pQpq and again denoted by µT. Thus,
µTpSL2pZpqq “ µTpGL2pZpqq
µTpZpˆ q “
p2 ´ 1
p3
By Example 3 on page 108 of [Vig], since the Z
“
1
p
‰
-order Omax is maximal, we have, with
G “ θpO1maxq,
µTpGzSL2pQpqq “ 1
24
p1´ p´2q
ź
qDiscD
pq ´ 1q .
Since GL2pQpq acts transitively on V Xp with stabiliser of the base point ˚ “ rZpˆZps the
maximal compact subgroup GL2pZpq,17 and by the centred equation mid-page 116 of [Ser3],
we have
VolpGzzXpq “
ÿ
rxsPGzV Xp
1
|Gx| “
µTpGzGL2pQpqq
µTpGL2pZpqq “
µTpGzSL2pQpqq
µTpSL2pZpqq
“ p
24
ź
q|DiscD
pq ´ 1q .
The natural homomorphism G “ θpO1maxq Ñ Γ1Omax is 2-to-1, so that
VolpΓ1OmaxzzXpq “ 2 VolpGzzXpq .
14See more precisely the top of page 55 in op. cit.
15with a normalisation that does not need to be made precise
16so that pMxq˚dx “ }x} dx where Mx : y ÞÑ xy is the left multiplication by x on X
17See Section 15.1.
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Since rΓ1Omax : Γ1O s “ rO1max : O1s, Proposition 17.9 follows. l
Note that the fixed points z for the action on P1pQpq “ QpYt8u by homographies of the
elements in the image of θpDq are quadratic over Qp?a,?bq. More precisely, z?
b
is quadratic
over Qp?aq. An immediate application of Theorem 17.1, using Proposition 17.9, gives the
following result of equidistribution of quadratic elements in Qp over Qp?a,
?
bq.
Theorem 17.10. Let Γ be a finite index subgroup of Γ1O , and let γ0 P Γ be a loxodromic
element of Γ. Then as sÑ `8,
pp` 1q2 śq|DiscDpq ´ 1q rO1max : O1s rΓ1O : Γs
24 p VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q
s´1
ÿ
α PΓ¨γ´0 , hpαqďs
∆α
á˚ HaarQp ,
where Omax is a maximal Z
“
1
p
‰
-order in DQp containing O, and there exists κ ą 0 such that
as sÑ `8
Cardtα P pΓ ¨ γ´0 q X Zp : hpαq ď su
“
24 p VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q
pp` 1q2 śq|DiscDpq ´ 1q rO1max : O1s rΓ1O : Γs s`Ops1´κq . l
Assume furthermore that the positive rational prime p P N is such that p ” 1 mod 4
and that the integer p
2´1
4 is not of the form 4
ap8b ` 7q for a, b P N (for instance p “ 5). By
Legendre’s three squares theorem (see for instance [Gros]), there exist x11, x12, x13 P Z such that
p2´1
4 “ x112 ` x122 ` x132. Hence there are x1, x2, x3 P 2Z such that p2 ´ 1 “ x12 ` x22 ` x32.
A standard consequence of Hensel’s theorem says that when p is odd, a number n P Z
has a square root in Zp if n is relatively prime to p and has a square root modulo p, see for
instance [Kna, page 351]. Thus, 1´ p2 has a square root in Zp, that we denote by
a
1´ p2.
As noticed above, since p ” 1 mod 4, the element ´1 has a square root in Qp, that we denote
by ε. The element
α0 “ ε x1 `
a
1´ p2
x3 ` ε x2
is a quadratic irrational in Qp over Qpεq.
The following result is a counting and equidistribution result of quadratic irrationals over
Qpεq in Qp. We denote by ασ the Galois conjugate of a quadratic irrational α in Qp over
Qpεq, and by
hpαq “ 1|α´ ασ|p
the complexity of α.
Theorem 17.11. Let D “ `´1,´1Q ˘ be Hamilton’s quaternion algebra over Q. Let p P N be
a positive rational prime with p ” 1 mod 4 such that p2 ´ 1 “ x12 ` x22 ` x32 for some
x1, x2, x3 P 2Z, and let O be the Z
“
1
p
‰
-order18
O “  y P Z“1p‰` Z“1p‰ i` Z“1p‰ j ` Z“1p‰ k : y ” 1 mod 2(
18This order plays an important role in the construction of Ramanujan graphs by Lubotzky, Phillips and
Sarnak [LuPS1, LuPS2] (see also [Lub2, §7.4]), and in the explicit construction of free subgroups of SOp3q
in order to construct Hausdorff-Banach-Tarsky paradoxical decompositions of the 2-sphere, see for instance
[Lub2, page 11].
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in DQp . Let Γ be a finite index subgroup of Γ1O . Then as sÑ `8,
pp` 1q2 rΓ1O : Γs
2 p2 kΓ
s´1
ÿ
α PΓ¨α0, hpαqďs
∆α á˚ HaarQp ,
where kΓ is the smallest positive integer such that
„
1` ε x1 ´x3 ` ε x2
x3 ` ε x2 1´ ε x1
kΓ
P Γ. Further-
more, there exists κ ą 0 such that as sÑ `8
Cardtα P pΓ ¨ α0q X Zp : hpαq ď su “ 2 p
2 kΓ
pp` 1q2 rΓ1O : Γs
s`Ops1´κq .
Proof. The group Oˆ of invertible elements of O is
Oˆ “  x P O : Npxq P pZ( .
The centre of Oˆ is ZpOˆq “ t˘pn : n P Zu and the centre of O1 is ZpO1q “ t˘1u. We
identify O1{ZpO1q with its image in Oˆ{ZpOˆq. The quotient group Oˆ{ZpOˆq is a free
group on s “ p`12 generators γ1, γ2, . . . , γs, which are the images modulo ZpOˆq of some
elements of O of norm p, see for instance [Lub2, Coro. 2.1.11].19
Since Nppq “ p2, any reduced word of even length in S “ tγ˘1 , γ˘2 , . . . , γs˘ u belongs to
O1{ZpO1q. Two distinct elements in S differ by a reduced word of length 2, and γ1 does not
belong to O1{ZpO1q. Hence t1, γ1u is a system of left coset representatives of O1{ZpO1q in
Oˆ{ZpOˆq, and the index of O1{ZpO1q in Oˆ{ZpOˆq is
rOˆ{ZpOˆq : O1{ZpO1qs “ 2 . (17.11)
Let
g0 “
˜
1`ε x1
p
´x3`ε x2
p
x3`ε x2
p
1´ε x1
p
¸
.
By the definition of the isomorphism θ in Equation (17.9) (with
?
a “ ?b “ ε) and of the
integers x1, x2, x3, the element g0 belongs to θpOq since x1, x2, x3 are even (and p is odd), and
det g0 “ 1. Hence g0 P θpO1q. Its fixed points for its action by homography on P1pQpq are,
by an easy computation,
ε x1 ˘
a
1´ p2
x3 ` ε x2 .
In particular, α0 is one of these two fixed points. Note that tr g0 “ 2p , hence |vpptr g0q| “ 1,
and the image rg0s of g0 in PGL2pQpq is a primitive loxodromic element of Γ1O .
Let us define
γ0 “ rg0su kΓ
where u P t˘1u is chosen so that γ´0 “ α0 and where kΓ is defined in the statement of Theorem
17.11. Since Γ has finite index in Γ1O , some power of rg0s does belong to Γ, hence kΓ exists
(and note that kΓ “ 1 if Γ “ Γ1O). By the minimality of kΓ, the element γ0 is a primitive
loxodromic element of Γ. We will apply Theorem 17.1 to this γ0.
19The group Oˆ{ZpOˆq is denoted by Λp2q in [Lub2, page 11].
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The algebra isomorphism θ induces a group isomorphism from Oˆ{ZpOˆq onto its image
in PGL2pQpq, that we denote by ΓˆO .20 By [Lub2, Lem. 7.4.1], the group ΓˆO acts simply
transitively on the vertices of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xp.
In particular, Γ1O acts freely on Xp, and by Equation (17.11), we have
VolpΓ1OzzXpq “ rΓˆO : Γ1O s VolpΓˆOzzXpq
“ rOˆ{ZpOˆq : O1{ZpO1qs Card`ΓˆOzV Xp˘ “ 2 . (17.12)
Again since Γ1O (hence Γ) acts freely on Xp, since γ0 is primitive loxodromic in Γ, and by
Equation (15.6), we have
VolpΓγ´0 zzAxγ0q “ Card
`
Γγ´0
zVAxγ0
˘ “ λpγ0q
“ kΓ λprg0sq “ 2 kΓ |vpptr g0q| “ 2 kΓ . (17.13)
Using Equations (17.12) and (17.13), the result now follows from Theorem 17.1. l
20This group is denoted by Γp2q in [Lub2, page 95].
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Chapter 18
Equidistribution and counting of
crossratios
We use the same notation as in Chapter 17: Kv is a non-Archimedean local field, with
valuation v, valuation ring Ov, choice of uniformiser piv, residual field kv of order qv, and Xv
is the Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq. Let Γ be a lattice in PGL2pKvq.
In this Chapter, we give counting and equidistribution results in Kv “ B8Xv ´ t8u of
orbit points under Γ, using a complexity defined using crossratios, which is different from the
one in Chapter 17. We refer to [PaP14b] for the development when Kv is R or C with its
standard absolute value.
Recall that the crossratio of four pairwise distinct points a, b, c, d in P1pKvq “ Kv Y t8u
is
ra, b, c, ds “ pc´ aq pd´ bqpc´ bq pd´ aq P pKvq
ˆ ,
with the standard conventions when one of the points is8. Adopting Ahlfors’s terminology in
the complex case, the absolute crossratio of four pairwise distinct points a, b, c, d P P1pKvq “
Kv Y t8u is
|a, b, c, d|v “ |ra, b, c, ds|v “ |c´ a|v |d´ b|v|c´ b|v |d´ a|v ,
with conventions analogous to the previous ones when one of the points is 8. As in the
classical case, the crossratio and the absolute crossratio are invariant under the diagonal
projective action of GL2pKvq on the set of quadruples of pairwise distinct points in P1pKvq.1
18.1 Counting and equidistribution of crossratios of loxodromic
fixed points
Let α, β P Kv be loxodromic fixed points of Γ. Recall that ασ, βσ is the other fixed point of
a loxodromic element of Γ fixing α, β, respectively. The relative height of β with respect to α
1The logarithm in base qv of this absolute crossratio is up to the order equal to the (logarithmic) crossratio
v¨, ¨, ¨, ¨w introduced in Section 2.6: More precisely, if ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4 are pairwise distinct points in the boundary
of Xv, then
vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w “ logqv |ξ1, ξ4, ξ3, ξ2|v .
We will not use this relationship in this book.
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is2
hαpβq “ 1|α´ ασ|v |β ´ βσ|v max
 |β ´ α|v |βσ ´ ασ|v, |β ´ ασ|v |βσ ´ α|v( .
When β R tα, ασu, we have
hαpβq “ maxt|α, β, βσ, ασ|v, |α, βσ, β, ασ|vu “ 1
mint|α, β, ασ, βσ|v, |α, βσ, ασ, β|vu . (18.1)
We will use the relative height as a complexity when β varies in a given orbit of Γ (and α is
fixed).
The following properties of relative heights are easy to check using the definitions, the
invariance properties of the crossratio and Equation (17.1).
Lemma 18.1. Let α, β P Kv be loxodromic fixed points of Γ. Then
(1) hαρpβτ q “ hαpβq for all ρ, τ P tid, σu.
(2) If β P tα, ασu, then hαpβq “ 1.
(3) hγ¨αpγ ¨ βq “ hαpβq for every γ P Γ.
(4) hαpγ ¨ βq “ hαpβq for every γ P StabΓptα, ασuq. l
The following result relates the relative height of two loxodromic fixed points with the
distance between the two translation axes.
Proposition 18.2. Let α, β P Kv be loxodromic fixed points of Γ such that β R tα, ασu. Then
hαpβq “ q dpsα,ασr , sβ,βσrqv .
In particular, we have hαpβq ą 1 if and only if the geodesic lines sα, ασr and sβ, βσr in Xv
are disjoint, and hαpβq “ 1 otherwise (using Lemma 18.1 (2) when β P tα, ασu).
Proof. Up to replacing α, β, ασ, βσ by their images under a large enough power γ of a
loxodromic element in Γ with attracting fixed point in Ov, we may assume that these four
points belong to Ov. Note that γ exists since ΛΓ “ B8Xv, and it preserves the relative height
by Lemma 18.1 (3) as well as the distances between translation axes.
Let A “ sα, ασr and B “ sβ, βσr. Let u be the closest point to ˚v on A, so that
vpα´ ασq “ dpu, ˚vq .
We will consider five configurations.
α ασ β βσ
˚v
β βσα α
σ
˚v
a “ u b
u1
b
u
a
2The factor |α´ ασ|v in the denominator, that did not appear in [PaP14b] in the analogous definition for
the case when Kv is R or C, is there in order to simplify the statements below.
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Case 1. First assume that A and B are disjoint. Let ra, bs be the common perpendicular
from A to B, with a P A, so that, by the geometric interpretation of elements in Ov given in
Section 15.1, we have
dpA,Bq “ dpa, bq .
First assume that u ‰ a. Up to exchanging α, ασ (which does not change dpA,Bq or hαpβq
by Lemma 18.1 (1)), we may assume that a P ru, αr . Then (see the picture on the left above),
vpβ ´ βσq “ dpb, ˚vq, vpα´ βq “ vpα´ βσq “ dpa, ˚vq
and
vpασ ´ βq “ vpασ ´ βσq “ dpu, ˚vq .
Therefore
|α, β, ασ, βσ|v “ |α, βσ, ασ, β|v “ q vpα´βq`vpασ´βσq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv
“ qdpa,˚vq´dpb,˚vqv “ q´dpa,bqv “ q´dpA,Bqv ,
which proves the result by Equation (18.1).
Assume on the contrary that u “ a. Let u1 P V Xv be such that ra, ˚vs X ra, bs “ ra, u1s.
Note that u1 P r˚v, bs since β, βσ P Ov. Then (see the picture on the right above),
vpβ ´ βσq “ dpb, ˚vq, vpα´ βq “ vpα´ βσq “ vpασ ´ βq “ vpασ ´ βσq “ dpu1, ˚vq .
Therefore
|α, β, ασ, βσ|v “ |α, βσ, ασ, β|v “ q vpα´βq`vpασ´βσq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv
“ q2dpu1,˚vq´dpa,˚vq´dpb,˚vqv “ q´dpa, bqv “ q´dpA,Bqv ,
which proves the result by Equation (18.1).
βσ α
σα β
˚v
α
˚v
β βσα
σα
˚v
β α
σ
βσ
b
u
a a
u1
u “ b
ba
u
Case 2. Now assume that A and B are not disjoint, so that
dpA,Bq “ 0 .
Since β R tα, ασu, the intersection AXB is a compact segment ra, bs (possibly with a “ b) in
Xv. Up to exchanging a and b, α and ασ, as well as β and βσ (which does not change dpA,Bq
or hαpβq by Lemma 18.1 (1)), we may assume that α, a, b, ασ and β, a, b, βσ are in this order
on A and B respectively, and that a P ru, αr .
Assume first that b P su, αr . Then (see the picture on the left above),
vpα´ βq “ dpa, ˚vq, vpα´ βσq “ vpβ ´ βσq “ dpb, ˚vq
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and
vpβ ´ ασq “ vpβσ ´ ασq “ dpu, ˚vq .
Therefore
|α, βσ, ασ, β|v “ q vpα´βq`vpασ´βσq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv “ qdpa,˚vq´dpb,˚vqv “ qdpa,bqv ě 1 ,
and
|α, β, ασ, βσ|v “ q vpα´βσq`vpασ´βq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv “ q0v “ 1 “ q´dpA,Bqv ,
which proves the result by Equation (18.1).
Assume that b P su, ασr . Then (see the picture in the middle above),
vpα´ βq “ dpa, ˚vq, vpασ ´ βσq “ dpb, ˚vq
and
vpα´ βσq “ vpβ ´ ασq “ vpβ ´ βσq “ dpu, ˚vq .
Therefore
|α, βσ, ασ, β|v “ q vpα´βq`vpασ´βσq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv
“ qdpa,˚vq`dpb,˚vq´2dpu,˚vqv “ qdpa,bqv ě 1 ,
and
|α, β, ασ, βσ|v “ q vpα´βσq`vpασ´βq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv “ q0v “ 1 “ q´dpA,Bqv ,
which proves the result by Equation (18.1).
Assume at last that b “ u. Let u1 P V Xv be such that rb, ˚vs X rb, βσr “ rb, u1s. Then (see
the picture on the right above),
vpα´ βq “ dpa, ˚vq, vpασ ´ βq “ dpu, ˚vq
and
vpα´ βσq “ vpβ ´ βσq “ vpασ ´ βσq “ dpu1, ˚vq .
Therefore
|α, βσ, ασ, β|v “ q vpα´βq`vpασ´βσq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv
“ qdpa,˚vq´dpu,˚vqv “ qdpa,bqv ě 1 ,
and
|α, β, ασ, βσ|v “ q vpα´βσq`vpασ´βq´vpα´ασq´vpβ´βσqv “ q0v “ 1 “ q´dpA,Bqv ,
which proves the result by Equation (18.1). l
The next result says that the relative height is an appropriate complexity on a given orbit
under Γ of a loxodromic fixed point, and that the counting function we will study is well
defined. We denote by Γξ the stabiliser in Γ of a point ξ P B8Xv “ P1pKvq.
Lemma 18.3. Let α, β P Kv be loxodromic fixed points of Γ. Then for every s ą 1, the set
Es “ tβ1 P ΓαzΓ ¨ β : 1 ă hαpβ1q ď su
is finite.
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Proof. The set Es is well defined by Lemma 18.1 (4). Recall that a loxodromic fixed point is
one of the two points at infinity of a unique translation axis. By local finiteness, there are, up
to the action of the stabiliser of a fixed translation axis A, only finitely many images under
Γ of another translation axis B at distance at most ln sln qv from A. Since the stabiliser of A
contains the stabiliser of either of its points at infinity with index at most 2, the result then
follows from Proposition 18.2. l
We now state our main counting and equidistribution result of orbits of loxodromic fixed
points, when the complexity is the relative height with respect to a fixed loxodromic fixed
point.
Theorem 18.4. Let Γ be a lattice in PGL2pKvq`. Let α0, β0 P Kv be loxodromic fixed points
of Γ. Then for the weak-star convergence of measures on Kv ´ tα0, ασ0u, as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 VolpΓzzXvq
2 q2v |α0 ´ ασ0 |v VolpΓβ0zz sβ0, βσ0 rq
s´1
ÿ
βPΓ¨β0 : hα0 pβqďs
∆β á˚ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
.
Furthermore, there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
Card Γα0ztβ P Γ ¨ β0 : hα0pβq ď su
“ 2 qv pqv ´ 1q VolpΓα0zz sα0, α
σ
0 rq VolpΓβ0zz sβ0, βσ0 rq
pqv ` 1q2 VolpΓzzXvq s`Ops
1´κq .
For every β1 P s0, 1s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C β1c pKv ´tα0, ασ0uq, where
Kv ´ tα0, ασ0u is endowed with the distance-like map dsα0, ασ0 r,3 there is an error term in the
equidistribution claim of Theorem 18.4 when evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ}ψ}β1q. This
result applies for instance if ψ : Kv ´tα0, ασ0u Ñ R is locally constant with compact support,
see Remark 3.11.
Proof. The proof of the equidistribution claim is similar to the one of Theorem 17.1. We
now apply Theorem 15.4 with D´ :“ sα0, ασ0 r and D` :“ sβ0, βσ0 r . Since Γ is contained in
PGL2pKvq`, the length spectrum LΓ of Γ is equal to 2Z. The families D˘ “ pγD˘qγPΓ{ΓD˘
are locally finite, and }σ´D`} is finite and nonzero.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 17.1,4 we have
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 qv3
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆γ¨β0 “ pB`q˚rσ`D´ (18.2)
for the weak-star convergence of measures on B8Xv´B8D´. Futhermore, for every β1 P s0, 1s,
there exists κ ą 0 such that for every β-Hölder-continuous function ψ P C β1c pB8Xv ´ B8D´q,
where B8Xv´B8D´ is endowed with the distance-like map dD´ , there is an error term in the
equidistribution statement of Equation (18.2) when evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ}ψ}β1q.
By Proposition 18.2, we have
hα0pγ ¨ β0q “ q dpD´, γD`qv .
3See Equation (3.8).
4See Equation (17.3).
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By Proposition 15.2 (5), we have
pB`q˚rσ`D´pzq “ |α0 ´ ασ0 |v|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v dHaarKvpzq
for z in the full measure subset Kv ´ tα0, ασ0u of B8Xv. Hence, using the change of variable
s “ q nv , we have, with the appropriate error term,
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
|α0 ´ ασ0 |v }σ´D`}
s´1
ÿ
γPΓ{ΓD`
1ăhα0 pγ¨β0qďs
∆γ¨β0 “ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
.
We again denote by ια0 the index
ια0 “ rΓtα0, ασ0 u : Γα0s ,
and similarly for β0. Since the stabiliser Γβ0 of β0 in Γ has index ιβ0 in ΓD` and Γ{Γβ0
identifies with Γ ¨ β0 by the map γ ÞÑ γ ¨ β0, we have, with the appropriate error term,
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
|α0 ´ ασ0 |v }σ´D`} ιβ0
s´1
ÿ
βPΓ¨β0
1ăhα0 pβqďs
∆β “ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
.
As in the end of the proof of Theorem 17.1, we have
}σ´D`} “
qv ´ 1
qv ιβ0
VolpΓβ0zz sβ0, βσ0 rq .
This proves the equidistribution claim, and its error term.
In order to obtain the counting claim, we note that since rσ`D´ is invariant under the
stabiliser in Γ of D´, hence under Γα0 , the measures on both sides of the equidistribution
claim in Theorem 18.4 are invariant under Γα0 , see Proposition 17.4 (5) for the invariance of
the right hand side. By Proposition 15.2 (5) and (6), and by the definition of ια0 , we haveż
Γα0zpKv´tα0, ασ0 uq
dHaarKvpzq
|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
“ ια0|α0 ´ ασ0 |v
ż
ΓD´zB1`D´
drσ`D´
“ pqv ´ 1q ια0 VolpΓD´zzD
´q
qv |α0 ´ ασ0 |v
“ pqv ´ 1q VolpΓα0zz sα0, α
σ
0 rq
qv |α0 ´ ασ0 |v
. (18.3)
The counting claim follows by evaluating the equidistribution claim on the characteristic
function ψ of a compact-open fundamental domain for the action of Γα0 on Kv ´ tα0, ασ0u.
This characteristic function is locally constant, hence β1-Hölder-continuous for the distance-
like function dD´ , as seen end of Section 3.1. l
18.2 Counting and equidistribution of crossratios of quadratic
irrationals
In this Section, we give two arithmetic applications of Theorem 18.4.
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Let us first consider an application in positive characteristic. Let K be a (global) function
field over Fq, let v be a (normalised discrete) valuation of K, let Kv be the associated com-
pletion of K and let Rv be the affine function ring associated with v.5 Given two quadratic
irrationals α, β P Kv overK, with Galois conjugates ασ, βσ respectively, such that β R tα, ασu,
we define the relative height of β with respect to α by
hαpβq “ 1
mint|α, β, ασ, βσ|v, |α, βσ, ασ, β|vu . (18.4)
The following result says that the orbit of any quadratic irrational in Kv over K, by homo-
graphies under a given finite index subgroup of the modular group PGL2pRvq, equidistributes,
when its complexity is given by the relative height with respect to another fixed quadratic
irrational α0. The limit measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure
on Kv and it is invariant under the stabiliser of α0 in PGL2pRvq by Proposition 17.4 (5).
Theorem 18.5. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq. Let α0, β0 P Kv be quadratic
irrationals over K. Let g0, h0 be elements in G fixing α0, β0 with vptr g0q, vptrh0q ‰ 0, and let
m0, n0 be the index of gZ0 , h
Z
0 in the stabiliser of α0, β0 in G respectively. Then, as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q n0 rGL2pRvq : Gs
2 q2v pq ´ 1q |α0 ´ ασ0 |v |vptrh0q|
s´1
ÿ
βPG¨β0 : hα0 pβqďs
∆β
á˚ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
,
and there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
Card Γα0ztβ P G ¨ β0 : hα0pβq ď su
“ 4 qv pqv ´ 1q pq ´ 1q |vptr g0q| |vptrh0q| |ZpGq|pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q m0 n0 rGL2pRvq : Gs s`Ops
1´κq .
Proof. This follows, as in the proof of Theorem 17.6, from Theorem 18.4 using Equations
(16.6) and (17.8), as well as Equation (18.3) for the counting claim. l
Example 18.6. (1) Theorem 1.16 in the Introduction follows from this result, by taking
K “ FqpY q and v “ v8 (so that qv “ q), and by using Equation (14.6) in order to simplify
the constant.
(2) If GI is the Hecke congruence subgroup associated with a nonzero ideal I of Rv (see
Equation (16.11)), using Lemma 16.5, we have, as sÑ `8,
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q n0 NpIqśp|Ip1` 1Nppqq
2 q2v pq ´ 1q |α0 ´ ασ0 |v |vptrh0q|
s´1
ÿ
βPGI ¨β0 : hα0 pβqďs
∆β á˚ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α0|v |z ´ ασ0 |v
.
The second arithmetic application of Theorem 18.4 is in Qp. We use the notation of
Section 17.3.
5See Section 14.2.
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Let p P N be a positive rational prime with p ” 1 mod 4 such that p2´14 is not of the
form 4ap8b ` 7q for a, b P N (for instance p “ 5). Let ε be a square root of ´1 in Qp. Let
x1, x2, x3 P 2Z be such that p2 ´ 1 “ x12 ` x22 ` x32. We again consider
α0 “ ε x1 `
a
1´ p2
x3 ` ε x2 ,
which is a quadratic irrational in Qp over Qpεq. We denote by ασ the Galois conjugate of a
quadratic irrational α in Qp over Qpεq, and by
hαpβq “ 1
mint|α, β, ασ, βσ|p, |α, βσ, ασ, β|pu (18.5)
the relative height of a quadratic irrational β in Qp over Qpεq with respect to α, assuming
that β R tα, ασu. We again consider Hamilton’s quaternion algebra D “ p´1,´1Q q over Q and
its Z
“
1
p
‰
-order
O “  y P Z“1p‰` Z“1p‰ i` Z“1p‰ j ` Z“1p‰ k : y ” 1 mod 2( .
The following result says that the orbit of α0 in Qp by homographies under a given finite
index subgroup of the arithmetic group Γ1O (defined in Section 17.3) equidistributes, when
its complexity is given by the relative height with respect to α0, to a measure absolutely
continuous with respect to the Haar measure on Qp.
Theorem 18.7. With the above notation, let Γ be a finite index subgroup of Γ1O . Then, as
sÑ `8,
pp` 1q2 rΓ1O : Γs
2 p2 kΓ |α0 ´ ασ0 |p
s´1
ÿ
αPΓ¨α0 : hα0 pαqďs
∆α á˚ dHaarQppzq|z ´ α0|p |z ´ ασ0 |p
,
where kΓ is the smallest positive integer such that
„
1` ε x1 ´x3 ` ε x2
x3 ` ε x2 1´ ε x1
kΓ
P Γ. Further-
more, there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
Card Γα0ztα P Γ ¨ α0 : hα0pαq ď su “ 4 p pp´ 1q pkΓq
2
pp` 1q2 rΓ1O : Γs
s`Ops1´κq .
Proof. This follows, as in the proof of Theorem 17.11, from Theorem 18.4 using Equations
(17.12) and (17.13), as well as Equation (18.3) and again Equation (17.13) for the counting
claim. l
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Chapter 19
Equidistribution and counting of
integral representations by quadratic
norm forms
In the final Chapter of this book, we give another arithmetic equidistribution and counting
result of rational elements in non-Archimedean local fields of positive characteristic, again
using our geometric equidistribution and counting results of common perpendiculars in trees
summarised in Section 15.4. We use here a complexity defined using the norm forms associated
with fixed quadratic irrationals. In particular, the complexity in this Chapter is different from
that used in the Mertens type of results in Section 16.1. We refer for instance to [PaP14b, §5.3]
for motivations and results in the Archimedean case, and also to [GoP] for higher dimensional
norm forms.
Let K be a (global) function field over Fq of genus g, let v be a (normalised discrete)
valuation of K, let Kv be the associated completion of K and let Rv be the affine function
ring associated with v.1 Let α P Kv be a quadratic irrational over K. The norm form nα
associated with α is the quadratic form K ˆK Ñ K defined by
px, yq ÞÑ npx´ yαq “ px´ yαqpx´ yασq “ x2 ´ xy trpαq ` y2 npαq .
See Proposition 17.4 (3) for elementary transformation properties under elements of GL2pRvq
of this norm form.
A pair px, yq P Rv ˆRv is an integral representation of an element z P K by the quadratic
norm form nα if nαpx, yq “ z. The following result describes the projective equidistribution
as s Ñ `8 of the integral representations by nα of elements with absolute value at most s.
For every px0, y0q P Rv ˆ Rv, let Hpx0,y0q be the stabiliser of px0, y0q for the linear action of
any subgroup H of GL2pRvq on Rv ˆ Rv. We use the notation Nxx0, y0y for the norm of
the ideal xx0, y0y generated by x0, y0 (see Section 14.2) and the notation mv, x0, y0 introduced
above Theorem 16.1.
Theorem 19.1. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, let α P Kv be a quadratic
irrational over K, and let px0, y0q P Rv ˆRv ´ tp0, 0qu. Let
c1 “ pqv ´ 1q pqv ` 1q
2 ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0 pNxx0, y0yq2 rGL2pRvq : Gs
q3v pq ´ 1q qg´1 rGL2pRvqpx0, y0q : Gpx0, y0qs
.
1See Section 14.2.
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Then for the weak-star convergence of measures on Kv ´ tα, ασu, we have
lim
sÑ`8 c
1 s´1
ÿ
px, yqPGpx0, y0q, | npx´yαq|vďs
∆x
y
“ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v .
For every β P s0, 1s, there exists κ ą 0 such that for every ψ P C βc pKv ´ tα, ασuq, where
Kv ´ tα, ασu is endowed with the distance-like map dsα, ασr,2 there is an error term in the
equidistribution claim of Theorem 19.1 when evaluated on ψ, of the form Ops´κ}ψ}βq. This
holds for instance if ψ : Kv ´ tα, ασu Ñ R is locally constant with compact support (see
Remark 3.11).
Examples 19.2. (1) Let px0, y0q “ p1, 0q, K “ FqpY q and v “ v8 (so that g “ 0 and
qv “ q). Theorem 1.17 in the Introduction follows from Theorem 19.1, using Equations (14.6)
and (16.1) to simplify the constant c1.
(2) Let px0, y0q “ p1, 0q and let G “ GI be the Hecke congruence subgroup of GL2pRvq defined
in Equation (16.11). The index in rGL2pRvq : GIs is given by Lemma 16.5 and GI satisfies
pGIqp1,0q “ GL2pRvqp1,0q. For every nonzero ideal I of Rv, for the weak-star convergence of
measures on Kv ´ tα, ασu, we have
lim
sÑ`8 cI s
´1 ÿ
px, yqPRvˆI, xx, yy“Rv , | npx´yαq|vďs
∆x
y
“ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v ,
where
cI “
pqv ´ 1q pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q NpIqśp|Ip1` 1Nppqq
q3v q
g´1 .
(3) This third example is only interesting when the ideal class number is larger than 1. Given
any fractional ideal m of Rv, taking px0, y0q P Rv ˆRv such that the fractional ideals xx0, y0y
and m have the same ideal class and G “ GL2pRvq, using the change of variables s ÞÑ sNpmq2
in the statement of Theorem 19.1, for the weak-star convergence of measures on Kv´tα, ασu,
with the same error term as for Theorem 19.1, we have
lim
sÑ`8 cm s
´1 ÿ
px, yqPmˆm, xx, yy“m, Npmq´2| npx´yαq|vďs
∆x
y
“ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v ,
where
cm “ pqv ´ 1q pqv ` 1q
2 ζKp´1q mv, x0, y0
q3v pq ´ 1q qg´1 .
Before proving Theorem 19.1, let us give a counting result which follows from it. Any
subgroup of G acts on the left on any orbit of G. Furthermore, the stabiliser Gα of α in
G preserves the map px, yq ÞÑ | npx ´ yαq|v, by Proposition 17.4 (3). We may then define a
counting function Ψ1psq “ Ψ1G,α, x0,y0psq of elements of RvˆRv in a linear orbit under a finite
index subgroup G of GL2pRvq on which the absolute value of the norm form associated with
α is at most s, as
Ψ1psq “ Card Gα z
 px, yq P Gpx0, y0q, | npx´ yαq|v ď su .
2See Equation (3.8).
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Corollary 19.3. Let G be a finite index subgroup of GL2pRvq, let α P Kv be a quadratic
irrational over K, and let px0, y0q P Rv ˆRv ´ tp0, 0qu. Let g0 P Gα with vptr g0q ‰ 0 and let
m0 be the index of gZ0 in Gα. Let
c2 “ 2 q
2
v pq ´ 1q qg´1 |ZpGq| |vptr g0q| rGL2pRvqpx0, y0q : Gpx0, y0qs
pqv ` 1q2 ζKp´1q |α´ ασ|v m0 mv, x0, y0 pNxx0, y0yq2 rGL2pRvq : Gs .
Then there exists κ ą 0 such that, as sÑ `8,
Ψ1psq “ c2 s`Ops1´κq .
Proof. Using Equation (18.3) (with Γ the image of G in PGL2pRvq) and Equation (17.8),
we have ż
GαzpKv´tα, ασuq
dHaarKvpzq
|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v “
2 pqv ´ 1q |ZpGq| |vptr g0q|
qv |α´ ασ|v m0 .
The corollary then follows by applying the equidistribution claim in Theorem 19.1 to the
characteristic function of a compact-open fundamental domain of Kv ´ tα, ασu modulo the
action by homographies of Gα. l
Example 19.4. Let px0, y0q “ p1, 0q, K “ FqpY q, v “ v8 (so that g “ 0 and qv “ q)
and G “ GL2pFqrY sq. Using Equations (14.6) and (16.1), Proposition 17.4 (1), the change
of variable s “ qt and the fact that |ZpGq| “ q ´ 1 in order to simplify the constant c2 of
Corollary 19.3, and recalling the expression of the absolute value at 8 in terms of the degree
from Section 14.2, we get the following counting result: For every integral quadratic irrational
α P FqppY ´1qq over FqpY q, there exists κ ą 0 such that, as tÑ `8,
Card GL2pFqrY sqα
I"
px, yq P FqrY s ˆ FqrY s : xx, yy “ FqrY s,
degpx2 ´ xy trpαq ` y2 npαqq ď t
*
“ 2 q pq ´ 1q
3
m0 pq ` 1q degptr g0q q
´ 1
2
degptrpαq2´4 npαqq qt `Opqt´κq ,
where g0 P GL2pFqrY sq fixes α with degptr g0q ‰ 0 and m0 is the index of gZ0 in the stabiliser
GL2pFqrY sqα of α in GL2pFqrY sq.
Proof of Theorem 19.1. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 16.1. Let r “ x0y0 P
K Y t8u. If y0 “ 0, let gr “ id P GL2pKq, and if y0 ‰ 0, let
gr “
ˆ
r 1
1 0
˙
P GL2pKq .
We apply Theorem 15.4 with Γ “ G the image of G in PGL2pRvq, D´ “ sα, ασr the (image
of any) geodesic line in Xv with points at infinity α and ασ, and D` “ γrH8, where γr is the
image of gr in PGL2pRvq.
We have LΓv “ 2Z and the family D` “ pγD`qγPΓ{ΓD` is locally finite, as seen in the
beginning of the proof of Theorem 16.1. The family D´ “ pγD´qγPΓ{ΓD´ is locally finite as
seen in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 17.1.
By Proposition 15.2 (5), we have (on the full measure subset Kv ´ tα, ασu of B8Xv)
pB`q˚rσ`D´ “ |α´ ασ|v|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v dHaarKvpzq .
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As in order to obtain Equation (16.3), since the point at infinity of γD` is γ ¨ r, we have,
with an error term for every β P s0, 1s of the form Ops´κ}ψ}βq for some κ ą 0 when evaluated
on ψ P C βc pB8Xv ´ B8D´q,
lim
nÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1qpqv ` 1q
2 q3v
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
qv
´n ÿ
γPΓ{Γr
0ădpD´, γD`qďn
∆γ¨r
“ |α´ α
σ|v
|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v dHaarKvpzq . (19.1)
We use the following result in order to switch from counting over elements γ P Γ{Γr for
which 0 ă dpD´, γD`q ď t to counting over integral representations with bounded value
of the norm form. See [PaP11a, page 1054] for the analogous result for the real hyperbolic
3-space and indefinite binary Hermitian forms.
Lemma 19.5. Let g P GL2pRvq and let γ be the image of g in PGL2pKq. Let z0 “ y0 if
y0 ‰ 0 and z0 “ x0 otherwise. Let px, yq “ gpx0, y0q. If dpD´, γD`q ą 0, then
dpD´, γD`q “ 1
ln qv
ln
´
| npx´ yαq|v hpαq|z0| 2v
¯
.
Proof. We start by showing that
g grp1, 0q “
´ x
z0
,
y
z0
¯
.
Indeed, if y0 ‰ 0, we have
g grp1, 0q “ gpr, 1q “ 1
y0
gpx0, y0q
and otherwise
g grp1, 0q “ gp1, 0q “ 1
x0
gpx0, 0q “ 1
x0
gpx0, y0q .
In particular,
pg grq´1 “
ˆ ˚ ˚
´ yz0 xz0
˙
.
Note that g gr P GL2pKq and |detpg grq|v “ |det g|v | det gr|v “ 1 since g P GL2pRvq. By
Proposition 17.4 (2), we hence have
hppg grq´1 ¨ αq “
ˇˇˇ
n
´ x
z0
´ y
z0
α
¯ˇˇˇ
v
hpαq “ | npx´ y αq|v hpαq|z0| 2v . (19.2)
With β ¨ p¨, ¨q the Busemann function defined in Equation (2.5), we use the signed distance
dpL,Hq “ minxPL βξpx, xHq between a geodesic line L and a horoball H centred at ξ ‰ L˘,
where xH is any point of the boundary of H. Now, by Equations (15.2) and (2.12), we have
dpD´, γD`q “ dpsα, ασr , γγrH8q “ d
`spg grq´1 ¨ α, pg grq´1 ¨ ασr ,H8˘
“ v`pg grq´1 ¨ α´ pg grq´1 ¨ ασ˘
“ ´ ln
ˇˇpg grq´1 ¨ α´ pg grq´1 ¨ ασ ˇˇv
ln qv
“ lnhppg grq
´1 ¨ αq
ln qv
. (19.3)
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Combining Equations (19.2) and (19.3) gives the result. l
By discreteness, there are only finitely many double classes rgs P GαzG{Gpx0,y0q such that
D´ “ sα, ασr and gD` “ g grH8 are not disjoint. Let ZpGq be the centre of G, which is finite.
Since ZpGq acts trivially on P1pKvq, the map G{Gpx0,y0q Ñ Γ{Γr induced by the canonical
map GL2pRvq Ñ PGL2pRvq is |ZpGq|-to-1. Using the change of variable
s “ |z0|v
2
hpαq qv
n ,
and Lemma 19.5 since γ ¨ r “ xy with the notation of this lemma, Equation (19.1) gives
lim
sÑ`8
pqv2 ´ 1q pqv ` 1q |z0|v2
2 qv3 |ZpGq|
VolpΓzzXvq
}σ´D`}
s´1
ÿ
px, yqPGpx0, y0q, | npx´yαq|vďs
∆x
y
“ dHaarKvpzq|z ´ α|v |z ´ ασ|v ,
with the appropriate error term. Replacing VolpΓzzXvq and }σ´D`} by their values respectively
given by Equation (16.6) and Lemma 16.3, the claim of Theorem 19.1 follows. l
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Appendix A
A weak Gibbs measure is the unique
equilibrium, by J. Buzzi
In this Appendix, for a transitive topological Markov shift endowed with a Hölder-continuous
potential, we prove that a weak Gibbs measure is the unique equilibrium measure.
A.1 Introduction
Let σ : Σ Ñ Σ be a topological Markov shift (possibly one- or two-sided), see for instance
Section 5.1. More precisely, we consider the one-sided and two-sided vertex-shifts defined by
a countable oriented graph G with set of vertices VG and set of arrows AG Ă VG ˆ VG. We
assume that Σ is transitive, that is, that G is connected (as an oriented graph).
We denote by PpΣq the set of σ-invariant probability measures on Σ and by PergpΣq the
subset of ergodic ones. Recall that, for all n P N, the n-cylinders are the following subsets of
Σ, where x varies in Σ:
Cnpxq “ rx0, . . . , xn´1s “ ty P Σ : @ k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, yk “ xku ,
so that the 1-cylinders are rvs “ ty P Σ : y0 “ vu for all v P VG. The points of Σ admitting
n P N as period under the shift σ form the set
FixnpΣq “ tx P Σ : σnx “ xu .
We fix a potential on Σ, that is, a continuous function φ : Σ Ñ R. We do not assume that φ
is bounded. We define φ´ “ maxt´φ, 0u and, for all n P N´ t0u,
varnpφq “ sup
x,yPΣ : @ kPt0,...,n´1u, xk“yk
|φpyq ´ φpxq|
if pΣ, σq is one-sided and otherwise
varnpφq “ sup
x,yPΣ : @ kPt´n`1,...,n´1u, xk“yk
|φpyq ´ φpxq| .
We say that φ has summable variations if
ř
ně1 varnpφq ă 8. This is in particular the case if
φ is Hölder-continuous. Let Snφ “ řn´1i“0 φ ˝ σi for all n P N.
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Definition A.1. A weak Gibbs measure for the potential φ is a σ-invariant Borel probability
measure m on Σ such that there exists a number cpmq P R such that for every v P VG, there
exists C ě 1 with
@ n ě 1, @x P FixnpΣq X rvs, C´1 ď mpCnpxqq
exp pSnφpxq ´ cpmqnq ď C . (A.1)
Note that cpmq is then unique; it is called the Gibbs constant of m. Let us stress that we
do not assume the so-called Big Image Property [Sar1] and hence using the above weakened
Gibbs property (that is, allowing C to depend on v) is necessary.
Note that if Σ is locally compact, that is, if every vertex of G has finite degree (the number
of arrows arriving or leaving from the given vertex), then the above condition is equivalent to
the fact that for any nonempty compact subset K in Σ, there exists C ě 1 with
@ n ě 1, @ x P FixnpΣq XK, C´1 ď mpCnpxqq
exp pSnφpxq ´ cpmqnq ď C .
The pressure P pφ, νq of an element ν P PpΣq such that ş φ´ dν ă `8 is
P pφ, νq “ hνpσq `
ż
φdν .
An equilibrium measure µeq for pΣ, φq is an element µeq P PpΣq such that
ş
φ´ dµeq ă `8
and
P pφ, µeqq “ suptP pφ, νq : ν P PpΣq and
ż
φ´ dν ă `8u .
The Gurevič pressure is
PGpφq “ lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
log
ÿ
xPFixnpΣqXrvs
eSnφpxq
for any vertex v P VG. Note that the Gurevič pressure does not depend on v. Let us recall a
few results on the above notions.
Theorem A.2 (Iommi-Jordan [IJ, Theorem 2.2]). If φ has summable variations, the following
variational principle holds:
PGpφq “ suptP pφ, νq : ν P PpΣq and
ż
φ´ dν ă `8u . l
Theorem A.3 (Buzzi-Sarig [BuS, Theorem 1.1]). Assume that φ has summable variations.
If PGpφq ă 8, then there exists at most one equilibrium measure.
If there exists an equilibrium measure µ, then dµ “ h dν where h : Σ Ñ R is a continuous,
positive function and ν is a positive measure with full support on Σ such that
‚ Lφ h “ ePGpφqh, and Lφ˚ ν “ ePGpφqν where Lφ is the transfer operator defined by
Lφ u pxq “ řyPσ´1x eφpyq upyq.
‚ ν is finite on each cylinder. l
We note that [BuS] assumed supφ ă 8, but this was only used to justify the variational
principle and so this condition can be removed by using Theorem A.2.
We now state the main result of this appendix.
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Theorem A.4. Let pΣ, σq be a one-sided transitive topological Markov shift and let φ : Σ Ñ R
be a potential with summable variations. Let m be a σ-invariant probability measure on Σ such
that
ş
φ´dm ă `8.
Then m is a weak Gibbs measure if and only if it is an equilibrium measure. In this
case, the Gibbs constant cpmq is equal to the Gurevič pressure and the equilibrium measure is
unique.
By a classical argument that follows, this result extends to two-sided topological Markov
shifts (up to a slight strengthening of the regularity assumption on φ, still satisfied if φ is
Hölder-continuous).
Corollary A.5. Let pΣ, σq be a two-sided transitive topological Markov shift and let φ : Σ Ñ R
be a potential with
ř
ně1 n varnpφq ă 8. Let m be a σ-invariant probability measure on Σ
such that
ş
φ´dm ă `8.
Then m is a weak Gibbs measure if and only if it is an equilibrium measure. In this
case, the Gibbs constant cpmq is equal to the Gurevič pressure and the equilibrium measure is
unique.
Remark. The case of the full shift NZ has been treated in [PeSZ, Sec. 3]. More generally,
assuming the Big Image Property, the above result follows from [Sar1] and [BuS] along the
lines of [PeSZ].
Proof of Corollary A.5. Let pΣ, σq, φ, and m be as in the statement of this Corollary. Let
pi : Σ Ñ Σ` with pxnqnPZ ÞÑ pxnqnPN be the obvious factor map onto the one-sided topological
Markov shift pΣ`, σ`q defined by the same graph G as for pΣ, σq, called the natural extension.
First, we replace φ by a potential φ depending only on future coordinates. The proof of
[Bowe2, Lemma 1.6] applies to our non-compact setting without changes. To be more precise,
for each vertex a P VG, choose za P Σ with za0 “ a. Define r : Σ Ñ Σ by rpxq “ y with
yn “ xn for n ě 0 and yn “ zx0n for n ď 0. For every x P Σ, let
upxq “
ÿ
kě0
pφ ˝ σk ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ rqpxq .
This defines a bounded real function on Σ since |φ ˝ σk ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ r| ď vark`1pφq and φ has
summable variations. Moreover, u itself has summable variations since, given x, y P Σ with
xk “ yk for |k| ă n, we have
|upxq ´ upyq| ď
ÿ
0ďkătn{2u
´
|φpσkxq ´ φpσkyq| ` |φpσkprxqq ´ φpσkpryqq|
¯
`
ÿ
kětn{2u
´
|φ ˝ σkpxq ´ φ ˝ σkprxq| ` |φ ˝ σkpyq ´ φ ˝ σkpryq|
¯
ď 4
ÿ
kětn{2u
vark`1pφq ,
so that ÿ
ně1
varnpuq ď 8
ÿ
kě1
k varkpφq ă 8 .
Now define φ : Σ Ñ R by
φ “ φ` u ˝ σ ´ u .
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The function φ is continuous with summable variations. Following [Bowe2], let us prove that
φ “ φ ˝ r. We have
φ “ φ`
ÿ
kě0
pφ ˝ σk`1 ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ r ˝ σq ´
ÿ
kě0
pφ ˝ σk ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ rq
“ φ´ φ´
ÿ
kě0
´
φ ˝ σk ˝ r ˝ σ ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ r
¯
“
ÿ
kě0
´
φ ˝ σk ˝ r ´ φ ˝ σk ˝ r ˝ σ
¯
.
Now, r2 “ r and r ˝ σ ˝ r “ r ˝ σ. Hence φ ˝ r “ φ as claimed. Thus, φ induces on the
one-sided shift a function rφ : Σ` Ñ R defined by
φ˜ : pxnqnPN ÞÑ φp. . . zx0´2zx0´1x0x1 . . . q ,
satisfying φ “ rφ ˝ pi.
To conclude, observe that Snφpxq´Snφpxq “ Snpu˝σ´uqpxq “ 0 if x P Fixnpσq, and that
cylinders defined by the same finite words have the same measure for an invariant probability
measurem on the two-sided shift pΣ, σq and for its image pi˚m on the one-sided shift pΣ`, σ`q.
Therefore m is a weak Gibbs measure for φ if and only if pi˚m is a weak Gibbs measure forrφ, and their Gibbs constant are then equal.
By construction pi˚mprφq “ mpφq “ mpφq since m is invariant. As it is well-known, the
natural extension pi preserves the entropy. Thus, the measure m is an equilibrium measure
with respect to φ if and only if pi˚m is an equilibrium measure with respect to rφ.
The reduction to one-sided topological Markov shifts is thus complete. l
A.2 Proof of the main result Theorem A.4
The uniqueness of the equilibrium state is given by Theorem A.3. We need to prove that
weak Gibbs measures and equilibrium measures coincide under the integrability assumption
on φ´ and that the number cpmq is equal to the Gurevič pressure.
Step 1. If m is an equilibrium measure, then it is a weak Gibbs measure.
This is a routine consequence of Theorem A.3. Our definition of an equilibrium measure
m enforces
ş
φ´ dm ă `8 (hences excludes the concomitance of hmpσq “ `8 and
ş
φdm “
´8).
Recall from Theorem A.3 that dm “ h dν with h and ν as mentionned. For v P VG and
x P FixnpΣq X rvs, we have
mpCnpxqq “
ż
h1Cnpxq dν “ e´nPGpφq
ż
h1Cnpxq dppLφ˚qnνq
“ e´nPGpφq
ż
Lnφph1Cnpxqq dν .
By definition,
Lnφph1Cnpxqqpzq “ exppSnφpx0 . . . xn´1zqq hpx0 . . . xn´1zq
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for all z P σnpCnpxqq “ σprvsq (and Lnφph1Cnpxqqpzq “ 0 otherwise). Hence1
mpCnpxqq “ e´nPGpφq exp
´
Snφpxq ˘
nÿ
k“1
varkpφq
¯ ż
σprvsq
h dν .
As 0 ă şσprvsq h dν ă `8 and ř`8k“1 varkpφq ă `8, the measure m is a weak Gibbs measure
for φ with Gibbs constant cpmq “ PGpφq.
We now turn to the converse implication. Let m be a weak Gibbs measure for φ such thatş
φ´ dm ă `8.
The weak Gibbs condition only controls the cylinders that start and end with the same
symbol. Passing to an induced system (that is, considering a first return map on a 1-cylinder)
will remove this restriction. More precisely, let a P VG be a vertex of G and let µ be an
invariant probability measure on pΣ, σq with µprasq ą 0. The induced system on the 1-
cylinder ras “ tx P Σ : x0 “ au is the map σ : ras Ñ ras (almost everywhere) defined as
follows:
‚ let τpxq “ inftn ě 1 : σnx P rasu be the first-return time in ras, that we also denote
by τraspxq when we want to emphasize ras;
‚ let σpxq “ στpxqpxq if τpxq ă 8;
‚ let µpBq “ µpB X rasq{µprasq for every Borel subset B of Σ be the restriction of µ to
ras normalized to be a probability measure.
We also define τ0pxq “ 0 and by induction τn`1pxq “ τpxq ` τnpσxq for every n P N. Note
that σ can only be iterated on the subset
tx P ras : @ n ě 1, τnpxq ă 8u .
By Poincaré’s recurrence theorem, this is a full measure subset of ras, hence the distinction
will be irrelevant for our purposes.
The induced partition is
β “ tra, ξ1, . . . , ξn´1, as ‰ H : n ě 1, ξi ‰ au .
We note that σ : ras Ñ ras is topologically Bernoulli with respect to the partition β (that is,
σ : bÑ ras is a homeomorphism for each b P β). For every integer N ě 1, we define the N -th
iterated partition βN of β by
βN “ tb0 X σ´1b1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X σ´N`1bN´1 ‰ H : b0, . . . , bN´1 P βu
and we write βN pxq for the element of the partition βN that contains x.
Step 2. The topological Markov shift may be assumed to be topologically mixing.
This follows from the spectral decomposition for topological Markov shifts, see for instance
[BuS, Lem. 2.2].
1We use, for all u, v, d ě 0 and c ą 0, the notation u “ c˘dv if 1
cd
v ď u ď cdv.
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Step 3. The Gibbs property implies full support and ergodicity.
Let A be a σ-invariant (σ´1pAq “ A) measurable subset of Σ with mpAq ą 0 and let us
prove that mpAq “ 1.
Observe that the Gibbs property, together with the transitivity of Σ, implies that any
cylinder has positive measure for m, hence that m has full support. Let a P VG be such that
mpAX rasq ą 0.
As mprasq ą 0, we may consider the induced system on ras. Let N ě 1. When f is
a homeomorphism between topological spaces, let f˚ denote the pushforwards of measures
by f´1. First note that, for almost every x P ras and every N P N ´ t0u, since σN is an
homeomorphism from βN pxq onto ras, we have
mpAX rasq
mprasq “
mpσN pAX βN pxqqq
mpσN pβN pxqqq “
ş
βN pxqXA
dpσN q˚m
dm dmş
βN pxq
dpσN q˚m
dm dm
.
Now, observe that for m-almost every y P βN pxq:
dpσN q˚m
dm
pyq “ lim
nÑ8
mpστN pyqry0, . . . , ynsq
mpry0, . . . , ynsq “ C
˘2e´SτN pyqφpyq`τ
N pyq cpmq
.
Hence, since τN is constant on βN pxq,
mpAX rasq
mprasq “ C
˘4 e˘
ř
kě1 varkpφq mpAX βN pxqq
mpβN pxqq .
By Doob’s increasing martingale convergence theorem (see for instance [Pet]), for m-almost
every x P ras ´ A, the ratio on the right hand side converges to 0 as N Ñ 8. Thus ras is
contained in A modulo m. Therefore A “ ŤaPW ras modulo m for some subset W of VG.
Since Σ is topologically mixing, for any vertex b, the intersection ras X σ´irbs X σ´jras
is not empty for some integers 0 ă i ă j. Pick some point x in that set. By invariance,
mprbsq ě mpσipCjpxqqq ě mpCjpxqq. But this last number is positive by the weak Gibbs
property. Thus rbs is contained in A modulo m. Hence mpAq “ 1, proving the ergodicity of
m.
Step 4. The Gurevič pressure PGpφq is equal to cpmq, hence is finite. Furthermore hmpσq ă 8
and φ P L1pmq.
Fix v P VG and let K “ rvs. Note that mpKq ą 0. The ergodicity of m gives a Cesaro
convergence: as nÑ8, we have
1
n
n´1ÿ
k“0
mpK X σ´kKq ÝÑ mpKq2 ą 0 .
The Gibbs property implies that, for all n ě 1,
mpK X σ´nKq “ C˘1
ÿ
xPFixnpΣqXK
eSnφpxq´cpmqn
“ C˘1
´ ÿ
xPFixnpΣqXK
eSnφpxq
¯
e´cpmqn . (A.2)
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If we write Zn for the term between the parenthesis, we have by the definition of the Gurevič
pressure:
PGpφq “ lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
logZn .
As the value of the left hand side of Equation (A.2) is less than one, we see that cpmq ě PGpφq.
If this was a strict inequality, then the left hand side of Equation (A.2) would converge to
zero, contradicting its Cesaro convergence to mpKq2 ą 0. Therefore PGpφq “ cpmq.
Since cpmq is finite, so is PGpφq. Hence Theorem A.2 implies that, for any ν P PpΣq withş
φ´ dν ă `8, we have hνpσq ă 8 and φ is ν-integrable. In particular, this holds for ν “ m,
which finishes the proof of Step 4.
Step 5. If the mean entropy Hµpβq “ ´řbPβ µpbq logµpbq is finite, then
hµpσq “ ´
ż
log
dµ
dσ˚µ dµ ,
where σ˚µ is the measure on Σ defined by B ÞÑ řbPβ µpσpB X bqq, with respect to which µ is
absolutely continuous: µ Î σ˚µ.
This is a classical formula, sometimes called the Rokhlin formula (see for instance [BuS]),
which follows from the computation of the entropy in terms of the information function when
the mean entropy is finite
hµpσq “ ´
ż ÿ
bPβ
1bpxq lim
nÑ8 logEµp1b | σ
´1β _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ σ´nβqpxq dµpxq
and from the identity, for x P b,
Eµp1b | σ´1β _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ σ´nβqpxq “ µpβ
n`1pxqq
µpβnpσxqq “
µpβn`1pxqq
σ˚µpβn`1pxqq .
The absolute continuity follows from a direct computation and ensures that the integral above
is well-defined.
Step 6. For all a P VG, N ě 1 and µ P PergpΣq with
ş
φ´ dµ ă `8, we have
hµpσq “ ´µprasq
ż
ras
1
N
log
dµ
dppσN q˚ µq dµ (A.3)
We use arguments from the proof of [BuS, Theorem 1.1]: the key is to see that the
induced partition β of ras has finite mean entropy for the induced measure µ¯ using a Bernoulli
approximation.
Let us consider the Bernoulli measure µB for pras, σq defined by
µB
` n´1č
i“0
σ´iBi
˘ “ n´1ź
i“0
µpBiq
for all Bi P β. We construct from it an invariant measure µB on pΣ, σq: For every Borel
subset A, let
µBpAq “ µprasq
ż
ras
τras´1ÿ
i“0
1A ˝ σi dµB .
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Note that µB is ergodic, since µB is ergodic and
Ť
iě1 σ´iprasq has full measure. Define
φ “ řτras´1i“0 φ ˝ σi. Let C 1 “ supkě1 varkpφq, which is finite since φ has summable variations.
Since every b P β is a cylinder of length τraspxq`1 for every x P b, the conditional expectation
Eµpφ |βq “
ÿ
bPβ
1b
1
µpbq
ż
b
φdµ¯
satisfies }φ´ Eµpφ |βq}8 ď C 1. Henceż
φdµB “ µprasq
ż
ras
φ dµB ě µprasq
ż
ras
`
Eµpφ |βq ´ C 1
˘
dµB
ě µprasq
ż
ras
φ dµ´ C 1 “
ż
φdµ´ C 1 ą ´8 .
Therefore, the last paragraph of the proof of Step 4 applies to ν “ µB and hµB pσq ă `8.
Since µB is ergodic, Abramov’s formula yields
hµB pσq “ µprasqhµB pσq .
Since µB is Bernoulli, the right hand side of this equality is equal to
µprasqHµB pβq “ µprasqHµpβq ,
so that Hµpβq is proven to be finite. Thus, Step 5 applies:
hµpσq “ ´
ż
ras
log
dµ
dpσ˚µq dµ .
This formula extends to hµpσN q for all integers N ě 1. Using Abramov’s formula this time
for µ and µ (since µ is ergodic), we have
hµpσq “ µprasqhµpσq “ µprasq
N
hµpσN q “ ´µprasq
ż
ras
1
N
log
dµ
dppσN q˚µq dµ ,
as claimed.
Step 7. The entropy of m is equal to cpmq ´ ş φdm.
In order to prove this, we apply Step 6 with µ “ m (which is possible, since m has been
proven to be ergodic in Step 3). As in the proof of Step 3, the Radon-Nikodym derivative is
almost everywhere
dm
dppσN q˚mqpxq “ limnÑ8
mpβnpxqq
mpσN pβnpxqqq “ C
˘2 exp
`
SτN pxqφpxq ´ cpmqτN pxq
˘
.
Therefore, using Step 6 and the fact that m|ras “ mprasqm, we have
hmpσq “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
´ ż
ras
`
cpmq τN pxq ´ SτN pxqφpxq
˘
dm˘ 2 logC
¯
. (A.4)
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Note that τN pxq can be seen as a Birkhoff sum for the induced system on ras and the function
τ and that, by Kac’s theorem (see for instance [Pet, Sect. 2.4]),ż
ras
τ dm “ mprasq´1 .
Therefore, Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem yields, with convergence in L1pmq,
lim
NÑ8
cpmq τN pxq
N
“ cpmq
mprasq .
In order to analyze the second term in Equation (A.4), let φˆpxq “ řτpxq´1k“0 φpσkxq and observe
that, by a variation of the proof of Kac’s theorem, φˆ P L1pmq with mpφˆq “ mprasq´1mpφq.
Indeed, passing to the natural extension, one can assume the system to be invertible and use
the partition modulo m given byď
ně1, 0ďkăn
σkptx P ras : τpxq “ nuq .
Since SτN pxqφpxq coincides with the Birkhoff sum S¯N φˆpxq for the induced system, Birkhoff’s
ergodic theorem yields, with convergence in L1pmq,
lim
NÑ8
1
N
SτN pxqφpxq “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
S¯N φˆpxq “ mprasq´1mpφq .
The claim follows.
Step 8. Conclusion: any weak Gibbs measure is an equilibrium measure and cpmq “ PGpφq.
Steps 4 and 7 prove that hmpσq `
ş
φdm is well-defined and equal to cpmq, which by Step
4 is equal to PGpφq, which is equal to suptP pφ, νq : ν P PpΣq and
ş
φ´ dν ă `8u by Theorem
A.2, so that m is an equilibrium measure. This completes the proof of Theorem A.4. l
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List of Symbols
8 standard point at infinity r1 : 0s of a projective line 272
á˚ weak-star convergence of measures on locally compact spaces 22
1A characteristic function of a subset A 22
„ “ „D equivalence relation on index set of an equivariant family D 148
}f}α α-Hölder norm of f P C αc pZq 58
}ψ}` Sobolev W `,2-norm of ψ P C `c pNq 164
| ¨ |v (normalised) absolute value associated with a valuation v 268
|w| length of the cylinder rws associated with an admissible sequence w 168
˚v base point ˚v “ rOv ˆ Ovs of the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv 271
ApOvq maximal compact-open diagonal subgroup of PGL2pKvq 273
AutpX, λq automorphism group (edge-preserving, without inversion) of a metric
tree pX, λq
41
AutX automorphism group (without inversion) of a simplicial tree X 41
Bpx, rq closed ball of center x and radius r in a metric space 22
B˘pw, η1q Hamenstädt’s ball of radius η1 ą 0 with center any geodesic line
extension of w P G˘X
35
Bp`;T, T 1, rq dynamical ball in the space of geodesic lines GX 81
C geometrically connected smooth projective curve over Fq 267
cA complementary set of a subset A 22rcF system of conductances on X associated with a potential rF 74
cF system of conductances on ΓzX associated with a potential F 74
cpgq period for a system of conductances c of a closed orbit g for the
geodesic flow
259
CcpZq space of real-valued continuous maps with compact support on Z 22
C αb pZq space of bounded α-Hölder-continuous real-valued functions on Z 58
C k, αb pZq space of real-valued functions on Z with bounded α-Hölder-continuous
derivatives of order at most k along the flow
174
C αc pZq space of α-Hölder-continuous real-valued functions with compact
support on Z
58
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C k, αc pZq space of real-valued functions on Z with bounded α-Hölder-continuous
derivatives of order at most k along the flow and compact support
174
C `c pT 1Mq space of real-valued C `-smooth functions with compact support on T 1M 164
CATp´1q metric space satisfying the Alexandrov-Topogonov comparison property
with the real hyperbolic space of constant curvature ´1
25
C˘
Γ,F˘ (normalised) Gibbs cocycle associated with the group Γ and the
potential rF˘ 69
codegDpxq codegree of a vertex x with respect to a subtree D 156
codegDpxq codegree of a vertex x with respect to a family of subtrees D 157
covm,npφ, ψq n-th correlation coefficient of two observables φ, ψ for the measure m
under a transformation
164
covµ, tpψ,ψ1q correlation coefficient at time t of ψ,ψ1 for the measure µ under a flow 174
covµv , g correlation coefficient for g P Gv and a measure µv on ΓzGv 285
CΛΓ convex hull in X of the limit set ΛΓ of Γ 26
x conjugate of a quaternion x 312
ra, b, c, ds crossratio of pairwise distinct points a, b, c, d in Kv 319
|a, b, c, d|v absolute crossratio of pairwise distinct points a, b, c, d for a valuation v 319
vξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4w (logarithmic) crossratio of pairwise distinct points ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4 in B8X 42
B8X space at infinity of X 26
B28X space of distinct ordered pairs of points at infinity of X 32
BeX set of points at infinity of the geodesic rays whose initial (oriented) edge
is e
42
BV D boundary of set of vertices of a simplicial subtree D 156
BD maximal subgraph with set of vertices BV D 156
B1´D inner unit normal bundle of a closed convex subset D 36
B1`D outer unit normal bundle of a closed convex subset D 36
deg v degree of valuation v, equal to dimFq kv 268
δ “ δΓ, F critical exponent of pΓ, F q 65
∆rc˘ Laplacian operator associated with a system of conductances rc˘ on a
simplicial tree
128
∆c Laplacian operator associated with a system of conductances c on a
graph of groups
128
∆x unit Dirac mass at a point x 22
DiscD reduced discriminant of a quaternion algebra D over Q 313
dD distance-like map on B8X ´ B8D associated with a closed convex
subset D
59
d “ d p
GX
distance on the space of generalised geodesic lines 30
d “ dT 1X distance on the space of germs of geodesic lines 31
dH Hamenstädt’s distance at infinity associated with an horoball H 34
dx visual distance on B8X seen from x P X 28
dW˘pwq Hamenstädt’s distance on the strong stable/unstable ball of w P G˘X 32
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EX set of edges of a graph X 40
ϕRv Euler function of function ring Rv 299
f´ negative part of a real-valued map f 22
f˘D fibration over B1˘D with fibers the stable/unstable leaves 37rF potential on T 1X 61
F potential on ΓzT 1X 61rFc potential on T 1X associated with a system of conductances rc 73
Fc potential on ΓzT 1X associated with a system of conductances c 73
Fq finite field of order a prime power q 267
Γv modular group at a valuation v of a function field 275
g genus of the smooth projective curve C 267
GX space of geodesic lines in X 30p
GX space of generalised geodesic lines in X 30p
GX space of generalised discrete geodesic lines in a simplicial tree X 41p
GevenX space of generalised discrete geodesic lines ` in X with dp`p0q, x0q even 95
GevenX space of discrete geodesic lines ` in X with `p0q at even distance from x0 95
G˘X space of generalised positive/negative geodesic rays in X 30
G˘, 0X space of generalised geodesic lines in X isometric exactly on ˘r0,`8r 31
pgtqtPR (continuous time) geodesic flow on space of generalised geodesics
p
GX 30
pgtqtPR (continuous time) geodesic flow on the quotient space of generalised
geodesics Γz
p
GX
31
pgtqtPZ (discrete time) geodesic flow on space of generalised geodesics
p
GX, as
well as on Γz
p
GX
42
hmpT q metric entropy of a transformation T with respect to a probability
measure m
119
hmpφ1q metric entropy of a flow pφtqtPR with respect to a probability measure m 121
hpαq complexity of a loxodromic fixed point α 302
hpαq complexity of a quadratic irrational α in Kv 306
hpαq complexity of a quadratic irrational α in Qp 315
hαpβq relative height of a loxodromic fixed point β with respect to α 320
hαpβq relative height of a quadratic irrational β with respect to α 325
HaarKv normalised Haar measure of pKv,`q 270
ht8 height of a horoball in the Bruhat-Tits tree Xv 274
Heis2n´1 Heisenberg group of dimension 2n´ 1 85
H rts horoball contained in H whose boundary is at distance t from the
boundary of H
29
HB`pwq stable horoball of w P G`X 35
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HB´pwq unstable horoball of w P G´X 35
H`pwq stable horosphere of w P G`X 35
H´pwq unstable horosphere of w P G´X 35
HnC complex hyperbolic space of dimension n 86
ι antipodal map w ÞÑ tt ÞÑ wp´tqu on
p
GX, as well as on T 1X 30
ι antipodal map Γw ÞÑ tt ÞÑ Γwp´tqu on Γz
p
GX, as well as on ΓzT 1X 31
ια reciprocity index of a loxodromic fixed point α 302
ιGpβq G-reciprocity index of a quadratic irrational β 309
IsompXq isometry group of X 26
Iv set of classes of fractional ideals of Rv 275
K global function field over Fq 267
Kv completion of function field K for the valuation v 267
kv residual field of the valuation v on K 267
λpγq translation length of an isometry γ of X 26
λpgq length of a periodic orbit g 259
ΛΓ limit set of a discrete group of isometries Γ of X 26
ΛcΓ conical limit set of a discrete group of isometries Γ of X 26
L2pY, G˚q Hilbert space of square integrable maps on V Y for the measure volpY,G˚q 44
Lg Lebesgue measure along a periodic orbit g 259
lk links of vertices in simplicial trees 272
LΓ length spectrum of action of Γ on X 95
ln natural logarithm (with lnpeq “ 1) 22
`˘ positive/negative endpoint of geodesic line ` 30
`˚ standard basepoint in space of geodesic lines GXv 273
mDpxq multiplicity of a vertex x with respect to an equivariant family D 157rmF Gibbs measure on the space of geodesic lines GX 80
mF Gibbs measure on the quotient space of geodesic lines ΓzGX 80rmF Gibbs measure on the space of discrete geodesic lines GX 91
mF Gibbs measure on the quotient space of discrete geodesic lines ΓzGX 91
mF renormalised Gibbs measure mF {||mF || on ΓzGX 163
mc renormalised Gibbs measure mc{||mc|| on ΓzGX 165
pµx˘ qxPX (normalised) Patterson density for the pair pΓ, rF˘q 77
µW˘pwq skinning measures on the strong stable or strong unstable leaf W˘pwq 145
pµHausx qxPX Hausdorff measures of the visual distances dx on ΛΓ 94
NpIq (absolute) norm of a nonzero ideal I in a Dedekind ring 269
NA closed -neighbourhood of a subset A of a metric space 22
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N´A set of points of A at distance at least  from the complement of A 22
Nw˘ homeomorphism between stable/unstable leaves and inner/outer normal
bundles of horoballs
37
npβq relative norm of quadratic irrational β 305
Npxq reduced norm of a quaternion x 312
νw¯ conditional measure on the (weak) stable/unstable leaf W 0˘pwq of
w P G˘X
145
o initial vertex map EXÑ V X in a graph X 40
OxA shadow of a subset A of X seen from x P X Y B8X 26
Ov valuation ring of v in Kv 267
Ωc two-sided recurrent set for the geodesic flow in ΓzGX 83
pi footpoint projection w ÞÑ wp0q of (generalised) geodesic lines, and of
their germs at 0
30
pi` natural extension from one-sided to two-sided shifts 166
piv uniformiser of a field endowed with a valuation v 265
piv uniformiser of a valuation v of a function field K over Fq 267
pipY, G˚q fundamental groupoid of a graph of groups pY, G˚q 241
PD closest point map to a convex subset D 36
P˘D closest point map homeomorphism from B8X ´ B8D to outer/inner
normal bundle of D
37
rφµ˘ total mass function of Patterson density pµx˘ qxPX 91
PGL2pKvq` kernel of morphism rgs ÞÑ vpdet gq mod 2 from PGL2pKvq to Z{2Z 302
Pφ pressure of a potential φ under a transformation 119
Pψ pressure of a potential ψ under a flow 9, 121
Pφpmq metric pressure for a potential φ of a probability measure m invariant
under a transformation
119
Pψpmq metric pressure for a potential ψ of a flow-invariant probability measure
m
9, 121
Q “ QΓ, F, x, y Poincaré series of pΓ, F q 65
qv order of residual field kv 267
Rv affine algebra of the affine curve C´ tvu 268
σ` one-sided shift in symbolic dynamics 168
ασ Other fixed point than α of a loxodromic element 302
βσ Galois conjugate of a quadratic irrational β in Kv 305
ασ Galois conjugate of a quadratic irrational α in Qp 315rσ˘D skinning measure on outer/inner normal bundle of convex subset D 139
σ´D inner skinning measure on Γz
p
GX of a family of closed convex subsets D 149
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σ`D outer skinning measure on Γz
p
GX of a family of closed convex subsets D 149rσ˘D outer/inner skinning measure on pGX of a family of closed convex
subsets D
149
rσ˘Ω outer/inner skinning measure of a family Ω “ pΩiqiPI of subsets ofpB1˘DiqiPI 149
t terminal vertex map EXÑ V X in a graph X 40
Tpi first edge map of a discrete time geodesic line 42
T 1X space of germs at t “ 0 of geodesic lines in X 31
trpβq relative trace of quadratic irrational β 305
Trpxq reduced trace of a quaternion x 312
TvolpY, G˚q volume form on the set of edges of a graph of finite groups pY, G˚q 44
TvolpY, G˚,λq volume form of the set of edges of a metric graph of finite groups
pY, G˚, λq
45
TVolpY, G˚q total volume of the set of edges of a graph of finite groups pY, G˚q 44
TVolpY, G˚, λq total volume of the set of edges of a metric graph of finite groups
pY, G˚, λq
45
U ˘D domain of the fibration f
˘
D 37
V ˘w, η, η1 dynamical neighbourhoods of a point w P G˘X 37
V ˘η, η1pΩ¯q dynamical neighbourhood of a subset Ω¯ of G˘X 38
v8 valuation at infinity of FqpY q 266
v` germ at t “ 0 of a geodesic line ` 31
volpY, G˚q volume form on the set of vertices of a graph of finite groups pY, G˚q 44
VolpY, G˚q volume of a graph of finite groups pY, G˚q 44
V X set of vertices of a graph X 40
VevenX set of vertices of a pointed graph pX, x0q at even distances from x0 95
VoddX set of vertices of a pointed graph pX, x0q at odd distances from x0 95
w˘ positive/negative endpoint of generalised geodesic line w 30
W`pwq strong stable leaf of w P G`X 32
W 0`pwq stable leaf of w P G`X 35
W´pwq strong unstable leaf of w P G´X 32
W 0´pwq unstable leaf of w P G´X 35
|X|λ geometric realisation of a metric tree pX, λq 41
Xv Bruhat-Tits tree of pPGL2,Kvq 271
ζKpsq Dedekind’s zeta function of a function field K 269
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Index
absolute
crossratio, 319
value, 266
acylindrical, 110, 193, 256
adjacency matrix, 134
admissible, 102
alc-norm, 284, 286
algebraic lattice, 46
algebraically locally constant, 284, 286
almost precisely invariant, 157
antipodal map, 30, 31
antireversible, 73
attractive, 27
bipartite, 40
biregular, 41
boundary, 156
bounded parabolic limit point, 26
Bowen ball, 81
Bowen-Margulis measure, 80
Bowen-Walters distance, 113
Busemann cocycle, 29
closest point map, 36
cocycle
Busemann, 29
cohomologous, 87
Gibbs, 69
codegree, 156, 157
cohomologous, 65, 73, 87, 102, 122
common perpendicular, 39, 241
ending transversally, 241
endpoint, 241
multiplicity, 235
origin, 241
starting transversally, 241
comparison triangle, 25
complex geodesic line, 142
complexity, 302, 306, 315
conductance, 72, 242
reversible, 73
conical limit
point, 26
set, 26
conjugate, 312
continued fraction, 311
eventually periodic, 311
convergence
narrow, 225
weak, 225
convergence type, 65
convex, 26
convex hull, 26
correlation coefficient, 164, 174
counting function, 226, 242, 292, 328
critical exponent, 65, 75
cross-section, 114
crossratio, 42, 319
absolute, 319
cusp, 275
cuspidal ray, 45
Cygan distance, 85
cylinder, 102, 166
tree, 92
decay of correlations
exponential, 163
polynomial, 163
superpolynomial, 175
Dedekind’s zeta function, 269
degree, 41
Diophantine, 16, 175
2-Diophantine, 175
4-Diophantine, 175
discriminant, 313
reduced, 313
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distance
Bowen-Walters, 113
Cygan , 85
Hamenstädt’s, 32, 34
signed, 223
visual, 28
distance-like map, 59
divergence type, 65
doubling measure, 79
uniformly, 79
dynamical
ball, 81
neighbourhood, 38
of a point, 37
edge
length map, 41
nonoriented, 40
opposite, 40
edge-indexed graph, 44
 lc-norm, 61
elliptic, 26
ending transversally, 241
endpoint, 241
negative, 30
positive, 30
equilibrium measure, 334
equilibrium state, 9, 119, 122
equivariant family, 148
locally finite, 148
Euler function, 299
exponential decay
Hölder, 163, 165
Sobolev, 164
exponentially mixing
Hölder, 163, 165
Sobolev, 164
extendible geodesics, 25
extension, 31
first return
map, 114
time, 114
footpoint projection, 30, 31
full, 102
function field, 267
fundamental groupoid, 241
Galois conjugate, 305
generalised geodesic
line, 30
discrete, 41
ray, 31
segment, 31
geodesic, 25
current, 81
flow, 30
discrete time, 42
line, 25
generalised, 30
generalised discrete, 41
path, 241
ray, 25
asymptotic, 26
segment, 25
geodesically complete, 25
geometric realisation, 41
geometrically finite, 26
Gibbs
cocycle, 69
constant, 102, 334
measure, 80, 91
weak, 120, 334
property, 82, 92, 102
graph, 40
bipartite, 40
edge-indexed, 44
of groups, 43
metric, 44
quotient, 44
Green
function, 133
kernel, 133
growth
linear, 48
subexponential, 48
Gurevič pressure, 334
Hamenstädt’s
distance, 32, 34
measure, 141
harmonic measure, 133
heigth, 274
Heisenberg group, 85
highest point, 274
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Hölder-continuity, 47
local, 47
Hölder-equivalent, 48
Hölder norm, 58
homogeneous
locally, 193
homography, 272
Hopf parametrisation, 32
discrete, 42
Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin theorem, 82
horoball, 29
stable, 35
unstable, 35
horosphere, 29
stable, 35
unstable, 35
horospherical coordinates, 86
index, 256
induced
partition, 337
system, 337
inner unit normal bundle, 36
inseparable, 306
inversion, 41
isomorphism, 114
iterated partition, 337
Kac formula, 124
Laplacian, 128
lattice, 45
(tree), 45
algebraic, 46
uniform, 45
Ov-lattice, 271
leaf
stable, 35
strong stable, 32
strong unstable, 32
unstable, 35
length
of common perpendicular, 39
spectrum, 84, 95
limit point
bounded parabolic, 26
conical, 26
limit set, 26
linear growth, 48
link, 272
Liouville’s measure, 85
Lipschitz, 47
local field
non-Archimedean, 267
locally
constant, 61
finite, 148
Hölder-continuous, 47
Lipschitz, 47
loxodromic, 27, 301
reciprocal, 309
Markov
chain, 110, 132
shift
one-sided, 168
transitive, 102
two-sided, 101
Markov-good, 110
measure
Bowen-Margulis, 80
doubling, 79
Gibbs, 80
Hamenstädt’s, 141
induced, 225
Liouville, 85
Patterson, 77
satisfying the Gibbs property, 82, 92, 102
skinning, 139, 145
smooth, 231
Tamagawa, 313, 314
measured metric space, 79
metric
graph of groups, 44
pressure, 9, 119, 121
tree, 41
mixing, 95
modular
graph, 275
graph of groups, 275
group, 275
ray, 275
multiplicity, 157, 226, 235, 242
Nagao lattice, 275
narrow topology, 225
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natural extension, 166, 335
suspended, 177
negative
endpoint, 30
part, 22
non-Archimedean local field, 267
non-backtracking, 193
nonelementary, 26
norm, 269
 lc, 61
alc, 284, 286
form, 327
Hölder, 58
of a quaternion, 312
of quadratic irrational, 306
opposite edge, 40
order, 313
origin, 193, 241
ortholength spectrum, 11
marked, 11
outer unit normal bundle, 36
parabolic, 27
Patterson density, 77
period, 62, 259, 311
Poincaré
map, 114
series, 65
pointing
away, 153
towards, 153
polynomially mixing, 163
positive endpoint, 30
potential, 61, 121
associated with, 73
cohomologous, 65
reversible, 65
precisely invariant, 157
almost, 157
pressure, 9, 92, 119, 121, 334
Gurevič, 334
metric, 9, 119, 121
primitive, 27
proper, 25, 36
proper nonempty properly immersed closed
locally convex subset, 227
properly immersed, 10
property HC, 8, 62
quadratic irrational, 305
complexity, 306
reciprocal, 309
radius-continuous ball masses, 210
radius-Hölder-continuous ball masses, 211
random walk, 133
non-backtracking, 193
rapid mixing, 175
ray
cuspidal, 45
generalised geodesic, 31
reciprocal, 309
reciprocity index, 309
recurrent, 133
reduced, 241
regular, 41
relative height, 319, 325, 326
repulsive, 27
residual field, 266
reversible, 65
Rokhlin formula, 339
roof function, 113
Sasaki’s metric, 51
separable, 306
shadow, 26
lemma, 79
for trees, 90
shift, 92, 101, 168
Siegel domain, 86
signed distance, 223
simple, 157
simplicial tree, 41
skinning measure, 139, 145, 256
inner, 149
outer, 149
space at infinity, 26
special flow, 113
spherically symmetric, 151
splitting over, 312
stable
horoball, 35
horosphere, 35
leaf, 35
standard base point, 271
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starting transversally, 241
state space, 132
strong
stable leaf, 32
unstable leaf, 32
subexponential growth, 48
subgraph of subgroups, 43
subshift of finite type, 102
subtree, 26
suspension, 113
system of conductances, 8, 72
antireversible, 73
cohomologous, 73
reversible, 73
Tamagawa measure, 313, 314
terminal vertex, 41
Theorem
of Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin, 82
thermodynamic formalism, 9
topological Markov shift
one-sided, 168
transitive, 102
two-sided, 101
topologically
mixing, 84, 95
transitive, 102
topology
narrow, 225
weak, 225
trace
of a quaternion, 312
of quadratic irrational, 306
transient, 133
transition kernel, 132
transitive, 102
translation
axis, 27, 301
length, 26
tree
biregular, 41
metric, 41
uniform, 41
regular, 41
simplicial, 41
R-tree, 25
tree cylinder, 92
uniform tree, 41
uniformiser, 266
uniformly doubling, 79
unit
normal bundle
inner, 36
outer, 36
tangent bundle, 31
unstable
horoball, 35
horosphere, 35
leaf, 35
valuation, 265
p-adic, 267
at infinity, 266
ring, 265
n-variation, 120
vertex
initial, 40
terminal, 40
n-th vertex of a random walk, 193
virtual centre, 255
visual distance, 28
volume
form
of a graph of groups, 44
of a graph of groups (edge-), 44
of a metric graph of groups, 45
of a graph of groups, 44
weak Gibbs measure, 120
weak topology, 225
zeta function, 269
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